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Decades of experience in the desr
filters have resulted in UTC being a first source for difficult Filters.
Fifteen years ago UTC was already the largest user of permalloy
dust toroids in the world (exclusive of the telephone system). Present
designs include a wide variety of core materials, structures, and
winding methods to provide maximum performance in electrical
requirements and stability. Illustrated below are a few of the thousands of special filter designs in present production.
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low frequency band pass filters are held to DB tolerance
3 DB crossover ... 600 ohm ... 4 filters per 7,2" rack panel.
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FREQUENCY -CYCLES

This 600 ohm miniaturized
case only 1" x 13/4" x 212".
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band pass filter

MC

This ultra low frequency filter has a band pass range of one cycle
700 cubic inches.
50,000 ohms
to 10 cycles
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is housed in a

This 600 ohm miniaturized low pass filter is housed
only 1" x 13/4" x 2112"
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a case
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power line filter provides correct output voltages from
sources of 50 to 400 cycles ... noise attenuation is from 14 KC
This

to 400 MC

... 29

44C
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44C

CxC

9CC

This band pass filter is designed for sharp cut-off at both ends of
the range...10,000 ohms...case dimensions 15s" x 212" x 31/4".

cubic inches.
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GRID -CONTROLLED MAGNETRON-Amplitude modulation of Raytheon multiple -cavity magnetron is accomplished
by control -grid elements placed between vane tips (see p 148)
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marion
21/2
ELAPSED TIME

INDICATOR

small panel siz : - standard 21/2" JAN dimensions
red iced weight and cube
wide operating tE mperature range -55°C to --85°C
low ten perature (-55°C) starting and operation
hermetically sealed - true glass -to -metal
tamperproof
easy to read - standard size counter
SPECIFICATIONS
8

380

Registers: hour steps to 99999
Registers: 1/10 hour steps to 9999.9
magnetically shielded
Drawn steel case
110-125 or 220-250 volt 50 or 60 cycle A.C.
Self-starting Synchronous Motor

-
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Write for further information
Marion Electrical Instrument Company, 401 Canal St., Manchester, N. H., U.S.A.
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Where every detail matters
the high speeds encountered with turbo jet engines, unsuspected blade resonances can
cause serious damage. For this
reason exhaustive vibration tests
must be made, and the source
of each vibration located.
Leading British Aircraft manufacturers rely on the MuirheadPametrad . Wave Analyser
it gives themes e frequency and
At

-

o

amplitude
. vibration
onent . ickly
d accuitude measurements
er, be made subndent of speed
on of the
o
. v . - on the ecomes
simply a matter o
e :. 'ng
the measured frequency w h
known engine data.

SEND TODAY
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VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
AND
WAVEFORM ANALYSIS

NEASUR[NET

VIBRATION

AND

WAYEIORH

FRp EE

Vibrati+.v

Analysis with the MUIRHEAD-PAMETRAD.4 WAVE
ANALYSER at Armstrong Siddeley works, Coventry

MUIRHEAD & CO., LTD., BECKENHAM,
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1951
+92,9

1948

West Month

Previous Month

Year Ago

1953

1950

FIGURES OF THE MONTH
Previe,..;

Month

Latest
Month

RECEIVER

PRODUCTION
RTMA)

Feb. '52

Jan. '53

Television sets

409,337
312,705
106,103
72,866
267,779

719,234
361,921
189,592
93,962
447,667

(Source:

Home sets
Clock Radios
Portable sets
Auto sets

RECEIVER SALES
(Source: RIMA)
Television sets, units...
Radio sets (except auto)

Feb. '53
730,597
402,742
210,924

87,711
491,062

Jan. '53

Feb. '53

640,073
414,726

537,122
507,527

(Source: RIMA)
Receiv. tubes, total units
Receiving tubes, new sets
Rec. tubes, replacement
Receiving tubes, govt.
Receiving tubes, export
Picture tubes, to mfrs.

Feb. '52

28,262,407
17,608,162
6,623,798
2,877,177
1,153,270
330,431

37,343,081
25,409,671
9,167,440
1,576,298
1,189,672
825,209

'53
40,061,483
27,730,235
9,206,500
1,442,452
1,682,296
699,411

Jan. '53
1,470,472

Feb. '53
1,466,421

SEMICONDUCTOR SALES
(Source: RIMA)
Germanium Diodes

(Source: NEMA)
Dielectric Heating
Induction Heating
Welding Control
Other Electronic Control

Year
Ago

(Source: NEMA)
Vacuum (non -receiving)
Gas or vapor
Phototubes
Magnetrons and velocity
modulation tubes ..
Gaps and

T/R

boxes

Previous

Qucr;cr

Quarter

4th '51

3rd'52

4th'52

$620,000
$3,400,000
$1,430,000
$860,000

$320,000
$1,760,000
$1,810,000
$920,000

$440,000
$2,420,000
$1,390,000
$970,000

INDUSTRIAL TUBE SALES

Mar. '53
22,551,500

Feb. '53

Mar. '53

147
221
815

614
255
740
2,424
133

.

BROADCAST STATIONS

Air....8

Mar. '52
108

(Source: RTMA)
TV Stations on
TV Stns CPs-not on air
TV Stns -Applications
AM Stations on Air...
AM Stns CPs-not on air
AM Stns -Applications
FM Stations on Air...

CPs-not

on

521
2,339
74
320
636
14

air

2,409
131
252
611
20

250
607
21
7

8

6

Feb.

,.-Quarterly Figures--,
Latest
INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT ORDERS

21,907,100

Feb. '53

Mar. '52
(Source: NBC Research Dept.)
16,535,100
Sets in Use -total..

FM Stns -Applications
Jan. '53

Month

TV AUDIENCE

FM Stns

RECEIVING TUBE SALES

Latest
Month

Previous

Year
Ago

4th '51

3rd '52

$14,300,000
$3,170,000
$390,000

$10,580,000
$2,950,000
$570,000

4th '52
$12,790,000
$3,480,000
$760,000

$6,670,000
$2,120,000

$8,500,000
$1,700,000

$10,510,000
$2,090,000

COMMUNICATION AUTHORIZATIONS
Feb. '52

(Source: FCC)

31,707
34,660

Aeronautical
Marine
Police, fire, etc.
Industrial
Land Transportation
Amateur
Citizens Radio
Disaster
Experimental
Common carrier

10,442
12,237
4,767

105,016
833

Jan. '53

Feb. '53

35,323
38,631
12,234
15,761
5,531
117,106
1,892

37,825
39,001
12,482
16,002
5,636
116,697
1,924

90
507

101

26

359
895

EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS
(Source: Bur. Labor Statistics)
Prod. workers, comm. equip.
Av. wkly. earnings, comm.
Av. wkly. earnings, radio
Av. weekly hours, comm.
Av. weekly hours, radio

Dec.

Jan. '52

p

42.2

41.2-r

Mar. '52
295.7
286.9

-provisional;

'52

331,000-r
$69.33-r
$64.40-r

270,700
$65.99
$60.90
42.6
41.6

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES
(Source: Standard and Poor's)
Radio-TV & Electronics
Radio Broadcasters....

529
1,070

1,037

Jan. '53
330,500-p
$69.22-p
$64.46-p
41.8-p
40.9-p

Feb. '53

Mar. '53

304.5
285.1

310.7
294.3

r -revised

Jan. -Feb. Totals
FIGURES OF THE YEAR
Television set production
Radio set production
Television set sales
Radio set sales (except auto)
Receiving tube sales
Cathode-ray tube sales

1952 Total

6,096,279
9,71 1,236

6,144,990
6,878,547
368,519,243
6,120,292

1952

814,270
1,391,908
872,532
823,229
54,999,102
670,623

1953
1,449,831
2,285,581

1,177,195
922,253
77,404,564
1,524,620

Percent Change

+
+
+
+
+
+

May, 1953
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78.1%
64.7
34.9
12.3

40.7
126.9

-
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for federal income and excess
profits taxes, the provision
equalled $9.15 per share of common stock and 10.1 cents per dollar

200

180

TAXES VS

-

60

-

140

-

PROFITS

IN ELECTRONICS

i13 REPRESENTATIVE COMPANIES)

'/

EST

40

-

of sales.
RCA's total tax bill for 1952, including $22.3 million in excise
taxes, came to a total of $66.6 million, an amount equivalent to $4.80
per common share, or more than
double the year's net earnings.
Taxes for Bendix in fiscal 1952
were $35.3 million or $16.70 a
share. This was 70 percent of
earnings before taxes, or over 4
times as much for taxes as the
Bendix stockholder received in
dividends.

20

-
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excess profits tax
expires on June 30, 1953, unless extended by Congress. The House
Ways and Means Committee has
favored letting the tax expire on
schedule and so have most manufacturers, electronic and otherwise.

Electronics Firms Look At Taxes
Amounts set aside for taxes
by manufacturers indicate that
1952 levies were tops
YEARLY tax payments by thirteen
electronic manufacturers for the
past ten years show that the 1952
tax total of nearly $103 million
represents the largest payment ever
made by these companies. It accounts for 59 percent of income before taxes, the highest percentage
since 1945.
For these firms, taxes have
represented more than half of
net income before taxes for the
past 3 years and have been larger
than total dividend payments that
were made to stockholders during
that period.
Although net sales rose substanELECTRONICS

-

May, 1953

tially in 1952 for many manufacturers net income did not keep pace
with the increased volume in many
cases because of "a substantial increase in the provision for federal
taxes."
Fiscal 1952 was the first time
since the war for many electronic manufacturers that a whole
year's earnings were subject to a
higher combined rate of federal income and excess profits taxes. As
a result net income was lower.

Companies-Annual reports of
individual electronic manufacturers point up the effect of taxes on
company earnings. General Electric's provision for federal taxes
on income in 1952 amounted to
$264 million. Although this was
4.9 percent less than the 1951 bill

If no extension is voted,
electronic manufacturers whose
fiscal year ends on that date will
no longer pay the levy while those
with other fiscal years will pay
their proportionate share.

Transistor Standards
Planned for June 30
Electrical specs by joint -service -industry committee to bring
mass

availibility

manufacturers have
been forced to proceed cautiously in
introducing their products for general use because of the widespread
confusion as to what constitutes a
good transistor. Through the initiative of the Signal Corps, in col TRANSISTOR

5
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laboration with the Navy, Air
Force and representatives of leading manufacturers (JETEC), a set
of standards is to be completed by
June 30 that will settle many of the
perplexing questions in the minds
of both makers and users.
The mid -year deadline is expected to serve as a break point for
mass availability of transistors on
an industry-wide basis. Some manufacturers have been holding back
and stockpiling production of transistors pending such standards. They
will soon be able to publish data on
their products with assurance that
claims will not be misinterpreted
due to lack of understanding.

Physical Specs-The June 30
specs will supplement already accepted standards for physical
dimensions and spacing of leads set
several months ago. These earlier
specs were adopted to curb a trend
which would ultimately lead to the

necessity for having a different
socket for each transistor type.
Transistors will ultimately be
supplied with two-inch leads (for
soldering directly into circuits) that
may be clipped if socket insertion is
desired and spaced to fit standard
5 -pin in -line subminiature sockets.
Emitter and collector leads will occupy the end socket holes, the base
lead spaced to fit the hole adjacent
to the emitter, leaving two holes
between base and collector.

Clock -Radios Hit
Big Time
Production has climbed steadily since 1946 and may exceed
2 million units this year
alarm clocks, better
known as clock -radios, have become
big business for radio manufacturers in the past 2 years. Both
unit and dollar volume doubled in
1952 and this year output is expected to reach 2 million, accounting for 25 percent of total radio
sales.
Although clock radios were introduced years ago by some radio companies it was not until 1951 that the
ELECTRONIC
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Business Briefs
Labor -Secretary Durkin's
conferees on Taft -Hartley
revision could not agree on
procedure, conference was
ended. In Congress, hearings
add up to much talk. Little
chance of change this year.
situation on mine, custom -smelter output, domestic and
foreign supplies makes costs
vary from 271/2 to 361/2 cents
per pound. Anaconda's Chilean mine is adding 50,000
tons per year to present
200,000 -ton output.

Copper-Multiple-price

Defense-Congress wants

a
$43 billion ceiling on defense

spending, holding present
rate. Treasury Secretary
Humphrey estimates a $4 billion reduction starting July
1, with taxes held at present
level.

Outlays-McGraw-Hill surveys show 1954-56 capital
plans at $18 to $20 billion a
year level. First quarter
1953 plants and equipment
cutlay was at $27.5 billion
annual rate.
Production caAluminum
pacity of domestic industry
will rise to more than 3 billion pounds a year before

-

the end of 1953, according
to Industrial Smelting Corp.
Alcoa's annual report pre -

industry as a whole began to sit up
and take notice of rising public
acceptance. In that year 777,000
were produced, with a retail value
of over $30 million. In 1952, 1.6
million had been made, with a retail value of $64 million. In the
first two months of 1953 more than
390,000 were produced, compared
to 186,000 for the same period last

year.

Manufacturers-In

1946, six
.
companies had clock-radios on the
market and the sets were more of a

diets easing of pressures on
civilian aluminum market as
military and stockpile needs
are met.

-

Tools Deliveries of machine tools are back to normal for first time since
Korean outbreak. Makers of
can
products
nondefense
order now for replacements,
modernizations, expect deliveries soon.

Zinc-Government's General
Services Administration is
requesting zinc for national
stockpile after a purchasing
slack-off last year. Present
price is 11 cents a pound, old
ceiling price was 191/2.
Federal Reserve
Demand
Board's Survey of Consumer
Finances says 'Plans to purhousehold
major
chase
goods, especially tv sets and
furniture, are substantially
more numerous than they
were a year ago.' General
agreement among economic
observers is that prices will
stay up and firm.

-

-

President EisenTrade
hower asked Congress to extend the Reciprocal Trade
Agreements Act one year beyond its June 12 deadline, to
permit a full study of trade
policies before trying to rewrite the bill.

novelty item than anything else.
Clock manufacturers were the real
promoters, and in some instances
marketed clock-radios themselves to
show the radio industry that they
could be sold.

There are now very few radio
manufacturers who don't have
clock -radios in their lines. A few
companies even have clock -television
sets available.

Market-Clock-radios have been
bought mainly for use in the bed(Continued on page 8)
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es and Varistors

100

50
Check these important applications:
0.25

0.50

0.75

10

1. Low input

1.50

VOLTS

and output impedance circuits.

2. Relay activation.

Typical 1N56 Forward Resistz ce Characteristic.

3. Heavy current and surge applications.

4. Low impedance coils and transformers.

the 1N71 varistor in carrier
telegraphy and telephony work.

TRY

I

N

56

rYLVA N'

1N56 DIODE with potential of +1 volt
will pass a current of 15 ma. or more.
With a potential of -30 volts, less than
300 µa will flow.

A

The low shunt capacitance insures high
efficiency throughout the high frequency
range. You will find this varistor equally
efficient in low impedance modulator
circuits of the carrier suppression or
carrier transmission type.
Both the 1N56 Germa-

nium Diode and the
1N71 Varistor are avail-

For

able from your Sylvania

Carrier Communications,

Distributor. New descriptive folder gives

1N71 VARISTOR. The 1N71 consists
of 4 matched low impedance diodes

ratings, characteristics,
and application notes

each of which, with +1 volt im.
pressed, will pass a current of 1 ma.
of the average current of the four.

concerning Sylvania
Germanium Diodes and
Varistors. Mail the coupon for your copy.

r

SYLVANIA
LIGHTING

RADIO

ELECTRONICS

TELEVISION

In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd., University Tower Bldg.
St. Catherine St., Montreal, P. Q.

Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
Dept. 3E-1005, 1740 Broadway
New York 19, N. Y.

Please send me your new folder describing
Sylvania Germanium Diodes and Varistors.
Name

Street
City

ELECTRON ICS

-
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Large Computers Coming in Quantity
Production of giant 'brains'
accelerates as government
orders hypo business
ALL BUSINESS is good when Uncle

room as a musical alarm clock. But
manufacturers now see a growing
trend toward use in the kitchen and
the living room. As a result, clock radio styling is changing rapidly.
Now there are hang-up clock -radios
for the kitchen and even portable
clock -radios (see below)
It used to be that the same clock
face could be seen on several different radio brands. But now the industry is styling the clock face as
well as the cabinet and gets only
the works from clock manufac.

turers.

under one -million dollars. Both
have three information storage
systems or memories : electrostatic tubes, magnetic drum and magnetic tape.
The machines will both work on
engineering and scientific problems such as future airframe de-

Sam picks up the tab.
In the electronics field, developsystems
ment of large digital computers sign, missile -guidance
nuclear
all
unand
have
been
defense
air
not
analysis,
would probably
dertaken until much later but for research.
the needs of national defense.
1103-The first 1103, built by
Most large scale computers
Rand's Engineering Rehave been one -of -their-kind but Rem
Associates Division of St.
search
two giant `brains', recently introwill soon be delivered
Minn.,
Paul,
duced by IBM and Remington
of Defense. A
Department
the
to
Rand, will be made in quantity.
will be availmodel
The machines are also unique in commercial
six units are
1954;
March
in
able
that they lack the exotic names scheduled for that year. The maoften given electronic computers.
chines sell for $850,000. R -R also
The IBM machine is known procomputation centers for the
saically as the 701; the Remington plans
in New York and Washingpresent
Rand job as the 1103 under the new
where work will be done on
ton
nomenclature.

Design-The machines are technically comparable. Both cost just

Portable Clock Radio Uses Subminiatures

hourly rates.

7 01-In Production at the company's Poughkeepsie plant, the
IBM 701 will be installed on customers' premises at rentals of
$11,900 a month and up. The first
machine will soon be shipped to
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
A 701 has already been installed
at IBM headquarters in New York
and will do job work for $300 an
hour. Production rate for 701's is
one per month.

Miltronic Standards
Making Progress
of all electronic equipment used by the military is moving
in high gear with the first of the
catalogs scheduled for completion
this year. The equipment will be
divided into twenty categories and
standardized with duplications
eliminated.
The first catalog, electron tubes,
is due in November of '53. Resistors
will follow in January, 1954, with
circuit breakers, switches, and
filters and networks following in
February. The catalog for capaciCATALOGING

Transistors aren't the only way to cut battery drain. Note subminiature tubes
two 11/2 (arrows) used in this new Motorola clock portable. It operates from
volt A batteries and a 671 -volt B or from 117 volts a -c/d -c. Magnet and assospace
ciated components are within cone of loudspeaker, saving still more
8

(Continued on page 10)
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miniature molded

CAPAC I$RS
11110116

t . now ,all

,

rated for operation at

I

processing ievelopments now make it
possible for every Prokar miniature
molded capacitor to ()e used at temperatures
up to 125°C without voltage derating!
An exclusive Sprague solid dielectric and a
mineral -filled phenolic jacket assure stable
performance from -55°C to +125°C.
Ten mold sizes-ranóing upwards from the
.175° dia. x SJsn long unit pictured actual size
NEW

at left-give you maximum space economy
in miniaturized equipments. Originally
developed for military uses, the moderate
prices of these miniature capacitors make them
well worth your investigation also for use
in dependable commercial electronic
equipment. Write today for Engineering
Bulletin 205F to the Sprague Electric Company,
35 Marshall St., Nor :h Adams, Massachusetts.

r

JrL)
r

f-

WORLD'S LARGEST CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER

EXPORT FOR THE AMERICAS: SPRAGUE ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL
LTD., NORTH ADAMS, MASS.

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

Want more information? Use post card

on

last page.

CABLE: SPREXINT
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tors is due in April 1954. A new
standard for packaging electron
tubes will be also issued.

Industrial Electronics
Gains Momentum
Sales are rising rapidly as new
equipment and new organiza-

tions enter field
of the growing importance of the industrial market to
electronic manufacturers is mirrored in recent activities in the
field. Industrial tube sales have almost tripled since 1950, rising from
$38.7 million in that year to an
estimated $95.9 million in 1952.
Biggest gain was made by non receiving -type tubes, with magnetrons and velocity-modulation tubes
following in dollar volume. These
three classifications accounted for
over 80 percent of industrial tube
sales last year.
EVIDENCE

Equipment-New, simpler in-

Excise Tax Collections Rise
Automobiles and gasoline are the
leaders in excise tax yields for the
U.S. but since 1950 radio -tv sets
and parts have not been far behind.
In fiscal '52 they ranked in 6th
SALES TRENDS in the electronics inplace, led only by gasoline, autodustry are accurately pictured in mobiles, automobile parts, tires and
the Treasury Department's figures trucks, in that order.
on excise tax collection from radio In the top year of 1951, radio -tv
tv set and component manufac- manufacturers excise tax collecturers. Collection for fiscal 1953, tions stood in fourth place. Before
which began in June of last year, tv excise the industry ranked 10th
totals almost $68 million compared in total yield. In both 1951 and 1952
to $51 million for the same period the industry's excise payments repin fiscal 1952. If tv sales this year resented almost 5 percent of total
meet expectations the total yield manufacturer's excise tax collecseems sure to exceed $120 million.
tions of $2.3 billion in each year.

Yield in fiscal 1953 tops last
year's take, reflecting increased television sales

Trend-Annual

collections from
have
manufacturers
radio -tv
since
million
$100
over
to
amounted
the tv excise tax was first imposed
on November 1, 1950. Top tax take
was in 1950-51 when the U. S. collected almost $130 million from the
radio -tv industry. The U. S. Treasury cashed-in on tv's top sales year
along with manufacturers. In the
1951-52 period collections dropped
by $10 million, reflecting the industry's tv sales slump. But even
this total was nearly 3 times the
average amount collected when the
tax applied only to radio.

dustrial television equipment recently introduced also indicates the
growing importance of industry as
an electronic market. Five manufacturers, Dage, DuMont, Federal,
General Precision and RCA, have
Manufacturer's excise
brought out industrial tv equipment Rank collected
on 20 different
are
taxes
that is not only easier to use in inranging
products,
of
categories
dustry but lower in cost than previmatches.
to
machines
business
ous itv equipment. Now it is from
possible for manufacturers and
business in general to buy a tv
RADIO-TV MANUFACTURERS
camera that will operate into a
EXCISE TAXES
140
home tv receiver. With prices cut to
FISCAL
about half that of last year's models,
YEAR
120
manufacturers see industrial tele6MOS
OF
vision sales for 1953 far exceeding
FISCAL YEAR
last year's sales of $6 million.
N 100

-

/

-

Further eviOrganizations
dence of rising industrial sales are
the new organizations that have
been formed to specialize in industrial electronic servicing and
maintenance. Previously, industrial

volume was evidently small enough
to allow manufacturers to send an
engineer to a customer when servicing was needed. But now more independent organizations are doing
the servicing job.
10
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Cuban Television
Attracts Smugglers
"PACK some clothes and meet me

at

Sloppy Joe's" was a byword for
thirsty Americans during prohibition. Not only did Havana nighteries do a thriving business then
but enterprising boatowners also
carried on a brisk trade hauling
liquid refreshment across the
Straits of Florida.
Television sets have now apparently replaced the fruit of vine
and cane field as the smuggler's
stock -in -trade. Receivers imported
from the U. S. without payment of
duty are said to constitute nearly
60 percent of the 100,000 sets presently in use throughout the Island
Republic.
Modus Operandi-Maverick tv
traders buy sets in quantity from
U. S. dealers or distributors and
either fly them via air freight to
Cuba or ferry them across in small
boats. Saving a 20-percent import
duty, the traders then proceed to
undersell franchised dealers operating through legitimate channels.
Hard hit by the subrosa trade,
Cuban dealers vainly petitioned
the government of former Cuban
president Carlos Prio for aid in
stopping the racket. Recently, the
(Continued on page 14)
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If you build electronic equipment

CONTROLS
can help you cut

down

size ... weight ... and cost ...see next

2 pages

-a.

These Centralab Controls give
... HAVE FINER
THEY SIMPLIFY ASSEMBLY ... LAST LONGER

with
NEW MODEL 1 RADIOHMworld's smallest volume control
the longest list of miniature applications
Check these QUICK FACTS

on Model

4

1

resistance range: 500 ohms to 10 megohms, 7

standard tapers
2 megmegohms ± 30%

tolerances: standard 500 ohms through

ohms ± 20%, above

2

resistor element: tested for 25,000 cycles

4 wattage rating: 1/10 watt
4 contact: phosphor bronze double-wiping
4 terminals: Insulated brass, silver-plated.

Furnished straight or bent 90° to mounting surface

J

mounting: stud or bracket

4

shaft: plain or switch type

J

switch: SPST, rated 6.5 amps at 1.5 v d -c; 0.2
amps at 45 v d -c
dust cover: provides

4

full protection

shielding, knobs: optional, may be furnished

on the
THE Centralab Model 1 volume control is the smallest variable resistor
why
That's
dime!
a
than
market today. Its s/s" diameter makes it no larger
and
governcommercial
it was chosen as standard for these typical, important
ment applications. These include:
EQUIPMENT
HEARING AIDS INDUSTRIAL, GEOPHYSICAL TEST
MINIATURE RADIOS TELEPHONE APPARATUS COUNTING
CARRIER EQUIPDEVICES BUSINESS, DICTATION MACHINES
GEAR
MENT, OTHER MILITARY AND GOVERNMENT
compactness, Centralab's Model 1 Control gives you such features

But more than
longer life. Many variations
as smooth, noiseless performance, lighter weight,
of resistance values, tapers
range
of the Model 1 are available with a complete
by knob or front or rear
controlled
be
may
and optional mountings. Resistance
or new Hi -Torque
standard
in
either
screwdriver slot. There's a broad selection
shielding.
and
with or without off -on switch
types
of shock
The new Hi -Torque controls hold settings under severe conditions
are 3.0
models
-Torque
Hi
-inches,
or vibration. Standard torque is 0.3 ounce
ounce -inches.
1, and other Centra Completely adaptable to varying conditions, the Model
assistance,
For
engineering
lab Controls illustrated are tops for miniaturization.
coupon.
in
42-158
check
facts,
write direct, stating your problem. For further

...

you more than compactness...
QUALITY FOR STANDARD AND CUSTOM AM -FM -TV APPLICATIONS
Extra versatility for you!
Centralab's Model

2 Radiohms®, either commercial or military styles, are available in plain or
switch -types
standard or custom designs
with plain or dual concentric shafts. Control diameter is only 15/16". Check 42-85 for data on
these model 2's.

-

-

DON'T OVERLOOK
these quick -delivery and

-

Centralab Model 2 Radiohm
Control-Left, single unit plain

Centralab Model 2 Radiohm
Control
control shown is a

type, untapped; right, twin unit
plain type, untapped. Both with

combination controls!

single unit switch type, tapped.
Control has single shaft. Small
size adds extra versatility.

single shafts.

Quick Delivery
MODEL 2 EXPRESS*
A real time-saver! Delivery in a
few days. When order is received,
desired shafts staked directly to
control. Shafts fit all standard
RTMA split -knurled and most
spring -type push -on knobs. Rated
1/2 watt. Available in two values:
1/2 and 1 megohm, audio taper
(C2) with SPST a -c line switch.
Values meet 75% of requirements
for switch -type controls. Check
42-163 in coupon for data.

COMCTNTIOL*

-

Centralab Model 2 Radiohm Control
this control is a twin unit
switch type, untapped. It has a
single shaft
many variations
meet diversified applications.

Combination volume control
and printed electronic circuit

Newly announced Compentrol
faithfully reproduces bass and

treble responses with high fidelity
at low -volume level. Needs no additional amplification no insertion loss. Furnished in 1/2 and 1

-

meg-plain

or switch types.
Switch is SPST, has cover for a-c
shielding. Check 42-182 in coupon
for more data.

Centralab Model

2

Radiohm.

Left, twin unit plain type, front
section tapped; Right, twin unit
switch type, rear -section tapped.

-

Concentric shafts.

...

MILITARY TYPES
If you use types RV2A or RV2B, Model 2
variable resistors on your next military order
there's no prior contract approval or waivers required. They meet JAN -R-94, characteristic U requirements.

-

*Trademark

CENTRALAB, A Division of Globe-Union Inc.
914-E East Keefe Avenue, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

Please send me data as marked:
42-158
42-85
42-163 D 42-182.
D I'd also like a copy of Centralab's new Catalog No. 28, including more than
470 new items for the electronic field.

Name

O

A Division of Globe -Union Inc.
900

EAST

KEEFE AVENUE

MILWAUKEE,

Position

Company
WIS.

IN CANADA, 635 QUEEN STREET EAST, TORONTO, ONTARIO

Address
City

Zone

State

INDUSTRY

REPORT-Continued

Batista government promulgated
a regulation interdicting transshipment of television receivers.
Legitimate dealers throughout
Cuba are waiting watchfully to
see if the regulation will end the
two -year -old racket. Thus far,
midnight activity in sheltered
coves from El Morro to Varedero
seems undiminished.
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but still the
first high -power uhf station was
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., which
went on channel 61 during the
morning of February 10. Feature
of the 260 -kw (erp) plant is the
GE transmitter employing a Varian 12 -kw klystron tube in its final
stage.
Scheduled to join the NBC and
ABC networks on March 15 was
another 12 -kw transmitter, also on
channel 61, at WWLP, Springfield,
Mass. Complementing the uhf
program fare, with CBS and Du Mont networks, will be still a third
high -power transmitter assigned
to Holyoke, Mass. Signals from
this channel-55 station, WHYNTV, will serve essentially the same
area as the Holyoke station.

i

Ì
I

á

High -Power UHF -TV
Moves Up

LABOR TURNOVER
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1952

1951

HIRINGS and firings in radio -tv plants fluctuate but

.

Electronics Labor Turnover Drops
Decline in termination rate reflects industry's increased employment stability

manufacturers increased production to meet seasonal demand.
The employment addition rate
seems to follow the seasonal sales
pattern of the industry and

an average of 4.7 per August, September and October
employees were separated are traditionally the months of
from their electronic jobs every highest employment rates in the
month, representing a decline of industry, as is indicated in the
1.6 from the average rate of 6.3 in
chart.
1951. Total terminations were
Outlook-Electronic manufacmade up of resignations, dislook for a continued deturers
charges, layoffs and miscellanin labor turnover in the
crease
military
eous reasons, including
in 1953 because they exindustry
ones.
production throughout
high
pect
Most terminations were volunusual seasonal flucThe
year.
the
tary. Voluntary separations averfor granted but
taken
are
tuations
employees
100
aged about 2.7 per
expected
to be as
are
not
they
each month in 1952. Discharges
and
1952.
in
1951
as
severe
during the year ranged between 0.4
and 1.0 and averaged about 0.6 per
month. Miscellaneous terminations never exceeded 0.7 and aver- Financial Roundup
aged less than 0.4 per 100 employees in 1952.
PROFIT statements for 1952 along
with security transactions were anof
Additions-Employment
workers in electronic plants nounced by electronic manufacreached the highest rate since 1950 turers in the past month. Twelve
(Continued on page 16)
in October of last year when

DURING 1952,

100

First high -power uhf transmitter uses
klystron to feed television signals up
1,000 -foot waveguide to antenna with
power gain of 22
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SHOCK->
HERE'S THE SECRET

...

ofaNEW

wire -mesh isolator

that won't change
on the job!
The new Type 7630 and Type 7640 ALL-METL Barrymounts
have been specifically designed to eliminate loss of efficiency due to
damper packing. Previous wire-mesh unit vibration isolators exhibited a definite loss of damping efficiency after a period in actual
service, because the wire -mesh damper tended to pack. These new
unit Barrymounts have eliminated this difficulty, because load -bearing
spring returns damper to normal position on every cycle.

-

Very light weight
helps you reduce the weight of
mounted equipment.
Hex top
simplifies your installation problems.
High isolation efficiency
meets latest government
specifications (JAN -C -172A, etc.)
gives your equipment maximum protection.
Ruggedized
to meet the shock-test requirements of
military specifications.
Operates over a wide range of temperatures
ideal for
guided-missile or jet installations.

-

- -

-

-

Compare these unit isolators with any others
by making
your own tests, or on the basis of full details contained in Barry
Product Bulletin 531. Your free copy will be mailed on request.

Free samples for your prototypes are available through your
nearest Barry representative.
THE

BARRY

CORP.

707 PLEASANT ST., WATERTOWN 72, MASSACHUSETTS
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Atlanta Baltimore
Philadelphia

ELECTRONICS
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Chicago

Cleveland Dallas Dayton

Phoenix Rochester
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Louis

Detroit

Son Francisco

IN
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Angeles

Seattle

Minneapolis New York

Toronto
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NL,STR) REPORT-Cent'nuec,
companies showed up in annual reports as follows:
Company
Admiral
American Cable
and Radio
Arvin
Burroughs
DuMont
IT & T
Minn. Honeywell
National Union
Radio
Standard Coil
Sylvania
Thos. A. Edison
Zenith
Loss

Net Profit

1952

1951

$8,711,133

$9,586,833

699,444
2,209,733
7,893,419
1,424,603

1,460,625
2,691,063
7,588,724
583,377*

22,147,753
9,081,003

17,992,314
9,277,510

139,920
2,861,290
6,960,625
1,201,782
5,845,933

370,910
2,487,944
8,253,973
1,305,548
5,370,740

Stocks Filed-Avco

filed with
SEC for 11,500 shares of common
stock (par $3) to be offered at the
market (approximately $8.50 per
share) for the account of the selling
stockholder.
Radio Condenser filed with SEC
for 27,000 shares of common stock
(par $1) to be offered at $11 per
share. Net proceeds together with
$1.5 million to be received from sale
of 4f -percent serial notes will be
used for expansion program, debt
financing and for working capital.
Telecomputing Corp. filed with
SEC for 5,639 shares of capital
stock (par $1) to be offered at $15
per share. Proceeds will be used for
working capital and for the account
of selling stockholder.
Inter - America Electronics of
Puerto Rico filed with SEC for 938
shares of preferred stock at $100
per share and 7,900 shares of common at $10 per share. Proceeds will
be used to purchase equipment.
Packard -Bell registered with SEC
for 100,000 shares of its capital
stock, $.50 par value, to be offered
for public sale. Net proceeds will
be used for expansion of main plant.
It is expected that $500,000 will be
used for construction of a new cabinet plant, $100,000 for additional
machinery and equipment and $300,000 to replace working capital used
in 1952 for construction. Remainder
will be used to pay debts and for
working capital.

-

Cinerama
offered $2 million in 4-percent convertible debentures due March 1,
1958. Net proceeds will be added to
general funds and used to furnish
and install exhibition equipment for
3 additional theaters.
Mohawk Business Machines offered 144,000 shares of 12 -cent
cumulative preferred stock (par

Security Offerings

16

$1) at $2 per share. Proceeds will
be used for working capital and to

acquire additional machinery for
the production of an electronic
stapling machine and a midget battery recorder.
Radar -Electronics offered 5,996,000 shares of common stock (par 1
cent) at 5 cents per share. Proceeds
will be used for working capital and
for the expansion of operations.
Arcturus Electronics offered
$200,000 in 5 -year 6 -percent convertible debentures due April 1,
1958. Proceeds will be used for general corporate purposes.
P. R. Mallory offering of 150,000
shares of 4k -percent cumulative convertible preferred stock at par ($50
per share) was oversubscribed. Proceeds will be added to general funds
for general corporate purposes.

-

WestingOther Transactions
house has borrowed $50 million
from a group of institutional investors completing a $300 million
credit set up in November, 1951.
The lenders include insurance companies, pension funds, savings
banks and universities. Loans will
be used to finance the company's
$296 million expansion program and
to provide additional working capital.
CBS sold privately $25 million in
4f -percent promissory notes due
Jan. 15, 1973 to insurance companies. Proceeds of initial borrowings will be used for general corporate purposes.
Clevite Corp. will offer 200,000
shares of stock for sale. Proceeds
will be used for general funds and
working capital.

EAST GERMAN family gathers around Russian -designed receiver, as

..

TV Gains Slowly Behind Iron Curtain
East Germans build sets but
Russia takes output as part of

war reparations

progress in Russia and
satellite countries has been slow,
due largely to lack of essential raw
materials and particularly those
needed by tube manufacturers. Demands arising from Soviet-army
build-up and enlargement of teleTELEVISION

phone and telegraph networks are
so high that other needs receive less
consideration.

Stations-Transmitters are

op-

erating in Kiev, Leningrad and
Moscow. Pravda reports 80,000 sets
in use. Poland and Czechoslovakia,

both of which had experimenthl
transmitters before World War II,
are still testing. In East Germany,
a Soviet -controlled transmitter is
(Continued on page 18)
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For Accurate

- Reliable

The G -R Type 1931-A Modulation Monitor
and Type 1932 -A Distortion and Noise Meter
are highly accurate instruments widely used
in broadcast stations for monitoring modulation and measuring distortion and noise in
audio frequency circuits. Transmitter operators find these instruments convenient and
extremely reliable in operation. They meet all
FCC specifications.
The Distortion and Noise Meter is a most
versatile laboratory tool. It permits complete
and accurate wave analysis of fundamentals
from 50 to 15,000 cycles and harmonics to
45,000 cycles, when used with an oscilloscope.
Its ability to rapidly and accurately measure
frequency, audio voltage, AVC characteristics
and hum level, has adapted it to a wide variety
of measurements in the communications laboratory. This Meter is also used for the production
checking of radio receivers, attenuators, audio
amplifiers and oscillators, and electronic instruments and components.

and FCC Approved

Measurements of

MODULATION,
DISTORTION
and NOISE
in the Broadcast Station
The

G

-R Type 1931-A Modulation Monitor

*
*

-

Operates over a wide carrier frequency range
0.5 to
8 Mc. or 3 to 6 Mc. depending upon tuning coils used;
either set supplied with instrument.

-

Continuously indicates percentage modulation of either
positive or negative peaks, as selected by a panel switch
meter range is 0 to 110% on positive peaks, 0 to 100%
on negative peaks.
* Provides a very useful overmodulation alarm whose
flashing rate increases markedly when modulation peaks
are in excess of a predetermined level set by a panel dial.
* Requires about 0.5 watt input R -F power.
Measures the relative magnitude of any carrier shift
occurring during modulation.
Has two low -distortion audio -output circuits operating
from separate diode rectifiers:.
One is matched to a 600 -ohm line for audible monitoring.
Other output supplies a faithful reproduction of the carrier
envelope for measurement of transmitter distortion and
noise with the aid of a distortion and noise meter
output amplifier is flat to wihin 1.0 db. from 30 to
30,000 cycles.

*
Type 1931-A

*

Modulation Monitor

..0.5

Type

1931-P5...0.5

Type

1931-P6...3

Mc.... $440.00
Extra Tuning Coil.... 16.50

to 8 Mc. or 3 to 60

to 8 Mc.

to 60 Mc.

Extra Tuning

Coil.....

16.50

-

The

G

-R Type 1932-A Distortion and Noise Meter

*

*
*
Type 1932-A

Distortion and Noise Meter

*

$595.

*

GR

-

Features rapid and continuous frequency adjustment over
one main tuning control
and push buttons are used.
Includes a high gain amplifier which balances to a null at
frequency set by the main tuning dial, and thus passes to the
meter circuit only the distortion components present.
Measures distortion values as low as .05%; 0.10% above
7,500 cycles.
Detects noise levels down to 200 pv
instrument noise is
considerably less than 80 db.
Accuracy is essentially ±5% of full scale for distortion,
noise and dbm measurements.
the entire audio frequency range

-

Admittance Meters* Coaxial Elements * Decade Capacitors
Decade Inductors it Decade Resistors * Distortion Meters
Frequency Meters * Frequency Standards* Geiger Counters
Impedance Bridges it Modulation Meters * Oscillators
275 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts, U. S. A.
Variacs Light Meters * Megohmmeters * Motor Controls
90 West St. NEW TORE 6
920 S. A1.chlynn A, CHICAGO
10111,.V .Sennrd St. LOS ANGELES 3E
Noise Meters * Null Detectors * Precision Capacitors
Pulse Generators * Signal Generators * Vibration Meters * Stroboscopes * Wave Filters
U-H -F Measuring Equipment it V -T Voltmeters * Wave Analyzers s? Polariscopes

GENERAL RADIO Company
e.

3
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operating in Berlin. Another transmitter at Brocken, highest point in
the Hartz Mountains, is testing and
will soon be beaming programs to
West Germany.
Plans are afoot to install by 1955
transmitters in all 14 district
capitals of East Germany. These
will be linked in a network diverging from Berlin.

Receivers-The set shown in the
photograph is the Russian -designed
Leningrad T-2 model. It has a 7 inch screen and no provision for
radio reception price in East Berlin is 3.500 East Marks, $117 at
official rates.
Although East German plants
have made these sets for some years
under Soviet license, their output
;

has been delivered largely to the Antenna Industry
Soviet Union as war reparations.
When television service was inau- Reviews UHF
gurated last December the East
Germans were promised 2,000 sets. New tv markets bring many
Only 800 were delivered. Production changes to the highly -competiquota for 1953 is 4,000 sets. So far
tive sky -hook business
sets are seen only in public buildings, party offices and homes of
ALMOST a year has past since the
high officials.
uhf television station went on
first
German engineers, many of
and antenna and set manuair
the
whom worked in television before
are reviewing the uhf anfacturers
are
they
the war, complain that
hampered by Russian engineers tenna business as it stands today.
assigned as consultants but actually Market-There are 25 uhf telerunning the show, thereby slowing vision stations on the air now in
up progress and initiative. Another nearly as many different market
difficulty is that East Berlin trans- areas. They have made more than a
mitter operates on the same fre- million homes potential uhf antenna
quency as the West German station customers for a possible sales volin Hamburg, Germany.
ume of over $10 million. In addition, of the 324 cp's that have been
granted, 213 or 2/3 are for uhf stations that will eventually come on
the air bringing in more business.
Nearly half of the existing uhf
markets are actually combination
uhf -vhf markets. And, nearly every
existing vhf market is also a poten1600
tial combination market. Thus, anUNFILLED ELECTRONICS
ORDERS
1400 tenna manufacturers must now
(REPRESENTATIVE
serve three types of markets: the
COMPANIES)
21200 4
vhf, the uhf and the combination
J
01000 uhf-vhf.
a

Electronics Backlog Still Growing
ABUNDANT

health of the electronics

industry is indicated by growth in

the backlog of both defense and
civilian orders of several representative companies in the field.
Although the amounts shown in the
accompanying graph are but a
fraction of the total electronic
equipment backlog, they indicate
the rising trend.
Another indication of the
volume of unfilled orders for the
industry is the backlog of orders
for the Electrical Machinery classification of the Department of
Commerce in which electronics is
included: 1950, $3.8 billion; 1951,
$8.9 billion; 1952, $11.3 billion.
Further evidence of the rising
backlog is the recent announcement by GE that its backlog now is
greater than at any time in the
history of the company.

Future-Manufacturers

point

out that backlogs do not tell the
entire story of the amount of work
that the industry or a company expects to do. Many contracts are
just initial orders and contracts
for additional quantities may be
reasonably expected.
Many manufacturers expect unfilled orders to continue high
18
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1952

throughout 1953 but feel that the
industry will be able to fill most of
its orders during 1954.

New Material for
Electronic Memories
more than gold ($560 a
new super -thin nickel a
pound)
alloy steel has been developed by
Armco for use in electronic memories. The gossamer steel, made in
strips up to two inches wide, is as
thin as one 125 -millionth of an inch,
or 8 x 10-8, or 1/20 the thickness of
a human hair.
Because the material is so thin
a few cents buys a foot of it.
COSTING

Merchandise Unlike receiver
manufacturers, the antenna manufacturer cannot serve these varied
markets with one product for best
results. He must have a line of
merchandise that not only serves all
markets but that also meets the
various reception conditions within
each market. As a result, antenna
manufacturers now offer as many
as 12 different models of uhf antennas to meet these conditions at
prices ranging from $5 to $50.
However, experience in the new
markets has indicated to some antenna makers and users that there
are four basic antennas that will
meet nearly all requirements. These
are the rabbit -ear indoor for
primary signal areas, the stacked -V
antenna for combination markets,
the bow tie with a selection of backing elements for uhf only and the
corner reflector for fringe area uhf
reception.
But these basic models are by no
(Continued on page 20)
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INSTALL HIGH-RELIABILITYTUBESqu

persFOR

BETTER PRODUCT
* For

example, the United States Navy has recognized
the value of high -reliability tubes by authorizing
a

detailed list of these types to replace standardtube counterparts. "Tele -Tech", March, 1953.

Meet your circuit needs from these 30 premium -performance tubes!
PROTOTYPES

HIGH -RELIABILITY TUBES
Military Type No.

2C5I
2D21

5Y3 -GT

'5670

Thyratron

5Y3WGTB

Full -wave rectifier

6AC7

6AC7WA
(RIMA 6134)

6AK5

68E6

5654
5726
6005
5725
6AU6WA
(RTMA 6136)
5749
5750

6C4

'6135

6AL5

6AQ5

General Electric high -reliability
tubes, carrying the famous 5 -Star name,
now are available in quantity. To get
all the advantages that high -reliability
types offer you-greatly increased
equipment dependability, lower
maintenance costs, longer tube lifespecify G -E 5 -Star Tubes!
A pioneer in designing and
developing these premium types,
General Electric gives you tube quality,
that only experience makes possible.
As the largest builder of high -reliability
tubes, with outstanding manufacturing
facilities, G.E. offers you the widest
choice of types, plus high -rate production
to meet your needs.
Acceptance of the equipment you
design and build will increase, once
you change over to 5 -Star high reliability tubes. Field performance will
be far more dependable, enhancing
your reputation. Write now for
Booklet ETD -548A, which contains
full 5 -Star Tube application
information! General Electric Company,
Tube Department, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

GENERAL

6AS6
6AU6
6BÁ6

medium -mu twin triode

5727
(RTMA 6087)

Now available in quantity!

Description
H -f

Sharp -cutoff r -f pentode
Sharp -cutoff r -f pentode
Twin diode

Beam power amplifier

Dual -control sharp -cutoff r -f pentode

Sharp -cutoff pentode
Remote -cutoff r -f pentode

Pentagrid converter
Medium -mu triode

6SK7

6SK7WA
(RIMA 6137)

Remote -cutoff r -f pentode

6X4

"Not assigned

7 -pin full -wave rectifier

12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
12AY7

(RIMA 6202)
Not assigned
(RIMA 6203)
12AT7WA
(RIMA 6201)

'5814-A
'5751
'6072
5686

9 -pin full -wave rectifier
High -Gm high -mu twin triode

Medium -mu twin triode
High -mu twin triode
Low -noise high -mu twin triode

Beam power amplifier

'Draws 1/6 more heater current.

"Rated at 50

ma output current.

HIGH -RELIABILITY SUBMINIATURES
Military Type No.

Description

5718
5719
5797
5798
5840
5896
5899
5902
6111
6112

Medium -mu triode
High -mu triode
Semi -remote -cutoff pentode

Medium -mu twin triode
Sharp -cutoff r -f pentode
Twin diode
Semi -remote -cutoff pentode
Beam power amplifier

Medium -mu twin triode
High -mu twin triode
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means the last word in uhf reception. Antenna and receiver manufacturers are constantly investigating old and new configurations.
With uhf less than a year old commercially, definite trends are difficult to detect, but some industry
observers feel that there is the beginning of a trend away from the
all -wave antenna for combination
markets. They feel that separate
vhf and uhf elements mounted on
the same or separate masts will
eventually be the standard set-up
for the combination markets.
of the bright
sales outlook in the antenna business was the recent expansion by
General Motor's United Motors
Service Division of its line of electronic parts to include uhf and vhf
antennas. They will be marketed
under the Delco name and sold
through electronic parts distributors throughout the country.
Another bright sign in the antenna picture today is the growing
accessory business. Rotator sales
are increasing markedly in uhf
markets. In addition, each uhf antenna means the sale of crossover
networks, usually the printed -circuit type, to handle the two types
of transmission line and a new
lightning arrestor for uhf leadin. Thus despite lower unit prices
for uhf antennas, the industry is
finding uhf -tv markets a lucrative
addition to the still substantial vhf
antenna business.

Outlook-Sign

Account cards requested by tellers are
placed under tv camera in accounting
room

compares the information on the
withdrawal slip with that on the
account card, visible on a tv screen
built into the counter.
Since the system uses only one
camera, the account cards show on
the screens at all six windows. A
portion of the screen is assigned
to each teller and cards requested
by that teller are shown on that
portion of the screen.
Microwave-A new branch of
the bank soon to be opened at

Teller compares customer's signature
with that on account card in the
bank's files

Rockefeller Center will be connected
with the central office by tv and tel autograph systems. The possibility
of using microwaves for the twomile tv link is being investigated.

In addition to making all accounts available at all branches, use
of the centralized system would
permit the bank to open smaller
offices in high rent areas where cost
of floor space for an accounting department would make the operation
too expensive.

Recorder Sales On Way Up
Volume has tripled in three
years, with tape leading the
race
INDICATION of

the growing import-

Bank Accounting Work ance of magnetic recorders is the
production total of 26 companies
Cut by Television
in the field. According to latest
tellers to a central accounting room by a closed circuit
tv system has increased speed of
banking service and eliminated a
large part of the clerical work involved in withdrawals.
The new system, now in use at the
New York Savings sank, permits
the tellers to check the signature
and bank balance on any account
without leaving their windows.
An intercom system is used to
give the bankbook number to the
accounting room. The customer's
account card, bearing his signature,
is removed from the file and placed
in front of a tv camera. The teller
LINKING six

figures, 152,000 magnetic recorders were made in 1952 by these
companies. At an average retail
value of $170, this has meant sales
of at least $26 million for the in-

dustry.

-

Projection of
Tape vs. Wire
that tape reindicates
past trends
corders accounted for the bulk of
the business in 1952. Another indication of rising tape recorder sales
is the fact that sales of tape alone
last year amounted to about $5
million. With new and better tapes
coming on the market, this volume
may well double in 1953.

In 1952 there were 39 manufac-

turers of magnetic recorders in the
U. S. Eight of these companies
made wire recorders, and four made
wire recorders exclusively. In 1951
10 of the 39 companies in the field
made wire recorders.
About 70 percent of all magneticrecorder sales are to people who use
(Continued on page 22)
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ONLY THE LFE 401 OSCILLOSCOPE
Offers all these
Important Features
LINEARITY OF VERTICAL
DEFLECTION The vertical amplifier provides up to 2.5 inches positive or negative uni-polar deflection
without serious compression; at 3
inches, the compression is approximately 15°j . The accompanying

37,5 Mv., 0.3/4 sec width,

I,s sec

sweep loll scale

photographs illustrate transient response and linearity of deflection.
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FNEGVENCY-MEGACYCLES

HIGH SENSITIVITY AND WIDE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF
Y-AXIS AMPLIFIER The vertical
amplifier of the 401 has been designed
to provide uniform response and high
sensitivity from D -C. The accompanying amplifier response curve shows
the output down 3 db. at 10 Mc. and
12 db. at 20 Mc. Alignment of the amplifier is for best transient response,
resulting in no overshoot for pulses
of short duration and fast rise time.
Coupled with this wide band characteristic is a high deflection sensitivity
of 15 MY., cm. peak to peak, D -C and A-C.

SWEEP DELAY The accurately

calibrated delay of the 401 provides means for measuring pulse
widths, time intervals between

pulses, accurately calibrating
sweeps and other useful applications wherein accurate time measurements are required.
The absolute value of delay is
accurate to within 1% of the full
scale calibration. The incremental
accuracy is good to within 0.1cß of
full scale calibration.

SPECIFICATIONS
Y -Axis

Deflection Sens. -15 Mv,/cm, p -p
Frequency Response-DC to 10 Mc
Transient Response
Rise Time

,

-

(10 Ç -90';x;) 0.035µsec

Input

or
ohms, or no termination
Imp. - Direct -1 megohm,

Probe -10 megohms,

30µµf
10

Sweep Range -0.01

sec/cm to

0.1

General

cc sec/cm

Delay Sweep Range -5-5000

..cr

Low Capacity probe

sec

Functionally colored control knobs
Folding stand for better viewing
Adjustable scale lighting
Facilities for mounting cameras

in three adjustable ranges.

Signal Delay -0.25 it sec
Input line terminations 52, 72

93

Built-in trigger generator with repetition rate from 500-5000 cps.

X- Axis

- Internal
+ and -,

or External,
trigger generator,
or 60 cycles, or undelayed or
delayed triggers may be used.

Triggers

PRICE:

f

$895.00

Additional Features:
TRIGGER

from

GENERATOR

500

to

5000

cps.

with variable repetition rate

POSITIVE & NEGATIVE UNDELAYED TRIGGERS and a
POSITIVE DELAYED TRIGGER are externally available.

An INPUT TERMINATION SWITCH for terminating transmission lines at the oscilloscope.
A FOLDING STAND for convenient viewing.
FUNCTIONALLY COLORED KNOBS for easier
location of controls.

Designed and built for electronic engineers, the 901,
with its high gain and wide band characteristics, and
its versatility, satisfies the ever- increasing requirements of the rapidly growing electronics industry for
the ideal medium priced oscilloscope.

Write for Complete Information

LABORATORY for ELECTRONICS, INC.
75 PITTS STREET
PRECISION ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
ELECTRON ICS

-
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BOSTON 14, MASS.
MAGNETOMETERS
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last page.
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them for professional purposes. Remaining sales are to home users, according to a survey of the magnetic recording field.

TV Broadcasters Set

New Income Record
before taxes for 1952
reached 54.5 million, 31 percent above 1951

Net

NETWORK and independent stations in the U. S. had a
banner year financially in 1952, according to preliminary reports submitted to the FCC by all tv broadcasters. Total broadcast revenue
from time, talent and program sales
was estimated at $336.3 million, 43
percent above the 1951 volume of
$235.7 million. Income after expenses but before taxes was estimated at $54.5 million, or 31 percent above the 1951 volume of $41.6
million.

TELEVISION

Networks-Four tv networks
(including 15 owned-and -operated
stations) reported tv revenues of
$191.9 million, expenses of $182.9
TV BROADCASTING NET INCOME
(BEFORE FEDERAL INCOME TAXES)

60
50

¢ 40

_

Q

-J

o

INDEPENDENT
TV STATIONS -

30
20

-

4 NETWORKS INC.

OWNED AND
OPERATED STATIONS

-20
30

'49

'50

'51

'52

million and income of $9.0 million.
The 1952 network tv revenues were
almost 50 percent above 1951. However, as a result of a 56-percent
increase in expenses, network tv income was reported at $2 million below the 1951 figure of $11 million.

Independents-Ninety-three

tv

stations (not owned or operated by
the networks) made a better showing than the networks in 1952.
Their revenues were estimated at
22

$143.7 million, 33 percent above
1951. Station expenses increased at
a slower rate (28 percent), so that
the income of these stations rose to
$45.6 million, or 51 percent, above
1951.

Fourteen other tv stations that
were authorized in 1952 after the
lifting of the freeze estimated total
revenues at $700,000, expenses of
$800,000, for a loss of $100,000. Of
the 14 stations, only 3 were in
operation more than 2 months during 1952.

Doerfer Approved As
FCC Commissioner
Senate Commerce Committee
okays Eisenhower choice unanimously

at work on the
Federal Communications Commission, the first Eisenhower appointment to the agency. Another is due
in midyear when chairman Walker's
term expires.
The Senate Commerce Committee,
evidently favorably impressed by
Doerfer's background and his manner of handling questions directed
to him at the hearing on confirmation, unanimously approved him for
the post. He replaces Eugene Merrill (Utah, D), appointed to fill the
unexpired term of Robert Jones,
who resigned last year. The term
runs to June 30, 1954 but it is considered likely that at that time
Doerfer will get a full seven-year
appointment.

JOHN C. DOERFER is

Background-The new commissioner is 49 years old, a native of
West Allis, Wisconsin and a graduate of the University of Wisconsin
and Marquette University Law
School. He became a member of the
Wisconsin Public Service Commission in 1949 and subsequently was
elected chairman. He 'was a member of the National Association of
Railroad and. Utilities Commissioners and was chairman of its
committee on regulatory procedures.
While he has had no experience
in the radio -television field, commis -

John C. Doerfer, new FCC Commissioner. He may become chairman when
Walker's term expires June 30. An-

other possibility

is

Commissioner Hyde.

sioner Doerfer has had wide experience in utilities, including wire
communications.
The Commission now stands with
3 Republicans, 3 Democrats and 1
Independent, assuming that Doerfer
lines up with the Republicans. The
division is as follows: Rosel Hyde
Sterling
(Idaho, R), George
(Maine, R) , Edward Webster
(D.C., Independent) , Paul Walker
(Okla., D), Robert Bartley (Texas,
D) and Frieda Hennock (N. Y., D) .

Tube Industry Sets
TV Picture -Tube Trends
New focusing method, changed
face plates and bigger sizes
are on the way for 1953
to simplify receivers was accelerated by GE's introduction of
an internal magnetic focus gun at
the recent IRE show. The new tube
eliminates the external focus coil
and ion trap magnet. Focusing is
done by three built-in tiny Alnico
5 magnets. A fourth magnet is used
in the ion trap. The new tube will
cost about $1.50 more than present
magnetic tubes.
TREND

Faces-Picture tube face plates
shown at the show in 24 -inch and
(Continued on page 24)
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G A & F Carbonyl Iron Powders are used
to produce cores for transformer and inductor
coils of every form-to increase Q values, to vary
coil inductances, to reduce the size of coils, to
confine stray fields and to increase transformer
coupling factors.

These powders are microscopic, almost perfect spheres of extremely pure iron. They are
produced in seven carefully controlled types,
ranging in average particle -size from three to
twenty microns in diameter.
Similarly, their properties vary, making them
useful in many different applications. Engineers
have commented on the fact that cores made
from these powders lend themselves to smoothness of adjustment and to ease of grinding. The
extremely small size of the particles is of enormous value, since eddy currents develop only
within each particle-proportional to the square
of the particle diameter.
We urge you to ask your core maker, your
coil winder, your industrial designer, how GAsF
Carbonyl Iron Powders can increase the efficiency and performance of the equipment or product
you make, while reducing both the cost and the
weight.

Write for wholly new 32 page book-the

most comprehensive treatment yet given to
the characteristics and
applications of G A & F
Carbonyl Iron Powders.
80% of the story is told
with photomicrographs,
diagrams, performance
charts and tables. For
your copy-without obligation-kindly address
Department 50.
ELECTRONICS

-
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Want more information?

GENERAL DYESTUFF CORPORATION
435 HUDSON STREET

Use

post card on last page.

NEW YORK 14, NEW YORK
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Set forth the eligibility, class coast station for the radio service
bulbs. Envelope manufacturers say and number of stations available, desired.
Give emergency stand-by radio
that they use less glass than cylin- kinds of communications permitted
for private as well as comfacilities
concerning
particulars
of
the
and
other
drical -faced tubes. Weight
mon carrier communication eircuit
latter has brought problems in ship- the use of the service.
Clarify the eligibility of physi- operators for use during periods of
ping and handling.
cians to use this service by chang- failure of the normal circuits. In
Sizes-The 24-inch and 27 -inch ing their present limitation of "re- the case of the private operator,
tubes are expected to take their mote area" to "rural area" (any this facility is restricted to circuits
place in production this year. Some area outside a population center of which normally carry essential commanufacturers expect the 24-incher more than 2,500 population).
munications which, if disrupted,
to account for 20 percent of producDelete the present requirement endanger life or public property.
tion and as much as 10 percent for that other communication facilities
the 27 -inch. They expect the 21 - be unavailable before rural area
inch to account for the bulk of pro- physicians, veterinarians and school
duction followed by the 17 -inch.
bus operators can take advantage of Electronic Heaters
this service.
Make communication common Require Certificates
carriers eligible for mobile operaFCC Clarifies Rules of
tion in this service to facilitate re- DRYING, sealing, gluing and moldpair of interrupted public wire fa- ing operations that use radio -freEmergency Radio
cilities involving intercity circuits quency heat must be inspected by a
competent engineer before June 30
of
use
or service to many subscribers.
TERNIS and extent of possible
Provide for the secondary use of this year, according to an anthe Special Emergency Radio ServFederal Comice were clarified and enlarged by of certain ship -telephone frequen- nouncement from
Commission.
munications
fixed
staemergency
the FCC in a report and order effec- cies by special
Interference Reduction-Among
tions in isolated areas, such as an
tive March 27, 1953.
things, the required inspecother
can
show
applicant
the
where
island
followthe
rules
do
The amended
(Continued on page 26)
arrangements made with the public
ing

27 -inch sizes used spherical -faced

:

Where 93% of

Were Made

U. S. TV Sales

RECEIVER SATURATION

1953 TELEVISION
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ATLANTA

I

BALTIMORE

=
=

SETS-

IN

-USE (I/1/53)

TOTAL HOMES (1952)

BOSTON

BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND

INOMICI

COLUMBUS
DALLAS -FT WORTH
DETROIT
HOUSTON

INDIANAPOLIS
JOHNSTOWN

KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES

MILWAUKEE

MINNEAPOLIS' S1..PAUL
NEW HAVEN

NY
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
PROVIDENCE
I

ROANOKE
SAN FRANCISCO

SCHENECTADY
SEATTLE
ST LOUIS

TOLEDO

SOURCE

NBC

WASHINGTON D.C.

0

0.1

02

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Oß

0.9

1.0

1.1

12

1.3

1.4

15

16

17

1.8

19

20

MILLIONS

sets. The 30 areas shown in the chart conAs of January 1, 1953 there were 76 U. S. tv markets containing 30 million homes and 21,234,100
total sets in use). Saturation in these
tain 22.3 million homes (75 percent of potential market) and 19.8 million tv receivers (93 percent of
30 aeas is about 89 percent, in the other 46 markets, only 18 percent

24
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Designed and Fabricated

this DILECTO GROMMET

Irezar4eg-ay-dh9/cr/
Here's an idea and an example of C -D -F engineering skill
teamed up with versatile Dilecto
laminated rolled plastic
tubing

-

-

that can help you. Thousands of Dilecto grommets are
being used in the aircraft industry for wire and cables that pass
through bulkheads. Made from fine weave canvas, the C -l) -F
{I

Dilecto grommet

is

a side -view of a Dilecto
grommet, machined to close tolerances front Irani tared rolled
tubing. Sample of Fronunet and
a general catalog wil! be sent
on request.

//ere's

cut into rings. The rings are grooved

and beveled, then slit diagonally. The Dilecto grommet has a
built-in tension that permits it to be easily compressed by hand
and inserted in the bulkhead. Tension holds it tightly in place.

It cushions. It insulates. It reduces assembly time.

DILECTO is a C -D -F top quality laminated thermosetting
plastic whose uses are limited only by the imagination.
Supplied in sheets, rods, tubes, Dilecto answers most
electrical and radio needs for a material that is
mechanically and dielectrically strong
resistant
to high heat, hot oil, excessive humidity. It can be
punched, stamped, formed and machined to close
tolerances. Investigate its possibilities. Available
in many grades to meet a variety of requirements.
A qualified plastics specialist, your C -D -F sales engineer
(offices in principal cities) will help you engineer
a better product. Why not call him today

...

!

Another example of a part machined from
Dilecto rolled tubing. Notice variety of
machining steps and the possible versatility
of this mechanically strong material. Only
C.D-F makes Dilecto in sheet, tube and
rod forms.
THE NAME TO REMEMBER

1i

DILECTO LAMINATED PLASTIC

adwid-.0taizetadeatea,
ELECTRONICS

-
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tion certificate must show that industrial heating equipment is sufficiently shielded and filtered to
prevent interference to radio
communication services and television.
The certificate must also show
that the equipment can be expected
to remain in proper adjustment for
at least three years. Such proof is
to be kept available near the machine for inspection by FCC representatives.

Low -Power Stations
Can Economize
radio broadcast
stations, beset by licensed -operator
shortages and decreasing advertising rates, have received help from
the Federal Communications Commission. As of April 15, rules previously announced but held in abeyance, became effective for a -m and
f -m stations under 10 kw using nondirective antennas.
SMALL -COMMUNITY

-

Reduced Requirement
Under
the new setup, only one first class
radiotelephone operator need be on
call to perform maintenance and adjustment on transmitting equipment. Announcer -operators who
now spin platters and deliver the
commercial can throw the switches.
New rules also allow remote control. Although some mountain -top
transmitters have been operating in
this manner under special authority, it is expected that the bulk
of new remote-control operations
will extend over very short distances-perhaps from the ground
floor to the roof.

Industry Shorts
Employees assigned to guided
missile research, development and
production number over 3,300 at

Northrup Aircraft.

More than

35,000 pleasure boats
in the U. S. are now equipped with
radiophones.

television receiver
on sale in Germany for $600 throws
Projection
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MEETINGS
APRIL 27 -MAY 8:

British Indus-

tries Fair, Birmingham

&

London, England.

APRIL 28 -MAY 1: Seventh An-

nual NARTB Broadcast Engineering Conference, Bur dette Hall, Philharmonic
Auditorium, Los Angeles.
APRIL 29 -MAY 1: 1953 IREAIEE Electronic Components
Symposium, Shakespeare
Club, Pasadena, Calif.
APRIL 29-MAY 1: AIEE North
Eastern District Meeting,
Sheraton -Plaza Hotel, Boston,
Mass.
MAY

9-25: 1953 Paris Interna-

tional Trade Fair, Porte de
Versailles, Paris, France.
MAY 11-13: IRE National Conference on Airborne Electronics, Dayton, Ohio.
MAY 18-21: 1953 Electronic
Parts Show, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
MAY 18-23: Third International
Congress On Electroheat,
Paris, France.
MAY 20-22: 1953 National Tele metering Conference, Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago,
Ill.
MAY 24-29: NAED, 45th Annual
Convention, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
MAY

The Greenbrier,
Meeting.
White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va.
MAY 27-29: 1953 7th Annual
Convention, American Society
For Quality Control, Convention Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.
JUNE 9-11: International Aviation Trade Show, Hotel Statler, New York, N. Y.
JUNE 15-19: Exposition of Basic
Materials for Industry, Grand
Central Palace, New York,
N. Y.
JUNE 16-24: International Electro -Acoustics, Congress, The

Netherlands.

JUNE 20-OCr. 11: German Com-

munication and Transport Exhibition, Munich, Germany.
AUG. 19-21: WESCON (Western Electronic Show & Convention), IRE (7th Region)
and WCEMA (West Coast
Manufacturers'
Electronic
Association) cosponsors, Municipal Auditorium, San Francisco, Calif.
AUG. 29 -SEPT. 6: West German
Radio and Television Exhibition, Duesseldorf, Germany.
SEPT. 1-3: International Sight
and Sound Exposition, Palmer
House, Chicago, Ill.
21-25: Eighth National

SEPT.

Instrument Exhibit, Sherman

24-28: Scientific Apparatus

Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

Makers Association Annual

for research, most of it essential to
half
using a projection tube less than national defense. More than in
work
for
spent
will
be
sum
this
2i inches in diameter.
private research laboratories, the
Italian tv industry's preliminary balance going to universities and
estimate of 1953 receiver produc- government -owned labs.
tion is 50,000 units.
Atomic reactor components will
France will have about 100,000 be produced by Sylvania with its
tv sets in operation by the end of own capital and sold to the Atomic
1953, according to the country's Energy Commission and to other
interested parties on a competiMinistry of Information.
tive price basis as soon as pracAverage tv service dealer is re- tical. At present, the company is
vealed by a GE survey to have under contract to the AEC for the
grossed $21,000 last year at the advanced development of new
rate of $8 per call. His 5.3 service- types of reactor components.
a 30 by 39 -inch image on a screen,

men eaeh handle 37 calls a week.
Eighty percent of the work is performed in the set owner's home.
The average dealer has more business than he can handle. His 1952
gross service income will be 27 per-

cent higher than last year's.

Two Billion dollars will be

spent

by the Federal Government in 1953

Million Dollar radio center with
transmitters is planned for
Bloemfontein, capital of the Orange
Free State, in Africa.
15

Dollar value of guided missile
deliveries is currently running over
twice that of third quarter 1950 deliveries.
May, 1953
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at SPECIAL
I11J1,)QICONTROLS
,

.

*There isn't the price differential you'd expect
between Clarostat standard controls and
those

special controls you need.
Using established designs, elements and production facilities for standard controls made by the
tens of thousands, Clarostat engineers can come
up with ingenious modifications at marked
savings to you.

Q

it

S

Note the standard 11/s" carbon control that became a dual -concentric with locked semi -permanent settings. Or the 15/16" standard which, with
rubber gaskets, meets water-tight requirements.

Making "specials" out of "standards" is all in the
day's work at Clarostat, when you're economyminded.

A T 19,?,
Send us those "special" control requirements for
the most economical solution. Engineering data,
quotations, delivery schedules, on request.

a0sirs7r Controls and Resistors
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC., DOVER,

ELECTRON ICS

-

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

In Canada: Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd., Toronto,
Ontario
May, 1953
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Pill?! ßIlßIE development

Unique

ASTICALLY CUTS

VFAST

WIRE -TO -WIRE BONDING INTO RIGID COIL.

REDUCES FORMING AND ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS.

VFAR

FEWER STEPS IN WINDING TYPICAL TV YOKE COIL.

VPMAKES POSSIBLE UNUSUAL SHAPE COILS.

"Bobbin -less" coil

Fly -back coil

TV yoke coil

aä

Hoop -shaped coil

-Eakez

-6ezt

ì°IIELPß fifillE COffER PRfifillL7ß
CORPORATION
28
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in Magilet Wire--BOAIDfIt.

COIL WINDING COSTS!

BONDEZE is Phelps Dodge magnet wire with a
special thermo-plastic film applied over the insulation. It offers a quick, economical means of
bonding wires together, turn to turn, through

simple application of heat or solvents. Complete
information furnished on request.
Any time magnet wire is your problem, consult
Phelps Dodge for the quickest, easiest answer.

COPPER WIRE

--

INSULATION
BONDEZE

*Bondeze is a Phelps Dodge Trade Mark

to eake-iite &AV'
INCA MANUFACTURING DIVISION
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
ELECTRONICS

-
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Start with a parallelogram somewhat like
this. Visualize one of its short sides
anchored to the top of a drawing board
parallel to your base line, and let the
remaining three sides be free to move
together. Add a projecting straightedge
to the bottom side as shown, and it will
theoretically stay parallel to the base line.
Parallel lines could be drawn anywhere
within the shaded area above. But clearly,
that field of action is too limited.

30

To obtain parallel motion over the entire working surface of the board, a
second parallelogram could be coupled
to the bottom of the first so that both
have one short side in common. An elementary drafting machine would result
at least in principle. In practice, it
would fall short because the slightest
play at any of its 8 joints would create
gross error at the straightedge.

...

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

What is needed is a better mechanical
design based on the same parallelogram
principle. Take a pair of rotating drums,
connect them with a tight steel band, and
the assembly, will behave like a parallelogram if the drum diameters are equal.
Now couple a second band -and -drum
assembly to the first in such a way that
they have the middle drum in common
and you have the basis of a modern
drafting machine.

...

May, 1953
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The band -and -drum machine, with all
three drums of precisely equal diameters
and with bands which will not slip, will
draw absolutely parallel lines over the
entire working area. But if the drum
diameters are not equal, the parallelogram principle is violated and the machine cannot draw parallel lines. The
greater the difference in diameter the
more the lines will be out of parallel.

I

An engineer without a K&E Slide Rule is like
a doctor without a stethoscope. It's the
badge of the profession
with good
reason. The first American -made slide rule
was a K&E, and generations have known
these rules for their precision, readability
and velvet -smooth operation. They come in
all types.

Here, in exaggerated form, is what happens when two of the drums are not
equal in diameter. This could occur in
either arm of the machine, conceivably
in both arms with the errors being additive. From this it is clear that a central
factor in the accuracy of a drafting ma,
chine is the accuracy of all drum diameters. That is why K&E goes to very
extraordinary lengths in this regard in
building PARAGON Drafting Machines.

.

These basic principles and the advanced engineering design
in the
PARAGON combine to give you the finest in drafting machines.
You
realize this as soon as you place your hand on the controls.
The scales rotate freely with the lightest pressure on the protractor
control ring. Release it and they are locked at the nearest 15° position.
Intermediate angles are easily set.
Another PARAGON feature is the open center construction
of the
arms. Even when they are twisted by lifting the head of the
instrument
off the board, it is impossible to disturb the factory-set
band tension.
Ask your K&E Distributor or Branch to tell you about
other PARAGON features or give you an actual demonstration.

.

.

After you've once used a K&E MOTORASER,t you'd no more go back to hand
erasing than you'd take to drawing with
your gloves on. With MOTORASER you can
either pin -point your objective, or cover a
larger area without damage to the drawing
surface. Runs on 110 volt 60 cycle AC, or
DC with an inexpensive adapter.
tTRADE MARK

KEUFFEL & ESSER
EST. 1867

Mir

Drafting, Reproduction, Surveying Equipment
and Materials, Slide Rules, Measuring Tapes
PARTNERS IN CREATING

ELECTRONICS
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keeping communications ON THE BEAM

leltiO1,UCTs

JK STABILIZED
JKO-2 OVEN
1

11

CRYSTALS FOR THE CRITICAL

-

Tice JKO-2 oven provides the fast warm up
needed for two way mobile commun. cation

such as used in railroads, taxis, eta

Unit holds two JK H-17 type crystal;, is compact, light weight. Crystals sealed apinst dirt
and moisture. A stabilized heat u.:t. one of
many JK products made to serve curry need.

'out î4drIGoailila ïwigh
It

takes split second timing to

mc

OiL

7kz&

intain safe, "on the dot"

railroad schedules, and she traffic control involved is highly
complicated. Today, railroads rely on radio tc help keep
lines unsnarled and -raffìc movìn g. )K Crystals in railroad
communicati

equipnent helps keep your trcin

oai t

me,

every time.

FREQUENCY & MODULATION MONITOR
Monitors any Four íreq ien ies anywf ere between
'25 mc and 175 mc, checking both frequency and
amount of modulation. Keeos the "beam" on allocation; guararyees more sclid coverage, too!

the !tti FD -12

THE JAMES KNIGHTS COMPANY
SANDWICH

32

Want more information?
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FIRST to produce the
cathode ray tube
Sir William Crookes
1832-1919
This English chemist and physicist conducted

extensive experiments in radioactivity and
radiction, out of which grew the discover,
of the first cathode ray tube (Crookes tube).

Although Crookes did not altogether underrtand the importance of his discovery,
it led to the X-ray and the modern

television picture tube.

From

i
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RHEOSTATS
RESISTORS
TAP SWITCHES

r_j®

an

orlglral drawing

made tor Ohmlte

`.. FIRST in Resistors

Li
Industry prefers Ohmite wire

-wound resistors
... more manufacturers use Ohmite
resistors than

any other make. Their popularity is due to
Ohmite's emphasis on quality
on "extra" design and construction features that insure long,

...

trouble -free life and unfailing dependability.
Ohmite means wider choice,
plete line on the market!

too-the

most com-

0 M
1111

p

T 14/i/telk

RESISTORS

FOR LONG LIFE
AND DEPENDABLE

OPERATION
EVEN, UNIFORM

WINDING
The unsurpassed uniformity of the resistance winding prevents "hot spots" and

resultant failures.
This uniformity is

-

locked
permanent
in by vitreous enamel.

TINNED TERMINALS

VITREOUS ENAMEL
COVERING

Terminal lugs are tin
dipped for ease in soldering to connecting
wires. Resistance wire
is welded or brazed to
the lug, assuring perfect electrical connection.
-

Acts as both heat
conductor and elec-

trical insulator.
Holds the winding
rigidly in place,
and protects it
against mechanical
damage, moisture,
and fumes.

STRONG
CERAMIC CORE
The high -strength
ceramic tube provides a sturdy in-

sulating base for

the resistance winding. It is unaffected
by cold, heat, fumes,
or high humidity.

a
_

RESILIENT MOUNTING
BRACKETS
Hold resistor firmly in place, yet have
resilience to prevent shock damage.
Brackets are simple to attach;
can be easily
removed by
a

slight upward

pressure at the base.

OHMITE MANUFACTURING CO.
4818 Flournoy Street, Chicago 44, Ill.

Write on Company
Letterhead for
Complete Catalog.

RHEOSTATS

RESISTORS

TAP SWITCHES

CREDIT TITLES

IMPORTANT
TO YOU?

your audio system doing justice to your experience? Maybe
the Boss can't see buying a completely new system ... Why not
bring your system up to par with the kind of audio that sells the
program and the sponsors' products?
Is

Transmitting intelligible sound is an admirable accomplishment
... sound that entertains, emphasizes, and sells ... is easily
within your reach

-

THE CINEMA

YOUR

4031-B

PROGRAM EQUALIZER

AUDIO

,*

6517-D

THE CINEMA

VARIABLE LOW AND HIGH FREQUENCY FILTER

IS

ENTITLED

Used in all types of speech input equipment. The 4031 -B corrective equalization

TO THE

saves on recording retakes; improves
tonal quality; provides emphasis when
needed during the program. Widely used
in Motion Pictures, T -V, Recording and
Miltary Communications.

BEST

Cut off characteristics ideal for shortening frequency range; providing sound

effects, such as telephone, whispering,
spooks, etc. Clickless control allows insertion upon cue. Used in Motion Pictures,
T-V, and Scientific Laboratories.

Write for descriptive literature.
N. Y.

Stock-Audio & Video Products Corp

730 Fifth Ave.

PLaza 7-3091

1510 WEST VERDUGO AVENUE, BURBANK,

ELECTRON ICS

-

Export Agents: Frazar 8 Hansen, Ltd.
May, 1953

301 Clay Street

Wgint more information? Use post card on last page.

San Francisco,

CALIFORNIA
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U. S.

A.
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Instruments
that complement the high quality
of fine electronic equipment
Available in all the types, sizes, and rangs for all
electronic and electrical built-in requirements .. .
including approved ruggedized panel instruments.
Complete literature oz request . .. WESTON
Electrical Instrument Corporaticn, 614 Frelinghuysen
Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

e s t (1 Il
34

PANEL INSTßUMENTti

Want more information? Use post co.rd on last page.
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for

TRANS/STÖRS
Raytheon PNP Germanium Junction Transistors
uphold the reputation for high quality and fire per.
fornan _e which Raytheon has earned during 14
years as the leading designer and producer cf sub.
miniature tubes and 5 years as a foremost maaafacturer od germanium diodes.
Raytheon Junction Transistors are now in cuantity production. Call or write the Raytheon o3ice
nearer you for newly revised and expanded data
as well. as price and delivery information.
Transistor Operati>u Racks

-

A Step

in

Raytheon Junction Transistor Prceudiarl

PNP JUNCTION TRANSISTORS

-F-

(Average Characteristics at 30°C)
ec or To age ,vo s

o

CK721

Illffl

mi ter urren mi
Collector Resistance (meg.)
:ase Resistance (o ms

0.7

-j4

-

20

20

0.975

.9t

10

10

22

..

T,ti el Celle., cb..ea1 dm..

GROUNDED EMITTER

eN
Bose Cur

_-12

0.5

Inallingil'.

Emitter Resistance (ohms)
Current Amp ification actor
Cut-off Current (ua.) (approx.)
Noise Factor (db) (average)
CK721

CE722

-500 ua.,
400 ua.

o

200 uo.

-200

00 ua.

0

-

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

-7

-8

Collector to Rose Voltage (V,.)

YTH EON
Newton, Moss. Bigelow 4.7500"
RELIABLE SUBMINIATURE AND MINIATURE
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Chicago, Ill. NAtio
TUBES

t

GERMANIUM DIODES AND TRANSISTORS
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MICROWAVE TUBES
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PERFORMANCE DATA
AND CHARACTERISTICS:
DIMENSIONS:

The physical sizes of Durameg Molded Precision Resistors are identical in dimension with
MIL styles.
MIL -R -93A STYLE
SPRAGUE TYPE
RB09 (Proposed)
RB15
RB16
RB17
RB18

84E
83E
84E
85E
86E

COMPARATIVE WATTAGE RATINGS:

MIL -R -93A
SPRAGUE
Wattage at 85°C
Type Wattage at 105°C Style
RB09 (Proposed)
0.75
82E
0.25
RB15
1.25
83E
0.33
RB16
1.80
84E
0.50
RB17
2.10
85E
0.50
RB18
2.50
86E

MAXMIMUM RESISTANCE VALUES:

Durameg Resistors meet MIL performance
requirements not only with 1.5 mil. dia. wire
specified in MIL -R -93A, but with 1.3 mil. dia.
wire as well.
MAXIMUM MEGOHMS
1.3 Mil.
1.5 Mil.
SPRAGUE TYPE
82E
83E
84E
85E
86E

0.10
0.18
0.34
0.63
1.05

0.15
0.27
0.50
1.00
1.60

LOAD LIFE:

Durameg Resistors withstand a 500 -hour life
test with rated wattage applied intermittently
with 11/2 hours on and '/2 hour off for a total
of 500 hours without changing in resistance
more than the tolerance specified or 0.5%,
whichever is smaller.

MOISTURE RESISTANCE:
Exceeds MIL -R -93A requirements.
SALT WATER IMMERSION CYCLING:

A JAN -R-93

require-

ments.

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE FOR
ENGINEERING BULLETIN 120
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY

ARE BASED

ON FULL RATED DISSIPATION AT

1O5°C AMBIENT TEMPERATURE. THESE
THE 85
RATINGS ARE FROM
MIL RATINGS FOR THE BEST OF
CONVENTIONAL RESISTORS.

SHORT TIME OVERLOAD:
Exceeds MIL -R -93A requirements.

Exceeds Characteristic

DURAMEG RESISTORS WATTAGE RATINGS

35 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass.

C

coul n be maue. ..

"N',

Here

is a

new achievement in the manufacture of

reliable high accuracy, wirewound resistors.
Durameg Resistors are not encapsulated in casting
They are molded under high pressure and
temperature in mineral -Filled, dense phenolic for
positive protection against moisture and resultant
electrolysis failure. They withstand even the famous
salt water immersion cycling for characteristic A resistors in Spec. JAN -R-93 which was dropped because
"such resistors couldn't be made". Further, Durameg
Resistors meet all MIL and JAN requirements using
wire as small as 1.3 mil. dia. instead of the specified
1.5 mil, dia. wire.
The molded housings are tough and resistant to
high g shock damage. Installations require no secondary insulation in mounting.
They are the first accurate resistors to operate up to
a hot spot temperature of 150"C as against the usual
105 `C limit. This is possible because of Sprague's
patented Cron resistance wire with its unique ceramic
insulation.
The combination of Ceron wire and phenolic molding with proper aging treatment allows dissipation of
their full rated wattage at 105 'C the same temresins,

perature at which MIL ratings prescribe zero percent
dissipation.
The long-term stability of Durameg Resistors is unmatched. They offer a new standard of performance
to equipment designers who must consider initial resistance tolerance of resistors as well as shifts in value
with repeated thermal cycling and with age. Circuits
can now be designed for permanent peak performance
since Durameg Resistors provide requisite stability.
Field experience with initial pilot plant production,
used in critical electronic equipment has proven the
superiority of Duromag Resistors. Expanded production facilities at Sprague's new Kingston, N. Y. resistor plant now permit general release of this outstanding development in the resistor art. it
* *
SOLID MOLDED HOUSING OF
DENSE SHOCK RESISTANT
,
THERMOSETTING PHENOLIC
LUG MOLDED

IN BOBBIN
CERON INSULATED WIRE.
WOUND WITH UNIFORM
TENSION AND AGED FOR
STABILITY
ISOLATED WINDING

TERMINATION
SEALED AGAINST

MOISTURE

AND IMMERSION

17,411NEr°
RS

IN ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT

AIRCRAFT
TRANSFORMERS
Keystone is a respected source for special purpose and custom-made
aircraft transformers and magnetic amplifiers. As suppliers to several
of the nation's leading prime contractors, we're accustomed to working
to unusually difficult standards of accuracy
and electronic accuracy are concerned.

... so far as weight, quality

If you require miniature transformers you'll also find KEYSTONE an
unexcelled resource. Engineering service available. Get acquainted with
the KEYSTONE brand of service and dependability at once.

c
»
4VIotVRag
five pre -designed magnetic
amplifiers that will save precious engineering
time. If you're designing an aircraft unit
design it around this KP -10-400 Magnetic
Amplifier. Then watch your costs tumble down!
This is the FIRST of

-

MOTO -MAG KP -10-400 is useful in positioning
servos, computers, servo motor controls, remote
control devices and other units requiring variable phase power. Send for Mechanical and
Electrical specifications. Since units are already
built, single pieces are available for experiments and tests at modest cost.

Prompt attention given all inquiries

KEYSTONE PRODUCTS COMPANY
UNION CITY 2, NEW JERSEY
38
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DIFFUSED it. NCTION
GERMANIUM RECTIFIERS

GERMANIUM DIODES
For use where size, long -life,

and

reliability under all

weather conditions are important factors. General Electric
is the largest supplier of germanium diodes in the country.

f

Developed for radar and military communicati.2ns. May be
applied to computers, mag-

netic amplifiers, telephone
switchboards, anc many other
electronic fields.

ERA Magnetic Drum Storage Systems keep pace
with increased machine operating speeds for rapid
access "memory" of initial data, commands, intermediate and final results of computations. Here,
where efficiency and dependable performance are
of paramount importance G -E Diffused Junction
Germanium Rectifiers are the first choice of Remington-Rand's Engineering Research Associates Division. J. L. Hill, Staff Electronics Engineer says:
"Results from using G -E diffused junction germanium rectifiers in our systems have been excellent!"
Write for the new G-E Junction Rectifier Booklet
showing complete specifications: General Electric
Co., Section 453, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

lL

CaIL,Íll

Iff)tl L

ERA MAGNETIC DRUM STORAGE SYSTIMS

St. Paul, Minnesota
400 General Electric JAI Al rectifiers were used in

the storag_ system shown under construction above.
NEWS FROM OUR ADVANCED
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

Colle_tor dissipations of several watts ha ie
been cbtained from diffused junction
transistors built in the laboratory. These
units -ave junction areas cf only 1 mr-2
but utilize a case which is especially designed to remove heat more effici:ntly.
1

,'

Co?? CQ'.PylCe

nn,ece.-E
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GENERAL
ELECTRONICS

-
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iron cores
PYROFERRIC IRON CORES
are scientifically manufactured,
under strictest quality controJ.s
and rigid maintenance of close
electrical and mechanical tolerances.

i
1

¡

PYROFERRIC services
are available for the engineering
production requirements .. .
core
your
of
your letterhead request for Catalog 22B
will bring you complete information
including the manufacture of iron
cores, their electrical properties,
materials, design considerations,
standardization data, uses

and other helpful information.

BRONX BOULEVARD
at 216th St., N.Y.C. 67

PYROFERRIC BLDG.
40
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Stonized spiral phenolic coil
forms, lug collars, bushings, and
printed covers are used as component parts of many products of
the electronics and electrical industries, among them being:
R. F., I. F., AND OSCILLATOR,
AND OTHER COILS FOR RADIO

AND TV

PERMEABILITY TUNERS
TUBULAR CONDENSERS
TRANSFORMER COILS
ELECTRIC MOTORS
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
RELAYS

TIME CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

Stone's Electrical Insulating tubes
are used as core or shaft insulating, rivet and screw insulators,
spacer bushings, or liner and
protector sleeves, in the manufacture of:
FRAC. H. P. MOTORS
RELAYS
SOLENOID SWITCHES
TRANSFORMERS
FLUORESCENT LAMP STARTERS

COMMUTATORS
ELECTRIC BLANKETS
ELECTRIC CORD SETS
INDICATOR LIGHTS
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
ELEC. MEASURING EQUIPMENT
INCANDESCENT LAMPS
ELECTRIC TRAIN SETS

SALES OFFICES
BRIDGEPORT
O. E. Pfannkuch
952 Main Street

CHICAGO

3-2575
&

Co.,

Tuxedo

Joseph

L.

9-6920

Pits,

L.

Southwell Co.,
So. Western Avenue
Humboldt 5-9000
K. Detwiler, 443 Broad St.,
H.

......

Room 205
PHILADELPHIA... Walnut 2-1 182
I. R.

Blair, 401 N. Broad St.,

740

Room
ST. LOUIS.
E.

B.

.

.. Parkview

3274

Henderson Co.,

8147 Delmar Blvd.
TORONTO
Murry 1106
Electric Insulation & Fibre Co.,
Ltd., Mendota Rood, Etobicoke
ELECTRON ICS

-
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TV SPEAKERS

SOLENOIDS

for
CHANCES are you can come
up with a possible use for a
Stone paper tube with the re-

...
practical ...

its use

gladly.

126 year old heritage
that is Stone's has made it possible to develop more accurate
methods of manufacture and at
the same time perfect our mass
production techniques. Hundreds
of America's leading manufacturers have found that dealing
with Stone can be a profitable
and satisfactory relationship because they too have approached
us about possible uses of Stone
tubes and found that we could
help make these uses practical.

Stone's specialty is small
diameter spiral wound insulating
tubing from 3/64" to 1" ID
although larger sizes are avail-

a

RELAYS

SIGNAL SYSTEMS

ELECTRICAL NOVELTIES
ELECTRICAL TOYS

Moment!

able. As all Stone tubes are custom-made, yet mass produced,
they can be furnished in hi dielectric kraft, fish paper, plastic
films in various wall thicknesses
and lengths. They can also be

formed, notched, punched,

The

CLEVELAND
Main 1-8410
C. E. White & Company,
Bulkley Building
LOS ANGELES ..Pleasant 2-0791

5957
NEWARK

TIMER MOTORS

quality at low
sulting benefit
cost. And we will help you make

1643 N. Nagle Avenue

E.

Stone's Coil Bobbins are strong,
light-weight forms, made to accurate
tolerances for winding coils used in:

printed, dipped or impregnated
with a variety of waxes and
resins.

Stop and think for a moment
and realize that your nearest
Stone representative can be of
great assistance to you . . . or
write directly to us. We are sure
that our product list of many
thousands will make it probable
that we can meet your requirements
and give you the unsurpassed service which has made
us one of the world's largest

...

small diameter paper tube
manufacturers.

STONE PAPER TUBE COMPANY

INCORPORATED
E., Washington 17, D. C.

900-922 Franklin Street, N.
Want more information?

Use

post card on last page.
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DU MONT
HIGH -VOLTAGE

with a

TYPE 303 -AN

0

The new Du Mont Type 303 -AH
is the high -voltage, highfrequency instrument
for you

-14/

i

_

The io,000 volts applied to the cathode-ray tube provides a
bright, highly resolved presentation for viewing or recording short
duration transients or high-frequency signals even at low repetition rates.
The metallization of the cathode-ray tube greatly increases
brightness over normal screen brightness and prevents buildup of
spurious screen charges, thus allowing faithful reproduction of
short -duration transients having low repetition rates.
The BNC-type coaxial input permits convenient connection of
pulse -type signals usually carried on coaxial lines.
The wideband vertical amplifier (3 db down) io MC has a pulse
response of 0.033 psec for faithful reproduction of short rise -times
without overshoot.
The fast linear sweeps, 6"/psec (0.065 psec/cm) at io KV, take
fullest advantage of the wideband amplifier for expanding and
measuring short rise-times.
The 0.25 psec signal delay line introduces no signal distortion
and allows sufficient time for the sweep to start before the signal
appears.
The provision for both amplitude and time calibration of
o-s, t, to and ioo volts peak to peak and o.t, i, to and too psec
intervals insures accuracy and convenience of measurement.
The variable -intensity illuminated scale facilitates visual or
photographic measurements.
Type 316-A probe available for low capacity input. Price $27.00.
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS AND SPECIFICATIONS
ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.
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METALLIZED CATHODE-RAY TUBE

SELF-CONTAINED
HIGH VOLTAGE

LIGHT WEIGHT
FAST SWEEPS

Use post card on

99O

LOW COST

nUMONT

INSTRUMENT DIVISION

Want more information?
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4/O NEED TO 'ST/LL //UNf'FOR

SPECIAL
SIZES IN

CASES &
COVERS

-a*

a bear for
ment in producing extra
large, small or miniatures!
s

'When you need cans or covers in unusual sizes, large
to sub-miniature, consult Hudson first! Most likely,
your particular size and shape will be a standard item
at Hudson. Not only will you enjoy prcmpt delivery
but prices quoted will reflect standardized tools and
'dies, and economical mass production runs.

1

4"

Hudson stocks square, rounds, rectangulars
hundreds of stock sizes, with many optional features,
are available in precision-drawn cases and covers to
meet all but the most unusual circuit requirements.
Consult the Hudson Engineer -Designer Catalog File for
"Bulls -eye" Purchasing of Cases, Covers, Stampings
Keep a copy handy in both your engineering and purchasing
departments. Calling Hudson first will save you time, money and
detail work. Ask for your catalogs, today. Just call or write
Desk 210.

HUDSON TOOL AND DIE COMPANY INC
PRODUCERS OF CASES, COVERS AND CUSTOM METAL STAMPINGS FOR

ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC AND NUCLEONIC INDUSTRIES

118-122 SO. FOURTEENTH STREET, NEWARK 7, NEW JERSEY
ELECTRON ICS
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DIAMETER -3/8 INCH

DIAMETER -1/4 INCH

Capacitances

Capacitances

.001-.0015-.002-.0022 m'd.

.00047-.00068-.0008 mfd.

Quality
DIAMETER -9/16 INCH

INCH

DIAMETER-s

Capacitances
0033-.004-.0047-.005-.00,58 mfd.

Capacitances

.01-.015-.02-.022 mfd.

HIGH QUALITY CERAMIC CAPACITORS
molded and sintered in the Allen-Bradley factory, not
only is the production of an ample supply of ceramic
discs assured but the uniformity of the finished capacitors
can be rigidly maintained at all times under Allen-Bradley
production controls. Because of their uniformity of quality
and performance, Allen-Bradley ceramic capaciitors have
been approved by the engineering departments of the
largest electronic, electrical, and telephone laboratories.
Specify Allen-Bradley ceramic capacithey are as dependable as 'he
tors
well-known Allen-Bradley resistors and
potentiometers. The A -B trademark is
your guarantee of quality capacitors.
Allen-Bradley makes its own
Samples will be furnished on request for
Ceramic Discs
qualification tests and type approval.

Scientific supervision is maintained at every step in the
production of Allen-Bradley ceramic capacitors. Starting
with the compounding of the materials for the ceramic
discs and continuing, step by step, through the molding,
sintering, silvering, soldering, and wax impregnating of
every operation is under
.
the finished capacitors
Allen-Bradley precision control. A quality product is the
.

.

consistent result.

...

Allen-Bradley capacitors are made in
four sizes with a range of .00047 to
.022 mfd. Minimum capacitance values
are guaranteed over a temperature
range from plus 10C to plus 65C. Since
the ceramic discs of high K dielectric are

Allen-Bradley Co., 110 W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis.

-BRADLEY
ALLEN
TELEVISION COMPONENTS

RADIO

&

-
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QUALITY
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CONSTANT

MAINTAIN

TO

STABILINE

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

are available .n

TYPE

OUTPUT VOLTAGES

2

DISTINCT TYPES

INSTANTANEOUS

ELECTRO

ELECTRONIC

MECHANICAL
to control

For the most

industrial loads
offer zero
waveform
distortion

exacting
control

ieatee

-

-

is an outstanding feature of the Type EM.
UNUSUALLY HIGH EFFICIENCY
It is comparable to that of the most conservatively designed fixed -ratio

as compared with any other type. OperaINSTANTANEOUS CORRECTION
tion is entirely electronic without moving parts. Complete correction is
effected in 3 to 10 cycles depending on variations in line voltage, load
current, load power factor and other conditions.

EXCELLENT STABILIZATION AND REGULATION

transformers.

in

is

output voltage will not exceed: ±0.25 per
±0.1 per cent for input voltage
or variations in operating conditions
±0.15 per cent for load current or power factor changes
changes
from lagging 0.5 to leading 0.9.

-

-

MINIMUM WAVEFORM DISTORTION
ditions, distortion

is

-

usually under

2

-

-

INSENSITIVE TO FREQUENCY AND SYSTEM POWER FACTOR
Designed
for 50 60 cycle power lines, all of the Type EM will perform satisfactorily at any frequency from 45 to 65 cycles. In addition, Type EM
is insensitive to the magnitude and power factor of the load and has
no effect on the system power factor.

-

STANDARD MODELS
are available for 115, 230 or 460 volt, 50/60 cycle,
single and three phase operation in capacities up to 100 KVA.

are available in numerous ratings in capacities up

application engineered to

SEND COUPON TODAY FOR BULLETIN 5351

meet individual requirements

featuring engineering and application
data on STABILINE Types IE and EM.

Specializing in the design, development and manufacture of Voltage Control
Apparatus, The Superior Electric Company offers its experience to help in
solving any voltage control problem. The Superior Electric Company is
pleased to analyze your individual needs and will recommend the STABILINE
Automatic Voltage Regulator best suited to your application.

POWERSTAT VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

POWERSTAT LIGHT DIMMING EQUIPMENT

STABILINE AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS

VARICELL

D

POWER SUPPLIES

SUPERIOR

5

ELECTRON ICS

-
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-C POWER

SUPPLIES

-WA" BINDING POSTS

Want more information?
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I

THE SUPERIOR ELECTRIC CO.

205 MAE AVENUE, BRISTOL, CONN.

,S E
THE SUPERIOR ELECTRIC co
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUTv
MaAu.(oiuuw o
A -C

-

-

-

VOLTBOX

-

WIDE INPUT RANGE

but to maintain optimum corINSENSITIVITY TO FREQUENCY CHANGES
rection characteristics, tolerances should not exceed ±-10 per cent of
the specified frequency.

AND SPECIAL TYPES

of the applied input

other automatic voltage regulators.
is another important feature. Range is 95-135 volts
fora nominally 115 volt unit; 195-255 volts for a 230 volt unit; 400-520
volts for the 460 volt units.
ADJUSTABLE OUTPUT VOLTAGE
Output from a 115 volt unit is adjustable
from 110 to 120 volts; output from a 230 volt unit is adjustable from
220 to 240 volts; output from a 460 volt unit is adjustable from 420 to
460 volts.

Except under the most adverse conper cent.

-

...

faithful and distortionless reproduction

Type EM is an electro mechanical device. While it
RAPID CORRECTION
does not correct instantaneously, it provides faster correction than most

Output from a nomnally 115 volt unit
ADJUSTABLE OUTPUT VOLTAGE
is adjustable from 110 to 120 volts and from 220 to 240 volts on a
nominally 230 volt unit.

-

a

waveform.

than most competitive types. Ranges are
MUCH WIDER INPUT RANGE
95-135 volts for a nominal output of 115 volts and 195-255 volts for a
nominal output of 230 volts.

STANDARD MODELS
to 5.0 KVA.

-

is a primary requirement for many elecZERO WAVEFORM DISTORTION
tronic applications. Type EM provides a constant output voltage which

-cent formaximum
change
any or all changes
The

-

e

i

e

Please send my copy of Bulletin S351.

NAME
POSITION
CO. NAME
CO. ADDRESS

ZONE

CITY

STATE

L.

Use post card on
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WHAT ABOUT

Frequency Response
IN PRECISION WIREWOUND RESISTORS?
Precision wiremound resistors have residual parameters that change the resistor from a simple resistance to a complex impedance which is a function of
frequency. The effective resistance and reactance of
a precision wirewound resistor can be computed from
a knowledge of the parameters in the equivalent
circuit below:
L
R

ß'dÒ000

b

The d -c resistance is R, the equivalent inductance
in series with the resistor is L, and C is the equivalent
capacitance in parallel with the resistor. With L and
C small, as they usually are, it can be shown that:
(0=2 7rf

Lab=%/Re2+Xe
Re=R[I+eo2C(2L-CRI)]

Xe--

U)

(L-CR2)

tan°_Re
where Zab is the impedance at terminals a -b, Re is
the effective resistance, Xe is the effective reactance,
and O is the resistor phase angle. From these
expressions it is apparent that:
1. The effective resistance will be constant and
independent of frequency only if C=O. This does
not make the phase angle or the reactance zero.
2. The condition for zero reactance and zero phase
angle is the same, L=CR2. However, the resistance
still varies with frequency when this condition is met.
3. Zero phase ingle, zero reactance, and constant
resistance with frequency are achieved simultaneously only when both L and C are zero.
PRODUCTION RESISTORS AND FREQUENCY
RESPONSE: Ninety percent or more of the precision
wirewound resistors manufactured by the industry
are the reversed section or "pi" type. In the range
below about 100 ohms the series inductance L predominates. In the range above about 2,000 ohms the

shunt capacitance C predominates. In between, both
parameters must he considered.
In standard resistor production, desired parameters can often be obtained by varying wire size,
bobbin size, number of turns, number of sections or
pies, and, to a lesser extent, by varying termination

and impregnaut. In this way the parattueters are
predictable at only slight extra cost, barring difficulties due to too large or small a wire size for the
resistor value or a need for an entirely new bobbin
design. It is unlikely, if not impossible, that any
variation in reversed -pi construction can ever snake
an inherently capacitive high ohmic value resistor
inductive or an inherently inductive low ohmic value
resistor capacitive. For a given resistance value the
possible variation of parameters cannot achieve the
desirable conditions C=0 and/or L=O. It might be
possible by selection to achieve the condition L=CR2
for a particular resistor value, but this could not be
done on a production basis. For most values it would
not be possible even by selection.
For a given resistance value with the parameters
known, the user can often add capacitance or inductance to compensate and achieve zero phase anglezero effective reactance. However, the effective resistance still varies with frequency and compensation is obtained at only one frequency.
RESISTANCE ERROR WITH FREQUENCY:

For high

ohmic value resistors with C predominant, the effec-

tive resistance will be less than the d -c resistance;
with L predominant, the effective resistance will be
more than the d -c resistance. The actual percentage
error in resistance defies simple expression. For a
given resistor it is a function of frequency, but unless
the resistor has been compensated to zero reactance,
effective impedance rather than resistance should be
considered. For a 1,000 ohm resistor in the 1" x
commercial 1 -watt size, Xe/cù can be as high as
100µh. A 10,000 oht s resistor of the same size may
have an Xe/ti negative and equivalent to only
several micro-microfarads.
This is a very important design consideration. The
location and mounting of the resistor and associated
wiring can often contribute more capacitance and
occasionally snore inductance than is residual in
the resistor.
Often the only solution to the residual parameter
problem is the use of other than a conventional
reversed -pi wound bobbin. Shallcross can supply
many other types of windings on special order-each
with its own special frequency characteristics.

Further details on Frequency Response and other resistor characteristics are available in Shallcross Bulletin R-3 C.

SHALLCROSS

MANUFACTURING

The fourth of a series to promote
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COMPANY

522

PUSEY

AVENUE,

COLLINGDALE,

PA.

better understanding of the performance characteristics of precision wirewound resistors.
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NON -INDUCTIVE
SURGE RESISTOR
The Shallcross Type R-9073
high voltage precision card
resistor has an Ayrton-Perry
winding to obtain residual
inductance of only a few
micro -henries below 1,000
ohms. Resistances from 5 to
1,000 ohms available. Standard tolerance 1%.

1

STANDARD REVERSED PI RESISTOR
Standard Shallcross resistors
have reversed -pi windings.
The inductance of this type of

winding decreases below

1,000 ohms. Above 10,000.
ohms the winding becomes

increasingly capacitive.

BIFILAR WINDING FOR
INSTRUMENT RESISTORS
Shallcross Type 245-S resistors are mounted on the
switch decks of the Shallcross
Type 6100 Wheatstone Bridge
shown at left. Available in
values up to 1,000 ohms,
their low inductance makes
these resistors ideally suited

for precision instruments.

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953
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WITH EVER NEW PEAKS IN
GENERAL CABLE SHI MENTS
TS PRODUCE
FOR USE WITH PgOD
1

f

®
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NATIONAL

1944

1945

'Federal Reserve System Data

1946

1947

1948

e.'
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1949

N GROfNT4 *

1950

1951

1952

NATIONAL PRODUCTION ...
00_

CABLE

GENERAL CABL E
&tifmeans &r,ent

me/S'u/>pí

O]

During a 70 year span as a prime supplier of wire and cable to every

industry, General Cable's growth has been part of America's ever -mounting

national production. Anticipating production trends-with our sights always

toward growth-our production
Evidence

is in

is

planned for smooth, adequate supply.

the thousands of varied wires and cables manufactured in the

chain of strategically located General Cable manufacturing plants. Your needs
are serviced through our sales offices ... through our wholesalers ... from plants,

warehouses, and distributor stocks that blanket the country from coast to coast,

and from our northern border to the Gulf of Mexico.

"More Power

to You:

GENERAL CIBLE
C

O

R

P

O

EXECUTIVE OFFICE: 420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK I1, NEW YORK

R

A

T

O

N

SALES OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE UNITED STATES

Flaw finder switches to

AXIOHM RESISTORS
The Sperry ultrasonic Reflectoscope, a
compact, portable unit designed for onthe-job inspection, "listens" for defects
through as much as thirty solid feet of
aluminum and even greater thicknesses in
steel and other materials.
Many of the circuits in this highly sensitive electronic instrument now include
Ward Leonard Axiohm Resistors. Sperry's
design engineers gave three reasons for
specifying this ruggedly built, self-mounting, miniature resistor.
stronger anchorage of the axial lead

smaller size

full watt rating at high resistance values

AXIOHM RESISTORS of the vitreous
enamel wire-wound power type are designed for use by the electronic and
allied industries. These newly developed miniature resistors are self-supporting by their own wire leads which
are hot tin -dipped for ease of soldering.
They are available in conservatively
rated 5 and 10 watt sizes. Write for
Axiohm resistor bulletin.

Sperry Reflectoscope,
made by Sperry Products, Inc.,
Danbury, Conn.

0

WARD LEONARD

WARD LEONARD

ELECTRIC COMPANY
MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK

Re
50

c

E 94reeted aer/0 °s Since /192
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WARD LEONARD

makes

19 distinct

inspections
and tests
on every

Vitrohm

resistor
Measurement of outer diam-

eter and concentricity of

ceramic cores are but two of
the 19 checks made on every
Axiohm resistor.

In the Axiohm, as in every stock and madeto-order resistor, Ward Leonard gives this
same careful attention to the details that result in long -life service even under the most
adverse conditions.
Every resistor component is matched with
respect to thermal expansion. Ward Leonard
resistor cores, Vitrohm enamel, terminals,
junctions, even resistance wire, are result engineered for accuracy and uniformity.

Whether your product is a delicate electronic device like the Reflectoscope or a
heavy-duty industrial machine, you need an
electrical control you can count on. Ward
Leonard has the productive facilities and the
technical know-how to meet your every resistor need. Let Ward Leonard's engineering
department help you select the right one.
Ward Leonard Electric Company, 31 South
Street, Mt. Vernon, New York.

at
º`.Flete
.11:23ok,

,r

:

mow

engineering text.
"Handbook of

;Power Resistors," $3.
.per copy.

ELECTRONICS

-
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When TV manufacturers discovered that higher voltages of the new 27 and 21 -inch television receivers
rendered existing wax corona ring sweep transformers
inadequate, they brought the problem to Guthman.
In a cooperative program with these TV engineers,
a flyback transformer with a cast resin corona ring
was developed-the perfect answer to this difficulty:
Your problems in the development of coils and
transformers are welcome at Edwin I. Guthman &
Company, Inc., 15 South Throop St., Chicago 7,
Telephone: CH 3-1600, also Attica, Indiana.

THEY HAD A PROBLEM

.. .

CUT YOUR CAPACITOR PROBLEMS

DOWN TO SIZE

UbTiniature
METALITE* CAPACITORS
Astron METALITE* metallized
paper capacitors help you solve
the problems of size and weight

-with no sacrifice of performance.

The ingenious use of metallized
sections makes them the world's
smallest paper capacitors, and
accounts for their extremely light
weight and their unique self-

healing properties. Available from
stock in a wide range of standard ratings and case styles, they
are ideal for commercial and
military applications alike, con-

forming to strictest government
specifications. Special sizes can
be supplied upon request or to
specification.
Many of the new techniques
Astron has developed for the sub miniaturization of metallized
paper capacitors and filters can
be utilized to reduce the size and
weight of its extensive line of
standard type capacitors and
filters. For complete information
on Astron capacitors and filters,
write for Catalog AC -3.

ON-INSIST ON

DEPEND
!

g/41tiClv
*1 rade Mork

CORPORATION

Astron manufactures a complete line of dry electrolytic capacitors,
metallized paper capacitors, plastic molded capacitors, subminiature
paper capacitors and standard and subminiature RF interference
filters for every radio, television and electronic use.

ELECTRON ICS

\1

-
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255 Grant Avenue,

E.

Newark, N. J.

Export Division: Rocke International Corp., 13 E. 40th St., N.Y.C.
In Canada: Charles W. Pointon, 1926 Gerrard St. East, Toronto.
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To

clock -radio designers
who fall back to sleep

don't forget the

Signal Alarm

...available only on Telechron Timers
Sleep through the soft morning music of your clock -radio
just once, and you'll see an important reason to specify Telechron
Timers with signal alarm for your new models.
And you'll see, too, how this exclusive feature can help your
clock -radio become a sales success.
There are other exclusive advantages in Telechron Timers.
The sealed lubricant reservoir gives better assurance
of long timer life and quiet operation. There's extra simplicity of
operation in the two knobs that do the work of three.
For any clock -radio price class, there's a Telechron Timer that

will meet your needs. We custom style to meet your design
requirements. Write for details. Telechron Department,
General Electric Company, 45 Homer Ave., Ashland, Mass.

EXTRA SALES ADVANTAGE
Telechron Seal of Accuracy on the clock crystal
or our trademark on the dial gives the buyer
confidence in the accuracy of your clock -radio.

54
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When you

test-

VHS-UHF -

Microwave
Test Equipment
The PRD line of RF Test Equipment is the '
most complete line available today covering the
entire frequency range from .01 to 40
kilomegacycles per second. Every unit in the
line is rigorously engineered and meticulously
manufactured to the highest standards
attainable. The excellence of PRD equipment,
in quality, dependability and accuracy is
well attested by use in the leading laboratories
throughout the world. For consultation
on the application of standard or special PRD
equipment to your problems call or write
our skilled staff of engineers today,
without obligation.

THE
direct

reading noise source perr-u s
measurements of noise factors up ep 233a
for r -f an-plifiers and receivers o;erctii3
in the range from 10 to 1000 me/s. A T1-1
coaxicl dioce with a nominal input inFedance of _O ohms is used. V.5WR is
approximately 1.25, housed in K -rdser/a
a

steel

WRITE TODAY
FOR YOUR COPY

OF

THE

NEW

PRD CATALOG

-

PRD

LINE OF

TEST

Sources and Receivers, Attenuators and
Termina -ions, Transmission Line Components, Impedance Measurement and Transformation Units, Bolometers, Detection and
Power Measurement Equipment.

=bite'.

RESEARCH

WEtiELOPMENT COMPANY. Inc
55 JOHNSON STREET, BROOKLYN 1, NEW YORK
741 1/2 N. SEWARD ST.
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

NO OBLIGATION

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

NEW EXPANDED

EQUIPMENT INCLUDESFrequency Measuring Devices, Signal
RE

WESTERN SALES OFFICE:

Wont more intermit en?

Lice

post card oc last page.
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MEPCO'S NEW SEALED Precision

Resistors STOP Humidity Failures
Over 2 years of laboratory development and testing
were required to achieve a sealed resistor design up
to Mepco's standard of quality. No sacrifice of our
standard time -proven features have been made in
order to perfect this sealed resistor.
SPECIFICATIONS: Meets all requirements of MIL -R -93A and JAN R

-93.

SEALING: Completely encapsulated and bonded.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE: -65' C. to -I- 125°C.
WINDINGS: Reversed and balanced PI -windings for low inductance with use of only the finest "certified" resistance alloys.
EXCLUSIVE INTERNAL FEATURES: Internal section's cross -over wire
insulated from winding by 2000 v. insulation (patented).
Special metal molded connecting feature, which bonds end
of winding and terminal in a non -corrosive and mechanically
no solder or flux used.
secure manner

-

TERMINALS: Rigid hot solder coated brass terminals for easier and
more secure soldering.
NOMINAL
1

WATTAGE
RATING

YPE

NO'

MIN.

MAX.

SECTIONS

.185 meg.

JAN -R-93

RB15

.25

.50

0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm

.6

meg.

2

RB10

.35
1.00

0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm

.3
1.5

meg.
meg.

2

RB11

.50
1.00
.50
1.00
1.00
2.00
.25
.50

0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm

.3

2.0

meg.
meg.

4

R812

4

R613

8

RB14

2

RB51

(M16)
RB17

IM171
RB18

(M18)
RB19

(M191
RB52

(M52)

.75

0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm

4.0
4.0
0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm 15.0
0.1 ohm
0.1 ohm

.1

.5

f

so

TYPE

(Ml51
RB16

4

SUPERSEDES

RESISTANCE

meg.
meg.
meg.
meg.
meg.
meg.

RESISTANCE

SYMBOL

TOLERANCE

B

D

0.10 %
0.25 %
0.50 %

F

1.00 %

C

-:-i.,-

MIL RB16

PERCENT

-

R -

---i-*"MEPCO

i-

NOMINAL WATTAGE

50
50
75
100

üo

-1.-

"

.-

93A

E
J

K

IN PERCENT

PER DEGREE

POSITIVE, MAX.

0.0022
0.0040
0.0050

0.0022
0.0155
0.0255

SPECIAL

x

C.

NEGATIVE, MAX.

I--4
MEPCO

RB19

REQUIREMENTS

4

Variations of the above ratings, tolerances, temperature
coefficient, etc. can be supplied to special order.

I

Z>)
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MEPCO M52

(PROPOSED)

MORRISTOWN,
last page.

M'9

2

20
R652

M18

I0

4.

f

MIL

MEPCO

Q

l

(REFERRED TO 25`CI

EXPRESSED

MEPCO M17

I

TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT

SYMBOL

M16

,__

II

L

MIL RB17

MEPCO M15

OF

MIL R618

MIL

p

i

MIL R - 93A
WATTAGE & RESISTANCE TOLERANCE
TOLERANCE

I--3-1°

MIL RB15

NEW

JERSEY
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Synthane's combi cation of
properties can often make
a good product better.

From crude to crankcasewith an assist by
Without oil there'd be no automobiles or
airplanes, fewer plastics, soaps, drugs,
floor polishes, cosmetics, insecticides.
In one form or another, petroleum and
petrochemicals are almost as important
to us as the air we breathe. And in one
way or another, Synthane plastic laminates are equally important to petroleum
production and processing.

The reason is understandable.
Synthane is a dependable material with
many uses.
Because it is wear -resistant and tough,
yet easy to machine, Synthane is used
for components of oil well cementing
equipment. Because Synthane is strong
and corrosion-resistant, it is excellent for

St1l9SCU..e,-

Strong, light,
drrable. High

pump valves, piston rings, and compressor
plates in tank -farms and refineries. Because it is a good insulator, Synthane in
the form of flange insulation provides
cathodic protection for pipe lines. Because it is a good moisture -resisting dielectric, light weight Synthane is used in
geophysical survey equipment and oilto atinginstruments.Wear-and-corrosion
resistance make Synthane desirable for
flow-line valve -seat inserts.
Because of all these valuable properties, plus many more, Synthane may be a
material you can put to profitable use.
To find out, get the complete Synthane
Catalog. Write to Synthane Corporation,
17 River Road, Oaks, Pennsylvania.

;,+ul!,uktA/14-

tensile, :ompressive
and flexural
strengths.

Good insulator;
high dielectric
strength, low power
factor. Low
dielectric constant.

Resits moisture,
oil, solvents,
cnd corrosive
atmospheres

SYNThANEJ

tutRiAt

LAMINATED PLASTICS
ELECTRONICS

-
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They wanted Springs

for

a 150° F Oven

...How

Inco Technical Aid helped the

designers get what they wanted

The Inconel "X" spring seen in the foreground supports the
television tube on the "spider" during a 45-50 minute baking
and cooling cycle that reaches 750° F. The oven for which
this spring problem was solved is one designed and made
for a famous electronic equipment manufacturer by
TRUTNER & BOUMANS, INC., Hillside, N. J.

needed springs that
could hold up during a 45-50 minute baking
temperacycle which reached 750° F.
ture that took the "bounce" out of all the
TRUTNER & BOUMANS

-a

springs they tried.

may be, chances are Inco can find the answer. The publication listed here is available to you free. Why don't you write for it
today? If you need specialized data, we'll
be glad to talk the problem over with you.

Finally they came to Inco.
Inco engineers studied the problem and
then recommended Inconel "X" wire, because of its high temperature -resisting and
low relaxation characteristics. And Inconel
"X" worked. After 10 months of round-theclock service in a television tube baking
oven, they were still giving perfect service.

Talk your problem over with
an Inco Nickel Alloys engineer
Whatever your metal selection problem

Write For This Publication
"Analyzing the Spring Problem" is its title
It is a simplified work sheet for submitting spring problems involving extreme
temperatures, corrosive conditions, special
electrical requirements, for study and recommendation by Inco's Technical Service
Section of Development & Research.
!

The International Nickel Company, Inc.,
67 Wall Street, New York 5, N. Y.

Inco Nickel Alloys
K"® MONEL "KR"® MONEL
MONEL® "R"® MONEL
"S"® MONEL NICKEL LOW CARBON NICKEL DURANICKEL®
INCONEL®
INCOLOY®
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FREED

MILITARY PULSE TRANSFORMERS
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
SEALED PULSE TRANSFORMERS for use in blocking oscillators, low level
interstage coupling, and modulator outputs. Made it accordance with MIL -T-27 specifications.
These pulse transformers are designed for maximum power, efficiency and optimum pulse
performance. Balanced coil structures permit series or parallel connection of windings for
turn ratios other than unity. Pulse characteristics, voltages and impedance levels will
depend upon interconnections made.

HERMETICALLY

No. 1030
Low Frequency

"Q" Indicator

PU_SE
CATALOG

APPLICATION

NUMBER

PULSE VOLTAGE

DURIITION

KILOVOLTS

MIC RO-

DUTY
RATIO

SECINDS
MPT-1
MPT-2

No. 1020B
Meg ohmmeter

MPT-3
MPT-4
MPT-5

MPT-6
MPT-7

MPT-8

MPT-9

MPT-10

Decade
Inductors

MPT-11

MPT-12

Blocking oscillator or
interstage coupling
Blocking oscillator or
interstage coupling
Blocking oscillator or
interstage coupling
Blocking oscillator or
interstage coupling
Blocking oscillator or
interstage coupling
Blocking oscillator or
interstage coupling
Blocking oscillator,
interstage coupling or
low power output
Blocking oscillator,
interstage coupling or
low power output
Blocking oscillator,
interstage coupling or
low power output
Blocking oscillator,
interstage coupling or
low power output
Blocking oscillator,
interstage coupling or
low power output
Blocking oscillator,
interstage coupling or
low power output

TEST
VOLTAGE

KV., AMS
GE

CHARACTERISTIC
IMPEDANCE

CASE

SIZE

OHMS

0.25/0.25/0.25

0.2 1.0

.004

0.7

250

DM -12

0.25/0.25

0.2 1.0

.004

0.7

250

DM -12

0.5/0.5/0.5

0.21.5

.002

1.0

250

DM -18

0.5/0.5

0.2 1.5

.002

1.0

250

DM -18

0.5/0.5/0.5

0.52.0

.002

1.0

500

DM -12

0.5/0.5/0.5

0.52.0

.002

LO

500

DM -12

0.7/0.7/0.7

0.51.5

.002

1.5

200

DM -18

0.7/0.7

0.5 1.5

.002

1.5

200

DM -18

1.0/1.0/1.0

0.7 3.5

.002

2.0

200

DM -18

1.0í1.o

0.7 3.5

.002

2.0

200

DM -18

1.0/1.0/1.0

1.0 5.0

.002

2.0

500

DM -01

0.15/0.15

0.21.0

.004

0.7

700

DM -8

0.3/0.3

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG OF
FREED INSTRUMENTS AND TRANSFORMERS

No. 1040
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter

No. 1210
Null Detector &
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter

No. 1110A
Incremental Inductance
Bridge

No. 1010

Comparison Bridge

FREED TRANSFORMER CO.,

FIXREI ST. (RIDGEWOOD) BROOKLYN 27, N.
1722 WEIRFIELD
N.Y..
N.Y.WEIRFIELD

Yes .

.. oß course Radio Receptor Company
is hard at work produciny .

featuring
polarity at
a glance!
Current
flow

(

DESCRIPTION

R.R. CO. SPECIFICATIONS

CODE NO.
N72

Noise figure as a mixer better than 15DB Ca 750
MC with 43.5 MC -IF circuit having a noise bandwidth of 3 MC and a noise figure of 4 DB.

Germanium

1N82

Noise figure as a mixer better than 12DB c@ 750
MC with 43.5 MC -IF circuit having a noise bandwidth of 3 MC and a noise figure of 4 DB.

Silicon

1N110

Noise figure as a mixer better than 12DB (aD 750
MC with 43.5 MC -IF circuit having a noise bandwidth of 3 MC and a noise figure of 4 DB.

Germanium

1

Supplied with or without pigtail leads.
The taper of the diode case allows polarity identification at a
glance or at a touch thus speeding up assembly and reducing the
possibility of error in connecting the diode into the circuit.

Co
Rece
Let Radio
figure.
U.H.F. Diodesptor
Standard
problems .
in your N.F.

Radio Receptor Co. is one of the major producers of
Standard Germanium Diodes, Germanium Transistors
and Seletron Selenium Rectifiers for radio, TV and
other electronic circuits. Engineers who submit their
problems to us are assured of immediate. recommendations without obligation.

Seletron
and Germanium
Division

Send us your

RADIO RECEPTOR COMPANY, INC.

ae

Since 1922 in Radio and Electronics
Sales Dept.: 251 W. 19th St., New York 11, N. Y.
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specifications!

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

Factory:

84 N.

9th St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
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Need a

LAVA

ALUMINA

SILICON CARBIDE
(vitrified or porous)

STEATITE ZIRCONIUM
MAGNESIUM
c

SEE OUR DISPLAY

BOOTH 71

Exposition of

BASIC MATERIALS
For industry
PALACE
GRAND CENTRAL
CITY
NEW YORK
1953
JUNE 15-19,

FORSTERITE

CORDIERITE
ZIRCON

OXIDE

ALUMINUM SILICATE
TITANIUM DIOXIDE

SILICATE

Development of new, special purpose ceramic compositions is
a regular part of our work. No matter what your requirements
are, the chances are good that we have an AlSiMag composition
that will do the job.
If you need a material with special characteristics or have a
difficult design involving intricate shapes or close tolerances,
give us your requirements. Let us show you what we can do.

52ND

YEAR

OF

CERAMIC

LEADERS

1

I

P

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA

5,

TENNESSEE

OFFICES: METROPOLITAN AREA: 671 Broad St., Newark, N. J , Mitchell 2-8159
SYRACUSE, N. Y.:
CLEVELAND: 5012 Eucllid Ave., Room 2007, Express 1-6685
330 Arlington Ave., Phone 76.5068
NEW
ENGLAND: '374 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass., Kirkland 7-4498
PHILADELPHIA: 1649 N. Broan St.,
Stevenson 4-2823
ST. LOUIS: 1123 Washington Ave., Garfieid 4959
CHICAGO: 228 N. LaSalle St.,
SOUTHWEST: John A. Green Co., 6815 Oriole Dr., Dallas 9. Dixon 9918
Central 6-1721
LOS ANGILES:
5603 N. Huntington Dr., Capitali 1-9114

ANOTHER

STABLE

CAPACITY

FIRST!

Type J

When you have an application requiring a capacitor with maximum stability over an extreme
temperature range specify RMC's new Type 1
DISCAPS.
Because of RMC's exclusive dielectric element
design the actual capacity change of Type J
DISCAPS between -60°C and +100°C is only
+15% of the capacity at 25°C. Between + 25°C
and +85°C the change is only ±5% of the capacity at 25°C. Type J DISCAPS are rated at
1000 working volts.

Now available in capacities between 220
J DISCAPS combine
exceptional mechanical and dielectric strength
with a moderate price for trouble free performance and lower production costs.
If you have a design problem requiring a
standard or special type of ceramic capacitor we
invite your inquiry.
MMF and 2000 MMF, Type

!
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New Development from the RMC Technical Ceramic Laboratories
SEND FOR SAMPLES AND TECHNICAL DATA

DISCAP
CERAMIC
CONDENSERS

RADIO MATERIALS CORPORATION
GENERAL OFFICE: 3325 N. California Ave., Chicago 18, III.

FACTORIES AT CHICAGO, ILL. AND ATTICA, IND.
DISTRIBUTORS:
62

Contact Jobber

Sales Co., 146 Broadway,

Want more information? Use post card on lost page.

Paterson 1, N. J.
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Selenium Rectifier

POWER CONVERSION

POWER SUPPLIES
Long Life
High Efficiency
No Warm-up Time
Zero Maintenance

GENERAL PU SPOSE

BULLETIN NO. 118

D.C. OUTPUT
VOLTS

VOLTS 10

NO.

125
125
125

115

A10

230
440

A11

115

A13
A14
A15

250
250
250

115

375
375
375

500
500
500
750
750
750
1000
1000
1000
125
125
125

250
250
250

230

230

440
115

A16
A17
418

115
230

A19
A20

440

A21

115

A22
A23
A14

230
440
115

230
440
115

230
440
115

230
440
115

375
375

230
440

750
750
750
1000
1000
1000

115
230

440
115

230
440

BULLETIN NO.

D.C. OLTPUI
VOLTS

O-6

813
B14
B15

816
817

0-12

0-28

B18

440

827

AY

60'-'

10

K38

50i

K47

K48

00.0

K.56

K57

12.5

K65

25 0

K74

K75

50 0

083

K84

100

0:92

20 0

K101

K102

40.0

K110

K111

R
BULLETIN NO.

105-125
MOTOR TYPE

H.P. RATING

FEACENT OF

DYNAMIC CATALOG
BAANING
N0.

RATED SPEED

Feldys, Solenoids
E3ectroplatng
u stors.

VOLTS 60 cycles A.C.
CONTROL RANGE
IN

AND

A:

125

INPUT POWER REQUIREMENTS:

Aircraft Motors
Cyramotas, Inverters

822
823
824
B25
B26

,.C, 230 V.A.C.

Typcal Applications

B19
B20
821

115
230

'

147

CATALOG NO.

1

25.0

A25
A16
A27
BIO
811
812

AAAPEIES

I

0-100°

SHUNT
UP TO

OR

1,15

N.P.

Valves
OR

Typical Applications

UNIVERSAL

UP TO

Motors
Generator Fields

1/15

AND

1/3

H.P.

COMPOUND

Brakes, Clutches, Pulleys
Business Machines

'/2

Alarm Systems

0-200%
o-100°/,

NO

GM30

NO

GM35

YES

GM40

YES

GM 50

H,P

COMPOUND

/4

Relays, Solenoids
Magnetic Chucks

Impulse

-

Al2

440

230

375

500
500
500

MOTOR SPEED CONTROL

A.C. INPUT CATALOG

WATTS

AND 3/4 H.P.

0-100%
OR

0-115%
0-100%
OR

0-115°/,

Typical Applications

Clock

Coil Winders
Lathe Feeds & Drives
Drilling and Tapping
Precision Grinders
Conveyor Systems

The applications listed on this page are
typical of the many fields, in which OPADGREEN standard power supplies are effect-

ing economies and assuring satisfaction.
In many cases, equipments have been

custom-built to fill particular requirements.
Our engineers are always ready to provide
the best solution for your D.C. power problem. Send us your specifications, or request
our form PEQ to aid in establishing your

COMPANY

needs.

71-2 WARREN STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

ELECTRON ICS

-
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TAYLOR Bone Grade Vulcanized Fibre
is an extremely tough and dense grade of vulcanized fibre.
It is excellent for applications where difficult machining

operations are required ... resistant to organic solvents, oils
and gasoline ... has excellent electrical characteristics.

Ïl7ant to make something of it?
Make it into gears, cams, fairleads, bushings and grommets,
slot wedges, threaded and tapped pieces, rail joint insulation and
other applications where mechanical strength, good finish
and intricate machining are required. Color: gray.
Make it from sheets or rolls with these specifications:
SPECIFICATIONS
Thickness range .
.
1/32" to 1/2"
Finish
Pressed and calendered
.
Punching
.
Up to 3/16" thickness
Sheet size
Approx. 56" x 90"
.

.

Roll width

.

.

.

.

.

.

56" for thicknesses of
1/32" through .060".
Coils down to 7/32" for
thick
of 1/32"
through .090".

PROPERTIES
Mechanical

Flexural Strength, psi
(Lengthwise) 14000
(Crosswise)
12000
Tensile Strength, psi
7500
(Lengthwise)
(Crosswise)
5500
Compressive Strength, psi
(Flatwise)
30000

min.

min.

Izod Impact Strength, Ft.-Lbs./inch
(Lengthwise)
3.0
2.4
(Crosswise)
Electrical

min.
min.

min.

Dielectric Strength, VPM

(1/32") 250 min.
Short Time Test (1/8")
Arc Resistance, seconds

175 min.
100

Make it from turned rods. Diameters from 1/8" through
1/2" with ground or buffed finish.

Make it easy for yourself the next time you are looking for an
extremely dense, abrasion resistant material. Call your Taylor
Engineer ... he will be glad to work with you ... go over your
and help you select the correct grade of
requirements
Taylor Vulcanized Fibre to fit your needs-Bone, Commercial,
Super White, Abrasive and Built Up. Ask him about Taylor
Laminated Plastics, too. He will be glad to give you samples of
Phenol, Melamine and Silicone Laminates for your inspection.
Taylor Fibre Co., Norristown, Pennsylvania-La Verne, California

...

TAYLOR
Laminated Plastics
Vulcanized Fibre
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A

SERIES

FOR REAL HELP

TV SMALL BUSINESS

It is ironic that one of the first jobs of the
Eisenhower administration, so widely, and
erroneously, tagged as a "big business" administration, must be to go to the relief of
small business. This is necessary because the
preceding administration, while continually
proclaiming its tender regard for small business, actually impaired gravely the ability of
small business to carry on successfully. This
it did in the necessary haste of devising an
emergency tax program to finance rearmament and the Korean War. Now the new
administration must revise this tax structure
to give small business a chance to make its
key contribution to an expanding American
economy.

How Taxes Hurt Small Business
Since the outbreak of the Korean War,
small business has been handicapped by two
principal features of the emergency tax

program:

profits tax. That tax, of course, applies to
corporations having a net income of more
than $25,000 per year. It results in taking up
to 82 cents on every dollar of profit that the
company earns above what is called an "excess
profits credit." For most small companies the
credit depends on what was earned in 1946-49.
This creates an element of gamble and discrimination in determining the amount of tax
to be paid. Time has proved that it is impossible to select a base period for the tax that
is fair to all companies. A young company
starting in 1946-49 is peculiarly vulnerable, as
its earnings in that period were necessarily
low. Even on modest earnings today, it would
pay a high excess profits tax.
It is true that Congress wrote into the excess profits tax law provisions to lessen the
impact of the tax on growing companies.
However, none of these provisions in practice has given much relief to small business.

1) Many small firms are unable to retain
enough of their earnings to provide for ex-

"Relief" Provisions Give Little Relief

pansion because these earnings are drastically
limited by the excess profits tax.
2) Small companies have received a very
small share of the tax concessions allowed
by the federal government to encourage construction of defense facilities.
A small business that succeeds and hence
grows is particularly hard hit by the excess

Small firms rely almost entirely on retained
earnings to provide funds for improving their
plants and equipment. They get very little
help from the provisions (1) that no more
than 70 per cent of total profits can be taxed
away, (2) that additional earnings are allowed on an increase of invested capital or
(3) that growing companies are allowed a

rate of return on capital equal to the industry
average.
Most large firms can obtain additional funds
in the securities market. But small firms find
it difficult to increase their capital by selling
securities, since investors generally prefer
the stocks or bonds of nationally known and
seasoned companies. Few small companies,
therefore, can reduce their tax burdens by
increasing their invested capital, and few can
meet their needs for equity capital if their
rates of profit are no higher than those of the
leading companies which generally set the
average profit.
Small business has been equally at a disadvantage in the matter of accelerated depreciation for tax purposes. The government
has encouraged a great expansion of our
industrial plant, despite the very high rate of
taxation on corporate earnings, by granting
certificates of accelerated amortization on new
plants built to support the defense program.
These certificates allow business to charge
off the cost of defense plants at a rapid rate.
This decreases the earnings that are subject
to taxes, and so increases the part of the
earnings that may be retained in the business.

Growth is Stifled
But most of these tax concessions have been
made to large firms especially equipped to
handle the complex problems of defense production. Of the $12 billion of new facilities
so far approved for fast amortization, only
11 per cent are for companies with less than
500 employees, although the share of such
companies in the normal civilian business is
about 30 per cent. In only 2 of 12 industries
studied by the Small Defense Plants Administration were small firms receiving what was
estimated to be a fair share of the total tax
amortization awarded.
Because they are unable either to retain
enough earnings after taxes or to step up their
depreciation allowances, most small firms are
unable to keep up in the race to expand and
modernize plant capacity. The Small Defense
Plants Administrator, in his report to Congress, emphasized that small companies have
been unable to do their full part in the defense program for lack of capital.
The Council of State Chambers of Commerce recently published an eight -state sur-

vey showing widespread cutbacks of plans
for new plants by small and medium-sized
companies. According to this report, "high
federal taxes enacted since the beginning of
the Korean War appear to be placing an effective brake on the rate o; industrial expansion
in all the states surveyeii and probably in the
48 states generally .
ft is principally the
small and medium-sized companies whose
growth is being stifled."

..

Some Ways to Help
The first step to ref ieve small companies
should be to free thern from the excess profits
tax. The nation as a whole would be far better
off if the excess profits tax were allowed to
die as scheduled on June 30, since the tax
promotes waste as it stifles incentives. It is
quite possible, however, that the politics of
tax reduction, as opposed to the economics,
will prevent the elimination of the tax during
1953.

If the tax is extended, provision should be
made for a much broader exemption to
smaller corporations. If net income up to
$100,000 a year, which in these days still
constitutes small business, were exempted
from the tax, the loss of revenue to the government would be about $175 million. This
relatively small amount could easily be offset
by an increase in employment and incomes
if small business is freed from its financial
strait jacket and allowed to expand. Careful attention should be given also to the possibilities of allowing a higher rate of return
on the first $1 million of capital (roughly the
amount it takes to provide 100 jobs) and of
making special accelerated depreciation allowances to smaller firms. This is a matter
so important that we shall return to it in a
future editorial.
Relief for small business relief from a
financial paralysis that has kept it from playing its dynamic part as a growth element in
our economy would do much to give the lie
to the notion that the Eisenhower administration is a "big business" operation. Much more
important, it would be a long stride toward
releasing the dynamic energies of many small
businesses and businessmen to forward a
continuing and expanding prosperity.

-

-

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.

YOUR FILTER NETWORK
PROBLEMS ... Solved in Jigtime
Selecti-ig the proper fil-ez network component for a critical electronic
application is not exactly compa-able to fitting a piece to a puzzle. In filter
networks the c-iteria are not quite as superficial as proper size, shape. etc.
Even compliance with attenuation requirements is not usually sufficient. There
are a multitude of hidden factoe in the manufacture of an audio filter that
go much deep ei than these qualili_ tions.
Here .r Burnell & Co. -.e concern ourselves with all the phases in
the design of a filter of superior quality. To maintain our high standard we
manufacture D7r toroids with t se most modern facilities and quality controlled methods. The capacitor zomponents employed are either the finest
silver mica type or are wound -%ith plastic dielectric material employing no
impregnants :Lat may affect the life or long term stability. All other components are jte- as carefully selected and controlled.
This policy of incorpc re-ting only the best ingredients coupled with
our advancec design method insure our customers that not only will our
filters meet tl-e basic requirements but that they will also maintain all of their
characteristics under all the service conditions of equipment in which they
are used.
ob'

ABIBt:L
1111B11111TOMLIF
111.

24411ell g
YONKEFS
:A6

E

2,

e00,
NEW YORK

ADDRESS "BURXELL"

EXCLUSi4E MANUFACTURERS. CF COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK CONPONENTS
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RESULTS IN A

DOUBLE-BARRELED SAVINGS!
FOR

TOP ENGINEERING COUNSEL ON PERMANENT MAGNETS CONSULT

INDIANA

DESIGN SUMMARY

Equipment
Telephone pay station manufactured by Automatic Electric Company, Chicago.

OLD MAGNET

Application
Polarized coin return relay.

Situation
Automatic Electric previously

used a chrome steel magnet. Automatic Electric and INDIANA
engineers worked together in redesigning the permanent magnet
assembly used in the polarized
coin return relay, switching to
the use of Alnico III material.

NEW

MAGN

ET

COIN RETURN RELAY

AUTOMATIC

®

ELECTRIC

PAY STATION

Results
1) An increase in flux of

NEW MAGNET ASSEMBLY

.. Double-barreled

Savings:

Lower first cost -70% saving

Positive mechanical actionfewer service calls needed

This is another example of how INDIANA's top engineering
"know-how," secured from experience gained in successfully
solving the design needs of over 35,000 permanent magnet applications, resulted in an improved product design.
You, too, can look to INDIANA for quality permanent magnets
-for skill in manufacture-for cost cutting engineering aid.
Rigorous quality control in every step of production is your
assurance of exact magnetic and mechanical characteristics.
INDIANA is the only manufacturer furnishing all commercial
grades of permanent magnet alloys. Furthermore, it has the ability and facilities to develop and produce the permanent magnets
you require on a regular production schedule. For help with your
problem, write INDIANA, today.
THE

INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
VALPARAISO, INDIANA

ote.zferdt%%iweatiacuu.ttiAfma.2-Élijae.e.
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27%-

from 2750 Maxwells with old
chrome steel magnet to 3500 Maxwells with Alnico III. 2) 70%
Savings in cost of permanent magnet. 3) Saving in weight. 4)
Simplified design and assembly.
5) Fewer service calls needed
since, with the new design, a positive mechanical coin return action
was secured-permanently!

Use post card on

d
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To help you with your permanent
magnet design problems, write for
Design Manual No. 4-A5.

INDIANA
PERMANENT
MAGNETS
PERMANENT MAGNETS MAY DO
last paga.
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TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT ELEMENTS
BY FORTIPHONE LTD, ENGLAND
Component quality determines equipment performance!

EARPHONE, TYPE MME/T
This miniature unit

is designed for use in
junction type transistors.
Impedance is normally of 1000 ohms at
1000 cycles per second, and reversal of
polarising current of 2.2 milliamps changes

circuits

with

the overall response by less than
db.
Four alternative types of frequency responses
are available, and the output is generally
of the order of 63 decibels relative to
I

dyne/cm'/volt at 1000 cps for an input
power of 0.8 milliwatt. The sound
pressures are measured in an artificial ear
of 1.5 cubic centimetres and 240 ohms
I

acoustic resistance.

The unit takes a standard round -pin nonreversible plug fitting with a firm detent
action. The socket contacts are of unique

double spring design to ensure low contact
resistance and to minimise fatigue.
A standard earmold can be fitted to the
instrument, the fit being carefully arranged
to eliminate acoustic leakage.
The air gap is controlled to within 0.00025
inch, and after a prolonged test at overload conditions the output is measured
throughout the frequency band.
The colour is normally flesh pink, but
alternative colours are available. Alternative impedances are also available.
Flexible connectors with molded plugs are
available together with standard sockets.
The overall dimensions are 0.82 inch diameter
by 0.38 inch wide (excluding nipple) or 0.47
inch including nipple. The weight is 0.3 ounce.

TRANSFORMER, TYPE T9
This is a miniature coupling transformer
designed for transistor circuits having a
wide frequency range.
Response is within 2 db relative to response
at 1000 cps over a range from 250 cps to
5000 cps. Ratio is normally 4.5:1
The windings are terminated at solder tags
molded into the robust thermo-setting

bobbin, thus economising in winding space

and increasing efficiency.
Before lamination, each winding is checked
to ensure no short-circuited turns. Each

transformer is tested for efficiency throughout the frequency range.
Overall dimensions are 0.66 inch by 0.48 inch
by 0.46 inch. The weight is 0.2 ounce.

VOLUME CONTROLS, TYPE VC7
These controls are

for use on miniature
equipment, including transistor amplifiers.
An internal single pole switch of less
than 0.05 ohm contact resistance is incorporated, capable of handling current of
0.25 amp at up to 10 volts.
Insulation is
greater than 100 megohms at 100 volts.
The resistance rotation law can be logarithmic or linear, having a total resistance of
5000 ohms or more. Noise level is below
270 microvolts when one volt is applied and
the control rotated at two turns per second.

RESISTORS, TYPE
These

are

tiny

robust

carbon upon
ceramic resistors capable of 0.1 watt
dissipation. Preferred values between 470
ohms and 10 megohms are available.

Power dissipation is 0.1 watt when uniformly loaded.
The action of the control is smooth, and
the switch has a loud "click" operation.
Rotational torque lies between 0.18 ounce
inch and 1.5 ounce inches, and end stop
torque is greater than 30 ounce inches.
The units are able to withstand a life test of
20,000 operations without deterioration.
Overall dimensions are 0.78 inch diameter by
0.54 inch. Knob width is 0.19 inch and
weight is 0.13 ounce.

S

They bear the international colour code.
Overall size is 0.310 inch by 0.125 inch.
Dimensions between fixing wires is 0.180 inch
and iength of lead out wires is 1.30 inches.

Cable or write for prices, further details and samples.

Please state possible quantities required

FORTIPHONE LIMITED
FORTIPHONE HOUSE, 247 REGENT STREET, WI, LONDON, ENGLAND
Established 1925

Cables: Sonomax, Wesdo, London

SPEEDY DELIVERY!
ELECTRONICS-May,

1953
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YOU ASKED FOR
HIGHER UHF OUTPUT!
UHF
SWEEPING
OSCILLATOR
GIVES YOU

5 VOLTS
SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RANGE: 450-900 me
SWEEP WIDTH: Continuously variable from 0 to 50 me

OUTPUT: 5 volts into 75 ohms ter-

minated

-

20 db,
ATTENUATORS: Switched
20db, 10 db, 6 db, 3 db.
Continuous: Approx. 3 db.
ZERO LEVEL BASELINE produced on

oscilloscope pattern.
DETECTOR BUILT IN.

The Ultra Sweep

PRICE: $650 f.o.b. Pine Brook, N. J.
For further details and information regarding markers, please phone or write

KAY ELECTRIC COMPANY
14

68

Maple Avenue

Phone

CAldwell 6-4000

Want more information?

Use ;post
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PRODUCTS

wired for life

WARREN

with

-

-

Digital AJtomatic Computor known as "RAYDAC" was developed for
Air Force to help analyze the behavior of
guided missiles. To do its highly complicated and exacting work at incredible speeds
this compact "marvel" combines the best engineering skills and manufacturing processes
with the finest quality materials. Here, as in the manufacture of many other fine electric
and electronic products, Warren Wire is used for its easy handling, efficiency and dependability.
There's a Warren Wire Engineer near you trained to help you solve your wire problems
right in your own plant. There is no obligation, of course.
The Raytheon

use by the Departments of the Navy and

Write for new Teflon Specification

T

WARREN

--:-.1001,

dated February, 1953

COMPANY

WIRE

Plant and Main Office: PCWNAL,VERMONT
NEW YORK

DETFOIT

SYRACUSE

CHICAGO

NEW HAVEN
ST. LOUIS

PHILADELPHIA
ST. PAUL

PITTSBURGH
CLEVELAND
SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES

Manufacturers of Plain Enamel, 'Nylon, Formvar, Teflon and Served Magnet
Wires ... Teflon Hook-up and Lead Wire ... Tinned and Bare Copper Wire.

ELECTRONICS

-

May, 1953

Want more information? Use post card on lc st page.
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Why it pays to make Roiip@
your source of special electronic cables

conductor shielded, Neoprene -jacketed electronic cable

10

Special

2

8

When you have an electronic wiring problem it pays to go to a specialist, such as
Rome Cable. Wires and cables made by
Rome, first, are designed by engineers with
training and experience in electronic applications. Further, Rome Cable has the manufacturing knowledge and facilities to produce unusual constructions ... with quality
controlled step by step. By standardizing on
Rome wires and cables you assure dependable performance for your product and add
obvious quality ... with a component engineered to your requirement.
Rome manufactures a wide range of hookup wires, intercommunication cables, coaxial cables, electronic computer cables,
R. F. transmission line, television camera
cables as well as other special constructions.

8

conductor, shielded, mobile transmitter cable

conductor, polyethylene -insulated, shielded,
Neoprene-jacketed microphone cable

conductor, Rome Synthinol®-jacketed, TV camera cable

Special Rome Synthinol 901®
hook-up wire -8 mil wall with nylon sheath

Special 136 conductor, Rome Synthinol-insulated, electronic cable

COMMERCIAL TYPE HOOK-UP WIRES

MILITARY HOOK-UP WIRES

Rome offers commercial type hook-up wires with three standard

insulations.
Rome Hi-temp-a rubber insulation with exceptionally high resistance to heat and moisture. Underwriters' approved for 75° C.

Rome Synthinol-a polyvinyl chloride thermoplastic compound,
highly resistant to acids, oils, alkalies, moisture and flame.
Underwriters' approved for 80° C.
Rome Synthinol 901-offers all the advantages of Synthinol plus
higher resistance to heat deformation, shrinkage and cracking,
also improved solderability. Underwriters' approved for 105° C.

ROME CABLE CORPORATION. Dept. ET -5 Rome, N. Y.

Please send me information on Electronic Wiring

Rome manufactures military type SRIR,
SRHV and WL, complying with Army -Navy

Joint Specification JAN -C-76, as well as ship-

board types SRI and SRIB conforming to
Specification MIL -C-915. Insulated with
Rome Synthinol, these wires are made in a
complete range of specification sizes.

It Costs Less to Buy the Best

Name

ROME CABLE

Company
Address
City

70

Zone

ROME

State

Want more information?
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EIMAC KLYSTRONS FOR ALL UHF -TV
3K20,000LA
3K20,000LF
3K20,000LK

CHANNELS 14-32
CHANNELS 33-55
CHANNELS 66-83

Only Eimac 5 kw Klystrons Offer
These Features

for UHF -TV.

. .

THREE TUBES that cover the entire spectrum, 470-890 mc. This means simpli-

fication of equipment design, economical mass production and
of stock piling problems.

a

minimum

HIGH POWER AND SMALL SIZE that not only makes top performance possible but allows easy handling for maintenance and installation. In typical
operation the Eimac klystrons deliver a peak sync output of 5.5 kw., with
a collector dissipation of 14 kw., and o power gain of 20-25 db.

MASS PRODUCTION that means early delivery and guarantee of klystrons in

the future.

All three of the series are now coming off the production line.

EXTERNAL TUNING that increases the tuning range; eliminates mechanical
distortion of tube structure; permits use of optimum cavity construction
and provides design freedom in R -F circuits for equipment engineers.

LOW -LOSS CERAMIÇ CAVITIES AND COPPER -TO -CERAMIC SEALS that
eliminate off -the -air hours caused by heat and thermal shock.

FOR FURTHER

INFORMATION CONTACT OUR

TECHNICAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT.

EITEL-McCUILOUGH, INC.
SAN
N O,
CALIFORNIA
rgers:
B

Expert

ELECTRONICS

-

May. 1953

R

U

Frazar

&

-lansen, 301 12I)y St., San Francisco, California

Wait

more information? Use post card on last page.
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Photo courtesy "Project Whirlwind
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

CORE SIZES AVAILABLE
SMALL

MEDIUM

F291

F259

LARGE
F262

.090

.230
O.D.
.120

.375
O.D.
.187

J.D.
060
I.D.

I.D.

I.D.

030

.060

THICK'
(m)pm.)

THICK

.125
THICK

(approx.)

(approx.)

MAGNETIC
PROPERTIES
INITIAL PERMEABILITY

43
MA) IMUM PERMEABILITY

Physical Advantages Laminations unnecessary. Molded in one piece to close
tolerances. Miniature size saves space. Ferramic cores
generate no heat, eliminate heat dissipation requirements.

Electrical Advantages Properties are stable and not affected by rough handling
or aging. Response time 20 times faster than other magnetic materials, switching time about one micro -second.
Square hysteresis loop, high volume resistivity and low
loss factor. High efficiency at high and low frequencies.

700
;ATURATION FLUX DENSITY

2350 GAUSS
RESIDUAL MAGNETISM

SFTUt

--

FLUX DENSITY

,--GENERAL

'91

Cost

Comparison-

Ferramic cores permit important savings in the construction and maintenance of computer equipment, and reduce
service ir..terruptions by reduction of component failure.

CERAMICS
and 5100
STEATITE CORP.
Perth Ambo)

-'

4

GENERAL
MAKERS
72

OFFICES
OF

end

PLANT:

STEATITE, TITANATES,

Went more information? J.e post card

on

last page.

KEASBEY,
ZIRCON

NEW

JERSEY

PORCELAIN, FERRAMÌCS,
May, 1953

-

ELECTRONICS

rD.M1©)91.211
WITH NEW

General Ceramic'

fEjfeeffir MF 1118'
TRADEMARK

UNIQUE SQUARE LOOP CHARACTERISTICS
STORE DIGITAL INFORMATION

-

NOTE: FOR INFORMATION

...eliminate heat dissipation problems
...reduce space requirements
...afford years of service
without replacement

Gjò

Ferromic cores
actual size. Illustration at left is en-

I_

larged to show detail.

_4¡;1._

-

Ferramic MF1118, a soft magnetic
material featuring square hysteresis loops, high volume resistivity
and low loss factor. Maintains high
efficiency at both high and low frequencies. Response time approximately 1.0 microsecond.
ONE

COINCIDENT - CURRENT

FERRAMIC MAGNETIC

MEMORY ARRAYS-Ferramic

READ -IN

Memories are strung on a crisscross of enameled wires with one
Ferramic core at each 3 wire intersection. Pulses sent through the
wires magnetize selected cores;
one polarity stores 0, the other
stores 1.

jig

CO

PULSES

VOLTAGE
OR

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATES FLUX -CURRENT CHARACTERISTIC OF FERRITE TOROID WITH NEARLY
RECTANGULAR HYSTERESIS LOOP

DUTY

ELECTRON ICS

ON

INDICATING Z1lO
READOUT OF

0.5

CORE

-4 COINCIDENT -CURRENT MEMORY ARRAY
SHOWING PATH OF PULSE STORED IN
4 -By

SELECTED TOROID

l0

MICROSECONDS

SHOWS VOLTAGES OBSERVED READ
ING ONE OR ZERO FROM A SELECTED
TOROID. RESPONSE TIME 0.5 MICROSECOND
CHART

OR WRITE FOR ENGINEERING DATA ON FERRAMICS FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS

REFRACTORIES,

-

wires is used for read -in and readout. The presence or absence of induced voltage pulses in the third
wire is interpreted by associated
equipment as 0 or 1.

NCIDENT

CURRENT

ZERO

LIGHT

AND READ-OUT
METHODS-The same pair of

SELECTED (ORE

`P

CALL

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS, Inc.
632 Tinton Anenue,
New York 55, N. Y.

Photo shows

ó

FERRAMIC MAGNETIC
MEMORIES
Molded of

ON COMPLETE MAGNETIC
MEMORY ARRAY ASSEMBLIES, WRITE
OUR AFFILIATE

May, 1953

CHEMICAL

STONEWARE,

IMPERVIOUS

Want more information?

Use

GRAPHITE

post card on last page.
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Here is Plug-in Unit Construction
Everything you need to mount, house, fasten, connect,
monitor your equipment.

ist

Miniature Terminals,
Pre -punched Terminal Mount- 31,,,,/
Card-mounting Tube
Alden
ing Card ready -cut to size you require.
Stake in Alden Miniature Terminals to Sockets and Mounting Brackets, which
mount in the prepunched holes.
mount your circuitry.

START WITH

2ndTake

ALDEN MINIATURE
TERMINALS
(j¡g

p

jw

S".jilt

Here's a beautiful
nal
new littlrealleyTputsermisol-

dering on a production basis; taking a
minimum of space
and material. Ratchet holds leads firmly for soldering, no wraparound or pliering necessary. Unique
punch press configuration gives rapid heat transfer,
taking less time and solder. Designed for Govt.
Miniaturization contracts. Staked in Alden Pre punched Terminal Cards, allow patterns for any
circuit.

rAttach

Prepunched Terminal
Mounting Cards come
in all sizes needed for
Packages: miniature
7.pin and 9 -pin units,
or 11 -pin and 20 -pin
plug-in units. Card is
natural phenolic
thick prepunched on
%" centers with .101"

Mounting
Brackets stake

to the

and

octal

tubes,

Pre

punched Card,
mount Card to
Package Base
and Lid.

Alden Card mounting
Tube Sockets for miniature 7, miniature 9
are

complete with studs
and eyelets for easy

holes for taking the
Miniature Terminals.

O

mounting on Pre punched Cards.

Held
for soldering

FOR YOUR LARGER

Snap In

-punched
2ndTerminal
Mounting Card in
3rd
3'.
Lay out circuitry with Pt(

No pliers-No twisting

lengths up to

Wires-Buss bars easily accessible

Attach Miniature Terminals,
Card -mounting Tube Sockets
and Mounting Brackets, which
fit any of the prepunched holes.

READY MADE to fit various
Ratchet holds
leads

Both sides can be used

ready made Chassis sizes.

firmly

Alden Card Snip off loops desired to by-pass.

Ó)

I I
C0)

(0) (0) (0)

mounting Tube

JUMPER
STRIP

Stake under Terminals for common circuits. Loops
match prepunched holes in Terminal Cards. Snip
off loops desired to by-pass.

TO

OBTAIN

Organize circuitry in compact vertical
planes. Use both sides of Prepunched
Card to stake in Alden Miniature Terminals to your circuitry layout. Vertical
position gives ready accessibility; there
is no "underneath" in Alden design.

Sockets, readymade in variety
of sizes, complete with studs
and eyelets for
easy mounting
on Prepunched
Cards.

CO

Tiny Sensing Elements specifically designed to spot
trouble instantly in any unit.

Get one point of check of all incoming and outgoing
leads thru ALDEN BACK CONNECTORS

Here are tiny components to isolate trouble instantly by providing
Visual tell -tales for each unit.

"PAN -i-LITE" MIN. INDICATOR LIGHT
it in places never before possible.
Glows like a red-hot poker. Push -mounts in .346" drill hole.
Bulbs replace from front. Tiny spares are unbreakable, easily
kept available, taped in recess of equipment. Alden #86L,
ruby, sapphire, pearl, emerald.
So compact you can use

MINIATURE TEST POINT JACK
Here are tiny insulated Test Point Jacks that make possible
checking critical plate or circuit voltages from the front of your

equipment panel-without pulling out equipment or digging
into the chassis. Takes a minimum of space, has low capacitance to ground, long life beryllium copper contacts. Available
in black, red, blue, green, tan and brown phenolic conforming
to MIL -P 14B- CGF; also nylon in black, red, orange, blue,
yellow, white, green. Alden #I10BCS.

ALDEN "FUSE -LITE"

-

Lite Glows.
Fuse Blows
Signals immediately blown fuse. Lite visible (rom any angle.
To replace fuse simply unscrew the 1 -pc. Lite -lens unit. Mounts
easily by standard production techniques, in absolute minimum
of space. 110V Alden #440-4FH. 28V #440.6FH.

Free Samples Sent Upon Request

462-2

SINGLE CHECK POINT
Here for the first time is a slide -in connector that brings all incoming and outgoing
leads to a central check point in orderly rows, every lead equally accessible and
color coded.
Generous
J
Color coding
bell -mouthing
Avoid conventional
rats nest wiring
3-411°.

ó

¡

Permit direct
efficient wiring
STRAIGHT-THROUGH CIRCUITRY
Wiring is kept in orderly planes, avoiding rat's nest of conventional back plate
wiring. Connections between Terminal
Mounting Cards are through Back Connectors so that all circuitry is controlled
at this central point. Incompatible volt2
ages safely isolated and separated.

`-

Floating
clip action'

Y"

Accessible
uncongested
solder terminals

EASY INSERTION AND REMOVAL
Mating tolerances permit easy insertion
and removal without demanding critical alignment tolerances. Assure proper
contact, with safety shielding of dangerous voltages. Leads can be attached
above, below or out of the back for
most direct and efficient interconnects.

Ready-made Alden Back Connectors meet all conceivable needs, for.
slide -in chassis replaceable iii. 30 seconds with spare.

ALDEN PRODUCTS COMPANY

READY-MADE for your Electronic Equipment

-

All designed all tooled -- production immediately available
no procurement problems. Apply ALDEN Standards wholly or in part.
ALDEN

u

ALDEN
PLUG-IN PACKAGES

-

Using standard Alden Plug-in Packaging Components you can mount a
tremendous variety of circuits on
chassis or in racks.

After mounting your circuits
on Terminal Cards, use Alden
Standard Plug-in Bases, Housings,
Bails for packaging.

4th

Alden "20" Rack

Min. 7 & 9 -pin
BASES avail.
able, also II.,

pin

,0

-

Mounting Socket

with extended ears
that mount side by
side and in multiple
rows on U -Channels

& 20 -pin.

BAILS

HOUSE PLUG-IN UNITS IN
ALDEN BASIC UNI -RACKS

&

HOUSINGS or
LIDS to match.

2"

4'

8'

o

1.0

0 0

17"

that accommodate

FOUR SIZES
OF CHASSIS

panel.

MOUNT
IN ANY
COMBINATION
IN ALDEN
UNI -RACKS

50 Alden "20"
Plug-in Units illustrated, in 10% x
19- rack mounting

SLIDE -IN BACK CONNECTORS
STACKED

See description

Mounting all equipment in
Alden Uni -Racks provides a

on opposite page.

Prepunched Cards
4th Fit
carrying completed cir-

uniform system easy to handle
and ship. Can be installed
and interconnected
unloaded.

cuitry into Standard Alden Basic

as

fast as

Chassis Body.

Prepunched to your specs.
Easy accessibility at sides,
front for completing wiring.

41.-4

ALDEN UNIT CABLE
interconnects between Uni
racks or other major cit..

cuitry divisions. Quick,

ALDEN
BASIC CHASSIS

rez

SERV-A-UNIT LOCK

sure, coded means of isolating and restoring (with

with spares provides 30-second servicing for your unitized circuitry.

pulls in or ejects chassis.

spare) inter -division.
circuits,

SEND FOR FREE "ALDEN HANDBOOK"
Your design and production men have always wanted
these advantages:
1. Experimental

circuitry can

down debugging time.

be set up

with production components, cutting

Your customers and sales force will welcome these
advantages:
The big objection to electronic equipment-from the user's point of view-is
that if it goes out of order he feels helpless. But you have a perfect answer when
your equipment is made to Alden Standards of Plug-in Unit Construction because
they assure DEPENDABLE OPERATION, as follows
30 -SECOND REPLACEMENT OF INOPERATIVE UNITS by plugging
in avail.

-

2. Allows technicians, rather than engineer, to debug, by taking out unit.
3. Given the circuitry, nothing further to design-make up from standard Alden
components.

able coded spares.

4. Optimum circuit layout using

TECHNICAL PERSONNEL NOT REQUIRED to maintain in operation, due to
obvious color

TROUBLE INSTANTLY INDICATED AND LOCATED by monitoring elements
assigned
to each functional unit.

standard terminal card.

5. Absolute minimum requirements of labor, materials, space.

6. The various sub -assemblies can be built concurrently on separate assembly lines.

UNI -RACK FIELD HANDLING UNIT-groups functional units into stacking
cabinets not
exceeding one- or two-man handling capacity-go easily through
windows, doors.
CONNECT AS FAST AS UNLOADED, by coded non -interchangeable unit cables
plugged in between Uni -racks.

IL Fewer prints-smaller parts inventory.
9. Can subcontract assemblies.

FOR

FREE

AIRMAIL SERVICECompact functional units practical to send airmail to factory for needed
overhaul.

7. No tooling costs-no delays-no procurement headaches.

SEND

coding and fool -proof non -interchangeability of mating components.
TOOLESS MAINTENANCE made possible by patented Alden fasteners and plugin locking and ejecting devices.

226 -PAGE HANDBOOK

This 226 -page Handbook describes fully the Alden System of Plug-in Unit Construction and the
hundreds of components ready-made and completely tooled to meet your every requirement.
It's a gold -mine for those designing electronic control equipment that is practical in manufacture; dependable in operation.
REQUEST YOUR COPY TODAY

127

North Main Street

-

SENT FREE!

Brockton

64

Massachusetts

FREE

BOOK

on specialty

transformers
This fully illustrated book on Westinghouse Specialty Trans-

formers contains full details on design, construction and
operation of each type in entire line.
Find the answer to your problems in these types!
includes electrical and
"Off-The -Shelf" Standard Models
electronic designs for both commercial and military applications.
reviews wide range of
"Built -To -Order" Special Designs
custom-built types. Shows how Westinghouse adapts basic
transformer components to meet your exact specifications
economically.
SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY! Write on your letterhead for Booklet B-5806, or use coupon below. Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Penna.

...
...

J -70689A

YOU CAN BE

SURE...IF iî

Westinghouse
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Application Data and Training Dept.
P. O. Box 868
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania
Gentlemen:
Please send me Booklet B-5806,
Westinghouse Specialty Transformers

TITLE

NAME

FIRM
STREET

CITY
76

ZONE

STATE
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Bradley Rectifiers are doing
many different types of jobs
HERE IS A PARTIAL CHECKLIST OF

HOW THEY ARE

HELPING TO IMPROVE CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE

El

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

LJ VOLTAGE REGULATORS

MODULATORS

2

D. C. VALVES

CURRENT LIMITERS

El

BIAS SUPPLIES

INSTRUMENT PROTECTION

El

BATTERY CHARGERS

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATORS

ARC SUPPRESSORS

CHECK THIS LIST to see if you might be overlooking a simplified
way to solve a circuit problem or better circuit operation. New
developments have widened rectifier application. Bradley engineers
can help you realize these new possibilities for your product.

OXIDE
MODULATOR

COPPER

Bradley copper oxide
modulator for this very
low voltage threshhold
application features low
noise level, good temperature characteristics,
and long-term stability.
No moving parts to get

In either conventional or special applications, Bradley rectifiers
offer maximum stability and long life under usual or unusual
temperature conditions. Laboratory conditions of manufacture,
engineer inspection, and our exclusive vacuum process assure top
quality, prompt delivery and lowest unit cost.

Write or call us for further information.

SELENIUM AND COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS

out of order

as in
mechanical modulator;
much longer life than

VACUUM PROCESSED

for

PERFORMANCE AS RATED

SELF -GENERATING PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS

vacuum tube.
The complete

selenium rectifier line

r

.
w

BRADLEY LABORATORIES,

ELECTRON ICS

-

May, 1953
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from microamperes to thousands of amperes

:.

;

INC., 168 Columbus Avenue, New Haven 11, Conn.

77

You know his first concern is you
at the eyes...
the set of the shoulders ... "the cut of his jib".
In a second, you know he s had years of training
and weathered it well. You know, you couldn't
be in better hands ... anc if anyone can get you
there, he will.
Yes, it takes years tc build confidence like
this, in any line. And the whole organization of
young yet experienced ... is
Bristol
keyed to _peep the confidence that any promised
shipment of Bristol Brass sheet, rod, or wire
will get there at the promised time, if it's
CONFIDENCE is born in one look

.Brass..

...

humanly and mechanically possible to do so. In
fact, that's what "Bristol -Fashion" means ... a
term still in use that came to be first applied to
the old clipper ships out of Bristol, England ..
always s_zipsl ape, correctly manifested, and
right cn time.
The BRISTOL BRASS CORPORATION, makers of
Brass since 1850 in Bristol, Conn. Offices or
warehouses in Boston, Chicago, Cleveland Dayton, Detroit, Los Ange:es, Milwaukee, Nevi York,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Providence, Rochester.

atits8esfi
78
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Put your finger on

by specifying...
CHESTER means dependability plus in wires
and cables for every electronic and electrical
application. The compounds used in all
CHESTER Wire and Cable constructions are
made in the CHESTER plant. Thus, complete
control over selection of raw materials and manufacturing techniques, provides full control of
quality ... your assurance of uniformity in every
foot of conductor bearing the CHESTER label!

Mannsernee======1

JAN -C-16 WIRES*

ss,TRi,

105°C, 90°C, 80°C,

2e121mInzem

V'
APPROVED;

120°C*

ISHIELDED WIRES & CABLES
FLEXIBLE CORD
TV LEAD-IN WIRES

INSTRUMENT WIRES

=13-mffl

COMMUNICATION WIRES

=WATT.

P COAXIAL CABLE
NYLON
COVERED

LACQUEREDj112

SPECIALWIRES

CUSTOM
to

specit7c
ethylen

Nv/on,

using
Po/yPolyviny/

Braided

invited.

i,

corde

lac-

/suYarn,

dov

Ora

ASK
FOR the New Chester Literature. Complete dato on wires and cables
for electrical and electronic wiring.
Request yours, today!

CABLE
CHESTER
CHESTER
-May,

1953

SIPECCAIBFILCESATTIOONS

'Solid colors or spiral marking
CONSTRUCTIONS

ctuered
and
Wires,
Poting
Materials, Special
etc. Inquiries
G/oss,

ELECTRONICS

WIRES

REGISTERED

CORP
NEW

Want more information? Use post card on
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It's VERSATILITY that sells
SANBORN in the field of
Industrial Recording

DC PREAMPLIFIER

As indicated by references

AC PREAMPLIFIER

at the right, you may
have

a

choice of five

different instruments

(A)
CONVERTER-for low level DC recording such as thermocouple output.
DC

for quick and convenient
standard rack mounting
in the system at Al

PLUS

a

,

choice of up to four
-when coupled to a DC amplifier permits tie recording of three events
in one channel.
TRIPLEXER

of any of the three

different type amplifiers

(B)

or any combination

of these amplifiers
THRESHOLD MONITOR provides means

with the

for the control of voltage levels or rate of
change.

SANBORN
FOUR -CHANNEL
DC

OSCILLOGRAPH
RECORDING
SYSTEM

(General Purpose) AMPLIFIER

STRAIN GAGE (Carrier) AMPLIFIER

(MODEL 67)
SERVO MONITOR AMPLIFIER-a phase
discriminating AC amplifier used in servo

shown in the diagram, removing or interchanging any of the am-

design and testing.

As plifiers or other instruments is simply a matter of sliding the unit in

or out of the mounting rack where contact is made automatically by
plug-in connectors. Screws at the four corners of the panel hold the
instrument in place.
Other features of this system which add to Sanborn VERSATILITY
are the choice of eight paper speeds -50, 25, 10, 5, 2.5, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.25
mm/sec, and the use of either 4-, 2-, or 1 -channel recording paper.
And, of course there are these popular Sanborn advantages: a high
torque movement (200,000 dyne ems per cm deflection), direct inkless
recording in true rectangular coordinates, and provision for code and
time markings.
Sanborn Recording Systems may be used to record any one or more
of a wide variety of phenomena whose characteristics range from static
to 100 cycles per second. If your recording problem is not one which can be
solved by standard Sanborn equipment,
our engineers will be glad to suggest
ways in which modifications of it may
suit your requirements.

SANBORN
COMPANY

complete catalog of Sanborn Indusbe sent
gladly on your request.
A

trial Recording Equipment will

80

SANBORN

AND

2 -CHANNEL

RECORDING
SYSTEMS

One channel Model

128/141 above and two.
channel Model 60 at
right both incorporate

Sanborn recording
advantages which include interchangeability
of amplifiera and (with
Model 60) preamplifiers.

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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2 Truarc self-locking rings replace threaded plugs.

Save

per unit, speed assembly by 140%.

6sz

*lees

}

Screw -Fastened Plug

Method
2

of this fire-extinguisher
nozzle. But the felt seals

against washer that abuts on
seal, keep drag on plunger
uniform. Drag can be carefully controlled by varying

5005) easily positioned

-

vary greatly in condition
bringing large variations in
drag, compensated for only
by careful, ;low assembly.
This design died on the
drawing board.

position of rings. Proper
pressure secured in speedy

assembly. Rings need no
grooves.
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Waldes Truarc Method
Woldes Truarc rings (series

Friction -drag must be uniform in the pl.2nger assembly
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An.sul Chemical Company's new
watertight precision nozzle for their
dry chemical fire extinguisher replaces
conventional stainless steel plug with
two Waldes Truarc Self -Locking Retaining Rings and washer. Rings hold
entire nozzle packing securely in
place
keep friction drag of plunger
uniform. Adjustable in final assembly,
Truarc rings speed production from 25
to 60 units per hour. They save 6¢ per
unit in overall costs, 1/8" in length.
Redesign with Waldes Truarc Rings
and ydu, too, will save on assembly,

-

,si.wa:srrrr.ve,rv.

time, improve product performance,
facilitate easier servicing of whatever
you make.
Wherever you use machined shoulders, bolts, snap rings, cotter pins,
there's a Waldes Truarc Retaining Ring
designed to do a better job of holding
parts together. They're precision-engineered...quick and easy to assemble
and disassemble. They give a never failing grip. Find out what Truarc Rings
can do for you. Send your blueprints
to Waldes Truarc engineers for indi-

WALDES TRUARC RINGS MADE
THESE SAVINGS

POSSIBLETruarc Design

Discarded Design
Parts:

Cost Per Unit Parts:

threaded
stainless
steel plug

vidual attention, without obligation.

2

Cost Per Unit

rings

$0.0146

$0.0675

Direct Labor $0.0350

1

washer.._ .... .$0.0280

$0.1025

$0.0426

Total savings per unit
with Truarc Rings $.0599

For precision Internal grooving and undercutting... Waldes Truarc Internal Grooving Tool.

SEND FOR NEW CATALOG

le

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc., 47-16 Auster Place,

L.

I. C. 1, N. Y.

Please send me the new Waldes Truarc Retaining Ring

WALDES

catalog.

E-055

(Please print)
Name........_

TRUARC
REG. li 5

P

T.

Company

OFF

RETAINING RINGS

WALDES KOHIN00R, INC., LONG ISLAND CITY
WALDE; INSANE RETAINING RINGS AND PLIERS
L1.

ARE

PROTECTED BY ONE OR

1,

Business Address

NEW YORK

-
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MORE OF THE FOLLOWING

2.382.941: 2.312.948: 2.416.852: 2.410.921: 2.428.341: 2.439.725: 2.441.245: 2.459.165:
2.483.380: 2.483.383: 2.487.802: 2.487.803: 2.491.306: 2,509.081 AND OTHER PATENTS PENDING.

S. PATENTS:

ELECTRONICS
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_
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Bendix Aviation
Corporation
concentrates development, sales and
production of special-purpose electron
tubes, inverters and AC generators

with its dynamotors and small motors
at its

Red Bank

Division

To provide its customers with an unequalled
source for special-purpose electron tubes,
inverters and AC generators, Bendix Aviation
Corporation has placed its entire development,
sales and manufacture of these products with
its Red Bank Division at Eatontown, N. J. Here
in a modern new plant of over 118,000 square
feet have been concentrated the most highly
skilled personnel and the latest available
machinery to produce the highest quality
electron tubes, inverters and AC generators
possible. At the same time, a full-scale program
is being carried on continuously at Red Bank
to develop these products for even greater
efficiency and versatility. In addition to its new
products . . . taken over from the Eclipse Pioneer Division, Teterboro, N. J. . the
Bendix Red Bank Division will continue producing its established line of dynamotors and
small DC motors. If you require precision
items of these types, it will pay you to take
advantage of the unique experience and
facilities offered to you by Bendix Red Bank.
.

Division of

AVIA=T10

CORPOH_T/ON

/

emdf.

IlJV'f

EATONTOWN, NEW JERSEY

Export Sales: Bendix International Divisi.n, 72 Feh Avenue, New York 11, N.

82

.

Y.

Want more informatçn?

Use post card on

last page.
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The TRUTH about
CRT

'dag'

Exterior Wall Coating

Many speak about dogging CRT's when they refer to the application
of opaque wall coatings. The word dag is loosely and incorrectly used in this
sense; actually 'dag' is a registered trademark of the Acheson Colloids Company,
the world's largest producer of colloidal graphite dispersions for the electronic and
metalworking industries.
'dag' Exterior Wall Coating is a unique material. It is a dispersion of extremely
fine graphite in lacquer, easily applied by spraying. It dries for handling in 2 to 3
minutes; After 24 hours at room temperature, or 1/2 hour of 100°C. infra -red heat,
it results in a smooth, pitch-black coating which adheres tenaciously. Scratching
is almost an impossibility. Water won't loosen the coating either.

Acheson Colloids can also supply appropriate 'dag' dispersions for coating
interiors of tubes.
More detailed information available in our Bulletin No. 433-5E.
Dispersions of molybdenum disulfide are available in various carriers. We
are also equipped to do custom dispersing of solids in a variety of vehicles.

Acheson Colloids Company,
...

also ACHESON COLLOIDS

Units of Acheson Industries. Inc.

Port Huron, Mich.

LIMITED, LONDON, ENGLAND

Special Electrical Components
... switches, connectors, tube

caps, shock
mounts, miscellaneous stampings and moldings
designed and manufactured by Ucinite for
manufacturers of electronic equipment of all
for use in defense and civilian inkinds
stallations.
With an experienced staff of design engineers

...

...

...

plus complete facilities for volume production of metal parts and the assembly of metal
to plastic and ceramic parts, we are capable of
supplying practically any need for special electrical components in this general classification.
Call your nearest Ucinite or United-Carr representative for full information, or write direct.

Speeialists in
ELECTRICAL ASSEMBLIES,
RADIO AND AUTOMOTIVE

Division of United -Carr Fastener Corp.

84
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HUGHES
SETS NEW STANDARDS OF

DIODE CONDUCTANCE
fusion -sealed
in glass

for electrical
stability

HUGHES NOW OFFERS for commercial application eight new RTMA
germanium diode types equivalent
in every respect to Hughes regular
subminiature types-and in addi-

tion carrying forward current

minima of 10 ma. and 20 ma. at
+1 volt!
THESE HIGH -CONDUCTANCE HUGHES

DIODES, a product of Hughes Research and Development Laboratories, provide better combinations
of high peak inverse voltage, high
back resistance and low forward
resistance than have ever before
been available in production quantities. Volume orders for these new
types can be filled from stock.

HUGHES

GERMANIUM

DIODES

have proved consistently able to
meet exacting requirements in airborne electronic equipment for
navigation, fire control, and guided
missiles. Besides having the advantages of germanium diodes over
vacuum tubes, HUGHES DIODES
alone are
HUGHES GERMANIUM DIODE ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS AT 25° C.
Maximum Minimum
Inverse
Forward
Working
Current
Voltage° Voltage ® +1 v
(volts)
(volts)
(ma)
190
150
5.0
130
100
3.0
100
80
4.0
100
80
10.0
100
80
20.0
100
80
3.5
100
10.0
80
100
20.0
80
75
60
5.0
75
60
10.0
75
60
20.0
75
60
5.0
75
60
10.0
75
60
20.0
75
60
5.0
125
100
3.0
50
40
3.0
Test

RTMA
Type

Description

High

1N558

Peak

1

High

N68A
1N67A

Back
Resistance

I N99

High
Back
Resistance

1N89
1 N97
1N98
1N116
1N117
1N118
1N90
1 N95
1N96
1N126
1N127T
1N128T

High
Back

Resistance
General
Purpose

JAN
Types

IN100

Maximum

Peak

Inverse

Inverse

Current
(ma)

0.500 ®

each
each
each

-
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are also supplied

to special customer specifications,
including high temperature elec-

-150v

trical requirements.

Address
inquiries to
Dept. E

0.100z -50v

SEMICONDUCTOR
SALES DEPARTMENT

v

0.800® -50v
0.800 z-50 v
0.050®-10v; 0.850®-50v
0.025 z-10 v; 0.300 -50 v
0.010 ® -10 v

*That voltage at which dynamic resistance is zero under specified conditions. Each Hughes Diode is
subjected to a voltage rising linearly at 90 volts per second.
**Formerly 1N69Á..
j'Formerly 1N70Á.
Formerly 1N81Á,
New types in rd.

ELECTRONICS

JAN SHOCK -TESTED

HUGHES DIODES

0.625® -100v
0.005 ® -5 v;
0.050 ® -50 v
0.005 ® -5 v;
0.050 ® -50 v
0.005 ® -50;
0.050 ® -50 v
0.008®-5v; 0.100® -50v
0.008® -5v; 0.100® -50v
0.008 ® -5 v;
0.100 ® -50 v
0.100® -50v
0.100® -50v
0.800 (4)-50

HUMIDITY -CYCLED
TEMPERATURE -CYCLED

Went more information?

Use post card on

HUGHES
Aircraft Company
Culver City,

California

last page.
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9/16" 0.0.

x

Wire

EVENLY

3/8"

I.Q.

-44 AWG

Winding Speed -800 rpm

0

SMALL TOROIDAL COILS
AT HIGH SPEEDS
WITH MINIMUM WIRE BREAKAGE

1

/2

Inch

1-1/8" ').D. x 3/4" I.D.

Wire-'4

AWG

Winding Speed -800 rpm

The MICAFIL Model RW-0 Toroidal Coil
Winder automatically winds toroidal coils
continuously around 360° and sector coils
from 30° to 270°. To produce smooth, even
layers of wire, the winder is adjusted easily
to wind any wire size between 26 and 44
AWG and to obtain the proper pitch. Winding direction can be changed and feeds can
be adjusted while machine is in operation.

1-1/8" O.D.

x

3/4"

I.D.

Wire -38 AWG
Winding Speed -1000 rpm

O.D 1-5/8" x 7/8" I.D.
Wire -38 AWG
Winding Speed -1000 rpm

SPIRALING DEVICE

- Dev_ce winds

spirals for shuttle

... Newly developed to permit conoperation of Coil Winder ... Winds to pre-

loads-in advance

Coil Sizes

-

CAPACITY

1/4"
Minimum finished I D
2"
Maximum finished O.D
1/Z
Minimum finished O.D.
26 to 44 AWG
Wire Sizes
Winding Speedaccording to wire size. . up to 1000 rpm
Shuttle Capacity60 to 800 feet
according to wire size
MICAFIL Toroidal Coil Winders are made
in three larger sizes for winding coils up to
8" O.D. and with 10 AWG Wire.

...

tinuous
determined lengths.
SHUTTLES Made in four different ring diameters to
accommodate range of spiraled wire sizes ... Larger
wire capacities ... More than one coil can be wound with
single loading ... Changed within 30 seconds ... Loaded
in less than a minute.
ACCURATE TURNS COUNTER-Preset for required number of turns ... Automatically stops winder when turn
count is reached.
Let Cosa Engineers study and recommend the

winder for your needs. Or, write for Literature.

CosA CORPORATION

7

Your source for all Precision Machine Toolsfrom Small Bench Lathes to Large Boring Mills

405 Lexington Ave., New York 17
IN DETROIT AREA contact DETROIT -COSA CORPORATION, 16923 James Cousons Highway, Detroit 35, Mich.
86
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From VtRYSMA

O

f

.,. fo LARGE 44PACITY

AXIVANE® FANS

are available to meet any
ELECTRONIC COOLING NEED
Joy AXIVANE Electronic Cooling Fans are
expressly designed to meet the needs of this
exacting field of service. They are built in a
complete range to suit any requirements, such
as: spot cooling of ventilated units where local
high -temperature conditions arise; heat removal from pressurized or hermetically-sealed
units; or heat removal where space is so restricted that natural ventilation through the
unit or over its surface is insufficient. Important
operating advantages of these fans are their
strength, high resistance to shock and vibration,- and efficiency in low or high-pressure
service. Aluminum and ma-gnesium construction keeps weight at a minimum.
Available in sizes from 2" I.D. up, these Joy
Fans are built to meet all present Air Force
Weo

I

and Naval electronic specifications. They can
be furnished with totally enclosed or explosion -proof motors, if desired.
In general, keep these facts in mind: that
the light, compact design, low power consumption and high overall efficiency of Joy
AXIVANE Fans provide more satisfactory
cooling for electronic equipment in either
air -borne or surface units.
If you have a
problem in heat dissipation from electronic
units, let us place at your disposal JOY's
experience as the world's largest manufacturer
of vaneaxial-type fans.

Over 100 Years of Engineering Leadership

4064

JOY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
W.
GENERAL OFFICES: HENRY

OLIVER BUILDING

IN CANADA. JOY MANUFACTURING

ELECTRONICS

-
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PITTSBURGH

22, PA.

COMPANY (CANADA) LIMITED, GALT, ONTARIO

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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METALLIC RECTIFIER
FACTS FOR ENGINEERS
High Temperature Operation
by C. E. Hamann

STACKS ARE AVAILABLE IN TEXTOLITE" TUBES OR HERMETICALLY SEALED CASINGS

G.E.

Announces A New Line of

Miniature Selenium Rectifiers
General Electric's new miniature
selenium rectifiers are produced by
the same carefully controlled process,
and offer the same outstanding
characteristics as larger G -E selenium
rectifiers.
APPLICATIONS. In electronic applications, G -E miniature selenium rectifiers may be used in blocking, electronic computer, magnetic amplifier,
communication, and signal circuits.
They also can be used to operate
small relays, solenoids, and precipitators.
ADVANTAGES. G -E miniature selenium stacks have long life, good regulation, and high reverse resistance.
They will function over an ambient
temperature range from minus 55 C
through 100 C, and their totally
enclosed construction provides ex-

cellent environmental protection.

OlG

pen

eQ/lZ/bull

LEAKAGE CURRENT VS TEMPERATURE

A-1943 LOW TEMPERATURE CELL
B-1953 HIGH TEMPERATURE CELL

Their small size and low heat rise
permit compact mounting close to
other components.
RATINGS. At an ambient temperature of 35 C, ratings for single stacks
range from 0.5 ma d -c at 26 volts
RMS, to 25 ma d -c at 5200 volts
RMS. Higher ratings may be obtained
by combining stacks. Two types of
totally enclosed casings are used:
Textolite* tubes for ordinary operating conditions, or hermetically sealed,
metal -clad casings to meet government specifications for severe environmental conditions. Stacks can
be furnished for either lead or
bracket mounting.
FOR MORE INFORMATION consult
your nearest G -E Apparatus Sales

Office, or write Section 461-28, General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N.Y.
*Registered Trade -mark of General Electric Co.

-100°

50°

0
DEGREES

50°

100°

C

Concurrently, there has been

considerable improvement in
blocking characteristics. Thus,
quality selenium rectifiers now
give greater stability at both high
and low extremes of temperature.
These facts are highly important in
meeting essential requirements for
military applications and commercial uses.
Only continuing research and
development programs make possible the improvements in the
quality of metallic rectifiers necessary to meet the increasingly
severe requirements of their applications.

cG`7G/yl,CCe ?/ÍL

GENERAL
88

The rapidly expanding use of
metallic rectifiers in the last few
years has brought about a concerted effort within the industry
to improve their quality and electrical characteristics through technological developments.
One of the outstanding accomplishments has been the great improvement in temperature characteristic of selenium rectifiers.
Not only is it possible for selenium
cells to be operated at higher temperatures, but in addition their
range of operating temperature,
has been increased. Selenium cells
manufactured only a few years ago
utilized a low melting -point metal
alloy as a counter -electrode material. Recently, methods have
been developed for applying alloys
having melting points from 50 to
100 per cent higher than previous
types. Thus higher operating temperatures are possible.

General Electric Company

ELECTRIC
Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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NILVAR
HERE

HIGH

BRASS
CUP

ACCURACY
HERE
NILVAR

PENN Type 75 Gas oven

---- DIAPHRAGM

control (sectioned)

LIQUID
CHARGE

Nilvar Alloy Makes New PENN Gas Oven
Controls Self Compensating
By providing a self -compensating flexible diaphragm
assembly for its liquid expansion controls, PENN

uid charge. This self compensation reduces the effect
of ambient heat on the diaphragm to zero and permits
the diaphragm to respond only to bulb temperatures.
PENN specifies Nilvar for this application because
it has a very low temperature coefficient of expansion
-as low as .000001/C°- lowest of any alloy, and
comparable to that of quartz. And its consistent uniformity helps maintain the high accuracy which
PENN production standards require.
The remarkable dimensional stability of Nilvar may
answer your engineering problems too. Why not
talk it over with us. We'll be glad to make recommendations geared to your specific needs.

Controls, Inc. compensates for ambient heat
and eliminates control time-lag. Result: controls
accurately maintain the temperature dialed.
The PENN Self-compensated Diaphragm assembly
utilizes a brass retaining cup and a flexible Nilvar
diaphragm to form a hollow chamber. This connects
to the temperature bulb through a capillary tube, the
entire unit being filled with a liquid charge.
Because brass expands much more than Nilvar,
ambient heat simultaneously increases the volume of
the chamber, when it increases the volume of the liq-

T.

Nilvar

is

M. Reg. U. S. Vat. Off.

produced only by

Driver-Harris Company
HARRISON, NEW JERSEY
BRANCHES:

Chicago,

Detroit,

Cleveland,

Los

Angeles,

San Francisco

In Canada: The B. GREENING WIRE COMPANY, Ltd., Hamilton, Ontaio.
MAKERS

OF

ELECTRONICS

-

THE

MOST COMPLETE
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VOLTAGE
REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY

MODEL 700
The Kepco Model 700 features one regulated

voltage supply with excellent regulation, low
ripple content and low output impedance.

SPECIFICATIONS
connecting to the chassis. All terminals are also
brought out at the back of the chassis.

OUTPUT VOLTAGE DC: 0.350 volts continuously variable.
OUTPUT CURRENT DC: 0-750 milliamperes continuous
duty.

METERS:

Ammeter: 0-1 ampere, 4" rectangular.
Voltmeter: 0-500 volts, 4" rectangular.

REGULATION: In the range 30-350 volts the output voltage variation is less than 1/2% for both line fluctuations from 105-125 volts and load variation from
minimum to maximum current.

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS: Cabinet height 223/4",
width 213/4", depth 15Y4". Rack panel height 21",
width 19", color gray, panel engraved.

RIPPLE VOLTAGE: Less than 10 millivolts.
FUSE PROTECTION: Input and

output fuses on front panel.

CONTROLS: Power on -off switch, H.V. on -off switch, H.V.

control.

Time delay relay is included to protect rectifier tubes.

POWER REQUIREMENTS: 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycles.

ADDITIONAL

OUTPUT TERMINATIONS: DC terminals are clearly
marked on the front panel. Either positive or negative
terminal of the supply may be grounded. DC termi-

VOLTAGE

is

available for

FOR NEW POWER SUPPLY CATALOG

- WRITE

DEPT. #1

Wont more information?

IN THE

SERIES

REGULATED

POWER

SUPPLIES

0-0.75 Amp.
0-1.50 Amp'
0-2.25 Amp.
0-3.00 Amp.

FLUSHING 55, NEW YORK

131-38 SANFORD AVENUE

90

700

AVAILABLE

0-0.75 Amp 0 -1.50 Are 0 -2.25 Amp 0 -100 Amp'

nals are isolated from the chassis. A binding post

mounted on the front of the panel

MODELS

Use post

tard

on

last page.
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an Irvington
PLASTIC INSULATING TAPE

with the heat- and oil -resistance of
Temflex® 105 Tubing

-

Here is

a new addition to the Irvington family of insulating tapes
Temflex 105 Plastic Tape, based on the same formula that has made
Temflex 105 Tubing the leader where service calls for continuous
operation in air at 105° C. or in oil at 90° C.

-

-

Temflex 105 Tape is strong and flexible possesses exceptional
elongation. It can be easily hand wound over bus bars, coils, cables
even over very irregular surfaces or can be used in taping heads.
Temflex 105 Tape frequently o:Ters substantial savings as compared
with varnished cambric. Easily baked to a homogeneous mass, it also
offers cost economies over pressure -sensitive tapes.

-

-

Made in thicknesses of .007", .010" and .012"; widths from 1A" to 34".
Dielectric strength as high as 1200 vpm even at 100° C. Tensile
strengths up to 3100 psi elongation 165% to 240%.

-

Look to

IRYINGTQN

for Insulation Leadership
INSULATING VARNISHES
VARNISHED CAMBRIC
VARNISHED PAPER
VARNISHED FIBERGLAS

INSULATING TUBING
CLASS

"H"

INSULATIN4

You probably know Temflex 105 Tubing-you'll certainly want to learn
about Temflex 105 Tape. Mail the coupon for technical data sheet.

Irrington

Send this convenient coupon now

VARNISH & INSULATOR
11

COMPANY

Argyle Terrace, Irvington 11, New Jersey

Plants: Irvington, N. J.; Monrovia, Calif.; Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
ELECTRONICS

-
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Irvington Varnish & Insulator Company
EL 5/53
11 Argyle Terrace, Irvington 11, New Jersey
Gentlemen:
Please send me technical data sheet on rour new
Temfex 105 Tape.
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ceramic
capacitors

rebletüril
*Not mere ceramic
capacitors but units engineered
to your circuitry, associated
components and operational
conditions. 411-0 specialists are
ready to collaborate with your engineers
for the ideal

...to
your

application.

needs
These trimmers, stand-off capacitors and resistor -

capacitor combinations are typical of Hi -Q special
components developed Largely to meet special needs.
They suggest what Hi -0 specialists can accomplish
any
in designing and procucing ceramic units for
and all purposes.
Capacitor elements in Hi -Q special components

meet all requirements as established by RTMA for
Class 2 ceramic dielectric capacitors specifically
suited for by-pass and coupling applications, or for
frequency discriminating circuit: where Q and stabil-

ity of capacitance are not of major importance.Where
Class 1 capacitors are required. HI -Q specialists are
again ready to study your most rigid specifications.

A EROVOX

CORPORATION
OLEAN, N.Y.

AEROVOX

CORPORATION
NEW BEDFORD MASS.

t.pe,Y

92

41

E

47.1

S1.

New York 17, N.

Y.. (obi,

AEROCAR

NAB

In Conodo

AEROVOX CANADA 1T0. Homnlon. Onl

Went mere information?

Use

post card on last page,

ILKOR

DIVISION

CLEVELAND, OHIO

JOBBER ADDRESS

770 Belleville

Are. New Bedford, Mori*
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For Less
Out -Gassing Here

Try

VACUUM -CAST
METALS
Vacuum -melting removes gases and inclusions from
metals. Tube elements made with vacuum -cast metals have
a

minimum of dissolved and trapped gases to spoil tube

pressures.

Right now vacuum -cast metals are being evaluated to
reduce pump -down time and to provide longer life for
tubes like the thyratron pictured above.
Such improved properties are typical of vacuum -melted
metals. Their better physical, chemical and electrical characteristics indicate that they can solve problems formerly con-

sidered difficult or impossible.

Commercial quantities of ferrous and non-ferrous metals
and alloys are now being vacuum -cast at pressures as low
as one millionth part of atmospheric by Vacuum Metals

Corporation. Available in either billet or fabricated forms.
Write for more information.

HIGH PURITY METALS
HIGH VACUUM CASTING
SPECIAL ALLOYS
GF (Gas Free) METALS

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

VACUUM -MELTED

METALS

VMC:
AVAILABLE AT
1020 (Iron)
FERROVAC
(Iron)
FERROVAC
(Copper)
CIDPROVAC®E
(Nickel)
NIVACUP

SEALVACIA
Other metals or alloys

vacuum -cast to customer
specifications.

VACUUM METALS CORPORATION
Subsidiary of National Research Corporation
70 MEMORIAL DRIVE,
Want more information?

Use post card on

CAMBRIDGE 42, MASSACHUSETTS
last page.
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Vacuum Fusion Gas Analyzer
with complete installation and instruction

Vacuum Fusion Gas Analysis Apparatus, including

installation services*
(*H. F. Converter estro)

$4700.00

A packaged unit to determine the content of
oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen in metals
A wide variety o_ metals ar_c ahoy;, including titamiim, can tie analyzed to
determine the amount cf oxygen, nitrogen anc hydrogen contained either as
combined or dissolved gas, in tie range from one per cast to approximately
10-4 per cent by weight
Total gas contents of titanium are reported within approximately the same
range for oxygen and hydrogen as for Dth=r metals.
The apparatus incorp prates the best features and tecIi ques re,orted in the
literature or known to our laboratory and has been enp:oyed for some time in
connection with our owr. metall.rgical :esearch activities.
Operating procecure is relative.), simple and :an be rea&ly mastered. Installation, final testing and instruction of your operator is petfcrmed by one of our
trained analysts.
Write for details of Type 09-17.40 Vaal-a:n Fusion Gas Analy-ais Apparatus.

INDUSTRIAL 7ESEIRCH PHOìEDS DEVELOPMINT
HIGH VAGUM ENGINEER MG NID ECUIPMErT

ANALYTICAL SERVICE

Write for information about NRC Gas
Analysis Service if
your :equirements
do nct justify the
purchase of an instrument.

METALLURGY
DEHYDRATION
DISTILLATION
COATING
APPLIED PHYSICS

National Research Corporation
VISICN
ye lenty
94

EQUIPMENT D
11emw al Drive, Ci rbridge, Massachusetts

Want mote ilformationi

Use oast card en

last page.
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ROTARY HIGH VACUUM PUMP USERS:

End Your

Water Vapor Troubles
New-NRC High Vacuum
Rotary Gas Ballast Pumps

Maintains fast pump down time
Eliminates oil reclaiming units
Provides greater capacity under

1

mm Hg

Requires up to 80 % less oil charge

Capacities from
N R C Rotary Gas Ba!last Pump

Model

NRC 100M

-

11/4

Pressures down to 10-4 mm Hg

-a 2 -stage pump unit

This is important news for every user of
rotary vacuum pumps. At last, an "anti water -vapor" pump that does not blank off
at increasing pressures because it is trying to
pump condensable vapors.
Water vapor is no problem to the new
National Research Rotary Gas Ballast Pump.
It operates on a principle that prevents the
water vapor from condensing and contaminating the pump oil.
The pump is available in capacities from
11/4 cfm to 400 cfm; pressures down to 10.4

mm Hg; a full line of vane, piston -type and
2 -stage pumps.
Send in the coupon today for your copy of
the new bulletin that gives a full explanation
of the Gas Ballast principle and complete enginéering data on the construction and operation of the NRC Rotary Gas Ballast Pumps.

National Research Corporation
EQUIPMENT DIVISION, 7o

Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Mass.

Send me more facts about the
NRC Rotary Gas Ballast Pump

NRC

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

cfm to 400 cfm

Have your
Salesman call

Name
Title
Company
Address

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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E -CORES

made from SILECTRON strip
(grain -oriented silicon steel)
The use of "E" cores, wound from grain -oriented silicon steel, results in
weight and size reduction as well as higher efficiency and possible cost
savings. "E" cores can be supplied in a variety of window sizes and core
areas from 1, 2, 4 or 12 -mil Silectron strip, for high or low frequency
All Arnold cores are made by precision methods,
3 -phase applications.
and carefully tested under closely controlled conditions to assure highest
quality and reliability. We'll welcome your inquiries.
WRITE FOR BULLETIN TC -105
to meet o.y raquirenent
For your single phase. applications,
C -Cores

Arnold "C" -Cores are available in
any shape and quantity. and is any
size from fracnons of an ounce to
hundreds of pounis . . wound
from Silectror strip in a wide
range of ultra -thin and heavier
gauges. (Sizes up to 10 Ws. in
12 -mil strip; to any weight in
thinner- gauges )

96

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
SUBSIDIARY OF ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL CORPORATION

General Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois
DISTRICT SALES OFFICES

New York: Empira Stute Bldg.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.

Los Angeles: 3450 Wilshire Blvd.

May,
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Another Du Mont
"first" that provides
sharper pictures over the

entire screen area, is now incorporated in current electrostatic-focus
Teletron production.
A better picture the prime requisite that
is the outstanding gain with
sells a TV receiver
this latest Du Mont refinement. And in addition to
superior picture quality, the economies inherent
in the electrostatic design are retained. Indeed, here is your
answer to the ever-present problem of achieving the
best possible picture at the lowest possible cost.

-

DUMONT 701

-

-non-

in
picture

tubes...

g/74e

c/r

'Trade Mark

MaÄ(?(41L2f
Cathode-ray Tube Division, ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.. CLIFTON,

N. 1.

bozqi'ude %

Ltztude

AthzìutÁ.2Aiqi7

jçyqe Can Court on

VEEDER ROOT
Aerial navigators and bombardiers count on Veeder-Root to help you,
rely on the figures that keep turn- to the utmost limits of ability ..
ing up on this Veeder-Root Counter, and of available capacity. Write:
specially designed for the Armed
VEEDER-ROOT INCORPORATED
Forces. And if you need to know
"The Name That Counts"
2, CONN.
HARTFORD
exactly where you are, with any
Chicago 6, Ill. New York 19 Greenville, S. C.
product or mechanism that's
Dundee, Scotland
Montreal 2, Canada
vital to Defense, then you can
Offices and agents in principal cities

.

¿t(th EuepoíNy on feflti
98

Want more information?

Use

post card

on

last page.
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TRANSFORMERS

PERMEABILITY
LOW -LOSS

TUNING

DEVICES

INDUCTORS

SATURABLE CORE REACTORS

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS
DEFLECTION YOKES
TELEPHONE LOADING COILS
RECORDING
PULSE

HEADS

TRANSFORMERS

ANTENNA CORES

s.fe'utAt4

FERROXCUBE
Nickel -free Ferroxcube 3 and 3C cores are
the modern, superior ferrites now performing with outstanding success in television
and military electronics. Both materials
have higher permeabilities than the nickel zinc ferrites that are sometimes supplied
for these applications.
For the higher -temperature applications,
Ferroxcube 3C cores are recommended.
Where maximum initial permeability is the
prime requirement, Ferroxcube 3 is generally indicated.
In any case, you can specify either of
these excellent manganese -zinc ferrites
with full assurance that deliveries will be

made to meet your specified schedules.
For higher -frequency applications,
where minimum eddy -current losses are
more important than maximum permeability, the Ferroxcube 4 series of nickel zinc ferrites are recommended. Their uses
include l -F Transformers, R -F Tuning Coils,
Antenna Cores, etc.
The broad experience of Ferroxcube
an accumulated
Corporation Engineers
knowledge of manufacture and applicais the "refertion over a 16 -year period
ence library" which is available to assist
you. Write for technical data applicable to
*
your design problems. *
*

-

-

riF
RROXCUBE
THE MODERN CORE MATERIAL
FERROXCUBE CORPORATION OF AMERICA
A Joint Affiliate of Sprague Electric Co. and Philips Industries, Managed by Sprague
ELECTRONICS

-

SAUGERTIES, NEW YORK
May, 1953

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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enera

a
CONFLEX
Copper -Clad
-

HARIDENABLE

Steel

COPPER
ARDfNABL=

Si EEL

f
CO'F ER

For High Conductive Electrical Spring Parts at Low Cost

-

Here s a new General Plate Composite Metal CON FLEX c pper clad os berderraó!e medium carbon s.ee!that can solve many of your e e c-rical spring probeems.
Corparab_e to beeylhum copper in many respects, its
primary advantage is lower cost In addi-ica, CONFLEX
coppa--cead bardena5'e stasl has greater stiffness than
harcenaole copper alloys.
Ge ae:al Plate s: ngte oc 1onb1_ copper -clad herdenable
steel oilers high. e.ectrical and thermal conductivity.
Thickness ratios ;an be produced to give higher electrical conductivity than sa-denakhe copper alloys when the
same overall thickness of materials are compared.
COVFLEX copper -clad bardenah_e steel can be used
advantageously for suck ippLcatioas as fase clips, :lat
springs and elect-ical coraneiors. In other applicatic ns.
such Is pen and pencil c_ips, :he layer of copper provides
an excellent surface for an elec.ro-pla:ed finish.
Want more lnformotisoi

1m

c.,rw-.r::x

General Plate products include .- . precia as meters

dad to base metals, base metals clad to base iiecali,
silver solders, composite ccntacts, Euttons and rivet:,
Trufexe thermostat metals, Alcuplace®, platinum fab-

rication and refining, #720 manganese age-hardenable
alloy. Write for complete informa:ion and Catalog
PR700 today.
You can profit by using
General Plate Composite Metals!

METALS & CONTROLS CORPORATION
GENERAL PLATE DIVISION
35 FOREST STREET, ATTLEBORO, MAS:ACMJSETTS
Use past cord

m lost page.
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S LICON
Bomac Silicon Diodes are manufactured to exceptionally high standards to assure electrical uniformity
and mechanical stability. New design considerations and improved
manufacturing techniques have resulted in X and S band crystals of
increased burnout resistance and
higher humidity resistance.

Top Performance

Uniformity
Stability

Bomac produces a complete
line of gas switching tubes, TR,
ATR, Pre -TR and Attenuator
Tubes, Pressurizing Windows,
Hydrogen Thyratrons, & Crystals.
We invite your inquiries regardirig
ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCTION

Write Dept. E-2

TYPE NO.

FREQUENCY

CONVERSION LOSS

NOISE RATIO

BURNOUT

1N21B

3,000 mc
3,000 mc

6.5 db. max.

2.0 max.

1N21C

5.5 db. max.

1.5 max.

2.0 ergs
2.0 ergs

1N23B

10,000 mc

6.5 db. max.

2.7 max.

1.0 ergs

1N23BM

Matched pair of 1N23B diodes for balanced mixer use.
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Your Search for the

Right Protection

on BUSS Fuses..
the complete line for
Television Radio Radar
Instruments Controls
and Avionics
72644 a complete line

of fuse clips,

blocks and fuse holders

Whatever

your protection requirements,
you'll find the right fuse faster when you look
first to BUSS. All types and sizes, from 1/500
ampere up, are included in the complete BUSS
line. This can simplify your purchasing and
stock handling.

To assure protection to both the product
and your good name, every BUSS fuse is tested on a sensitive, electronic device for correct
construction, calibration and physical dimensions.

MI

TO HELP YOU GET STARTED THE

RIGHT WAY

BUSS Fuse Engineers will gladly assist you
in selecting the fuse to suit your needs best...
a fuse that if possible will be available in local
wholesalers stocks.
BUSSMANN Mfg. CO.,

Division of McGraw Electric Co.

University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Missouri
ELECTRON ICS

-

May, 1953

Want mora information?

1

Mall MIR

111

Ell

UZI

1

BUSSMANN Mfg. Co. (Division of McGraw Electric Co.)
University at Jefferson, St. Louis 7, Mo.
Please send me bulletin SES containing facts on
BUSS small dimension fuses and fuse holders.

1

Name

1

Title

1

Company

ISE

Ili

Address

1

City & Zone

State

ELRC-553

1
Use post card on

last page.
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TYPE C45-70

COMPLETE
CIVILIAN LINE

NEW NIGH QUALITY MINIATURIZED

"DIME -SIZE" CIVILIAN CONTROLPerform/me /ally Equals larger
Types.

Exceptionally good delivery cycle on
civilian orders due to tremendous
mass production facilities.

TYPE 70,

3/4" diameter variable

composition resister. Wattage
rating: .3 watt for resistances
through 10,000 ohms, .2 watt with
350 volts maximum across end

terminals for resistances over
10,000 ohms. Also available in
concentric shaft tandem construction C45-70 as shown above.

TTE

C2-45

PE

C2-35

TYPE GC-35,11/8"

TYPE GC -45,15/16" diameter variable

diameter variable
sempesitiee resistor. Wattage rating:

composition resister. Wattage rating:

3/4 watt for resistances through
10,000 ohms, 2/3 watt for resistances
over 10,000 ohms through 25,000
ohms, 1/2 watt with 500 volts maxi-

1/2 watt for resistances through
10,000 ohms,1/3 watt for resistances
over 10,000 ohms through 100,000
ohms, 1/4 watt with 500 volts maximum across end terminals for resistances over 100,000 ohms. Available
with or without illustrated attached
switch and in concentric shaft tandem
construction 02.45 as shown above.

PE

C2-252

weft, 117/64" diameter variable wireweaad resister.
Available with or without illustrated
attached switch and In concentric
shaft tandem construction C2-252
as shown above.
TYPE GC-252, 2

for resistances over 25,000 ohms. Available
with or without illustrated attached
switch andin concentric shaft tandem
construction C2-35 as shown above.
mum across end terminals

PE

C2-25

waft, 1 17/3ía diameter variable wireweaad 'esister.
Available with or without illrstrated
attached switch and in concentric
TYPE 0C-25, 4

shaft tandem construction 02.25 as
shown above.

Typical concentric shaft tandem with panel and
rear sections operating separately from
concentric shafts (TYPE C45-70 ILLUSTRATED).
Similar construction available for all
military resistors.

REPRESENTATIVES
Henry E. Sanders
MaClatchy Bldg.
69th & Market St
Upper Darby. Penna.
Phone, Hander; 2 4470
W

S.

Harmon Company

1636 Sn I a Crenega Blvd.
Los Angele, 35. C.ahlornu
Phone Haadshaw 7 1371

IN CANADA
Meredith S Ca.
StreekvUle. Ontano
C. C.

ENLARGED SHAFT
EACH

WE IN

SOUTH AMERICA
lose t ws Pnntel
Buenos Aires. Areenhna
Montevideo Uruguay
Ilin de Janeiro Brazil
Sao Paulo. Hranl

OTHER EXPORT
Imo,

A

(.antri Company
Oriole Dive
Dallas 9, Texas

Sylvan L nshury
H Rest 411th Street
New York Iß.:1. Y.

ey1LE°CtT.CLlis4

f!

COMPLETE
MILITARY LINE
Immediate delivery from stock on 189
types including JAN -R-94 and JAN -R-19

types of variable resistors.
NEW 38 -PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

slits.

Special Features and Constructions of a
complete line of variable resistors for military
and civilian use. Includes dimensional drawings
of each resistor, Write today for your copy.

TYPE 45, (JAN-R-94, Type RY2)

1/4 watt,15/ 16"diameter vari-

able composition resistor.
Also available with other
special military features not
covered by 1ANR94 including concentric shaft tandem
construction. Attached switch
can be supplied.

ühO"..::;..,:;

TYPE 65, (Miniaturized)

3/4" diameter miniaturized variable composition resistor.
1/2 watt 70°C,
35, (JAN -R-94, Type 1V3)
1/2 watt,? 1/8"diameter vari.

TYPE

able composition resistor.
Also available with other
special military features not
covered by JAN -R-94 including concentric shaft tandem
construction. Attached switch
can be supplied.

90

watt 70°C, 15/16" diameter vari
able composition resistor. Attached
switch con be supplied. Also availble in concentric shaft tandem
construction.
J

TYPE 252, (JAN-R-19,Type RA20)

2 watt, 1 17/64" diameter
variable wirewound resistor.
Also available with other
special military features not
covered by JAN -R-19 including concentric shaft tandem,
construction. Attached switch
con be supplied.

Specially designed for military continualcations equipment subject to extreme
temperature and humidity ramjet.
-55°C to -1-130°C...aridfy to saturation.

(IAN -R-19, Type RA314
(May eisebe usedes Type RA2S)
4 watt, 1 17/32" diameter
variable wirewound resistor.

TYPE 95, (JAN -1-94, Type RV4)

Also available with other
special military features not
covered by JAN-R-19 including concentric shaft tandem
construction. Attached switch
can be supplied.

2 watt 70°C,11/8" diameter variable
composition resistor. Also available
with other special military features
not covered by JAN-R-94 including
concentric shaft tandem Construction.
Attached switch can be supplied.

TYPE 25,

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY

i

O

iì/(t ((1)/

cgetah folN6
QUALITY DOES A BETTER JOB
In

every type of two-way radio communications literally millions of

Midland crystals are proving that Midland's combination of

scientific skill and finest production facilities pays out in better
crystal performance.
How did Midland become the world's largest producer of radio frequency

control units? Through the merit of a consistently better product.
This is the result of Midland quality control-exacting inspection and

test procedures, including precise angular control by

through every step of processing.

It

X-ray-

starts with selection òf only the

finest raw quartz; proceeds through slicing, lapping, etching, and

final sealing.
That's why your Midland crystal is invariably a masterpiece of

stability, acccuracy, high output, and long

life-a

crystal you can

depend on under roughest conditions.

Ica

íe

crA41,uylt, cuGt

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
3155
W O
106

R

L

D'

S

Kansas City, Kansas

Fiberglas Road

LARGEST

PRODUCER

OF

Want more information? Use post card on last page.

QUARTZ

CRYSTALS
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±0.01% AC R

üation!

That's the degree of accuracy attained by Sorensen's new Model
AC

1001

Line Voltage Regulator!
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Load range
Input voltage range
Load P. F. range
Output voltage
Distortion
Time constant
Regulation accuracy

Heretofore, the closest regulation in com-

mercially available regulators has been

±0.1%, regardless of manufacturer or circuit approach. Now, Sorensen's continuing

study and design refinements have produced a super-accurate regulator

Model 1001

-

0- 1000 VA

- 65

-- 130 VAC, 10, 55
0.7 lagging to 0.95 leading
115 VAC, 1(1) (adjustable from 110-120 volts)
95

3% max.
0.1 seconds

±0.01%

The accuracy is guaranteed at room
temperature, for a resistive load, an input variation
of
10%, and over a two -to-one load change. For
all other conditions within the specifications, the
Model 1001 has a proportionate amount of accommodation.

the

- as a standard catalog item.

Isotronics is a
trade marked
word pertaining to
the electronic regulation and control

of voltage, currant, power, or

model 1001
SORENSEN6 CO..
INC,

frequency.

«1Z1-::'.°'2;%1

.._

0.

maglimaggebuimaciumar

WRITE FOR FULL IN:OR:,1

'44

idelegreara,

Combination twist -lock and double -T receptacle, or, output terminals to eliminate
contact resistance.
Three -function output switch for
1

Normal regulator functioning.

2
3

Operation with integral semi -fixed resistance in place of potentiometer.
Direct load connection with the control diode for regulation of voltages other than 115 volts.

Only FOUR vacuum tubes and NO relays are used.
All tube filament voltages are regulated for long dependable life.

FOR

THE

LATEST

AND BEST IN

ISOTRONICS

.

.

SORENSEN

SORENSEN AND COMPANY

375 FAIRFIELD AVE., STAMFORD 1, CONN.

ï ION

-Mr.

G. J. Werner, Trifec Manager, Motorola, bat..

screen of new Model 2íT1.

"Our program never goes off the air!"
- and exacting production

"Tens of thousands of component parts
thousands of suppliers all over the
country ... a daily 'hot sheet' of critical
items needed within 24 hours or less
that's just a glimpse of our traffic
picture ar Motorola!
"Yet our production lines never stop
for lack of available parts because our
production program never goes 'off the
air.' We use Air Express With our
tremendous, and steadily growing overall shipping volume, there is daily need
for this top -speed, reliable service.
"Many times a ;day, we specify Air

Express

108

Want more information?

...

...

-

!

?eG.^.;;r.+

schedules are met. Show models, advertising matter, itinerant displays and
penalty contract shipments are always
subject to deadlines-and Air Express
gets them there on time.
"Shipping costs are secondary on
such shipments. Yet we find that Air
Express costs compare favorably with
other air services. In many weights and
distances, its rates are lowest of all!
"Day in, day out, Air Express is an
integral and important cog in Motorola's
overall operation."
Use post cord on

Whenever you ship by air, it pays to

say-Air Express! Division of Railway
Express Agency.

last page.

v. rl: +ixdst,;r3..11.íc,a

A/il IXPRhSS
GETS THERE FIRST
via U. S. Scheduled Airlines
May, }953
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High Creepage Terffiinals
-WITH LONG LEAKAGE PATHS.
J

HIGH MOISTURE
AND CORROSION TROUBLES
E-I Terminals of this type provide maximum protection against; leakage due
to moist are or surface films. The glass bead is specially shaped to increase the
leakage path yet the terminal requires no larger mounting area. Double protection is afforded by a silicone treating of the term' al. Rugged construction,
plus carefully annealed glass per .'ts rough handling
assembly thereby
TO COUNTERACT

reducing rejects of assembled co

.orients. All E -I

El-

m

nag are hot -tinned

Rigid Multiple Headers
FOR EVERY GROUPED

TERMINATION REQUIREMENT INCLUDING
PLUG-IN TYPES

E -f

... tOUR
FO

HEADOUA2TEn

-IERMETICALLY,SEA..EC

E-I Rigid Headers feature an entirely new method of hermetic sealir.g developed
by Electrical Industries. This method of construction which includes solid metal
blanio in place of the usual thin metal stamping, yields a header that is far more
rugged than any other type yet produced. The result is effective, permanent
sealing under the most extraordinary conditions of shock and vibration.

MLL' Pit HEADERS, OCTAL
?UG- hS, TERMINALS, COLD!
CODED 1ERMINALS, END jEA S,
etc. `*'RITE

FOR

CATALOG.

DIVISION OF AM'FREX ELECTFONIC CCRP.

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES
44 SUMMER AVENUE, NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

)

BRASS

idgepor

rebviee

OFFICES AND

WAREHOUSES IN

PRINCIPAL CITIES

BRIDGEPORT WAREHOUSE SERVICE
The Bridgeport warehouses are designed to supply
from stock limited quantities of sheet, rod, wire or
tubing. It is the policy of the company to maintain
adequate warehouse stocks at all times so that
small orders can be filled w_thout delay.
The fabricator is in a position to obtain promptly
metal to fill orders for experimental work or to start
production runs, while waiting for mill shipments.
Bridgeport warehouses make every effort to
carry the variety of alloys, sizes and gages which
fulfill the requirements of the locality they serve.

To take care of the maximum range of widths of
strip metal, slitting service is available-not only

to serve warehouse stocks, but also to make customers' stocks of non-ferrous strip metal more
flexible.

Bridgeport's Warehouse Stocklist carries weight
tables and a technical digest giving the properties
of the most popular copper -base alloys. If you do
not have a copy, ask your nearest Bridgeport office.
Mills in Bridgeport, Coml. and Indianapolis, Ind.
In Canada: Noranda Copper and Brass Limited, Montreal

BRIDGEPORT BRASS COMPANY
30 GRAND

H0

STREET, BRIDGEPORT

Want more information?

2, CONNECTICU

Use post card on

lost page.
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All Band, Direct Reading

SPECTRUM ANALYZER
10 MC to 21,000 MC

The Model LSA is the result
of years of research and development. It provides a simple and direct means of rapid
and accurate measurement
and spectral display of an rf
signal.

Outstanding Features:
Continuous tuning.
One tuning control.
Resolution is 5KC when
dispersion is 5MC per inch

per sec.

250 KC to 25 MC display

at all frequencies.

Tuning dial frequency accuracy 1 percent.
No Klystron modes to set.

Broadband

supplied from

attenuators

1

to 12 KMC.

Frequency marker for

measuring differences 0-25
MC.

I.

,

'-'t e

Only four tuning units re-

quired to cover entire

-e 0

f

fz

* ?

A

!

s

a

flobrad

range.

PRECISION

Microwave components use
latest design non -contacting shorts for long mechanical life.
Maximum frequency cover-

LABORATORY
INSTRUMENTS

A pf

age per dollar invested.
5 inch CRT display.

Model LSA
The instrument consists of
the following units:
Model LTU -1 RF Tuning
Unit -10 to 1000 MC.
Model LTU -2 RF Tuning
Unit-940 to 4500 MC.
Model LTU -3 RF Tuning
Unit -4460 to 16,520 MC.

MICROWAVE

SIGNAL SOURCES
Models SSR, SSL, SSS, SSM, SSX
634 MC to 10,750 MC

For use as a reliable source
of microwave energy in trans -

Model LTU -4 RF Tuning
Unit-15,000 to 21,000 MC.
Model LDU-1 Spectrum

Display Unit.

Model LPU-1 Power Unit.
Model LKU-1 Klystron

R

»Apear,ïe

Power Unit.

mission loss measurements,
standing wave determination, etc. Unidial Control
for accuracy and ease of
operation. Direct reading
(no mode charts to consult). Frequency determination accurate to 1%
through use of present calibration and temperature
compensated klystrons.
Five Microwave Signal
Sources are available to
cover the frequency range
from 634 MC to 10,750
MC. Units ruggedly constructed, mounted on aluminum castings to insure
mechanical stability. Kly-

WIDE BAND VIDEO AMPLIFIER
Model VT 10 CPS to 20 MC
Designed for use as an oscilloscope deflection amplifier for the measurement and viewing of pulses of
short duration and rise time. Excellent for TV, both
black and white and color applications.

Features:

Flat frequency response

from

±1.5

Uniform time delay of .02
microseconds.
Gain of 50 db.

Frequency compensated
high impedance attenuator
calibrated in 10 db steps
from 0-50.
Fine attenuator covers a
10 db range.

stron reflector voltage

automatically tracked with
tuning of the klystron cavity to provide unidial control. Signal sources supplied complete with

10 cps to 20 me

db.

Phase linear with fre-

klystron.

quency over entire band.
Amp..

GENERATOR
Model MSG -4
10,750 me
7,000 me

MICROWAVE SIGNAL

-

Polarad's Microwave Signal
Generator, Model MSG -4, is an
ideal source of an accurately
known signal voltage, precisely
modulated. Sensitivity, frequency
and performance of radio and
radar equipments in the frequency range from 7 to 10.75
kmc can be readily measured on
this continuously variable, direct
reading signal generator.

Features:

100 METROPOLITAN AVE.
BROOKLYN 11, N. Y.

Continuous tuning
One tuning control
Tuning dial accuracy
1

%

No Klystron modes to set

Accurate stable power
measurement

STagg 2-3464
Export Dept.: 13 East 40 Street, New York 16, N. Y.
Cable Address: "ARLAB"

-

Non -contacting shorts
guarantee long life
Internal
Modulation
Pulse, FM and external
delayed
Sync output
and undelayed.

-
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BENDIX RADIO

W. H. Switzer
3918 E. Hartson Ave.
Spokane 31, Wash.

Raymond H. Griese
588 Bryson Avenue
Palo Alto, California
Stephen J. Holland
8524 Glen:oe Circle

Wauwatosa 13, Wisc.

Pierce B ngaman
188 West Randolph Street
Chicago 1, III.

Wayland H. Hoyt
6453 W. 82nd St.
Los Angeles 45,

D. L. Kesselhuth
10500 Magnolia Blvd.

California

North Hollywood, California
WiVliam N. Harman
2605 Milwaukee
Denver, Colorado

R.

L.

Marvin

P.

Hoffarth

7424 General Sherman Lane
St. Louis 23, Missouri

Daniel

West Coast Sales Manager
C. Cressmcin
1408 ArgenTia Drive

Apt. B
Dallas 8, Texas

You're looking at capable, experienced engineers in two-way
radio. All set to serve you no matter where you operate
or what
your problem is.
Complete railroad communication systems
taxi fleet installations
fire and police departments ... construction projects...
2 -way industrial applications, etc. You name it.
Each one of these field men is backed by the 4500 other Bendix
engineers, who have made Bendix the "Name Millions Trust."
In addition to offering the latest type of Mobile equipment .. .
these engineers give all technical help in obtaining your license and
complete system engineering. Call or write today.

...

...

...

Newton O. Rogers
218 W. Montana
Dallas, Texas

BENDIX i RADIO
Dept. 85

BALTIMORE 4, MARYLAND
A Division of BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION
Export Sales: Bendix International Division, 72 Fifth Ave,, New York 11,

N

Y

*Reg. U.
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W. L. Cunningham
Railroad Sales Manager

John t Murshy
Lawn Ave nJe

2.2

M ddletr.vn

Conn.

Thomas A. Cjrtis
2007 W. Cou, t St.

Flint, MichiEan

Robert A. Baldrige
5414 Youngridge Dr.-Apt. A
Pittsbsrgh 27, Pa.

Charles O. McAbee

39-A Parkway
Haddenfield, t.. J.
J. Straw, Manager
General Mobile Sales
L.

i..`a
Herman M. Cillrron
6172 Parkwa+ Drive
Baltimore 1:, Md.

a,

S Eader, Ill
Berdox Radio
Baltimore 4, Maryland

T.

A.. E.

Imes

1451 Mead eon Pl.
Po-iptor Lakes,

New Jersey

Jack R. Scott
Glencoe, Mc ylare

W. W ?rice, Manager

Mobile Sales

Wesley

F.

1847 Yorktown

Wachtel

Rd.-Apt.

Cincinnati 37, Ohio

Geald Klugerman
1

537 S. W. 7th St.

Miami, Florida

. a :k J. Baxter
P. O. Box 8:9

582E Hallandale Blvd.

HMI wood, Florida

ELECTRONICS

-
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WRITE FOR BULLETIN GD -i

INTE RNATIONAL RECTIFIER
R
O
General Offices: 1521
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N

E. Grand Ave., El Segundo, Calif.
Phone: ORegon 8-3778
Chicago Branch Office: 205 West Wacker Drive Phone: Franklin 2-3889
New York Branch Office: 12 West 32nd Street, N.Y.
Phone: Chickering 4-0016
1
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liew type of

frst für
ARMCO

This Armco laboratory technician is measuring the performance of 4 -mil thick Armco Electrical Steel under a
new test condition. To find out what this steel will do in
actual service, the test sample used is a typical magnetic
amplifier core. Moreover this core is heated to 105 degrees
C and held at this temperature to approximate one of the
extremes of working conditions.

It's Every -Day Work
This advanced testing is characteristic of Armco's magnetic research. It results in data that tells the electronics
engineer what these thin magnetic materials can do.

Magnetic Materials

The 4, 2 and 1 -mil thicknesses are used for applications
of 400 cycles and higher, such as power transformers,
magnetic amplifiers, pulse transformers, high -repetition
rate charging reactors, and related equipment requiring
a high rate of change in flux with respect to time. In
magnetic -amplifiers these thicknesses are used in the input
stage, the thinner steels being used for higher frequencies
and smaller time -constants.

Write for Booklet
For general test data on these magnetic materials, write
for the booklet, "Armco Thin Electrical Steels."

The Thin Electrical Steels
Armco Thin Electrical Steels are silicon -iron alloys, made
in thicknesses of 7, 5, 4, 2 and 1 mil. The 7, 5 and 4 -mil
materials are used for frequencies of 400 to 2000 cycles,
in television cores and many other electronic devices.
ELECTRONICS-May

1953
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COMPACT 10 AMPERE RELAY
Developed primarily for the aircraft industry*,
where size and weight must be kept to a minimum,
this compact power relay is suitable for '.lundreds
of industrial applications. Available in two,
three and four pole, double throw contact ar*The Allied Type

PB

rangements, for A.C. and D.C., the Allied Type
PB withstands 50G shock and 10G vibration (up
to 55 cps) without any false operation of the
contacts, due to the semi -balanced armature and
extremely compact design.

Relay has the following AN approvals: AN 3306; AN 3307; AN 3308; AN 3310; AN 3312

Here are the Facts and Figures
Contact Ratings: 10 amperes non -inductive 22 V.D.C. or
115 V. rms 60 or 400 cycles. Nominal Coil Power: 2.5
watts for D.C. operation, 6.0 Volt -Amperes for A.C., 60
cycle operation.* Maximum Coil Power: Input at 25°C
for 85°C Temperature Rise: 5.5 watts for D.C. operation
and 10.0 Volt -Amperes for A.C. operation. Ambient
Temperature Range: -55°C to +71.5°C.*

Allied Type PD relay, similar to the Allied
except for smaller contacts, has a contact
rating of 3 amperes. Nominal coil data for D.C.
operation is 1.5 watts and 3.6 volt-amperes for A.C.,
60 cps. *Input power for 2 and 3 pole types may be reduced if sensitivity or temperature rise are factors. Special
coils are available for higher ambient temperatures.
The

Type

PB

Contact your Allied Cont,of Representative or write us for full details.

AVAILABLE
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS FOR

HERMETICALLY

4

-POLE RELAYS

TYPE PD
SOLDER TERMINALS.

TYPE PB
AN PLUG

PB, Open -19r52" x

113/16"

TYPE PB
SCREW TYPE

x 113/4"-4 oz. PB, Sealed, Cannon Plug -3%3x" x

141%4"

x

1494"-8

** Includes

X

mounting ears and terminals.

ALLIED CONTROL COMPANY,
2

ELECTRONICS

-

oz.

1d1/ú'-7.5 oz. PB, Sealed, Screw Type -3" x 21/4"
3s/n"**-13 oz. PD, Sealed, Spider Terminals and Plug -In -27A6" x 119/n" x 11J/s"-6.5 oz

PB, Sealed, Solder Terminals -29/ió' x 1!944"
x

SEALED

May, 1953

EAST END AVENUE,
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Du Pont

"Alathon"* insulates'TV tube carrying 20,000 volts
Ring and sleeve of "Alathon"
pass
retain dielectric properties
humidity tests... lower shipping costs

...

When television -set manufacturers started using
metal picture tubes, they were faced with the problem
of insulating the outer portion of the tubes that carry
up to 20,000 volts. A material was needed that could
withstand the voltage, while resisting humidity that
would ruin its insulating value.
The solution was this ring and sleeve extruded of
Du Pont "Alathon" polythene resin. Of all the
materials tested, only "Alathon" retains its electrical
properties in service. "Alathon" has excellent dielectric strength, low dielectric constant (2.3), and low
power factor (0.0005). Because of its very low
moisture -absorption rate (0.01% by A.S.T.M. test),
"Alathon" easily passed exacting humidity tests.
Rings and sleeves extruded by

Anchor Plastics Co., Inc.
New York, N. Y.
*REG. U.B. PAT. OFF.

all PONT
Better Things for Better Living
through Chemistry

...

Polychemicals

Du Pont "Alathon" offers other important advantages. Its flexibility simplifies installation. Shipping
costs are reduced because "Alathon" absorbs shock
makes possible packing of sets as units ... eliminates shipping the delicate tubes separately. And
reassembly time and labor at outlets are eliminated.
Many TV manufacturers now use these rings and
sleeves.
Du Pont "Alathon" is widely used for such insulating applications as TV lead-in wire, high -voltage TV
lead wire, and police and fire -alarm cable. We will
gladly suggest suppliers who can meet your specific
needs for electrical or other uses of "Alathon." For
further information, write:

...

E. I.

Polychemicals Department,

DEPARTMENT

PLASTICS
118

du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)

CHEMICALS
Want more information? Use post card on last page.

Room 225A, Du Pont Building
Wilmington 98, Delaware
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modern successor
to the galvanometer
OW-the

Null Indicator

electrical
characteristics

If you use galvanometers, you'll' be interested in the new ElectroniK Null Indicator. For here, at last, is the lab man's ideal null balance detector ... completely free from all the limitations of galvanometers.
It's easy to use-no "loss of spot" from excess signal; bridge balancing operation is simplified.

INPUT IMPEDANCE

680 ohms

It's self-protecting-will take heavy over -loads without damage.
It's vibration-proof-undisturbed by nearby traffic or machinery.
It

SENSITIVITY

2.5 x 10-9 amperes
per millimeter
OPERATING VOLTAGE

110-120 volts, 60 cycles

goes anywhere-needs no leveling or special mounting; plugs into 115 -volt
60 -cycle line; small case fits readily into experimental get-ups.

It's stable-holds steady zero after warm-up.
It's fast-indicates in less than one second; ideal for production testing.
It's sensitive-suitable for use with high precision measuring circuits.

The ElectroniK Null Indicator is priced within reach of any budget. It will
be a valuable asset to your lab. Write today for complete information.
MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO., Industrial Division, 4428 Wayne
Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa.
REFERENCE DATA: Write for Instrumentation Data Sheet

No.

10.0-12.

Honeywell
INSTRUMENTS
M

1

N

N

E

A

P O L

I

S

BROWN

"Fjet"
ELECTRONICS-May, 1953
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Shown approximately full sine.

C.T.C.'s new CST -50 capacitor
with greatly increased range, greater stabi'ity

(2)

Surpasses the range of capacitors
many times larger in physical size.
The new CST-50 variable ceramic
capacitor embodies a tunable* element
of such unusual design it practically
eliminates losses due to air dielectric.
As a result, a large minimum to maximum capacity range (1.5 to 12 MMFD)
despite the small physical
is realized
size of the capacitor. This tunable* element is a spring -type, S-shaped tuning
sleeve* which maintains constant maximum pressure against the inside wall of
the ceramic form.

-

(3)

securely locked without causing an unwanted change in capacity. The tuning
sleeve* is at ground potential. The
CST -50 is prcvided with a ring terminal which has two soldering spaces.
Cambridge Tkermionic Corporation,
437 Concord Avenue, Cambridge 38,
Mass. West Ccast manufacturers contact: E. V. Roberts, 5068 West Washington Blvd., Los Angeles and 988
Market St., Sal Francisco, California.
ANNOUNCING THE WINNERS
of the C.T.C. contest held during the
IRE

Other Design Features
The CST -50 stands only 19/32" high
when mounted, is less than A" in diameter and has an 8-32 threaded
mounting stud. The mounting stud is
split so that the tuning sleeve* can be

Exploded view of the CST -50 capacitor
shows: (1) ring terminal with two soldering
spaces; (2) metallized ceramic form; (3)
spring -type S-shaped tuning sleeve*; (4)
split mounting stud; (5) locking nut.
*Patent Applied For

120

show ;n March in New York City.

E. M. SZLOMPEK
YJhi.e Plains, N. Y.

R. R. WARNER
Brosklyn 9, N. Y.
J. CLAJDE LA POINTE
Hyattsville, Md.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC
CORPORATION
custom or standard

...

the guaranteed components
,1¿

Write for Free Catalog #400 conaining
Want more information?

Use

complete data on the entire CbÇ line.
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TV MONITOR
MODEL 335E
All channels
Exceeds

2

F. C. C.

to 83

requirements

121/4" high; rack mounted

High stability, accuracy,

long-term dependability
Monitors visual, aural frequencies;
percentage aural modulation

Small, low-cost monitor for all TV channels gives
continuous, precise indication without adjustment
The unusually compact, low-cost Model
335E occupies just 12%r of a standard
relay rack. Yet it accurately and continuously performs all VHF and UHF television monitoring functions including
visual and aural carrier frequency and
aural carrier percentage modulation
measurement.
Carefully engineered crystal reference
oscillators provide accuracy in excess of
F. C. C. requirements for all channels.
Because discriminator accuracy does not
depend on a tuned circuit, no time-

consuming adjustments are required
during operation. It is never necessary
to reset carrier level or realign circuits.
Proper operation of the monitor can
be checked conveniently by controls
located behind the front panel cover.

Trouble -Free Dependability
The monitor is specifically designed to
operate at full accuracy over long periods
of time without maintenance. Highest
quality components and construction
are used throughout. A new chassis design increases accessibility of components and makes possible cool operation

through forced ventilation. Extra features include provision for remote indicating meters, remote peak modulation

indicator lamp, and a demodulated
signal for aural monitoring.
The instrument also includes a front panel crystal temperature indicator and
illuminated meter faces. It fits a standard
relay rack, and can be color finished to
match your transmitter installation.

-

Frequency Range: 50 to 15,000 cps. Response flat within ± Y2 db. Standard
75 µsec de -emphasis circuit.
Less than 0.25% at 100% mod-

Distortion:

ulation.

Output Voltage:

10 volts into 20,000 ohms
at 100% modulation (low frequencies).
milliwatt into 600
Monitoring Output:
ohms, balanced, at 100% modulation
(low frequencies).
Residual Noise: At least 70 db below output level corresponding to 100% modulation (low frequencies).
GENERAL
Frequency Range: Channels 2 to 83 inclusive, including offset channels.
watt.
R. F. Power Required: Approx.
1

SPECIFICATIONS
AURAL FREQUENCY MONITOR

Deviation Meter Ronge: +6 kc to -6 kc.
Accuracy: Better than ± 1,000 cps for at
least 10 days.

AURAL MODULATION

VIDEO FREQUENCY MONITOR
Deviation Meter Range: +1.5 to -1.5 kc.
Accuracy: Better than
500 cps for at least
10 days.
AUDIO OUTPUT

METER

Modulation Range: Meter reads full

scale
on 33.3 kc swing. Calibrated to 100%
at 25 kc swing; 133% at 33.3 kc swing.

Meter Characteristics: Meter damped

1

External Meter Indication: Available for

Accuracy: Within 5% of mod. full scale.
in

accordance F.C.C. requirements. Reads
peak value of modulation peak of duration between 40 and 90 milliseconds.
Meter returns from full reading to 10%
of full value within 500 to 800 msec.
Frequency Response: Flat within =4=1/2 db,
50 to 15,000 cps.
MODULATION PEAK INDICATOR
Peak Flash Range: From 50% to 120%
modulation (25 kc
100%).

=

aural carrier deviation, video carrier
deviation, aural modulation percentage and peak indication.
Size: 12/4" x 19" x 13". Rack mounting.
Power: 115 volts, 50/60 cps, 180 watts.
Price: $1,950.00 f.o.b. factory.
Data subject to change without notice

HEWLETT-PACKARD CO.
2757A Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, California, U.S.A.
SALES AND ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES
IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Copyright 1953 Hewlett-Packard Co.

1#' Instruments for Complete Coverage
ELECTRON ICS

-
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1%10

and less distortion, with
Westinghouse 21ÁP4, 21M1'4
Metal -Cone Tubes

Ordinary face plates act as a
polished mirror, reflect majority
of Tight into viewers' eyes.

Etched faceplates scatter ambient

light, absorbing a large amount,
dispersing remainder unnoticeably.

"No glare, no room reflection, less distortion, clear picture over full tube area!"
Your sets can have these hard -selling,
practical advantages if you use Westinghouse 21 -inch metal -cone tubes in your
designs.
Their etched spherical face plates completely eliminate the annoying problem
of room reflections. And best of all-this
factual. appealing sales feature can be
demonstrated in any retail show room by
the purchaser himself.
Westinghouse metal -cone tubes have less
distortion due to uniform face plate thickness: Corner focus is better, brightness
is uniform. These stronger tubes. sax e
money due to less weight, easier handling. Both the 21AP4 and the 21MP4
are available now in production quantities. For technical or application information, write, wire, or phone

Commercial Engineering Department
300X photomicrograph of smooth face shows smooth reflecting surface; tiny
scratches are invisible to naked eye.

A-205, Westinghouse Electric Corporation. P. 0. Box 284, Elmira, New York.

300X photomicrograph of etched face shows surface which disperses ambient
light, does not affect picture quality.

YOU CAN 8E

SURE

IF ITS

21AP4,
Magnetic Focus

21M P4,
Electrostatic Focus

ET -95022

Westinghouse RELIATRON
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
122

TUS

CORPORATION, ELECTRONIC TUBE DIVISION,
Want more information?
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LIGHTER WEIGHT

SMALLER . .

LINE SWITCHES

Here's real line switching versatility for Stackpole Types LP,
LR and other standard variable composition resistors! These little
switches measure only 7/8" diameter by 9/32" deep, exclusive of
terminals.
Six standard types fill virtually every line switching need-from
a low torque model for midget radios with small knobs, to a heavy
duty SP DT type for large combination receivers and television
sets. For auto radio and similar applications,
there is a new high -current, low -voltage type
with doubly anchored terminals that really takes
the stress of heavy wires.
Write for Stackpole Switch Bulletin.

DP ST 3 AMPS., 125 V.; 1 AMP.,
at 250 V. AC -DC. U.L. Approved

Type

A-10

5 AMPS., 125 V. AC.
With or without dummy terminal.
Type A-11
U.L. Approved

SP ST

Laminated Bakelite base for reduced arc tracking. Securely locked to switch cease by four ears.

...

.

DP ST

12 AMPS., 12 V. DC.

Ideal for mobile radios.
Type

Unique design prevents solder
from reaching switch mechanism.

A-12

AMPS., 125 V. AC -DC.
For combined line switching and
B+ discharge in large radio or
Type A-13
TV receivers
SP DT 3

DP ST LOW TORQUE TYPE, 1
AMP., 125 V. AC -DC. U.L. Ap-

Tinned terminals-doubly locked
in position by ears and rivets.

proved

Type

A-15

AMPS., 125 V.; AMP.,
250 V. AC -DC. With or without
Type A-16
dummy terminal.
SP ST 3

Silver-plated stationary and movable
contacts give increased wiping action
and positive indent.

1

ì

á

U.L. APPROVED
SWITCH COVER

available for
above switches.
is

Electronic Components Division

STACK POLE CARBON COMPANY
St. Marys, Pa.

FIXED & VARIABLE RESISTORS

CERAMAG

LINE & SLIDE SWITCHES

MOLDED
IRON CORES
"GIMMICK" CAPACITORS, etc.

FERRITE CORES

COIL FORMS

ELECTRON ICS

-
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TIN
Alloy Ally
As a hard-working partner of copper, lead, zinc,
nickel, cadmium and other metals, tin is an
effectual ally in many an alloy.

Now tin can do still more work for you.

With the end of U.S. Government controls,
tin is again freely available-at a fair and reasonable price-to any user, in any quantity, for
any purpose.
And new purposes for this vital metal-new
ways in which it can work to make better products at lower costs
are constantly being
developed.

-

Over 35% of the world's tin is mined in Malaya.
No end is in sight, geologists say, to these important reserves.
So

don't let needless concern about future sup-

plies keep you from making profitable use of
versatile tin.

Remember, no other metal has all the properties
of tin. Tin is inert, nontoxic, friction and corrosion resistant. Tin is highly malleable, second
only to gold. Above all, tin is economical to use.
A little tin will do a lot of work.

This is the time to investigate thoroughly the
ways it can work for you.
This Bureau is sponsored by the tin producers of

Malaya to promote better understanding between
America, world's largest consumer of tin, and
Malaya, world's largest producer. TIN NEWS, issued
monthly, will keep you and 7000 other U.S. readers
posted on new developments.
It's yours, free, if you'll send
us your name and address.

MALAYAN

Now tin may be purchased by any user-in any quantity-for any purpose.

THE MALAYAN TIN BUREAU
124

DEPARTMENT 382

1028 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
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SHEET
METAL

PROBLEMS?

THIS COMPLETI SERVICE WILL MEET YOUR HOUSING

e

hie

ipsje

AND CABINET REQUIREMENTS AT SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICES

JR ENGINEERS ANO YOURS-A TEAM HAT CUTS COSTS: Our
engineers will get together with yours...work over
your plans... adapt them to cost-cutting fabrication
techniques. For more than a eprarter-century, we've
worked in sheet steel and aluminum and pioneered
in all methods of welding these materials.

O

MAILABLE DIES-THOISAMDS OF THEM.: In most rases,
these dies eliminate your tooling costs entirely; ir_ all cases they cut
tooling costs to the bane. Our des_g:e-s work w tr die book in _land,
matching your requirements to our thousands of avaiable dies. And
when special tooling is needed, our oolroom car produce-quickly
and economically.
A PLMT

THREE CITY BLOCKS

LONG-FULL C:

MCDEF.N EQIA'MENT:

Shears and brakes with capacity u? to 1/4" p_at t in 10' _en&ths...
numerous power presses ranging up to 275-tor. rapacity...ar,, gas,
heliarc and spot-welding equipment ertified by U. S. Air Face...
a bench departmert staffed with rr_u4er sheet meal craftsmen...an
air-conditioned paint room with water -washed spray: booths and a
battery of ovens-complete assembly facilities.

We handle jobs botl simple and

complex...
quantities both large and small. If you have a
requirement for sheet metal products, it wi_1
pay to call Karp. trite for the data book.

KARP METAL PRODUCTS CO,
Division of H. & B American Machine Company
Brookl7n 20, N. Y.
215 63rd Street

MOST COMPLETE FACILITIES FOR LARGE AND SMALL RJNS
ENGINEERED SHEET METAL FABRICATION

ENGINEERING

or

+ TOOLING + PRODUCTION + FINISHING =

AR

Largest Vibration Exciter
Ever Buil

/ New MB shaker

delivers 10,000 pounds force output!

of vibration testing
to MIL -E-5272 and other specifications!

1 Widens scope

-

the latest and the largvibration exciter ever
est
built for shake testing. Developed
by MB vibration specialists, this
unit incorporates all the advances
made in the last seven years for assuring dependable operation, pure
table motion, and absence of resonances. These include specially designed table flexures, forced air
cooling, built in protection against
overtravel of the table and against
misoperation of the equipment.
HERE'S

-

This extra heavy duty, conservatively rated, electromagnetic shaker
has the capacity and endurance to
permit continuous testing at rated
output. It will handle anything from
electrical components to air -frame
structures.

Remember-available MB Vibration Exciters now range from 5
pounds output size all the way up
to this new giant. Make MB your
headquarters for help on vibration
testing and other problems.

has 'h" total table
travel. Flexure design supports heavy table loads
without sacrificing stroke. Trunnion support permits operation in all positions from horizontal to
vertical, and has built-in vibration isolation. Operating range: 5 to 500 cps.
4 CONTROL PANEL (Model T-100) assures proper operation of equipment with interlocked controls.
Accurate, easy, continuous control of force and
frequency permits quick adjustments, or "scanning" over entire operating range. MB Vibration
Meter provided; also running time meter.
ROTATING POWER SUPPLY rated to deliver full power
without need for power factor correction. Blowers
cool each unit separately. Alternators feed driver
coil of shaker, with minimum harmonic distortion.
MODEL C-100 VIBRATION EXCITER

BULLETIN TELLS MORE

THE

i

MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
1060 STATE STREET, NEW HAVEN

11,

Contains specifications, operating information and helpful hints on usages of the
complete line of MB Exci-

INC.

CONN.

ters. Write for
1

PRODUCTS AND EQUIPMENT TO CONTROL VIBRATION
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Want more information?

Use post card on
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last page,
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IMUM EFFICIENCY

FOR\ M

£4IÀs
new

versatile

1"motor
MODEL NO. D21UHP-1

r'

r4

Another outstanding EAD contribution to the miniaturization program is this extremely small, precision
motor. Engineered for long life and high efficiency, it
is especially designed for operation in confined areas
where minimum size and weight is essential.

27
132

Units are available in this small frame size for 400
cycle or variable frequency operation, with 400 cycle
power ratings ranging up to approximately 1/100 H.P.
Modifications include high ambient and high altitude
versions as well as servo, synchronous and gear motors.

MODEL NO.

D21UHP-1

r-

I

DIA.

400

SPECIFICATIONS

run inductionsiglmoCapacitorvolts,
400
115
tor,
R. M , s Pimp"
000
phase,
MFD.
1/300th H.p., .1weight-31/2 oz.
efficiency,
35%

220,

APPLICATIONS
blowers, i

denes,
strume
low power
controls and

Fans,

CYCLE OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

APPROXIMATE R.P.M.
PHASES
INPUT VOLTAGE
(MAXIMUM)

RivA
ELECTRONICS

-

(ACTUAL SIZE)

7,000

10,500

21,000

1,2

1,2,3

1,2,3

115

115

115

.fl1JCN Nc.

585 DEAN ST.; BROOKLYN 17, NEW YORK
May, 1953
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ANNOUNCING...
A new line of Mallory Enamel Coated Resistors
for television and radio applications

LOW COST
SMALL SIZE

assures stable resistance values over the entire
operating range.

These new Mallory Resistors are ideal for confined areas in television and radio equipment.
They are unaffected by moisture and the
expansion characteristics of all components
are matched to produce a unit impervious to
thermal shock.

For s our resistor requirements, be sure and
investigate these new low cost units. They are
available in the following ratings:
3

Cores are identical to those of all Mallory

5
10

Vitreous Enamel Resistors ... providing optimum electrical characteristics and great physical strength. Low temperature coefficient wire

Expect more ..
get more

TECHNICAL DATA FOR YOUR FILES

Recent Technical Bulletins on Mallory fixed
resistors, carbon and wire wound controls, and
capacitors are yours for the asking. Writ e today.

watts, 10-5000 ohms
watts, 10-10,000 ohms
watts, 25-25,000 ohms

from

.

MALLORY

Parts distributors in all major cities stock Mallory standard components for your convenience

P.R.

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH THESE PRODUCTS:

MALLORY EL CO..Inc.

MALLORY
P.
128

R.

MALLORY

&

CO.

-

Television Tuners
Vibrators
Mercury Batteries
Rectifiers
Metallurgical-Contacts Special Metals and Ceramics Welding Materials

Electromechanical

Resistors

Switches

Electrochemical-Capacitors

INC., INDIANAPOLIS 6,

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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CROSS

TALK

...

COLOR
Twin congressional
investigations of color-tv's status
serve little useful purpose. Most
well-informed men believe that
The public is not now waiting
with baited breath for color.
NTSC intends to submit compatible standards before the end of the

year.
The FCC will eventually accept
such standards.
Industry will build color sets as
soon as it can do so and make a
dollar.
The broadcasters will expand
their service in precise proportion
to advertising support.
Premature pressure can do both
the public and the industry a disservice. Even after all technical
problems are solved it will take time
and orderly economic processes to
superimpose color on top of the
present monochrome system. Public hearings can, meanwhile, only
induce stagnation of existing inventories, and will not bring the
supplementary service any closer.
BUREAUCRACY . . . We have
it on good authority that one of the
services contemplates inspecting
tubes at many points during production, as well as at the final test
position.
This, we think, would be a great
mistake. It is one thing to lay
down rigid specifications and to
make sure they are reflected in the
finished product, but quite another
to have government inspectors
stand cheek by jowl with industry's
own men at every step in the manu ELECTRON ICS

-
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facturing processes for tubes.
We doubt that better tubes would
result from such a duplication of
effort; this is perhaps the most
highly specialized area of the electronics industry. And we know
there would be a slowdown in
production.
UNFORTUNATE

... Speaking

of tubes, the word "reliable" leaves
much to be desired when describing
premium types. For one thing, it
implies that other types are unreliable. For another, it brings up
the question of how reliable "reliable" is.
Dictionary synonyms such as

"trustworthy" and "dependable"
have the same weaknesses. "Infallible" is right off the deep end.
"Premium" puts too much emphasis
upon cost rather than quality. Other
single adjectives seem similarly
unsuitable.
The British Radio Valve Manufacturers' Association is currently
planning to get around the knotty
problem in nomenclature by using
the words "special quality." This
leaves room for additional words if
such are needed to identify particular virtues or applications.

...

There is a growBIGNESS
ing tendency on the part of big
companies in other fields to buy
their way into electronics by acquiring smaller -firms. Often they have
much to contribute in the way of
operating capital and other resources.
In general, when a company un -

familiar with electronics buys a
smaller firm already established in
the business it is buying technical
know-how. It is also buying highly
specialized market knowledge. Too
often, in the interest of rapid exploitation, the latter point is forgotten. Which explains why so
many good little companies pass
into oblivion soon after they are

acquired.
MORE ON BIGNESS

. . .

The

field of electronics itself is growing

rapidly. Witness the terrific turnout at the Grand Central Palace
engineering show in New York just
a few weeks ago, the number of requests for our new "Buyers' Guide"
of companies and their products
nearly two months before publication.
ELECTRONICS itself reflects the
size of the industry, and we've already mentioned in past issues several things that have been done to
help readers through this very busy

Editorial content is at the
highest level in our history. Feature
articles run on sequential full pages,
do not turn over to the back.
Now take a look at our departments, such as Electrons At Work.
We have reduced the amount of advertising interleaved between them,
so that editorial matter runs more
book.

continuously.

...

SIGN -OFF
Chairman of an
industry committee of which we are
a member "Let's make some tests
and put more points on our curve
of ignorance."
:
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Interference on channel 5 from unshielded test oscillator located at a distance
of 150 feet from receiver

Test oscillator completely shielded but

with batteries and supply leads external

Reducing Radiation
Quantitative measurements of radiation from battery -powered oscillator show effects of
various shielding and filtering measures. Tests show complete suppression of spurious
radiations is possible and economically feasible
By P. S. RAND
Laboratory of Advanced Research
Remington Rand Inc.
South Norwalk, Conn.

may think that elimination of receiver radiation is
a difficult and almost insurmountable task.
Such is not the case. The author's
own tv receiver does not radiate
appreciably because a few simple
precautions have been taken.
Suppression of radiation becomes
difficult only when the design engineer must stop radiation in a new
design and, at the same time,
effect a 50 -percent saving in cost of
manufacture. The general principles for prevention of radio interference are well known. It remains
only to apply these principles to a
THE READER

Spurious radiations from tv receivers continue to plague not only the tv viewer but
also users of other radio services such as the broadcast band, short waves, government services and airport marker beacons. Interference of this sort is on the increase
in proportion to the tremendous increase in tv stations and tv receivers.

Four years ago in these pages; I pointed out the seriousness of tv receiver radiation. In 1951, I pleaded with the receiver designers to eliminate spurious radiations
from their tv receivers.' In June of 1952, in an address before the Service Committee
of the Radio -Television Manufacturers Association, I again emphasized that
spurious radiations from tv receivers should be eliminated.

With the FCC and the military services expressing considerable alarm over the
worsening conditions, the RTMA is beginning to take action and several committees
have been appointed.

The Author
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With the test oscillator only six inches
from the receiver, no interference is

4

visible after

effective shielding
filtering

and

Test oscillator with top cover removed
to show

batteries and leads

from TV Receivers
tv receiver. They are, briefly :
shielding, filtering and preventing
metal mass from being excited by
r -f so as to act as an antenna.
The main reason for not applying
these principles seems to be the
effort to reduce the cost of the tv
receiver. Many essential parts have
been left out to effect a small saving
in cost. But the manufacturer has
gone overboard in the other direction by putting the chassis in an
expensive blond -mahogany cabinet.

First, completely shield the source
of the interference to prevent direct
radiation by coils or other circuit
components.
Second, effectively filter out the
interference from any wires carrying necessary or desired voltages

Oscillator Radiation
Using a small bread-board oscillator let's conduct a practical experiment in shielding and filtering.
The tube type and circuit are not
important, so long as the frequency
of the oscillator is in the range of a
tv receiver oscillator.
Figure 1 shows the circuit using
a 6J6 with battery power so that it
can be completely shielded. It's frequency is 80 mc, so that interfer-

Method
The basic techniques for preventing radio or television interference
apply equally to all types of interference regardless of whether the
source is an electronic business
machine, radio transmitter, diathermy equipment, radiating f-m or
tv receiver, or any other electrical
or electronic device. To prevent
radio interference, we need only
prevent r -f from the interfering
device from reaching the nearest
receiver.
How do you accomplish this?
ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

or currents that enter or leave the
shielded compartment. Use the appropriate filter types : high, low or
band pass.
Third, prevent shock excitation
of nearby metal objects that may
act unintentionally as antennas and
radiate the interference.

ence can be observed on channel 5,
similar to that coming from a receiver having a 21 -mc i -f and tuned
to channel 2.
--Circuit of low -power oscillator
simulate local oscillator of a tv
receiver

FIG.

1

used

to

On channel 5, the interference
was strong even with the oscillator
located in a building 150 feet from
the tv receiver. A tv antenna was
131

Filtering

Shielding

Shielded hook-up wire should be used to
prevent otherwise clean wires from picking up r-f.
Disc ceramic capacitors are excellent for
by-passing ends of shielded wire.
For best results, r -f chokes should be
used with feed -through capacitors in
preference to resistors.
Output section of filter should be shielded
to prevent r -f from getting into wire after

Shielding must be continuous, almost
water tight.
Coils should be spaced away from shielding.
Coils should preferably have their own
shields within the main shield.
Best material is copper -plated iron.
Ventilation holes should be covered with

filtering.
A two -section filter is best.
High-pass feed -through capacitors

are

best.

Filters should be located
strong r -f fields of coils.

away

from

connected to the chassis and an increase in tvi was observed on channel 5. Next, the chassis was connected to the a -c line through a
capacitor, and the tvi was stronger.
All tvi disappeared when the oscillator and batteries were placed
in a shielded box. The oscillator
could be placed within six inches of
the tv receiver with no trace of tvi.
See Fig. 2. Note that the battery
leads are inside the shield.
Need for Filters
The next set of experiments employed various combinations of
shields and filters. Figure 3 demonstrates that shielding does no good
if the undesired signal leaks out of
the shield via the power -supply
leads. Figure 4 shows how to correct this situation by inserting suitable filters in each supply lead.
Figure 5 shows that a partial shield
is not too effective, even with filters
in the supply leads.
The experimental set-up was
moved into a screened room and a
set of field -strength measurements
made with various combinations of
filtering and shielding. These are
tabulated in the Tables.
The field -strength measuring
equipment used was the Measurements Corp. Model 32B radio -noise
and field -strength meter with a
150-kc pass band. The readings
shown in the Tables are in average
Indicated microvolts using a 3 -inch diameter loop-probe antenna.
In Tables I, II and V, the loop
132

copper screening.
Tubes should have their own shields.
All cracks or joints should be covered,
bonded, or soldered.
Screws in shielding should be close together and tight.
At joints, a generous overlap should be
used.

was maintained 24 inches from the
hot end of the oscillator and oriented for maximum pickup. In
Tables III, IV and VI the loop was
coupled as tightly as possible to
the power cable or chassis and
oriented for maximum pickup.
Experiment 1 of Table I shows
a reading of 7,000 µv with the oscillator well shielded, but with the 18 inch unfiltered battery cable exposed. This shows that shielding
alone does no good. See Fig. 3.
In experiment 2 of Table I, the
batteries and cable were completely
shielded in the top of the cabinet,
but the bottom of the oscillator
chassis was legt off. Here, a reading of 2,000 p.v shows that shielding
is a necessity.
In experiment 3, the bottom cover

View at top shows bottom of test oscillator chassis with shielded output section of second filter. At bottom, inner
shield over tank coil provides double
shielding on five sides of oscillator

Radiation
Strong fields should be kept away from
shielding.
Double shielding should be used over coils
and tubes
Copper -plated iron should be used.

All cracks should
Any

wires

be soldered closed.

leaving

shielding

should be

filtered.
A single point ground should be used in

circuit to prevent

r-f

from flowing

in

shielding.
Shielded oscillator chassis should be
mounted on main chassis so as not to excite main chassis.

of the oscillator chassis was loosely
put in place and a reading of 1,800
p.v obtained.
This proves that the
shielding is no good if not put on
properly. See Fig. 5.
In experiments 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8,
the shielding was progressively improved by tighter fits, better bonding, and more screws. The reading
dropped until in experiment 8 it was
about 1 p.v. See Fig. 2.
Batteries were enclosed in the
box so that there were no external
wires to conduct r -f out of the box

or shield.
Table II shows that, even with as
good a shielding job as in experiment 8 (Table I), a reading of 7,000
p.v results if the power -supply cable
is brought out of the shielded enclosure through an ordinary hole
without filtering. All the usual bypassing has been done in the oscil-

lator circuit.
In Table II, experiment 1 shows
a field strength of 7,000 p.v while
experiment 2 shows a mere 45 p.v
after a one-section filter has been
added to each wire leaving the
shielded enclosure. See Fig. 4. The
latter reading was reduced to a
barely detectable trace (3) after
adding another filter section. This
filter is shown in Fig. 6.
The next experiment consisted of
moving in close with the loop probe
of the field -strength meter to locate
any leaks. Table III shows the results of filtering in the power -supply leads with the loop coupled for
maximum pickup from these leads.
May, 1953
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For experiment 1, with no filtering,
the meter read completely off scale.
Next (2), with a one -section filter,
it read 1,200 p.v. With a two -section filter (3), it read only 120 p.v.

strength by using a tube
shield. In this test the top cover
of the test oscillator was removed
so as to expose the tube and the
pick-up loop was moved in to get a
convenient reading in this case:
1,400 p.v. A tube shield was placed
on the tube and another reading
taken, 600 p.v.
Table VI gives a comparison in
filtering effectiveness of various
combinations of capacitors, resistors and chokes as measured in the
external B -plus supply lead of the
test oscillator.
The experiments listed in Table
VI were conducted to get actual
figures on the effectiveness of lead
filtering using various combinations of capacitors, r -f chokes and
resistors. Lead filtering is of utmost importance if the interfering
signal is to be kept bottled up in
the shielded enclosure. The three
important factors in designing a
lead filter are the frequency to be
attenuated, the current in the lead
and the voltage.
field

Effect of Shielding
Table IV shows the readings obtained by searching the entire outside of the cabinet with the loop
looking for maximum pickup. This
maximum was located on the outside of the chassis directly opposite
the oscillator coil. This signal was
reduced considerably by placing the
coil in the center of the chassis,
away from the shielding. Experiment 1, Table IV, shows that the
meter read 9,000 p.v with the
screws removed from the tight -fitting bottom cover. Experiment 2
shows the reduction from 9,000 to
2,000 p.v produced by adding a loose fitting iron shield over the oscillator
coil/capacitor assembly under the
chassis. Tightening the screws on
the bottom cover reduced radiation
further (3). Further reduction in
r-f on the outside of the cabinet was
achieved by adding the second filter
in the power-supply leads (4). See
Fig. 6.
Table V shows the reduction in

Table I-Pick-up Loop

24

Oscillator unshielded, batteries shielded
Oscillator partly shielded, batteries shielded
Oscillator and batteries shielded, but poor contact
Oscillator and batteries shielded, but better contact
Oscillator and batteries shielded, fair contact, no
screws

Oscillator and batteries shielded, good contact, no
screws
Oscillator and batteries shielded, good contact
with all screws in place (Fig. 2)

(8)

Experiment

(2)
(3)

E

R-F

24

J

FIELDSTRENGTH

;

METER

90V

FIG.

3-Power leads conduct

r -f out of

shielded compartment

I

TUBE SHIELD

¡_0.005

rr

FEED -THROUGH

ON

Field Strength
7,000
2,000
1,800
1,400

µv
µv
µv
µv

730

or

114 µv
40 µv

1µv

Field Strength
Oscillator shielded as in (8) of Table I, but with
external batteries
Oscillator shielded with one -section lead filters
See Figure 4
Oscillator shielded with two-section lead filters,
See Figure 6, plus extra iron shield over coil

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

R -F

I-

Ta!'le II-Pick-up Loop 24 inches from Oscillator

(1)

6J6

inches From Oscillator

See Fig. 3

(7)

-

I

Filter Data

Oscillator shielded, batteries external, no filtering.

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

r--

Radio -frequency chokes must be
used in filament or heater circuits,
as well as in a -c line circuits. If

Experiment
(1)

2-Complete shielding of batteries,
leads and oscillator proved most effective in tvi elimination

FIG.

7,000 µv
45 µv

>1 µv

FIG.

4-No

r -f leaks out on filtered
power leads

the current is high, a large wire
size should be used, but the inductance should be maintained in the
vicinity of 6 to 10 p.h. Resistors are
satisfactory in ave circuits or low current B -plus lines. Small disk
ceramic capacitors are good (500 to
5,000 p.p.f) if the voltage is 300 volts
or less. Bulkhead or feed-through
capacitor types are preferable when
passing a lead through a shield.
The high-pass type is good, especially for the higher voltages. The
best attenuation is attained when
each section of the filter is shielded,
as illustrated in Fig. 7.
The data shown in Table VI were
obtained by placing the filter shown
in the table in the external B -plus
133

Table III-Pick-up Loop
Experiment
(1)
(2)
(3)

14

inch from Power Cable
Field Strength

Oscillator completely shielded, no filter in leads...
Oscillator completely shielded, one -section filter..
Oscillator completely shielded, two-section filter..

off scale

1,200 µv
120 µv

Table IV-Pick-up Loop VI inch from Chassis. Opposite
Oscillator Coil
Experiment
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Field Strength
Oscillator shielded, one -section filter, no screws in
bottom shield
Oscillator shielded, with second iron shield on coil,
no screws in bottom shield
Same as above, all shielding tight
Same as above, with additional lead filter

9,000 µv
2,000 µv
350 µv
95 µv

cases it is not only the fundamental,
but also various harmonics that are
radiated and cause radio and tv interference from the long waves
down through the tv frequencies.
In each case, the interference
leaves the tv receiver by one or
more of three escape routes, via the
tv antenna; via the 117 -volt a -c
line; and by direct radiation from
the receiver chassis or associated
wiring and components.
All interference received by a
television set enters by these same
three routes. Thus, anything done
to prevent radiation of spurious
signals will also help prevent reception of interference by that same
receiver.

Antenna Filter
An effective, properly designed,
filter installed at the
Strength
high-pass
Field
Experiment
1,400 µv
front end of a tv set will prevent
Oscillator tube unshielded
(1)
600 µv
radiation by the antenna of signals
(2)
Oscillator tube shielded
from the i -f amplifier and signals
and harmonics from the 15-kc horizontal sweep cricuit.
Use of this type of filter
leaving
wires
any
shielded;
pletely
field
the
with
also prevent reception of radio
will
lead of the oscillator
strength meter pickup loop probe the shielded enclosure must be signals lower in frequency than the
taped to the external battery lead filtered; no r -f can be allowed on tv channels. Band-pass filters and
at a point of maximum pickup. The the outside of the shielding where screen -grid tubes in the r -f and
oscillator shielding was complete it can be radiated. Some basic prin- mixer circuits when combined with
ciples in the reduction of all types proper shielding and filtering of
with all screws tightened.
these stages will prevent radiation
A single small 75-p.u.f feed - of interference are shown in the
of the local oscillator frequency and
through ceramic capacitor hardly accompanying boxes.
its harmonics.
attenuates the signal (test 2) unRadiating Receivers
The a -c line can easily be filtered
less used in combination with a reof
all frequencies with high-pass
is
contypes
for
An
choke
r
-f
three
(4).
at
least
sistor
There are
siderably better than a resistor for spurious radiations from tv receiv- capacitors plus r -f chokes.
This will not only stop any localfiltering (5).
ers that cause interference to variIn test 6, a 0.01 -pf high-pass ous radio services. They are oscillator voltage that has leaked
capacitor of the feed -through type local -oscillator radiation; horizon- out of the front end, but also the i -f
does an excellent job; but two of tal -sweep -circuit radiation; and i -f and sweep -circuit signals. In addithem with an r -f choke between amplifier radiation. In all three tion, it will prevent electrical noise
them in a shielded compartment are
much better (12).
Next best is the two -section rfc
filter (11). In test 3 of Table VI,
note the improvement when using
shielded hook-up wire by-passed at
each end with a 0.005-p.f disk
0005 DISK
0005
CERAMIC
. FEEDceramic for all wiring inside the
THROUGH'
shielded compartment.

Table V-Oscillator Shield

¡I

Experimental Results
The experiments prove that an
interfering signal can be bottled up
in a shielded enclosure, even with
several wires leaving this shielded
enclosure. To do this, the source
of the interference must be corn134

FIG.

5-Cracks
to

in shielding permit r
leak out

FIG.

6-Coil shield and second filter
section are added
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Table VI-Filter Circuit Arrangements

from the a -c line from entering the
chassis and causing interference.

FIELD

Chassis Radiation

The easiest way to stop direct
radiation from the chassis is to
keep the chassis from being excited
by the r -f signal. In the case of the
local oscillator, this problem is
solved by the measures described.
If there is any oscillator r -f outside
the tuner shielding, care should be
taken in the mechanical methods of
mounting the tuner on the main
chassis. It should be mounted at
points of equipotential to minimize
excitation of the larger surfaces.
To eliminate radiation by the i -f
amplifier and its harmonics, a bottom shield should be placed on the
main receiver chassis together with
shields for all tubes and i -f coils.
Any exposed wiring should be in a
shield and the shielded wire well
bonded where it penetrates the
chassis. This also eliminates the
annoying pickup of interfering signals on either the sound or picture
i -f by circuit wiring.
This bottom shield when combined with tight shielding of the
horizontal sweep circuits and high voltage supply and proper lead dress
to deflection yoke also helps to
bottle up the 15-kc harmonics, so
bothersome to nearby broadcast
receivers. A metal or metal -lined
cabinet is helpful in many cases.
A book on radio interference,
which should be read by all receiver
and transmitter design engineers,
has been published by the USAF.'
F -M

Receiver Radiation

Wide -spread tv interference can
be caused by the local oscillator of

!

001,600V
'

(FEED -THROUGH
R -F

'

CHOKE

SHIELDED
WIRE

f"

FIG. 7-Recommended construction of
shielding for filter section
ELECTRONICS
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_SHIELDED

STRENGTH
TEST
NO.

LV

SMALL HOLE

1

12,000
2

10,000

3

830

IN

OSCILLATOR

SHIELD

Btl

TO OSC

IOt

T

SHIELDED HOOK-UP WIRE

I

11y
C2

C2

4

800

5

150

6

70

7

140

+ciR1Tc
SCI RFC
-1-

'a00000"

L C3

T

___ArSHIELD

TICI

R1

1C1

R1

v^/vm,

1

8

600

9

110

GI

R FC

C4 RFC

T

RFC

104

ÿC4 RFC

C4

RFC

ic3

SHIELDED WIRE

ICI

-r

RFC

TRACE

R1- 1,000, CARBON
RFC-OHMITE Z-50
CI

-75ppF

TC2

-tiC3

12

RFC

i

I

25

j_1C4

000000
I

50

T

ooóD000

'

IO

1ct

CERAMIC

FEED -THROUGH

an f-m receiver. Its frequency falls
between 78 and 118 mc, causing
either direct or image interference
to most of the low channels.
The strongest tv interference
will be on channels 5 and 6.
The second harmonic from the
oscillator falls between 156 and
236 mc, covering all the higher
channels.
Everything stated about reducing
tv oscillator radiation also applies
to f -m oscillator radiation.
The shift in i -f from 21 to 42 mc
is no more a solution to the oscillator radiation problem than to ask
boys playing ball to throw the ball
higher so it will not break windows
in a first -floor apartment. When
the ball is thrown higher, it breaks
windows on the second or third
floors.

=C2

C2-0.005 DISK CERAMIC
C3 0.01 SPRAGUE HIGH-PASS
C4-O.005 CERAMIC
FEED -THROUGH

The higher i -f prevents local oscillator interference to other
tv receivers, but it puts the oscillator radiation where it may bother
airport and other commercial channels.
The real solution is to prevent

radiation. Preventing this radiation in uhf tuners is going to be a
problem.
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Noise Analyzer for
By R. F. MERRITHEW

ONE test necessary to classify
transistors properly and to
determine the effects of different
materials and processes is the
measurement of noise figure. Noise
figure is defined as the total noise
power in the output divided by the
noise power in the output due to
thermal agitation in the input

resistance.
In Fig. 1 the input resistance to
the transistor is R, with e, representing the thermal noise within R,.
The value of this voltage is
=

-

KTR, (f2 fi)
(1)
where K is Boltzmann's constant
and is equal to 1.347 x 10-" (watts
per degree K, and T is the absolute
temperature in degrees K.
e;2

4

If the ratio of the output voltage,
to e, is A = Co/C, then the power
in the output due to e, is
e,

P,

= 4KTR:

(12

- fi)

RL

which is then the output power due
to thermal noise in the input resistance.
If the total noise voltage in the
output is V then the total noise
power in the output is
y2

(3)

RL

The noise figure which is the
PT to P, is then

ratio of
F

V2

-

4)
KT R: (.f2 fi) A2
which is usually expressed in db.'
In Figure 2 is shown a simple
block diagram of one method of
measuring noise. If e is a cali4

brated noise source the output noise
can be measured by increasing the
value of e until the power output is
doubled that with e equal to zero.
The value of noise voltage or noise
figure can then be read directly
from the calibrated noise generator
dial setting.
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A somewhat more convenient
method which does not require a
calibrated noise source is used in
the analyzer to be described. In this
system direct measurement of noise
voltage and the value of A is made
with readings taken from previously calibrated attenuator dials.

FIG. 1-Grounded-emitter transistor

TRANSISTOR

The Circuit

Figure 3 shows a complete block
diagram of the noise analyzer. It
is basically the same as Fig. 2 with
the addition of the two calibrated
attenuators and SW,.
In the first position of SW, the
input is set to some arbitrary setting (80) on the meter. In position
2 the gain attenuator is adjusted
until the same reading (80) is obtained. Since the attenuator is
calibrated the gain is read directly
from the attenuator dial. In the
third position of SW, the input
signal is removed and the noise attenuator adjusted to the calibration point (80 again for convenience). The noise figure is then
read directly on the attenuator
dial. The meter time constants in
this position are greatly increased
to facilitate easier reading.
Gain measurements from 20 to
59 db in one -db steps and noise
figure measurements of 10 to 48 db
in 2 -db steps are possible with the
unit that was constructed. The
complete schematic is shown in Fig.
4.
The grounded -emitter connection is used on the transistor
because of the higher outputs obtainable over the grounded -base
connection. Noise figures for both
these connections are very nearly
equal
The amplifier between the transistor and gain attenuator increases the very small noise
voltages to a reasonable level for
measurement.

FIG.

METERING

FILTER

AMPLIFIER

2-Transistor noise measurement
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FIG. 3-Direct-reading noise analyzer

The 1-kc filter is a selective amplifier with a parallel -T network in the
negative feedback loop.' The selective amplifier gain at its tuned frequency is approximately 60 db and
has a bandwidth of somewhat less
than 5 cycles.
If the analyzer is calibrated with

this bandwidth taken into account,
the measurements will be essentially the same as for a one-cycle
bandwidth, since the noise output
will be substantially constant over
such a small bandwidth.

Metering
The metering amplifier is a common circuit for this purpose'. Instead of using the usual bridge
rectifier in the meter circuit, however, a half -wave rectifier was used
because of the ease of increasing
May, 1953
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Transistor Production
An instrument designed to measure noise figures at 1,000 cps at a one -cycle bandwidth,
using calibrated attenuators which facilitate direct reading with no calculations necessary
Readings are direct, no calculations needed
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FIG. 4-Complete schematic of noise analyzer

the time constants in the noise position.
Batteries are used to bias the
transistor since even very small
values of ripple voltage on the collector or emitter circuit will upset
the noise measurements. Potentiometers R. and R. adjust the bias,
R. being a chassis mount since once
it is set it will remain nearly constant for all transistors with the
proper setting of R. which is placed
on the front panel.
The instrument is calibrated by
feeding an input signal of -50 dbm
to the input terminals. With the
meter switch SW. in the first position the meter is set to some arbitrary setting (80) by means of R,.
With SW. in the second position a
-30 dbm signal is fed to the collector terminal of the transistor.
ELECTRONICS
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The gain attenuator is then set to
the 20 -db position and R, adjusted
until the meter reads the same as in
the first step (80).
The noise attenuator is calibrated in position 3 of SW, with a
50.6 p. -volt input fed to the collector
terminal. (This value is calculated
using Eq. 4 and solving for V with
F = 48d6. A = 30d6. R. = 500
and (f.
f=) = 5.)
For this calibration it is necessary that the signal source be tuned
exactly to the selective amplifier
frequency. The noise attenuator is
set to read 48 db and the gain attenuator to 30 db. The meter is then
adjusted to the same arbitrary setting as in the first two steps (80)
by means of R5.
A good check of the accuracy of
measurements is to test a transistor

-

in the analyzer. A direct check of
the Value A can be made with an
external vacuum -tube voltmeter.
Then with the transistor removed
a voltage is fed to the collector
terminal and the signal adjusted
until the same readings as with the
transistor in the circuit are obtained. The voltage read is used to
calculate the noise figure using Eq.
4.

Accuracy using this method has
been found to be

±

2 db.
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Placing origircrl copy on Roaeo stencil machine. Stencil is rolled around left-hcnd cylinder. Adjustable
cam disks at right, acting on snap -action switches,
can be set to crop top and bottom of copy

Machine with :hcssis drawer open. Pointers on slide--ule dial, controlled
by hand whee s zhn ry side -border limits to which ma :hire has been set.
High -voltage power supply for stencil-cutting spark is on a lower chassis
along with electrode feed circuit

Photoelectric Printing
Operating principles and performance details of two automatic stencil -cutting machines, a
typesetting machine that delivers negatives instead of slugs, room -size scanners for
correcting color -separations, and a desktop engraver for making printing plates
By JOHN MARKUS
Associate Editor,
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STENCIL

of electronic stencil -cutter capable of transferring
photos to stencils, with 500 -line resolution of detail

THE POSSIBILITY of

substituting

phototubes for human eyes ir.
connection with the production of
stencils, plates and negatives for
reproducing copy and illustrations
has long been known. In the past,
however, equipment has usually
developed serious bugs in the field.
The engineers who designed and
built the electronic machines could
make them work beautifully during demonstrations, but continuous
May,
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Electronic photocomposing machine used to make negatives from
which an entire book. "The Wonderful W=rid of Insects", was
recently produced. Housing of this developmental model has
been removed to show mechanism

First commercial production model of Photon typesetter. Negative.
exposirg unit is at rear. Choice of type size and style is made
on keyboard at right of electric typewriter. Machine delivers
strip of exposed film, resembling galley proofs

and Engraving Machines
daily use by non -engineering personnel under actual shop conditions
was something else.
This year, for the first time, developmental troubles appear to be
largely over. Six firms that have
been active in the field are placing
in production new designs incorporating the results of extensive
field tests. These offer improved
product quality, give faster results,
ease personnel training requirements and in most cases also lower
the cost. This article surveys the
new models one by one, with emphasis on the design changes that
contribute to the success of electronic printing techniques.

Electronic Stencil Cutters
Two different makes of machines
are now on the market for cutting
mimeographing stencils electroniELECTRON ICS

-
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cally in a few minutes from photographs, line drawings and printed
forms as well as from typed copy.
Both machines resemble combined

facsimile transmitters and receivers, using photoelectric scanning of copy and spark cutting of
the stencil. Chief differences are
in resolution of detail and speed
of operation. Both eliminate tedious proofreading of stencils.
Roneo Electronic Stencils

In the machine made by Roneo
Ltd., London, two metal cylinders
are mounted on a common shaft
driven at 200 rpm, as indicated in
Fig. 1. Copy is placed on the cylinder which is adjacent to the light
source and phototube. A special
stencil loaded with a conducting
material is placed on the other
cylinder.

When the machine is set in motion, the phototube traverses the
rotating copy cylinder from left to
right at a speed of 2i inches per
minute, giving a resolution of 500
lines per inch. The other end of
the carriage moves correspondingly
across the stencil cylinder. Here,
sparks that are controlled by the
phototube output signal jump from
a pointed tungsten wire electrode
through the stencil to the metal
cylinder, burning holes in the rotating stencil. Time for cutting the
full width of an 8 -inch stencil is
20 minutes, and initial setup and
adjustment of controls usually takes
about 10 minutes more.
The output signal of the multiplier phototube varies linearly with
light and hence varies inversely
with opacity. The double-triode inverter stage serves to invert the
139

phototube signal voltage so it is
inversely linear to density as required for stencil -cutting. Four
vaeuum-tube diodes provide linearity correction over four regions on
the characteristic curve of the electronic system.
The inverted and corrected signal
is fed into a ring modulator arrangement for amplitude-modulation of a 20-kc carrier signal
generated by a self-excited oscillator. The resulting modulated
signal is amplified and then applied
to the cutting electrode.
Since sparking erodes the electrode point rapidly, the electrode
is constructed from fine tungsten
wire that feeds from a reel through
a capillary to the stencil. An electronic control circuit advances the
electrode wire automatically as it
is consumed, much in the manner
of the electrode -moving system for
an'arc light.
Circuit action is such that the
size of hole made by a spark is
constant, but the number of holes
produced per second varies with
copy density. The range is from
about one hole per second for solid
white copy to about 12,000 holes
per second for solid black areas
where the stencil must pass maximum ink. Adequate reproduction
of thin white lines requires a carrier frequency about 1i times the
maximum dot frequency, accounting
for the choice of the 20-kc carrier.
The machine has several advantages over conventional stencil making techniques for illustrated
material: (1) The stencil Is made
directly from the original, without any intermediate photographic
work ; (2) cost per processed stencil
is constant regardless of the nature
of original copy, hence is often less
than for manual or photographic
stencil -cutting of illustrations; (3)
quality of reproduction made from
the stencils is exceptionally good,
and often actually comparable to
original photos; (4) the electronic
cutting time of 20 minutes is generally much faster than other methods. The machine is being made
available in the United States on a
sale or rental basis.
Times Stenafax Machine

Where less detail is required, the
Stenafax machine made by Times
140

Placing copy of printed form on cylinder of Stenafax machine. Finished stencil.
ready for use, is obtained in 6 minutes on right-hand cylinder

Facsimile Corp. offers advantages
of lower stencil -cutting cost, lower
machine cost and faster cutting
time. Operating principles are
essentially the same, but the circuit
is simpler and more stable. Resolution is about 140. lines per inch,
comparable to that of a 144 -screen
halftone, with a cutting time of six
minutes. Loading and unloading
takes less than a minute more, giving an operator ample time to run
mimeographing machines during
stencil -cutting.
Special vinyl plastic stencils
loaded with conductive powder are
used. These are capable of mimeographing upwards of 10,000 copies
on standard equipment. Photographs and screened halftones with
good contrast can also be transferred to stencils.
When only a single copy is required, special recording paper can
be used in place of a stencil ; the
machine speed can then be doubled.
This technique gives a dry, permanent record in three minutes
with no processing required, at a
fraction of the cost of a photostat.

Special Timefax recording paper
containing a dye for making copies
by the hectograph or gelatin process
can also be cut electronically on the
machine.
With electronic stencil cutting,
stencils can be thrown out after use
as the original copy is available for
cutting new stencils when needed.
Photon Typesetter
An electronic equivalent of the
linotype machine, now in commercial production, delivers film negatives instead of type slugs. These
can be used directly to expose
plates for offset printing, or can be
converted to a line cut by an en-

graver for conventional printing.
The new photocomposing machine, being manufactured under
the name Photon, was designed by
French engineers Rene A. Higonnet
and Louis Moyroud. Development
to the production stage has been
carried out by the Graphic Arts
Research Foundation, Inc. of Cambridge, Mass.
The heart of the machine is a
1k -pound glass disk rotating at 600
May, 1953
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Example of Roneo electronic

Comparison of mimeographed
(right) with original photo

stencil

copy

rpm, on which is the equivalent of
16 different complete fonts or
families of type arranged in circles
as in Fig. 2. On one side of the
disk is an electronically controlled
flash lamp that gives an intense
light for a few microseconds to
expose film when the desired character on the whirling disk is precisely in the correct printing
position. The film is exposed one
letter at a time in this way. A mirror in the associated optical system
advances the printing light beam

the right amount for each character
width automatically. Since the light
leaving the disk lens is collimated,
the mirror can be placed at any
position in the beam without changing the focus at the plane of the
film. This arrangement avoids the
necessity for moving the heavy.
film and film holder.
Type size can be changed as often
as desired, even in the same line,
by means of a turret of lenses in
the optical system. Range of size,
from 5 point to 36 point, is controlled from the operator's keyboard. The size of a character is
increased simply by projecting a
bigger image of it onto the film.
Line length, vertical spacing between lines and other operations
are controlled by means of pushbuttons and knobs on a panel alongside
the typewriter.
The input to the machine is a
specially designed electric typewriter having a standard keyboard.
Pressing a key types a character
conventionally on paper for visual
checking, and actuates a set of
permutation bars through which
nine electrical contacts are closed.
Each key on the typewriter actuates
its own unique combination of open
and closed contacts.
Some type of storage device is
needed in any composing system
which produces a justified output.
The characters and spaces in a line
must be remembered as they are
set, so that a few seconds later
they can be combined with the
right interword spaces to produce
a given length of line.
Immediately behind the typewriter there is a flat, rectangular
frame filled with rows of horizontal

metal pins. These pins can be
pushed back and forth so that they
project outward from either face
of the supporting frame. A spring
holds each pin in place on either
side of the frame. There are nine
pins in a vertical column and there
is a column of pins for each position the typewriter carriage can
occupy.

Mechanical Memory
A vertical column of nine solenoids is carried on the typewriter
carriage. The solenoids are connected to the contacts which are
operated by the permutation bars
of the keyboard. Each solenoid can
drive a hammer toward one pin in
the vertical row associated with
each position of the typewriter carriage.
Normally all pins in the frame
project toward the typewriter.
When the solenoids operate, they
drive the corresponding pins
through the frame. The carriage
then spaces one step, and with the
next key operation the solenoids
push in a group of pins in the next
vertical row. Thus the code description of one line of copy is stored
at the back of the typewriter as an
array of pins.

Justifying Lines
The justification computer is an
electrical unit that is fed directly
by the nine electrical contacts on
the typewriter (the same contacts
that control the nine solenoids on
the carriage) and by a stepping
switch actuated by the space .bar
of the typewriter. This telephonetype switch advances one position
for each word, so that its position

OPTICAL CARRIAGE
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FIG. 2-Portion of typical matrix disk for typesetter, containing 16 completely different fonts of type. This 11/2 -lb disk is equivalent
to
4,000 pounds of lintoype matrixes costing over $25,000. Precision character-positioning slits fill outermost circle. Optical system
for
disk is shown at right
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at the end of the line indicates the
number of interword spaces.
Each character is identified electrically by the same nine -digit code
used for the mechanical pins. Five
of the digits indicate the width of
the character and the remaining
four distinguish among characters
of the same width. If an open contact represents zero and a closed
contact represents one, a typical
character might have the code number 010010111 when written in
binary form. Expressed in the
decimal system this would be 9-7,
and would mean that the character
is nine units wide and is character
number seven of that width.
An accumulator adds the width specifying binary numbers transmitted from the keyboard and
subtracts the sum from the final
line width. The difference is the
amount of space which must be
distributed among the interword
spaces ; this is divided by the number of interword spaces indicated
by the stepping switch to get the
required space between words. The
calculation is obtained automatically at high speed by a special adding process in the justifier.
After the operator has checked
the typed line and corrected any
errors by punching new keys for
those character positions, a single
key is pressed to release the operation for photography. Now the
decode and control unit automatically begins the final composition
of the line. A reading carriage
moves across the back of the typewriter storage unit. As it reaches
each vertical column of pins it
senses, which pins are projecting
through, and closes contacts to convert these pin settings back to nine digit electrical binary code for operating the decoding relays which
initiate the photographic operation.
Clearing of the mechanical memory and exposing of the film is
known as reading out, and takes
place faster than the typist can
work. The typist can therefore
start on the next line while the last
line is being read out.
Exposure of Film
As the 1,440 -character matrix

the photographic unit
rotates, each character in a particular circle is swept past the aper disk in
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FIG. 4-Method of using cathode-ray tubes in RCA all -electronic machine equip
ment. This system converts separation plates into four corrected negatives

ture of the optical system once for
each revolution. A commutator
which rotates synchronously with
the disk is composed of conducting
and insulating segments so arranged that when a character is in
the aperture of the optical system
its identification code, expressed in
terms of conduction and insulation,
is under the brushes of the commutator. When coincidence is obtained
with the character called for by the
electrical memory, an impulse is fed
to an electronic gate in the stroboscope circuit.
Final control of the photographic
impulse is exercised by a narrow

slit on the outermost circle of the
disk. Each character is associated
with a slit, and the relative location
of the character and its slit is maintained with high precision. The
slits are scanned by a light beam
and phototube combination as the
disk revolves. The electrical impulses from the phototube also go
to the gate circuit, but neither the
impulse from the electrical memory
nor the impulse from the phototube
alone will actuate the light source.
Only when the two signals appear
simultaneously can the stroboscopic light fire. Thus the desired
character is selected by a signal of
May, 1953
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while the negative for the previous
line is being exposed. A typist
without ;special training was able
to operate the machine at a rate of
12,000 characters an hour in setting
copy for the first book to be produced in its entirety by the
machine.
Time -Life Color Scanner

Time -Life color scanner, with light-tign housings swung forward to show the
four cylinders on which corrected negatives are exposed

Artist's sketch of production model of RCA color corrector

relatively long duration but it is
given its precise position on the
film by the brief impulse from the
phototube.
Film Teansport System
After the character is projected
on the film, a variable escapement
moves the beam -shifting mirror an
amount proportional to the character width called for by the decoding relays. Interword spacing signals from the justifier similarly
operate the variable escapement.
When a signal calling for a typographic change is encountered, the
control unit momentarily halts the
E'_ECTRON ICS
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composition process and initiates
the operation of servomechanisms
which either rotate a lens turret to
a new position or swing the disk to
a new operating radius, or both
operations.
When exposure of one line has
been completed, a vertical escapement spaces the film vertically a
predetermined amount to place it
in position for the start of the next
line.
The information placed in storage by keyboard operation is sufficient to control all phases of the
photographic process, allowing the
operator to work on the next line

The Time-Lif e electronic color correction scanner was designed to
work at same -size ratio for the production of balanced three-color and
black separation negatives from
8 x 10 -inch or smaller color transparencies.
The
color transparency
is
wrapped around a glass cylinder
which is a continuation of a steel
drum around which are wrapped
four sheets of unexposed process
film, as shown in Fig. 3. White
light from an incandescent lamp is
focused to a minute spot on the
inner surface of the color transparency. The colored light emerging
is split by a lens into three paths.
Conventional red, green and blue
color -separation filters are inserted
in each of the three paths, and a
phototube is placed behind each
filter.
The three phototube output signals are fed into an electronic compressor circuit which permits adjustment of the density ratio to a
usable, or desirable figure. The
three outputs are then fed into a
masking computer, where pre -determined values of each color are
used to compensate the other color
values.
The output of the masking computer is fed into a black computer,
which evaluates the ratio of the
three signals and determines how
much black should be added. This
output is divided and modulates the
three color values in addition to
setting up black printer values.
Four signals, one for each color
and black, are then fed into a
printer control unit. This unit
controls the intensity of a glow tube
which prints the spot on the four
pieces of film that are to be the
color-separation negatives.
The
elapsed time from reading to exposure is about 1/1,000th second.
Scanning of the picture is accomplished by rotating the entire drum
while advancing it lengthwise. The
143

entire scanning process takes 65
minutes for an 8 x 10 -inch subject
scanned at 500 lines to the inch.
This time is doubled when the scanning is done at 1,000 lines to the
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An auxiliary circuit provides for

RCA Color Corrector
An all -electronic corrector now
nearing production by RCA works

from three uncorrected positive
color separations that are produced
photographically. It provides rapid,
automatic, dot -by -dot color correction of the positives.
The instrument uses a flying -spot
cathode-ray tube as a scanning light
source. Lenses focus the light into
a beam, and an optical beam splitter
divides this into three identical
scanning beams, each directed
through one of the three uncorrected separations as in Fig. 4. The
moving spot of light takes 10
minutes to scan the full image area.
Phototubes behind the separations
convert the transmitted light into
three electrical signals, each representing one of the primary colors
of the subject. These signals are
then fed to an electronic computer.
Ink data representing the characteristics of the inks and paper to
be used in the reproduction are set
into the computer before the correcting operation starts. In appro144
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separations.

CONTROL

SCANNER LIGHT

STYLUS

inch.

added highlight controls. Masking
ratios may be changed at will by
means of plug-in control coils.
The separation negatives taken
from the machine are the same size
as the transparent copy scanned,
but 500-line scan allows a blow-up
after scanning of 3 to 1, based on
experience with Life editorial copy.
For 1,000-line scan, permissible
blow-up is practically unlimited.
Approximately 90 percent of all
the work now produced in the Eastman Kodak engraving shop is made
from separations made on the scanner, in operation at the New York
demonstration shop of Printing Developments, Inc. Kodak now finds
it possible to reproduce medical and
dental subjects with a degree of
authenticity and fidelity hitherto
unattainable. This is possible because of the superior color rendition and delicacy of tone which is
maintained in electronically scanned
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FIG. 5-Simplified block diagram of photoelectric engraver. Tone compensator
is needed because depth of penetration of point does not vary linearly with
surface area burned out of plastic plate

priate circuits the ink data signals
are compared with those from the
phototubes. Any difference between the signals shows up as an
error voltage that is amplified and
fed back into the ink color generating circuits. There the error signal
is used to change the output of the
ink color generators in a way that
reduces the difference voltage. This
is the equivalent of the color etcher
or dot etcher's changing of dot sizes
manually.
The copy color is compared to this
second "proof". The comparison
operation is fast and continuous, so
that almost instantaneously the difference between inks and copy is
reduced to a minimum. Actually the
computer is solving three simultaneous equations of the fourth degree at a rate of several thousand
solutions per second.
The solutions of the simultaneous
equations provide, element by element, the characteristics of the
separation for each process printing color. The relation between
the solutions determines the characteristics of the black printing
plate, the signals for which are generated by a fourth channel.
Each of the four corrected signals
in turn becomes the input to a
cathode-ray monitor tube, producing there the image for one of the
final color -corrected negatives. This
image is photographed with an ordinary camera, for use by the engraver in making the corresponding
color plate. The entire scanning,
correcting and photographing process is repeated four times, once for
each ink signal.

LIGHT
AREA

STYLUS

HEATING

e

DARK
AREA

CROSS-SECTION'

--COIL

PYRAMID- SHAPED
BURNING POINT

FIG. 6-Construction of heated stylus
and holes produced by it in plastic
plate for light and dark areas on photo-

graphic copy

Use of this combination electronic and camera system permits
corrected separations to vary in size
within reasonable limits. The allelectronic system scans in about ten
minutes, hence total time for producing a set of four corrected
separations is 40 minutes plus setup
time and camera loading and un-

loading time.

Electronic Engraver
A photoelectric machine for producing a half-tone printing plate on
plastic material is made by Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp.
It utilizes operating principles that
combine various photoelectric engraver inventions by Walter Howey
and George Washington, Jr. Chief
application is for newspaper reproduction of photographs. The finished plate compares favorably with
plates made by the conventional
photochemical process.
Over 1,000 of the electronic engravers are now in use on a rental
basis at daily and weekly newspaper
plants and at commercial printers.
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=del of engraves, with operator Lolding finished plate.
Flashing-lamp microscope is provided for examining dot -burning
operation while machine is in operation. All amplifiers are
underneath, along with a fireproof compartment for plates
Console

The majority of the machines make
65-screen or 85 -screen halftones for
use on newsprint; so far, only about
10 percent of them are factory -set
to make 100 -screen and 120 -screen
halftones for coated paper.
In appearance, the photoelectric
engraver resembles a small screw cutting lathe having two cylinders
mounted end to end on a common
arbor. A positive photographic
print, cropped or projected to the
size of the engraving desired, is
attacked to one cylinder for scanning by a phototube mounted on
the belt -driven lathe carriage. The
light source for this phototube is
chopped by a commutator -type
screen generator in the lamp filament circuit as indicated in Fig. 5,
so that the phototube sees dot areas
of the copy rather than a continuous
scanning line.
A sheet of plastic is curved over
the other cylinder and clamped in
position under the engraving cutterhead also mounted on the carriage. The cutter is a heated stylus
ground to a pyramid -shaped point
ELECTRONICS
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Tab: atop model of photoelectric engraver, known as Fairchild
Scan-a -graver Cadet, produces 85 -screen foar-column halftone in
24 minutes after photo is loaded as shown. Amplifiers and tone correcting circuits are in separate housing on shelf at rear

and driven in and out by a magnetic
armature which receives the amplified and tone -corrected output of the
phototube. As the point penetrates
the surface of the celluloid it burns
small pyramid -shaped depressions
in the surface.
When the photoelectric input is
scanning a white area, the signal
voltage is high and the hot stylus
burns a deep crater as shown at the
left in Fig. 6. When a black area
is being seanned, the signal.voltage
is low and only a shallow hole is
burned as at the right in Fig. 6.
With shallow holes, there is maximum plate surface to take printing
ink and the plate prints the desired
corresponding black area.
Electronic amplifiers, control circuits and tone-correcting circuits
involving about 20 tubes are used
between the scanning system and
the cutter head, so that the depth of
the depressions formed in the surface of the celluloid corresponds to
graduations of shade of the photographic print being scanned.
A tone wheel is used as an elec-

trostatic generator to produce an
a -c signal for creating a half -tone
screen. A toothed wheel, mounted
on the same shaft as the cylinders,
rotates within a coplanar coaxial
outer ring having a like number of
internal teeth. A d -c potential is
applied between the two sets of
teeth, so that relative movement of
teeth past each other varies capacitance and hence current. To obtain
the conventional staggered-dot halftone pattern, the outer wheel rotates half a tooth space for each
revolution of the inner wheel.
The maximum size of engraving
that can be made on present machines is 8 by LO inches. An engraving of this size with a 65 -line
screen can be cut in 30 minutes,
since the linear travel of the carriage is inch per minute. Finer
screens require more engraving
time After taking the completed
engraving off the machine, it is
trimmed, scrubbed in clear water,
and mounted on a wood or metal
block with adhesive tape that is
coated on both sides.
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Pressure Recorder for
By JAMES ALMAN
I'7ll'd(C ITnircr.tiitll
L<I

lte, Intl.

IN THE

Pressure test cell at left is used to test the recarder built into table -counting rack.
Single -sweep oscillator at top provides dinning marks

SWEEP
EXCITER

ROCKET

CYLINDER

OSCILLATOR

SWEEP
GENERATOR

THREE
LIMITER
AMPLIFIERS

RATIO
DETECTOR

CATHODE
FOLLOWER

SCOPE

4
PRESSURE
PICKUP

D

-C

METER

CAMERA

FIG. 1-Block diagram of the rocket pressure recorder. The instrument gives
a graph showing pressure variations and time
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STUDY of rocket motors,
pressure variations encountered
are not only extremely high but
may contain high rates of change.
The instrument developed here is
capable of measuring these pressures from vacuum to 30,000 psig
over a frequency-response range
from zero to 110,000 pressure variations per second.
This system shown in the block
diagram, Fig. 1 employs a capacitance probe as a pressure
pickup. Change in capacitance owing to pressure change on the
pickup frequency-modulates an oscillator. This oscillator in turn
feeds its voltage through three
limiter amplifiers. The amplifiers
are followed by a ratio detector
coupled to the oscillograph through
a cathode follower. A probe in the
rocket cylinder triggers a sweep
generator that supplies the time
base on the oscillograph. An oscillator is then employed to intensity modulate the oscillograph beam;
therefore, the oscillograph presentation contains both pressure variations and time marked directly on
its face. Thus the camera has a
complete graph of pressure variations in the rocket engine with
respect to time.

Detailed Circuit
The pressure pickup, a pressure responsive capacitor made by H.
Rutishauser Scientific Instruments
Corporation, Altadena, California,
has a replaceable diaphragm
and back -pressure connection. Diaphragms are available for pressures from vacuum to 30,000 psig
in eight ranges.
Fifty feet of Belden 8229 cable
May, 1953
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Rocket Motor Studies
Capacitor pickup responsive to pressure and frequency -modulated oscillator permit oscillograph studies of high-pressure variations having high rates of change. System can be
operated with other types of pickups that present a change of resistance, capacitance and
inductance or combination of same

connect the pressure pickup to the
indicator. This length of cable was
chosen as approximately a half

wavelength at 10.5 mc. It therefore
reflects the same impedance as the
pressure pickup imposes on the receiving end. A series capacitor
couples the cable to the oscillator.
This capacitor is directly coupled
to a shunt capacitance across the
oscillator's tank coil. The combination allows calibrating the devices
without changing the operating frequency.
Frequency -Modulation Detector
The oscillator employed here and
shown in Fig. 2 is an electron coupled Hartley type. Overall frequency response of the three limiter
stages is such that the three -db
points are 300 kilocycles apart cen-

tered around the carrier frequency

which is a cathode follower. This
negative bias is necessary to keep
the output at zero potential with
no pressure applied to the pressure
pickup. The cathode follower also
contains a 100 -microampere meter
that can be directly calibrated in
psig.
The power supply used in this
system supplies a positive potential
of 125 volts with a ripple of three
mv, rms. A v -r tube provides a regulated potential of -75 volts. The
scope used for the presentation
pattern is a Dumont 304-H with
a P11 screen. The results obtained
with this system during test procedure had rise times of less than

6.8K

T1

c,

The writer wishes to express his
thanks to J. M. Cage and A. C. Todd
for their encouragement, guidance
and consideration during his work
on this project.
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pickup, oscillator, limiter, detector and cathode -follower drive portions of the pressure indicator
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for Grid -Controlled
Magnetron Oscillators

Uses

PULSED RADAR

eliminating high -voltage pulsed modulators, the low -power grid -pulsing technique of grid magnetrons opens a new approach to radar design problems
By

MOVING -TARGET RADAR
Microwave stabilization of the magnetron
oscillator by grid -element injection enhances usefulness of Doppler principle
while modulation of carrier provides a
powerful antijam feature

Top view of tube's anode section shows placement of vanes
and grids. also

tangential beam -current f;.ow near vane tips

HIGH -POWER RADAR
Selected and adjustable division of electron flow within an oscillating magnetron
can reduce tube -surface erosion and sparking by providing additional heat -dissipation surfaces

TELEVISION RELAY
Video modulation of a subcarrier can provide reliable and inherently stable microwave radio -relay systems

MICROWAVE WIDE -BAND NOISE
GENERATORS
Noise modulation of the grid element furnishes test -signal sources for complex bandwidth investigations

Grid-controlled magnetron: cutaway view of anode section shows vane -and -grid

arrangement

ULTRAHIGH -FREQUENCY TELEVISION
Video modulation of high -power grid controlled magnetrons can provide uhf -tv
broadcast service.
Required frequency
stability can be achieved by grid -element
injection

LINEAR -ACCELERATOR RESEARCH
The grid element permits injection and
phase locking of an efficient source of
microwave energy

Spectrum -analyzer view o:` magnetron
output with one-rnc modulation
148

RADIO -FREQUENCY HEATING
The grid -control element may be linked to
provide automatic load protection for the
magnetron during transmission -line variations

Varying percentages of 60 cycle grid
modulation
May, 1953
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Grid Magnetron Delivers
Modulated UHF Output
Control grid placed between vane tips in multiple -cavity magnetron governs power output
to load. Microwave carrier can be amplitude modulated with video or other intelligence.
Tube may be used for tv relaying, subcarrier telemetering, grid -pulsed and moving-targetseeking radar

ICROWAVE POWER

level, crystal -controlled signal. The
photograph shows a video-modulated grid magnetron employed in
an experimental television relay

may be gen-

erated efficiently by the multiple -cavity magnetron. Its growth
in importance since the start of
World War II has been tremendous
and magnetrons for radar and other
applications today constitute a major portion of transmitting -tube
production.
Application of the magnetron in
the communications and television
fields has been limited chiefly by
lack of an accurate control element.
Problems of inherent frequency instability and lack of simple modulation systems have forced the adoption of lower efficiency devices.
A highly stable three -element
magnetron may be constructed by
locating control grids near the magnetron's vane tips. Power output,
pushing and pulling factors and oscillator starting current can be controlled electronically by this grid.
The photograph shows a tunable

Television test pattern received from
grid -magnetron transmitter
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Frequency stability, achieved
through grid injection, should prove
particularly important both in uhf
television broadcasting and in sub carrier multiple -relay service. Frequency stability is also advantageous in Doppler radar.
The low -power grid -pulsing technique used with the grid -controlled
magnetron may open a different
approach to radar circuit problems by eliminating the need for
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Grid Operation

grid magnetron capable of delivering 50 watts c-w. The tube tunes
approximately ±50 mc with the
center frequency near 2,350 mc. The
vane -and -grid arrangement is visible in the cutaway view of the
magnetron's anode section. The grid
magnetron has been used in wide band television applications and
video subcarrier service. It has been
p )ssible also to lock the magnetrun's frequency to an external low-

I00

3

system.
Proposed applications for the
grid -controlled multiple -cavity magnetron are found in radar, uhf television, microwave communications,
nuclear research and radio-frequency heating.
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high -voltage pulsed modulators.
The grid principle makes use of
the fact that grids may be placed
between the vanes of a multiplecavity magnetron in such a way
that they are not coupled to the
radio-frequency field yet will affect
the total anode current.
Furthermore, by placing the
grids slightly behind the vane tips,
the current to the grid may be
made substantially zero.
This arrangement is illustrated
in the photograph. Also shown is
the tangential flow of the electron
beam in the neighborhood of the
vane tips. Unlike the two-element
magnetron, which requires a change
in anode voltage to modulate anode
current, the grid magnetron may be
modulated with constant voltage.

LOCKING THE GRID -MAGNETRON FREQUENCY

Spectrum-analyzer waveforms illustrate technique for locking magnetrons r -f output to
a crystal -controlled signal. Sidebands appear as locking oscillator is turned on two
megacycles above the magnetron's unlocked frequency. Waveforms (3) and (4) show

Power Output

Figure 1 illustrates the effect of
grid voltage on output power tential (980 volts) and constant
for a grid -modulated magnetron magnetic field. The mean carrier
operated with constant anode po - power of approximately 45 watts

may swing from 82 to 10 watts with
a grid -voltage swing of ±135 volts.
The magnetron's output power is

therefore proportional to its grid
voltage. Unlike normal amplitude
modulation, the r -f output voltage
is proportional to the square root of
the grid voltage. The waveform on
page 148 shows varying percentages
of 60 -cycle grid modulation. The
center line indicates the 50 -watt
carrier. The signal was recovered
from the magnetron's 2,350-mc r -f
output using a crystal pickup in a
coaxial transmission line.
Magnetron Characteristics

Video-modulated grid magnetron used in experimental television relay
150

The equipment designer is accustomed to the voltage, current and
gauss characteristics showing overall magnetron performance. In the
case of the grid magnetron, with
fixed magnetic field across its interaction space, magnetron performance may be shown by the
plate characteristic, Fig. 2A. Here
we see the need for maintaining
constant anode potential; should the
anode power-supply voltage increase
when the grid bias is increased a
partial cancellation of the modulation will occur. Figure 2B shows
the magnetron grid -plate transfer
characteristics for a fixed magnetic
field and constant anode current.
To maintain constant anode potential and avoid the partial cancellation of modulation that would
occur should the anode supply voltMay, 1953
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TO A CRYSTAL-CONTROLLED SIGNAL

-

unlocked carrier and sidebands as external signal is tuned continuously, coming closer
and closer to unlocked carrier. Finally the grid magnetron's output locks in frequency
with the external signal and sidebands disappear

age vary under load, an electronically -regulated power supply is
used with the grid magnetron. This
circuit maintains constant regulation of its output voltage as the
control -grid voltage varies the magnetron anode current in accordance
with the modulation.

Other Parameters
Normally, the two -element magnetron, when modulated by varying
the anode voltage, delivers a combination of frequency and amplitude modulation and provides substantially a single-sideband output.
The spectrum analyzer presentation
shows the r -f output of a grid magnetron modulated by a one -me sub carrier. The two sidebands are
relatively equal showing negligible
electronic frequency pushing of the
magnetron oscillator.
Two problems frequently encountered in multiple -cavity magnetrons are the lack of the ability
of the oscillator to start oscillation
and its lack of its ability to stay in
continuous oscillation at high peak current values. Both of these problems may be grid controlled. Figure 3A shows the magnetron oscillator starting current as a function
of the grid voltage. This characteristic, which previously was considered an inherent mechanical design
parameter, now becomes an electrical function.
Normally the moding problem, or
ELECTRONICS
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the inability of the magnetron to
deliver high peak currents, is a
troublesome problem in the field.
In the case of the grid -controlled
magnetron, the mode boundary of
the oscillator is increased as we decrease the bias. This tends to alleviate the moding problem. Figure 3B shows the typical curve of
mode -boundary peak current versus
negative grid voltage for fixed
magnetic field. Observations were
made using 60-cycle modulation.
Video Modulation

The grid provides an excellent
means of injecting video modulation on a microwave magnetron.
Tests have been conducted using
the microwave transmitter and receiver shown in the black diagram,
Fig. 4. Television transmission of a
standard video pattern has been
accomplished. The results of actual
over-the -air tests can be seen in
the photograph of the received pattern.
The 50 -watt grid magnetron was
modulated with a 200 -volt peak to-peak video signal of 4.5 -me bandwidth. Figure 5 illustrates schematically the 4-250 modulator
shown in the photograph.
The receiver consists of a standard crystal mixer, klystron local oscillator, a 30 -mc i -f strip with a
standard television second detector
feeding a studio-type monitor.
The operating conditions of the
grid magnetron and of the receiver
are listed below:
Magnetron Grid Modulation
200 volts
Voltage .
Magnetron Grid
Bias
270 volts
Magnetron Grid
2 5 ma
Current
Magnetron Anode
975 volts
Voltage
Magnetron Anode
65 ma
Current
Receiver Crystal
0 4 ma
Mixer Current
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0
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FIG. 5-Schematic of video amplifier and modulator. Modulator uses a type 4-250A
p -p

Subcarrier Modulation

Tests have been conducted to investigate use of the grid magnetron
subcarrier relay systems. Preliminary results indicate that subcarrier modulation is feasible, but that
the subcarrier frequency is limited
by the Q of the magnetron reso152

Video modulator for grid magnetron uses 4-250A pentode

pentode and delivers a 200 -volt peak -to -peak video signal of 4.5 -mc bandwidth to the
magnetron grid
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nator. Special grid -control mab
netrons suitable for 30 -me subcarrier service may be designed at the
higher frequencies.
Subcarrier modulation of the
microwave carrier may be accomplished as shown in the block diagram, Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the
subcarrier generator and modulator
schematically. The subcarrier frequency is furnished by an 8.53 -mc
Pierce oscillator, amplified by a
single 6AQ5 and impressed on the
control grid of an RK28A pentode.
The amplified composite video signal from a television signal generator is injected at the RK28A's
suppressor grid. The modulated
subcarrier signal is then taken off a
cathode follower consisting of both
sections of a 6AS7 dual triode and
applied to the magnetron control
grid.
Type RK28A subcarrier final is suppressor modulated by video signal
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FIG. 7-Frequency generator, video amplifier and modulator for subcarrier system.
Amplified composite video is applied to supprersor grid of RK28A pentode. Magnetron grid drive is taken off cathode follower
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Microwave Stabilization
The injection of microwave frequencies into the magnetron by
means of the control grid have
shown promising results. Through
the use of the system shown in Fig.
8 the grid -controlled magnetron may
be locked to an external microwave
signal thus allowing crystal control of the microwave frequency.
The oscilloscope photographs show
the sequence of locking the grid
magnetron.
As the external signal approaches
the frequency for which lock -in is
possible, the grid magnetron is
pulled toward the external signal,
and at the same time side bands are
built up separated from the grid
magnetron's frequency by the integral multiples of frequency separations between them.
The sidebands increase in amplitude as the external signal becomes
closer to locking the grid magnetron. Finally the lock -in occurs.
The sidebands disappear. The grid
magnetron operates at the same frequency as the external signal.
Under these conditions the magnetron, which normally would pull
5 megacycles with a 1.5 vswr, remains at a constant frequency
throughout all phases of the 1.5
vswr; and in effect, the results indicate a magnetron with zero pulling
factor for a given transmission line
mismatch.
153

A

Signal -Seeking

Tuning mechanism scans broadcast band at 200 kc per second and stops within a kilocycle
of the next usable signal in sequence. Action depends upon second -detector trigger circuit to
actuate solenoid that cocks spring motor. Device has been used experimentally to tune a
turret -type television receiver

commercial broadcasting
first put radio receivers into
the hands of nontechnical persons,
there has been a natural trend
toward designing such equipment
for ever -increased simplicity of tuning. The signal -seeking tuner discussed here is such a device, which
may have application in television.
On signal from the operator, it
scans the frequency spectrum and
stops when it encounters a signal.
Every signal in the spectrum may
be tuned in simply by pushing a
switch with the finger or foot each
time a new station is desired. It is
not necessary to stop on all signals.
If the gain of the receiver is reduced during the tuning cycle to a
preset level, the tuner will stop
only on strong local stations. When
the button is held down, the tuner
will pass over signals until the button is released. This type of tuner
is particularly useful on a highspeed automobile trip during which
local signals may fade down to unusable values within an hour.
SINCE

General Design Problem

In designing a tuner of this type,
any good engineer will think of a
multiplicity of solutions. To the
author's knowledge, a set such as
that described here is the first commercially produced signal -seeking
receiver that will automatically tune
all stations strong enough to have
entertainment value.
Because of the electromechanical
nature of the device, calculations of
the operation are especially difficult.
There are numerous mechanical
operations in which the operating
time is an unknown function of
154

manufacturing tolerances, lubrication and age. For this reason, the
approach has been to obtain a design that will tune with an indexing
accuracy independent of these
factors. Any calculations are aimed
only at insuring that the speeds of
the mechanical operations are high
enough to be neglected in the overall result.
It is apparent that if a superheterodyne receiver is used, the
proper tuner indexing is indicated
by the proper intermediate frequency appearing at the second detector. The tuner stopping signal,
then, may be obtained from some
frequency -discriminating device located in the intermediate -frequency
circuits. This leads to the consideration of beat -frequency oscillators,
discriminator circuits such as those
used for f -m demodulation or extremely sharp filters as provided by
multiple -tuned circuits or piezoelectric crystals.
Such systems and probably
others can all be made to work,
but examination of the possible
approaches indicated that the complexity, cost, performance and reliability problems were best met for
the auto radio application by a
simpler resonance indicating circuit. The circuit devised for this
purpose uses only a few more
second detector components than
are already present in commercial
receivers. The final controlling or
trigger circuit is most easily made
to be voltage -operated and this
resonance indicating circuit will
provide a trigger voltage of several
volts just ahead of the in -tune point
of the receiver.

All practical mechanisms require
an appreciable time to operate so
that this circuit is designed to give
the stopping signal just far enough
ahead of the stopping point to allow
for coast. If the mechanism is made
to operate faster, the stopping signal can be given closer to resonance
or the electrical approach speed can
be increased.

Auto Radio Design
While the electrical triggering
voltage can be designed and held to
close tolerances on frequency discrimination and time lags, the electromechanical system is inherently
slower in operation and subject to
more uncontrollable tolerances.
For this case, it is desired to design for a tuning accuracy within
± 2 kc. The tolerance was determined empirically and was chosen
at a value that would allow detuning
just observable by a trained listener. Most people tune their radios
less accurately and attempts to hold
a closer tolerance involve the designer in the definition of resonance. Variations between the
maximum output frequency, the
minimum -noise frequency and the
frequency halfway between the twotimes-down selectivity point will
vary in a commercial 260-kc i -f amplifier about 2:1.5 kc.
A good deal of field testing has
shown that if a signal -seeking
broadcast receiver takes more than
7 seconds to traverse the band, the
user definitely gets the impression
of sluggishness and 4.5 to 5 seconds
is more acceptable. If the tuning
mechanism has a speed -regulating
device that limits the maximum
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Automobile Receiver
By JAMES H. GUYTON
Assistant Chief Electrical Engineer
Delco Radio Division
General Motors Corporation
Kokomo, Indiana

tuning speed to one covering the
broadcast band in 5 seconds, there
results a maximum electrical speed
of 200 kc per second with a
straight -line -frequency tuner. The
speed at which a signal is approached may be much less than
this, as in tuning from one channel
to the adjacent channel, since this
close spacing does not allow the
tuner much time to accelerate.
To take care of all possible approach speeds the tuner must stop
accurately with tuning speeds between 200 kc per sec and something
around 10 percent of this figure.
This requirement can be met by designing the tuner to stop very
quickly and by giving the stopping
signal close to resonance. In other
words, the wide variation in approach speed requires the tuning
system to perform all of its stopping-cycle functions during a period
less than -the minimum interval of
passage through the specified tolerance. At maximum speed of 200 kc
per sec the time required to pass
through the -+-2 kc is 20 milliseconds. Inasmuch as many other factors affect the tuning, such as varying supply voltage, mechanical
tolerances on stopping time and
slight change of circuit tuning with
age, temperature or humidity, 10
milliseconds was tentatively established as a target for performing
and stopping functions. This time
must include all electrical lags and
mechanical coast as well as backlash in the tuner.

Electrical Triggering Circuit
From this discussion, it can be
seen that the electrical frequency
ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

distinguishing circuit must operate
some mechanical device, usually a
relay, between stop and go positions
with a frequency change of 2 kc or
less. The d -c voltage developed by
the signal across the second detector diode load is an attractive
source of triggering voltage because of its availability. This voltage is, however, subject to serious
limitations. If only reasonably
strong signals are to be indexed,
this arrangement can be made to
work acceptably. The chief problem
here is that the curve of diode load
voltage versus frequency varies in
amplitude widely with signal
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this effect, but at the tuning speed
discussed above, the avc system
does not have time to operate as the
station is tuned in, resulting in a
decided tendency to stop prematurely on local stations. Commercial
receivers built on this principle
operated acceptably if the tuner
was not expected to stop on signals
weaker than about 20 µv at the
antenna terminals, although there
are many signals of entertainment
quality providing only 1 to 5 microvolts to the receiver input.
The circuit of Fig. 1 avoids the
limitations of operation from the
second detector voltage by providing a triggering voltage with an
amplitude and selectivity curve
reasonably independent of input
signal or ave action. Its operation
is as follows: Let el be the peak
a -c voltage across the primary of
the i -f transformer and let E be the
d -c rectified voltageacross R, and R2
in series. The voltage E is pro -

1-Trigger voltage circuit
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vided by the operation of diode d,
which has a voltage delay V. Voltage eº is the peak a -c voltage across
the secondary and develops a d -c
voltage of E. across the diode load

resistor R.

If K=

e,

when K is the voltage ratio of the
i -f transformer and R. and R. are

adjusted so that
R2

K

R,

-I- R2

then, assuming peak rectification,
the following relations will hold
when e, > V

E = e, -V
E, = KE
= K(e,
V)

-

and
E. = Ke,
The trigger voltage E, is the algebraic sum of E, and E, and is
E,.
= Ke, K(e, V) =KV (1)
The interesting point in connection with this expression is that E,
is independent of signal strength
e, and thus independent of such
things as ave action, tuning speed,
moderate modulation and overload
of the i -f tube. This analysis does
not involve the frequency discriminating feature of the circuit. The
graph in Fig. 2 shows the various
voltages as a function of frequency.
It can be seen that to produce a
sharp positive trigger voltage E,,
there must be a broader response
curve for the voltage e, as compared

E,=E2-

-

-

to that for e,.
A surprisingly low selectivity
differential will produce a selectivity of E that is entirely satisfac.
tory. Good quality i -f transformers

give acceptable selectivity differential between primary and secondary.
No special shaping reactances need
be used.
The curves are for a transformer
adjusted for slightly less than critical coupling. This is standard practice in auto radio use and gives a
good compromise between a broad
nose and sharp skirt selectivity.
The double-peaked primary resonance curve is typical of double tuned coils near critical coupling
and the circuits are easily aligned
in production and in the field without the use of oscilloscopes and
156

sweep oscillators.

The voltage ratio in this permeability -tuned i -f transformer is
determined by the fixed tuning capacitors, the load resistors and the
mutual reactance including both
inductive and stray-capacitance
coupling. To insure that each transformer will meet the requirement
of Eq. 1, the critical components are
purchased to close tolerances, assembled in the can and the mutual
coupling adjusted after assembly,
through the slot in the can, by moving the tertiary winding slightly
and cementing it in place. This
coupling adjustment compensates
for slight variations in stray coupling and component tolerance.
The coupling is quite critical. In
some receivers the diodes d, and d2
are best contained in one envelope
and in others they are separate
tubes. Two different tolerance
ranges are used on tertiary adjustment owing to the small differences
thus introduced in external capacitive coupling. Fortunately, the two
tolerances overlap sufficiently so
that only one service part is required.
In practice, the standard minimum limit coupling is set so E,
rises slightly as e, increases. This
is to avoid any possibility of the
tuner skipping strong stations because of some slight changes in the
adjustment with time or use that
would cause the peak trigger voltage to be lower on strong signals
than on weak or medium -strength
inputs. Selectivity curves of trigger voltage at various inputs are
shown in Fig. 3 for a representative
production receiver. In the commercial version, a voltage step-down
ratio is used in the transformer
chiefly to accommodate a desirable
low value of diode toad R across
which the audio signal is developed
when the tuner is stopped.

Electromechanical Coupling
Having provided a stopping signal voltage E that satisfies requirements, there remains the electromechanical coupling problem. A
separate double triode is used in a
circuit similar to that used in the
gave circuits popular in the early
1930's, except that a relay coil,
shown in Fig. 4, is placed in the
plate circuit of the second direct -

coupled triode instead of the usual
audio coupling impedance.
Experience with this circuit
showed that the relay RE could be
held down by plate current of T.
until positive input voltage of a volt
or two less than V, was impressed
on the grid of T, which then started
to conduct plate current through
R,, biased off T. and thus released
the relay armature. If a small
residual gap is placed between the
armature and pole piece of the relay RE, it can be expected to drop
out reliably about 4 milliseconds
after sufficient triggering voltage
is applied. Assuming the tuner can
be stopped with only 1 kc or 5 milliseconds backlash and coast, and
allowing no electrical lag, total
stopping time adds up to about 9
milliseconds, which is uncomfortably close to the 10 milliseconds set
as a target.

Mechanical Tuning System
Since we have used all of the allowable time to open the relay, the
relay itself must perform the mechanical function of stopping the
tuner. A low -mass, fast -accelerating, relay -indexed tuner mechanism
that satisfies the requirements was
developed, the elements of which
are shown in Fig. 5. In the interest
of clarity, a number of parts have
been omitted.
The core bar that mounts the
movable tuning cores is spring loaded by a motor spring. This
spring force is transmitted through
the three -gear and pinion assemblies to the fly fan. The fan is a
light-weight molded -nylon part with
five vanes normally prevented from
rotating by an interfering arm on
the controlling relay armature.
When the relay is energized by
pushing a button, the tuning sequence is started by the removal
of the relay arm. The gear ratio
is designed so one blade of the fly
fan passes the relay arm for every
kilocycle of core bar travel.
Air resistance of the fly fan
varies as the square of the speed.
The tuner is designed to have frictional losses well below the energy
of the spring so most of this energy
is absorbed by the fly fan. By this
means, the maximum tuner speed
is held constant even though frictional forces in the mechanism vary
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5-Simplified tuning mechanism (left) and side view (right)

widely with bearing fits, dirt, lubrication and age.
When the core bar comes to the
end of its travel, the switch S is
thrown to energize the solenoid.
The cores are returned to the other
end of the band through the ratchet
drive, the solenoid shuts off and the
tuner cycle is repeated. If a station is encountered, the relay
quickly drops out, the fly fan is
stopped at the next paddle wheel,
not more than 1 kilocycle away, and
the station is accurately indexed.
There is no appreciable backlash
in the gearing and close tolerance
on the gears is not required, since
most of the spring load is transmitted through the entire chain
whether the tuner is in motion or
stopped.

Overall Performance
In Fig. 3, the trigger voltages
were shown to have some variation
in amplitude and selectivity with
different input levels. For this
reason the tuning accuracy of the
complete mechanism is, to some
extent, a function of input signal.
A representative accuracy curve is
shown in Fig. 6. Shown are the
boundary curves of the stopping
points obtained by approaching
signals of various strengths at 200
kc per second speed. Distance between the two curves is caused by
the fact that the tuner can stop
only at discrete intervals.
It will be noted that at low signal
ELECTRON ICS
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actual mechanism used in Oldsmobile car radio

For good operation of the system, it is desirable to perform a
number of electrical switching
functions with the relay. The problem here is straightforward and
consists chiefly of devising more or
less ingenious methods of performing the following operations with
the minimum number of relay

when the tuner is stopped. This
avoids the embarrassment of the
tuner starting to hunt a new station when the signal momentarily
disappears, as might happen when
the car is driven through a tunnel
or over a steel bridge.
(4) The triggering circuit is
switched so the same second detector elements are used for providing the triggering voltage when
tuning and for modulation detection
when indexed on a signal.
(5) The output tubes are biased
off during the tuning cycle so the
extra current drawn by the relay
tube will not overload the vibrator
power supply.
(6) An interlock arrangement is
provided so the tuner solenoid cannot cock the mechanism when the
set is tuned manually to the high frequency end of the dial.
(7) The set gain is reduced
practically to zero while the solenoid is cocking the tuner to prevent
stopping on the solenoid back
stroke.

contacts.
(1) The audio circuits are
squelched for quiet operation during tuning.
(2) A front panel sensitivity
control is connected into the circuit
during the tuning cycle so that
if only strong stations are desired,
the gain of the set will be automatically switched to a lower value
during the search period.
(3) The trigger tube is disabled

Noise Rejection
Signal -seeking auto receivers are
designed to stop on all signals producing at least a field strength of 15
;iv per meter at a typical auto radio
antenna. It has been found in many
instances that the random electrical noise level found along streets
and highways greatly exceeds this
figure. Unless some precautions are
taken in designing equipment, the

strengths, where the triggering
voltage drops (e, < V) the tuner
tends to index past the signal and
as the input is increased to 8 or 10
microvolts, the tuner stops a bit
prematurely. At higher input, the
receiver may index on either side
of resonance, but within ± .2 kc
depending on such things as the
battery supply voltage, frequency
of the received signal, frequency
and percentage of modulation and
circuit detuning produced by whatever avc voltage appears during the
stopping cycle. All these are second -

order corrections, however, and the
indexing is entirely satisfactory.
Relay Functions
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tuner will sometimes recognize
these interferences as signals and
stop immediately when the tuning
button is released, regardless of
whether a station is in tune or not.
The tuner was made to ignore
random noise. The principle employed was based on the fact that
random noise, in most instances,
has an envelope of low form factor.
In other words, the peak voltage
is much higher than the average
voltage. This envelope contains
frequencies up to the bandwidth
of the i -f amplifier and if the higher

razor held near the antenna. In
high ambient noise as found near
some power substations, the tuner
will not stop on very weak signals,
but will stop on signals that are
unintelligible and --sometimes unrecognizable in the noise. This can
be checked by driving out of the
noise area after the tuner has
stopped. The station is found to be
accurately tuned.
It is apparent that by reversing
the decay times of the two circuits,
the tuner can be made to index on

frequencies are not predominant,
they are at least present in large
proportion.
Noise Discriminator
By making the time constant of
the rectifying circuit C, R2, R, and
d, (Fig. 1) long compared to the
period of the top bandpass frequency of 5,000 to 10,000 cycles the
d -c voltage E can be made nearly
the peak of e, when high noise volt-

ages are present. If, at the same
time, the time constant of the
secondary circuit consisting of R
and C, and C2 in series is made fast
compared to the minimum noise
modulation interval, the voltage
developed by d2 across R will be
appreciably below the peak noise
voltage and the balance represented
by Eq. 1 will be upset.
There will be an inordinate
amount of negative voltage fed into
the trigger voltage circuit and E,
will never reach the positive value
required to stop the tuner. The
frequency difference between the
top noise envelope frequency and
the intermediate frequency of 260
kc is sufficiently large to permit
the use of these R -C filters to distinguish between the two and give
peak rectification at 262 kc and poor
efficiency at 10,000 cycles.

Noise -Peak Clipper
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The first problem can be solved
by using a variable -speed drive that
quickly covers the spectrum between carriers and slows down in
the vicinity of the carrier. One
solution to the second problem is to
design for indexing on the sound
carrier, employ a noise -discriminating circuit such as described above,
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signals of predetermined low form
factor such as repetitive pulses and
to reject sine -wave signals.
Other Applications

Empirical rules that should lead
to a successful design for other applications include the following.
(1) Mechanical stopping time of
the tuner, including all tolerances,
must be smaller than the time taken
by the drive mechanism to tune
through the allowable indexing

error.

When the noise signal is too low
to produce rectification in the
biased diode d, the average trigger
voltage is kept low by the use of a
large capacitor at C, which clips
off the noise peaks and produces a
low average positive value at E,.
The mechanical lag in the relay also

(2) The frequency -selective circuit must provide a definite signal
sufficient to operate the electromechanical device with less frequency change than the allowable
indexing error.
(3) All speeds and stopping -time
intervals should be as repeatable as

assists this discrimination.
The resultant tuner will not stop

possible.
(4) If the tuner is to index on
weak signals, some random noise

on noise produced by an electric
158

protection should be provided.
These principles can be applied
to a variety of similar applications.
In one case, the tuner was successfully used on laboratory model tv
receivers. If continuous tuning is
to be used, two problems present
themselves. One is the large percentage of the spectrum that contains no carriers. If the tuner does
not stop in an extremely short time,
the tuning speed must be made so
low as to give a decided impression
of sluggishness. The second problem is that there are two carriers
associated with each television station and the tuner should index only

and design it to recognize the horizontal sync pulses as noise and thus
reject the video carrier.
A satisfactory solution for a vhf
turret-type television receiver was
obtained by using a quick -declutching a -c motor to drive the vernier
control directly and operate the
band -channel switch through a
Geneva drive. The electrical tuning
speed of the vernier was so low that
the limiting factor in determining
the scanning speed was the ability
of the motor to drive the Geneva
motion.
This result was obtained despite
the fact that the declutching time
of the motor was as high as 20
milliseconds. This tuner, with a
minimum of parts, indexed accurately enough to permit use of a
separate audio, i -f amplifier and
discriminator in the receiver. It
was more than adequate for an
intercarrier sound receiver type of
television.
The reliability and performance
of any system is determined to a
great extent by the care and
thought given to details of the
design. For the auto radio shown,
reliable operation and accurate
indexing has been experienced in
the field.
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CdS Detector Checks

Propeller Thickness

Minute x-ray sensitive crystal is drawn through spinning prop blade and picks up externally produced x-rays in an amount proportional to thickness of blade. Comparison of absorption
with standard yields highly accurate measurements
By JOHN F. HOWELL
X -Ray Department
General Electric Company
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

x-ray detectors have been applied to a
number of interesting industrial
applications, including detection of
flaws or voids and height of fill
in canned and packaged products,
and in certain other types of industrial gaging'.
The equipment described here is
now being used as a production tool
to measure the wall thickness of
long slender airplane propeller
blades varying in thickness from
CADMIUM -SULFIDE

1

0.070 to 0.500 inch. A complete
survey of the wall thickness of
each propeller blade is made before
costly machining operations are begun, with a resulting saving in

overall cost of fabrication.
Blades are held and manipulated
by the lathe carriage illustrated in
Fig. 1. The tiny CdS detector is
drawn through the spinning blade
in a fashion that allows the thickness of the entire surface to be
measured. Figure 2 is a block
diagram showing the physical setup
This article is based on a paper delivered
at the 1952 National Electronics Conf erence. The conference paper appears in the
NEC Proceedings.
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and equipment used.
Previously gaging was done with
a pair of 18 -foot mechanical calipers
and required approximately eight
hours to complete. By scanning the
blade continuously while recording
deviation meter readings, a more
complete and much faster survey is
possible. Accuracy of gaging is
within 2:2.5 percent over the entire
range of 0.070 to 0.500 inch with
an accuracy within 0.5 percent over
the range of each step. Due to the
bridge -type circuitry long-term
drift is less than 0.5 percent per
hour.
CdS Crystals
Cadmium -sulphide crystals are
sensitive to both light and x-rays.
Maximum sensitivity is through
the green portion of the spectrum
and falls off rapidly toward the
reds. As an x-ray detector, these
crystals are best used with x-ray
generators of 500 kv peak or less
but may be used with higher kilo voltage generators with reduced
sensitivity.
When subjected to radiation,
the electrical resistance of these
crystals varies inversely as the intensity of radiation. The usual
method of instrumentation is to
place a resistance in series with
the detector and to apply a d -c voltage of 300 volts or less to the series
combination, as shown in Fig. 3A.
Figure 3B shows the response
characteristics of the detectors
when radiation is applied suddenly.
Response times of several seconds

All equipment is contained in rack, in-

cluding x-ray high -voltage supply

Comparison of CdS detector with ordinary match shows small size
759

nonlinear with material
thickness differing by more than
20 percent. Therefore, full scale
reading of the gage metering
circuit is limited to a maximum of
±20 percent. However, the gage
may be used to measure any
thickness by changing the reference
sample as needed so that the refer -
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FIG. 2-Block diagram shows arrangement of system components for
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comparison measurements

are typical. By applying pulses of
radiation, as produced by self rectifying x-ray generators, an
alternating component is present
as illustrated in Fig. 3B. This component may be coupled with an R -C
network into a simple two -stage
amplifier to give 60 or more volts
ouput.
Cadmium sulphide has several
important advantages over the
other x-ray detectors. Its low impedance lowers voltage requirements and allows the use of long
connecting cables without pre amplification. Small size and apparently unlimited life are further
advantages. A disadvantage of the
detector is its dependency upon its
immediate past radiation history.

Comparison System
The principle of the gage is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Such a system
may be used with constant-density
material for thickness measurements or with constant thickness
material for density measurements.
Two finely collimated beams from
one x-ray generator impinge upon
the detectors. In the x-ray path,
before one of the detectors, is
placed the material being gaged.
In the x-ray path of the other detector, is placed a sample of material with known thickness or
density, depending upon whether
the thickness or density is being
gaged. Comparing the detector
outputs with a bridge -type metering circuit, an unbalance of the outputs indicates the direction and
degree of difference between the
known sample and the material
being gaged. Line voltage fluctuations and detector drift are
balanced out in the comparator-type
circuit.
160

For comparator -type measurements, the detectors themselves
must match or track both in sensitivity and wavelength characteristics. Tracking may be effected
not only by the characteristics of
the detectors themselves but
also by differences in generator detector distances, detector housing
windows, and even the plastic coating on the detectors.

X

-RAY

L

compositional variations, it is not
practical to pick two perfectly
matched detectors, so a method of
artificial matching is used. Starting with two detectors fairly closely
matched (Fig. 4A), both sensitivity
characteristics
and wavelength
must be corrected. Sensitivity may
be varied by varying the voltage
applied to the crystal. If the wavelength is held constant and the
voltage applied to one crystal adjusted until the detector outputs
match (Fig. 4B), the match only
holds at one wavelength.
Since the x-ray path is always
through the reference sample, the
wavelength response of the reference detector is dependent upon the
absorption characteristics of the
sample. By adding to or subtracting
from the thickness of the sample,
the output response of the detector
will be shifted along the wavelength axis (Fig. 5) and, along
with the sensitivity adjustment, a
match can be achieved.
Since the output of the detectors
depends upon the absorption curve
of the materials being gaged, percentage variations in thickness are
indicated by linear divisions on the
meter scale. Meter indication be-
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Matching Detectors
Due to the extreme sensitivity of
CdS crystals to structural and
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ence sample is never more than 20
percent different in thickness from

the material being tested. Similarly
the density of the reference sample
must remain within the 20 -percent
maximum in density gaging.
Changing Thickness

Each time the base or reference
thickness is changed the kilovoltage
must be changed since calibration
of the deviation meter depends upon
the reference amplifier output remaining constant, and since it is
necessary to operate on the steep
portion of the absorption curve to
obtain the high sensitivity desired.
With an arrangement shown in
Fig. 2, reference samples of different thicknesses may be selected
at the control panel remote from
the x-ray hazard. A servo system
places the selected sample into
place. An error amplifier and associated servo system control the
quantity and quality of x-radiation
produced by the generator to hold
the reference amplifier output constant:' This servo system serves as
an x-ray regulator that adjusts the
x-ray output as different reference
samples are selected and regulates
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All of the equipment including
power supplies, servo amplifiers,
x-ray control and gaging circuits
are housed in the cabinet shown.
The schematic of the amplifier and
metering circuit is shown in Fig. 6.
Also included is a strip recorder
that duplicates the reading of the
deviation meter. The gaging panel
contains all controls for operating
the unit over the entire range of
thicknesses. Ganged with the reference sample selection switch are a
group of twelve potentiometers for
adjustment of reference detector
voltage to match the detectors for
each step.

for power line variations.
As the error signal for the regulator comes from a detector operating on the steep position of the
x-ray absorption curve, regulation
of better than 0.5 percent is
achieved. Regulation is not impaired by power line waveform,
frequency or voltage variations as
the error signal is dependent only
upon the x-rays produced by the
generator.
In the unit designed for gaging
the wall thickness of aircraft
propeller blades, twelve reference
samples are arranged around a disc
and may be rotated automatically
into position by setting a selection
switch to the thickness desired. The
samples were chosen to cover the
range of the blade in twelve overlapping steps of ±10 percent. The
deviation metering circuit provides
a choice of three time constants and
two full-scale sensitivities of ±10
and ±20 percent.
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TRANSISTORS: Theory and Application

Physical Properties
By ABRAHAM

Part III

COBLENZ and

THERE is considerable evidence
that the electron is a small
solid particle. Equally convincing
evidence has been found that the
electron is a wave phenomenon. In
dealing with transistors it is advantageous to accept a compromise
concept, as will be defined in this
article.
Some of the experiments which
strengthen the idea of a corpuscular
electron are already known to the
reader. For instance, the electrons
emitted from a hot filament in a
cathode-ray tube are known to
strike the fluorescent screen and by
their bombardment create a small
bright spot. A simple explanation
of this bright area is based on the
assumption that the electrons are
small solid particles whose action on
the screen is analogous to the
action of the sand in a sand -blasting
gun such as is commonly used to
clean walls.
Corpuscle Proofs
One of the proofs that electricity
is granular in nature and occurs in

integral multiples of a reference or
unit amount was established by
Milliken in his oil drop experiment.
In this experiment, fine drops of
oil were suspended between the
plates of a capacitor. Each drop of
oil was electrically charged. By adjusting the electric field between the
plates, the gravitational force on
these oil drops was carefully counterbalanced by the strength of the
electric field, and the rate of rise or
fall of the drops was measured.
From computations it was then evident that in all cases the charged
oil drop behaved as if it carried a
charge which was some integer
times a fixed amount of charge.
This fixed amount of charge is now
considered to be the charge on the
electron. Present day belief that
the electron is corpuscular in nature is based in part on the results
of this experiment.
Another in the series of experiments which furnishes evidence
that the electron is corpuscular in
nature is the familiar Wilson cloud
chamber experiment.

The Electron at Second Glance
The concept of an electron as a negative point charge is sufficiently adequate to
account for most electron tube phenomena. This simple concept, however, falls short
when it comes to explaining effects in semiconductors that form the foundation of

transistor electronics.
To understand fully the inner workings of transistors, it becomes necessary to examine
the microscopic structure of solids, since transistor action is based on interaction
between the electron and its environment within a solid material.
This article presents a detailed picture of the electron and its environment as it
must be viewed in the study of transistors. The material presented here, together with
that given in last month's article on energy levels and quantum mechanics, will prepare the reader for discussions of semiconductors to appear in Part IV and subsequent
articles of this series
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While the above -mentioned experimental data appear to prove that
the electron behaves like a corpuscle, it is a paradox that equally
convincing data is available to
prove that the electron behaves like
a wave. The experimental results
that follow can only be interpreted
by assuming that the electron is a
wave. A wave is considered to be
an energy front that varies or oscillates at a definite frequency, but has
itself no physical or tangible
existence.
Electron Diffraction
On the basis of a mathematical
analysis, de Broglie predicted that
electrons should be subject to diffraction in the same way light
waves are diffracted when they pass
through a fine slit in a piece of
opaque material. In about 1927 two
experimental physicists, Davisson
and Germer, devised an experiment
to test de Broglie's hypothesis by
passing electrons through a nickel
slab. Since only a wave can suffer
diffraction, a diffraction pattern
should be obtained only if the electron possesses wave properties. On
the strength of de Broglie's prediction, Davisson and Germer performed the electron diffraction experiment using nickel crystals and
obtained clear and unmistakable
diffraction patterns, such as in Fig.
1. Knowing the width of the slit
and the distance to the surface on
which the pattern appeared, computation was made for this experiment. The value of X (wavelength)
obtained agreed almost perfectly
with that predicted by de Broglie.
The great interest in quantum
May, 1953
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of Electrons in Solids
This, the third in a series of articles on transistor electronics, presents a concept of the
electron that fits generally accepted explanations of phenomena within semiconductor
materials that are responsible for transistor action
mechanics which gathered momentum with Bohr's formulas for the
spectral lines led to a rapid development of quantum mechanics and its
extension by men such as de Broglie
to an even more general and powerful science called wave theory. It
was from the fundamental concepts
of wave theory that de Broglie predicted the wavelength of the electron and therefore the possibility
for diffraction of the electron.
Physicists have considered that
there is a finite probability that the
diffraction patterns observed may
be explained on the basis of collisions between the electrons and
the atomic layers in the nickel
crystal. The probability of collisions is influenced by the following:
(1) The diameter of the electron
as obtained from data where its
corpuscular nature is evident is of
the order of 10-13 cm (2) The
;

atomic layers of the nickel crystals
are spaced 10-8 cm apart; (3) From
1 and 2, the spacing is 100,000 times
the diameter of the electron; (4)
The current used in the experiment
was only 10 to 15 electrons per
second; (5) The dimensions of the
atomic layers are very large compared to the diameter of the electron.
Taking into consideration all of
these facts, it is possible to show
that the probability of collisions between electrons and atomic layers is
negligibly small. With the possibility of collisions ruled out, science
knows of only one explanation for
the diffraction patterns observed :
the electron behaves like an electromagnetic wave.
Wave Packet

In the two preceding sections it
has been indicated that in some ex-

periments the observed results are
explainable only by assuming that
the electron is a particle, and in
others only by assuming that it is
a wave. The concept of the wave
packet has been developed to assist
in reconciling the wave and particle
dualism of the electron.
The point of view to which the
number of objections is minimum
is the assumption that the electron,
exhibiting as it does both wave and
corpuscular properties, consists of a
fortuitous conglomeration or concentration of waves of different
frequency as in Fig. 2. The common intersection of these waves
produces a core or center which
acts, it is thought, like the solid
particle observed in the experiments
mentioned in the opening paragraphs of this article while the
wavelets can obviously account for
the wave properties. This is clearly

TRANSISTOR APPLICATIONS ANNOUNCED AT 1953 NATIONAL IRE SHOW

Miniaturization made possible by transistorizing is illustrated by "before and after" photographs of Signal Corps Geiger counter (left)
and frequency meter (right). Center photo shows tiny Bell Labs transistor amplifier that contains fourteen parts in a case no bigger
around than a piece of No. 10 wire
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an ad hoc solution to the problem of
reconciling the wave and particle
dualism, but it is the best theory
available.
Henceforth here, when speaking
of electrons, the reader is asked to
bear in mind that wave packets are
meant. Holes, which are similar to
electrons in many ways, are also
thought to be best represented by
wave packets.
Electron Location

Having concluded that the electron may be regarded as a wave
packet, consider next the problems
associated with the location of the
electron at any time. The location
of electron position is limited in
practice by a principle first enunciated by Heisenberg in 1927 and
called the indeterminacy or uncer-

tainty principle.
Heisenberg's equation defines the
limits of accuracy with which can
be determined certain extrinsic
parameters which describe microscopic particles
0(mv)Ox > h
(1)
The momentum p is defined as the
product of mass times velocity,
written p = my analogously to the
way in which energy E is defined as
the product of force F times distance x, or E = Fx.
The my in Eq. 1 may be the momentum of an electron, for example.
This momentum is frequently useful in describing the behavior of
particles.
Equation 1 states that the error
in the determination of measurement of the momentum my times
the error in determination or measurement of its position x from some
reference point will always be equal
to or greater than Planck's constant
h in magnitude.
It is unnecessary to go into the
derivation of this equation now,
but it is important to note that
this equation was derived from
rigorous mathematical physics and
no experimental evidence has ever
been found which contradicts it.
This equation sets a limit to the
accuracy with which may be measured any two quantities which describe an electron when the product
has the units of Planck's constant,
and when both quantities are being
measured at the same time. Substitution of figures in this equation
164

will give some idea of the orders of
magnitude.
The mass of the electron is approximately 9.1 x 10-28 gram. The
velocity of an electron when accelerated by a potential of approximately 1,000 volts is of the order of
2 x 109 cm per sec, and this velocity
can be measured to within about
1,000 cm per sec, so that 1v, the
error in y, is 1,000 cm per sec. In
Eq. 1 there are actually three quantities involved on the left-hand side :
m, y and x. Assume that in a given
experiment, as is most usually the
case, only the velocity y and the displacement x would be measured.
The mass is usually assumed to be
known in such experiments where
the indeterminacy principle is applied. If the 0 in Eq. 1 is to have
the same effect as the differential
symbol of elementary calculus, Eq.
1 may be written, since m = con-

diameter of the electron is of the
order of 10' cm. If the error in
determining the position of the electron from some reference point is
of the order of 10-2 cm, its position
can be determined to within
10-2/10'12, or 10' diameters.

stant

is now 2 X 10°, hence 9.1 X 10-29
X 2 X 10° Ox = 6.6 X 10", or
Ox = 0.36 X 10'. Again rounding
off this figure, since only orders of

>

(2)
Using now the values mentioned,
mOvAx

h

x 108 X O x = 6.6
erg sec, Ox = 0.73 X 10-2
cm. This figure may be rounded
off to one hundredth of a cm. This
is not too large an error and it
would seem that ability to measure
a distance to within 0.01 cm should
be satisfactory for most applications.
In measurements on a micro9.1

x

10'28

X 10-e'

scopic level, however, 0.01 cm is a
tremendous error because it is so
large compared to the dimensions
of the particles. It has already
been mentioned in connection with

the grating experiment that the

FIG. 1-Diffraction pattern, such as may

be observed due to electron diffraction
through nickel crystals, shows wave
properties of electron. Pattern shown in
for thallium chloride (TIC12)

Typical Example

Stated somewhat differently, the
average room is under 20 feet long,
but the actual dimension is not too
important here. One hundred
billion times the length of the room
is approximately four hundred million miles. With the above accuracy
a physicist could locate such a room
from some reference point-say the
North Pole-with an error no less
than 400 million miles.
Suppose that in the measurement
of velocity a larger error, such as
100 percent, can be tolerated. To
compute the new Ox the AY of Eq. 2

magnitude are important, the error
in position is now fully 100,000
times the electron diameter. From
a physical experimental viewpoint
such data have no important value,
and this in spite of the fact that
a 100-percent error in the determination of the velocity or the momentum has been assumed.
This means that in a simultaneous measurement of momentum
and position or of energy and time,
or of any two parameters whose
product has the dimensions of
Planck's constant, ability to obtain
precise information is extremely
limited because of work on a microscopic level. To measure the position of an electron alone, having no
knowledge at the same time of its
momentum or energy, provides the
physicist with rather useless data.
When he tries to measure both at
the same time the uncertainty principle shows that if he wants to
measure the momentum he has virtually no knowledge of where the
electron may be. It is for this
reason that the physicist does not
attempt to specify the exact location
of an electron at a given time.
Physical Picture

The reader will see a physical
reason for the validity of the uncerMay, 1953
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of two plates at all. Failure to remember that these pictures are
symbolic only will lead to confusion
when in subsequent articles transistor action in the solid germanium
material is discussed on a microscopic level.

tainty principle from the following
analysis.
The sight of an object indicates
that light has struck the object, has
been reflected into the eye, and has
energized the nerve impulses that
convey to the brain a specific intelligence. As pointed out in the first
article of this series (see box below), the emission of electrons from
a surface bombarded by light is a
quantum effect. It is convenient to
speak of particles called photons,
each with an energy hf, that do the
bombarding. Saying that light
strikes an object is equivalent to
saying that photons, each of energy
hf, strike the object. When these
photons strike a large object, for
instance a ball, the action of the
photon on this very large mass produces no perceptible motion of the
ball.

If, however, the object under
scrutiny were an electron, the photon striking the electron would
cause a large and important displacement of the electron. When
the photon bounces off the electron
and into the eye of the observer, it
appears to come from a point where
the electron was before its displacement by the photon. By the time
the light information arrives at the
eye, however, the electron is far
removed from the point where the
light information says it is. Hence
on a microscopic level the tools for
observation so seriously disturb
whatever is being observed that information is subject to the very
large errors specified by the indeterminacy principle.

Probability
Inability to specify exactly or
even within some reasonable error
the position of an electron has led
to an entirely new approach in the
specification of the position of an
electron when at the same time
other useful information must be
known.
The physicist, therefore, as
an outgrowth of the uncertainty
principle, does not say that an electron with a certain energy will be
at a given point at a certain time,
but he speaks of the probability
that the electron will be at a certain
point.
In picturing the electron, there ELECTRONICS
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FIG. 2-Artist's conception of a wave
packet. Various frequency, phase and
amplitude components synthesize to
give a knot of waves having the characteristics both of a wave and a
corpuscle

fore, it is naive to the point of being
incorrect to think of the electron
as being represented by a point
which is in motion about a nucleus.
In the case of the hydrogen atom
with one electron outside of the
nucleus, a more correct picture is
that in which the electron is represented as a smeared -out or hazy
region about the nucleus.
In regions further from the
nucleus smaller orders of probability exist that the electron may be
found there.
The probability of finding the
electron is actually the highest in
carefully -defined mathematical orbits which are of no particular interest at this time. It is important
to realize that thinking about an
electron as a point charge or even as
a wave packet as in Fig. 2 is not
strictly correct because of the impossibility of actually seeing such a
picture in practice.
Consider a propeller blade spinning at high speed. If the propeller never came to rest, and one
never saw it except spinning, the
only picture of the system that
could be permitted would be a blur.
By analogy, the electron, which can
never be brought to rest and examined, can only be visualized as a
blur or hazy region.
With these ideas in mind it is
essential to remember that pictures
or sketches that show electrons as
little dots or small dashes (for the
negative sign) are symbolic only,
much as a capacitor represented by
two parallel lines on a schematic
diagram does not necessarily consist

In summary, the reader should
retain from this article the following salient points :
(1) In certain phenomena, particularly when the_ surroundings in
which the electron finds itself are
very large compared to its diameter,
the electron behaves like a minute
bit of matter, or a corpuscle.
(2) In certain phenomena where
the surroundings are of the order of
magnitude of its size, the electron
an electromagnetic
wave.
(3) This wave-particle dualism
of the electron is conveniently expressed by the concept that the electron is a wave packet, representing
a fortuitous combination of waves
of suitable frequency and amplitude
into an entity having characteristics both of a particle and a wave.
(4) In specifying the position
of an electron, the probability of its
being at a certain point is given ;
because of this fact it is best to consider the electron as a smeared -out
or diffused wave packet in the region about the nucleus.
(5) The pictorial representation
of the electron as a dot or dash is
symbolic only.

behaves like
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Citizen Radio
By ROBERT L. BORCHARDT
Chief Technical Editor
Communications and Electronics Div.
Motorola, Inc.
Chicago, Ill.

Internal construction

of

I1949 the FCC established two
new sets of frequency allocations. Channels between 450 and
460 me were allocated to the landmobile services to relieve channel
shortages and congestion in the
lower frequency bands. The range
460 to 470 me was given to the citizen's radio service making the advantages of two-way radio available

to private citizens and organizations not eligible under other sections of the FCC regulations.
The transmitter must meet all
requirements of the FCC and in
addition should meet all current or
proposed RTMA and IRE standards.
The basic problems of audio response and deviation limiting were
already solved through the use of
the Motorola deviation control circuit, (Instantaneous Deviation Control, ELECTRONICS, Sept. 1949).
This left the problems of frequency
stability, spurious emission, audio
distortion, r-f power output and
power consumption to be resolved.
Frequency stability, distortion
and spurious emission are all
closely related to the crystal multiplication factor. The crystal operating at a low frequency has a small
drift, but a high multiplication
166

the transmitter tuned cavity

factor magnifies a small crystal
error. An overtone crystal, properly employed, has a smaller percentage drift than its fundamental
counterpart.
For minimum distortion, the
phase modulator should shift the
frequency a minimum number of
degrees; the desired deviation
is achieved by high multiplication factors. The problems of
spurious emission, however, dictate
that minimum multiplication be
used to prevent multitudinous crystal harmonics from appearing at
the output. After careful investigation, a frequency multiplication
of 24 times was chosen.
Frequency Control
A series mode, third overtone
crystal oscillator, operating at approximately 19 me provides the
fundamental signal. The practical
frequency stability is approximately ±0.0005 percent. A drift
of this amount in both transmitter
and receiver can produce an overall
system error of ±0.001 percent.
Nevertheless, field testing has
shown that when a receiver with a
modulation acceptance of ±15 kc is
used, the overall system stability
must be confined within approxi-

mately ±0.0005 percent to avoid
performance degradation owing to
drift. To meet this limit the receiver must be equipped with automatic frequency control.
With a multiplication of 24 times,
distortion is approximately the
same as that of a 150 -me transmitter, less than 2 percent at ±10-kc
deviation. The modulator is required to provide a phase shift of
only 36 degrees for full ±15-kc
deviation.
The spurious emission problem is
also adequately solved. A low multiplication factor widely spaces the
crystal harmonics. Careful attention to coupling between tuned circuits and the Q of these circuits
attenuates spurious frequencies.
Stray coupling, particularly in the
laced cables, is likewise eliminated.
From past experience, an r -f
power output of 20 watts appeared
to be adequate for the desired coverage between mobile units and
a tower-mounted base station
antenna.
The tube to do this job as a final
amplifier would also have to be
efficient in operation, capable of
withstanding the shock and vibration of mobile operation, conservatively rated, and operated well within its ratings. The 2C39A coplanar
triode capable of surviving 200 g
shock or vibration fulfills these
requirements.

Output Tube Choice
The 2C39A is designed for use in
grounded -grid, cavity -type circuits.
Such circuits themselves provide
better efficiencies because they are
inherently well shielded, minimizing stray radiation losses. Stability and complete freedom from neu May, 1953
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Class A Equipment
Design of a production transmitter and companion receiver for the 450 -mc region with
is being
class A approval by FCC for use in citizens radio service. The same equipment
installed by taxi, petroleum, public safety and other services having frequency assignments in the same region

tralization problems makes this metal box. Within the cavity, a
hollow rectangular center conductor
type of circuit desirable.
serves the purpose of forming a
a
As used in the transmitter,
part of the r -f circuit and also as
approxiof
plate circuit efficiency
mately 65 percent is realized. A a duct for cooling air directed to the
good, conventional tube of a type heat radiating fins of the tube. The
suitable for use at 160 me could end of this inner pipe is flared out
provide a plate efficiency of only 25 into a flange, forming one plate of
to 30 percent when used at 450 mc. a bypass capacitor whereby the inThis difference in efficiency in a 20 - ner pipe is connected to the outer
watt transmitter can represent cavity. A similar capacitor bypasses the grid of the final amplifier
a difference in battery drain of as
to ground. In the final amplifier,
6
-volt
a
in
much as 18 amperes
the cathode is inserted into a flat
vehicular system.
The 2C39A is rated at 100 watts tuned line constructed of aluminum.
maximum plate dissipation. As This connector, like that of the triused, the dissipation is less than 10 pler stage, provides a high conducwatts. Although higher in original tivity path to draw heat away from
cost, the 2C39A, operated at such the tube filament seal.
The cavities are capacitively
a small percentage of its ratings,
with an adjustable disk lotuned
has a life expectancy many times
directly
over the tube anode.
cated
operated
tube
that of a lower cost
at or near its maximum ratings. The output coupling is adjusted by
Life tests conducted at a 33 -percent varying the orientation of the outduty cycle have shown an expected put coupling loop located at a high tube life of nearly 1.5 million trans- current portion of the cavity.
missions.
Receivers
The tuned cavities are essentially
A working model receiver with
the same for both the tripler -driver,
sensitivity and selectivappropriate
2C39A,
-cathode
using a grounded
and the grounded-grid -power ampli- ity had been constructed as early as
fier stages. As shown in the illus- 1946. To perfect the receiver for
trations, the cavity is a rectangular normal applications, it appeared
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that four problems remained to be

solved: (1) design of suitable 450 mc tuners, (2) choice of r -f amplifier tubes for best sensitivity and
highest signal-to-noise ratio, (3) attainment of the necessary degree of
frequency stability and (4) choice
of intermediate frequencies for the
best spurious response rejection.
After extensive research, a coaxial tuned cavity was developed and
proved to be the practical answer to
the 450 -mc tuner problem. Cavities
are stable, efficient and mechanically strong as well as possessing
high Q and being easy to tune. Specially dimensioned and positioned
input and output coupling loops
achieve optimum impedance match
to the tubes to insure the highest
signal-to-noise ratio and achieve

best gain characteristics. Careful
dimensioning of the loading drum
accomplishes a smooth tuning characteristic.
Bimetallic construction of the
center conductor provides temperature compensation. The top cap of
the cavity is soldered in place, the
coupling loops are brought out
through glass seals, and the
bottom cap uses a neoprene seal
ring to seal the cavity against

TRI PLER

DRIVER

2C39A

24fo

POWER

AMPLIFIER
2C39A

fo

OUTPUT

INPUT

of the 450 to 470 -mc

transmitter
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the harmful effects .of humidity,
dust and corrosive gases. Tuning
is accomplished by removing the
lower seal and inserting any standard screwdriver into the slot of the
movable center conductor.
The vital problem of sensitivity
depends primarily upon proper
choice of r-f amplifier tubes. Of all
the tubes tested for noise figure and
gain, the 6J4 was chosen for immediate production. The maximum
r -f gain was then achieved by
matching the r-f tuners to the
tubes. Sufficient gain must be provided to override the noise of the
first mixer stage. A vacuum -tube
first mixer stage was used in preference to a crystal mixer to achieve
additional gain, protect the signalto-noise ratio and provide uniform -

TRIPLER DRIVER

2C39A

-

POWER AMP

2C39A

glaal
8+

C-

R-1

B+

OUT

Circuit diagram of the r -f deck used in
the transmitter

ity of performance under all conditions of temperature, humidity,
shock and vibration.
As stated previously, automatic
frequency control was deemed essential to prevent degradation of
performance because of either
transmitter or receiver frequency
drift. A reactance tube, operating
from the discriminator output,
tunes the high-frequency local oscillator to receive the desired carrier.
This one oscillator, through multipliers, provides the injection frequencies for both the first and
second mixer stages. Automatic
frequency control will compensate
for frequency errors up to 25 kc but
cannot jump to adjacent channel
signals.

a temperature coefficient of ±30

parts per million per degree centigrade. This can be interpreted into
approximately 30 cycles per megacycle per degree centigrade. At
intermediate frequencies of 1 me
the drift over a 100 -deg C temperature range is approximately ±3
kc. At 4 me the drift is an intolerable ±12 kc.
Through the use of properly distributed gain and selectivity, this
problem is solved. The primary
selectivity -determining element is

entry of spurious crystal frequencies into the mixers.
Local -oscillator frequencies are
so arranged that the combination
of 20 first oscillator crystals and 10
i -f oscillator crystals covers all 200
channels in the frequency range.
Although the receiver uses 21 tubes,
more than its 150 -mc counterpart,
only 7 tube types are used and the
power consumption is minimized by
omission of the crystal heater oven
and use of an audio-amplifier
squelch cutoff bias.

a fixed -tuned plastic -encased band-

pass filter with a center frequency
of 455 ke. This approach was used
in the basic lower frequency Sensi con receiver (Adjacent Channel Rejection Receiver, ELECTRONICS, Jan.
1951) and was again proved practical. The basic circuits are essentially the same as in this earlier receiver with the exception of an
additional intermediate -frequency
stage at approximately 73 mc.
The mixer circuits themselves
provide a spurious response rejection of 50 to 60 db at half the intermediate frequency and 70 to 80 db
at one-third the intermediate frequency. The high -Q tuners and
coils in the r -f and i -f sections increase this rejection and that of the
image frequency to well over 86 db.
Backward gain and backward selectivity, that is, passage of the
local -oscillator frequency backward
into the r -f stages, are held to
the desirable levels with the use
of grounded -grid amplifiers and
high -Q tuners in the r -f stages. This
prevents mixing and generation of
spurious responses in the r -f or
antenna stages. It also holds radiation of the local -oscillator injection
frequency to less than 100 microvolts at the antenna terminal. Similarly, high -Q coils and a tuner preceding the mixer stages preclude

Power Supplies

New high -current, long-life vibrators provide a fresh approach in
mobile power supplies. They are
used for both the transmitter and
receiver units. For reception, the
receiver vibrator alone supplies the
receiver B+ voltage; for transmission, its output is added in cascade
to the output of the transmitter
supply to achieve the desired high
voltage. This approach insures
that as the vibrators age, the more
heavily used receiver vibrator will
not affect r-f drive as its output

voltage decreases.
Performance

Transmitter r -f power output is
watts throughout the 450470 mc range. Frequency stability
of the transmitter is approximately
±0.0005 percent. The afc circuit
in the receiver provides an overall
transmitter-receiver frequency stability of better than -±0.0005 percent. Tests have also shown that
the transmitter will tune to and is
applicable for use in the various
18 to 20

ranges down to 400 mc.
The receiver sensitivity is 1.0
microvolt for 20 -db quieting.
Squelch threshold sensitivity is at
the approximate r -f noise level, 0.3
microvolt. For reception of weak

Receiver Stabilizing
A further consideration toward
stability is the drift of the tuned
circuits. The best practical temperature -compensating capacitors have
168

Receiver tuned cavity has input and output probes and loading drum
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signals, there is less than 6 db attenuation at ±15 kc at the edges
of the transmitter modulation spectrum. Approximately 100 -db attenuation is realized at ±85 kc the
edges of the adjacent -channel modulation spectra. Because of difficulties in obtaining high signal levels
for selectivity determination at 450
me the receiver is rated at 85 db attenuation at +60 kc.
In use, the radio equipment performs similarly to that operating
at 150 mc. In urban areas, the multiple reflections between tall buildings and under bridges provide better coverage than at 150 mc. In
suburban and rural areas, foliage
attenuation is noticeable and sometimes a limiting factor. In corn ELECTRONICS
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parative test of 150 and 450-mc
units, equal performance was obtained in relatively flat areas with
antennas mounted at the same
height.
A high -gain 450 -mc antenna,
more practical at these frequencies,
is used. For best coverage, it is
required that a high -gain antenna
be mounted as high as possible.
Reliable communications have been
realized within a radius of 30 miles
and extended ranges up to 57 miles
have been recorded. However, mobile -to-mobile coverage is not as
good as with 150 -mc units.
In order to achieve satisfactory
long-range mobile-to-mobile communications, a central -station repeater is necessary.

The FCC has completed tests of
these transmitters and has given
type approval for class -A citizen's
band operation.
This equipment was designed and
produced under the guidance and
direction of Dan Noble, vicepresident, Motorola Communications and Electronics Div., and
John Byrne, director of engineering, and by many members of the
engineering staff.
Although it is not possible to list
all participating engineers, thanks
are given to James Clark, receiver
project engineer and Fred Hilton,
transmitter project engineer who
perfected the final design and gave
invaluable assistance in preparation
of this paper.
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Synchronization in
Synchronization of color allows timing error of 0.004 microsecond, according to NTSC
requirements, but the science of electronics can measure five degrees at three megacycles
almost as easily as five degrees at sixty cycles, and phase synchronization of the NTSC
signal can be accomplished in several ways
is said to
frequency synchronized
when the frequency of a repetitive
process at the receiver (such as
scanning motion or color sampling)
is the same as that of the corresponding process at the transmitter.
Frequency synchronism is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition
for satisfactory operation. For example, the top half of the picture
may appear at the bottom of the
screen and the bottom half at the
top, because the vertical scanning
motions in camera and picture tube
do not possess the proper phase
relationship.
The system must also be phase
synchronized. The phase angles between the repetitive processes must
be adjusted until they have the
proper values to reproduce picture
and sound in the appropriate temporal and spatial relationships.
Phase synchronism is a necessary
and sufficient condition of proper
operation, since the existence of a
stationary phase relationship implies frequency synchronism. This
paper discusses four types of phase
synchronization which must be performed in a satisfactory color television system.
ATELEVISION SYSTEM

be

Picture -sound Sync
Experience with sound motion
picture projection has proved that
the sound heard by the observer
must be phase -synchronized with
the visual image within the time
occupied by two frames of the film.
At the standard projection rate of
24 per second, this corresponds to
a time tolerance of
second or 83
milliseconds. Recent tests' show
that the majority of nontechnical
viewers can perceive sound delays
as small as 50 milliseconds, although
they do not usually find delays
112
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definitely objectionable until they
reach values of about 250 milliseconds.

It appears, therefore, that if the
sound and picture correspond at
the viewer position to within 100
milliseconds, little objection will be
voiced. This time delay corresponds
to a distance of sound propagation
in air at room temperature and at
sea level of 113 feet, which is well
beyond the usual viewing distance
of home television receivers. We
may, therefore, disregard the acoustic delay at the receiver. The electrical delay of the sound signal
within the receiver circuits may
also be discounted, since in typical
receivers it amounts to less than
25 microseconds.
Television broadcasters must pay
attention to sight -sound synchronization, not only in operating motion
picture projectors and tape recording machines, but also in guarding
against excessive delay of the sound
signal over long network circuits.
For example, the A. T. & T. transcontinental telephone circuits of the
open -wire type between Los Angeles and New York have a total
time delay well in excess of 100
milliseconds, whereas the delay in
the microwave relay for the corresponding picture transmission is
less than one half millisecond. To
keep the sound in step with the
picture, therefore, the A. T. & T.
Long Lines engineers have had to
adopt carrier-type circuits for the
accompanying sound transmission.

Vertical Synchronization
Vertical synchronization relates
to the initiation of each field in the
scanning process, which occurs at
a rate of 60 fields per second or
16.7 milliseconds per field. Vertical
scanning at the receiver might be

allowed to fall out of phase synchronism by one percent or 167
microseconds without adverse effect,

since this time difference would
displace the received picture upward or downward a negligibly
small amount, if all successive
fields are delayed or advanced by
the same amount.
Interlacing imposes a much
stricter tolerance. To avoid noticeable pairing of the interlaced lines
in the image, each pair of field scans
must be initiated correctly within a
fraction of the duration of each
scanning line, which is about 60
microseconds. Accordingly, vertical
deflection circuits should be designed to maintain correct synchronization between two successive fields within 10 microseconds.
Any variation greater than this produces pairing of the interlace which
would be plainly observable by the
viewer.
We may, then, attach a nominal
tolerance to the vertical sync process of 10 microseconds, which is
10,000 times smaller than the sight sound requirement previously discussed.

Horizontal Synchronization
Horizontal synchronization relates to the initiation of each line
in the scanning pattern. If the
scanning lines are out of position
by more than a fraction of the
width of a picture element, noticeable impairment of horizontal resolution results.
At a nominal video bandwidth of
4 mc, a picture element is formed
in 0.125 microsecond. The FCC
Standards of Good Engineering
Practice specify the time of rise of
each horizontal sync pulse to be
not more than 0.4 percent of the
line scanning interval, and the
May, 1953
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RTMA apparatus recommendation
is 0.3 percent, corresponding to
0.18 microsecond. The intercept of
the pulse edge with the voltage
level at which the synchronization
circuit is actuated may be maintained within one tenth of the pulse
height. Therefore, in the absence
of noise, the inherent accuracy of

horizontal synchronization, using
not less than 3 -mc bandwidth in
transmitting the sync pulses, is
better than 0.02 microsecond, or
less than one sixth of the duration
of a picture element.
When noise is present, it can
disturb the intercept of pulse edge
and the sync level as much as 10
microseconds. It is necessary to
stabilize horizontal synchronization
by an averaging process. In such
stabilized circuits, the scanning
process is controlled by another
series of pulses whose timing is
controlled by the average of a large
number of horizontal sync pulses,
typically 100. Any noise disturbance to an individual sync pulse
then has negligible effect on scanning.
By use of these time -averaging
horizontal stabilizing circuits, adequate horizontal synchronization
accuracy is obtained even at signalto-noise ratios near unity. Stabilized receivers can maintain
horizontal scanning accuracy to
within one half the duration of a
picture element, or 0.06 microsecond, even in the presence of noise
whose rms voltage is two thirds
the peak signal level (signal-tonoise ratio less than 4 db).
This timing accuracy of 0.06
microsecond is one 17-millionth of
a second. The FCC was much concerned, in the color hearing of 1949,
that the then -proposed compatible
color system appeared to require a
ELECTRONICS
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FIG. 3-Typical receiver circuit separates color-index pulse from horizontal and
equalizing pulses in a coincidence amplifier and uses color pulses to index color
disk to proper position

timing accuracy of one 11 -millionth
of a second. Apparently it was not
generally realized that virtually all
of the three million black-and -white
receivers manufactured during that
year had horizontal sync accuracy
greater than one 11 -millionth of a

ing tolerance is 1/30th of the duration of each field, which is 1/144th
second. Accordingly, the phase
synchronizing accuracy required is
1/4,320 second or 230 microseconds.
This requirement is substantially
less strict than the timing accuracy
second.
needed in vertical and horizontal
sync. If the color synchronizing
Field -Sequential System
action were substantially inertia In field -sequential color, the sys- less, as it is in vertical and horitem officially adopted by the FCC zontal scanning, no problem would
for public service', the most com- be created. Unfortunately, in the
monly used receiver in closed-cir- rotating -disk receiver, the device to
cuit transmissions employs a filter be synchronized is a 23 -inch disk
disk having six transparent colored weighing several pounds, rotating
segments, two in each of the pri- at 1,440 rpm, and it must not lose
mary colors. The disk rotates in phase synchronism for more than
front of the picture tube at a rate a second or two when the receiver
that positions the filter segments is switched from one color transin synchronism with the field scan- mission to another.
ning. A similar disk rotates synThe electromechanical synchronchronously in front of the camera izing device that meets these retube. The filter segments are quirements is not simple; in fact
shaped so as to cover the viewing it represents a substantial part of
screen, with due allowance for the the cost of a field -sequential color
motion of the scanning spot through receiver. A typical arrangement
each field.
for maintaining phase synchronism
To assure adequate phase syn- in such a receiver is shown in Fig.
chronism between the color disks 1. The disk is driven at 1,440 rpm
at receiver and transmitter, it has by an induction motor through a
proved necessary to control their 17/14 -ratio belt drive. The motor
rotation so that neither departs itself tends to run above synchrofrom its proper angular position by nous speed (1,748 rpm) throughout
more than two degrees of rotation. the design range of primary- voltSince each filter segment occupies age from 105 to 125 volts and fre60 degrees, the corresponding tim- quency from 59.5 to 60.5 cps.
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To keep the disk in phase synchronism within the two -degree
error, over these ranges of primary
power, it has proved necessary to
set up a phase -comparing system.
The 144 -cps vertical synchronizing
pulses are compared in phase with
a 144 -cps sawtooth wave produced
by a generator on the disk shaft.
The downward slope of the sawtooth wave is 10 volts per degree
of disk rotation. The gate tube
prevents the vertical synchronizing
pulses from passing to the clamper
tube except during this downward

slope.
When coincidence between vertical pulse and sawtooth slope is
achieved (by the faster -than -syn-

chronous speed of the motor), the
clamper tube becomes operative and
its output is supplied to the grid
of the control tube. A saturable
reactor, controlled by the plate circuit of the latter tube, is in series
with the induction motor input.
The motor speed is thus maintained
in phase synchronism.
The circuit achieves phase synchronism at any one of six positions
on the disk, since each such position
represents one cycle of the 144 -cps
field scanning rate. There are, ac-
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cordingly, two chances in three that
the color phase will be in error.
For example, a green or a blue
filter segment may be positioned
before the picture tube when a red
segment is in front of the camera
tube. A manually operated pushbutton is provided to correct such
color -index errors.
It is possible to correct such
errors automatically. The FCC
field -sequential
color
standards
make automatic correction possible
by providing a color-index pulse.
This pulse, shown in Fig. 2, appears
between the first two equalizing
pulses, immediately preceding each
field during which red information
is transmitted.
The color -index pulse has a frequency of 48 cps, and has a time of
rise of about 0.24 microsecond,

which easily satisfies the timing
requirement of 230 microseconds.
At the receiver, the color -index
pulses may be separated by the
typical circuit shown in Fig. 3. The
composite sync pulses, including
the color -index pulses, are applied
to the control grid and third grid
of a coincidence amplifier tube. A
resonant circuit connected to the
latter grid and tuned to twice the
horizontal frequency, is so phased
that it depresses the grid during
each horizontal pulse and equalizing
pulse. Consequently the circuit is
not responsive to these pulses. When
the color -index appears, its phase is
such (intermediate to the equalizing pulses) that it elevates this
grid to a sufficiently positive voltage to cause the coincidence tube
to conduct, thus producing an amplified color -index pulse that may
be used to index the color disk to
the proper position.

Simultaneous Compatible System
The compatible color television
system currently under development
by the member organizations of the
National Television System Committee employs two video carrier
signals, a luminance carrier and
a color subcarrier. The luminance
carrier is modulated in amplitude
by the brightnesses (luminances)
of the scene; this signal is essentially identical to that radiated by
present-day black -and -white stations. It is the component to which
ELECTRONICS
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as the color sync frequency, which
must be held to ±0.0003 percent.
This rather strict requirement for
frequency synchronism is met by
deriving the vertical and horizontal
sync-pulse timing from the color carrier source.
For this reason, it is customary
in writing color system standards
to state the horizontal scanning freregulations permit substantial vari- quency, not as an absolute value, but
ations in the absolute values of as a fraction (2/455) of the carrier
vertical and horizontal scanning subcarrier frequency. According to
frequencies, subject only to the the latest version of the NTSC
restriction that there shall be ex- specifications, the absolute value is
actly 525 horizontal pulses for each 15,734.3. Similarly, the vertical
frequency is expressed as a fracpair of vertical pulses.
tion (2/525) of the horizontal freis
customary,
it
For example,

black-and -white receivers respond
and which, thereby, establishes the
basic compatibility of the color
system.
The synchronizing functions applying to the luminance signal are
similar to those applying to black and -white transmissions, with one
important exception. In monochrome transmissions, the FCC

Table

I-Phase Synchronism Requirements in Color Television
Permissible
Phase Error

Type of Sync

(in
Frequency
of Sync (in cps) microseconds)
100,000
5* (max)
10**
60

Sight -sound
Vertical
Horizontal
Color (field-sequential)
Color (simultaneous compatible) .
*

**

15,750
144
3,579,000

0.06

230
0.004

Permissible
Phase Error
(in electrical
degrees)
180 (max)
0.22
0.34
12
5

Syllabic rate in speech or percussion beat in music, when source of sound
is visible
Between the initiation of two successive field scans

when using an intermittent -type
movie film projector, to tie the vertical pulse rate to the local primary
power frequency so that a synchronous motor can be used to drive
the projector. It is not unusual for
the primary power frequency to
vary as much as 2 percent of its
nominal value. In such synchronized transmissions the field scanning frequency must vary by the
same percentage. At the moment
there is no prohibition in the FCC
standards against such variations;
one result is the universal presence
of vertical and horizontal hold controls in present-day television receivers.

Color Standards
In a compatible color system no
such scanning frequency tolerances
can be permitted. In fact, the horizontal and vertical scanning rates
must be held to the same percentage

quency; its absolute value is 59.92
cps.

In contrast to the stricter frequency -synchronism requirements,
the phase-synchronism requirements of the luminance signal are
the same as for monochrome transmissions; that is, 10 microseconds
for vertical timing between successive fields to avoid pairing of
the interlace, and 0.06 microsecond
for horizontal timing to avoid loss
of horizontal resolution.
The second carrier signal in the
compatible system is the color sub carrier frequency whose value is
3.579545 me -+-- 11 cps. The subcarrier is modulated in two ways, in
phase to represent the hue, and in
amplitude to represent the saturation, of the colors in the scene.
The color subcarrier has maximum amplitude for intense (highly
saturated) colors, smaller amplitude for pastel shades (lower de173

grees of saturation), and zero
amplitude for the zero -saturation
colors (white, gray and black).
The phase modulation of the color
subcarrier represents hue by the
phase angle of the carrier relative
to a fixed reference phase. Thus,
for example, in the so-called circular chrominance version of the
NTSC signal, if the phase angle of
zero degrees represents the blue
primary, then an angle of 103.6
degrees represents the red primary
and 243.5 degrees the green
primary, while intermediate phase
angles represent the intermediate
hues of the spectrum.
Briefly stated, two synchronous
demodulators measure the instantaneous phase of the color subcarrier against the fixed reference.
Ultimately three color -difference
signals are derived which, when
applied to the picture tube in conjunction with the luminance signal,
produce the hue and saturation
values of the image while the luminance signal itself provides the
brightness values.
Any error in the phase information recovered in the receiver produces a corresponding error in the
reproduced hue. Such errors may
occur due either to a shift in the
fixed phase reference or to a shift
in the phase of the subcarrier itself
caused by noise or other disturbances.
There are, then, two factors that
establish the requirements for phase
synchronization of color sampling
in the compatible system: (1) how
much phase shift can be recognized
by typical viewers as producing a
noticeable shift in the hues of the
image, and (2) how much noise can
be tolerated before a phase shift
greater than the tolerable amount
is produced.
.

Phase Error
Recent tests', have indicated that
a phase error of 10 degrees is tolerable, particularly if the observer
has no prior knowledge of the correct hue. To be on the safe side,
the NTSC is basing its investigations on a phase error of half this
amount, namely 5 degrees, rms.
The permissible timing error corresponding to 5 degrees phase error
is 5/360 x 1/3.58 = 0.004 microsecond. This requirement is 15
174

times smaller than the permissible
timing error in horizontal sync. It
is, incidentally, a timing error of
one 250 -millionth of a second, about
22 times smaller than the one 11 millionth of a second which the
FCC worried about in 1949. It is,
therefore, a very good question
whether this timing accuracy can
be maintained in practical color
television receivers. The answer is,
fortunately, yes, and by a safe
margin against the effects of noise.

of the first studies of the problems'
revealed that color sync performance was surprisingly good; the
hues in the image were found to
hold true even at noise levels so
high that the vertical and horizontal
sync systems were adversely affected. This work was done in 1950,
but is was not then considered advisable to reveal circuit details.
Now it can be revealed that the circuits used were remarkably like
those of the present day. The ref-
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bandwidth in order of
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To show that this is true, first
consider the methods by which the
fixed phase reference is established
at the receiver. The reference phase
is transmitted by the color sync signal, a burst of sine wave at the sub carrier frequency, imposed on the
back porch of each horizontal sync
pulse, as shown in Fig. 4. This
sine wave, in the present version of
the NTSC signal specifications, is
in quadrature with the red -primary
color difference signal. It will be
noted that the lower half of this
color burst extends below the blanking level and hence can produce a
visible effect during horizontal retrace. However, in practice the
brightening of the retrace is so
small as to pass unnoticed. At the
receiver, the color sync burst is
used to control the phase of the
color reference oscillator.
The ability of the burst to control
the reference oscillator phase in the
presence of noise has been under investigation for several years. One

100
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cycles. Circuit is sensitive to

PHASE
DETECTOR

OSCILLATOR

OUTPUT

APCLOOP

FILTER

REACTANCE
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FIG. 7-Automatic phase control com-

pares burst signal with oscillator

erence oscillator used an L -C tuned
circuit and was controlled by a reactance-tube automatic -frequencycontrol circuit. The reactance tube
was in turn controlled by a phase
detector that compared the phase of
the L-C oscillator with that of the
incoming color sync bursts. The
phase detector output was passed
through an R -C filter of 200 -cps
bandwidth.
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recent study' of the performance of color sync in compatible
color systems concludes that the
automatic phase comparison circuit,
of the type just described, can meet
the phase error specification of 5
degrees, rms, against thermal noise
whose rms value equals the peak
value of the color sync burst, that
is, at a signal-to-noise ratio of
unity.
Moreover, more elaborate circuits, sensitive to frequency differences as well as phase differences, are found to possess a
further safety factor that permits
the circuit not only to hold the
phase within the 5 -degree tolerance
once synchronization is established,
but also to perform the more difficult task of pulling into phase synchronism after an interruption (as
when switching from station to station) in a tenth of a second, that is,
for all intents and purposes instantaneously.
A

Phase Comparison

The following figures, taken from
Richman's paper,' show block diagrams of several types of phase control circuits.
Figure 5 shows the basic ar-

phase in the reference oscillator as
defined.

Integrators
Three types of integrators are
discussed by Richman. The first is
the passive circuit shown in Fig. 6.
The gated and limited signal is
passed to a narrow-band filter
(piezoelectric quartz filters are
needed to achieve the necessary
high Q of about 35,000) . This filter
rings at the subcarrier frequency
of 3.579 me and has a 3 -db bandwidth of the order of 100 cycles.
The signal is also fed to a phase
detector where its phase is compared with the output phase through
a feedback path. The phase detector output is filtered and the
slowly -varying control signal, thereby derived, controls a phase shifter
that corrects any phase variation in
the output of the quartz filter. If
suitably high Q filters are used, this
circuit meets the phase specification, but it is open to some objection
in that it is sensitive to mistuning.
The second circuit shown in Fig.
7 is the automatic phase control
arrangement used in 1950 by
Creamer and Burgett. The gated
and limited burst signal is corn -
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Conclusions

The conclusion is that the phase
synchronism requirement of the
NTSC signal can be met, not in one
way but in several, despite the fact
that the circuit is required to distinguish an error of one 250 -millionth of a second.
Table I summarizes the phase synchronism requirements and states
them, in the righthand column in
electrical degrees.
Electronic science has learned to
deal equitably with fractions of cycles, regardless of the absolute frequency, up to many millions of cycles per second. It is, in other
words, almost as easy to measure 5
degrees at 3 megacycles as it is to
measure 5 degrees at 60 cycles.
From this viewpoint, the most
difficult synchronization problem in
color television is not color phase.
By a small margin, maintaining
vertical scanning sufficiently precise
to secure proper interlace is the
most difficult problem. The phase
angle requirement is 0.22 degree,
twenty times as tough an assignment as 5 degrees for color phase
in the compatible color system.
What is needed is a relaxation
oscillator whose output displays
highly constant amplitude irrespective of frequency variations.
This oscillator should certainly
prove discoverable.

to Fig. 7.

improves pull -in time after interruption to about 0.1 second

rangement. The composite sync signal, fed in at the left, is gated
by the line -deflection system so that
the signal is passed only during the
duration of the burst, thus cutting
off noise occurring at other times.
The separated burst is then limited
to remove amplitude variations due
to the remaining noise, and the
burst is then ready for integration
-that is, conversion into a stable

to a compatible color system. The additional elements, shown in heavy
line, cause the reactance tube to
respond to frequency changes between input and output. This improves the pull -in time following an
interruption to the order of a tenth
of a second, as compared with a
second in the simpler circuits.

pared with the oscillator in a phase
detector whose output is filtered and
applied to the reactance tube. This
circuit has performance roughly the
same as the passive circuit but is
less sensitive to mistuning.
A more elaborate circuit, described by Richman, is shown in
Fig. 8. This circuit appears to provide a new order of phase synchronism performance when applied
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Front panel of crystal impedance meter covering range of 1 mc to
production testing of finished quartz crystal units

15

mc, used for

Crystal Impedance Meters
Design and performance details of new crystal -checking circuit
adopted by Armed Forces
to replace reference standard test sets used in World War II for checking
crystal units.
Accurate measurements of crystal characteristics are essential for
interchangeability

TT is necessary, in case of military communication equipments
manufactured and used in large
quantities, that any vital component
common to these equipments be
standardized so that interchangeability is obtained. A typical example of such a component is the
quartz crystal unit used for precise
frequency control. In order that
complete standardization of crystal
units may be practically realized,
satisfactory means of testing the
conformance of the crystal unit to
its specifications must be available.
Wartime Standards
Before and during most of World
War II, crystal units were tested
in circuits reasonably identical
with the oscillator circuits in which
they were to be used.
It was necessary to design crystal
test sets which could be accurately
adjusted to correspond to the various oscillator circuits used in different radio sets. These test sets,
designated as reference standard
test sets, had to be capable of maintaining their adjustments so that
they could be used as standards by
176
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Corps inspectors at the
manufacturers' plants. Several
types of such test sets were used,
the best-known being the test oscillators TS-39/TSM and TS-221/TSM
developed by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories, and the CES-1 developed by Motorola.

For these test sets to be considered reliable, they had to be returned periodically to the Signal
Corps Engineering Laboratories
for check against the corresponding
primary standard test sets. This
procedure entailed a great deal of
inconvenience and loss of time,
without perfect assurance that the
test set upon its return to use had
retained its new calibration.
General Requirements
All of these arbitrarily estab-

lished test sets had several faults.
Their corresponding components
had to be exact duplicates. Operating voltages were critical. They
depended absolutely upon a meter
reading, rather than relatively, to
measure the activity of the crystal
unit under test. The accuracy of
any given test could be established

only

by a check or correlation
against the corresponding primary
standard.
It had long been accepted that
crystal units should be specified
and tested in terms of their equivalent electrical parameters, but
practical means for such measurements were not available. To make
these measurements, the idea which
undoubtedly first came to mind was
to use an impedance bridge; this
and other forms of transmission
networks were, indeed, used in laboratories. The use of a bridge for
general testing of crystal units,
however, requires a signal source
which has frequency stability comparable to that of a crystal -controlled oscillator, is variable in
frequency over a very wide range,
has an accurate and finely divided
frequency calibration, has low
harmonic content and has sufficient
power output for proper operation
of the bridge. Construction and
maintenance of such a signal
source present rather formidable
problems.
It is preferable that the crystal
unit be used to control the freMay, 1953
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Replace Test Sets
By A. C. PRICHARD

M. BERNSTEIN

and

Signai corps Engineering Laboratories
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey

quency of the signal applied to its
own measurement and be useful in
a circuit capable of supplying
enough power for these measurement purposes. If possible, the test
circuit should be an accurate, reasonably simple and reproducible
piece of equipment. Of greatest importance, it should be one which
can be constructed and used at any
place where accurate standards of
impedance are available, without
reference to any other crystal test
set.
The crystal impedance meter
described here is the result of attempts made at the Signal Corps
Engineering Laboratories to satisfy
these requirements.

Properties of Crystal Units
A crystal unit may be considered
as having the equivalent electrical
circuit shown in Fig. 1. The series
arm, as indicated by L, C and R,
represents the motional impedance
of the quartz blank, and the capacitance C. in parallel with this motional impedance represents the
static capacitance. This circuit has
an impedance characteristic shown
ELECTRONICS
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in Fig. 2, in which the solid line
represents the reactance characteristic and the dotted line represents
the resistance characteristic. The
admittance diagram is shown in
Fig. 3. This diagram should really
have a shape similar to a Cartesian
leaf, but as most of the pertinent
variations in impedance of the
crystal unit occur over a quite small
frequency range, it can be shown
as a circle.
In reality, a crystal unit has
many resonance frequencies or responses, since the resonant element
is a nonisotropic vibrating plate;
the impedance and admittance
curves would, therefore, indicate
such response frequencies if truly

FIG.

4-Simplified

circuit

impedance meter

of

crystal

drawn. These undesired responses
usually are far enough removed
from the main or fundamental response, however, that the simple
circuit applies.
As shown in Fig. 2, there are two
frequencies of zero reactance. One
of them (f1) is the frequency
corresponding to the smaller of the
two resistance values, and is termed
the resonance frequency of the
crystal unit. The second frequency
of zero reactance (f2), corresponding to the larger resistance value,
is the parallel resonance frequency
of the crystal unit. The region
between f, and 12 is the only one
in which the crystal unit has inductive reactance.
Basic crystal -controlled oscillator
circuits such as the Pierce and
Miller circuits will oscillate only at
some frequency (fo) where the
crystal unit is inductive. Thus,
fortunately, neither circuit will oscillate when the crystal unit is out
of its socket or when it is broken.
A crystal unit operating at its
resonance frequency (f1) must look
into a load which is purely resistive.
Otherwise, since it is an element of
177

an oscillating circuit, it would have
to develop a reactance equal and
opposite to that of the rest of the
circuit.
A crystal unit operating in the
region between f, and f2, where it
is inductive, must look into a load
reactance which is capacitive and
of such a value as to result in the
desired frequency of oscillation.
This is a very important characteristic, because it imposes the re-

quirement on the crystal unit
manufacturer to adjust his crystal
unit to the correct frequency when
it looks into the proper load capacitance, and it imposes an equal
requirement on the equipment designer to make his equipment
present the proper load capacitance
to the crystal unit.
In addition to frequency variations due to temperature fluctuations, the equipment designer
should consider frequency variations which result from small and
perhaps unavoidable deviations
from the correct value of load capacitance. Crystal units are designed to reduce this error as much
as possible, but its magnitude may
be of the same order as that due
to temperature variations (except
for overtone crystal units, which
have extremely small values of
motional capacitance C and which
usually are operated at resonance).
In order that crystal units may
be standardized, specifications of
standard load capacitances must be
established. Such standardization

has peen effected to a large degree
for crystal units used by the Armed
Services.

Crystal Impedance Meter
The crystal impedance meter circuit is essentially a tuned -grid
tuned-plate oscillator circuit in
which the crystal unit to be tested
is placed in the main feedback path.
The crystal unit thus controls the
oscillation frequency of the circuit
and the amplitude of oscillation.
The basic circuit diagram is given
in Fig. 4.
The crystal unit parameters are
measured by application of the
principle of substitution : In any
system, if an element of the system
is removed and a substitute element
inserted in its place so that the
original set of boundary conditions
is satisfied and no new ones are
added, then the substitute element
is operationally equivalent to the
original element.
In the case of the crystal impedance meter circuit, the boundary
conditions are the oscillation frequency and the amplitude of oscillation as measured at some point
in the circuit. If a network of
resistance and reactance be substituted for the crystal unit, so that
the oscillation frequency and amplitude are the same as they were
before the substitution, then the
network represents the crystal unit
at that particular frequency and
amplitude of oscillation.
A crystal unit usually is operated

-140
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ing condition of operation.
In use of the crystal impedance
meter the exact resonance frequency or antiresonance frequency
of a crystal unit may not be known,
nor is it necessary for it to be
known to measure the effective resistance values. The circuit is first
tuned to the approximate frequency.
Then, by alternately switching the
crystal unit and the substitution
resistance in the circuit, and by
adjustment of the value of the
substitution resistance and of the
circuit tuning, the frequency and
amplitude of oscillation may be set
at values which remain constant
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either at resonance, where it appears as a pure resistance, or at antiresonance, where it looks like an
inductance. At antiresonance operation, if the correct value of load
capacitance is connected in series
with the crystal unit, the combination of crystal unit and load capacitance appears at the correct
operating frequency as a pure resistance. In either case, therefore,
a resistance of appropriate value
may be substituted for the crystal
unit or for the combination of
crystal unit and load capacitance.
This value of resistance is, then, the
effective resonance resistance or the
effective antiresonance resistance,
as the case may be.
The values of the other parameters may be determined from Eq.
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the appendix.
Equation 6 relates to frequency
stability, and Eq. 7 defines a limit-
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of TS-330/TSM crystal impedance meter covering range of 1 me to
now adopted by the Armed Forces as a standard test instrument

15 me

FIG. 6-Evolution of socket shield for

crystal tester
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when either the crystal unit or the
substitution resistance is in circuit.
This cycle of adjustment may appear to be complex, but in fact must
be gone through only two or three
times before quite complete satisfaction of the boundary conditions
occurs. These adjustments may be
thought of as analogous to the resistance and reactance adjustments
performed in balancing an impedance bridge.
General Description

The two crystal impedance meters
which have been adopted by the
Armed Forces as standard test instruments are the TS-537/TSM
which covers from 75 kc to 1,100
kc, and the TS-330/TSM which
covers from 1.0 mc to 15 mc. Each
instrument is used to test crystal
units at resonance or at anti resonance over a range of load
capacitance of from 12 p.p.f to 120
p.uf. The detailed circuit diagram
of the latter impedance meter is
given in Fig. 5.
The projected TS-683/TSM standard test set to measure military
crystal units over the frequency
range of 10 me to 75 me uses the
same basic circuit but differs in
design. Since this test set is pri-

marily intended for measurement
of crystal units at resonance, no
built-in load capacitance is provided. Tuning is by inductance
variation rather than by capacitance variation.
Design Features

The exact boundary conditions
which obtain when a crystal unit
is in the circuit cannot be satisfied
completely by the substitution of
a resistor, because a resistor does
not discriminate against harmonics
generated by the oscillator tube.
In other words, new boundary conditions (new values of harmonic
frequency amplitude) are added.
An increase in amplitude of harmonics tends to reduce the fundamental -frequency signal amplitude
on the oscillator tube grid, percentage -wise, for a given value of

grid current.
As the amplitude of oscillation
is primarily dependent upon the
fundamental frequency and not its
harmonics, the amplitude of oscillation tends to decrease. The value
'ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

Front panel of newest addition to crystal -testing series, the TS-683/TSM. This is
intended for the range of 10 mc to 75 mc, but has actually been calibrated up to
140 mc

of the substitution resistance must
be reduced, therefore, to permit the
oscillation amplitude (as measured
by rectified grid current) to build
up to the value observed when the
crystal unit was in circuit. This
reduction results in an incorrect
value of resistance being observed.

Discrimination against harmonics
is quite good in the crystal impedance meter, however, and negligible error results; both grid and
plate circuits are tuned quite closely
to the operating frequency.
The presence of crystal socket
capacitance can cause an appreciable error in the measured value of
effective resistance at antiresonance
operation of the crystal unit; this
error is
dR,
R,

2C5

Co+CL

where Ch = socket capacitance, R.
= effective resistance at antiresonance, C, = holder capacitance and
CL = load capacitance.
As an example, let C,, = 7 p.p.f,
CL = 25 puf and C = 1 pp.f. Then
dR,,/Re = 2/32 = 0.0625 = 6.25
percent.
At resonance operation of the
crystal unit, however, errors due
to holder capacitance are negligible. The effect of socket capacitance, in any case, is virtually
eliminated by means of a cross socket shield which transfers this
capacitance so that it is effectively
in parallel with the coupling resistors Ro.
In both versions of the crystal
impedance meter, the substitution
resistance is made up of either a
single resistor or of two resistors
of proper values, selected by means

of the decade switches. If two resistors are selected, as is usually
the case, they are connected in
series; in this case there is, un-

avoidably, stray capacitance to
ground between the two resistors.
Errors

For very high values of resistance, this network may introduce
enough reactance in the substitution network to result in large

errors. Fortunately, these errors
are small over the resistance and
frequency ranges as specified for
standard crystal units used by the
Armed Forces; there is a considerable safety factor except for the
minimum -quality (highest allowable resistance) crystal units at the
very lowest frequencies. In any
case the errors caused by this network may be eliminated, when quite
accurate results are desired, by inserting a variable resistance of low
capacitance in the socket and not
using the decade resistance at all.
Other Considerations
In the design of the crystal impedance meter circuit, logical precautions were observed to assure
that the measurement accuracy be
as great as possible.
Either the crystal unit or the
substitution resistance of Fig. 4
may be switched into the feedback
path. When the crystal unit is in
the feedback path, the selector
switch is said to be in the crystal
position; when the decade substitution resistor is in the feedback
path, the selector switch is in the
calibrate position.
For resonance operation of the
crystal unit, the capacitor in series
179

with the crystal circuit is shortcircuited; for antiresonance operation this short-circuit is removed
and the capacitance set to the value
of load capacitance specified or desired for the crystal unit being
measured.
With the selector switch in the
calibrate position, the substitution
resistor operates at an impedance
level, above ground, of usually less
than 200 ohms. In the crystal position and with the crystal unit operating at antiresonance, however, the
stator of the load capacitor, the
shorting switch, and the adjacent
terminal of the crystal socket may
operate at an impedance level above
ground of many thousands of ohms.
The load capacitor, shorting switch
and crystal socket must therefore
be constructed of low -loss dielectric
material, and no stray capacitance
can exist between these components
and ground. If such precautions
are not observed, errors in measured values of effective resistance
and operating frequency will result.
These elements are inclosed in a
shield box, with the rotor of the
variable capacitor electrically connected to the box. In this way,
stray capacitance is collected by the
shield can and appears as a small
capacitor in shunt with the series
load capacitor; this is taken into
account in the calibration of the
capacitor. The shield box is insulated from chassis ground and is
connected into the circuit as shown
in Fig. 6. A test set intended for
making equivalent resistance measurements only at resonance can be
made without this shield box (as
for example, the TS-683/TSM).
It is necessary that the circuit
containing the substitution resistance be identical with that containing the crystal unit as far as stray
admittances are concerned. The
shield box described above has a
capacitance to chassis of between
50 and 100 p.uf. The substitution
resistance circuit has capacitance
added so as to make the total of
stray and added capacitance equal
to that of the circuit containing
the shield box.
At higher frequencies, another
important requirement is the necessity for balance between the stray
lead inductances of each circuit.
The lead length usually is greater
180

FIG.

7 ---Crystal

unit connected to its
load impedance

lated crystals were used, rather
than actual crystal units, because
they are linear networks; that is,
their reactance and resistance do
not change over large ranges of current through them. This is not
true in the case of crystal units.
Agreements obtained
between
measurements made with the 1 to 15
me crystal impedance meter and
a General Radio twin -T bridge at
various frequencies were within 1
percent for reactance values, within
5 percent for resistance values when
using the built-in decade substitution resistance and within 1 percent
for resistance values when using a
low-capacitance variable resistor,
inserted in the crystal socket, instead of the decade resistance.
Development of the crystal impedance meter in its various forms
covered a period of several years,
during which M. Bernstein accomplished most of the actual design
work and model construction. C. J.
Miller (now with Ohio Brass Co.)
and G. Bower (now with National
Bureau of Standards) contributed
to its development.

in the resistance substitution circuit, and a small compensating inductance must be added to the
crystal circuit. This inductance
adjustment is made after the capacitance balance has been achieved.
An important design consideration is the ratio of C to L in the
grid and plate resonant circuits.
A large ratio results in a low loop
gain around the circuit and, consequently, high values of circulating
r -f current. This current travels
through the crystal unit and results
in excessive power dissipation in it.
The grid and plate inductances
are alike within a tolerance of ±
0.5 percent and the two sections of
the variable tuning capacitor track
Appendix
within -+- 2 percent throughout the
capacitance range. The grid and
Crystal unit parameters
plate circuits are adjusted to corC = 2(C. + CL)
rect any unbalance caused by difr1
ferences in the input and output
L =
C
capacitances of the oscillator tube
and by stray wiring capacitance.
At antiresonance
In general, it is necessary to reduce
(Co+CL/lR.
the maximum capacitance as the
=
frequency of operation is raised.
At resonance
Above 20 or 30 me it is desirable
2R
to use a variable inductor for tunR. (4)
ing, as small C/L ratios are more
2
readily obtainable by so doing.
(Q C12
C
Since the main feedback path is
Note that R < R. < 2 R when
that which includes the crystal unit,
a reasonable amount of .care is Q = 1/2 fl CR lies in its permis taken in placing other circuit com- sable range of values of (2C./C)
ponents so as to avoid coupling be- <Q<oo
1
(5)
tween them. Coils are well separPI =
'CL'R,
ated and shielded from each other,
and circuit wiring is placed to avoid where Performance Index (PI) is
stray coupling as much as possible. the impedance of the crystal unit
and its load capacitance at antirePerformance
sonance, as shown in Fig. 7.
Frequency stability
Measurements were made of
simulated crystals, or combinations
- CCL oCL (6)
of _
2(C0 + CL)2
of physical inductance and resistCL
A crystal unit cannot be inducance, which at a given frequency
have reactance and resistance tive when
values similar to those of represent1
1
R > 4,r°Co or R, > 2.foC°
ative crystal units. These simu(7)

RCL

1+1-

4f

f
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UHF Mobile Antenna
Center -fed vertical antenna eliminates transmission -line interference by using shield of
coaxial feed line as lower half of antenna. Moulding the assembly in low -loss plastic gives
structural strength

gain can be obtained
by stacking vertical elements

ANTENNA

and feeding them in phase.'" But
vertical radiating elements present
problems for the designer, who
must fabricate means of support
and also arrange to feed each element with the proper magnitude
and phase of energy. Use of a vertical metallic support with vertical
radiating elements causes distortion of the radiation pattern due to
excitation of the support. The feed
system may also cause a distortion
of the pattern since it is general
practice to employ coaxial cable
feeders which must run to the elements from below.
Effective operation of this type
of array generally demands a symmetrical feed, so that the feed
normally would progress from the
center elements outward. Bringing
the feed to the center of the array
through a coaxial cable requires
that it pass in proximity to the
lower elements of the array and
thereby d is tort the radiation

pattern.
At the lower frequencies and up
to about 100 me stacking is not used
because of the size of the half -wave
element. At about 150 me it has
been found economically sound to
employ up to three half-wave elements to produce gain in an omni-

directional array. With the advent
of new mobile services in the 450 to
470 -mc region applications will demand the use of many vertically
stacked radiating elements.
The element is about 12 inches
overall so that a simple half -wave
radiator presents a very meager
ELECTRONICS
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By EDWARD F. HARRIS
Chief Engineer
Mark Products Co.
Chicago, Ill.

be described here produces the desired radiation pattern in an eco-

nomical, easily manufactured form.

Development

Oft
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RADIATING
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ISOLATING_
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RADOME
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RADOME
MOUNT
SUPPORT
PIPE

INPUT

Seven -element array and cross section
showing coaxial element imbedded in
Fiberglas tube

aperture, however its short length
allows many units to be stacked in
an economically realizable structure
should the support and feed problem be solved in a practical manner.
It is believed that the antenna to

Reference to Fig. lA shows a
configuration that was first described by Franklin.' The feed
point should be at the center of the
unit to produce a symmetrical pattern that is not particularly frequency sensitive. When the antenna is used in a horizontal plane
the feed is easily brought to the
radiator with a transmission line,
but with vertical polarization the
feed line would run parallel to the
lower elements.
It is necessary to provide support
for the configuration and if a metallic support is used it would cause
trouble. Basically the feed line and
support would disturb the radiation pattern, making it other than
omnidirectional in azimuth, and excitation of the line would cause
high -angle radiation.
Coaxial Antenna
A method for preventing transmission -line interaction with the
elements of the array is shown in
Fig. 1B. A coaxial line is bent to
form the radiating elements and
phasing sections of the lower portion of the array shown in Fig. 1.
The center conductor of the coaxial
cable is extended from the feed
point and bent to form the upper
half of the antenna.
A quarter -wave isolating sleeve
suppresses radiation from the line
below the lowest half-wave section.
The suppressor section actually
181
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forms the lower portion of the bottom radiating element.
Another embodiment described in
the Franklin patent is shown in
Fig. 1C. Again pattern interference would result if the transmission line were run alongside the
array. Figure 1D shows the details
for combining the integral coaxial
feed system and lower quarter-wave
isolating section with the basic configuration of Fig. 1C to prevent interaction of the feeder and allow
for the use of vertical polarization.
In both Fig. 1B and 1C the outer
surface of the coaxial line is substituted for the lower portion of the
array since it may be bent into the
desired form. The inner surface of
the outer conductor then becomes
the outer conductor of the coaxial
feed line. By this means excitation
takes place at the center of the
array as desired.

Figure 2A shows the results of
measurements made on a seven element array. The vertical pattern is considerably narrower than
that of a half-wave dipole. With
this type of antenna and feed it has
been possible to obtain beam widths
of the order of 10 deg using ten
or more radiating elements. Practical considerations indicate that
the most economical arrangement
for maximum gain with practical
design is reached with seven elements and their associated phasing
sections. For a 450 -mc unit this
results in an overall length of about
nine feet plus the metallic support
mast.
Although maximum gain is generally to be desired there are applications where size and weight must
be considered. Therefore arrays
employing as few as three elements will have considerable utility

at 460 mc. The radiating aperture

Support
As has been mentioned a metallic
support for the type of array under
discussion would interfere seriously

with the radiation pattern. This
difficulty is overcome by using a
support tube fabricated of molded
Fiberglas cloth and polyester resin.
Applications of this material in
low-loss, high -strength radomes
have proved its practicability. The
antenna array and coaxial line are
molded into the tube and the tube is
fitted with a metallic support mast
at its lower end. The molded tube
supports and seals the array from
the effects of weather.

in this case is somewhat less than 4
feet. The measured vertical pattern
of a three element array is shown
in Fig. 2B. The 28 -deg total beam
width shows considerable improvement over that of a dipole and the
measured gain for this unit is 4 db
above a half-wave dipole. For the
seven -element array shown in the
photograph and drawing, the
measured gain is 7.2 db above a
dipole.

Figure 3 shows a typical vswr
versus frequency curve for these
arrays. Over the range from 440
to 450 mc the match is 2 to 1 or
better and only goes to 2.2 to 1 at

f
ARRAY
FEED --A/2
POINT
I
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Beam Tilt

Preliminary propagation study in
the 450 -mc region for central station to vehicle communication indicated that much of the utility of
this range within urban limits
stems from reflections making it
possible for the signal to penetrate
between high buildings and even
into tunnels.
While it is always desirable to
utilize antenna gain by restricting
the vertical pattern to a narrow
beam, in this application another
factor appears which allows the designer further to increase the antenna efficiency even though he may
have reached the limit of antenna
gain obtainable by narrowing the
vertical pattern. The vertical radiation patterns show that the maximum of the beam falls on the horizon. In vehicular service the half
of the energy above the horizon is
wasted since it never excites an
antenna near the ground. If however the beam is tilted downward
more of the total radiated energy
will be used. Actually such tilt will
cause increased illumination of the
primary area and propagation via
reflections should improve. It has
been found desirable to tilt the beam
down so that the upper half -power
point falls on the horizon. This
does not decrease the signal at the
fringe a great deal but it does
greatly increase the illumination of
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FIG. 1-Development of antenna system from two arrangements of the Franklin colinear
array (A and C). The portion of the antenna above the feedpoint, in B and D, is an extension of the center conductor of the coaxial cable. Outer shield of cable is used as lower
portion of radiator. A quarter -wave isolating sleeve terminates lower radiator in this type
of
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arrangement.
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2-Radiation patterns of three
arrays. Pattern of seven -element unit is
shown at A and a three -element unit in
B. Pattern C is produced by a five -element array with 8-deg beam tilt
FIG.
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the primary communications zone.
In the case of a five -element array
producing a 16-deg beam width the
tilt should be approximately 8 -deg.
Under these conditions the gain on
the horizon is still considerably
above that of a dipole.
With the array described it is a
simple matter to tilt the beam
either up or down by adjustment of
the feed point. The total beam
width remains essentially uniform
even though tilt is introduced and
the adjustment does not seriously
affect the bandwidth of the match to
the transmission line. Figure 2C
shows the measured pattern of a
tilted beam five -element unit constructed essentially as the units
previously described except that a
variation in the symmetry of the
feed point at the center of the array
has been introduced.
In the end -fed array the electrical
spacing of the elements and therefore the phase of excitation of the
radiating elements is a function of
frequency. The inclination of the
phase front of the antenna is therefore also a function of frequency.
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FIG. 5-Radiation patterns of three -element array at various frequencies

Because the direction of maximum
radiation is perpendicular to the
phase front the position of the
beam maximum varies with frequency.
To prevent beam -tilt variation,
the antenna array should be fed at
its center. The two halves of the
antenna are thus excited by two
waves propagated in opposite directions from the center, with the result that the tilt variations of the
halves are in opposite directions.
These opposed tilt variations cancel
and the resultant beam of the complete array has no tilt variation
with frequency. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, beam tilt is obtained by displacing the feed along the array
axis from the center of the array.
This causes a phase difference between the halves producing the
proper beam tilt.

Bandwidth

PHASE VARIATION
WITH FREQUENCY
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to
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e/2
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It

that the end -fed
colinear design exhibits a marked
frequency sensitivity in that the
pattern will break up at frequencies
slightly removed from the design
frequency. To check the sensitivity
of this center -fed design, a three element unit was constructed and
measured. The design frequency of
150 mc was chosen since bandwidth
requirements are more severe in applications in this region. The
measured radiation patterns for the
three -element unit are shown in
Fig. 5. Frequency range covered
is from 100 mc to 185 mc. At 100
is well known

mc the pattern has become multi lobed and is not suitable for the

required service. However from
110 mc through 185 mc the vertical
patterns hold up very well with the
highest gains occuring from 140
through 160 mc. This represents
a satisfactory operating bandwidth
of more than 50 percent, a value
greater than originally expected.
Complicated cabling harnesses
are not required. The structure is
rigid and circularity of the horizontal pattern is excellent since symmetry is well maintained. Power
gains depend upon the number of
elements employed and the only
limitation is overall physical length
which may be handled economically.
No metallic mast is present to disturb the field pattern and the de coupling sleeve on the lowest element effectively isolates the feed
line from radiation effects. Material requirements are kept at a
minimum; the only metallic components are the elements and the
coaxial line. In addition most of
the components used in the fabrication of the antenna may be constructed of noncritical materials.
The assistance of members of the
laboratory staff is gratefully acknowledged for construction of
prototypes and extensive measurements of patterns and impedance.
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Measuring Wavelength
Optical methods employing the diffraction grating spectrometer, Boltzmann interferometer and the Michelson interferometer can be used to plot wavelength in the centimeter and
millimeter regions. Measurements described were made on klystron and magnetron sources
as well as the Righi doublet

a number of investigators from the

mounted on movable arms to permit setting for any desired incidence and diffraction angles about
the normal to the plane of a grating.
The grating consists of slots milled
in a metal plate of some definite
tems.
slot width and spacing as required
Three Techniques
for the experiment.
Moving the receptor arm about
A comparison of several types of
optical methods has been made, its axis will cause maxima of reusing nearly identical components, ceived signal strength to be found
to determine which can be most at diffraction angle d related to the
easily utilized for free-space de- incidence angle i and the waveterminations of wavelength, and length by the formula X = sjn (sin
which, under similar conditions will i + sin d) where s is the slot spacing and n is the order of the spectra.
yield the greatest accuracy.
Consideration of those optical Thus for a given slot spacing, obtechniques that seem most suitable served values of i and d for maxima
led to the investigation of the dif- of signal, with the integer reprefraction grating spectrometer, the senting the order of the spectrum,
Boltzmann interferometer and the serve to determine the wavelength
Michelson interferometer. These de- of the source.
In this apparatus the gratings
vices are described in the form used
for cm wavelengths measurements were aluminum sheets with milled
slots, while the source was an elecby the authors.
tromagnetic horn excited by a wave Diffraction Grating Spectrometer guide from the several sources. The
In Fig. 1 the essential parts of a receptor was a similar horn excitdiffraction grating spectrometer ing a waveguide containing the deare shown. Source and receptor are tector.
Microwave crystals and bolo meters of both the barretter and
thermistor type were used. The
Table I-Wavelength Measurements On Several Sources
crystal detectors were used for all
measurements at wavelengths of a
Probable
Number
Error,
Probable few centimeters, but the bolometers
Mean
of
Error,
Single
X
Observa are to be preferred for shorter
Mean'
Observation
cm
tions
Source
Method
wavelengths.
Grating Spectrometer
±0.256 ±0.046
(4 grating spacings, 6 dif3.167
31
klystron
ferent incident angles)
Boltzmann interferometer
3.073
±0.156 ±0.090
3
Boltzmann Interferometer klystron
3.062
±0.109 ±0.029
14
klystron
Michelson Interferometer
Figure 2 shows the essential parts
±0.007
2.946
±0.017
6
60-cycle
Michelson Interferometer
of a Boltzmann interferometer as
spark
±0.073
±0.030
3.015
6
pulsed spark
Michelson Interferometer
used by the authors. In this device,
(different
the source and receptor are mounted
electrodes
from 60 -cycle
side by side, the signal reaching the
spark)
1.2495
±0.0093 ±0.0025 receptor by reflection from the
14
1.25 cm
Michelson Interferometer
plates. Normal incidence was premagnetron
ferred although other suitable in -

and wavelength
measurements become increasingly difficult when the highest
frequency boundary of the radio
spectrum is extended beyond centimeter wavelengths into the millimeter region. Transmission line
and cavity resonator techniques of
the centimeter region become useless as the physical dimensions of
the measuring circuit diminish and
practically disappear with increasing frequency. In addition to the
diminishing dimension problem,
many of the sources used at these
short wavelengths are of a broadband character and frequently have
erratic variations with time. The
problem clearly calls for a solution
suitable for extremely short wavelength and quite different from conventional radio techniques.
With increasing frequency, electromagnetic radiation is found to
exhibit more and more optical properties, so it is logical to examine the
wavelength measuring techniques
of optics for possible modification
to cm and mm wavelengths. Such
optical techniques have been used by
FREQUENCY
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earliest in 19251, to very recent
studies. In most cases diffraction
gratings have been used, including
echelon, venetian -blind and slit sys-
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in Millimeters
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Cleveland, Ohio

Michelson interferometer arrangement of equipment for determining frequency with a 1.25 -cm magnetron. These components can be
rearranged for Boltzmann interferometer measurements or as a diffraction grating spectrometer

cidence and reflection angles may be
used. The two reflecting plates, one
fixed in position and the other movable in a direction normal to their
parallel planes, are so proportioned
as to contribute equally to the signal received, and therefore must
have about equal effective reflecting areas. This maximizes the interference effects that are the basis
of measurement in this particular
device.
As the distance between the movable and fixed plates is increased,
the signal path length to the movable plate is reduced while that to
ELECTRONICS-May,

1953

the fixed plate remains constant.
This change in path length causes
a proportional change in relative
phase of the signal components received from the two plates.
Thus as the one plate is moved by
its micrometer drive, the received
signal level goes through alternate
maxima and minima, the maxima
occurring when the two path lengths
differ by an integral number of
wavelengths giving in-phase addition of the two signal components.
Minima of signal occur when the
path lengths differ by an odd number of half -wavelengths. Complete

cancellation is obtained if the plate
areas are proportioned so that the
two signal components are of equal
intensity.
Since a given displacement of the
movable plate causes its reflected
path length to decrease by twice
that amount, the wavelength is
twice the distance between adjacent
nulls on the resulting plot of signal
intensity versus plate displacement.
Care must be taken with other than
normal incidence that multiple reflections between the fixed plate and
the back of the movable plate do not
occur or a much shorter wavelength
185
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FIG. 1-Diffraction grating spectrometer

than that of the source could thus
be indicated.

Michelson Interferometer
The Michelson interferometer is
similar in principle to the Boltzmann, depending upon difference in
two path lengths causing an interference pattern when one reflecting plate is moved. However, the arrangement of path lengths is as
shown in Fig. 3, necessitating the
use of what might be termed a
half -silvered mirror. In optical applications the device is literally a
half -silvered mirror. In these cm
wavelength applications it is a plane
of material that transmits one half
and reflects one half of the incident radiation.
At frequencies in the neighborhood of 10,000 megacycles the reflection and transmission of i -inch
black tempered Masonite is such
that a good approximation of a halfsilvered mirror is obtained. Spectrometer gratings of equal slots
and lands are also satisfactory.
Examination of the signal path
lengths in this arrangement shows,
as in the Boltzmann, the wavelength
is twice the movable plate displacment between adjacent nulls. While
similar to the Boltzmann in principle and results, the Michelson is
preferable for many generators
where the side by side placement
for normal incidence with the Boltzmann is not practical.
Recording Meters
All of the devices lend themselves
especially well to use with recording meters. The desirability of a
recording technique becomes evident when considering erratic variations with time of the output of
some experimental sources used at
these frequencies. Use of a record186

FIG.

2 ---Boltzmann

ing meter eliminates the necessity
of point-by -point plotting of spectra
and interference patterns, gives increased accuracy to such plots and
allows a wavelength determination
to be made in a short time. The
effect of slow variations of generator output level is thus removed.
Recording techniques are mandatory in using spark -excited Righi
doublets.
An Esterline-Angus recording
milliammeter was used with a mechanical linkage provided for chart
displacement directly proportional
to the angular or linear displacement of the movable element. Motor
drive of the movable element may
be used further to facilitate the
rapid accumulation of data.
Signal Sources Used
Modulated sources were used because of the ease of amplifying the
detected output to a suitable magnitude with conventional audio amplifiers, although d -c amplifiers were
also used with unmodulated sources.
The modulation of the source was
detected by the crystal in the receptor, amplified and rectified so as
to apply to the recording meter a
d -c signal whose amplitude is proportional to the received signal.
The variation of the amplitude
occurring in the spectra or interference patterns thus appears on
the meter chart in a convenient
form. In the case of the interference patterns, use of the displacements for several nulls rather
than simply one yields greater accuracy of the wavelength determination, a technique that is standard
in such measurements.
These optical types of wavelength
measurements were applied to several centimeter wavelength sources.
A 3 -cm klystron, a 1.25 -cm pulsed

interferometer

magnetron, and a Righi doublet
excited both by 60 -cycle sparking
voltage and pulsed d -c were used.
It is interesting to note that the
last source mentioned is of the same
type as that used by Nichols and
Tear in 1925' to extend the known
radio spectrum to 0.42 millimeter,
with the exception that a modern
magnetron pulser was used in place
of the mechanical commutating d -c
supplies used by the early investigators.
The Righi doublet consists of two
short thin cylinders of tungsten
placed end to end with a narrow
spark gap in kerosene between their
adjacent ends. A spark is caused
to jump the small gap by employing
a high voltage to break down two
large secondary gaps from the
power source to the extreme ends
of the cylinders. This energizing
of the primary gap causes the Righi
doublet to generate and radiate electromagnetic radiation of a wavelength very roughly equal to twice
the overall length of the doublet.
This type of generator has been
used by several investigators with
various values of the ratio of wavelength to doublet length reported.
The Righi doublet is critical as to
primary gap adjustment and at best
has rather appreciable erratic variations of output with time, making
the recording technique described
above essential for good wavelength
measurements.

Description of Apparatus
Essential features of the equipment used are shown in the photograph. The arrangement is for the
Michelson interferometer measurement on a 1.25 -cm magnetron.
Power supply, modulator and pulsing units are shown in the background as is the magnetron and its
May, 1953
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radiating horn, while the receptor
horn and detector mount are shown
on the right. The half-silvered
mirror, in this case a grating with
equal slots and lands, is shown in
the center, while other typical gratings are in the right foreground.
The recording milliammeter is on
the left, with the movable reflecting
plate. The micrometer drive provided for motion of the plates is
evident as the cylindrical portion
of the plate assembly, shown in the
left foreground.
These items of equipment may be
rearranged for use as a Boltzmann
interferometer and as a diffraction
grating spectrometer. For the interferometer, this simply necessitates the repositioning of the transmitter and receptor elements, and
one of the reflecting plate assemblies, to provide the desired signal
paths. The two reflecting surfaces
required are provided by one of the
plate assemblies with the front
plate replaced by a smaller one of
properly proportioned area as previously described.
To use this equipment as a diffraction grating spectrometer, the
reflecting plate assemblies are removed. The aluminum channels
shown in the photograph are the
arms of the spectrometer. A central axis is provided about which
the receptor arm moves as shown
in the functional diagram, Fig. 1.
The grating mount may be inde-

pendently rotated about the same
axis to permit setting for any desired incidence angle, and has a
graduated face plate from which incident and refraction angles may be
read. A mechanical linkage was provided for recorder chart displacement proportional to angular movement of the receptor arm.

Results
Measurements of wavelength
were made on several microwave
sources with results as given in
Table I. It will be noted that the
measurements using the Michelson
interferometer arrangement show
the best agreement and seem to be
the most satisfactory and convenient of the three systems used.
No anomalous conditions were en-

countered with this method and it
can easily be extended to much

shorter wavelengths than those reported in this paper. Probable errors as tabulated show the agreement between observations of the
same type and are of course no indication of the absolute validity of
the wavelength values reported.
Typical data charts for the various measuring schemes on several
sources are shown. The actual
charts used for the tabulated measurements had a larger ratio of chart
displacement to movable element
displacement for increased accuracy, but otherwise are identical
with the typical charts shown.

The pulsed spark measurements
yielded a mean wavelength of 3.015
cm for a Righi doublet 1 cm long.
This gives a ratio of wavelength -todoublet length of 3.0 as compared
to 2.8 reported by Nichols and
Tear.' It is considered in good
agreement because of the variation
of the ratio reported by other investigators for doublets of different
diameters and length.
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It is believed that optical methods
can be usefully applied to free -space
determination of wavelength for
electrical radiation well down into
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the millimeter region. With automatic recording systems a large
number of determinations may be
made in a comparatively short time,
making possible a statistical study
of the several variables that may be
frequency factors. The Michelson
interferometer has been found to be
especially suitable for this type of
measurement.
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FIG. 1-Amplitude and phase response of bridged -T network as notch ratio, r, is
varied. Minimum notch width, n, is chosen for each value of r
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IN DESIGN of feedback control systems, one is often faced with the
problem of reshaping the Nyquist
plot. In some cases it may be necessary to attenuate the amplitude response infinitely at a particular frequency, calling for the use of a
parallel -T network, whereas in
other cases only a fractional notch
may be desired. Although this
latter situation can also be accomplished with the parallel -T network
if space or weight are criterions, as
in airborne devices, the bridged -T
is more appropriate.
The network to be used is selected
as follows:
If infinite attenuation is desired,
a parallel -T network should be used.
If only a fractional notch is desired, the bridged -T network should
be used since it requires fewer components.
This article contains several
curves that simplify the rapid design of capacitor -shunt bridged -T,
resistor -shunt bridged-T, and parallel -T infinite -attenuation networks.
Also included are Nyquist plots, design curves and explanations of the
use of these curves for the three
networks.
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Design Considerations
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To design either the capacitor or
resistor -shunt bridged -T network,
four parameters must be specified:
(1) Notch frequency f0, the frequency at which the notch is to
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occur.
(2) Notch ratio i, the ratio of the
amplitude at f° to the amplitude at
zero frequency.
(3) Notch width n, the relative
width of the notch. The choice of
this parameter is not independent,
however, but depends on the notch

ratio.
(4) The d -c impedance level R,,_
the total series resistance that the
May, 1953
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Notch Networks
Resistance -capacitance attenuating networks are useful in feedback control systems. These
notch networks can readily be designed with aid of convenient nomographs. Design procedures are given for both bridged-T and parallel -T types

C,

e

Capacitor -Shunt Bridged -T Network

4
R,

e2

R1 + R2 = Rd -e
R1/R2 = RIC,/R2C2 (C2/Cl)

t

C1

=

(R1C2)

1/RI

02 = (R2C2) 1/R2

Enter Fig.

with known notch
ratio r, and choose ratio C1/C2 corresponding to value of r desired. Although
minimum width corresponds to low
values of n, a limit is reached beyond
which the ratio approaches zero. Therefore select values of n such that Ci/C2
is greater than 0.04.
r) and obtain
(2) Calculate n (1
both R-C products from Fig. 6. Note
that R1C1 is obtained when y = 1/
[n(1
r)] and that R2C2 is obtained
r).
when -y = n (1
(3) Choose R1 + R2 = Rd-e according to the desired d -c impedance level
and calculate circuit parameters from
the following
(1)

5

-

-

culating, n(1 r) = (2.8) (0.8) = 2.24.
From Fig. 6, R1C1 = 0.0036 and R2C2 --0.0175. Hence

RA2xfo
- i
R2C2

=
R1

C2
C2

2

+

r

fo
R2

1

- r)
n(1 - r)

(5)

= Rd,

(7)

n(1

1

- [1-r

n2(1-r)2

R2

Ry

Example-Consider the following re-

quirements: Rd -0=200 K (K = X 1,000),
r = 0.2, and fo = 20 cps. From Fig. 5,
C1/C2 = 0.05 and n = 2.8. Then cal-

4.11

1

4.11

200 K
39.2 K
5.11 =

R1=Rd-e-R2=200K-39.2K
= 160.8 K
0.0036 X 10'3

(6)

(8)

(0.0036 20 =
0.01751

Rl

For closer interpolation between
curves, calculate network components
usmg

-

-

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

160.8
C2

0.0175
39.2 K

0.445

- 0.0224 µf
4

If a component calculates out higher
or lower than would he used practically,
it may be necessary to use a larger
value of n

Resistor -Shunt Bridged -T Network

RZ

4
11

e2

C,

e,

Enter Fig. 5 with notch ratio n,
and choose ratio R1/R2 corresponding
to the permissible value of n. Minimum width corresponds to the smallest
value of n consistent with a nonzero
(1)

value of R1/R..
r) and obtain
(2) Calculate n (1
both R -C products from Fig. 6. Note
that MCI is obtained when y = 1/
r)] and that R2C2 is obtained
[n (1
r).
when y = n (1
(3) Choose R2 = Rd.b according to
the desired impedance level and calcu-

late circuit parameters from the following equations
R2 = Rd -e
(1)
R1 = (R2) R1/R2
(2)
Ci = (R1C1) 1/R1
(3)
02 = (R2C2) 1/R2
(4)
For closer interpolation between
curves, calculate network components
from the following
1

-

-
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R1C1R2C2

R1
Ry

[

(2xfo)n(1

-

- r)

n(1

2x -fo

r

1

-r

- r)

1

n2

(1- r)2

(5)
(6)

If a component value calculates out
either too high or too low, it may be
necessary to use a larger value of n.

Example

-

Consider the following:
Rd-, = 575 K, r = 0.25, and fo = 26
cps. From Fig. 5, R1/R2 = 0.048,
r) = 2.5(0.75) =n = 2.5, and n(1
1.875. From Fig. 6, MCI = 0.0032
and R2C2 = 0.0115.

-

R1

= 575 K

R1

= (0.048) (575) = 27.6 K

Cl = 0.0032 X 10-3/27.6 = 0.116

(7)

02

= 0.0115 X 10-3/575 = 0.02

µf

µf
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network resembles at zero frequency.
In the design of the infinite-attenuation parallel -T network with
minimum width, only two parameters need be specified, the notch
frequency fo and the impedance
level. The notch ratio is zero, and
n is chosen as a minimum so that
the sharpest notch is obtained.

Amplitude and Phase Response
Figures 1 and 2 show the effect of
varying notch ratio r and notch
width n in a bridged -T network.
In Fig. 1 amplitude and phase response are plotted against frequency for various values of r. In
these curves the minimum width,
corresponding to the smallest value
of n, is chosen for each value of r.
In Fig. 2 amplitude and phase characteristics are plotted with r = 0.5
and with n as a running parameter.
It should be noted, however, that
for each value of r there exists a
certain corresponding minimum
value of n.
Figure 3 shows amplitude and
phase response of the infinite -notch,
minimum -width, parallel -T network. The curves are plotted as
functions of the frequency ratio
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loading on amplitude and phase response of the bridged -T network
was studied. A very general case
of loading can be reduced to a series
input resistor and a shunt output
resistor. Because of the complexity
of the resulting transfer function,
the effects of input and output impedance are considered separately.
Two new parameters are by definition X = ratio of shunt output resistance to R,,_, and s = ratio of
series input resistance to Rd_..
It is possible to reduce the
transfer functions to a form that
permits calculation of the response
as a family of curves. This calculation was performed for r = 0.2
and n = 2.8.
The results, plotted in Fig. 4,
show the detrimental effect of loading on the networks. The curves
in Fig. 4A are attenuated at zero
frequency, which accounts for an
apparent rise in response at higher
frequencies.
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(1) Enter Fig. 6 and read from the
y = 1 curve the value of the R -C product corresponding to the desired reso-

nant frequency.
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(2) Choosing Rd_, according to the
desired impedance level, the necessary
parameters may be found from the
following equations
R = Rd_,/2
(1)
R3

= R/2

C = (RC) 1/R
C3 = 2C

(2)
(3)

(1)

Example

-

Consider the following:
= 26.6 K and fo = 400 cps. From
Fig. 6, RC = 0.0004.

Rd

R = Rd_<./2 = 13.3 K

R3=R/2=6.65 K

C = 0.0001 X 10-3/13.3 = 0.03 µf

C3=2C=0.06µf
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Phase Shift by CRO
Two measurements of crt deflection against a cross -hatch grid -overlay show
possible phase angles when entered in the nomogram. Rotation of beam resolves

the ambiguity

By JOSEPH F. SODARO
Director, Applications Engineering
Statham Laboratories, Inc.
Los Angeles, California

on the B scale. Read the unknown angle on the O scale at

is most frequently measured by the
cathode-ray oscilloscope pattern
method. In this technique a refPHASE

ANGLE

erence -phase alternating voltage
is one input and an unknown phase alternating voltage is the
quadrature input to the cathoderay tube. The resulting pattern
is a straight line, circle or ellipse
depending upon the phase difference. The sine of the phase angle is the ratio of the intercept
B to maximum A as shown in

Fig. 1A.
Procedure

Adjust the undeflected beam
to the crt center as indicated by
the intersection of the midlines
of the cross -hatch grid. Apply
the unknown voltage to the vertical or y -input terminals and
adjust the gain for any convenient deflection. Disconnect or turn
off this input and apply the reference voltage to the horizontal
or x -input terminals. Adjust this
gain for an equal deflection. Reconnect the unknown voltage
without changing amplification
controls. Measure B and A in
any equal units such as centimeters or tenths of inches. The
arc -sine of the B -to-A ratio is
the desired angle.
The nomograms shown in Fig.
A
2 facilitate this calculation.
general solution can be obtained
by using scales A, B, and O.
Place a straight-edge between
the pattern height value on the
A scale and the intercept value

192

the intersection of the straightedge and this scale.
The 20 -unit chart (C) shown
in Fig. 2 is a simplified version
designed on the basis that crt
cross-hatch grids are often divided so that 40 divisions of total deflection along each axis can
be used conveniently. Thus, A
is a constant 20 units and need
not be used with this nomogram.
In fact, the peak of the composite trace may be off the circular crt without concern since
constant input amplitude is essential in any case.
In using this calculator simply
read phase angle opposite the intercept value. Multiples and submultiples of the intercept scale
may be substituted if desired.
For example, if the maximum is
10, divide intercept scale values
by 2 and read.
Beam Rotation

The nomograms show that two
answers can be obtained for each
pattern. This ambiguity can be
resolved by determining the crt
beam rotation. One method of

resolution is that of superimposing a low-amplitude, higher -frequency sawtooth voltage upon
the vertical input: A typical
pattern is shown in Fig. 1B.
Another method requires delaying the unknown phase by a
small amount. This can be done
by means of a phase-shifting
network connected in series between the source and the oscilloscope. The small additional delay will modify the pattern. This
modification will be toward different limiting patterns depending upon the beam rotation. For
example, a 45 -deg ellipse will
become rounded and tend toward
a circle when delayed. On the
other hand the 315 -deg pattern
that looks similar will shift
toward a straight line when the
delay is added.
As an example in the use of
the chart, assume that the maximum deflections are 32 units, the
intercept is 5 units, the ellipse
major -axis tilt is to the right,
and the beam rotation is clockwise. Construct a straight line
from 32 on the A scale to 5 on
the B scale. This line intercepts
the O scale at the 9, 171, 189
and 351 -deg point. By the ellipse tilt the choice is reduced
to 9 or 351 deg. For clockwise
rotation of the beam select 9
deg. Thus, there is a 9 -deg phase
difference between the applied
voltages.
REFERENCE

1-Ratio

sine of the
phase angle (A); typical pattern with
sawtooth superimposed (B)
FIG.

of B to A is

(1) J. R. Haynes, Direction of Motion of Oscilloscope Spot, Bell Labs.
Rec., 14, p 224, March 1936.
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COUNTLESS PROBLEMS HAVE
BEEN SOLVED BY THE LARGE

VARIETY OF ADEQUATE
CINCH COMPONENTS

CONSULT CINCH
. . for metal plastic assemblies. Cinch facilities include a
combination of metal stamping and plastic proc'uction. A highly
trained staff is available for any military or commercial requirement.

Cinch comporerts
are available at
leading jobbers

The list

below comprises the products of both Cinch and Howa,d B.
Jones Division. They are indicative of their wide scope and also
indicate the myriad of variations and redesigning that are possible
with this background of production experience.

everywhere.

SOCKETS:

Tube (Receiver, Transmitter and Special): Battery,
all types
C -R Tube
Crystal
Electrolytic
Glass Type: 4 to 7
prong laminated
Infra -red Rgy Tube
High Altitude Airborne lypes
Kinescope; Magnat, Duodecol, Diheptal
Loktal-Miniature-MultiiplugNoval.Octal (Molded bakelite, steatite, teflon, Kel-F and laminated)
Plexicon
Printed Circuit
Special Sockets to Specs
Sub-Miniature; Hearing Aid Types
TV; 110V Circuit Breakaway
Vibrator
Pencil Tube Transistor
Diode

ANTENNA JACKS
BANANA PINS AND JACKS
BARRIER TERMINAL STRIPS
FANNING STRIPS
BATTERY PLUGS & SOCKETS
BINDING POSTS
DIODE SOCKET
CONNECTORS, MULTI CONTACT
FUSE STRIPS, BLOCKS & BOARDS
GRID CAPS
GRID CAP SHIELDS
HERMETICALLY SEALED TUBE
SOCKETS

METAL STAMPINGS
MICRO -CONNECTORS

MOUNTING DEVICES
PHONO TIP JACKS
PRINTED CIRCUIT, CONNECTORS
SHIELDS, TUBE -MINIATURE &
NOVAL & BASES SOLDERING
LUGS -200 VARIATIONS

Meeting requirements

STRAP NUTS
TRANSISTOR SOCKET

as needed with sound
engineering design, volume production, efficient
and prompt handling
these form the basis of

TUBE HOLDERS-SPRING T11PE
VIBRATOR PLUGS AND SOCKETS

Cinch service to the electronics industry.

-

TERMINAL ASSEMBLIES: Blocks, boards in laminated and molded, assembled with lugs, pins, screw terminals, contacts, clips, turret lugs
and other hardware to specifications.

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois
Subsidiary of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.
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STOP
YOUR CONTACT TROUBLES

BEFORE THEY START

X-ray diffraction equipment in the Mallory Contact Engineering Laboratory. It is so
sensitive it will identify contaminating films of less than a hundredth of a micron.

Less Than a Hundredth of a Micron!
The slightest trace of contaminating films on contact
surfaces can be identified by X-ray diffraction equipment.
In a contact, trouble can be a lot of things.
The paper used in, packaging, the type of glue
on sealing tape, insulation on a wire, atmospheric conditions
are just a few of the
many things that can deposit a contaminating
film on contact surfaces.

production processes. It is used in life test work
to study gradual changes taking place.

...

This is but one example of the complete facilities
that are ready to go to work on your contact
probllems
whether it is a simple button contact or complex contact assembly that is involved.
If you would like to improve the contacts in
your products or produce them at lower cost,
get in touch with us at your first opportunity.
Our engineers will be glad to talk to you .. .
answer your questions.

...

Because we have the equipment to identify
contaminating films, we can track trouble to
the source and correct it. This same X-ray
diffraction equipment is also used in the development of new contact materials, by identifying
unforeseen formations that may develop during

Expect more ... Get more from MALLORY
In Canada, made and sold by Johnson Matthey and Mallory, Ltd., 110 industry Street, Toronto 15, Ontario

Electrical Contacts and Contact Assemblies
MALLORY

a.

SERVING INDUSTRY WITH THESE PRODUCTS:

CO..Inc.

MALLORY
P.

R.

MALLORY
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CO.

Electromechanical-Resistors

Electrochemical-Capacitors

Switches

Television Tuners

Rectifiers

Vibrators
Mercury Batteries

Metallurgical-Contacts Special Metals and Ceramics Welding Materials

INC., INDIANAPOLIS 6,

Wont more information?
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card on last page.
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Including INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
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Radar -Controlled Antiaircraft Gun
New Army Teletypewriter Relay
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Magnetic Memory for ENIAC Computer
Carrier Radio Aids Mine Communications
High -Speed Number Generator Uses
Magnetic Memory Matr'ces
Double Flash Measures Shock Waves
Transistor Frequency Standard
Mobile Radio Transmission
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Low Capacitance Bifilar Winding
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Tubes for UHF Application
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Stanford Atom Splitter
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aligning antiaircraft
gun batteries with early radar
types introduced errors and was
responsible for a number of aircraft that "got through" during
World War II. This fact, plus advances in blind bombing techniques
and increased aircraft speeds, presented a new challange for defense
weapons designers. One answer is
the Skysweeper, recently shown to
the public by Sperry Gyroscope for
the first time (ELECTRONICS, p 8,
April 1953).
Operation

The weapon is a self-contained
(except for power plant) radar -con-

trolled 75 -mm antiaircraft gun that
can be placed in operation in less
than five minutes. The radar system, sharing a common mount with
the gun, is permanently fixed with
respect to the gun barrel, and is so
arranged as to provide automatic
tracking of a target. A built-in
computer system determines firing
azimuth and quadrant elevation on
the basis of present position, aircraft speed and direction, muzzle
velocity, air density and trunnion
tilt, as indicated in Fig. 1.
In operation, the unit is placed in
ppi scan and the entire sky is swept
in 40 seconds over a 15 -mile radius.
When a target is picked up on the
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Radar-Controlled Antiaircraft Gun
TIME LOST in

New Products

226

4.0\e
E
REFERENCE

AZIMUTH
AZI

ppi cathode-ray tube, the system is
switched to automatic tracking and
the computing elements go to work

extrapolating the aircraft's future
position and automatically making
necessary corrections for firing
shells on a collision course with the
target.
The gun is provided with an automatic loader-rammer, loads and
fires 45 proximity -fused shells a
minute.
Radar
The radar system uses a two -foot
parabolic reflector with a wave guide -fed antenna that is mechanically switched to send out two overlapping beams. When the antenna
system is pointed so that equal signals are received from reflections of
each beam the target is on the
beam. When unequal signals are
received, error or difference signals
set servomechanisms in motion that
correct the deviation.
The radar console houses all subassemblies except the antenna assembly, which is mounted on a
hinged yoke on top of the console so
it may be lowered in transport. The
radar is divided functionally into a
synchronizing system, transmitter,
antenna, receiving system (the r-f
portion being separate), and servo,
indicating, data transmission and
control systems.
Computer

IEMUTH

FIG. 1-Pictorial representation of fire -control problem
196

When a target is sighted on the
search radar crt and the operator
switches to radar tracking this
May, 1953
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Measure Difference In
with

The Q METER
Type 190-A

r,

In Designing Tuned Circuits tl-i effect on Q of adding capacitc
iron cores, or resistors must frequently be determined. The O
of the separate components is also often needed. These measurements made on Q Meters formerly available required the use cf
a small difference between two large Q values in various formal r .
This led to large errors. The Q Meter Type 190-A reads :nr,
difference between the O of a -eference circuit and the Q of ti as
circuit when new components are added. The scale that indicaroes
this Differential Q has a sensitivity 4 times as great as the scale
which reads Q. The accuracy and ease with which Differential Q
can be read is greatly improved by use of the 190-A Q Meter.
The Q Meter Type 190-A has a "Lo Q" scale which reads Q
down to a value of 5. The internal resonating capacitor is directly
read and has a vernier arrangement for accurate reading of
capacitance. The dial rotates approximately 10 times in covering
the capacitance range. All readings are made on a single meter
corrected for parallax.
SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY COVERAGE: 20 mc to 260 mc. Continuously Variable in Four Ranges.

1%.
FREQUENCY ACCURACY: Calibrated to
RANGE OF Q MEASUREMENTS: 5 to 1200.
RANGE OF DIFFERENTIAL Q MEASUREMENTS: 0 to 100.

t

t

ACCURACY OF Q MEASUREMENTS: Circuit Q of 400 read directly on meter can
12% to 260 mc.
be determined to accuracy of
s% to 100 mc and to
INTERNAL RESONATING CAPACITANCE RANGE: 7.5 mmf to 100 mmf (direct
reading) calibrated in 0.1 mmf increments.
0.2 mmf to 20 mmf
ACCURACY OF RESONATING CAPACITOR:
0.3 mmf to 50 mmf
0.5 mmf to 100 mmf

t

POWER SUPPLY:

90-130 volts -60 cps (internally regulated). Power Consumption

55 watts.
(

-

SINGLE, EASY -TO -READ METER
WITH PARALLAX CORRECTION
FOR ALL FUNCTIONS
Q indicating voltmeter: 50 to 400.

Multiply Q scale: 0.5 to 3.0.
A differential Q scale for accurately indicating the difference in Q between two
test circuits.

Additional accurate expanded scale for
measuring low values of Q.
A counter type resonating capacitor dial
for improved setting and reading
accuracy.
Regulated power supply for increased
stability and accuracy.
Careful design to minimize instrument
loading of circuit under test.

),

Specifications subject to change without notice)

PRICE:

$625.00 F.O.B. Factory

BOONTO
1300NTONNJ.USA
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action sends present azimuth, present elevation and slant range information to the computer.
Using this information, computer
servos actuate computing elements
that automatically calculate gun
aiming data.
Twenty-two electronic chassis
control the movement of the mechanical computing elements.
Aided manual ranging, used to
track the target in range when
automatic range tracking is impossible, involves keeping the target at
the tracking point by rotation of
the range handwheel. Under this
condition, all other automatic functions are maintained. Other alternative ranging methods include estimated altitude and stored altitude
operation.
The computer transforms data
representing the present position of

the target into data for aiming the
gun, with correct lead. Under normal tracking conditions, the present-position data consists of the
target azimuth with respect to the
chosen reference line, target elevation with respect to the horizontal
plane of the gun mount, and slant
range. These quantities, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1, are utilized
by the computer in the solution of
the fire control problem. The computer output consists of quadrant
elevation and firing azimuth of the
gun tube.
The computing action takes
place almost instantaneously. The
point of intersection of the
target and the projectile paths and
the correct gun positioning data are
continuously computed. The power
control unit keeps the gun positioned.
-v. Z. AND J. D. F.

New Army Teletypewriter Relay Station
TIME REQUIRED for routing Army
teleprinter messages has been cut
by as much as eighteen minutes by
the new completely automatic relay
center recently put into operation in
Chicago. By the use of coded symbols at the beginning of each
message, the new center copies the
incoming message, determines its
destination and priority, locates an
,FIC2MINC
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1-Block diagram of message
handling system in Army switching
center
FIG.
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open line to that destination and
then retransmits the message as
shown in Fig. 1.
A reading unit scans the coded
information as the incoming message is punched out on paper tape.
The reader actuates a director device that locates an open line. When
a line has been found, the code symbols are fed to a translator that sets
up a circuit for that combination of
symbol. The circuit is cross -connected to a particular line for which
a corresponding indication is returned and registered with the
director.
The director now searches for a
recording and retransmitting unit,
called a cross -office unit, associated
with the selected outgoing line.
When it locates a cross -office unit
that is not in use, the director connects the incoming line to it and
then disconnects itself, becoming
available for routing another message. The cross -office unit makes
a punched tape recording of the
message identical with that made
by the incoming recording unit.
This tape is then stored until the
line is available at which time it is
transmitted to its destination.
Priority of outgoing messages is
taken care of at the cross -office unit.

Manual forwardiing units are at left,
and cross -office units and multiple call
processing equipment are at center and
right in this view of the teletypewriter
switching center

When the outgoing line becomes
available for transmission, one of
the cross -office units bearing messages of the highest priority automatically takes the line and begins
to transmit.
A message addressed to a number
of destinations is identified as such
by a code symbol at the beginning
of the message. When received by
the director, this type of message is
switched to a multiple -call processing unit. Here, the addresses are
read and cross -office units for the
required number of lines are obtained. The multiple call unit then
makes up a pilot message instructing other relay stations on the routing of individual messages. The
pilot messages are then transmitted
followed by a multiple transmission
of the body of the main message.
The system, compatible with existing equipment and methods, uses
over 4,400 relays.

Magnetic Memory for
ENIAC Computer
MAGNETIC toroids, a new
memory constructed for the ENIAC
digital computer, will increase the
computer's memory capacity from
20 to 100 numbers. Numbers can be
read in and out of the memory at
the rate of 50,000 digits per second.
A matrix consisting of 4,100 toroids acts as the storage unit. A
digit is read in by a pulse through
one of the toroid windings leaving
a positive or negative magnetic

USING
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PRIMARY SCALE

Save Time,
Eliminate Errors,
with the new multi -turn

SECONDARY SCALE
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distinctive beauty

TO LOCK

.. . quality"feel".

e

e

LOCKING ARM
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simple insta ation!

The new RA DUODIAL -product of the world's largest manufacturer of
precision potentiometers-establishes a new standard of beauty and quality in multi turn indicating dials. Finished in satin -chrome, with non-metallic parts of black nylon,
the unit adds a distinguished appearance of quality and excellence to the finest instrument panels-and its precise operation gives a smooth "feel" that is unequalled.
Front every standpoint-readability, appearance, operation, construction-here is a
dial worthy of the highest quality electronic instruments!

Unique Jump Mechanism

With its glare -proof satin finish and recessed black numerals that will not wear off,
the RA DUODIAL is not only beautiful but is
unusually easy to read. Moreover, the secondary dial is driven by a unique jump
mechanism that keeps the dial stationary
until the primary dial has completed a full
revolution-then the turns -indicating dial
"jumps" to the next numeral. Thus, the index always points directly to the number
showing the particular helical turn on which
the slider is positioned, eliminating errors
in dial readings and settings.
Another convenience feature three
numbers show in the window at all times so
that the operator knows instantly in which
direction the dial is to be rotated to make
the next setting. And with 10 turn potentiometers, readings are made directly in decimal equivalents of the slider position on the
resistance winding-simply, accurately, and
with maximum convenience for any resistance range.
Vibration -Proof Lock
All RA DUODIAL S are equipped with a
positive vibration -proof locking mechanism
that can be easily and instantly set by the

-

same hand that is adjusting the knob.
Locking is accomplished by means of a cam
actuated brake shoe which acts radially
against an inner drum. This arrangement

eliminates any possibility of dial movement
during or after setting.
MiLtPOT"

AND

DUOOfAI '-T. M. Roa.

Easy To Mount On Panel
The RA is unusually

compact-only

1-13/16" diameter (the same as a Model A
-and comes completely assembled, with mounting parts and hex wrench
included. Installation is extremely simple.
Set the dial and potentiometer at zero. Place
the shaft through panel hole. Place lug plate
over shaft, and mounting nut on potentiometer bushing. Then place the RA dial over
shaft, lining up the register hole with lugand tighten set screws. It's as easy as that!
In addition, the mounting nut is so designed that it is adaptable to thin (Vs" and
under) or thick panels by simply reversing
ends. No problems of adapting the unit to
your particular panel requirements!

HELIPOT)

Finest Construction Throughout

In all respects the RA DUODIAL, is built
to maintain its attractive appearance and
quality "feel" throughout its long life. Metal
parts are machined from die-cast alloy and
plated in accordance with specifications
MIL P6871 and QQ P416 (1) for corrosion resistance. Non-metallic parts are made
of long-lived nylon, with nylon jump gear
to assure smooth quiet operation of the

T H E

Helipof

secondary dial. And since the primary dial
is connected directly to the potentiometer
shaft, no wear or backlash can affect the
accuracy of the settings.
Two allen -head set screws-positioned
at 90°-lock the dial to the potentiometer
shaft, and the black nylon knob insulates.
the instrument from hand capacity.
for
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CORPORATION

A subsidiary of Beckman Instruments, Inc.
SOUTH PAÇADENA e CALIFORNIA
Field Offices: Boston, Rochester, New York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Los Angeles,
Seattle, Dallas, High Point, N. C. and Fort Myers, Florida. In Canada: J. S. Root, Toronto.
Export Agents: Frathom Co., New York 36, New York.

the regular mine telephone system.
A voltage divider is used to drop the
power line voltage from 550 v d -c
to 275 required by the carrier system. A squelch circuit keeps the
receiver quiescent until a message
is received from another unit.
Normally the phone units are in
the receive position with the transmitter idle. A push -to -talk switch
cuts out the receiver and turns on
the transmitter unit. No provision

FIG.

I-Magnetic toroid and coils are

sealed

plastic. Background is memory
matrix using the toroids

is made for point-to-point communication, all messages being heard at
all receivers.
The system installed by the Mine
Safety Appliance Co. has been
found valuable in the event of emergencies such as roof falls, derailments or locomotive breakdowns.
Repair crews can be sent to the
scene directly, knowing in advance
the type of emergency with which
they must cope.

High -Speed Number Generator Uses Magnetic
Memory Matrices

in

charge on the toroid. This charge
will effect the amplitude of a readout pulse applied when the number
is needed by the computer.

BY AN WANG
Wang Laboratories
Boston, Mass.

INCREASING USE of the digital technique in data processing equipments
makes the need for a fast output
acute. This paper presents the use
of static magnetic memory devices
Carrier Radio Aids
as a number generator or for cathMine Communications
ode-ray tube display.
USING THE POWER line to guide carScanning System
rier currents, eight electric mine
locomotives maintain constant comOne system for displaying a nummunications with each other and ber on the cathode-ra - screen is to
the operator of the dumping mecha- scan the entire field intensifying
nism. By this means the dump op- the trace at appropriate places in
erator can maintain an efficient a manner similar to tv operation.
traffic flow of loaded cars out of the Figure 1 shows a number 4 dismine and keep enough empty cars played by this method.
flowing back to the work area.
This display system requires
FIG. 1-Number produced (A) by intenThe system uses an 88-kc f -m car- three sets of waveforms to be apsifying crt scanning beam. Three waveforms (B) are required
rier with an average modulation of plied to the cathode-ray tube: the
3 kc, which does not interfere with
X -sweep, the Y -sweep and the
Z-intensity. These waveforms are Fig. 3. Each unit has two windings
shown in Fig. 2. For the display of around the magnetic core, which
different numbers, it is only neces- has a rectangular hysteresis charsary to use different Z -waveforms. acteristic shown in Fig. 2. NorThe X and Y sweeps can be gen- mally these cores stay at the 0
erated easily by any standard position.
means, and will not be considered
Pulse of about 50 kc (this frehere except for their timings rela- quency determines the speed of
tive to the Z -intensity.
number display) are fed into the
The magnetic memory matrix matrix. This pulse is amplified and
system as presented here gives all causes a pulse current to flow horithe required Z -waveforms at the zontally across the bottom row of
same time. To display a number, eight cores. The polarity of this
it is necessary only to select that horizontal pulse is such as to satuparticular Z-waveform from the rate the core negatively as shown
matrix. The shape of any number in Fig. 2. The same pulse is decan be altered or additional num- layed for a short time and then it
ber forms can be added within a actuates the next pulse amplifier
short time.
Hº to send a current pulse to the
Mine locorr olive with ca rfer radio comAn 8 X 8 array of magnetic mem- second row of cores. This delay and
munication system mour ted in front of
ory units is arranged as shown in pulsing advances upwards until H.
operator
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NO. NINE OF A SERIES
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I.

ell

Bell Telephone Laboratories
announced the first transistor
in 1948. Already at work in the
Bell System this revolutionary amplifier
has big possibilities for every
phase of electronics.

Miniai

1Qrecision Bearings

àf the radial bearing

type, were originated by MPB many years ago.
°an original group of five bearings, MPB has designed and developed a
Fr
completely integrated line of more than 130 types and sizes. This variety of
MPB ball bearings provides a ready solution to some of the most difficult.
miniaturization projects. Over three thousand discriminating customers are
currently being supplied with MPB components for specific applications.
MPB ball bearings are fully ground, lapped, and/or honed to ABEC 5 tolerances or better. They are torque tested, ultrasonicly cleaned, supplied in
specific tolerances and classified within the tolerances for prompt assembly and
maximum performance. MPB ball bearings are normally supplied in 10 design
series, from 1/10" to 5/16" o.d., of high carbon chrome bearing steel. Most are
also supplied in stainless steel and some in beryllium copper. All are assembled
with highest quality balls.
The wealth of engineering knowledge amassed through participation in the
application of more than a million miniature ball bearings is available to you.
Your request for our new catalog E5 will receive prompt attention.

i

We'd like to include you in our future production plans. Recent.
expansion in production facilities has enabled us to broaden our
ability to serve you promptly.

Miniature precision Bearings
Incorporated

°Q
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pioneer preciseonists to the World's foremost Instrument manufacturers,
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full Military Approval
quality

AMPHENOL

the standard
for quality in a field where dependable performance is a "must". Complete RG -/U cables
with flexible, low moisture absorbing polyethylene dielectrics plus Teflon dielectric cables for high temperature applications.
AMPHENOL COAXIAL CABLES Set

ÜG-/U RF

match the
efficiency of AMPHENOL Cables provide excellent impedance match with low RF loss.
Available in Types BNC, BN, N, HN, C, LC,
Push -On and UHF 83 Series.
AMPHENOL

CONNECTORS

-

"AN" CONNECTORS are manufactured in strict adherence to MIL -C-5015 specification. Long recognized as the leader in quality "AN" Connectors, AMPHENOL offers the
AMPHENOL

widest selection available from any single
source.
AMERICAN

FIG. 2-Cores have square hysteresis
loop. Vertical pulse will move core from
0

position

1

sends a pulse through the top row
of cores.
Normally, all the cores are in the
O position and no appreciable flux
change takes place in any one of
the cores during the pulsing. When
a number is to be displayed, an
initiating pulse is sent in to the
matrix. This pulse sets core A into
its 1 position. The following Hs
horizontal pulse will then reset core
A from 1 to 0. This flux change
induces a positive pulse voltage to
actuate the V, pulse amplifier,
which in turn sets the whole second
vertical column of cores into their
1 positions.
The subsequent Hl, H., through

PHENOLIC CORPORATION
chicago 50, illinois

to

INITIATING
PULSE

r -SWEEP
SYNC

NON

t6
TO

13

13-t

For complete information
RF Connectors and
Coaxial Cables, request
Catalog D-2. For
"AN" listings and descriptions,
request Catalog A-2.

on

AMPHENOL

50 -NC
PULSE

D.DELAY UNIT

FIG. 3-Eight-by-eight magnetic matrix
used in number generator
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back up good design
AMPHENOL

components

FIG. 4-Numbers produced on crt by

generator

H horizontal pulses will reset

these

The over 9,000 cataloged items manufactured by AMPHENOL are meant to answer every
type of application problem. If your problem
is so new or unusual that none of the general
types listed below meet your requirements,
then consult with AMPHENOL Engineers for
the special component you need.

cores from 1 to 0, one at a time.
The resetting of top core of the
second column actuates amplifier
V2 to set the third column of cores.
This process of scanning of cores
goes on until the last core of column
Miniature Sockets
Rack & Panel Type
8 is reached. Thus the array of the
Connectors
magnetic memory cores along with
Tube Sockets &
the pulse amplifiers make up a netRadio Components
Type
Connectors
AN
work that at the control of an initiating pulse produces a successive
Microphone Connectors
RF Type Connectors
flipping of cores similar to the scanning of an electron beam across the
RG Coaxial Cables,
Audio Connectors
face of a cathode-ray tube. SynTeflon & Polyethylene
chronizing signals for the X and
Power Plugs
Y crt sweep are brought out of the
Cable & Wire
matrix so that the scanning of the
Assemblies
Blue Ribbon Connectors
cathode-ray tube will go on simulPlastics-Extruded
taneously with the scanning of the
& Injection Molded
Industrial Sockets
cores.
If a single wire is threaded
through the proper cores of the
Write today for your copy of General Catalog B-2.
magnetic array in the shape of the
number to be displayed, a voltage
will be induced along this wire by
..,
the flipping of the cores. This feet;
voltage will automatically give the
proper Z -intensity signal to generate the number on the face of the
cathode-ray tube. Since only a
single wire is necessary for each
number, several hundreds of different numbers can be generated at
AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
the same time by threading sepachicago 50, illinois
rate wires through the proper cores
of the magnetic array.
Numbers generated and displayed
on the face of a standard cathoderay tube are shown in Fig. 4.
A switch on the output of V. permits reinjection of the signal in
V, to permit automatic recycling for
continuous display of numbers. To
provide time for selection of different numbers in between successive
ELECTRONICS
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77,EE/tS.44/ R'ß'M CONTROL
To
fear/1/ma's

le

Full accessibility in
small package.

A.C.

MAGNETIC
STARTERS

a

Contacts, coil and thermal element replacement with use of
screwdriver only. Magnet coil
-in molded phenolic case

with Plasti-Clad
Magnet Coil

with riveted terminals-is
completely embedded in a

rock -hard resinous material,
thus protecting against oil,
dirt, moisture and normal mechanical damage.

Write for
Bulletin 605

50%

HERMETICALLY

smaller-lighter.

R -B -M 22204-0 meets AN
3304-1 specifications. R -B -M
engineers have developed the
22300-0 currently used in

SEALED
RELAYS

government electronic, airborne and ground equipment

-as the electrical and mechan-

Write for
Bulletin ASR

ical equivalent of the AN

3304-1, yet 50% smaller in
size with Vz the weight.
22300-0

INDUSTRIAL

2-8 poles Non -Reversing.
2-5 poles Reversing.

CONTACTORS

25 Amp

-600

AC Max.

Contacts can be replaced with-

with Plasti-Clad
Magnet Coil

out removing wiring. To

change coil, remove magnet
frame and coil assembly only.
10 and 15 amp. poles can be
changed from normally open
to normally closed by using
screwdriver only.

Write for
Bulletin 600
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display, the first vertical column of
cores can be omitted. During the
scanning time of this column, electronic switching can be used to
select different numbers. The number generator has been built and
tested to operate up to 8,000 numbers per second. The results from
the test model indicate that a number generator of this type could be
developed without much difficulty to
display numbers up to 100,000 characters per second.

Double Flash Measures
Shock Waves
AVERAGE VELOCITY can be determined from double -exposure photographs in which the time interval
between exposures is accurately
known. A silhouette or shadow
method is employed with two light
pulses to make shock waves visible.
Electrical and optical arrangements used in photographing the
post -explosion wave from a dynamite cap are shown in Fig. 1.
Three electrode gaps time the discharge from two capacitors into
the illumination spark. The circuit
is given in Fig. 2.
If the same energy is used in
each capacitor, light from the second flash is weaker than that from
the first. Accordingly, C, has twice

?II

TRIGGER

i--

P-6AP
GCER

Low cost. Small size.

GENERAL
PURPOSE
RELAYS

Dependable performance.
Available in many contact
arrangements.
Whatever your needs for inexpensive, dependable relays for
commercial applications-investigate R-B -M General Pur-

Write for
Bulletin 570

(continued)

Y:

PHOTOCELL

tt

,IN
FOCUS ON

SUBJECT

SUBJECT

FRESNEL LENS

FIG. l-A plastic Fresnel lens collects
sufficient light from the spark source to
make shock waves visible. The photocell triggers the spark

pose Relays.

Other R -B -M products include: motor overload protectors,
motor starting relays and low voltage DC electrical devices.
Consult R -B -M On Your Control Problems
Write Department B-5

-

R -B -M
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DIVISION

ESSEX WIRE
CORP.
Logansport,
Indiana

MANUAL AND MAGNETIC ELECTRIC CONTROLS
AUTOMOTIVE, INDUSTRIAL, COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRONIC USE
Want more information?

Use
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on

last page.

2-Flash circuit provides double
spark from main and delayed trigger

FIG.
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TRANSFORMERS
All Moloney HiperCore Electronic Cores, including
over 1000 standard sizes, are manufactured under rigid
quality controls. Electronic manufacturers will find this
to be of great importance when performance specifications demand tranformer cores that have lower losses
and greater flux carrying capacity. HiperCore Electronic

STANDARD TESTS
All 12 mil cores are tested for core loss (true watts) and exciting volt-amperes (apparent watts) at 60 cycles. 4 mil cores are
tested at 400 cycles. Following table gives maximum test values.
Average values are approximately 20% less than maximum.

-60 Cycle
(b 15000 gauss

12 Mil

Cores test well within industry standards. Typical test
requirements for various types are listed in the panel
at right. Special tests for specific operating conditions
are also made when required. If your product demands
better performance, smaller size and less weight, we
can help you.

(a.

0.95 x lbs.

Core Loss (TW)

Exciting Volt -Amps (AW)
A

1.85

x

lbs.

-I-

-400 Cycle
10000 gauss

4 Mil

3.75 x lbs.

6.25A*

4.6 x lbs.

+ 16.6A*

= Gross Area of core face in Sq. In.

All 2 mil cores are tested for pulse permeability by using a 2
microsecond pulse width at 400 P. P. S. and maximum net flux
density of 10000 gauss. The minimum permeability will be 550.
All

mil cores are tested for pulse permeability by using a 0.50
microsecond pulse width at 1000 P. P. S. and maximum net flux
density of 3000 gauss. The minimum permeability will be 350.

A booklet containing performance characteristics, sizes and weights, along with
price information is available upon request. Write for it today.

1

MESS -2

BETTER

MOLONEY ELECTRIC COMPANY

11111111

Manufacturers of Power Transformers Distribution
Load Ratio Control Transformers
Transformers
Unit Substations
Regulators
Step Voltage
SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
ELECTRONICS
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ANY TYPE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
You can get the EXACT

F

INSULATION and SERVICE

You NEED from IMC

Double-flash photograph, with exposure
about 0.3 µsec and interval 5 µsec, of
dynamite cap
TRIGGER

.400V

PR0i0tUBEMr.

I9
920.01

100

IMEO

15
I°K

o

B

10

IOOK

2,200

2121

100K

115

I00K

K. X1,000

FIG.

3-Trigger circuit with time delay
energizes circuit of Fig.

Courtesy Dow Corning Corp.

Courtesy Guardian Electric Mfg. Co.

ASK YOUR NEAREST IMC OFFICE FOR
FREE LITERATURE and PRICES

INSULATION
"CHICAGO 6
S6i W. Washirgsoa Blvd.
Phone
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6.7320
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Superior
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1

DAYTON 2
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Phone

Inc

Harry
15

65390

312

E.
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8re,hen

N. A.

Lawrence Ave.
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1208 Harmon Place
Phone Geneva 5353
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Transistor Frequency
Standard
BY PETER G. SULZER

PITTSBURGH 22

2

535 Smithfield Strret

Ave.

Phone GRon, 1-710D

-

'MINNEAPOLIS 3

the capacitance of Cl. Critical damping resistance for the conditions
shown is about 20 ohms, but a
lower value is chosen and some oscillations are tolerated for the
resultant increased light output.
The trigger and time -delay circuit in Fig. 3 is initiated by light
from the explosion falling upon the
phototube. Firing of Vi sends a
pulse through transformer A to the
flash circuit. Time -delay control R,
is adjusted for the desired initiation of the second flash impulse
through transformer B.
Material for this summary has
been furnished by Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc. and includes excerpts from an article by
Harold E. Edgerton in The Review
of Scientific Instruments.

National Bureau of Standards
Washington, D. C.

Pham DAly 8-5359

REPRESENTATIVES

Phone TOwnsend 8.2577

*LOG/

Want

R.

MILWAUKEE

St.

Michigan 1391

DETROIT 2

100 S. Jefferson SI.
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"CHICAGO 6
Phone Cintra)

A,

Phone SUperar

MANUFACTURERS
CORPORATION

2

PEORIA
W. 0.

Jahn

101 Heinz

Court

Phono 27786

oscillators are
required for reference purposes and
can be used as time standards when
suitably calibrated and maintained.
The best standards in use at the
present time require the use of
FREQUENCY-STABLE
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Here's a

that meets every

high vacuum
leak detection requirement
C.nsolidated.Engineering Leak Detec-

ter, Model 24-101A (above) is a simplified
mass spectrometer sensitive to minute traces of
h.lium. It can be used with either the probe or
ervelope method. The self-contained unit ineisdes mechanical and diffusion pump; and all'
n.cessary controls and instruments.

For routine maintenance of your
high vacuum system-CVC'sModel
LD-01 Leak Detector is a compact,
easily portable unit. It's simple to
operate. You just connect the
sensitive element to your vacuum
system and pump a moderate vacuum. Then, direct a small jet of
harmless Freon Gas at suspected
spots and watch the meter. You
get a direct indication of leak rate.

-

right) uses a sensitive element containing a
h ated platinum anode and cold cathode with

For production work the Consolidated Engineering Leak Detector (Model 24-101A) will solve
your problems. Whether it's a
large vacuum metallizer, vacuum fur-

relativel} low voltage between them. The circuit
u -es standard radio tubes, operates on 115-volt
a- current.

nace, refrigerator compressor drying
system or TV-tube pumping system,

CVC Leak Detector, Model LD-01 (above

this versatile and extra sensitive
unit will tell you when it's absolutely leak tight. Most specifica-

tions for hermetically sealed relays
now require a leak tolerance detectable only with this type of unit.
Operation is simple-just play
helium on the suspected area. An
audio system tells the size of the
leak by a low or high-pitched
sound, or you can watch for it on
a meter.
Either or both of these instruments will save you many hours of
wearisome searching for vacuum
leaks. For information on this or
any other equipment, for the creation, measurement or use of
high vacuum, write to Consolidated
Vacuum Corporation, Rochester 3,
New York (A subsidiary of Consolidated Engineering Corporation, Pasadena, Calif.) Sales offices:
Menlo Park, Calif. . Chicagö, Ill.
Camden, N. J. New York, N. Y.

Consolidated Vacuum Corporation
formerly

Voe.ur, Equipment Dept.

Rochester 3, N.

Y.

high vacuum research and engineering
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two or more tubes in an amplitude stabilized oscillator employing a
highly stable quartz crystal and
regulating element in a bridge
circuit'. When properly adjusted
the frequency of such an oscillator is practically independent
of tube parameters; however,
several watts may be required
to power the tubes and the constant temperature oven for the crystal
and its associated network may require about 50 watts. Consequently,
a heavy standby power system is required if a phase reference and uninterrupted service are to be main-

tained.
In another approach' to the frequency -standard problem a crystal

I

(A)

CONDENSED

MI

SPECIFICATIONS

(B)

Sinusoidal Type

PRECISION
POTENTIOMETER S
Linear and Non -Linear

RL -11C

RL-14MS

Total Resistance (ohms)

16,000±10% 35,400±1%

Approx. % Resistance within brusi
circle

85%
Angle of Rotation

360°

99 ± 1/4%

1111.1111111111.

360°

Torque (Approximate)
s oz. -in.
2 oz. -in.

Wire
80 Ni -20 Cr

-80 Ni -20

(C),
Cr

rb

Resolution

Linear and non-linear units are described in the
Gamewell Precision Potentiometer booklet. The
booklet also contains a convenient glossary of
terms used in conjunction with precision potentiometers. Write for your copy.
To solve your specific precision potentiometer
problem, send your specs and sample orders to
Gamewell. With over 97 years of experience in
manufacturing precision electrical products,
Gamewell can provide the answer promptly.

Diameter
21/4"
Length
1

25/32"

Shaft Size & Length

3/16"-l"

Weight
4.75 or.

4%"

411/32"

rm'e

rc

0.4°
0.2°
Angular Accuracy
± 0.6°
± 0.5°
Amplitude Accuracy
± 0.8%
± 0.6%
Maximum Volts across winding
150
350
Maximum Speed
60 RPM
60 RPM
Expected Life
350,000 cycles 200,000 cycles

- ©+
re

e

I

`SIIP

Il

.w

I

(0)

t/"-11/4"

Ill

1.8 lb.

THE GAMEWELL COMPANY

Newton Upper Falls 64, Massachusetts

(E)

PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
Manufacturers of precision electrical equipment since 1855
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FIG. 1-Simple junction transistor crys
tal oscillators
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This New, 12 -Page

Microwave Components
Data Book

y

TITEFLEX, INC.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY

Contains diagrams and tables of sizes and
types-detailed Government specifications
for rigid and flexible waveguidesmanufacturing and testing operations.
If you're working on electronic contracts, this
Handbook belongs on your desk. The coupon
brings you as many copies as you need.
ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

Titeflex

Want more information?

524 Frelinghuysen Avenue
Newark 5, N. J.
Please send me without cost
Microwave Components Data Book.
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730URN5
DEAL
LINEAR MOTION
POTENTIOMETERS

TWO SEPARATE CIRCUITS

FOR

AIRCRAFT AND GENERAL INDUSTRY
Designed fcr precise instrumentation in automatic
control cirvizits for aircraft, guided missiles and
general industry, BOURNS linear motion potentiometers
accurately translate mechanical position or movement
into two indepe -dent signals ... one signal often used
for feed-back control and the other for telemetering.
This dual instr_n-ent possesses all the advantages
oï tw) single pc-eidtioraeters and in addition, saves
space, weight and _asta_lation time. With this wirewound potentiometer a ,esolution of .001 inch is
obtainab_e in stancard ranges from 1 to 6 inches.
BOULNS designs and nianu-actures other potentiometer
instrtznerta which reasure gage pressure, differential
pressure, rl:itude and acce_t ration.

Z'URN. LABORATORIES
136135

Magnol is Avenue, Riverside, California

Tec.nical Buthettrn
210
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resonator, which is used for reference purposes only and is not continuously energized, is maintained
at a constant temperature by being
kept at a depth of 50 or more feet
in a well. As such it does not provide a phase reference or a crystal
clock. In converting a resonator
standard for use as an oscillator it
would be undesirable to place the
oscillator tubes at the bottom of
the well because of replacement difficulties and because of the heating
of the surrounding soil, although
it is desirable that the oscillator
crystal unit and circuit be temperature controlled. If the oscillator
power could be decreased and its reliability increased, the underground
oscillator would become practical.
An oscillator employing one or
more transistors may be a solution
to this problem, and it is the
purpose of this paper to give a brief
report on one simple circuit that
has been given preliminary trials.
Of the two types of transistors
available, the junction transistor'
appears to be superior to the point contact type in this application because of its low noise level and excellent stability. Consider the three
simple junction -transistor oscillators shown in Fig. 1. The first,
Figure 1A, employs the groundedbase connection, which permits a
high gain, but has a very low input
resistance. The low input resistance across a portion of the crystal
circuit will produce a phase shift,
which may produce frequency
changes as the transistor characteristics change. Figure 1B, the
grounded -emitter connection, also
produces a high gain, and has the
advantage of a higher input impedance. Figure 1C, the grounded collector connection, has a very high
input impedance, but does not
furnish sufficient gain.
Considering, then, the groundedemitter oscillator of Fig. 1B, the
equivalent circuit Fig. 1D can be
drawn, where the parameters are
defined in reference 3. Analysis will
show that the impedance measured
across points 1-2 can be a negative
resistance in series with a capacitive reactance. With the proper adjustment of the circuit constants,
oscillation will be obtained slightly
above the series -resonant frequency
of a crystal connected across these
May, 1953
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ANNOUNCING
THE AMPEX 306 DATA RECORDER
A new machine that solves more data

recording problems than any new
instrument since the oscillograph

Like the direct magnetic tape recorder, the
AMPEX 306 presents data in "live" electrical
form that can be scanned, speeded up, slowed
down, automatically reduced or converted to any

electrical, visual or physical form.
But unlike any previous magnetic tape recorder,
the AMPEX 306 has a frequency response down
to D.C. and has high transient accuracy that is
essentially independent of irregularities in the
tape it uses. The AMPEX 306 has a range, accuracy and versatility never before approached by
any magnet_c tape recording device.

APPLICATIONS
Recording of explosions, shock waves, geophysical data and
other phenomena of a highly transient nature.

Mechanical, physical or electrical phenomena falling
frequency ranee 5000 cycles down to zero (D.C.).

in

the

Data whose complexity and quantity makes automatic reduction,
scanning or ccmparison desirable.
Non -repeatable

test situations
comprehensiveness of data.

requiring high reliability and

AMPEX 306 Magnetic Tape Recorder

For further information, write to Dept. E -1039A

AMPEX ELECTRIC CORPORATION
934 CHARTER STREET
ELECTRON IICS
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REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.

AMPEX
MAGNETIC RECORDERS
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HAMMARLUND CAPACITORS

"V U"

Consider these facts about Hammarlund Capacitors when selecting components For your
electronic equipment:
Plates are of brass, and soldered, not
staked, to their supports to ins -He pe-=ect contact and prevent Iooe.enirg.
Precision solcering fb .tares and assembly
jigs used during fabrication assure uniformity
of plate spacing
Rotor and stctor assemblies are nickel plated to minimize ccrrosicn.
Rotor contact springs are beryllium copper or phosphor bronze. any nickel or silver
plated, for positive contact
These are some of the feail.res that make
Hammarlund Capaci -or; you- best choice for
ese in quality electronic equicment.

HAMMARLUND
HAMMARLUND MANJFACTURING CO., INC.
NEW YORK 1, N. Y.
460 WEST 34th ST.

'''M1C"

points. The amplitude of the oscillation will increase until limiting
occurs either in the collector circuit
or in the emitter circuit. However,
the amplitude may be much too
great for a high -quality 100-kc
GT -cut crystal, which should operate at a current of 100 microamperes or less, and may fracture or
be otherwise damaged at currents
of several milliamperes.
One method of obtaining satisfactory limiting at low crystal currents is shown in Fig. 1E, in which
a capacitive attenuator is inserted
between the collector circuit and the
crystal. The collector will then
limit at a peak voltage approximately equal to the supply voltage,
but the attenuator will decrease the
crystal drive to several millivolts,
producing the desired effect. The
collector circuit must then be tuned
to obtain a sufficiently high gain to
overcome the attenuation necessary
to produce the low crystal current.
Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of one such oscillator constructed for test purposes. The
components mount in a 1W -inch
diameter by 7-inch brass tube. The
transistor, coil, capacitors and resistors are supported by a Bakelite
frame, while a mercury cell is held
in a Bakelite cup. The cell, which
delivers 1.35 volts at 100 microamperes, should last over 5 years. The
crystal current is approximately 60
microamperes, while the output of
the unit is 3 millivolts at 100 kilocycles.
The overall temperature
coefficient of frequency is + 1.5 x
10-8 per degree centigrade at normal
temperatures, which compares
favorably with + 1.3 x 10-° per
degree centigrade for the crystal
resonator alone.' The voltage co1 X 10-s
efficient of frequency is
per 1/10 volt, which is, satisfactory
when it is pointed out that the
voltage of the mercury cell should
be very constant. It is interesting
to note that the unit has a pressure

-

TTPE2511
JUNCTION
,TRANSISTOR

22t

100

100 R

"RMC"

FIG.

2-Experimental transistor crystal
oscillator
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BH

`°649

cut assembly time
Standard Transformer Corporation, Chicago,
Ill., uses BH "649" vinyl -coated Fiberglas
Sleeving in their Stancor power transformers
for TV sets, and gains these production
advantages:
the extreme flexi1) faster assembly
bility of BH "649" makes it easy to
slip over the transformer leads.
2) smooth, flexible BH "649" is easier
on production personnel. The stiff,

-

harsh sleeving previously used

blistered their fingers, slowed up production.
personnel often use
3) fewer rejects
the leads as handles, there has been
no lead breaking when they are
covered with BH "649". Flexible BH
"649" doesn't crack in rough assembly
handling.
Here are the laboratory tests that Standard
gives every shipment of BH "649". A

-

sample is wrapped around a 1/4" rod and
baked for 4 hours at 250°F. Two others are
wrapped around 5/8" square rods. One
sample is impregnated with wax and baked
for 2 hours at 250°F. The other is impregnated with varnish and baked for 6 hours at
285°F. When the samples of BH "649"
are unwrapped there are no cracks, vinyl
film condition is excellent, colors are unaffected. The breakdown voltage is always
found to be in excess of rated strength.
BH "649" may be the answer to your proband
lem. Get full information on this
other superior BH tubings and sleevings for
electrical insulation. Send facts on your
requirements, voltages and temperatures.
We'll make recommendations and send you
free production testing samples.

-

Address Dept. E-5

Bentley, Harris Manufacturing Co.
Conshohocken, Pa.

BH
Bl!

SL

Nun-FraYlog Fiberglas Sleeviegs are wade by an exclusive Bentley, Barns process (U. S. Pat. No.

ELECTRON ICS
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239:3:30). "Fiberglas" is Reg. TM

Want more information? Use post card on last page.

of Owens-Corning

Fiberglas Coro.
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coefficient of frequency of about

-

1

X

10' per pound per square

inch.

For its early tests the oscillator

WHEN A SINGLE SCOPE WON'T DO YOUR JOB!

...

Try to compare four different but related phenomena
at the
same instant ... under the same conditions ... with single channel
oscilloscopes ... and you run into trouble. Nine times out of ten,
you'll miss those high speed signals.
There are several
oscilloscopes that lick the problem by displaying four phenomena on the face of a single 5" tube. Since their
development they have opened new fields in electronic and medical
research, strain and vibration analysis, seismography and ballistics.
Each of their four channels has independent controls for intensity,
focus, and positioning of the X and Y axes. All input signals can
be observed on a common time base or on separate time bases if
desired. Wide band, high gain, DC or AC amplifiers are provided
on both the vertical and horizontal axes.
Details about the four -channel models available as
well as others with 2, 5, 6, 8, or even 10 channels are
covered in our catalog. Write for your copy today.

a

9O902fOldG

tk
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Mobile Radio Transmission
mobile radiotelephone communications channels to
alleviate crowding in the region of
150 mc will force increasing use of
frequencies above 400 mc. Experiments show that the higher freNEED FOR MORE

eOGpOGe00g7

1200 E. MERMAID LANE, PHILADELPHIA 18, PA.
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was placed in a constant-temperature bath of clear ice. The initial
rate of drift was approximately
3 X 10' per day. The oscillator
was subsequently placed in a constant -temperature well, and the
drift was found to be 1 x 10' per
week, which is several times that of
a well -aged vacuum -tube oscillator.
It is expected that the drift will
decrease as the unit ages.
It is to be expected that improvements will be made as better
transistor oscillators are developed.
One worthwhile addition to the circuit should be the use of an automatic gain control to permit class -A
operation. It should also be desirable to build a transistor bridge stabilized oscillator, although it
may be difficult to obtain a suitable
low-level amplitude -control element.
Transistors should also find application in locked -oscillator frequency
dividers' and, indeed, it may be
possible to construct a primary
standard or crystal clock requiring
a total power of about 1/100 watt
by using transistors throughout,
with an electrostatic motor to drive
the clock mechanism. The use of
a temperature control slightly
higher than ambient in connection
with such a system would produce
a truly portable primary standard
of frequency.
The writer wishes to acknowledge
the encouragement and assistance
of Mr. W. D. George.
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YEARS OF ELECTRICAL
PROGRESS

TRANSISTORS

... TANTALYTIC

CAPACITORS

teamed in 100-milliwatt tubeless amplifier
General Electric engineers at Electronics Park,
Syracuse, have developed a new tubeless audio
amplifier circuit that utilizes three junction transistors and three Tantalytic capacitors.
Although still experimental, this 3 -stage amplifier
promises significant advances in miniaturized equipments. It has a power output of 100 milliwatts less
than 10% distortion and a power gain of 70 db.
Tantalytic capacitors were a "natural" for inter stage coupling in the circuit because of their small
size, large capacitance and low leakage current. They
match the transistors in ruggedness and long operating
life. And they will operate over a wide temperature
range( -55°C to +85°Cwith at least 65', capacitance
at -55°C). Other features include light weight, long
shelf life, and hermetic sealing.
If you have a capacitor application where you
need small size and superior performance, it will pay
you to investigate Tantalytic capacitors. They're
available in polar and non -polar construction and in

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS

-
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ratings from 175 muf at 5 VDC to 12 muf at 150
VDC. For additional information use the convenient
coupon below.
General Electric Company, Schenectady .5, New York.

E

General Electric Co., Section
Schenectady 5, New York

I.

407-313

Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of your free Bulletin(s)
GEC -808 and GER -451 "Tantalytic Capacitors"
ECG -1

"Germanium Transistors"

Name

Company
Street

LCity

Zone

State

ELECTRIC

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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1-Transmitter power into antenna
required for urban and suburban coverage
FIG.

Micro Bearings Measure Up
.

.

.

in this Direct Writing Cardioscribe

Doctors depend on this General Electric Cardioscribe for meticulously precise readings in the diagnosis of heart ailments.
Obviously the bearings in such an instrument must offer the
lowest possible friction. But equally important is low permeability, since any appreciable degree of magnetism would affect
the accuracy of the readings.
We are proud that Micro Ball Bearings measure up in every
respect. For this particular application they are made of
beryllium copper. Processed to a true Micro -finish, they combine smoothest possible operation with the best known nonmagnetic properties.
Every year more and more manufacturers of precision instruments turn to Micro for bearings that meet their special requirements. If you have a problem that calls for a saving in friction,
weight or space, it will pay you to contact Micro.

CAtteitIO
6

PRECISION
INSTRUMENT

NEW HAMPSHIRE BALL BEARINGS, INC.

5

BAIL BEARINGS

Main Street, Peterborough, N. H.

CHECK THESE MICRO ADVANTAGES
Precision Tolerances
Fully processed to a true micro -finish.
Tolerances are ABEC-5 and better.

More Sizes and Types
Available in 135 sizes and types down
to .04" bore, t/g" O.D. Materials include
chrome, stainless steel and beryllium
copper. Special items and materials
considered.

Engineering Assistance
Top staff of design engineers
to help customers at any time.
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available

Want more information?

Availability
Small -quantity orders for items in production are shipped either from stock or
as the next run comes through. Large
quantities are scheduled for earliest possible delivery prevailing at time of order.

Free

catalog

Send today for Catalog No. 53 which

gives full specifics.
tions and application data on all
types and sizes of
Micro Ball Bearings.

Use post card on
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quencies can be used and performance at 150, 450, 900 and 3,700 mc
has been compared. Results show
that 450 me has superior transmission characteristics to 150 me in
urban and suburban areas.
As shown by the curves in Fig. 1,
a broad optimum occurs in the region of 500 mc. Although higher
frequencies are less desirable, the
tests show that with gain antennas
900 mc may even prove superior to
150 mc.

Above 900 mc, transmission characteristics appear less favorable
even with maximum practical antenna gain. At 3,700 there is difficulty from carrier fluctuations occurring at an audible rate as the
mobile unit moves at normal speeds.
The tests produced significant information about antennas. When
noise collected by a dipole antenna
was discernible over set noise, the
noise collected by a 7 -db gain antenna at the same site was less.
Since it picks up 7 db more signal
from a distant car, such an antenna
thus provides a double improvement
in transmission at locations wheré
ambient noise is the predominant

type.
This effect may be explained on
the basis that sources of noise are
numerous and emanate mostly at
street level from motor vehicles.
Received noise is the sum from all
sources and its strength depends
upon distance and the receiving

antenna pattern. An antenna with
gain tends to ignore strong nearby
noise because it is below the antenna beam. Sources in the beam
of the antenna are generally far
enough away so that they are attenuated by distance.
The information summarized
here has been abstracted, with per May, 1953
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DYKANOL*

CAPACITORS

*-

* COPARIGNIED

,RAGE MARK OF C.D INPREONATES

Nobody knows oil capacitors like

C-D. It's generally acknowledged
that "nobody can duplicate C -D'S Dykanol capacitor." You can count on the ruggedness and durability that have made C -D capacitors famous for 42 years and
that is all too rare these days. Catalog No 400 vill show you how broad the line is.
Write for it to: Dept. K-53, Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., South Plainfield, N. J.

CORNELL - DUBILIER
'world's largest manufacturers of capacitors

ANTENNAS

SOUTH PLAINFIE O, N. J.

ELECTRONICS
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NEW BEDFORD, WORCESTER AND CAMBRIUGL, MAS:..
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ROTATORS

R. I.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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(continued)

mission, from "Comparison of Mobile Radio Transmission at 150,
450, 900, and 3,700 Mc" by W. Rae
Young, Jr. in the Nov. 1952 issue
of The Bell System Technical Journal.

miniature slip ring and

Low Capacitance Bifilar

Winding

commutator assemblies

6

PROBLEM:

INSULATED
CONTACT RINGS

RING WIDTH .030"

"e

BARRIER WIDTH .015"

DIAMETER .045"

RING

WEIGHT

5.5

GRAINS

(1/80 OUNCE)

ULTRA MINIATURIZATION

-

By SIDNEY WALD

Design

and mass produce an extremely miniaturized slip
ring assembly. Reduce diameter of rings to absolute
minimum to lessen torque friction. Maintain micro tolerances; eliminate accumulated errors common
to "assembled" slip rings.

RINGS 60-70 BRINELL

SOLUTION:

FINE SILVER

TARNISH

RESISTANT,

SURFACE DEPOSITS

VOLT

1000

HI -POT

BETWEEN RINGS
COLOR

ELECTRO TEC EXCLUSIVE'

METHOD

unitized, one piece construction provided a
prompt, economical solution to this problem. Final
design was even smaller than was originally specified and tolerances were held to closer limits.
of

FRICTION MINIMIZING

CODED LEADS

Same Exclusive'

One -Piece Construction Used in
All Electro Tec Assemblies

TESTED AT

12,000 RPM

Diameter of Electro Tec assemblies range from
.045" to 24" cylindrical or flat. Cross sections of the
rings may range from .005" to .060" or more. Rings
are polished to a jewel-like finish ... can be held to
four micro -inches or better. Regardless of size, the
same exclusive Electro Tec manufacturing technique is used to guarantee precise concentricity,
higher dielectric strength, longer life and closer

SILVER ON
ONE PIECE

NYLON
FORM

tolerances.
WRITE FOR LITERATURE!
illustrated, four page folder
contains full information on Electro Tec
A completely
FLAT RINGS

8

EL(CIRO IEC
aIIN rlBg

aiselablies

Miniature Slip Rings and Commutators.
Describes the Exclusive method of construction that has mode Electro Tec the

WITHIN
5/8" RADIUS

when
utilized to couple a single -ended
circuit to a push-pull circuit over
a wide frequency range must be
tightly coupled to minimize leakage reactance effects and have low
primary to secondary capacitance
to avoid unbalance of the secondary
voltages.
Such requirements are difficult
to fulfill simultaneously because
unity coupling implies the closest
space relationship between the
windings.
A typical unbalanced -to-balanced
coupler is shown in Fig. 1. The
primary -to -secondary capacitance
appears effectively across one-half
the secondary winding.
This article describes a bifilar
winding in which this capacitance
may be effectively halved without
sacrificing either total inductance,
losses or coupling.
As shown in Fig. 2A, the winding
is fabricated in the customary
manner except that the two conductors are transposed once per
coil turn. As the winding progresses, the location of the crossover is offset progressively so that
cumulative bunching of the winding
does not occur.
Typical experimental results are
as follows: A normal bifilar winding consisting of 39 turns of no.
18 dcc wire side-by -side on a a -in.
diameter form had an inductance
of 1.8 microhenrys and a capaciUNTUNED R -F TRANSFORMERS

leading supplier to America's major instrument manufacturers. Send for your
free copy today on compony letterhead.

PATENTS PENDING

CORPORATION

ELECTRO TEC
SO. HACKENSACK

U

NEW JERSEY

PRODUCTS OF PRECISION CRAFTSMANSHIP
BY A NEW AND REVOLUTIONARY PROCESS

2 18

Want more information?
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i--lE-FIG. 1-Coupling circuit showing effective primary -to -secondary capacitance
May, 1953
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What! No Ice Cubes?
This situation would be enough to drive anybody to
drink-water, that is. Yet it shows, in dramatic fashion,
how important fasteners are to refrigerators.
Of course, this will never really happen to any modern
refrigerator, thanks to the constant fastener research
carried on by Lamson & Sessions in cooperation with
leading appliance manufacturers.
But there is a moral to this story: When you select fas -

tellers for any product, it will pay you to consult Lamson
first. If the answer isn't already in our files, our years
of experience in helping manufacturers select the "just
right" fastener for their products, can be of immeasurable value to you.

The LAMSON

&

SESSIONS Co.

Cleveland 2, Ohio
1971 West 85th St.
Plants at Cleveland and rent, Ohio Birmingham Chicago
FOR PROMPT DELIVERY AND HELPFUL SERVICE,

ORDER FROM YOUR LAMSON DISTRIBUTOR

MACHINE SCREWS
Precision made for

fast, economical

hard -to -reach
places.

assembly.

ELECTRONICS

PLUG NUTS
Ideal for blind or

-
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TAPPING SCREWS
Choice of round,

pan, truss,

flat

oval hexagon
and Phillips
heads.

SQUARE AND HEX

"1035"

MACHINE SCREW
CAP SCREWS
"1035" HiTensile

Heat -treated
steel.

Want more information?

SET

NUTS

LOCK NUTS

COTTER PINS

SCREWS

Semi -finished, hot

Economical,vibrotion proof. Can be
used repeatedly.

Steel, brass, aluminum and stain

Cup point type,

pressed, cold
punched.

Use post card on
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less steel.

hardened and
heat -treated.
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we don't shrink heads...
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(continued)

but we do shrink

Fa

nß'rers j

If you think Jivaro Indians were experts at
shrinking things ... (human heads, that is)

.. .

look what STANCOR engineers have done with
transistor transformers! Recently they
designed and are now producing the smallest
transformer ever built!

How big is this new transformer? Well, it's just
%" x %" x %" and it weighs only 0.07
ounce. Designed especially for transistor
applications, this unit is no larger than the
transistor it powers.

It is one of a series of transistor transformers,
being built by Stancor, for development and
commercial applications. If you are planning to
use transistors, take advantage of Stancor's
knowledge of engineering and manufacturing of
ultra -miniature transformers.
STANCOR
TRANSISTOR

TRANSFORMERS
These stock transistor transformers are available

through your Stancor distributor:
TYPE

APPLICATION

PRI. IMP.

UM -110

Interstoge

UM -I 11

Output or matching

UM -112

High imp. mic. to
emdtter

SEC. IMP.

20,000

1,000

1,000

60

200,000

1,000

Other transistor transformers, built to your special
requirements, are available for original equipment
production only. Write for Bulletin 462.

STANCOR TINYTRANS
Miniature, cased audio transformers
Here are four new cataloged high fidelity transformers
for use where space is at a premium. These units have
a frequency response of ± I db, 30-20,000 cps. They
are impregnated and sealed in a %' square, drawn
aluminum can, with %' terminals mounted on a
phenolic terminal board. Total height is I W.
TYPE

APPLICATION

PRI. IMP.

SEC. IMP.

TT -11

Mic., pickup or line
to single grid.

50, 200/250,
500/600

50,000

TT -12

Mic., pickup or line

50, 200/250,

500/600

50,000

to push-pull grids.
17-13

Dynamic mic., to
single grid.

7.5/30

50,000

TT -14-

Single plate to

15,000

60,000

-single grid.

Ask your Stancor Distributor for Bulletin 463 on Stancor Tinytrans, or write us for your free copy.

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
3578 ELSTON AVENUE
EXPORT SALES: Roburn Agencies, Inc., 39 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y.
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FIG. 2-Bifilar winding technique (A)
showing method of crossing conductors.
Cross section of conventional (B) and

new winding

shows how conductors
are placed

(C)

tance between windings of 200 if.
Using the improved transposition
technique described above all constants remained the same but the
capacitance between windings was
reduced to 100 µµf.
Why transposing the conductors
once per turn results in a reduction in capacitance is shown in
Fig. 2B and C. For the conventional
winding each A conductor is adjacent at all times to two B wires
and each B wire is adjacent to two
A wires.
In the new winding neither of
the conductors is ever adjacent to
more than one of the opposite
winding.
If the time interval used in the
calibration had been extended, the
accuracy would have increased accordingly. It was possible to repeat
the calibration readings to the nearest second even after considerable
time had elapsed. The short-time
accuracy of the oscillator was
checked by operating against a
Western Electric 6010B oscillator.
When the two instruments were
compared with an oscilloscope, a
maximum drift of one-half cycle
over a five-minute period was observed. A block diagram of the connections used for calibration is
shown in Fig. 2.
To use the instrument to measure frequency, the output of the
oscillator is connected to the vertical amplifier of an oscilloscope and
the power source is connected to the
May, 1953
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Why do the light reflections disapof the faceplate?

Take advantage of this simple answer to an old problem and make
YOUR TV line "reflection -free." Use
RCA Metal -Shell Kinescopes which
feature specially treated reflection -free
faceplates. They will give your sets new,
extra sales appeal.
For technical data or design help,
write RCA, Commercial Engineering,
Section 42ER, Harrison, N. J. Or just
call your nearest RCA Field Office:

pear-at the midway point

It's because the left half of the faceplate surface is etched-while the other
half is smooth and glossy like an ordinary faceplate.

Built specifically for reflection studies, the experimental "50/50" metal-

shell picture tube shown in this
photograph clearly illustrates how an
untreated faceplate (right half) "mirrors" light reflections, while a treated
faceplate "kills" them. No change in
picture detail, either.

50/so

faceplate test

-

(EAST) Humboldt 5-3900, 415 S. 5th St.,
Harrison, N. J.
(MIDWEST) Whitehall 42900, 589 E. Illinois
St., Chicago, Ill.
(WEST) Madison 9.3871, 420 S. San Pedro St.,
Los Angeles, Cal,

RADIO CORPORATION

Ye>
ELECTRONICS

-May,
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RCA Metal -Shell Kinescopes
RCA-21AP4

(magnetic-

RCA-21MP4

(electrostatic -

focus type)
focus type)
Al RCA metal -shell kinescopes
feature faceplates which suppress
annoying room reflections

of AMERICA
HARRISON, M.J.

'Jse post card on
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FOR

RAPID
SERVO

ANALYSIS

ONLY THE SERVOSCOPE
applicable to both AC
carrier and DC servo sysis

tems.
has a built-in low frequency sine wave generator

for obtaining frequency
response of DC servo systems

*

*

has a built-in electronic
sweep with no sweep potentiometer to wear out
and require replacement.
has a dynamic frequency
control range of 200 to 1.

MORE and MORE aircraft companies, universities, process con-

trol manufacturers, government
laboratories and others are adding
the Servoscope to their list of required laboratory equipment. If
you are designing, developing or
producing servomechanisms or
process controls, the Servoscope
will save many hours of design
and engineering time.

Output wave forms of Servoscope displayed against
internal linear sweep generator frequency 1/2 cycle.

(continued)

horizontal amplifier. The dial of
the oscillator is adjusted until the
trace on the screen of the oscilloscope is stationary. The calibration curve will then give the frequency corresponding to the dial
reading.
If the signal is adjusted so that
the trace on the oscilloscope is a
straight line, the visual accuracy
of the measurement will depend on
the focus limitations of the oscilloscope. When a sharp image on
the oscilloscope is used, a drift of
one degree becomes apparent in
the thickening of the trace with
the straight line adjustment. When
care is used in making the adjustment, the method is quite accurate.
REFERENCES

(1) F. E. Terman, "Radio Engineers
Handbook," p 505.
(2) J. D. Ryder, "Electronic Fundamentals and Applications," p 446.
(3) F. E. Terman, "Radio Engineering," p 436.
(4) Cruft Laboratory Staff, "Electronic
Circuits and Tubes," p 513.
(5) A. L. Albert, "Fundamental Electronics and Vacuum Tubes," p 374.
(6) P. G. Sulzer, Single -band Audio
Generator, ELECTRONICS, p 95, Jan. 1952.
(7) J. D. Ryder, same as Ref. 2, p 446.

Tubes for UHF Application
available for use in uhf vhf tuners and converters include
Sylvania's 6AN4 and 6T4 and General Electric's 6AJ4, 6AF4 and
TUBES now

6AM4 (See also p. 118, ELECTRONThe 6T4 and
iCs, Dec. 1952).

6AN4

300OHM

-

LINE

300-

100

500

500uuF_

Lug

(A)

I

LINE

200V
600

uuF

J

6AN4
µ-:

300 -

-

available in two standard models 1100A
to 20 cps.), 1100B (.15 to 30 cps.) Custom modifications

The Servoscope is
(.1

`-9IHM

300-

MIME

OHM

INE

0.'D5

quoted on request.

200V

(B)
+200V

For

bulletin giving complete specifications:

500uuF

L,

write Dept. E-5.

DISK

500uuF
DISK

SERVO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
2020 Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park,
Fieldstone 7-2810
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IN

UT

500 uuF DISK

1500uuf

OUTPUT

DISK
OHMS

(C)82

N. Y.

FIG. 1-Two booster circuits (A, B) used
to obtain performance characteristics of
tubes at vhf. Performance at vhf was
obtained from tuned-line amplifier (C)
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FIG. 2-6AN4 used as mixer with 6T4

oscillator

6AF4 are designed for use in oscillator circuits, while the 6AN4 can
be used as an amplifier or mixer.
The 6AJ7 and 6AM4 are for use as
a grounded -grid amplifier and mixer

Our previous series of advertisements
in this publication explained, in theatrical
parlance, that our design and production
facilities were pretty well "sold out" by the

requirements of our present customers.
Now, we are happy to say (because we
enjoy making new friends) that some of the
heat has been taken off, and we are able

to announce "Limited seating available"as they say at the box office.
We shall be happy to talk with you
about your present and/or future needs.

L. H.

Terpening Company

DESIGN

RESEARCH

PRODUCTION

Microwave Transmission Lines and Associated Components

C
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Circle 6-4760

respectively.
Applications of the 6AN4 as a
mixer or amplifier can be made at
frequencies up to 1,000 mc.
Performance at vhf of the 6AN4
was tested in two channel -13 boosters. One employed a single 6AN4
in a grounded -grid amplifier and
the other used two 6AN4's in cas code. Circuits are shown in Fig. lA
and 1B.
The single -tube circuit had a voltage gain of five with 10-mc bandwidth and noise figure of 9.2 db.
The two tube cascade circuit provided a gain of 11.1 with 7.5 -mc
bandwidth and 8 -db noise figure.
Performance at uhf was determined by using a single tube in
a half -wave tuned -line amplifier
shown in Fig. 1C. The amplifier
has a tuning range from 450 to 900
mc. Gain at 450 -mc was 12 db and
10 db at 900 -mc. Noise figures were
13 db and 15 db respectively.
Because of its high conversion
transconductance, a high conversion gain can be obtained when the
6AN4 is used as a mixer. In the circuit shown in Fig. 2, a 6AN4 mixer
is used with a 6T4 oscillator. Relationship of conversion gain to oscillator injection voltage is shown in
Fig. 3. Noise figure varied from
14 db at 500 me to 17.1 db at 800
May, 1953
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Moisture Proof

,P.

PLASTIC COATED TOROIDS
In

addition to

standard windngs, we offer
toroids encased in tough
thermosetting
plastic. Plastic
encasement provides
extra protection from humidity, mechanical shock. Available in all sizes of coils.

Steel Cased

TOROIDS AND FILTERS
Existing designs
cover a wide
range of types

From a modest beginning five years ago, Communication
Accessories Company has grown to one of the largest exclusive

toroid coil winding producers in the U.

today. Why?

S.

We like to think that this growth is due to the thorough,
careful handling we apply to each coil
.
and because
of the particular skill of our people. Whatever the
.

.

continue-doing the best we kn)w
how-thankful for the trust that important
reason, we'll

companies have placed in us.

and frequen-

write for this catalog

cies. Filters meet

military specifications and can
be offered in miniaturized versions. A

typical filter is shown.
C. A. C. filter design engineers will convert your specifications to
production deliverieswith minimum delay
ELECTRONICS

-
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Printed Circuit Military
Multimeter
By HERBERT CAHN
Coles Signal Laboratory
Fort Monmouth, N. J.

A NEW MULTIMETER for use by

CAPACITORS

military repair and maintenance
personnel in forward tactical units
uses a printed circuit and a recently
developed overload protection device to provide ruggedness and

Now, through the use of tantalum, new high standards
of electrolytic capacitor performance are available. The
is the most

stable dielectric, chemi-

cally and electrically, yet discovered. As a result, Tan-

talum Capacitors offer advantages not found in any other
electrolytic type-long life, space saving, wide temperature

range, excellent frequency characteristics, no shelf aging.

Tantalum Capacitors are made by
)F(lt04¿

Fansteel and other leading capacitor manufacturers. Ask for current information bul-

letins on Fansteel Tantalum Capacitors.

FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORPORATION
NORTH CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
Tantalum Capacitors... Dependable Since 1930
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megacycles per second.
Used as a grounded -grid amplifier, the 6AJ4 provides a gain of
5.8 db at 900 mc, with a noise figure of 15.3. This tube has a high
transconductance with an amplification factor of 42 at a plate current
of 16 ma. Probable circuit applications include the use of two tubes
in cascode or direct-coupled circuits.
The 6AF4 and 6AN4 are recommended for use as oscillator and
mixer tubes in tuners employing
the. 6AJ4 amplifier.

told. at 125 wvdc

TANTALUM
tantalum oxide film

FIG. 3-Conversion gain characteristics
of 6AN4

32401C

dependability.
In designing this meter, designated the MF-77, a survey of existing measurement circuits was made,
leading to the selection of a 50 ts.a
indicating meter with conventional
associated circuitry.
Additive series multiplier resistors provide the d -c voltmeter
circuit employing the full sensitivity of the indicating meter, 20,000
ohms per volt, in five ranges from
100 millivolts to a maximum of
1,000 volts.
The a -c voltmeter circuit, using
a copper -oxide rectifier, also employs additive series multiplier resistors, but in a 1,000-ohms -per-volt
system. The optimum lower limit
established as the full scale value
is three volts.
The number of measurement
May, 1953
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SCINFLEX
ASSURES YOU THE
LOWEST VOLTAGE DROP
IN THE INDUSTRY:
When operating conditions demand an
electrical connector that will stand up
under the most rugged requirements,
always choose Bendix Scinflex Electrical
Connectors. The insert material, an exclusive Bendix development, is one of
our contributions to the electrical connector industry. The dielectric strength
remains well above requirements within
the temperature range of -67°F to
+275°F. It /hakes possible a design increasing resistance to flashover and
creepage. It withstands maximum conditions of current and voltage without
breakdown. But that is only part of the
story. It's also the reason why they are
vibration -proof and moisture-proof. So,
naturally, it pays to specify Bendix
Scinflex Connectors and get this extra
protection. Our sales department will
be glad to furnish complete information
on request.
Moisture -Proof
Radio Quiet
Single Piece Inserts
Vibration -Proof Light Weight High Insulation Resistance
High Resistance to Fuels and Oils
Fungus Resistant
Easy Assembly and Disassembly
Fewer Parts than
any other Connector
No additional soldar required.

BENDIX
SCI N FLEX
SCINTILLA MAGNETO DIVISION of

ELECTRICAL

SIDNEY, NEW YORK

AV. /IOM COPORA!ION

Export Sales: Bendix International Division, 12 Fifth Avenue, New York

CONNECTORS
ELECTRONICS

-May,

1953

ll,

N. Y.

FACTORY BRANCH OFFICES: 118 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif.
Stephenson
Bldg., 6560 Cass Ave., Detroit 2, Michigan
Brouwer Bldg., 176 W. Wisconsin
Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
582 Market Street, San Francisco 4, California
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Meter dial and controls of multimeter.
Note nonlinearity of meter scales
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or meeting
tough application problem
emergency production schedules.
Extensive, modern facilities, experienced engineers and skilled
production personnel produce springs, coils, wireforms and
stampings tailored to the exact needs of a widely diversified
group of large and small industrial plants.
We'd like to work with you on your spring, wireform
and stamping problems. Send us drawings, specifications
or samples. There is no obligation.
LEWIS SPRING & MANUFACTURING CO.
2656

W.

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

NORTH AVENUE

PRECISION

N

SPRINGS
The Finest Light Sprin¡;s and

228

Wireforms of Every Type and Material
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ranges and their associated calibration scales has been held to a
minimum by the use of a specially
developed microammeter having a
nonlinear response. As can be seen
from the photograph, Fig. 1, the
middle dial scale, which is directly
proportional to the response of the
indicating meter to direct current,
is essentially linear for the first
ten microamperes, and approaches
a logarithmic distribution thereafter from ten to fifty microamperes.
Thus, a scale with essentially
constant accuracy of readability
over most of its length has been
obtained. By establishing the lowest
range for the d -c voltmeter at 100
millivolts and increasing each of
the five steps respectively by a
factor of ten, a simple scale with a
single set of numerals is sufficient
to achieve an accuracy within plus
or minus three percent of full-scale
values.
The essentially linear response
of the a -c voltmeter circuit employed makes it possible to establish
ranges of the same magnitude as
those of the d -c voltmeter except
for previously mentioned minimum
full-scale value of three volts. This
makes it possible for all voltage
indications, save those of a -c below
three volts to be read on a single
calibrated scale by means of a single
set of numerals.
The d -c resistance -measuring
May,

1953-
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VICTOREEN POCKET DOSIMETERS
Engineered for Lasting Performance
confident that Victoreen's long experience in radiation
measurement is an integral part of the performance you buy and
expect in Victoreen Pocket Dosimeters.
You can be

The Model 541/A Pocket
Dosimeter consists of an
hermetically -sealed ionization chamber with a builtin quartz fiber electrometer
(0 to 200 Milli -roentgen)
and optical system for direct reading of exposure to
X-ray and gamma radiation at any time.

(continued)

ELECTRONS AT WORK

circuit is a conventional adaptation
of the series type ohmmeter. A five step arrangement provides overall
measurement capabilities from one
ohm to twenty megohms. The nonlinear response of the meter helps
to relieve the usual compression of
the left hand portion of the scale
with simultaneous compression of
the normally more than adequate
right-hand portion. Battery voltages of 1.5 and 22.5 serve respectively for the lower three and the
upper two ranges of resistance
measurement.
The simplicity of circuit design
is apparent from the schematic
diagram in Fig. 2. Only twenty-one
accurate fixed resistors are employed in addition to the indicating
meter and its rectifier unit, the
ohmmeter adjusting variable resistor, and the batteries.

OUR GUARANTEE OF CHAMBER PERFORMANCE

Thorough engineering to ensure that these
chambers, when made available, would be
the best.
X-ray and Cobalt calibration-using facilities second to none-so that we know their
performance.
Careful production and

hermetic sealing-in
electronically filtered,
air-conditioned assembly rooms.
Thorough electrical, structural,
and environmen-

New
VICTOREEN
561

CHARGER

charge all standard directreading quartz fiber dosimeters to any
voltoge between 110 and 225 volts.
Designed to

Spring -loaded charging socket

testing-to

Single off -on -charge knob

rigid specifica-

Compact, waterproof case

tions.

Battery operated

tal

write
>sic for bulletin 3012 conSeining detailed specifica-

tions for all Victoreen
dosimeters and chargers.

--,11111Pr

INSTRUMENT DIVISION

The Viciorzen. Instrument
5806
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3,

O

Co.
HIO

Fig.l-Complete diagram

of the

printed

circuit multimeter

One feature of the multimeter is
the use of printed circuits. An
etched pattern has been produced
from a copper foil laminate. This
pattern includes not only the conductive pattern equivalent to
hook-up wiring, but also the stator
portion of the function -and -range
selector switch. The rotor and de tent mechanism for the switch is
fastened directly to the printed circuit pattern laminate to complete
the switch and wiring assemly. In
addition the printed -circuit pattern
laminate serves as a mounting
board for all twenty-one fixed resistors, the variable resistor, the
rectifier unit and battery mounting
board. The test leads are also permanently attached directly to this
board. Use of printed wiring tech May, 1953
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The Finished Product is Good
only as its parts are good.
For the best, specify and use

Clevelite Tubing advantages include moisture resistance,
dimensional stability, high dielectric strength ... qualities
that ensure dependable performance and uniformity, with
close tolerances.
Clevelite Torkrite, internally threaded and embossed tubing, is especially made to eliminate torque and stripping
problems.
and Engineering Laboratory is at your
Remember! For the best, CALL CLEVELAND!

gCLEVELAND
CONTAINER
6201 BARBERTON AVE.
CLEVELAND 2, OHIO

.7e (77)/11571T
l,m,1',:

'::?lifilli

PLANTS AND SALES OFFICES at Plymouth, Who.04cege, Detroit, Ogdensburg, N.Y., Jatn.sburg, N.J.
ABRASIVE DIVISION of Cleveland, Ohio
ConNIn.r, Canada, Ltd, Prescott, Ontario
CANADIAN PLANT: The

REPRESENTATIVES

ELECTRONICS

-
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MURRAY, 604 CENTRAI AVE, EAST ORANGE,

N.A

NEW YORK AREA

R. T.

NEW ENGLAND

R. S. ETTIGREW

CHICAGO AREA

PLASTIC TUBING SALES, 5215 N. RAVENSW000 AVE, CHICAGO
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Ask for
SCREENROOM ACE Bulletin
3

(continued)

nique has limited the number of
conventional wires to only five flexible leads. Two of these connect
the meter to the printed circuit pattern and the remaining three connect the battery terminal contacts
to the printed pattern.
The entire printed -circuit assembly, which contains all circuit elements except the meter, attaches to
the rear of the recessed control
panel. The meter is fastened directly to the control panel. The complete unit weighs about two pounds
and is able to survive being dropped
from a height as great as three
feet. Improvement in reliability of
the electrical performance over that
normally expected of a sensitive
multimeter utilizing a ruggedized

Nine out of 10 screen rooms
used in meeting today's exacting specifications were made

by ACE!

These sturdy shielded enclosures provide a GUARANTEED attenuation of 100 db from 0.15 to 1,000 megacycles and to closely approach this attenuation at 10,000 mc. They are ideally
suited for keeping "background" radio
interference influence from affecting sensitive R -F measurements or for shielding
equipment that would otherwise cause
serious radio broadcast or TV noise.
Features include low R -F impedance

door design; complete facilities for

power, water, gas, air conditioning or
ventilation service entries; access doors;
"cell type", single screen or solid shield
and many others.

Installed in
a

few hours!

Ace rooms are supplied in pre -built sec-

tional form for quick,
easy erection. They
can readily be enlarged or relocated.

MEET EXACTING

SPECIFICATIONS
INCLUDING JAN -I-225, 16E4 (SHIPS),
MIL -1-6181 AND OTHERS WITH AN
ACE SHIELDED ENCLOSURE!

3644 N. lowrence
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Philadelphia 40, Pa., Telephone: REgenl 9-1019
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Internal parts of multimeter showing
printed circuit and switch, at right, that
mounts on it

and sealed meter, can be expected
to result from the use of a newly
developed overload protection device
supplied as an integral part of the
indicating meter.
An overload that would ordinarily
cause permanent damage to the
meter is prevented by two tiny circuit breakers at either end of the
scale. The force of the pointer striking against this device breaks the
meter circuit by opening a pair of
contact points in the circuit of the
moving coil. These contact points,
ordinarily held together by spring
pressure, are held open by a tiny
permanent magnet after an overload occurs. A turn of 360 degrees
May, 1953
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Pipes

that
grew

without
getting
bigger
Cross-section of coaxial cable. To triple capacity, Bell Laboratories and Western
Electric engineers had to make 1000 amplifiers work perfectly in tandem
feed repeater power along the same cable that carries messages
put signals on and off the line at numerous cities along the route without distortion.

...

...

Pencil -size pipes carry telephone messages and
television across country through the Bell System's
coaxial cable. Once, each pipe could carry 600 voices,
or one television program. Now it can carry 1800 voices,
or 600 voices plus a broadcast quality television program.
Yet the pipes aren't any larger. They are being

made into triple-duty voiceways by new repeaters, new
terminal equipment and other transmission advances
developed by Bell Laboratories engineers.

The conversion expense is less than the cost of
laying extra coaxial cables. But it calls for highly refined manufacturing procedures, made possible only by
close co-operation of Bell Laboratories and Western
Electric, manufacturing unit of the Bell System.

Laboratories engineer tests new triple -duty coaxial system. It marks the first
time that telephone conversations and television can travel through the same
pipes at the same time. With a wider frequency band being transmitted, big
problem was to eliminate interference between the two types of signals.

In improving the coaxial cable system they created
more than 20 years ago, engineers at Bell Telephone
Laboratories devised a new way to give America still
better telephone service, while the cost stays low.

BELL TELEPHONE

LABORATORIES
IMPROVING TELEPHONE SERVICE FOR AMERICA PROVIDES CAREERS
FOR

Want more information?
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adjust screw of the
meter returns the points to the
closed-circuit position.
on the zero

THHNSFUHMEH

Magnetostriction in Alnico V
BY JAMES R. IRELAND
Chief Engineer
Thomas if Skinner Steel Products Co.

Indianapolis, Ind.

IN THE DEVELOPMENT of Alnico V

HERMETICALLY SEALED
TO MIL -T-27 SPECIFICATIONS
NYT offers a wide variety of transformer types to meet

military and civilian specifications, designed and manufactured by specialists in transformer development.
Latest NYT service for customers is a complete test
laboratory equipped and approved for on -the -spot
MIL -T-27 testing and faster approvals.

NEW YORK
TRANSFORMER CO., INC.
ALPHA, NEW JERSEY
234
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magnets for use in vibration pickups operating on magnetostrictive
principles, the Thomas and Skinner Steel Products Co. made an investigation of the effects of production processes on the magnetic
and magnetostrictive properties of
Alnico V.
The normal heat treatment of
Alnico V consists of heating to
approximately 1,650 F and then
cooling at a controlled rate in a
strong magnetic field. The direction of this field must be that in
which final magnetization is performed. Following this treatment,
the material is given a five -hour
draw at approximately 1,090 F.
After this treatment, the magnetic
properties are high in the direction of orientation, and lower in
all other directions. Since this
orienting treatment is believed to
have an effect upon magnetostriction, it was decided to investigate
this first before proceeding with
the investigation of such variables
as temperature, cooling rate, draw
time and draw temperature.
Heats of Alnico V were poured
for this investigation, and samples of each were run through the
same treatments concurrently.
Three variations of orienting
methods were used. The first
group of samples was oriented in
the normal manner, which was
parallel to the cylindrical axis of
the bar. A second group was
oriently at right angles, or across
the diameter of the bar. A third
group was put through the normal
heat treatment, but was cooled
without benefit of a magnetic field
of any kind. These samples were
then tested, drawn, and then retested. The results of this investigation showed that inherent magnetic properties as indicated by
the flux values bear little, or no
May, 1953
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How many of these electrical insulation problems do you have?

Looking for an efficient coil wrapping for small spaces?
EMPIRE® varnished bias -cut nylon tape is highly flexible, strong
and efficient ... makes a thin insulation of unusually high dielectric
strength with good resistance to oil and water.

1.

-

2. Need accurately punched mica stampings

for filament, grid

and plate supports? MICO produces mica stampings to extremely
fine tolerances. Whenever you need precision -fabricated mica parts
of the highest quality, call on MICO.

aDERATa-...:............... k

3.

Looking for a better material for wiring diagrams, controls,
instruments, dials and nameplates? DECORATIVE LAMICOID®

4. Need a class H segment plate that's easy to work with?
ISOMICA* Segment Plate
made of built-up continuous mica

resists wear, aging, weathering, oills, corrosive vapors, moisture and

sheet

temperature extremes. Won't warp, check or chip. Good electrical
properties. Wipes clean with a damp cloth.

heavy thickness may be punched, and larger segments can be
accurately sawed, milled, punched, etc.

-

-

shows no tendency to split or flake. Small segments of

-

-

Whatever electrical insulation material you need standard or special
class A to class H
MICO makes it best. We manufacture it, cut it to size,
fabricate
or
it to your specification. Send us your blueprints or problems today.

-

*Trade -mark

gpVeaR

eadck
in Elett

\nsu\ahon

MICA

44etiaete
Schenectady

1,

COMPANY

New York

Offices in Principal Cities
LAMICOID

ELECTRONICS

-

®

(Laminated Plastic) eMICANITE

May, 1953

®

(Built-up Mica) EMPIRE ® (Varnished Fabrics and Paper) FABRICATED MICA
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MOUNTED 712-B (12") RECORDER...Operation, control, loading and adustments from Front Surface.
RACK

St.

700" RECORDERS

...the only oscillograph recorder using 12" recording media that
can be conveniently mounted in a 19" relay rack. All operating controls are on one surface. Loading and unloading can be accomplished
easily and quickly from this same surface. Input connectors can be
supplied as shown or installed on the top end of the recorder, leaving
the operating panel free of cabling. "700" recorders can be supplied
in 115 Volt, 60 cycle and 23.5-28.5 Volt D.C. Models.
Exclusive Heiland Features

Designed for rack or table mounting
Operation, control,
Direct monitoring of galvanometer light spots

loading and maintenance from one surface
while recording
Damping resistor panel
Automatic light adjustment with record
speed change.

Additional
HEILAND FEATURES
Simultaneous monitoring, scanning
and recording
Rapid, simple daylight loading

Magazine capacity; paper 200', film 150'
Adjustable record widths

Adjustable automatic record length
Automatic record numbering
Footage counter
Selectable recording speeds
Precision time lines

OPEN VIEW 0.- 708-B 3") recorder showing
supply and take-up drums, operating controls.

Event timer
Static reference trace

Multiple operation
Lamp failure indicators
Record travel indicator

Other Heiland Recorders
500-B -Portable oscillograph recorder. Compact and lightweight providing maximum
portability and versatility where it is desired
to record up to 12 phenomena. 4" x 100' recording paper, 23.5-28.5 Volt D.C.

Compact...lightweight...rugged

A-401

Trace identification
Remote operation

Write for catalog giving
complete information on the
Heiland "700" recorders and
other multi-channel recorders,
accessories and galvanometers...

Models.

8

volt

6

channels.2" x 100' recording paper.

Watch our ads for announcement of new products.

HEILAND RESEARCH CORPORATION
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- Completely portable. Optional

battery pack provides self contained power
source. Can also be supplied in 23.5-28.5 D.C.

Want more information?

130 East Fifth Avenue, Denver, Colorado

Use post card on

last page.

(continued)

relation to the magnetostrictive
properties.
Best magnetostrictive properties are obtained by heat treating
the material, and then allowing it
to cool without a magnetic field
being applied. If a slightly higher
coercive force, which indicates resistance to demagnetization, is desired, it may be obtained by giving
the material .a draw. But this, will
lower the magnetostrictive properties somewhat. This method of
heat treating has been put into
production and has eliminated
many of the unpredictable variations in magnetostrictive properties that were experienced with
the usual heat treatment. It has
also raised the general quality
level and has cut rejections for
magnetostrictive causes to a minimum.

This work was instigated and
completed under a contract with
Sperry Gyroscope Corp.

Moisture -Aging of
Powder-Core Toroids
BY ERNEST J. OELBERMANN
ROBERT E. SKIPPER
WILLIAM J. LEISS
Ordnance Research Laboratory
Pennsylvania State College
State College, Pennsylvania
AGING EFFECTS in magnetic materials, such as molybdenum permalloy, up to this time, has been attributed to magnetic and elastic
after-effects in the core substance'.
It has been noted, however, in a
series of experiments in this laboratory that aging may be halted by
hermet;c sealing of the whole assembly leading to the conclusion
that aging must also be closely connected with exposure to something
in the atmosphere, namely, water.
Moisture aging was first encountered at the Ordnance Research
Laboratory when a number of oscillators containing toroids were heatdried and hermetically sealed. All
of the oscillators showed decreases
in frequency of from 0.16 percent
to 0.47 percent and it was not
known whether the shift had been
caused by heating or by drying.
Two other oscillators vacuum-dried
at a pressure of 0.8 micron of
mercury for one hour showed no
change of frequency. The freMay, 1953
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TRIMMERS

I

STANDARD AND SPECIAL STYLES
DISC AND TUBULAR TYPES

ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

COMPACT
RUGGED
ECONOMICAL
EXCELLENT

STABILITY
1. Standard Style 557 ceramic dielectric trimmer.

HIGH MAXIMUM

2.. Standard Style 535 miniature tubular
trimmer.

TO

3.

MINIMUM

plastic

Standard Style 531 tubular plastic dielectric trimmer.

7. Standard

4.

Standard Style TD2A dual ceramic dielectric trimmer.

5.

Standard Style TS2A single ceramic dielectric trimmer.

6.

Standard Style 3139 tubular ceramic dielectric trimmer.

dielectric

Style 3151 tubular ceramic dielectric trimmer with external slider adjustment.

RATIOS

QUICK, EASY
INSTALLATION

furnished
manufacturers with
ERIE has

many custom designed
trimmers which incorporate the elements of
Erie Disc and Tubular
Ceramicon Trimmers for
simplification of assembly and saving of space
in specific applications.
8

and 9.

Two

trimmer elements become on integral part

of this coil form and

10 and 11.

12.

dlla2Gt9etie4

I. F.

3.

1

Special tubular ceramic trimmer and varicble inductance

with molded phenolic case, having one common terminal.

top section.

14 thru 20. Style

Where special mounting is desired. Standard

Erie Style TS2A and Style 557 trimmers can be supplied

557 trimmers con be compactly
mounted in multiple groups on practically any desired

mounted on brackets.

phenolic base design. These are typical examples of space

A

compact pluggable assembly for mounting

in

parallel with

a

a

trimmer

saving sub -assemblies,

plug-in crystal.

units mounted on

a

showing

from

1

to

24

trimmer

unit base.

ERIE components are stocked by leading electronic distributors everywhere.

ERIE RESISTOR

CORPORATION

...

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Main Offices: ERIE, PA.
RESISTOR CORP.

Soles Offices: Cliffside, N.J.

Detroit, Mich.
Factories: ERIE, PA.
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or
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Hughes Research and Development Laboratories, one of the
nation's leading electronics
organizations, are now creating
a number of new openings in
an important phase of their
operations.

Here is what one of these positions offers you:
THE COMPANY

Hughes Research and De-

velopment Laboratories,

located in Southern California, are presently engaged
in the development and
production of advanced

radar systems, electronic
computers and guided
missiles.

THE NEW OPENINGS
The positions are for men
who will serve as technical

THE TRAINING
On joining our organization, you will work in the

Hughes representative at a
military base in this country or overseas (single men

equipment which you will
later help users to understand and properly employ.
If you have already had
radar or electronics experi-

and married men keep their
families with them at all
times.

Laboratories for several only). Compensation is
months to become thor- made for traveling and
oughly familiar with the moving household effects,

ence, you will find this
knowledge helpful in your
new work.

advisors to government
agencies and companies

WHERE YOU WORK
purchasing Hughes equip- After your period of trainment-also as technical con- ing-at full pay-you may
sultants with engineers of (1) remain with the Laborother companies working atories in Southern Califoron associated equipment. nia in an instructive or
Your specific job would be administrative capacity, (2)
essentially to help insure become the Hughes represuccessful operation of sentative at a company
Hughes equipment in the where our equipment is befield.
ing installed, or (3) be the

YOUR FUTURE
In one of these positions
you will gain all-around experience that will increase
your value to our organization as it further expands in
the field of electronics. The
next few years are certain to
see large-scale commercial
employment of electronic
systems. Your training in
and familiarity with the
most advanced electronic
techniques now will qualify
you for even more important future positions.

How to apply:

HUGHES
RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
Scientific and Engineering Staff
Culver City,
Los Angeles County, California

238

If you are under thirty-five
years of age, and if you have
an E.E. or Physics degree,
write to the Laboratories, giving
resumé of your experience.
Assurance is required that
relocation of the applicant
will not cause disruption of
an urgent military project.

I-Frequency drift in oscillators
with powdered core toroids that have
been (A) open and undried, (B) Vacuum
dried and (C) (D) heat dried. Oscillators
in (D) had lower frequency range than
those in (C)
FIG.

quency shift in the heat -dried oscillators would have been attributed
to the heating effect alone had not
one of these oscillators been opened
to the atmosphere and observed to
undergo a 0.2 percent increase in
frequency in a few days.
To investigate the vacuum -drying process and its application to
hermetic sealing, a test jig was constructed on which the frequencies
of various assemblies of the same
oscillator were measured before,
during and after evacuation. This
apparatus was especially set up for
these particular experiments. A
brass manifold was used to exhaust
eight of these assemblies simultaneously to a pressure of one micron.
The vacuum system consisted of a
rotary oil pump, mercury diffusion
pump, liquid air cold trap and McLeod gage.
Using this apparatus two assemblies with toroids only, two assemblies with capacitors only and four
complete assembles were satisfactorily dried.
Two other complete assemblies
were left undried and open to the
atmosphere for use as controls.
Figure 2 illustrates the effect of
drying and sealing oscillators containing these toroids, and it also
shows the rapid regain that occurs
when four of these dried units were
opened. It also shows the effect of
a moist atmosphere on a dried
assembly.
Two of the oscillators in Fig. 2
were opened under a bell jar with
pans of water and the other two
were exposed to a normal humidity.
Decrease of inductance and therefore increase of resonant frequency
May, 1953
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The SPECIAL REPORT, "Selection of Materials and Equipment
for Reactors," is now being prepared by key scientists and engineers of the major atomic energy laboratories Argonne,
Brookhaven, Oak Ridge, Hanford and the Westinghouse Atomic
Division. This report will contain essentially hand -book type
information for different types of reactors. Included will be lists
of pertinent characteristics of materials which will be needed
for constructing reactors and what these materials will do.

-

following is a partial list of devices used in reactor
construction and described in this SPECIAL REPORT:

The
Pulse Chambers

Counting Rate Meters

Proportional Pulse Chambers

D.C.

Timers
Compensated Ion Current Chambers

Period Meters

Neutron Thermopiles

Cable

Pulse Amplifiers

Connecters

Motor Starters
Rotating Amplifiers
Hydraulic Amplifiers

Electronic Registers

Power Supplies

D.C.

Mechanical Registers

Magnetic Relays

A.C. Motors

Fission Pulse Chambers
Ion Current Chambers

Relays

Electronic Relays
Flowmeters

Amplifiers
Microammeters
Millivoltmeters
Logarithmic Amplifiers

Annunciators
Indicating Lights
Rack and Pinions
Springs
Tachometers
Shim Safety Rods

Pressure Gauges

Temperature Instruments
B.T.U. Meters

Shock Absorbers

Hydraulic Pistons

Motors

Switches

IF you make any of the above, or any other equipment of known use in reactors
IF you realize that recognition of your product in reactor work can bring about
more business for you as this new power field grows
IF you see, as we d), the impact of this first published textbook
on reactor construction
you will take advantage of telling about your device, component
or part in the sales pages of NUCLEONICS in the June

THEN

SPECIAL REPORT ISSUE.
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Locate line faults instantly
at ranges 1/2 to 200 miles

0.6

A

OA

->OSCUATORs

:02

OSCILLATORS-.

OPEN

SEALED
O

+:

+

+I

TIME IM

.

+20

+22

DAYS

x0.2'
-04

2-Chart showing the effect of
sealing oscillators. Units maintained in
moist atmosphere (A) showed greater
drift than those exposed to normal atmosphere (B)
FIG.

Model 124 Line Fault Analyzer
Now you can locate power, telephone or telegraph line faults instantly and accurately under all weather conditions. Sierra Model 124 Analyzer eliminates virtually
all lost time, hard work and hazard of finding breaks, shorts, opens or other
discontinuities. Operating from a powerhouse, transformer bank, substation or terminal point, it pinpoints faults from ii to 200 miles away with accuracy of ±i mile
on the 200 mile range.
The Analyzer operates on radar techniques, sending a high amplitude pulse
along a conductor and presenting echoes from discontinuities as pips on a radar-type
"A" scope. Operation is extremely simple, and distances are read direct in miles.
Calibrated sweep ranges of 5, 25, 50 and 100 miles are provided. A sweep delay
extends range to 200 miles, or permits line segments as small as five miles to be
presented full -screen. A movable distance marker can be ranged from 5 to 100 miles.

occurred nearly three times faster
for the oscillators in the moist
atmosphere under the bell jar.
Changes in interwinding capacitance of the toroid seem to be ruled
out because the observed variations
in frequency are opposite in direction to what one would expect by
increasing the dielectric constant
from air (1) to that of water (approximately 80).
When nine toroids were dried by
heating to 130 degrees F for 72
hours while passing dry air over
them, it was found that all the inductances but one had increased
from 0.1 to 1.7 percent. These experiments lead to the conclusions
that absorption of moisture into the
powdered core of certain toroids decreases the inductance and removal
of moisture from the powdered core
produces the opposite effect. Hermetic sealing, which apparently
limits the amount of moisture available for absorption, halts the moisture -aging process.
Acknowledgement is given to
Fleming, The Pennsylvania

G. R.

Model 124 weighs just 59 pounds; and is completely contained in a weatherproofed carrying case. Price $795.00 fo.b. factory.
For complete details, see your
Sierra sales representative or

write direct for Bulletin 102A

Figure

sierra

1

Test on 60 kv line, instrument on 100 -mile sweep.
Negative pip to right of center indicates line
grounded at 60 miles. Other pips are switchyards,
transformer bank, substation tap, carrier coupling
capacitor, change in line configuration.
Copyright 1953 Sierra Electronic Corporation

Sierra Electronic Corporation
San Carlos, California, U.S.A.
Sales representatives in major cities
Manufacturers of Carrier Frequency Voltmeters,
Wave Analyzers, Directional Couplers, Wide Band

RF

Transformers, Custom Radio Transmitters.

2768

oscillator assembly showing placement of toroids under investiComplete

gation
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Sensational Advancements In Science & Industry
Created the Need for

THE NEW

M37ao1a

Slaiwie.x

CAPACITORS
CORPORATION
YOUR FREE

Capacitor Catalog

INDUSTRIAL

Stabelex " to be the
may prove

rNDUSTRSAL CONDENSER
CORPORATION
]liJ R. Calflurnia Ave..
ehlp=a 1, D°w.,
V.Y.B.

most important

literature for
P1ece
new single
this year!
OF

5,000,009

N

2,000,000
4
O

R

o

1106 shows the effect of charging time
on insulation resistance at 20° C.

Curve

#

_

Performance curves illustrating various characteristics of the Stabelex "D" Capacitor will appear in
this magazine each month.

z
2

F

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 20° C. AFTER
THREE MINUTES CHARGE-900,000 megohm

POWER FACTOR AT

1

Complete information performance curves, characteristics, and suggested applications of the various types now available will be found in this catalog.
Mfrs. of OIL, WAX, ELECTROLYTIC, PLASTIC

-
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CURVE #1106

200,000
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TIME
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MINUTES

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORPORATION

KC -0.00025

SEND FOR CATALOG 1117 TODAY
After a long period of research, Industrial Condenser Corporation now offers to industry for the
first time the first of their family of Stabelex
capacitors, stabelex "D", which has been produced
for special applications for some time.

ELECTRONICS

500,000

W

microfarads
INSULATION RESISTANCE AT 75° C.-78,000.
megohm microfarads
INSULATION RESISTANCE AT -75°-In excess of 5 million megohm microfarads
CHANGE IN CAPACITANCE FROM 25° C. TO
-80° C; +0.76%
SELF TIME CONSTANT OF 10 MFD CAPACITOR -4800 hours
Q AT 50 KILOCYCLES -10,000

I,000,000

LA'

3244 N. California Avenue
Chicago 18, Illinois, U.S.A.
Please

send

Stabelex

me my

FREE

copy of your new Catalog

1117 on

"D" Capacitors.

Name
Position

Company
Street

CAPACITORS

and
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(continued)

State College, for moisture measurements; to Ralph Ascah, The
Pennsylvania State College, for his
advice on vacuum techniques and
calibration of the capillaries of the
McLeod gage.

Special acknowledgement is given
to Mrs. J. D. Hunt for her aid in
building the oscillator assemblies
and the test jig used in the experiment.
REFERENCE

(1) R. M. Bozorth, Ferromagnetism,
Van Nostrand, N. Y., 1951, p 797.

Tantalum -Foil Capacitors

You Can Speed Production -Line Soldering

Save Space

with New, Active, Non -Corrosive RTS 200
Federated Metals' new RTS 200 rosin core solder has proved
in production operations t
5 ways better than ordinary
rosin solders:

30% GREATER SPREAD-by test the spread of RTS 200
is 30% greater than that of conventional rosin core solders.
4 TIMES FASTER OXIDE PENETRATION-oxide films
and corrosion products on the parts you are soldering need not
slow down operations. RTS 200 pierces these retarding agents
4 times

faster than ordinary solders.

NON-CORROSIVE-despite the exceptional activity

of the
RTS 200 flux at soldering temperatures, there is no harmful
corrosive residue when tested under the high humidity conditions of military specification MIL-S-6872.

NON-TOXIC-the chemicals used in RTS

200 flux are com-

monly used in industry and have no toxicity factor whatsoever.

STABLE FLUX-experience of over one year with the
type flux used in RTS 200 shows that it is just as active
after standing as when used immediately. If you store
RTS 200 for extended periods, you need not worry
about its stability, as you do with ordinary solders.
Try this new, industry -tested active solder today.
Available in a variety of wire sizes, compositions
and quantities. For information see your
distributor or write any one of Federated's
14 plants or 22 sales offices across
the nation. There is one near you.

BY L. W. FOSTER
General Electric Co.
Capacitor Dept.

PAPER CAPACITORS are available in a
variety of forms, voltages and capacitance ranges to fit the requirements of electronic circuits with
good qualities delineated in Table I.
The trend to lower -voltage electronic devices has made the size,
weight and cost of paper capacitors
prohibitive in many applications.
Paper tubular capacitors used for
r-f blocking and bypassing in early
television sets have been largely re-

placed by mica and ceramic capacitors for reasons of smaller size and
lower cost. It appears that at the
present time metalized paper capacitors approach the ultimate in the
size reduction of paper capacitors. Even these capacitors have
not kept pace with the drastic size
reductions of other electronic components such as tubes, resistors and

transistors.

1,000 =

7%leza.4 DzWejetAMERICAN SMELTING AND REFINING COMPANY
120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 5, N. Y.
In Canada: Federated Metals Canada. Ltd.. Toronto, Muntr@a:"

`

Since none of the electrolytic ca -
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Aluminum and Magnesium. Babbitts, Brass and Bronzes, Anodes
Die Casting Metals, Lead and Lead Products., Solders, Type Metal
1I.
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FIG. 1-Volume comparison of tantalum -foil and paper capacitors
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For

quality control
you can be

proud of

When you have inspection and quality control procedures
you're proud enough of to talk about, they must be good.
These three advertisements were published by firms justly
proud of their methods. All three use Kodak Contour Projectors as an example of the type of care they exercise in
producing products of uniformly high precision.
Optical gaging with a Kodak Contour Projector provides
a fast, accurate method of production measurement and
inspection. Operators can get the work out in a hurrylittle training is required. Accessories are available to make
possible measurement of the most complex shapes.

To see how a Kodak Contour
Projector can help you reduce

inspection costs, improve quality, send for our new 12 -page
booklet. It gives you details of
both the Model 2A, for preci-

Front Row at the Raceway

sion micrometry, and the
Model 3, for fast, routine gaging. For your copy, write to:
Industrial Optical Division
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

edeesl.11

Rochester 4, N.Y.
27,27,7,7.27:27

the

-

KODAK CONTOUR PROJECTOR

A new sound movie, Optical Gaging, shows how to simplify complex
inspection problems. We'll tell you how to get it for a showing.

ELECTRONICS

-
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Table I-Comparison of Tantalytic, Paper and Aluminum -Electrolytic Capacitors

by Lenkurt Specialists

C
:II

E

Voltage Range
D -C 0-150
150-500
500-1000
A -C
From selection and manufacture of

proper cores to the final coil tuning,
each Lenkurt toroid or precision wound toroidal coil undergoes num-

FILTERS

-F

JI

G

G

P

P
P

G

G

L

L

G
II

P

Capacitance Temperature
Coefficient
to +85
to +85
55 to --125

-20
-55

-

G
G

G

F

P

G
G
G

P

erous tests to assure full compliance

Power Factor

II

II

L

with specifications.

Insulation Resistance

L

L

II

Service Life
40 deg C
85 deg C
125 deg C

G
G

by Lenkurt Specialists

F

Shelf Life

-55degC

G
G
G

25degC
85 deg C

Vibration and Shock

or designed by Lenkurt engineers to

meet your requirements, Lenkurt
filters are mode of highest quality,
100 per cent tested components and

have rigid construction for maximum reliability.

E
E

G

F

E
E

P

G

Sin Sin
L L

Size

Weight

Whether produced from your data

G

F
P

Cost
0-150 v d -c
150-500
500-5000

G

G

II

L
L

H
H

G

La

II
G

II

H

M
L

Availability

F

G

G

Chance of further
improvement
Wider temperature
range
Size reduction
Cost reduction

G
G
G

P
P
P

F
P
P

E=excellent, G=good, F=fair, P=
poor, H =high, M =medium, I,- low,
Sm =small, La =large.

DECADE INDUCTORS
Guaranteed to an accuracy within one per cent
of inductance value, this new Lenkurt tool for

laboratory or field use provides required inductance values in 1-mh steps up to a total of
11.11 h. Write for your copy of new bulletin
DE -P2 for complete information.

pacitors of the aluminum foil variety now available can satisfactorily
perform in the place of paper capacitors, particularly in military electronic equipment, the tantalum -foil
capacitor, which has overcome many
of the inherent deficiencies of the
electrolytic capacitor, is becoming a
solution to the miniaturization
problem.

LENKURT ELECTRIC SALES CO.
SAN CARLOS 1.
CALIFORNIA

Tantalum -foil

Lenkurt components ore
produced from the rich

engineering background
of Lenkurt Electric Co.,
world's largest indepen-

dent manufacturer of
telephone and telegraph
carrier equipment.
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capacitors

have

their greatest volume advantage at
ratings below 100 v d -c. This occurs
because the dielectric film in paper
capacitors cannot be made thinner,
whereas the tantalum capacitor dielectric film can be made any deMay,
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(Advertisement)

How Would You Solve

This Problem?
you READ a lot of magazines. You
see a lot of ads. You've seen many
of the printed messages from companies seeking trained scientific men.
Everybody runs them. We do, too.
And they help attract important and
valuable men.
But somehow they don't quite seem
to measure up to the situation we

plifiers

...

or with servomechanisms
and plant control systems
or they
should have had experience in liaison
in those fields with customers or contractors and designers of component
equipment.

...

Other Engineers Needed

have here.
None of the usual words or phrases
gives exactly the picture we'd like
people to see.

We also need mechanical engineers
with skill and experience in fluid flow
and heat transfer, or with the design
and operation of central station or
marine power plants
and electrical
engineers skilled in the design of
We Need Engineers
You see, we have a contract with process regulators, indicators and conthe Atomic Energy Commission. We trol devices for liquid level, flow, temaren't snaking bombs or turning out perature and pressure.
isotopes. We are building a nuclear
engine for a submarine-and our next
You'll Like Working Here
big job is to build one for a large
When we get people out here and
naval vessel. Maybe that sounds more
like war work and less like putting talk to them, we find them ready
atomic energy to useful work for man- and eager to work here. There is
kind. But-the next steps will be something fascinating about it. Maybe
atomic power equipment for peace- it's because there aren't many places
in the world where the work you do
time purposes.
seems to have much influence upon
what's happening in the world. Out
Power Is Our Business
here, it might. Even if you only find
And that's our primary purpose.
a way to improve a heat exchanger.
Because Westinghouse's business is
We know the men we are after
power.
would like it here at Westinghouse.
We have some great things going on
It's an engineer's kind of company.
in our Atomic Power Division. And
It's big, with thousands of employes,
we have wonderful people out here,
yet every fourth one is an engineer.
brilliant and inspiring to work with. Many of them have been here
20 and
The point is that we need more of
and more than half the
25 years
them
of the right kind. They don't
top executives are engineers.
have to know anything about atoms
There are good jobs here, at good
or atomic power, but they do have to money. And there will continue
to be
know a lot about electronics or elecgood jobs in this division ... no matter
trical engineering or mechanical en- what happens. Work on the atomic
gineering.
engines will go on. National security
dictates that.

...

...

...

... Electronic Engineers

The electronic engineers we need
should have had four to ten (or more)
years experience with electronic computers employing pulse amplifying,
wide range linear amplifying and rate
circuits
or they must have dealt
with null balance devices employing
both vacuum tube and magnetic am.

.

.
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Your Wife Will Like It Here
And the wives of the men we are
after will like it here, too. Sure, they'll
have to live near Pittsburgh, but that's
no punishment these days. This is not
the Pittsburgh of old. Someone has
said that Pittsburgh is now one of the
Want more information? Use post card on last pose.

most exciting cities in America. They've
cleaned up the old smoke and dirt.
They've torn down many of the old

buildings. They're pouring billions
into new residential areas, new highspeed boulevards, new parkways and
other facilities for good living.

Enjoy Suburban Living
The plant is at the Bettis Field airport, 13 miles southeast of the city,
in a suburban section of rolling hills.
Not far away is Mt. Lebanon, one
of the finest suburban living areas,
where many of our people live, and
Whitehall and Brentwood, bustling
new communities where the downtown
department stores have branches with
lots of room to park. Your wife would
like to know she can get all those
Westinghouse appliances Betty Furness
talks about at nice discounts.
For people who are just getting
started, there are lots of one and two
bedroom apartments within easy driving distance. For families with children, there are five colleges and universities and the fine school system
that goes with that kind of higher
education. For people who like cultural advantages, there is a fine symphony, an outdoor civic light opera,
one of the world's great art exhibits, a
top-ranking museum, a planetarium,
famous Carnegie libraries.

You Get Extra Benefits
Westinghouse employes enjoy a lot
of extra benefits, too-a modern pension plan; life, sickness and accident
insurance and hospitalization; and the
opportunity to purchase Westinghouse
stock at favorable prices.
All in all, there can be great things
in store for the right men if they
write to C. F. Stewart, Atomic Power
Division, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Box 1468, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
Our problem is to reach the right
men. That's why we say "How would
you solve this problem?"
Maybe you know someone who
should be out here. Maybe it's you.
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AIRPAX

has

the most revolutionary
miniature chopper!

(continued)

sired thickness, depending on the
formation voltage used. Volume
comparisons of General Electric
Tantalytic capacitors with paper capacitor are shown in Fig. 1.
The market price for paper capacitors has long been established
and the opportunities of further decrease in prices due to large quantity production may be small. The
tantalum -foil capacitor line is not
yet in mass quantity production and
with further development and simplification of manufacturing processes, large reductions in prices are
possible.

Control System for
Microwave Radio
A

weighs only 1.2 ozs.

I

FITS

62i

7

PIN

MINIATURE
SOCKET

the

AIRPAX

"MIDGET"
Small size and big performance have won wide acclaim for the
C747 MIDGET chopper io the short time since production was
released. Available with SPDT contacts, a 6.3 volt drive for
400 cycle operction, usually a 380 to 420 cycle frequency range.
Phase angle measured fvom a driving sine wave to midpoint
of contact dwell is a nominal 65°, with a dwell of approximately
135°. Units operate succ?ssfully over a very wide temperature
range, are fully hermetically sealed and may be exposed to
high altitudes, humidity, vibration and shock without damage.
Write for bulletin C747.

DESIGNERS

\ AIRPAX
PRODUCTS

ENGINEEGS

COMPANY

MIDDLE
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SUCCESSFUL MICROWAVE radio
relay system requires that many of
the radio stations be located on
mountain tops and other places far
removed from thickly populated
areas. These stations are normally
unattended, and it has been necessary to develop a remote control
system so they may be operated by
men in convenient locations.
The remote control system used
for operating unattended radio stations utilizes telephone lines known
as radio order circuits for transmitting some of the required signals.
Remote control signals are transmitted over the radio order circuit.
The sending circuit in the alarm
center consists of a 1,600 -cycle
Wien bridge oscillator, a balanced
modulator and a second Wien bridge
oscillator adjustable to 12 frequencies spaced 15 cycles apart between
277.5 and 442.5 cycles. A complete
director signal or order consists
of a 1 -second spurt of the 1,600 cycle tone. This tone is modulated
for the first half second by one of
the lower frequencies and for the
second half second by another of
these frequencies. Each combina=
tion is individual to the auxiliary
station called.
The remote control signals are
transmitted over a telephone order
circuit also used for voice transmissions. It is, therefore, necessary
that the signal receiving device at
the auxiliary unattended station be
designed in such a way that it will
not be falsely operated by voice
currents. This device is shown in
block form in Fig. 1. The signals

A

75S

RIVER,

BALTIMORE

20,

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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eb/as.tmdandbar
You can get rod or drawn bar of Chase Free Cutting Brass, Copper or a wide variety of
other copper alloys at one stop the Chase
Warehouse nearest you!

-

When you want free-cutting materials, it pays
to buy Chase for Chase rod and drawn bar
yield the shorter chips that make for easier
machining, longer tool life. They produce
smooth, clean -surfaced products less expensive to buff or polish before lacquering,.
enameling ór plating.
And when it comes to re -ordering, remember
that Chase alloys are uniform repeat orders
of the same alloy always have the same cutting
characteristics.

-

-

-

ChaseBRASSOPPER
WATERBURY 20, CONNECT ICUT
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SUBSIDIARY CF KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION

Want more information?

Use post card on last page.

The Nation's headquarters for Brass & Copper
Albany t
Cleveland
Hanses City, Mo.
New York
San Francisco
Atlanta

Dallas

Los Angeles

Philadelphia

Seattle

Baltimore

Deovert

Milwaukee

Pittsburgh

Waterbury

Boston

Detroit

Minneapolis

Providence

Rochestert
St. Louis

Chicago

Houston

Newark

Cincinnati

Indianapolis

New Orleans

(t sales
office only)
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AUXILIARY

CONTROL

CENTER

II

STATION

OSCILLATOR

(L600 CPS)

RIADIO

ORDER

CIRCUIT
MODULATOR

OSCILLATOR

I2FRIO

Rt1 RAU
RELAI
CIRCUIT

FIG. 1-Block diagram of the remote
control system for microwave relay

stations

from the line are amplified and
passed through a modulator to obtain the lower or modulating frequency.

This frequency is amplified and
applied to a group of 4 or 5 tuned
reed relays. When the first half of
a signal is received, one of the
relays operates to close its contact
and, by means of a vacuum -tube
amplifier, operates a relay in the
associated relay translator. This
relay remains operated for approximately 1 second to await the arrival of the second half of the signal
to operate a second tuned reed relay. The relay translator then connects ground to one of 10 output
signal leads.
When 4 tuned reed relays are
used 12 sequences are possible.
This system is arranged, however,
so that only 10 sequences are used
at any one auxiliary station.
The sending end of the director
system is arranged to produce 12
different modulating frequencies
making available 132 sequences.
Only 120 of these sequences are
used. The sequences are divided
into groups of 10 and assigned to
as many as 12 different auxiliary
stations permitting operation of a
maximum of 12 auxiliary stations
on any one radio order circuit or
from any one control center.
The receiving end of the director
system is protected against false
operation on voice currents by a
guard circuit, an automatic gain
control feature and the sharp tuning of the reed relays. The guard
circuit consists of a 900-cycle lowpass filter and amplifier and a rectifier arranged to disable the low
frequency amplifier in the signal
receiver in the presence of voice
currents or other low frequency dis -

pressure sensitivity
The accurate measurement of pressures is basic in
many of our aircraft instruments and controls. Our
expanded activities now cover the four distinct yet
allied fields of
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

AND CONTROLS

OPTICAL PARTS AND DEVICES

MINIATURE AC MOTORS
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS AND

NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

Current production is largely destined for our defense
forces; but our research facilities, our skills and talents, are available to scientists seeking solutions to
instrumentation and control problems.

ko I l s m a n
ELMHURST, NEW YORK
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GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
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SYLVANIA
TRANSFORMERS

manufactured with
Since both quality control

and uninterrupted production play so important a role
at SYLVANIA it is no wonder that this organization
standardizes on HELDOR
cans, can covers and compression -type hermetic -seal
bushings.
An increasing number of electronic component manufacturers find that it pays them to use
HELDOR's complete service
cans and covers with compression-type hermetic seal bushings
it's
pre-assembled in the covers*
ready for final assembly. It assures uniform production
also time -saving, cost-cutting and inventory reducing whether transformers are being built for
MIL -T-27 or commercial requirements.
Send specifications of your preset can and terminal assemblies for a convincing, money -saving

CANS and
TERMINALS

--

...

quotation!

P.S. Heldor now makes available several sizes of "dritti: transformer cans. Ask for the
special "Drawn Can" bulletin.
*Heldor has now standardized on stainless steel weld studs.

HELDOR MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
HELDOR BUSHING & TERMINAL CO., INC.
Bloomfield, N. J.
225 Belleville Ave.
ELECTRON ICS
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"CANNING"
THE

HEARTBEAT

LICENSED UNDER PATENTS

OF THE

BELL SYSTEM

(continued)

turbances. The automatic gain control feature on the input amplifier
of the signal receiving device operates partly from the level of the
1,600 -cycle carrier current and
partly from the low frequency output of the demodulator.
The armatures of the tuned-reed
relays are miniature tuning forks
equipped with contacts. These relays are capable of operation over a
band of frequencies only 2 cycles
wide. Their contacts are quite
delicate so that it is necessary to
provide vacuum-tube amplifiers between these contacts and the heavier telephone type relays used in the
relay translator.
This narrow band operating feature of the tuned -reed relays aids
in preventing false operation on
voice currents but does require that
the low-frequency tones operating
these relays be transmitted by modulating a 1,600 -cycle tone. This
technique prevents frequency shift.
of the tuned -reed frequencies in
cases where a single sideband carrier system is used for the radio
order circuit.
The 10 output or order leads
shown in Fig. 1 may be used to control various circuits in the unattended station. These are used for
starting the emergency gas engine
for test, for starting the indicator
system, operating transmission
switches, etc.
This article has been abstracted
from a paper entitled "Cl Alarm
and Control System for Microwave
Radio" by H. M. Pruden, presented
at the AIEE Winter Convention,
1953.

he

ability of today's complex network of communication

to function without interference

is

dependent upon the pre.'

cision with which its crystal components are manufactured
Each Reeves -Hoffman Crystal is built with exacting care

and submitted to rigid tests to meet the most precise

commercial and military specifications.

A subsidiary

of Claude Neon,

CHERRY AND NORTH STREETS
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Power Required by a
Shunt Impedance
shunt an
impedance across some portion of a
linear circuit and the question then
arises as to the amount of additional power the generator in this
circuit will have to supply. Zeplerl
gives a simple method of finding
this additional power. It involves
the use of Thevenin's theorem to set
up an intermediate circuit by which
a new impedance can be found,
which, shunted directly across the
generator, will cause the generator
to supply the same additional power
IT IS OFTEN necessary to

May, 1953-ELECTRONICS

LITTON ENGINEERING NEWS
NOW! Dependable pressure monitoring of
high vacuum systems during processing
return magnetic path, connection block,
package envelope and oven for the outgassing heater. Electrical connections
are made to binding posts on the steel
case. The tube weighs but 22 oz. and
measures 7" x 5" x 31/2".
Model 4301
Ionization Gauge Amplifier
This amplifier is a companion instrument for Type L-3032 Ionization Gauge
Tube. It includes range switches for
measuring from 10-4 to 10-8 mm Hg.,
a special leak -check range providing
full scale deflection at any pressure,

The new Litton Ionization Gauge is a

rugged and completely dependable
production tool for monitoring pressures from 10-4 to 10-7 mm Hg. The
instrument is a Philips -type gauge*,
specifically engineered for constant
production monitoring of high vacuum
pressures. It eliminates annoyance and
costs of burned-out gauges, activation
of poisoned cathodes, heating of grids,
etc. Even in steady, day -after -day use,
it requires no attention other than a
chemical cleaning about twice a year.
Cold Cathode Emitter
The Type L-3032 gauge was de-

built-in calibrating circuits and a switch
for outgassing the gauge tube heater.

veloped within Litton Engineering
Laboratories to facilitate our own manufacturing of vacuum tubes. It utilizes
crossed electric and magnetic fields
which enhance collision probability in
a small volume so that a cold cathode
emitter can be used. Thus operation,
even at atmospheric pressure, will not
damage the tube. (In normal use, the
tube is not operated until black-out of
the vacuum system is reached. Good
relative pressure readings are available
throughout the range of 10-4 to 10_7
mm Hg.) Type L-3032 tubes have been
tested during the past two years on Litton vacuum tube production lines. They
are now installed on every exhaust station in our plant.

Monel-Encased
The Ion Gauge Tube is composed of
a monel-encased interaction space with
the case near ground potential. A ni chrome wire anode at 2,500 volts is
centered within the case. An outgassing
6.3 volt heater is mounted near the
*Licensed under Philips Laboratories, Inc.

Model 4301 Amplifier

Type L-3032 Ionization Gauge

monel case, but insulated from it.
A 3/4" diameter kovar tube, insulated
from the monel case by a glass seal, is
supplied for connection to the vacuum
line. The magnetic field is provided by
permanent magnets mounted in a sheet
steel shell. This shell also serves as a

Patent No. 2197079

5743

ENGINEERING
LABORATORIES
1049 BRITTAN AVENUE

ELECTRONICS- May, 1953

SAN CARLOS

It consists of a high voltage rf power
supply, a vacuum tube voltmeter circuit with current -sampling resistors, a
6.3 -volt transformer (to provide current
for the outgassing heater in Type L-3032
Ionization Gauge Thbe) and a selfregulating low voltage power supply
providing wide input voltage variation
without affecting performance. Electrical connection is by cable with banana
plugs to Type L-3032 Ion Gauge. Power
supply requirements are 110 volts, 60
cps. The instrument measures 10" x 8"
x 8". Weight is 171/2 lbs.

2,

CALIFORNIA

Want more information?

Use post card on

U.S.A.
last page.

Manufacturers of glassworking lathes
and attachments, vertical sealing machines, pumps, spotwelders and timers,
burners, Molube, bell jars, hydrogen
furnaces, thermopiles, ion gauges
and amplifiers, U -lines, water loads,
dielectric stubs, phase changers.
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(continued)

t
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chtiz9/
C1

+C2

(B)

C'

4
C;

(C)

FIG.

l-Circuit simplification

for shunt

impedance calculations

that it must supply when the desired point of the original circuit.
The steps are as follows :
shunting im1. Remove the
pedance Z and determine the voltage at the point where Z is to be
connected.
2. With Z removed and the generator E shorted, determine the internal impedance of the circuit.
3. Now set up an intermediate
circuit composed of the voltage, E',
determined in step 1, the internal
impedance Z, determined in step 2
and the shunting impedance Z.
4. Now with this intermediate
circuit, determine a new impedance
L, which shunted directly across
the generator will cause the same
additional power to be supplied that
will be required when Z is shunted
across the desired point in the
original circuit. That is

This Huski-Duty shipping box means
lower freight cost, minimized damage

E'2

Z.

claims, and excellent dealer relations.
Get all three in your

lt."

Hinde & Dauch, Sandusky, Ohio.
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E,

(Z;

5. Now make the final circuit
composed of E, the new value of Z,
and Z and the power supplied by
E will the desired additional power

shipping bo

send for booklet "How To Pack

Z

2

or Z =
Z;

required.
Note that this is not the power
that Z takes from the generator but
is the extra power the generator
must supply because Z is shunted
across part of the circuit. Some of
this extra power will be consumed
in Z and the rest of it will be dissipated in the remainder of the
circuit.
As an example, consider Fig. 1
where it is desired to know the
effect on the generator of shunting
last page.
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Corning metallized glass
midget trimmer capacitors
Metallized Glass Midget
Trimmer Capacitors are produced by
permanently bonding metal to tubes
made of glass with practically zero
temperature coefficients in the VHF
range. This means negligible capacity change even with widely variable
ambient temperatures.
To further increase stability for
such critical applications as high
frequency amplifiers and oscillator
circuits, these trimmers can be supplied with fittings for direct traverse
trimming that permits the trimming
slug to move in and out without
turning. This assures negligible capacity shift under vibration, and an
absolutely smooth capacity curve.
Critical tuning is simplified.
For general high frequency uses,
CORNING Midget Trimmer Capacitors
CORNING

Metallized Glass Inductances
also afford high stability. They can be
CORNING

manufactured to exacting specifications
in uniform, variable or double pitched
windings. Fixed tuned, permeability
tuned or permeability tuned inductance trimmer combinations can be supplied
with appropriate cores and convenient
mounting bushings. Automatic machinery keeps unit cost low, precision high.

Corning Glass Works

CORNING GLASS

WORKS, Dept. E-5, Corning, Ni. Y.

Please send me literature on:

New Products Division

Metallized Glass Inductances,

D Metallized

Name

ar.r<.'rpnre...zaa,r.etuuaiz:e 62400

-

Glass Trimmer Capacitors.

Title

Company

City

ELECTRONICS

can be furnished with more economical rotating slugs. Both types are
available from .3 to 12 u.u.f., or can
be designed to meet your own particular requirements, including split
stators. Their compact coaxial shapes
and convenient mounting bushings
simplify multiple installations, as in
multi -channel fixed tuned high frequency circuits.
Produced on automatic machinery
to close tolerances, CORNING Midget
Trimmer Capacitors can be manufactured in quantity with electrical
characteristics held to very close
limits.
Our engineers will be glad to help
you with whatever design assistance
you need. For complete information,
just clip the coupon below, or write
and tell us your problem.

Zone

State

L
May, 1953
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(continued)

L across C.

The voltage across

1.

EC,

Cz

-E,

+ e2
2. The internal impedance is
made up of C, shunted by C2.
3. The intermediate circuit is
given in Fig. 2.
,

4. The equivalent impedance, L,
which can be shunted directly
across the generator to determine
the extra powerrequired is

4-/ E
E

\

C1

JzíZc -f- ZL)

.

1

CI+Cz

+

º(

Cº

CI

w

(el
1

w

-FL')/

(Ci+C2)

+ Lw

=C1+Cº +.Lw(C1+C2)2

\

wC,

Z

C,

//

The first term of this equivalent
represents a capacitance
C,2

(C,

+ C2)

and the second term an inductance
(C1 +
C,

C2

J

5. The final circuit is given in
Fig. 3, where the power is fictitious

since there is no resistance.-K. H.

RECORDS 6 VARIABLES AT ONCE

with Brush Oscillograph
MHIS Electronic Analog Computer, developed and

(1) E. E. Zepler, A Network Theorem Wireless Engineer, p 44, Feb.
1952.

Stanford Atom Splitter

manufactured

permits engineers to explore
1 by the Boeing Airplane Company, one
time. Hours of laborious

problems in all their variations at

calculations are eliminated.
With the use of the Brush six -channel Oscillograph, results from as
many as six different computations are recorded simultaneously.
Plotting of results is not necessary, since the Brush Oscillograph provides permanent chart records immediately !
Boeing uses Brush Recorders extensively in their analog computer
activities and indicates that their experience with this equipment has
been very satisfactory.
Investigate Brush Recording Analyzers for your studies ... in the
laboratory, on the test floor, in the field. Expert technical assistance
from Brush representatives located throughout the U.S. In Canada :
A. C. Wickman, Limited, Toronto. For bulletin write Brush Electronics Company, Dept. K-5, 3405 Perkins Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

-

BRUSH ELECTRONICS

COMPANY
formerly

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS FOR INDUSTRY
PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS
ACOUSTIC DEVICES
ULTRASONIC EQUIPMENT

TAPE RECORDERS

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
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The Brush Develofnnent Co.
Brush Electronics Comjsany
is an oyerating unit of
Clevite Corkoration
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Linear accelerator used in nuclear research uses the firing chamber shown
in the photograph. Edward L. Ginston,
Director of Stanford University's microwave laboratory is shown aiming electron bullets shot down the 200 -foot gun.
They attain a speed 99.9 percent that
of light in the first foot traveled
May, 1953
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MICROTHERM
the modern microwave Radar Diathermy, F.C.C. approved, used in hospitals, clinics and
doctors' offices throughout the world. It incorporates
the Magnetron Tube pictured.

Speerdry
RAYTHEON MAGNETRONS
04

RAYTHEON RK 5609
100 WATT CW MAGNETRON

thousands of Raytheon CW Magnetrons
are in daily commercial use. Their performance record
has been remarkably free of failures.
RELIABILITY

Raytheon Magnetrons have been in active
commercial use for five years
operating for thousands of hours.
LONG LIFE

CHARAC7ER15T}CS

CV',

OF

1yt1O

FIZiD F RgOUENCY

RAYTHEON GEDr MAGNETRONS

PACK

TYpe

111111111111111111

No.

f. 3

Volage (Volts)
(Amps)
Heater CLIrent

Heater

Anone

(v)
Vitage

Current (Amps)
Anode
Min Po (Watts)
Fre4ucleY

.8
1.5

0.125
85.0

arc.

-

in the many applications, where penetrating heat is needed, Magnetrons can provide the
least expensive source of power.
LOW COST

312
8.0
32.0
5.5

0.25

HOW ABOUT YOUR IDEAS ON

700.0

MICROWAVE APPLICATIONS?

2450

2450

Raytheon has the application engineering staff and
the design and production resources to be of maximum assistance to you. Why not talk to us soon?

(MC)

RAYTHEON

-

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
POWER TUBE

if'.rce/rence rir Lr`lecltoni:J
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Air Comparator Tests
Electron Guns

the required air -tight seals around
the gun, and the reading of the
comparator is noted. Arrows are
marked on the comparator scale
window to indicate tolerance limits
for a particular type of gun.
The technique has the important
advantage that no gage or other
tool comes in contact with the sur-

á
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face of the cathode. This eliminates
the possibility of chemically contaminating the cathode. Operators
wear finger protectors to prevent

contaminating the outer structure
of the gun with body salts due to
perspiration. Gun structures awaiting tests are stored in transparent
Lucite tote boxes.

Work Carrier for Pass-Along Line
assembly of the
chassis for the PRC-6 hand -carried
f -m transmitter-receiver is expedited by Raytheon through use of
a special die-cast cradle that can
PRODUCTION -LINE

easily be pushed along the line on
steel tracks.
Corner posts on the cradles are
designed to permit safe stacking
when finished units must be stored

Setup for using air stream to measure
electrode spacings on a production

basis

PRODUCTION of electron
guns for Sylvania television picture
tubes, the important and critical
grid -to-cathode spacing is adjusted
to within 5/10,000 of an inch by
directing a stream of clean air
through the opening between the
grid and cathode. A comparator
then measures the resistance to the
air flow. If the spacing is too great,
the air resistance will be low. Close
spacing gives too high a resistance
to air flow.
The operator places the gun
structure in a jig to which the air
stream is fed with flexible tubing.
A lever on the jig is then pushed
to actuate rubber gaskets that give

IN THE

256

Use of self -stacking die-cast carriers on pass -along assembly line
May, 1953
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REMEMBER, MERLIN,

WAND WAVING IS
STRICTLY HOCUS-POCUS!

Pulling a rabbit out of a hat is fine
for entertainment, we agree. But not even a
magician can make good on the fantastic
claims attributed to cheaper solders, the mystery
alloys with a secret ingredient, that are
supposed to equal the performance of higher
tin content solders. Today, as always, Kester
believes, the quality of the soldered connection
is what counts ... not an infinitesimal
saving. That's why Kester Solder has been a
"star performer" for more than 50 years!
For your specific solder requirements,
"44" Resin, "Resin -Five" or Plastic
with exact core size or
Rosin -Core Solder
flux -content "tailored" to every ¡ob.

remember Kester

...

------
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KESTE
SOLDER
4204 WRIGHTWOOD

AVENUE, CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS

NEWARK 5, NEW JERSEY
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''' w;r:.c
temporarily before being placed in
housings. For stacking, projecting
pegs at the top of one carrier fit
into holes in the bottom posts of
another carrier.
Each chassis is locked in position
in its carrier with four nuts and
bolts. Since chassis holes for these
bolts are slotted, the bolts need only
be loosened slightly to remove a
finished chassis.
With a pass -along line, the work
must progress in orderly succession,
whereas with power-driven conveyor belts a chassis may occasionally get past without receiving its
quota of parts or work.
A wood bridge is placed over the
pass -along line at each work position. This blocks passage of carriers and at the same time allows
the operator to bring the carrier
to a more convenient closer position
for assembly work.

"yWxrGt

sW:vr.:;...

Stratosphere Chamber Tests Missile Controls
To EXPEDITE environmental testing
of prototype electronic components
for guided missiles, the Pacific
Division of Bendix uses a 64 -cubicfoot chamber that can take equipment up to the equivalent of 150,000

feet of altitude, practically a vacuum. Temperature and humidity
are also variable to simulate atmospheric conditions to which electronic controls would be subjected
during the flight of a missile.

Stratosphere chamber made for Bendix by Bemco Inc., using Square D equipment
for power control and Honeywell recorders on the control racks at the rear

Production Testing of Magnetron Cavities
By MARKUS NOWOGRODZKI
Amperex Electronic Corp.
Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.

THE usual unloaded, loaded and

coupled Q-factor measurement procedures are hardly adaptable to
production -type quantity testing of
cavity resonators. It is desirable,
however, to perform Q -factor measurements on a production basis in
magnetron assembly work, where

the resonant cavity properties are
of major importance to the operation of the oscillator. In visual display methods for this type of test,
the determination of loaded Q depends upon the evaluation of the
half -power bandwidth, which is
always a somewhat involved procedure. This article presents a
method wherein the difficulty is
overcome by measuring the detuning with a known mismatch rather
than the bandwidth, so that the
coupled Q rather than the loaded Q
is obtained experimentally. This
together with a standard measurement of the voltage standing wave
ratio suffices to determine all three
Q-factors of the resonant structure.
The apparatus required, shown
in Fig. 1, is similar to that used
in the absorption method of cavity
wavelength measurements. A hy258

Production setup for cold-testing anode blocks of type 2155 magnetrons. Blocks for
2148 and 4152 tubes are on bench also, awaiting test. Cabinet contains klystron
power supply and oscilloscope circuits. Operator is adjusting klystron oscillator
with right hand

brid junction is used to monitor
the wave reflected from the cavity
under test. The klystron oscillator
is swept in frequency by a sawtooth

waveform derived from the oscilloscope time -base circuits.
If the klystron oscillator, for a
given adjustment of its tuning
May, "953
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ANOTHER PERFORMANCE REPORT FROM CONDENSER PRODUCTS COMPANY

"We had a high voltage power

supply problem
"Our problem was

.. .

to find a 30,000 volt power

supply to be used as a source of voltage for kinescopes. It also had to be suitable for experimental
work and in airborne equipment. The main considerations were small size and light weight, but
also we needed a design that would conform to
military specifications.

"We consulted `CP' and told them
what we needed

..."

1 1
T

1

T'

1.

1

1T 1 T1

1 1 1 1
T T T T

-a"T"

The "CP" Engineering Department designed a
power supply with the following characteristics:

Input voltage: 115 V AC
Frequency: 320 to 1000 CPS
Output voltage: 0-30 KV continuously variable

ma rated current.

Ripple voltage: Less than
mum rated current of .3 ma

.1

- .3

peak-to -peak at maxi-

Temperature: To operate over a range of -10°C to
+55°C and 95% relative humidity.
General: To operate effectively in any position.
Taking advantage of hermetic sealing and oil -filled
construction in addition to new techniques and use of
plastic film for high voltage capacitors, Condenser
Products' Engineers developed type PS30-3C400 to
comply with all requirements. Size of unit is 51/2 x
51/2 x 614". Total weight: 11 lbs.

"CP" is now filling orders for HiVolt Power Supplies
in the following ranges: 2,000 V, 5,000 V, 12,000 V, 15,000 V, 30,000 V, and
50,000 V, at frequencies of 60 cycles and 400 to 1,000 cycles. HiVolt Power
Supplies are engineered for various applications. Because of their small
size, light weight, flexibility, and ease of operation "CP" HiVolt Power
Supplies are ideal for operation of display tubes, radiation counters, photoflash devices, dust and electrostatic precipitators, oscilloscopes, insulation

Your engineering problem will receive
the immediate attention of our design and
specification engineers.

testers, spectographic analyzers and other equipment.

ondenser Flrolucts Co»iptiny
Division of New Haven Clock

7517 North Clark Street
Manufacturers of : Glassmike Capacitors
Send for catalogue on:
Q Glassmikes D HiVolt Power Supplies

Plasticons

p Pulse Forming Networks

ELECTRONICS

-
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Chicago 26,

Plasticon Capacitors

HiVolt Power Supplies

NAME

&

Watch Company

Illinois
Pulse Forming Network

TITLE

FIRM

CITY

ADDRESS

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

STATE.
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CRYSTAL

MOUNT_

CALIBRATED MISMATCH
TRANSFORMER

VIDEO
SIGNAL

MATCHOE D

I
pppppp

WAVEMETER

JUNCTION

CAVITY
UNDER

1ú

TEST

leATTENUATOR
SWEEP VOLTAGE
KLYSTRON OSCILLATOR

1-Setup for testing microwave
cavity resonators before assembly in
magnetrons
FIG.

THE

BIG

ONE

TI -is Pilot Light Assembly was first
made to accommodate the S-11 lamp and
was intended for use in the cabs of great
diesel locomotives.

ACTUAL 512E

Cat.

#613529-211

THE LITTLE ONE
The miniaturization program on defense
products required the development of this
sub -miniature light. It is used on communication
equipment and aircraft. Midget flanged base
bulbs to fit are rated 1.3, 6, 12, and 28 volts.
ACTUAL SIZE

Cat.

Dialco HAS THE COMPLETE LINE

of

#8-1930.621

INDICATOR and PANEL LIGHTS

i,,,,pp_ to suit your own special conditions
OP
and requirements will be sent promptly
and without cost. Just outline your
needs. Let our engineering department
assist in selecting the right lamp
and the best pilot light for YOU.

Write for the Dialco
HANDBOOK of PILOT LIGHTS

Want more information?

Use post card on

r

To obtain the value of the vswr
at resonance
the calibrated mismatch transformer is changed both
in insertion and phase until the
resonance dip in the klystron mode

--

DIALICHT CORPORATION
260

fo/F.

-11

Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot Lights

60 STEWART AVENUE, BROOKLYN 37, N. Y.

mechanism, is being swept through
a range of frequencies which include the resonant frequency of the
cavity, an absorption dip in the
klystron mode pattern will be observed on the oscilloscope. The
exact frequency f, of the dip can
be determined by superimposing a
wavemeter marker upon this absorption pattern as in Fig. 2A.
Next, the calibrated mismatch
transformer is adjusted for a predetermined value of mismatch. For
magnetron cavities, the mismatch
of interest is usually that introducing a vswr of 1.5:1, since the
magnetron pulling factor is usually
defined as the maximum variation
in magnetron frequency when a
mismatch of that value is introduced in the magnetron output
transmission line and varied over
all phases. The detuning of the
cavity is measured by observing the
change in the resonance absorption
dip as the mismatch is varied in
phase. Thus the maximum frequency variation F is determined.
The value of Qa for coupled Q can
now be calculated, for a mismatch
of 1.5:1 in vswr, from Qo = 0.417

HYACINTH 7-7600
last page.

2-Resonance absorption patterns
seen on cathode-ray screen, for cavity
resonance with wavemeter marker at
I. (left) and for match at I.

FIG.
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Is

the price

Service
Right?

Give Qependable
Will It

ill

Delivery?

It Conform

Specifications?

CHOOSE SYNKOTE CABLE AND WIRE
for Value -- for Service -- for Dependability
1.

Choose

for Dependable Construction

You want to be sure that the wire you buy will give
dependable service. SYNKOTE wire is warranted by
Plastoid to be made of the finest materials, and will

meet all applicable specifications.
FIRST IN COMMUNITY
TV: this ultra -rugged
Synkote coax cable (RG
5 9/U and 11/U) i s

double -shielded and
double -jacketed, transmits

signals over long distances with

virtually no

radiation losses.

NEW FOR UHF: Synkote

2.

for Engineering Know -How

Possibly, you may know what general characteristics you
desire, but not how to put these into wire. Plastoid's
large staff of engineers can transform your generalized
requirements into a finished wire or cable. Simply
give us your electrical and physical requirements
we'll design the cable.

"Ovaltube" twin -lead is
a tubular air -dielectric
construction, features low
attenuation. Fits ordinary
hardware, can be made

weathertight in seconds.
Uniquely practical, nothing else like it.

Choose

-

3.

Choose

for Rapid Delivery

Plastoid's modern manufacturing facilities mean faster
production ... more rapid deliveries to you.

4.
30 CONDUCTOR CABLE:
Synkote custom -engi-

"JUMBO" TWIN -LEAD:

neered cable designed

est

-a

and manufactured from
simple specifications read
over the telephone. Difficult -looking, but "ducksoup"to Plastoid eng ineers.

TV

for Friendly Service

-

5.

-

Choose

for Reasonable

ELECTRONICS

-
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N. J.

...

Cost

Remember, "bargains" seldom save you money. In the
long run, it pays to pay a fair price and get dependable
wire. For true wire economy specify SYNKOTE
manufactured only by Plastoid Corporation,
Long Island City, New York

-

"Manufactured by the mile- tested by the inch"

plant: HAMBURG,

-

You'll find everyone at Plastoid executive, salesman
or engineer friendly, warm and informal
pleasant
to work with and eager to do business with you.

-

web-the stronglead-in ever introduced. Withstands
gales, extreme heat, cold
and humidity. Low loss
gives excellent reception
in fringe areas.
185 mil

Choose

PEA ST

offices: 42-61 24th St., Long Island City, N.Y.
Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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CANNON
PLUG ACCESSORIES
for the "AN" Series

(continued)

pattern is matched out at the cavity
resonant frequency f,, until no reflected wave is observed at the
center of the resonance dip, as
shown in Fig. 2B. The value of
r, can then be read directly from
the calibration curve of the mismatch pad, after which unloaded
QU for an overcoupled cavity (the
usual case of interest in microwave
oscillator design), is obtained from
Qo = r,Qc. Now the loaded QL can
be obtained from Q,. = Qo/Qc if
desired.

ADAPTER

ÁN3055

CONDUIT COUPLING
ÁN3068

CABLE CLAMP.AN385TA

CONDUIT COUPLING
*113058

MeeZefKM
COUPLING
9D° CONDUIT
ÁN3062

BOA

CONNECTOR.

GNAW

r

r
jì

UIT COUPLING LOCKNUT
ÁN3066

CONDUIT COUPLING ADAPTER
STRAIGHT

ÁN3060

MET

NO. 212

DUMMY RECEPTACLE

DUST CAP

ND.

OTRO

NO. 2182

An added advantage of the
method as applied to magnetron
production testing is the fact that
F, the cold magnetron pulling factor, is determined empirically. In
a comparison check on 15 X-band
magnetrons with varying degrees
of coupling, the values of F obtained by the method presented
here showed closer agreement with
the measured pulling factors on
operating tubes than those calculated from a standard Q-measurement procedure. Generally, values
of Q, and Q, obtained by this
method were about 15 percent
lower than those measured by
standard techniques.
The method, because of its simplicity and rapidity, may be used
to advantage in magnetron resonator testing to discover and reject
cavities with improper coupling at
an early stage in the costly and
complicated procedure of magnetron assembly and processing.

Desiccant Calculator
A SLIDE -TYPE calculator made from

transparent Vinylite accurately inHere is the answer to a frequent question we
receive from people everywhere. Yes, Cannon
does make a complete line of accessories to be
used in conjunction with the AN Series of connectors. Complete engineering data on each of
these is given in the Cannon AN Bulletin, available on request.

CANNON ELECTRIC

BONDING RING
ANSIT I

GNGL ND
TELESCOPING

dicates in a second the number of
desiccant units required per package of electronic equipment that
has been packed for export. One
side of the calculator is used for
rigid containers and the other for

BUSYING

Since 1915
Factories in Los Angeles, Toronto, New Haven, Benton Harbor. Representatives in principal cities. Address inquiries to Cannon Electric
Company, Dept.E-120, P. 0. Box 75, Lincoln Heights Station, Los
Angeles 31, California.
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Desiccant calculator for military packaging of electronic equipment
May,
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From

SUBMINIATURE
to HEAVY DUTY
From

MILLIWATTS
to KILOWATTS

tie
Whatever the

requirement

leederal

there's a

SELENIUM RECTIFIER

Now
Federal Offers
ENCAPSULATION

to do the job!

years ago Federal introduced the selenium rectifier to America's electronic engineers and product designers.
other components
Today, tens of millions of these versatile AC-to -DC power conversion units
from subminiatures
are at work in almost unlimited fields of application
a
Another Federal "First".
with milliwatts of output to heavy duty stacks for the biggest DC-operated
unique development in component -sealing that expands the apequipments.
plication range of rectifiers and
Here's proof of the high quality built into Federal's compact, economical,
opens to industry a new concept
in Military Equipment Design.
long -life, fully inert selenium rectifiers ... here's proof of their efficiency and
dependability in consumer, industrial and military power conversion jobs!
Write Federal today for information on your rectifier requirements...
whatever the size, type or rating. Give your design the benefit of the reApplications range
from tiny rectifiers
search, engineering and manufacturing skill that pioneered the selenium
to sub -assemblies
rectifier ... and now keeps "Federal" the standard of industry! Address
powand complete
er supplies.
Dept. F -413A

OF SELENIUM RECTIFIER STACKS

-plus

DC

.

FOURTEEN

...

.

America's oldest and largest manufacturer of selenium rectifiers

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
SELENIUM-INTELIN DIVISION

100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON,

NEW JERSEY

In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.

Export Distributors, International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N.

ELECTRONICS

-
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What is your Delay or Regulating Problem?
For the most effective solution use the

SIMPLEST, MOST COMPACT
MOST ECONOMICAL

HERMETICALLY SEALED

:..AMPERITE

...

:eltf.otl.e`.ah

flexible containers.
An arrow on the calculator is set
to the desired type of container, and
the weight of dunnage is located in
a window at the pound -dunnage
column. Alongside this figure is
the necessary number of units re-

quired for dehydrating, taking into
account both the weight of dunnage
ana the volume of the container.
The calculator is made by Greenwood Packaging Supply Co., 859879 Summer Ave., Newark 4, New
Jersey.

THERMOSTATIC

DELÀ

Silver-Plating Fine Wire

Y

Provide delays ranging from

peÏ!

f'

2 to 120 seconds.
Actuated by a heater, they operate on A.C., D.C., or
Pulsating Current.
Hermetically sealed. Not affected by altitude, moisture,
or other climate changes.
Circuits: SPST only-normally
open or normally closed.
Amperite Thermostatic Delay Relays
are compensated for ambient temperature changes from -55° to

ÀMPERIyE'<

DELAY
RELAY`

+

+70°C. Heaters consume approximately 2 W. and may be operated
continuously. The units are most
compact, rugged, explosion -proof,
long-lived,

IJI
STANDARD

TYPES:

and-very inexpensive!

MINIATURE

Standard Radio Octal, and 9 -Pin Miniature.

PROBLEM? Send

for Bulletin No.

TR -81

NICKEL alloy wire

thinner than

human hair is continuously plated
with silver by the three -bath setup
illustrated. The wire enters and
leaves each clear plastic plating
trough through end holes so small
that capillary action prevents leakage of solution.
The spool of wire to be plated
is placed on one end of a free -running shaft, threaded through the
ends of the tanks and fastened to a
take-up on a motor -driven shaft
outside the last tank.
The wire first passes through an
electrolytic cleaning bath. The next

BALLAST- REGULA TORS
Regulators are designed to keep
the current in a circuit automatically regulated
at a definite value (for example, 0.5 amp).
For currents of 60 ma. to 5 amps. Operates
on A.C., D.C., or Pulsating Current.
Hermetically sealed, light, compact, and
most inexpensive.
A mperite

MAX

AMPERIT
REGULATOR

.20

-904.s","

0
VOLTAGE OF 24V
BATTERY 6 CHARGER
VARIES APPROX

'

I..f

U
Tq BULB

AMPERITE
1

L

U

50%

WITH

AMPEEITE

VOLTAGE VARIES
ONLY

2%

T6zL

79

Maximum Wattage Dissipation: T61/2L-5W. T9 -10W.

Amperite Regulators are the simplest, most effective method
for obtaining automatic regulation of current or voltage. Hermetically sealed, they are not affected by changes in altitude, ambient temperature (-55° to +90°C), or humidity.
Rugged; no moving parts; changed as easily as a radio tube.

Write for 4 -page Technical Bulletin No. AB -51

AMPERITE CO., Inc. 561 Broadway, New York 12 , N. Y.
In

Yf4

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., 560 King St., W., Toronto 2B
Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

Reel of unplated wire is at left. Take-up
reel for silver-plated wire is at right,
on shaft of motor housed in metal box
May, 1953
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FASTEST

CallianceD"TURNS"
TENNA ROTOR

THING

I

FASTENINGS

N

PUSH -ON SPEED

TO

TINNERMAN

...BEAMS -IN 50% ASSEMBLY SAVINGS!
Engineers at Alliance Manufacturing Company,
Alliance, Ohio, knew from experience how
SPEED NUT brand fasteners change fastening
problems into production savings. That's why
they "turned" to Tinnerman for a clear savings
picture in designing the Tenna-Rotor! Push -On
SPEED NUTS were selected right from the
Tinnerman catalog for tremendous time and
engineering savings at the design stage! 16
Push-Ons, zipped over integrally molded studs,
attach the electronic mechanism to the plastic control panel
and box! They eliminated metal inserts, nuts, and lockwashers
reduced materials handling stepped -up production, and
netted a 50 % savings in assembly costs.
A call will bring your Tinnerman representative with complete,
detailed information to help solve your fastening problems .. .
and maybe find savings like this!

-

-

MORE

ELECTRONICS

-
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NUTS

THAN 8000

Want more information? Use post card on lash page.

Start by hand
..zip over integral studs, rivets,
tubing, or other unthreaded
parts; bite into smoothest,

hardest surfaces-lock with
firm spring tension on metal,
plastic or wood. Eliminate

costly inserts in plastics; save
machining of die castings!

Write today for your copy of

SPEED NUT "Savings Stories" a
booklet of amazing examples of

Tinnerman savings to industry:

TINNERMAN PRODUCTS, INC., Dept. 12,
Box 6688, Cleveland 1, Ohio. In Canada:

Dominion Fasteners, Ltd., Hamilton,
Ontario. In Great Britain; Simmonds
Aerocessories, Ltd., Treforest, Wales. In
France: Aerocessoires Simmonds, S.A.

-

7

rue Henri Barbusse, Levallois (Seine).

SHAPES

AND SIZES
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(continued)

bath, separated by an air space, is
the cyanide plating bath. From
here it passes through a water rinse
fountain in the third plastic tank,
and emerges to dry in air for a
short distance before being spooled.
Leveling clamps with wing nuts
are provided on the cleaning and
plating tank supports. The solutions need replenishing only about
once a day.
Wire 0.8 mils in diameter, required for lateral grids of uhf pencil
triodes, is silver-plated in this setup
at RCA's Harrison, N. J. tube plant.

Precut Masks Speed
Spraying for Tropicalizing
of electronic equipment for tropicalizing or for application of sprayed finishes usually
involves masking certain terminals,
PREPARATION

MODEL
S -14-A

Size,

72" x 53/4" x
72% Pounds

7"

ANOTHER EXAMPLE
The
S -14-A,

HIGH

GAIN

r
OFLL_alatiman

POCKETSCOPE, model

loscopes. The sweep is operated in either

is an outstanding achievement in the

...

PIONEERING

itive or trigger mode over

a

a

repet-

range from 0.5 cycles

field of oscilloscopes. The high vertical and hori-

to beyond 50 KC with synchronization polarity

zontal sensitivities of 10 and 15 millivolts rms/inch

optional. All this and portability too! The incredibly

respectively; frequency responses within

-2

small size and light weight of the

db

S -14-A

now per-

from DC to 200 KC; non -frequency discriminating

mits "on -the -spot" use of the oscilloscope in all

attenuators and gain controls; plus individual

industrial, medical, and communications fields.

calibration voltages are but

few of the heretofore

Its rugged construction assures "laboratory per-

if

formance" regardless of environment.

a

unobtainable characteristics

DC coupled oscil-

Example of application requiring masking of certain regions during spraying
for tropicalizing. The electronic unit here
is a Philco-built radar set, being given
a special varnish to inhibit moisture
absorption and fungus growth in
tropical climates

WATERMAN PRODUCTS CO., INC.>F
PHILADELPHIA 25, PA.

WATERMAN PRODUCTS INCLUDE

CABLE ADDRESS: POKETSCo'c

-4-A SAR
-5-A LAB
S -1I -A INDUSTRIAL
S -12-B JANized
S -14-B HIGH GAIN
S -15-A TWIN TUBE
S

PULSESCOPE',

S

PULSgSCOPE

POCKETSCOPE

RAKSCOPE'
POCKETSCOPE

POCKETSCOPE

Also RAYONIC Cathode ;ï
Ray Tubes and Other

WATERMAN PRODUCTS
266

Associated Equipment

Want mere Information? Use post card on last page.

Method of applying precut pressure -sensitive mask to irregular area requiring
protection during spraying of electronic
equipment housing
May, 1953
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New G -E Electronic Relay: Highly
Sensitive to Resistance Changes
Can Be Used for

Liquid -Level Control

Electronic

Motor

relay

starter

This new electronic resistance -sensitive relay can control liquids between two predetermined levels. Relay will start a pump when liquid level reaches probe A, will continue
pumping until liquid falls below
probe B. Then it shuts itself off until
liquid again reaches probe A. This
operation can be reversed to keep the

tank full.

SPECIFICATIONS

Can Be Used for

HIGHLY SENSITIVE

Even a wet thread will provide
enough signal to operate this relay.
TWO TYPES OF OPERATION

Relay can be set for either "normal"
operation (relay "drops -out" when
external resistance is decreased to a
value between zero and four megohms*) or "reversed" operation (relay
"picks -up" when external resistance
is decreased to a value between zero
and two megohms*).

Sorting Small Parts
Oversize parts touch contact "A,"
closing electronic relay input circuit.
This relay energizes solenoid which
directs part into a container for oversize parts. Point of contact "B" is
set at standard height less tolerance.
Parts touching this contact point are
acceptable and are "shot" down
another chute. Undersize assemblies
do not touch either point and slide to
a

CONSTRUCTION

Enclosure is weather -resistant and
dust -tight (NEMA Type III and V).

PHOTOELECTRIC RELAY CR7505-K100

One of a complete
line of devices for
all photoelectric applications. Inexpensive, has broad ap-

plication. Bulletin
GEA-3533D.
ELECTRONIC TIMER

Handles timing over
three ranges, .061.2, .6-12, 6-120

C R7504 -A

ELECTRON ICS

GEA -

-

May, 7953

Electronic
relay

solenoid
which operates
knife edge

Tray
e

Negative
tolerance
-t Too

small

Troy

Tray
J

Electronic
relay

Contact-Making Instruments

The G -E electronic resistance -sensitive relay is able to amplify even the
minute currents carried by the delicate
contacts of contact -making instruments. For instance, the relay can be
arranged so that it will start or stop
a f -hp motor directly when an ammeter, voltmeter, or wattmeter reaches
the required meter reading.

Instrument

Preset

contact

F -hp
motor

Office or authorized
5, New York,
Schenectady
Section
B785-4,
Electric
Company,
General
or
write
distributor,

FOR MORE INFORMATION, contact your nearest G -E Apparatus Sales
G -E

for the following bulletins:

Electronic
13

Resistance -Sensitive Relay, GEA-5893

Photoelectric Relay, GEA -3533D

Electronic

Timer, GEA -5255B
TITLE

NAME
COMPANY

142
ADDRESS
STATE

CILY

ELECTRONIC DEVICES

seconds. Highly
accurate, versatile.

©

To

Too

large

Can Operate from

DIAL ADJUSTMENT
Sensitivity level set by adjusting
dial, which can be locked in place.
Relay may be remote controlled from
as far away as 500 feet.

5255B.

tolerance

third tray.

`Depending on dial setting.

Bulletin

Knife edge on solenoid
which operates when
port to be sorted makes
contact of Aor 8

"Positoe

GENERAL
Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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Westinghouse...aided by MICRO...

brings new efficiency
to automatic
gear hardening
MICRO roller arm actuated
switch chosen by Westinghouse engineers. Seal boot
covers plunger and gasketed
bottom plate protects enclosed switch from dirt, dust
and splash of oil or water.

(continued)
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threaded holes and other regions
that would be impaired by the
spray. For large areas, masking
tape in appropriate widths is generally used directly from the roll.
For irregular shapes of openings
and even for covering circular openings or terminals when minimum
overlap of tape is required, production costs can be lowered through
use of precut masks such as are
available from W. H. Brady Co.,

Il

Examples of precut masks used for pro-

tecting name plates and openings during spraying

Ahh
So speedy and efficient

is this Westinghouse INDUCTALL gear hardening machine
that a battery of five of them is capable of
heat-treating up to 300 gears an hour.
For automatic control of the vital handling,
heating, quenching and unloading, Westinghouse selected four MICRO precision
switches. This selection was prompted by
their precise, long -life, trouble -free performance, ease of mounting and water -tight connections provided.
Choice of MICRO switches as components
for this rugged machine tool is typical of
the confidence placed in MICRO design
and performance by design engineers
throughout the machine tool industry.
MICRO field engineers, with wide experience in the switch requirements of machine
tool design, are located near you. They are
ready and willing to assist in the selection
of the MICRO switch best suited to your
specific requirements
or help in the
development of an entirely new switch if
this is indicated. Write or call your nearest
MICRO branch office.

...

MICRO
MAKERS OF PRECISION SWITCHES

FREEPORT, ILLINOIS

268

A

DIVISION

Westinghouse engineer points to
one of four MICRO precision
switches which are operated by
camsto provide completely automatic operation of the handling,
heating, quenching and unloading of gears in the Westinghouse
INDUCTALL gear hardening machine.

Method

Want more information?

Exterior view of Westinghouse
INDUCTALL gear hardening machine which shows the clean,
compact design of this modern
machine tool for mass -production gear hardening.

OF

°'"uY='v
Use

removing circular masks
mounted on card

MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL REGULATOR COMPANY
ry

of

post card on last page.

H

Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin. These
pressure -sensitive masks can be obtained mounted on cards, with several masks to a card, or can be
obtained mounted individually with
each mask having its own folded
liner on the adhesive side. After
pealing from the card or removing
the liner, the masks can be applied

instantly without moistening.
Precut masks are also being used
for insulation in electronic equipment; here, the backing is of plastic, woven glass or other appropriate insulating material.
In another application, all of the
masks needed for one piece of equipment are mounted on a single backing sheet.

These masks include
May,

1953-
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gineering assistance is strictly confidential.
Tung -Sol service by competent fiekt,sales representatives is nationwide. A Tung-Sol delivery
promise is a promise. Closest cooperation is
maintained to keep deliveries up to your product ion ;:ehodnh, requirements.

Tung-Sol's modern manufacturing techniques
and advanced quality control methods assure
you of a product that is second to none.
Tung-Sol makes tubes-no sets-no equipment-just tubes. We do not cempete with
our customers. Tung -Sol design, development
and appli cation engineers work elosely together
for the sole purpose of producing z, better tube
make a better product. EnTUNG-SOL

MAKES

PICTURE TUBES

ELECTRONICS

-
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ALL -GLASS
RADIO

SEALED

BEAM

TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC INC

Nc,n,k 4, N. J.
Sales Office8; Atlanta, Chicago, Culver City (Los
Angeles), Dalian, Denver, Detroit, Newark, Seattle

LAMPS

MINIATURE -LAMPS

TV AND SPECIAL PURPOSE ELECTRON TUBES

Want more information?

Use

post card on last page.
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(continued)

hard -to -cut oval and trapezoidal
shapes as well as rectangular pieces
and circles.

Instrument Grounding Braid
bonding braid nailed to
the edge of an instrument shelf
serves as a convenient ground for
ull instruments at each test and
alignment position for combination
uhf -vhf rotary tuners in the Indianapolis plant of RCA Victor.
The braid is securely grounded at
FLEXIBLE

RODUCTION LIN

PUNISHMENT"

Simple instrument-grounding system at
uhf test position

one point to the metal frame of the
building. Individual instruments
are grounded to this braid with
short lengths of smaller braid, generally by looping the braid under
an instrument panel screw and
soldering the other end to the
master braid.

HEAT -CONTROL

Thermostatic

Action guaranteed for the lif<
the iron, of

c

rouble your
ryoney back!

The new, superior WALL INDUSTRIAL IRONS will outperform and

outlast any soldering irons you've ever tried! Exclusive thermostatic
action (without the use of fragile thermostats) controls heat so
perfectly that fusing and tip -burning are held to a minimum. Iron
stays at "on -the -button" production heat all day long, day after
day. Wall Irons heat four times faster than ordinary irons. No
radionic interference while iron is in use. And Wall is more economical to use than irons of like wattage because of heat output
efficiency! From 20 watts to 1000 watts .. thermostatic action up
to 2600 watts. Send for catalog today.
,

See Your Distributor
OVER

20,000,000 SOLDERING

WALL

PRODUCTS

MANUFACTURING CO.
PENNSYLVANIA

GROVE CITY
270
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Picture Tube Positioning
Fixture
positioning of 20 -inch rectangular picture tubes on a television receiver chassis is achieved
in Sylvania's Buffalo plant with a
heavy metal fixture that fits over
the entire front end of the chassis.
The fixture is equipped with slide
pins that go into holes on the sides
PRECISE

and top of the chassis. This locking
arrangement insures rigidity and
precise positioning despite jarring
when shifting the heavy picture
tube.
After the fixture is in place, the
picture tube is pulled forward on
the chassis to approximately the correct position, without bringing it up
against the fixture. Gage pins on
May, 1953
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ANACONDA MAGNET

WIRE

Anaconda's new

and better
molded shipper
Now offered to other magnet wire

producers. It means safer shipments,
better protection for wire, more
compact storage, easier return
of empties.

It's news-good news for magnet wire

users-when Anaconda boldly breaks
industry precedent to arrange with any
magnet -wire maker to ship spools in its
newly developed melded container*.
Anaconda's action in releasing its rights

2Cush -Tested. Accidents like this can't
e hcrm spools packed firmly in new molded

case. After 100 test drops on concrete, the
shipper retained its spools in perfect shape.

1

New Safe -Shipment Record. To assure safe handling and compact in -plant

stcrae cf

spool. Anaconda tested n u types of cases. Cf nearly 70.000 cases now in
than '/a of I' haie suffered ¿m damage in shipment. Quite a -ecord!

and allowing industry -wide usle is important to you.
This modern, protective pac<ig+e was
designed to safeguard the exceptional quality butt into all ANACONDA Magi 2t Wire.
It is typical of Anaconda's program fo:

.e less

constaat betterment of product, spools
and packaging. It's one more reason wh}
you raa.,(2 the right decision whet_ vot.
specify ANACONDA. Anaconda War, &
Cable Craupany,
Broadway, New Yc rk. 4.
N. Y.
EE96:
*Patent .DDiied f,r

2

New Molded Shipper has a soft lining to
spools gently. Top half rests
in bottom ... and stores in one-third the sNace
require by wood empties.

Co cradle wire

ANACONDA

1

TODAY'S HEADQUARTERS FOR
MAGNET WIRE
Cl3ss A
ENAMEL rORMVAR
NYFOFN NYLON

Class

B

VITROTER**

Class

sILOTE[*'
**Tededrl

Old 3-yle Wooctsox is very easily damaged
Lillis in a teat tumbler did this
the
best woic crate. Hearvv and bulky, the oll -type
box iris kaidlers, cc sts more to ship.

4e 61

(continucdl
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Used
Sensitive Galvanometer
Guided Missile Research...

,

u
tl

p
%

SUBMp'tp
0[SCRtNie1.70Rf9M
q4M
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.

Adjusting position of picture tube with
respect to fixture locked in position over
front of television receiver chassis.
Drilled holes lighten weight of fixture
without impairing the rigidity

.

nmii NIA.
NL

the upright rod of the fixture are
now pushed carefully against the
glass face plate. One of these pins
should touch the glass and the other
should not. Usually only one readjustment is needed to position the
tube within its tolerance range.
By maintaining uniform positioning of picture tubes on the
chassis, need for centering the
chassis in the cabinet is eliminated.
The fixture has thus quickly paid
for itself through savings in time.

.Pro1+eeled bYan

EDISON
Tune DeIal Relay

Malfunction or failure of recording

equipment when a guided missile is fired
can result in the loss of invaluable research data. The requirement of complete
reliability of components used in conjunction with this equipment resulted in
the selection of an EDISON Time Delay
Relay as a vital part of the Model 46A
Sub -Carrier Discriminator manufactured
by Electro -Mechanical Research, Inc.,

Stockroom Ratio Scale
COUNTING of large quantities of
screws, hardware, lugs and other
small parts is speeded through
use of a ratio scale in the stockroom.
In the type of scale used at

Ridgefield, Conn.
The Edison Time Delay Relay is
used to protect the sensitive galvanometer in the associated oscillo graphic recording unit, by allowing the power tube filaments to
reach proper operating temperature before the application of high

voltage. The thermal action is
independent of line voltage variations since the delay characteristics
vary in the same proportions as
the heating of the filaments. Because of their cooling rate, EDISON relays
prevent loss of equipment operating time
due to momentary power interruptions.

INCORPORATED
Instrument Division
Dept. 54, West Orange, New Jersey

272

Edison engineers will be glad to help
solve your cathode protection problems.
Just call or write to:

YOU CAN
ALWAYS RELY
ON EDISON

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

Use of ratio scale to count out 2,000
screws.
The stock man previously
placed 20 screws in the right-hand
small pan. Scoop is easily made by
nailing sheet metal to half -circle of
wood and drilling hole for handle
May, 1953
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RESEARCH
ENGINEERING
CRAFTSMANSHIP
PRECISION
PRODUCTION
DELIVERY

LEADERSHIP HAS ITS ROOTS
IN RESPONSIBILITY. At
we combine long term responsibility

to our customers with

.4,44 prod-

ucts and dam-to/engineering.

QUALITY

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
UNION STATION BUILDING
ELECTRONICS

-- May,

1953

Want more information?

Use

post card on last page.
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CAROL
PORTABLE CORDS

(continued)

Emerson, ratios of 99 to 1 and 9 to 1
are available. As an example, if
20 units are counted into the higher ratio pan, the scale will balance
when the large and small pans together contain 2,000 units. This
balance is obtained when 1,980 units
have been shoveled into the large
pan.
This type of scale is used in stockrooms of many other electronic
manufacturing plants, where it
gives more accurate control of inventory and more accurate dispensing of needed quantities to
assembly -line positions.

Magnet Lifts Grids
To INSURE cleanliness and at the
same time speed up the handling
Whenever you need to supply
power to movable heavy machinery, portable tools, battery
chargers and similar equipment, you can be sure of getting
top service under the hardest
usage by specifying Carol
Portable Cords.
Each stranded conductor is
paper served and insulated
with 30% rubber compound.
Wires are cabled with soft jute
to perfect roundness, served

of extremely tiny parts, operator in the Harrison, N. J. tube plant
of RCA use small permanent magnets to pick up the grids for pencil
triodes. One use of the magnet is
the flaring operation shown ;
another is for the operation of
welding the flared grid to the grid
disk of the envelope assembly. The

with cotton and protected
against weather and abrasion
by a tough 40% rubber jacket.
For the severe service, Carol
Neoprene jacket resists acids,
petroleum derivatives, alkalis
and deterioration by sunlight,
corona, oxidation, moisture,
or extreme temperatures.
Carol approved cords with
2, 3 or 4 conductors of No. 18
to 10 AWG. Also available in
6 cdrs. of No. 14 and 16, and
other combinations.
Power supply cable in 2, 3
and 4 conductors of No. 8 and

IMPOR
ENGINE
FREEDO
at

SYLV
All too often, farsighted engineering ideas and aims are held in
check by everyday job requirements. Engineers made of the
right "stuff" hold a secret yearning to break the shackles of today
to think in terms of the possi-

-bilities

of tomorrow.
Sylvania thinks that way, too
has thought so for years. As a
result, Sylvania encourages its
engineers to pioneer, develop, follow through on their ideas, write
and speak on their chosen subject
to gain professional recognition.
If you are looking for a stimulating challenge that will last a lifetime
investigate the splendid
career opportunities with fastgrowing Sylvania.

6 AWG.

For full details on our complete line write or call Carol
today.

-

-

Send your resume to:

JOHN C. WELD
Supervisor of Employment
Street, Buffalo 7, New York
DONALD BRADLEY
Personnel Supervisor
70 Forsyth Street
Boston, Mass.

254 Rano

CABLE

DIVISION

of The
CRESCENT COMPANY

ANIA

INC.

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

Pawtucket, Rhode Island

RADIO

Use of permanent magnet to place grid
over flaring tube, as viewed through

AND

TELEVISION

DIVISION

254 RANO STREET

BUFFALO 7,

NEW YORK

illuminated magnifying glass
Want more information?
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kRFECT

//

TYPE

2003
FREQUENCY

STANDARD
The Type 2003 contains, in

addition to the tuning fork,
all circuit components which
are selected or

- -

critical.-The

tube and remaining compothree resistors and two
capacitors
are external
and can be laid out and integrated with your equipment.
nents

.01

--

TUNING FORK STANDARD, hermetically sealed.
inches diameter.
11/2
412 inches long.
SIZE
SIMPLE EXTERNAL CIRCUIT,

tube, 3 resistors,

capacitors.
Choice of 12AT7, 6201, 5751, 6BF7,
6BG7 or 6021.
to 5
POWER REQUIRED, 75 to 300 V at
m.a.
6.3 V at 300 or 350 m.a.
in 400 or 500 cycles
AVAILABLE
ACCURACY guaranteed to .002%,
15- to 35- C.
2

TUBE

Also

TYPE
+-

1

1

Write for descriptive literature,
specifying Type 2003.

2007

Manufacturer of high precision
frequency and timing instruments
controlled by tuning fork oscillators.

(41/2" x 11/2")

COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED
INCLUDING VACUUM TUBE

American Time Products, Inc.
580 Fifth Avenue
OPERATING

ELECTRON ICS

-
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New York 36,N,

PATENTS
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Want more information?
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technique works even through the
nickel mesh used for the grids is
only slightly magnetic.

HOSTESS

CALL LIGHT SWITCH
"GOES TO TOWN"

Wire-Splicing Tool
Frequently, where indicator lights

A NEW light-weight wire splicer de-

must be used in conjunction with switches,
modern aircraft design affects a worthwhile weight and panel space saving by
using Hetherington switches with built-in lights.
Developed originally by Hetherington as hostess call
lights, these compact little units are now available
for a broad range of exacting commercial or military
aircraft services. Write for catalog.

AXYPE A304
Push-button

Push-pull snap
switch with 'on -off
1

ght and auxiliary

momentary contact.

TYPE

A8500
off-pull on"

"Push
Type A13800

an-pull off"

momen-

tary -contact switch indicator light
bination.

or

"push

with built -ir "an -off" light.

com-

With the new tool, which looks
much like a long pair of pliers, the
repair man has only two operations
to perform. First, he places each
broken end in turn into a specially

A311

TYPE

snap switch

by the Signal Corps
Engineering Laboratories permits
making a splice in broken field wire
in less than 30 seconds, as compared
to at least 3 minutes formerly required even by an expert repair man
under ideal conditions. The old
method required careful scraping of
insulation from both ends of the
wire to expose the strands. The
strands were then tied together in a
square knot, the ends wound around
the knot, and the splice then taped
first with rubber tape and then
friction tape to give good insulation and strength.
veloped

"Push on, pull off" switch
also operates "on -oft" independent lamp circuit. "Pull on,
also
push off" Type A312
available.

A31
Push-button normally -open
TYPE

TYPE

A325

- pull on"
with independent

momentary -contact switch plus
independent, unbroken lamp
circuit. Type A31 5 (not shown)
leas normally -closed contacts.

"Push off

switch
unbroken lamp circuir. Developed for bomber fire
extinguisher panel.

Method of using wire -stripping section
of new tool

flfTií/fR//V6TON
PANEL INDICATOR LIGHTS
SWITCH -INDICATOR LIGHT COMBINATIONS
PUSH-BUTTON AND SNAP ACTION SWITCHES
AIRCRAFT AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLIES

HETHERINGTON, INC., Sharon Hill, Pa.
(West Coast Division: 8568 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, Calif.)

276
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Inserting stripped wire into connector.
Cartridge -holding magazine is under
thumb of left hand
May, 1953
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m itchol l -rand
electrical insulation headquarters

FOR PRODUCTS

OF...

amber

domestic

im pit te

PURE RAW OR COMPOUNDED
.. uncut, cut, ground, compressed

MOULDING PLATE

... sheets, tubes,

SEGMENT PLATE

rings, discs,
washers, etc.

FLEXIBLE PLATE
HEATER PLATE

AND COMBINATIONS OF MICA WITH
papers, cloths, fiberglas, tapes, asbestos

...

Ag11.1111b..

hi -dielectric, tough, hard, elastic, flexible, resonant; resists

puncture, moisture

... is infusible and easy to fabricate

For MICA, as for everything in the line of electrical insulation,
here you will find the product
MITCHELL-RAND IS HEADQUARTERS

...

...

and at M -R
best suited to the particular insulation purpose
you'll also find the service and counsel to make certain that the
optimum electrical insulation is built into the equipment and
components you manufacture.
For MICA as for anything else in the line of electrical insulation, call on
MITCHELL-RAND, THE ELECTRICAL INSULATION HEADQUARTERS.

Write to

MITCHELL -RAND

for free samples and descriptive data.

mítchell-rand
INSULATION COMPANY, INCORPORATED

Electrical

Insulation
Headquarters

ELECTRONICS

-

MIRAGLAS TAPES, BRAIDED SLEEVINGS
MIRAGLAS VARNISHED TAPES, CLOTHS AND SLEEVINGS
MICA
MIRAGLAS SILICONE TREATED CLOTHS, TAPES AND TUBINGS
AND TYING CORDS
FIBRE, PHENOL FIBRE AND.MIRALITE
TAPES, CLOTHS AND MICA -FIBERGLAS COMBINATIONS
VARNISHED
ETC.
FISH,
PRESSBOARD,
POLYESTER RESIN SHEET INSULATING PAPERS-DURO,
TWINES AND TIE
CAMBRIC TAPES, CLOTH AND SLOT INSULATIONS". COTTON TAPES AND SLEEVINGS
ARMATURE
TAPES
ASBESTOS TAPES, SLEEVINGS AND CLOTH, TRANSITE & ASBESTOS EBONY
VARNISHED TUBINGS, HYGRADE, MIRAGLAS, HYGRADE VF, MIRAGLAS
WEDGES AND BANDING WIRE
MASKING
PERMACEL
TUBING
PLASTIC
EXTRUDED
SILICONE
THERMOFLEX AND FLEXITE
TAPES AND ELECTRICAL TAPES
BI -SEAL, BI-PRENE; FRICTION TAPES AND RUBBER SPLICE
INSULATING VARNISHES OF ALL TYPES.
COMPOUNDS-TRANSFORMER, CABLE FILLING, POTHEAD, ETC.

51 MURRAY ST.
May, 1953

COrtlandt 7-9264

Want more information? Use post card on last page.

NEW YORK 7, N.Y.
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Precision -Built by

ECLIPSE -PIONEER

Tool with handles open, and examples
of completed splices in a twisted pair.
Wire stripper is on left handle

For more than 18 years, Eclipse -Pioneer has been a leader in the development and production of high precision synchros for use in automatic control circuits of aircraft, marine and other industrial applications. Today,
thanks to this long experience and specialization, Eclipse-Pioneer has
available a complete line of standard (1.431" dia. X 1.631" Ig.) and
Pygmy (0.937" dia. X 1.278" lg.) Autosyn synchros of unmatched precision. Furthermore, current production quantities and techniques have reduced cost to a new low. For either present or future requirements, it will
pay you to investigate Eclipse-Pioneer high precision at the new low cost.
*REO. TRADE MARK RENDI( AVIATION CORPORATION

AVERAGE ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS -AY-200 SERIES**

Ct

Rater

Input

Type
Number

min
Excitation

Input

Milliampere*

Power
Watts

tgedane.Voltages

Control
Transformers

Ohm

Oh)

RowdInpNaee

MI

AY201-1

26V, 400e-,1 ph.

225

1.25

25+1115

11.8

9.5

3.5

15

26V, 400..,1 ph.

100

0.45

45+1225

11.8

16.0

6.7

20

AY201-2

26V,

400.,1 ph.

100

0.45

45+1225

11.8

16.0

6.7

AY201-3

From Trans.
Autosyn

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

42.0

10.8

15

AY201.5

From Trans.
Autosyn

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

250.0

63.0

15

AY221-3

26V, 400...1 ph.

Resolvers

AY241.5

Differentials

Line te Liao

Mater

MD

AY201-4

Transmitters
Receivers

Ohms

Cn

R

AY231.3

1V,

30..,1

ph.

60
3.7

From Trans.
Autosyn

0.35

-

45

108+1425

11.8

53.0

12.5

20

240+1130

0.34

239.0

180.0

40

14.0

10.8

20

24

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

*`Also includes High Frequency Resolvers designed for use up to 1008C (AY251.24)

AY -500 (PYGMY)

SERIES

Transmitters AY503-4 26V, 400+,1 ph.

235

2.2

45+1100

11.8

25.0

10.5

AY503.2

26V, 400-,1 ph.

235

22

45+1100

11.8

23.0

10.5

90

AY503-3

From Trans.
Autosyn

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

170.0

45.0

24

AY503-5
From Trans.
formersAutosyn

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

550.0

188.0

30

Receivers

Control
Trans-

AY523-3

26V, 400-,1 ph.

45

0.5

290+1490

11.8

210.0

42.0

30

AY543.5

26V, 400..,1 ph.

9

0.1

900+12200

11.8

560.0

165.0

30

AY533-3

From Trans.
Autosyn

45.0

93.0

30

Resolvers

Differentials

Dependent Upon Circuit Design

For detailed information, write fo Dept. H.

ECLIPSE -PIONEER DIVISION of
TETERBORO, NEW JERSEY

end,*
AVIATION COPPORAIAON

Export Sates: Bendix International Division, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N.
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designed wire cutter and stripper
that is attached to the handle, and
squeezes. A built-in guide insures
that the right amount of insulation
is stripped off. Next, he feeds the
bare wires into each end of the
cartridge connector which was previously loaded into the tool, and
gives another squeeze to complete
the job. The center section and both
ends of the connector are crimped,
giving a water-proof insulated joint
with à perfect connection.
The tool is loaded with a magazine holding ten repair cartridges.
New magazines are easily inserted
as needed. Manufacturer of the tool
is Aircraft-Marine Products, Inc.,
Harrisburg, Pa.

Germanium Melting Furnace
A THREE-SECTION electric

furnace

developed especially for the production of germanium ingots uses a
crank and cable arrangement to
move boats of germanium oxide
powder through the furnace sections, which are arranged on an
incline.
In operation, the operator places
the light, fluffy germanium oxide
powder in small boats or trays and
places these at the lower end of
the incline. The boats are then
moved up the incline to the first
stage furnace, which heats the
oxide to 650 deg C for a four-hour
soak in a hydrogen atmosphere.
This temperature must be accurately controlled because the oxide
vaporizes at a slightly higher temperature. After soaking, the boats
May, 1953
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The Superior anode family is on the air

When you meet anyone in radio or television circles named
Anode, the chances are favorable that he was born in Norristown,
Pa., at Superior Tube Company.
Millions of Anodes have started life at Superior-all types and
sizes-stainless steel, nickel, Monel*, Inconel*, straight cut, angle
cut, rolled-one or both ends, flattened, bent-and for all types
of vacuum tubes.
If the anode you want isn't pictured, tell us about it.
A-Weldrawn j', 304 Stainless Steel,
Double angle
1.0. x

cut..520" O.D.

x

.500"

1.102" long.

C-Weldrawn, 305 Stainless Steel,
.500" I.D.
Straight cut. .520" O.D.
x

TYPE TELEVISION PICTURE TUBE

All of the anode elements (as well as the disc cathode)
are fabricated from Superior Tubing. A critical part
of this assembly is the "focusing anode" or "focusing
ring", produced from Superior Stainless Steel /e"
O.D. x .028" wall, cut to t/z" lengths. It is of extreme
importance that the finish of the focusing ring be
smooth, and that the I.D. be burr -free else corona
would occur and the flow of electrons to screen would
be distorted. Superior achieves its degree of smoothness and freedom from burrs by a special and

D-Weldrawn, 305 Stainless Steel,
Rolled and bent 10°..449" I.D. x .010"
x 1.050" long.
E-Seamless Nickel, Flattened one
end. .500" O.D. x .025" Wall x
1.625" long.

Wall

1.321" long.

B-Weldirawn, 305 Stainless Steel,
Single angle cut. .520" O.D. x .500"
I.D. x

GUN ASSEMBLY FOR ELECTRO -STATIC

F-Weldrawn, 305 Stainless Steel,
Rolled one end. .500" I.D. x .010"

exclusive process.

Wall x 1.182" long.

1.750" long.

All analyses .010" to

4.51zeelve
SMALL
NAME IN
THE BIG

Seamless Nickel Cathode. Round, flanged one
end, .070" /.072" I.D. x

.0025" W all..295"long.

ELECTRONICS

-

Disc

Cathode
0.0.,.312"

long.

May, 1953

lockseamft Nickel Cathode

No.

.045" O.D. x.0021" Wall.

I.D.

Round, tabbed, single bead,

27 mm long.

1

Grid Cup, 305

Stainless
x

Steel.

.499"

.010" Wall z

.438" long.

Want more information? Use post card

SUPERIOR TUBE

TUBING

COMPANY

Electronics Division

2500 Germantown Ave., Norristown, Pa.
on

lost page.

s/e" O.D. Certain Analyses (035" max. wall up
to 13/4" O.D.)

',Registered U. S. 'rode mark, International Nickel
Company
fMonufoctored under U.S.
patents
1I -Trademark Reg.U.S. Pet.
Off.
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SHEET METAL

FABRICATION

%RKµBum

Coted

Aimee

(continued;

germanium production furnace
made by Hevi Duty Electric Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Crank at upper left
on machine is used to pull the boats of
germanium oxide through the various
stages of the furnace. Square center
section is 1,000 -deg C second -stage f urnace
New

are pulled into the square second
stage of the furnace and heated at
1,000 deg C for about 60 minutes
in a hydrogen atmosphere to fuse
the material into a solid ingot.
After this fusion the boats are
pulled into the water-cooled section
of the tube for cooling and removal.
The next step in the process is
purification, achieved by drawing
the ingot through the coils of an
induction heating furnace in a
nitrogen atmosphere. As the germanium melts, the impurities travel
to one end of the bar. This end is
then sawed off, leaving a pure bar
for cutting into 100 -gram pieces
from which crystals are formed in
a crystal -growing induction furnace. Single crystals are used for
transistors and the polycrystalline
material is used for varistors.

Cutting Gummed Paper
gummed Kraft paper for
anchoring wrappings on coils are
cut from rolls of the required width
by a technique that gives hundreds
or even thousands of tabs at a time,
using a hand -operated 28 -inch
paper shear of the type made for
printing plants. The operator wraps
the paper lengthwise on a long
strip of cardboard, with the
gummed side out, to a thickness of
about an inch on each side or two
inches total. The strips may be as
long as three or four feet. Next,
masking tape is wound spirally
around the gummed paper, using a
pitch for the spiral that will
give at least one complete turn
TABS OF

WRITE FOR
NEW
BULLETIN
This 40 page comprehensive book-

let

shows typical

examples of Kirk
& Blum fabrication, complete fa-

cilities
a n d

of plant

equipment

for lobs ranging
from one unit to

Whatever your requirements in sheet, plate and alloy fabrieconomically
cation, Kirk & Blum can produce far you
and quickly.

...

Complete facilities to 1/2" capacity for square and rotary
shearing, braking, forming, rol'ing, punching, riveting,
welding, grinding, drilling and fnishing sheets and light
plates and structurais.
details, write for literature on fabrication
facilities and experience or send prints to:
For complete

thousands.

THE
3 1 1 1

KIRK

AND

BLUM

FORRER STREET

MANUFACTURING
s

KIRKHOBLVi17
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CINCINNATI 9, OHIO
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In

Addition to Its Regular Line of Compression Seals
With Individually Glassed Terminals...

Offers a Complete Line of

,'

MULTI -TERMINAL

HEADERS 8t PLUGS

It

In

Compression
CONSTRUCTION
Compression HERMETIC
Seals offer many advannts which require headers of
unusual ruggedness because of adverse design,
assembly or shop handling conditions.

greater strength of these "all -glass"
units is due to the controlled, compression type construction.
They offer greater economies over headers
constructed with individual glass beads.
The improved glass construction of the
"all -glass" units prevents the formation of
moisture pockets.
There is also greater insulation resistance
and voltage breakdown inherent in the
longer leakage path of the "all -glass"
construction.
Because there is infinite application for these new
units, they are available in a wide variety of
mounting flange arrangements to fit existing or
new designs.
The

And, of course, HERMETIC also offers its complete
regular line of individually glassed multi -headers
and plugs, plus single terminals feed-throughs
and stand-offs.

FIRST
ELECTRONICS

-

AND
May, 1953

FOREMOST

IN

Want more information?

toe

for complete information on how HERMETIC
engineers can apply "All -Glass" Compression Seals to your regular or special applications. Available, too, is HERMETIC's
Brochure CS on compression seals, as well

as a 32 -page catalog on its standard line.

Iermetic Seal Products Co.
31

South Sixth Street

Newark 7, New Jersey

MINIATURIZATION
Use post card on

last page.
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for sub -miniature miniature

of masking tape per tab length.
When a number of these sticks of
paper have been prepared, they are
brought to the paper shear and cut
to the desired tab lengths. The
shears are sufficiently powerful to
cut through two inches of paper
even when filled to the entire available 28 -inch width of the guillotine
cutting blade.
The cut bundles of tape are
stored on steel shelves until needed.
Stocks of various sizes are thus
easily maintained. The spiral of
masking tape is easily peeled off a
bundle to make the tabs available
for use. This technique, as used in
the Union City, N. J. plant of Keystone Products, has greatly reduced
the cost of tabs for their magnetic
amplifier coils.

Water -Cooled Vise for
Soldering Cans
assembly and preliminary
testing of discriminators for Raytheon's PRC-6 f -m transmitter receiver, the unit must be sealed
in a metal can without damaging
the parts with excessive heat. To
achieve solder -sealing under this
restriction, the can assembly is
AFTER

brush -holders commutators specialties
speci y

placed in the jaws of a water-cooled
vise -type jig. In addition, a blower
is directed at the exposed base of
the can to hold down its temperature during the soldering operation. These two measures prevent

Standard sizes or custom engineered to your specification,
attires:

4 6 MICRO FINISH

specification.

h

rhodium or gold plating to your

No

-

porosity factor.

Diameters from .035 to your specification

Nylon coated leads.

Non -soluble selectron, nylon.

Individually packaged for easy handling and storage.
Our

instrumentation and engineering staff available for
our problem.

WRITE FOR ICI CATALOG

.ntaining complete engineering data

Instrument Components, Inc.
1834 FRANKLIN STREET

282

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA

Want more information?

DIVISION: MARSHALL ENGINEERING

Use post card on

last page.

CO.

Production setup for keeping discriminator cool while making hermetic solder
seal
May, 1953
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geared to
new ideas in
electromechanics...

AT NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION
One of the big reasons for the success of North
American Aviation's Electromechanical Department
is its painstaking attention to small details-like the
millionth of an inch on a gear or the hairline accuracy
of the tiny part shown on the contour projector. These
small details are some of the factors contributing to
the complex missile guidance and automatic control
systems which are being designed and developed
by this department for projects which stagger the
imagination.
North American's fine reputation for pioneering in
far-reaching technical fields is part of the answer to
the question: "Why do so many talented engineers
choose North American as a place to work?" Another
is the extremely advanced equipment much of it

-

invented and built by North American itself -available to the engineers who work here.
In addition to North American's popularity as a
place to work, there are always fine career openings
for imaginative scientific minds. If you like theory,
you will discover an exciting and secure future in the
fields of operations analysis, advanced dynamics, kinematics, noise, error or information theory, systems engineering, statistical quality control or servo analysis.
If research, development, or design is your specialty,
you'll find attractive opportunities in radar and communications systems, analogue and digital computers,
automatic guidance systems or optics.
Why not write for complete information, giving us
your education and experience?

.NOlRTnr _AMERICAN _qVIAlTION, INC
Engineering Personnel Section, Missile and Control Equipment Operations
12214 Lakewood Boulevard, Dept. 93-E, Downey, California

NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD
ELECTRONICS

May,

1953

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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The Spotlight's

On

DALOHM

(continued)

excessive rise in internal tempera-

ture.
For inserting and removing cans,
the rear jaw of the vise is moved
in and out by air pressure, controlled by a foot pedal so as to leave
both hands of the operator free for
soldering.

ER RESISTORS!
WIRE WOUNDWOUND
SILICONE COATED
COATI
RESISTORS
RESISTORS
Complete welded construction
c
from terminal to terminal. Temperature coefficient 0.00002/ deg.
C. Ranges from 0.1 Ohm to 55,000
Ohms, depending on Type, Tolerance 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.25%, 0.5%,
1%, 3%, 5%.

RH TYPE

in '25. 50 and

- Available
sizes.

`2513-w
watt

Silicone sealed in die-cast,
black anodized radiator finned
housing for maximum heat

dissi

Read about it in

ELECTRONICS
SEE it at the

2nd
INTERNATIONAL

Coil Turns Counter
FINISHED -EQUIPMENT rejects are
being minimized in many plants by
checking the number of turns in
air -core coils with a new GE
counter. The only requirement is
that the coils fit over a 3G inch or
i inêh test rod. The instrument
checks, in steps of one turn, the
effective turns of coils ranging
from 0 to 61,110 turns. For coils
with outside diameters less than 8
inches, accuracy is 0.2 percent for
the larger rod and 0.3 percent for
the small rod.
The coil to be tested is placed
over the test rod and connected to
test clips. With a foot switch the
operator then energizes the reversing relay; with each operation
of the relay, the magnetizing cur-

AVIATION
TRADE

SHOW

The only trade show in America's
most dynamic and fastest
growing industry.
A KEY SHOW

for
ELECTRONICS

June 9, 10, 11, 1953
Hotel Statler
New York, N. Y.
Meet key executives in design,
engineering, production and
sales.

Make your market world
wide. Last year 17 official foreign buying teams visited the
show; more will attend this
year.

-

RS TYPE
Available in 2
watt, 5 watt, and 10 watt sizes.

Introduce new products, new
methods, new processes. Concentrate interest on what you
offer. Convert interest into

Silicone sealed offering maximum resistance to abrasion,
high thermal conductivity and
high di -elect ric st rengt h.

sales.

Promote trial orders. Reinforce personal sales work. Develop new markets.

DEPOSITED
CARBON RESISTORS

Build prestige. Promote dealer and distributor sales. Invite trade inquiries.

Dalohm precision deposited carbon
resistors offer the best in accuracy,
stability, dependable performance
and economy. Available in '/, watt,
I watt and 2 watt sizes.

Booth reservations now
being accepted.

Carefully crafted in every respect,
]alohm resistors are true power in
miniature provide the answer
to those space problems.

-

For details write

Dept E

Write, wire or phone George Risk
1300 28th Ave., Columbus, Nebr.
for price and delivery

Aircraft Trade Shows Inc.
(Management Connolly

Telephone 2139

Leopold)

&

Hotel McAlpin
New York 1, N. Y.
Checking large air-core coil with turns
counter. Standard coil used for comparison is mounted within the control panel,
where it is protected from damage
Want more information?
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You'll find it mighty useful.
It covers the whole standard line of
Speer Resistor Division Products:
FIXED COMPOSITION RESISTORS

MOLDED WINDING FORMS

IRON CORES
SLEEVE CORES

COIL FORMS

It tells everything you'll want to know about
these products-their specifications,
their characteristics, their applications.

If you don't already have a copy,
mail the coupon below.

SPEER
RESISTO

715
SPEER RESISTOR

DIVISION

SPEER

CARBON COMPANY

St.

Marys, Pennsylvania
Other Divisions:

Jeffers Electronics
International Graphite & Electrode

E-5

Speer Resistor Division
Speer Carbon Company
St. Marys, Pennsylvania
Please send me a copy of your new catalog covering the complete
standard line of Speer Resistor Division products.
Position

Name
Company

OTHER

SPEER PRODUCTS

FOR THE

ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRY

coil forms
anodes contacts fixed carbon resistors
discs brushes battery carbon graphite plates and rods
also
high
capristors
R.F. Coils
ceramic capacitors
voltage condensers disc capacitors chokes
made by Jeffers Electronics

ELECTRONICS

-May,

1953

Add res
Zone

City

Want more information?
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choice

Inagnecorder
THE

PROFESSIONAL

TAPE

RECORDER

Precision engineered for unexcelled realistic brilliance and high
fidelity, Magnecorders are preferred by radio engineers 3 -to -I. Frequency response flat from 50-15,000 cps, ± 2 db. Compare the
Magnecorder
the product, the performance, the price
and
you'll see why it's the world-wide choice.

-

-

-fie HEW

magneto

one -case Portable Tape Recorder
Lightens all remote work, A portable
recorder and amplifier in a
single case! Lightweight,
rugged, reliable.

the FAMOUS

PT 63

-

magnecorder

long accepted as the standard professional tape
recorder; 3 heads for simultaneous record and playback.

New Chemical Process

312g(d)nenstbna/ sound

Plates Nickel Uniformly

8b.eural magnecorder

THE possibility of once again using

Unbelievable realism! Two simultaneous
recordings on one tape give sound a perspective and a "third dimension."
For demonstration, see your

Classified Telephone Directory
under "Recorders" or write

aq«eeaed,
Dept. E-5

286

INC.

225 West Ohio Street

Want more information?

rent in the rods is reversed. Dials
are adjusted with each reversal
until there is no galvanometer deflection, and the number of turns
is then read directly from the dials.
Coils wound on nonmagnetic
metal forms require special calibration by the user to obtain an
accurate count of coil 'turns. The
counter is not recommended for
coils having magnetic coil forms.
If the dials are set to the required
number of turns, the galvanometer
deflection is a measure of the departure from specifications. The
galvanometer sensitivity can be
adjusted so that any coil which
causes deflection beyond a predetermined point on the scale is arbitrarily discarded.
The principle of operation depends upon the fact that a voltage
is induced in a coil when the
flux linking that coil is suddenly
changed. The standard coil, the
galvanometer and a coil to be tested
are connected in series in such a
way that the coils are bucking each
other. When the direct current is
reversed, the flux in the magnetizing rods is reversed, inducing a
voltage in each coil. If the coils
have the same number of turns, the
voltages induced will be equal and
opposite; therefore there will be no
deflection on the galvanometer. If
one coil has more turns than the
other, the voltages induced will be
unequal and there will be a galvanometer deflection.
The two test rods, which project
under the bench also, are magnetically homogeneous and of uniform cross-section, with uniformly
wound d -c windings that give a
constant field strength over the
entire length of each rod.

Chicago 10, III,
Use

post card on last page.

nickel as a corrosion -resisting finish
for electronic components is opened
up by a new chemical technique for
depositing nickel out of solution
without electricity. Chief advantage is that the coating is dense,
so that the one mil of coating thickness is adequate for protection.
Deposition is uniform on insides as
May, 1953
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NEW AND IMPROVED RESIGN

çtrlTm
e
p

OUTSTANDING

PERFORMANCE

MORE RUGGED CONSTRICTION

ANALYZER
TS-148/UP

sfrxeáue2

-

70 db uncal.
Attenuation (Spectrum Amplitude): 3
9660 Mcs.
Frequency range: 8430 Mcs
30 cps continuous.
Frequency sweep: 10
Frequency swing (FM sawtooth) of analyzer
40

-

r -f

oscillator:

TS -14E

50 Mcs.

Maximum error: 2 4 Mcs.
Maximum dispersion of spectrum: .5 Mcs per inch.
Overall i -f bandwidth at half power point: 50 Kcs.
Sensitivity to CW:

;UP

1

ACCES.# I ES
& C t, SE

W per
Spectrum amplified position: 80 db below
inch deflection on oscilloscope screen.
b. Spectrum position: 55 db below W per inch deflection
on oscilloscope screen.
Weight: 86 pounds (complete in armored case with all accessories).
a.

1

1

Partial list of satisfied users of the G & M TS-148/UP include:
Bell Aircraft Corp. (Lab.)
California Institute of Technology (Lab.)
Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corp. (Lab.)
Douglas Aircraft, Inc. (Lab.)
Fairchild Engine 8 Airplane Corp. (Guided Missiles Div.)
French Naval Base (Toulon)
GilFsllan Bros. (Electronics)
Royal Canadian Air Force (Lob.)
Westinghouse Electric Corp. (Lab.)

2Ue

aeJa (4saKullactune

" \\'hirc. I li-Qnalits

G

& M

SH(PPIMG AND CARRYING CASE

Portable Test Equipment.
Wide Band Oscilloscope.
UPM-1 Radar Test Set.
Special items to order, such as:
KW Transmitters and Jamming
Equipment.
5 KW Transmitters and Jamming
Equipment.
Direction Finders.
Communication Receivers, etc.

-96-A VHF Bench Test Equipment.
IE-17-A SCR -536 Test Equipment.
IE-19-A VHF Portable Test Equipment.
MB -2 Marker Beacon Test Equipment,
Portable.
TS -E6
Slide Back Voltmeter for E-3,
E-4, E-5, etc. Firing Systems).
TS -E7 Moving Target Simulator (for E-3,
E-4, E-5, etc. Firing Systems).
TS -170-C ILS Portable Test Equipment.

TS -173-C

I

ILS

TS -239; UP

Armorer foot todf er

ritft scorn

is

WRITE OR WIRE FOR PRICES
AND DELIVERY SCHEDULES

Fuuuhuruental"

EQUIPMENT

CO.,

INC.

Pitiji4e4
POplar 5-4185

44h,
EQUIPMENT

7309-7327 VARNA AVENUE

I

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

TELETYPE:

N.H. 7063

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

rubbe- o.shion inserted.

1

WESTERN UNION: ZDV
Want more information?
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STanley 7-1624
STanley 7-2212
STanley 7-1386

CABLE: GMEINC
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STEVENS
snap -action thermostats

for wide or narrow
differentials
i
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irregular objects
since the molecules of nickel deposit out of solution wherever there
is contact with the object being
plated.
Cost of chemical plating ranges
from 50 cents to $1 per mil sq ft,
depending on preliminary preparations required. This cost is usually
cheaper than cadmium plating because for equal corrosion resistance
only about one -tenth the coating
thickness is required.
Preliminary preparation is essen well as outsides of

.!!
=- IIIliiIII3II
1

Il11 !

f

,,,,__

l!!!1®11}II

i1
sm

911NHiÏlI11111ii
TYPE

MANUAL

i'

RESET

`

r.--.-+....
_.

ir

TYPE SA,

4111.7411.

NON-ADJUSTABLE

-44
u......

..
am.:

,

If your product requires sensitive, snap -action
control characteristics, better check Stevens Type
SA thermostats first. For these small, snap -acting
thermostats can be used with differentials as wide
or as narrow as 10°F. Furthermore,
as 100°F
standard models are available in adjustable, nonadjustable, manual reset, or single -pole double throw styles.
You can't beat Stevens Type SA thermostats
for sensitive, precise response because they feature an electrically independent bimetal element
in metallic contact with the mounting base. Contact pressure is positive until actual instant contacts snap open. Available with virtually any type
terminal arrangement, Type SA thermostats are
mechanically interchangeable with the widely
used Stevens Type S thermostats.

...

To protect the performance of your product,
always specify Stevens Type SA thermostats-they
perform better, last longer. Request Bulletin L-6397.
A-7200

*Patents Applied For

STEVE NS
288

manufacturing company, inc.

Want more information?

MANSFIELD, OHIO
Use post card on

last page.

Demonstration showing ease of soldering directly to aluminum sheet having
a chemically deposited nickel coating

tially the same as electroplating,
involving cleaning and degreasing
for various kinds of basis metals
and an additional surface -roughening treatment for plastic components on which nickel is to be
deposited. Speed of chemical plating is comparable to that of regular
dense nickel plating.
Optimum temperature for nickel
deposition out of solution is about
210 deg F. This is entirely feasible
for metals. For thermoplastic material, lower temperatures can be
used if certain process modifications
are made.
Small parts can be chemically
plated in tumbling barrels, and
larger parts can be suspended conventionally from wires. Where
parts are not too heavy (around
one pound or less), the solution
will plate out perfectly under the
May, 1953
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S éarching
for more effective
automatic control instruments?
Ketay's knowledge and experience will be helpful.
It was gained in developing and designing dozens of the precision control
instruments that are today's military standards.

NEWEST
KETAY PRODUCT

Take Ketay's Size 23 Synchro, for instance. This single development is
an integral component in the controlling of the Skysweeper ... the
Army's latest automatic antiaircraft gun. Ketay's mass production
techniques are making such controls economically practical.

ma

II1I1011111

I

f

Illlrnnlli

Illlllf if ITf Tilllllllf
TRANSFORMER
SYNCHRO CONTROL

TYPE -D-14450
26/11.8 VAC

-400

CYCLES

KETAY MFG. CORP.
NEW YORK, N.Y.

ACTUAL
SIZE

Our instrument engineers, with more than 25 years of specialization
in this field, could well put an end to your search for more
effective automatic controls. There's no obligation, of course.
Why not write for more information to Dept. C.

SUBMINIATURE TYPE
IOIA2D SYNCHRO
CONTROL TRANSFORMER
D-14450
Ketay Part No.

Voltage rating
11.8v/0.4 v per deg.
400 cps
Operating frequency
0.4 w max.
Input power
140 ma max.
Input current
Input impedance
61 /77° ohms
Secondary voltage 23.2 ± 1 v
Total null voltage 40 my max.
Fundamental Component of
30 my max.
Null voltage
7°
Time Phase Shift
Moment of Inertia
8.8 X 10.5 slug in2

Frictional Torque .05 oz. in.
Electrical Accuracy -max. 10'
WHEN USED AS A
CONTROL TRANSMITTER

26/11.8 v.a.c.
Voltage rating
0.4 w max.
Input power
Input current
65 ma max.
Input impedance
475 /77° ohms
Output voltage 11.8 v ± 0.3 v
Time phase shift
7.3°
ELECTRONICS

-

May, 7953

a

e
Anal -

MANUFACTURING CORP.
New York, N.Y.
Executive Offices

Hawthorne, Calif
555 Broadway,

New York 12, N.

Y.

10.2,4,4 Ì

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT

IIIIMIZEM of precision instruments
SYNCHROS

SERVOS

RESOLVERS

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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Satisfy ...
... THE
... FOR

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY'S DEMANDS...
NEW EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTS...
...THAT PERFORM NEW TASKS
... OR DO A MORE -PRECISE JOB ...
...IS A NEVER-ENDING CHALLENGE...

Example and cross-section of plastic
knob on which a hard coating of nickel
has been deposited chemically with a
new process having 100 -percent throwing power

...

To Cubic Electronic Experts
supporting wire without leaving
marks. The plating can be any desired thickness; this means that
the new nickel process can be used
for building up worn or overcut
surfaces precisely to desired dimen-

ENGINEERIÑG
DESIGN and
DEVELOPMENT

That Challenge Is Answc red Again !

PRODUCTION
DC Supply "A" cdrnta+v
voltage or constata cur'-;
rent control.

"B" a
voltage or consta
rent control.
DC Supply

MODEL 702

TRANSIS

,

Ï

'

SUPPLY

ER

SPECIFICATIONS
Constant Voltage

Output:

0 to 20 V -DC (ir. 100 ma. max.
20 to 200 V -DC (r: 100 ma. max.

(CVO)
Constant Current
0 to 50 ma. DC fn 100 V max.
Output:
(CCO)

Ripple: Less than

It's the

5

my RMS over entire range

Regulation: Less than 0.1% var. zero to full
load CVO
Less than 0.5% var. short circuit to
100 V CCO

Output Impedance: Less than

5

ohms

from

20 cps to 50 me

Supply Interaction: None
Dimensions: 8"x12"x11" high

day-by-day efforts of CUBIC'S skilled Electronic engineers and craftsmen

-men who keep pace with the requirements of the Field-that make possible
the addition of such outstanding equipment as CUBIC'S New TRANSISTOR POWER
SUPPLY, to the proud CUBIC Catalog of equipment that once formed Yesterday's
"First -In -The -Field". But research never rests.
To-day-at CUBIC-new ideas are being conceived and incubated into equipment to satisfy To -morrow's demands. In a few weeks, we will be pleased to
release news of another CUBIC success ... The Transistor Test Panel-a CUBIC
NEW CATALOG!
First for To -morrow! Watch for it!
For absolute R.F. Power
Measurement-with no

Perhaps you have a problem in development or production. CUBIC welcomes
inquiries to help you solve these-or any
problem in Electronics and Transmission.

guessing-from 100 MC
to 26,000 MC-three

Calorimetric Wattmeters

are available. Send for
the New Catalog of Mi-

crowave Components

and Test Equipment.

Scott

&

Canon Str

San Diego

6

California
:iecironic Egtlipm'.
290
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sions.
The new process has been named
Kanigen by its originator, General
American Transportation Corp.,
Chicago, Ill. It was developed
originally by this firm for plating
the insides of tank cars, but so
many other applications have been
found that plans are under way for
licensing the process to other plants.
A possible drawback is the hardness of the coating, which precludes
deformation in punch presses after
plating. All fabricating operations
can be performed before plating,
however, since the throwing power
of the solution is 100 percent. It
will plate anywhere that liquid can
touch; in experiments, threads of
nuts and bolts have been plated
without even taking them apart.
So far the only metal that can be
deposited chemically by the process
is nickel.

Heating Iron Anchors
Coil Form to Board
AN UPRIGHT mounting arrangement
of a special 500 -watt heating iron,
called the preacher by factory
workers, is used in Crosley's Cincinnati plant to join phenolic flyback coil forms to their terminal

boards. The setup incorporates an
Air -Clamp cylinder made by Meade
Specialties in Chicago to raise and
lower the iron and to apply presMay,

1953-
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DEEP
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«

DEPTH

VERSATILITY PLUS!
Widely used on vessels of the United States Navy,
the Edo deep depth sounder, shown above, has
proven useful for many purposes other than
recording ocean depths. For instance, with
its unusual power, sensitivity and accuracy
it has been used to plot the location of
bed rock deep under silt. This and
other applications show great promise in the use of echo -sounding
equipment in many fields of

SOUNDER

exploration.

CORPORATION

College Point, L.I., N.

Y.

SINCE
1925

"Specialists in Under Water Detection Equipment"
ELECTRON ICS

-
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by every test

Coil form and terminal board in position ready for heat -and-pressure flaring

operation

VIBRATORS
tacte

Stag Sftaceria

ee'tcwt4

A COMPLETE LINE OF VIBRATORS
Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator -Operated
Auto Radio Receivers. Built with Precision Construction, featuring Ceramic Stack Spacers for
Longer Lasting Life. Backed by more than 22
years of experience in Vibrator Design, Development, and Manufacturing.

"A"

Efattery Eliminators,

DC -AC

Inverters,

Auto Radio Vibrators

V NEW MODELS
V
v

NEW DESIGNS

NEW LITERATURE

See euer jedem at write Aactat9

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO.
2ua14t.y PToducta Sucre 1931
P UL 1, MINNESOTA-U. S. A.

SAINT-
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sure under foot -pedal control.
The operator places a coil form
over the positioning stud on the
base of the fixture, sets over this
the flyback transformer terminal
board, then presses one foot pedal.
This lowers the iron and applies
half pressure for about ten seconds
to warm the phenolic material.
She then presses the other foot
pedal to double the pressure. This
flares out the coil form sufficiently
to lock it firmly on the board.

Cutting Insulating Tabs
CONVERSION of woven glass ribbon
to insulating tabs each having one
punched hole is achieved with a
simple cutting and positioning fix;
ture mounted on a punch press in
the plant of Federal Telephone &
Radio Corp.
The strip is fed under the female
die from the left, and a foot pedal
is pressed to operate the press.
The operator then pushes the strip
in further from the left until the
punched hole is directly over a
black dot painted on the white bed May, 1953
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Bring your
tough prok/ems to us

e

ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMER CO,
W.'lai is ore of the major carnes of breakdown due to corona discharge in oil filled
trc nslormers?
it esults from the preserce of cir and
water found in etery barrel of -ranstormer o I
Our exclusive process assures that ,our of
filled units will be free of carol] :ccsed by.
moisture and air particles usually poured it
with the ol!
TRANSFORMERS

REACTORS

RESONANT FALTERS

ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMER COA'PANY
2)9

WEST 25th STREET

NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

Telepione: WAtkins 4.088)
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\Winchester
Slectronics

L -LT

indicates

knob -actuated locking.
Knob (LT) may be on
either plug or receptacle.

Plug
QRE1 2P -LT

.
Press setup for producing strips to be
used in insulating a toroid board assembly for military electronic equipment

Receptacle

ACTUAL

QRE12S-L

SIZE

for HIGH

ORE

CURRENT

HIGH ARC RESISTANCE
HIGH

DIELECTRIC

RUGGEDNESS

plate of the press. Now the press
foot -pedal is operated again. A
small chain attached to the pedal
brings down a spring -loaded knife
for cutting the tape and punching
another round hole. This sequence
is then repeated, at quite high
speeds since exact positioning of
the tape is not essential for the
intended end use. A stream of compressed air blows out the punched
disk to prevent it from jamming
under the female die.

COMPACTNESS

QUICK DISCONNECT

COflflECTORS

tronics' Connectors resulting from the exceptional service
they give in critical applications. These patented* Connectors have the following SPECIAL FEATURES:
zation.

SELF -ALIGNING:

Individually floating contacts

assure self -alignment.

QUICK -DISCONNECTING:

Individually spring

loaded contacts enable ease of separation. Forcing,
which results in damage, is eliminated and special levers are not required.
PRECISION MACHINED CONTACTS:

Pins from

brass bar (QQ-B611) and sockets from spring
temper phosphor bronze bar (QQB-746a). They

running a sheet
metal fabrication plant discourages
many manufacturers of electronic
and electrical devices from maintaining self-contained sheet metal
departments. Even modest metal THE ECONOMICS of

High acceptance is also a feature of Winchester Elec-

POLARIZING: Heavy guide pilot and socket insure self-alignment of contacts as well as polari-

Sheet Metal Cost-Cutting

are gold plated over silver for consistent low
contact resistance, reduction of corrosion and ease
of soldering.
MOLDED MELAMINE BODIES: (MIL-P-14) Mineral -filled and fungus-proof. Provide mechanical
strength as well as high arc and dielectric
resistance.
MONOBLOCt CONSTRUCTION: Eliminates unnec-

essary creepage paths, moisture and dust pockets,

and provides stronger molded parts.

HOODS, CONNECTOR CLAMPS AND
MOUNTING BRACKETS AVAILABLE.

WINCHESTER PRODUCTS AND WINCHESTER DESIGNS ARE AVAILABLE
ONLY FROM WINCHESTER ELECTRONICS, INCORPORATED.

QRE Connectors are available with 6,
12, 18, 24, 34 and 208 contacts.
¶Patent Number 2,466,370

rTrade Mark

Wire or write our Sales Department
about your special requirements.

WINCHESTER
ELECTRONICS
INCORPORATED

West Coast Branch:1729 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
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Checking availability of stock dies for
tube socket holes in large rectifier chassis, at Brooklyn, N. Y. plant of Karl
Metal Products Co. Prints of all available dies are filed in looseleaf notebooks like that in use here, for quick
reference
May, 1953
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HERE'S HELP
for your engineer-recruitment problem
Engineers' Joint Council and The Advertising
Council offer free, expert help to advertisers
promoting engineering as a career.
The booklet reproduced here was prepared by The Advertising Council in cooperation with the Engineers' Joint
Council to help you make your advertising work most
effectively in recruiting engineers for the future.
1. It tells you what the problem is and the important part you can play in solving it.
2. It outlines the advantages of an engineering career to help your company develop advertising
appeals.
3. It informs you as to the current activities of industry in the education and recruitment of engineers.
4. It offers specific suggestions as to what you can
do (from present manpower) .
5. It provides material that you can use in your
own local and national programs.
Many advertisers are using this booklet today. They say
that it helps in orienting their engineer -recruitment advertising to industry-wide recruitment programs.
ELECTRONICS

-
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Send for this Tree campaign guide
Prepared by

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL
for the
ENGINEERS' JOINT COUNCIL

JUST MAIL THIS COUPON!

r
The

Advertising Council, Inc.

25 West 45 Street

New York 36, New York

Gentlemen: Please send me a free copy of
"How your company can help promote engineering
as a career."
NAME:
POSITION OR TITLE:
COMPANYADDRESS

-

L
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TIING

DEVICES

HAYDON

t through research, development and engineering, is able to introduce
timing motors and devices that offer major

advances over previously available equipment. The 7008, Series Elapsed Time Indicator
is an outstanding example. Designed specifi
cally for 400 cycle operation in airborne
equipment. Barrel diameter is only 1.525", is
2.45/64" long and it weighs only 6 oz.
Power consumption is less than 3 watts ançl
it indicates in units of tens of hours up to
10,000 and repeats. Write for Engineering
Bulletin No. 4.
HAYDON 5700 Series Elapsed Time Indicators
provide simple, compact and accurate metering of elapsed time for 60 cycle operation.
HAYDON 5103 Time Delay Relay is designed
that the synchronous motor performs its
true function as a time standard. Switching
work is accomplished by a relay coil, which,
when energized, triggers the load switch for
release at the end of the delay time. Write
for Engineering Bulletin No. 3.
so

working operations require sizeable
capital investment for toolroom,
presses, welding and finishing
equipment. Labor costs are an additional factor, as skilled sheet metal
craftsmen come high.
One solution to the problem, used
even by some of the largest electronic manufacturers, is to let an
independent sheet metal fabricator
serve as the fabricating department.
When sales engineers of the fabricator are consulted early in the design and planning of cabinets, housings, consoles and other enclosures,
they can often suggest minor
changes that will trim production
costs considerably. Oftentimes tooling costs can be entirely eliminated
by making small design changes
that permit use of stock dies already
on hand.
C -Clamps

for Laminations

laminations of transformers
are held tight against the stack
with C clamps improvised from
piano wire, to prevent varnish from
getting under them, during the final
varnish -dipping operation for the
unit at Keystone Products Co. The
clamps are made by winding the
piano wire around a mandrel on a
lathe, then cutting the turns.
To protect transformer terminals
during the dipping operation, a
short length of spaghetti is pushed
OUTER

Series 5900 HAYDON Time Delay Relays pro
vide time delay or interval timing in ranges

from 0 to 10 minutes.
HAYDON 5148 Series automatic reset, D. C.
timers are very versatile and can be used for

either time delay or interval timing.
For experienced help in working out your re-

quirements and specifications, write us today.
*TRADEMARK Reg. U.

HAYDON
AT

TORRINGTON

HEADQUARTERS FOR

TIMING
296

S.

Pot. Off.

HAYDON Mfg. Co.,
Subsidiary of GENERAL

Inc.

TIME CORP.

2429 ELM STREET
TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT

Want more information?

Method of using piano -wire C clamp to
hold down ends of outer laminations
Use post card on

last page.
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(continued)

over each terminal. The varnish
level is controlled so that units are
immersed only to the highest point
on the coil, and the varnish is sufficiently heavy so it does not creep up

inside the spaghetti.

Cement -Dispensing Fountain
A CAST aluminum cement dispenser
operating on the principle of poul-

MILITARY
APPLICATIONS

try water fountains is used throughout the Crosley television plant in
Cincinnati to make household
cement and other volatile cements
or solvents available without need
for uncapping a jar. An ordinary
mason jar serves as the container.
Being transparent, the liquid level
can always be seen. Spring steel
clips on opposite sides of the dispenser serve as threads into which
the threads on the mason jar can
be turned, to give a liquid -tight
pressure seal against the gasket
inside the dispenser.
The level of the liquid in the
outer dispensing cup remains essentially constant because of the vacuum developed inside the glass jar,
no matter how fast the liquid is
taken out with a brush during use.
Since only a small area of liquid
surface is open to the atmosphere
in the cup, evaporation is minimized. For refilling, the jar is
turned upright and filled, the dis-

CONSTANT RESEARCH ...improved
t ming motors enabled HAYDON* to introduce among other advanced timing components, its 6700 series 400 cycle timing motor.
This is an hysteresis type synchronous timing
motor, essentially two phase. It is furnished
with capacitor for self starting operation on
single phase. Variations in temperature, voltage and heat do not affect timing, which is
as accurate as the frequency control.

9200 Series D. C. motor for
timing applications is designed for operation
from 6 to 30 volts. It can be supplied un calibrated for use with external resistance or
calibrated with resistance type leads.
The HAYDON

The 9250F Series HAYDON D. C. motor pro-

vides the more uniform torque and speed
characteristics of a unit wound for 28 volts, and
has an R. F. Interference filter. It offers superior performance over a wide temperature range
as well as under load. The current and power
drain is lower and no calibration is required.
Series is the basic motor of the
HAYDON line. This motor offers dependable
performance, small size, total enclosure, operation in any position, controlled lubrication,
simple assembly and a wide range of standard speeds from 60 to 1/60 rpm. Can be
supplied to service specifications.
The 1600

HAYDON Sales Engineers will gladly demonstrate that HAYDON motors will meet your
requirements. Write details of your needs
and we will be glad to help.
*TRADEMARK Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

HAYDON Mfg. Co.,

Inc.

Subsidiary of GENERAL TIME CORP.

Crosley-designed cement dispenser being used with small brush to apply
household cement to a finished coil
ELECTRON ICS

-
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2429 ELM STREET
TORRINGTON, CONNECTICUT
Want more information?

Use post card on

HAYDON
AT

TORRINGTON

HEADQUARTERS FOR

last page.
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miniature
PULSE TRANSFORMERS
For universal

blocking oscillator use
UX-7307A- UX-7350A
These hermetically sealed, MIL -T27 type pulse transformers are designed for universal blocking oscillator use at repetition rates from 50
to 5000 pps.
UX-7307A and UX-7350Aare identical in electrical characteristics, hav-

ing two windings for 1000 ohms
impedance and two windings to
match 250 ohms. To cover a wider
variety of applications, the windings
are arranged differently in the two
transformers.
These units are also available in
octal type tube bases as UX-7307 and
UX-7350. Bulletin DL -K-320 gives
complete information including typical circuits. Write for it.

AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

Pulse Width in
Micro Seconds*

Rise Time in
Micro Seconds

Front -edge
Overshoot

Trailing Edge

Droop

0.25

.07

1%

4%

5%

0.50

.07

1%

4%

6%

1.00

.07

2%

4%

6%

2.00

.07

4%

4%

7%

4%

11%

5.00

.07

10%

Back Swing

'measured at base of pulse
Electrical characteristics measured by a H -P #212A pulse generator and a Dumont
#303 oscilloscope. Measurements made with secondary loaded with 1000 ohms. The
transformers are tested at 1000 V D.C., and the maximum voltage across the 1000
ohm windings is 300 volts peak.

RAYTHEON

BUILD

EQUIPMENT SALES DIVISION

RAYTHEON

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6270-

WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS
A
DISTRICT OFFICES: BOSTON, NEW YORK, CLEVELAND, CHICAGO, NEW
ORLEANS, LOS ANGELES (WILMINGTON,. SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE
DEPT.

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION: 19 RECTOR ST., NEW YORK CITY

WELDPOWER* welders;
Voltage stabilizers (regulators); Transformers; Sonic oscilStandard
control knobs;
lators for laboratory research;
Electronic calculators and computers; Radio, television, subelectronic
and
other
miniature and special purpose tubes
RAYTHEON PRODUCTS INCLUDE:

equipment.
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*Reg. U.S. Pot. Off.
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DEPENDABILITY

INTO YOUR
PRODUCTS

Dual -mandrel coil -winding setup in
which wire is run through rectangular
tank filled with solvent just before being wound on the coils. Cemen! dispenser is at lower right, with electrically heated wax pot behind it

penser is screwed upside-down and
the entire unit is quickly inverted.
In the winding operation shown,
the wires are run through a bath
of resin and alcohol in a rectangular
tank mounted above the winding
machine. This solution forms an
adhesive to prevent breakdown of
the fully wound coil. Two coils are
being wound simultaneously, using
a dual mandrel. After winding a
coil. cement from the dispenser is
applied to lock the turns in position.
When using plastic -coated magnet wire, methyl Cellosolve solvent
is used in the tank to soften the
insulation just before winding. The
turns of wire then stick to each
other automatically, giving a
stronger coil. Copper wire coated
with baked -on Formvar, then with
Bondeze is an example of this type
of wire. The Bondeze outer coating
is not baked on, hence becomes
sticky and soft when run through
the solvent.

Capacitor-Testing
Merry -Go-Round
METALLIZED paper capacitors are
cleared of shorts before impregnation on a turntable arrangement
which applies a low voltage initially
and builds up the voltage gradually
to 1 times rated working voltage
as the capacitor rides around. The
operator merely loads and unloads
the easy-connecting clips arranged
on the circumference of the table.
A meter mounted on a bracket in
May, 1953
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(continued)

Turntable arrangement used in East
Newark, N. J. plant of Astron Corp. for
clearing shorts in metallized paper capacitors

front of the operator indicates solid
shorts that have not cleared at the
final high -voltage position. The
meter bracket also serves as a
safety guard for the operator's
right hand, and a vertical partition
limits the movement of her left
hand to the uncharged positions on
the turntable.
Phosphor bronze wiping contacts
on a fixed disk of tempered Pressdwood bear against contacts on the
underside of the rotating turntable
to apply the desired voltages to the
capacitors. The operator moves the
turntable manually each time that
she loads in a new capacitor. The
arrangement could just as well be
motorized, with some increase in
output. A similar turntable arrangement is used for testing
bathtub -type metallized paper capacitors. This differs only in the
use of contacts in place of clips for
making connections to the capacitors.

REPUBLIC
get
SUPERIOR

IS

.nl. on you SEE the better qualiy of the edges of Republic
capacito- fail but you can FEEL the difference. Try running your
tingi ligititly over the edge of a Republic coil. It's smooth to the
scuci Tho -'s because Republic foil has the cleanest edges, the
rtrag-,tes- cu-. These clean cut edges result in superior windings
and ninincm breakage. Downtime and rejects are reduced to an
absdate minimum.

li

addition, ron -returnable steel cores end sturdy individual boxes
whici prptt coils of Republic Foil right up to the moment of use

fJrnih ?ntFer

economies.

No natter ow you look at a coil of Republic Aluminum Foil, you'll
r..:oç r ize tF at it's a superior product.
1-

bpua
a - ad

r

ic

capacitor foil

A NEW protective wrapping ma-

terial for electronic parts has the
unique feature of sticking only to
itself. After sheets of the material
ELECTRON ICS

-
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available in widths of
to .005".

1/4"

and wider,

REPUELIC FOIL & METAL MILLS
INCORPORA TED

DANE JRY
ararch Sales Offices:

Protective Wrapping

is

gees from .00017"

CONNECTICUT
209 W.-XiCkson Blvd., Chicago 6, III.
666 Mission St., San Francisco 5, Cal.
1100 Murphy Ave., S.W., Atlanta, Ga.

(continued)
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have been eut to size, a piece is
wrapped around the part to be protected and the edges are pressed
together to complete the seal. This
gives a tight, dust -proof, water-

repellent, tamper -proof wrap that
prevents dirt, finger marks, foreign
materials or dust from reaching
and damaging the parts.
The packages can be opened by
pulling apart the seals, much as if
opening a self-sealing envelope, but
in production operations it is usu-

IF

YOU USE MICROWAVES...

This

compact,

self - contained,

versatile

WAVEMETER TEST SET*
can help you
Now, with one easy -to -carry instrument, you can
determine the frequency of both pulsed and c-w
microwave systems . . . you can make accurate

measurements by both transmission and reaction
methods. Because the new Wavemeter Test Set needs
no external power source, it is ideal for field workequally good for laboratory work Its applicable
range is from 2400 to 3400 megacycles. A low cost
instrument-now in production, and used by U. S.
Signal Corps as #TS-117/GP.
!

for bulletin giving complete technical data
on the Wavemeter Test Set!
Licensed under Sperry Patenta.

Write

us today

ELECTRONICS DIVISION
American Encaustic Tiling Co., Inc.
904 Kenilworth Ave., Lansdale, Pa.

Gentlemen:
Please send your Technical Data Bulletin on the Wavemeter
No obligation, of course.

Test Set.

Title

Name
Address.

Zone

City

State

ELECTRONICS DIVISION
AMERICAN

ENCAUSTIC

904 Kenilworth
300

Want more information?

TILING COMPANY
Lansdale, Pa.

Ave.
Use

post card on last page.

Example of electronic component that
can be protected with new self-sealing

wrapping material, and appearance of
wrapped unit

ally faster to cut away a sealed edge
with scissors. Code numbers or
other identifications of units can be
written or stamped on the wrapping.
Small parts or kits of parts
wrapped in this Spot-Seal material
cannot be lost, damaged or pilfered
from the package. The adhesive
coating, though rubberlike in nature, will not damage fine finishes
or wiring. The material is available
in various widths of 600 -foot plain
or printed rolls from Sherman
Paper Products Corp., Newton
Upper Falls 64, Massachusetts.
May, 1953
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mmf/ft
AIR -SPACED ARTICULATED

ALWAYS SPECIFY Sieidi,K9

RELAYS

They have been and are "STANDARD"
wherever accurate performance and
long life are a necessity

CABLES
offer a unique combination of

Write or Phone
FOR

INFORMATION OR CATALOG TO,

$iett;jtt[KQQh[K!y
54 MILL STREET

Subsidiary of

1/

.

.

-

N.C.

l20LiCüKt
LACONIA, N.

H.

FRACTIONAL
CAPACITANCE
HIGH
IMPEDANCE
MINIMUM

ATTENUATION
New York

AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY CO.

ALONG WITH

EXCEPTIONAL
FLEXIBILITY
LIGHT WEIGHT

TYOU USE

... OR CAN

USE

38 STOCK TYPES
FOR ANY OF YOUR STANDARD
OR SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
A few of the
very low capacitance types

D

are :
Type No.

VACUUM CUPS
SPRING, SLAB
BUMPERS
BUSHINGS
EXTRUSIONS
CYLINDER
TUBING
GASKETS
LARGEST
DIVERSIFIED
STOCK OF
SPONGE
IN U.S.A.

F/jt.

Impedance

4.1

252

C-4

4.6

Consult our Experts

c33

Without Obligation

C.22
C.2
c.11

4.8
5.4
5.5

229
220

Whatever your problem may be
concerning Molded, Extruded, Lathe -Cut
or Fabricated Natural or Synthetic
Rubber, Atlantic India can help you.
Our laboratories and staff of engineers
plus three decades of experience are
your guarantee of satisfaction..

Latest Catalog Now Available

C.3

c.i

6.3
6.3
7.3

O.D.

ohms

c.44

MOLDED OR FABRICATED IN ANY WAY, SHAPE OR FORM
GROMMETS

Capacitance

1.03"
1.03"

171
173

0.64"
0.64"
0.44"
0.44"
0.36"

150

0.36'

197
184

WE ARE SPECIALLY ORGANIZED TO HANDLE DIRECT
ORDERS OR ENQUIRIES FROM OVERSEAS

SPOT DELIVERIES FOR U.S.
BILLED IN DOLLARS-SETTLEMENT BY YOUR CHECK

CABLE OR AIRMAIL TODAY

TRANSRADIO
\::_/./
CONTRACTORS TO

LTD.

N.M. GOVERNMENT

ATLANTIC INDIA RUBBER WORKS, INC.
571 W. POLK ST., CHICAGO 7, ILL., Phone HArrison

7-8290

138A CROMWELL RD., LONDON, S.W.7
ENGLAND
CABLES: TRANSRAD LONDON

ELECTRONICS

-
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NEW PRODUCTS

OTHER DEPARTMENTS

featured in this issue:

Edited by WILLIAM P. O'BRIEN
Page

Control, Testing and Measuring Equipment Described and
.
Illustrated
Recent Tubes and Components Are Covered
Thirty -Two Trade Bulletins Reviewed

...

..

CAPACITORS
with 0.001 to 1-r'f ratings
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

CO.,

Schenec-

tady 5, N. Y., has two new lines of
subminiature metal -clad capacitors
with silicone end seals. One line,
with solid dielectric, is for operation from -55C to 125C without
derating. Their capacitance varies
only 1 percent over the 0 to 125C
range and only 7 percent over the
-55 to 125C range. The second
line, with a liquid dielectric, is for
operation from -55 to 85C without
derating, and are 20 percent smaller
than comparable oil -filled units.
Both lines can be supplied in either
tab or exposed foil designs in ratings from 0.001 to 1.0 1.f in voltages
of 100, 200, 400 and 600v d -c working. The new units comply with
military specifications.

has announced the model EM1\1-6
flexible, fully electronic mixer preamplifier. It features electronic
mixing of up to four microphones,
plus radio tuner and/or phonograph. The amplification provided
on all six inputs (four mixing channels) and a cathode follower output
allows placement of the mixer pre amp up to 400 ft from the amplifier.
Output is 1.0 v rms. Harmonic distortion is less than a of 1 percent.
Response is 50 to 15,000 cps ± 2 db.
Three 12AX7 tubes are used, plus
selenium rectifier. The unit is ideal
for mixing several program sources,
such as organ and choir or solo
singer and orchestra into any tape,
disc or wire recorder, p -a, school
or institutional announcing system
or amplifier.

SIMPSON

MFG.

CO.,

32-28

49th St., Long Island City 3, N. Y.,
302

256

Plants and People

366

New Books

397

Backtalk

413

,I I,

wound on molded nylon bobbins,
with special nickel alloy steel laminations. Special ultraminiature
transistor transformers, designed
and built to individual requirements, also are available.

NUCLEAR INSTRUMENT & CHEMICAL
CORP., 229 W. Erie St., Chicago 10,

Iil., has announced a new model 182

TRANSFORMER

CORP.,

3580 Elston Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.,

MARK

Production Techniques

speeds counting process

STANDARD

uses three 12 AX7 tubes

196

SCALING UNIT

TRANSFORMERS
for use with transistors

MICROPHONE MIXER

Electrons At Work

has introduced an ultraminiature
transistor transformer. Weighing
less than 0.1 oz, these units measure
as little as 1x g x li in. and rire
no larger than the transistors they
are designed to work with. Useful
below 1 -mw level, they are constructed of extremely fine wire,

scaling unit featuring electrically reset timer and register to speed
counting procedures in radioisotope
laboratories. Two models of the
scaler are available: 500 to 5,000 or
500 to 2,500-v variable power supply, with electrically reset timer
and register, or manual reset register with no timer. Model 182 has a
Higinbotham scale of 256 with 8 position scale selection switch. High
voltage is indicated on a panel mounted 4 -in. meter and is controlled with coarse and fine adjustments. The unit is ideal for
counting applications where low activity radioisotopes are handled. It
permits use of scintillation and proportional counters, as well as Geiger
May, 1953
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12 Reasons

Television Engineers should specify

SYLVAN A PICTURE TUBES
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These 12 points of superiority are
positive reasons why Sylvania Picture Tubes will best support your
reputation and the high quality of
the sets you manufacture.

ysìcalot-\.aì.
ywSC1Leri.Lrg

-12-,

"SYLVANIA'S

To definitely establish the superiority of Sylvania Picture Tubes, in comparison with other brands, Sylvania
called an outside research organization ... the United
States Testing Company.
Eight picture tubes of nine different manufacturers
were selected and submitted to identical electrical and
mechanical tests.
Shown above is Sylvania's outstanding record. The
test results showed that Sylvania Picture Tubes outlasted and outperformed all others tested. For the detailed report of these significant tests, write to: Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., Dept. 3R-1005,1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
UNITES STATES
TESTING COMPANY

REPORT
,..,

fee

h Mg,

..«,,.

Seel

SUPERIOR

QUALITY
IS BASED ON

PROVED

PERFORMANCE!"

SYLVANIA

Send for this Report
RADIO TUBES; TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES;

ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS;

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT: FLUORESCENT

TUBES, FIXTURES, SIGN TUBING, WIRING DEVICES; LIGHT BULBS; PHOTOLAMPS; TcLEVISION SETS
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counters, with its wide sensitivity
range and linear amplification from
1 my to 1 v.
Resolution time is 2
p.sec and the amplifier circuit has a
rise time of less than 0.2 p.sec.

Mag register is a 16 -stage magnetic
binary shift register intended for
circuits having low energy transfer
with an information rate between
zero and 25,000 pps. This rapid
access storage device for use in the
storage, counting and control of
digital information in automatic
computing or control equipment, is
of rugged compact construction
with no glass envelope or fragile
parts. Read-out interval after read in can be made in microseconds or
as long as desired. Fast access
speeds are provided by the ultrathin
magnetic materials used and by
careful design of the register

circuit.

UHF TETRODE
for wideband operation
LTD., Century House,
Shaftesbury Ave., London WC2,
England. The QQVO3-20 highperformance double tetrode is especially suitable for use on the uhf
wavebands. It is intended for wide band operation as an r-f class C
power amplifier or multiplier in
mobile
transmitters
low -power
working at frequencies up to 600
mc. At 200 mc the tube can provide a power output of 42 w. Under
reduced input conditions, 22 w can
be obtained at 400 mc, and approximately 12 w at 600 mc. Outstanding advantages of the tube are
high anode efficiency, excellent
power gain, low filament consumption and small physical dimensions.
MULLARD

H -V

RELAY

used in radar

installations

PIONEER ELECTRONICS CORP.,

Santa

Monica, Calif., has developed type
PS -32 high -voltage, high -vacuum
relay with an externally operated
d -c solenoid. The relay is 41 in.
high with a 300 -ampere peak pulse
current rating, a pulse duration of
3 p.sec and a vibration characteristic
of 15 g's acceleration. The unit has
been designed primarily for partial

immersion applications for
switching pulse forming networks
in radar installations. The lower
portion of the switch can be hermetically sealed directly into the
pulse forming network case, transformer or other oil -filled device.
The unit may be specified for use in
environments that are corrosive,
where explosive atmospheres are
encountered, and for high altitude
application.
oil

BI -MAG REGISTER
has sixteen stages
AMERICAN

MACHINE

& FOUNDRY

Co., Boston, Mass. The SRA-16 Bi 304

TIME INTERVAL METER
is

accurate to

± ht

sec

Division of
Beckman Instruments, Inc., 2200
Wright Ave., Richmond, Calif.
Model 5120 time interval meter provides a direct reading of elapsed
time between any two events, in
1-p.sec increments, to a maximum of
1 second with an accuracy of 9_11
p.sec, ± crystal drift. Any occurrence that can be translated into
changing voltages may be so timed
and timing may be started and
stopped by independent voltages.
Attenuators permit selection of
amplitude of start and stop voltages at optimum level for elimination of interference. Power is
available from the accessory socket
of the unit to operate various transducers. The length of time that the
digital reading is displayed can be
controlled either manually or automatically up to a maximum of 5
seconds. Ease of reading and simplicity of operation make the unit
ideal for even production line work.
BERKELEY SCIENTIFIC

TOROID COIL
held in plastic compound
INC., 11423 Vanowen
St., North Hollywood, Calif. The
HYCOR Co.,

May, 1953
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here are the

30 BEST SELLING RECORDS
OF 1952*

29 of

them used.

... and over 43% used
for the master recording

audiatapat for the original sound!
Like Audiodiscs and Audiotape, this record speaks
for itself.

Made from

Audiodisc
Master

Record, Artist & Label

Of the thirty top hit records of the year, all but
one were made from Audiodisc masters! And that
one
London Record was made abroad.

BLUE TANGO (Leroy Anderson-Decca)
WHEEL OF FORTUNE (Kay

Starr-Capitol)

CRY

YOU
AUF

-a

(Johnnie Ray-Okeh)
BELONG TO ME (Jo Stafford-Columbia)
WIEDERSEH'N, SWEETHEART (Vera Lynn-London)

WENT TO YOUR WEDDING
HALF AS MUCH (Rosemary
I

WISH YOU WERE HERE

It is significant, too, that the original recordings
for over 43 per cent of these records were first made
on Audiotape, then transferred to the master discs.
This marks a growing trend toward the use of
Audiotape for the original sound in the manufacture of fine phonograph records.

(Patti Page-Mercury)

Clooney-Columbia)
(Eddie Fisher-

II ago Winterhalter-Victor)

HERE IN MY HEART

-

(Al Martino-BBS)

DELICADO (Percy Faith-Columbia)
KISS OF FIRE (Georgia Gibbs-Mercury)

Fisher-Hugo Winterhalter-Victor)

ANY TIME (Eddie
TELL ME WHY (Four Aces-Decca)
BLACKSMITH BLUES (Ella Mae Morse-Capitol)

-

Yes
Audiodiscs and Audiotape are truly a
record -making combination-in a field where there
can be no compromise with Quality!

(Jo Stafford-Columbia)
(Rosemary Clooney-Columbia)
GUY IS A GUY (Doris Day-Columbia)
LITTLE WHITE CLOUD THAT CRIED (Johnnie Ray-Okeh)
HIGH NOON (Frankie Laine-Columbia)
JAMBALAYA
BOTCH -A -ME

t Trade Mark

I'M YOURS (Eddie Fisher-Hugo Winterhalter-Victor)
GLOW WORM (Mills Brothers-Decca)
IT'S IN THE BOOK
SLOW POKE

(Johnny Standley-Capitol)

(Pee Wee King-Victor)

WALKIN' MY BABY BACK HOME
MEET MR. CALLAGHAN

(Johnnie Ray-Columbia)

(Les Paul-Capitol)

I'M YOURS (Don Cornell-Coral)
I'LL WALK ALONE (Don Cornell-Coral)
TELL ME WHY (EddieFisher-HugoWinterhalter-Victor)
TRYING (Hilltoppers-Dot)
PLEASE, MR. SUN (Johnnie Ray-Columbia)

AUDIO DEVICES, INC.
444 MADISON AVE.;: NEW YORK 22, N. Y
Export Dept.: 13 East 40th St., Nºw York 16, N. Y., Cables

*According to Retail Sales, as listed in THE BILLBOARD.

Audiodiscs arc manufactured

ELECTRONICS
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(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

new type P toroid coils are hermetically encapsulated in a special
tough plastic compound. They will
withstand ambient temperatures of
-55C to 130C; 95 -percent humidity
-boiling salt water, and an amazing degree of mechanical shock.
The small physical size makes them
ideal for use in miniature assemblies, and they may also be mounted
compactly on a single screw. A
sample of the type P coil for test
purposes is available upon request.

~

.(. Az

-4r:

1.

H -V RECTIFIER

for tv damping -diode use
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,

i.

Emporium, Pa., is now producing a
miniature cathode -type high -voltage half-wave rectifier, type 6V3.
It has a coated unipotential cathode
and is designed for use as a damping diode in tv receivers. In new
equipment applications, when used
within its maximum ratings, it is
capable of withstanding a peak inverse voltage of 6,000 v and a steady
state peak current of 600 ma. The
tube is contained in a miniature
T-6k envelope. The cathode is connected to the top cap.

-r¡!
1«

e.
,.4

,

.-:

PLASTICS SHEETS

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS,

INC.

EXTENDS ITS BEST WISHES AND
APPRECIATION TO ITS GUESTS AND
CONGRATULATES THE EXHIBITORS
AT THE 1953 I. R. E. SHOW.

62
306

PEARL STREET, SOUTH BRAINTREE, BOSTON 85, MASS.
Want more information?

Use

post card on last page.

come big and strong
STRICK Co., Whitaker & Godfrey
Ave., Philadelphia 24, Pa. Fiberglas reinforced polyester sheets are
now available in sizes up to 4k X
8t ft and in a variety of thickness.
The sheets are made in two grades :
for 20,000 and 40,000 psi. Hoth
grades have excellent dimensional
stability and resistance to a great
May, 1953
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NEW PRODUCTS

variety of chemicals that make
them ideal materials for structural
elements in corrosive atmospheres
or baths. The materials also exhibit high arc resistance and low
power factor, which makes them
excellent for use in the electrical
and electronic industries. The materials can be formulated in varying degrees of flexibility and can

... an entirely new concept

of jewel mounting

for shock protection
The Cushion

'

be molded to special shapes in low

cost tooling.

Jewel
Assembly

Resilient Cushion of silicone rubber will
withstand exposure to temperatures of
from -85°F. to 325°F.

POWER SUPPLY
has automatic regulation
RICHARDSON-ALLEN CORP.,

116-15

Fifteenth Ave., College Point, L. I.,
N. Y., has developed an automatic
regulated d -c thyratron power supply. The unit is now being used
for teletype test and repair and in
communications laboratories. The
d -c output is 110v Liz 5vat5amperes. The a -c input is 100 to 130 v
single phase at 60 cycles. A manual
adjustment is provided so that the
d -c output voltage to 110 v may be
returned at any condition of a -c
line voltage or d -c output. The
power supply includes d -c instrumentation, a filter circuit to permit
1 -percent ripple. The No. 15 cabinet is 16 in. x 16 in. X 25 in.
The power supply is air-cooled and
is designed for operation in ambient temperatures up to 40 C.

Here is your answer to protection for the critical jewel assembly
in meters and instruments that must withstand severe shock and
vibration conditions. Tests* show that BIRD Cushion Jewel Assemblies perform better and are less subject to damage than conventionally mounted jewels.
Actual assembly line tests show that damage to jewels through
improper adjustments by inexperienced operators is practically
eliminated when BIRD Cushion Jewel Assemblies are used. And
Cushion Jewels are not expensive to use - you can include them in
your production for pennies extra, with the added advantage of
"protection" for your instruments under all conditions.
Cushion Jewels for shock mounting
Perform better,

provide "protection"
Variable cushioning to suit
different operating conditions
Produced in any mounting
to, specification
Eliminates damage by
inexperienced assemblers
Controls movement of jewel
no loose assemblies
Inexpensive shock -proofing

for any instrument
conducted at the Squier Signal
Laboratories, to compare cushioned and convenTests, being

C -R OSCILLOSCOPE
is a

tional mounts, show that jewels that are cushion
mounted have a better resistance to vibration. Shock
tests of instruments using cushion assemblies indicate better performance and less damage susceptibility than instruments using conventionally mounted
jewels.
We want to show you how BIRD Cushion Jewel
Assemblies can add shock protection to your instruments. A request on your letterhead will bring
or, send us specifications
complete information
and sizes of jewel bearings in your instruments
for samples of Cushion Jewel Assemblies for test
in your plant.
The engineering staff of the Bird Company is at
your service for all small bearing problems.

-

Over 40 years of serving industry with Quality jewel bearings

portable lab type

P. O. Box 831,
Portland 7, Oregon. Type 514 -AD
portable laboratory type oscillo-

/321

TEKTRONIX, INC.,

ELECTRONICS
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Sapphire and glass jewels
1

Precision glass grinding

&,Co., Inc.

Ferrite precision products

Sapphire stylii

Spruce Street, Waltham 54, Mass.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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NEW PRODUCTS

scope has a 6-cm undistorted vertical deflection with new direct coupled vertical amplifier, flat -faced
c -r tube, variable duty cycle calibrator and direct-coupled unblanking. It features vertical amplifier
bandwidth d -c to 10 me at 0.3 v
per cm to 100 v per cm sensitivity,
2 cycles to 10 me at 0.03 v per cm
to 100 y per cm sensitivity, rise time
of 0.04 p.sec and 0.25 p.sec signal
delay. The square wave calibrator
is variable from 0 to 50 v, accurate
within 3 percent of full scale, duty
cycle variable from 2 to 98 percent.
Accelerating potential is 3 kv. All

3 WAYS
PANELS,
ona DOORS

TO MAKE

LIDS

(continued)

RF

voltages are electronically regulated.
d -c

TIGHT

MEDIUM -MU TRIODE
Thtrmotreé built by

Roc

ió Receptor

Co., t

for oscillator service

o

Machine mating surfaces to closest tolerances.
Costly and difficult! And the close fit is often

destroyed

1740 Broadway, New York 19,
N. Y., has produced a new miniature
7 -pin medium -mu triode. The 6T4

o

Install numerous latches, screws, bolts or other fastenings.
Also costly! And makes maintenance more difficult, more

was designed for the service as an
oscillator in tv tuners or converters
covering the new uhf bands. The
tube features short bulb, T 5i construction, having a maximum overall length of 1i in. and a maximum
seated height of 1i in. It also features double plate and grid connections to reduce lead inductance.
In circuits designed for its use the
6T4 is capable of operation up to
1,000 mc. When operated with 80 v
on the plate and a plate current of
18 ma, it has a transconductance of
7,000 p.mhos, an amplification factor
of 13 and a plate resistance of 1,860
ohms.

o

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,

by warping, corrosion and normal use.

time-consuming.
USE

METEX

ELECTRONIC WEATHERSTRIPPING.

The simple, sure, economical way!

Made of resilient, compressible knitted metal wire mesh, METEX
strips and gaskets "close" these openings just as a weatherstrip
"closes" windows and doors.
Because they are metallic, METEX strips and gaskets are conductive.
Because they are knitted, they are flexible and resilient. They will
conform to surface irregularities with no loss in shielding efficiency.
Close manufacturing control assures uniformity in the resiliency and
dimensions best adapted to specific applications.
METEX electronic strips and gaskets are easy to install. They are not
expensive-in fact, they may well save more than their cost by eliminating the need for many operations formerly thought necessary.

It will pay you to investigate the production and performance advantages of METEX Electronic Weatherstripping. A
bulletin giving detailed information is yours for the asking
-just write on your company letterhead.
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LAMINATE
features high resistance
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., 1 Plastics
Ave.,

Pittsfield, Mass., has anMay,

1953-
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(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

nounced a new laminate that retains

superior insulation resistance under
humid conditions to enable greater
tuning stability in tv and radio circuits. The phenolic paper base material, called G -E 11541 Textolite,
is particularly recommended for
electronic component parts. Tests
show it to have an insulation resistance of 100,000 megohms minimum after 96 hours in 90 -percent
relative humidity at 35C. This
high resistance has been achieved
in the material with no sacrifice of
the good hot punching qualities and
mechanical strength of conventional
laminates. The new material has
good low loss properties and high
dielectric strength. It is available
in sheets from 0.015 to 0.25 in.
thick.

SENSITIVITY- ACCUR ACY-STABILITY

BALLANTINE

make
The World's Leading Electronic Voltmeters
Model 300

AUDIO TO 150 KC
1

my -100 v

10 cps

-150

Voltage Rango
Frequency Rango

kc

Accuracy

2% ENTIRE RANGE
%2

meg. shunted by 30 ppf

Input Impedance

SUB -AUDIO TO 150 KC [::::;:d1 Model 302E

pv-100 v

100

Voltage Range

-150 kc
5 cps -100

Frequency Range

2 cps

3%

2

kc

-5

5%

2 cps

100

kc-150

cps

Accuracy

kc

meg. shunted by 15

ppf*.

Input Impedance

Model 310A

AUDIO TO 2 MC
100

pv-100

10 cps

3%

to

-2
1

5%
2

Voltage Range

y

Frequency Range

mc

mc
1

mc

-2

Accuracy

mc

meg. shunted by 15 ppf`

Input Impedance

AUDIO TO 6 MC
1

my -1000 y

(100 uv

POTENTIOMETER
is multiple -section unit

15 cps

11

G. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC., 117 E.

Colorado St., Pasadena 1, Calif.,
has introduced a new compact, rugged 1i -in. diameter multiple -section

potentiometer. This precision potentiometer is available in assemblies of from one to six sections
with a six -section unit requiring an
operating torque of 0.6 oz in.
Assembly of sections is made without external clamps or bolts and a
solid stainless steel shaft is used to
couple the movable arms of each
section. Mechanical shaft:rotation
is 360 deg continuous. Electrical
contact angles can be ordered up to
360 deg. Resistance values from
500 to 70,000 ohms per section are
available and each section will dissipate 2 w at 25 C. Standard linearity tolerance is ±0.5 percent for
each section and nonlinear outputs
ELECTRON ICS
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-6 me

3% to 3
5%

me
3 me

-6

-1

Voltage Range
my without probe)
Frequency Range

Accuracy

me

Input Impedance
meg. shunted by 6 ppf
(1 meg. shunted by 25 ypf without probe)

Model 305

PEAK -TO -PEAK
1

my -1000 v

pk-to-pk.....

10 cps -100 kc (Sine Wave)..

Voltage Range
Frequency Range

ysee-250 us«

Pulse Width

20 pulses per sec

Min. Rep. Rate

3

Accuracy

5% for pulses
2 meg. shunted by 15

pyf*

Input Impedance

nL

*Shunt capacitance is 8 pyf on all ranges
except two most sensitive ronges.

Write for complete catalog of all
Ballantine Electronic Instruments

BALLIt1TI%E LABOItATOIIffS,
100 FANNY ROAD, BOONTON, NEW JERSEY

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

IN.

PULSE

are available on special order. Operating temperature range is from
-54 to +71 C and the unit will
function during 50 g acceleration
applied along any axis.

S
25 to 100 KV
50 mega watts

Catalog No.

IMtd.
0

RPC-321252
Used

Peak

000

on

KV

Body Dimensions (in.)

5x8x9

90
60
40
40

0.0167
0.025
0.022
0.0167
2 x 0.00625
0.0075
0.0125

KPC-357501

7 x 8 x

24

6x7x24%
6x7x24%
5x6x24
6x7x18
5x7x8%
5x6x9%

40
40
35

32
secondary of pulse transformer to limit rise tame of current pulse.

Write for data sheet listing pulse capacitors
and standard pulse -forming networks.

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN
CORPORATION
NORWOOD, MASSACHUSETTS

310

UHF -VHF ANTENNA
has weighted base
MFG. CORP., 200 Central
Ave., Newark 4, N. J., announces
the No. 482 universal indoor anBRACH

tenna for both uhf and vhf signals
in the primary area. It has the conventional three-element rods for
vhf, which also fall into a 90 -deg
horizontal position for uhf. This is
accomplished by the design of eccentric rotating balls that allows the
user to flip the elements to the uhf
position. Elements of the antenna
can be placed in whatever position
desired without fear of tipping because of the weighted base.

Designed for extremely low
temperature aisle when used
in pulse - forr_ing networks
above 25,000 "alts. Can pass
2500 amperes it 0.0005 duty
cycle.
RPC-906000*
GPC-601672
RPC-402502
RPC-402202
APC-401672
RPC-4026251

(continued)
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TV SLIDE PROJECTOR
has single lens projection
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,

Syracuse,

N. Y., has announced the type PF 4 -A tv dual slide projector, featur-

ing single lens projection and simplified handling of special effects.
The narrow light beam resulting
from use of a single lens allows the
new unit to be used simultaneously
with one or two film projectors
grouped around a single film camera. With its accessories, the projector will handle five different
types of slides and materials in
addition to the INS news tape. In
addition to a mechanical blade
method for laps and dissolves, the
new unit features variable voltage
May, 1953
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WIDE -RANGE

SUB -MINIATURE

transformers that control the light
intensities of all projection lamps.

RECORDING BLANKS
for immediate playback
444 Madison
Ave., New York 22, N. Y., is now
producing 7 -in.
lacquer -coated
AUDIO DEVICES, INC.,

aluminum -base sound recording
blanks for immediate playback on
any 45 -rpm phonograph. These
Audiodiscs have the standard 1f -in.
diameter center hole and pare designed to use a brass center -hole
adapter when recording.
The
adapter is placed over the center pin
on the recorder turntable, fitting
snugly within the center hole of the
disc. The turntable drive pin engages the drive -pin hole of the
disc in the usual manner. After recording, the disc is ready for immediate playback on a 45 -rpm phonograph without any additional
punching-out operation. This assures a smooth, clean center hole
that will operate freely on automatic changer mechanisms.

TOBE FILTERETTES SERIES 1561-A
Effective protection from radio interference throughout the 150 kilocycle to 400
megacycle range is afforded communications circuits, signal circuits, and low -current power circuits by the sub -miniature interference filter shown above.
SURFACE-MOUNTING STYLES
Model No.
1561-A

Amperes

a -c

5

125
115
300
115

5

6.3

a -c

3

1566

1

1566-A
1568
1568-A

FEATURES

Volts

1

Attenuation
Curve A
Curve B
Curve B
Curve C
Curve C

a -c
d -c
a -c

Small size... only 1-1/8

Light weight

Handles

1608
1609
1610
1611

!/\

90
E e0

ADJUSTABLE FASTENER
is easily installed
SOUTHCO DIV., SOUTH CHESTER
CORP., 1417 Finance Bldg., Phila-

delphia 2, Pa. Weighing only
oz
and held in a compact
in. long
housing, this miniature fastener is
adjustable to door frames varying
from 0 in. to 25/32 in. thick. Installation is accomplished merely by
slipping its knurled activating knob
through a hole in the door and attaching with two rivets or spot
welds. No further assembly is necessary. The fastener was designed at
ELECTRONICS
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Amperes
Volts
1.0
115 a -c 400
2.0
115 a -c 400
115 a -c 400
0.5
0.5
150 d -c
0.5
115 a -c 450

ó 70

amperes at 125 volts,

Two mounting styles
or bulkhead.

... surface

eo
70

A
80

B

IIIIII11
GUFNCY

d c

Curve D
Curve E
Curve D
Curve D
Curve D

e

C

E

d -c

... only one ounce

90

'

z 60
0

d -c

11/16 inch

Hermetically sealed in bathtub case,
with glass -insulated solder -sealed
terminals

Atten uat ion
d -c

x

1

0-400 c.p.s.

BULKHEAD -MOUNTING STYLES
Model No.
1607

3

x

IN

50

h

.

Wao

MEGACYC

iAEG1UENCY

IN

MEGACYCI

J

30
0.1

.0

10

loo

1000

0.1

1.0

lo

00

1000

TOBE

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN
CORPORATION
MASSACHUSETTS
NORWOOD,
Want more information?
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CLAUSS ELECTRONICS
SNIPS SPRING TO
THE JOB!

Developed in close

cooperation with
electronics workSharp
ers . .
points for accurate, minute
work. Closed
.

handles far
enough apart
to prevent
fingernails

from digging
into palm ...
close enough

together to

producemax-

imum leverage easily.

(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

the request of manufacturers of
electronic equipment for use on
doors requiring a small, quickly inlock that would offer
strength, vibration resistance and
flexibility in grip lengths.

stalled,

PRESSURE REGULATOR

for airborne radar
ACCESSORY PRODUCTS Co.,

617 Put-

nam Drive, Whittier, Calif., is now
producing a new pressure regulator
for airborne pressurized radar systems. System pressure controlled
by the model PR -4 radar isobaric

pressure regulator is maintained at
a constant value, regardless of altitude. The unit measures 5.75 in.
maximum diameter by 3.75 in. maximum depth and weighs

HOT HAMMER -FORGED

ELECTRONICS SCISSORS& SNIPS

2 lb.

Oper-

ating temperature range is -65 to
+165F. Line size is t in. Inlet
pressure range is 20 to 1,500 psi
ga. Flow rate is 0 to 200 cu in.
per minute.

.Ceevrew4f(awdr,Gessye,ei
CLAUSS ELECTRONICS
SCISSORS CUT FILA-

MENT QUICKLY,WITH
WATCHMAKER PRECISION

Here are tools developed by
job
the industry, itself
tested and proven perfect
for eN ery filament cutting
need. . . even to the finest
miniature work. Tough,
cutlery steel tweezersmagnetic and non-magnetic
are also made by Clauss in
several patterns ...tweezers
made to the tube
manufacturer's specifications.
Clauss is a major supplier
of dependable tools to
this vital industry,

...

Feather -light scissors for snipping
fine filament. Cut

perfectly even at
very tips. Available

with blades plain
.

or wh one blad

finely sawit-toothed

toe

-

prevent slippage.

NE

RK OFFICE:77Z-

1107 BROADWAY

312
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VARIABLE CAPACITOR
serves as trimmer at vhf
HAMMARLUND MFG. Co., INC., 460
W. 34th St., New York 1, N. Y., has
developed a new tiny variable capacitor, type MAC. This capacitor
provides the low minimum capaci-

tance essential for use as a trimmer
in the vhf range. Its silicone-treated
steatite base is only t in. X tl in.
Rotor and stator are soldered
assemblies of brass that are later
silver-plated for low losses. A
silver-plated beryllium -copper wiper
rotor contact is used. Rotor and
stator terminals are positioned to
permit short leads. The threaded
bearing is provided with flat sides
to permit single -hole mounting
without turning. The new units
are available to fulfill capacitance
May, 1953
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requirements between 1.4 and 19.6

(
WHY DOES

u.f.

G -V

Produce More Miniature

T4Te

Del,91M94

COILS AND LEADS
are precisely hand -wound
THE ELECTRONIC PARTS MFG. CO.,
INC., 508 25th St., Union City, N. J.,

Than All Other

announces the availability of tungsten and molybdenum coils, hand wound to exacting standards. These
coils are made to customers' specifications for use as emitters, filaments and other electronic applications. Also available are leads of
uniform quality with or without
beadings. These are fabricated
from tungsten, molybdenum, nickel,
nickel-clad copper and alloys. Stock
items are available as well as custom-made types.

Manufacturers
Combined?

have
G -V ENGINEERING OFFERS
A NEW APPROACH TO
THERMAL RELAY DESIGN

HELICAL ANTENNAS
for 450 to 470 -mc region
MARK PRODUCTS Co., 3547 Montrose
Ave., Chicago 18, Ill., announces a
new line of helical beam antennas

for unidirectional applications in
the 450 to 470 -me region. The helix
conductor comprising the array is
molded integrally into a Fiberglas polyester resin radome housing that
completely seals the unit from the
effects of weather and provides the
necessary strength properties. The
electrical design affords 12 to 14 -db
gain in point-to-point service and
provides certain advantages of cirELECTRONICS

-
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Stainless steel mechanism
welded into a single integral
structure and supported at
both ends for unequalled resistance to vibration and
shock
Heater built inside expanding member for maximum efficiency and protection
Rolling contact action for
positive operation
Easy adjustability where
desired
Precise operation never before available in thermal
relays
Time ranges: 3 seconds to
5 minutes
Hermetically sealed in
metal shell
Heater voltages up to 230
volts
Fully temperature compensated
Suitable for military and
industrial use
Unequalled for ruggedness
and precision
U.

S.

and Foreign Patents Pending

been...

Adopted as a production component by scores
of principal producers
of electronic equipment.

Delivered for use on
over 150 Government
contracts.

In successful field use
for two years.

Only G -V offers complete
technical data and helpful
engineering cooperation on
THERMAL TIME DELAY RELAYS.

Rapidly expanding production facilities assure prompt deliveries.

Write for bulletin and help with your particular problems.
24 Hollywood Plaza

G -V

CONTROLS INC.
Want more information?

Orange, New Jersey

Use post card on

last page.
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cular polarization propagation over
conventional linear polarized propagation. All helical units are designed to withstand 100 -mph wind
velocity with i -in. radial ice load.

S.S.WHITE "AIRBRAS)VE" UNIT
uses a gas -propelled stream of abrasive particles to provide a highly
accurate and extremely cool method of cutting. Cuts can be held
to as fine as .018" in diameter. Since there is virtually no heat and
no vibration or contact with the work, the unit will be found to be
extremely useful for many operations including

-

Controlled removal of surface coatings,

1.

such as deposited films on glass, ceramics

or other hard surfaces.
2. Cutting

extremely

hard, brittle

materials

such as germanium.

3. Light etching.
4. Drilling holes in thin sections.
5. Producing matte finishes.

6. Light deburring.
applications on which
S.S.White "Airbrasive" Unit has
been successfully used
cutting spiral
bands on a deposited carbon resistor.
Successful applications are also to be
found in printed circuit work.
One of the many

the

-

O

P. O.
Box 67, Cranford, N. J., has developed the Tube-Trol, a new plug-in
unit containing all necessary components to control proper performance of electronic tubes in all
conventional applications. The convenient plug-in feature will reduce
YATES ENGINEERING SERVICES,

or eliminate many hand assembly
and wiring operations now required
in present-day production of radio,
tv and other types of electronic
equipment. Chassis wiring can now
be reduced to operating potential
leads and signal -in and signal -out
connections for each tube stage.
In -process and complete equipment
testing procedures can also be simplified and speeded up.

Our engineers will gladly make tests
on any materials or parts on which you
may consider using the "Airbrasive"
Unit. There's no obligation. For further information,

i
i

7.

TUBE CONTROL
features plug-in design

Thl,m1,___,,,4_

WRITE FOR BULLETIN 5212
It contains full information
on how, when and where
the S.S.White "Airbrasive"
Unit can be used. Write
for a copy.

form of the "Air
brasive" cut is determined by the distance of the nozzle from the work, a
shown in this illustration. The depth and
speed of cut can be varied by varying
the angle of impingement and the richness of the "Airbrasive" mixture.
The diameter

and

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

THE

DENTAL MFG. CO.
Western District Office
314

40th St.
NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
Dept.

EB 10 East

Times Building, Long Beach, California

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

SEALED RELAY
has reduced size and weight
ESSEX WIRE CORP., R -B -M Division,
Logansport, Ind. The series 22300
hermetically sealed relay is the
May, 1953-ELECTRONICS
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(continued)

You'll save by using

electrical and mechanical equivalent
of an AN 3304-1 in a package that
is 50 percent smaller and lighter.
An improved armature design, plus
high temperature molded nylon
bobbin, provides greatly improved
magnetic efficiency that enables this
reduction in size and weight. The
22300 series still retains palladium
cross -bar contacts that are identical
to those used in the larger telephone type relays. Maximum contacts are 6 Form A or 4 Form C,
3 ampere 28 v d -c. Maximum coil
resistance is 5,000 ohms. Minimum
operating power is 0.75 w for 4
Form C contact form. The relay is
available in AN 3304-type enclosure
for dynamotor or low capacitance
application.

SSWHITE
Remote Contro/ Flexible Shafts

... for jobs like these

Short lengths of S.S.White flexible shafting make
ideal, low-cost couplings. They make accurate
alignment unnecessary, thereby saving assembly
time and costs-and unlike solid connections, will
not transmit vibration.

CONTROLLING VARIABLE
CIRCUIT ELEMENTS

///om///nie`,,,

1

TRANSMITTING CONTROL
BETWEEN SEPARATE UNITS

single S.S.White flexible shaft will bring control
to any point regardless of intervening obstacles or
distance. Its basic simplicity, adaptability and
ease of installation insures lower costs by elim.
Mating unnecessary control parts and by making
it easier to meet wiring, servicing and space
requirements.
A

If you have to control

a piece of equipment from
remote point, an S.S.White flexible shaft is the
simple, low-cost way to do it. The shaft can be
run along any desired path, can be installed with
a minimum of difficulty, requires no alignment or
adjustment. In fact, no other mechanical control
set-up offers the same economy and ease of
application.

a

D -C CALIBRATOR
has 1 -percent accuracy
BENSON-LEHNER CORP., 2340 Saw telle Blvd., West Los Angeles 64,
Calif. Model GS -1022 electronic d -c

or Photoformer, has
been developed to correct automatically in true time the nonlinearities present in telemetry
systems. By the use of a paper
calibration mask, cut to the geometric representation of the desired
function, both transducer nonlinearities as well as errors inherent in ground receiving equipment
can be corrected, thus furnishing
an immediate calibrated output for
display or recording purposes. The
d -c calibrator operates on input
signals of from d -c to 1 kc with an
overall accuracy of approximately
1 percent of full scale. The unit
is constructed on a standard relay

calibrator,

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

WHENEVER YOU HAVE TO TRANSMIT CONTROL between two
whether the distance involved is a few inches or 50 feet

-pointsit will

pay you to investigate the outstanding economies offered by S.S.White
flexible shafts. Our engineers will be glad to cooperate with you in
working out details of any application.

GET THE FLEXIBLE SHAFT HANDBOOK
It has 256 pages of facts and data on flexible shaft selection and application. You,can get your free copy if you
write for it direct to us on your business letterhead.

...

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

AlTHE

DENTAL MFG. CO.

Dept.

E

10

NEW YORK

Western District Office

East 40th St,
16,

N. Y.

Times Building, Long Beach, California

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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continuous

rack mounting and measures approximately 88 in. X 25 in. X 25 in.

operation at

exceptional

temperature
ran es

CHAIN AMPLIFIER

up from 4 210°C (+410'F
to -90''C (-130 F) and below

has 200 -ohm impedance
LABORATORIES,
SPENCER-KENNEDY
INC., 186 Massachusetts Ave., Cam-

HOOK-UP WIRE
L

EXTRUDED TEFLON (Tetrafluoroethylene) hook-up

wire

is

bridge 39, Mass. Model 202C wide band chain amplifier has an extended
bandwidth of 1 kc to 210 mc.
Twelve 6AK5 tubes in a chain circuit provide a gain of 20 db which
is uniform within ±1.5 db over
the bandwidth. The rise time of
this untuned amplifier is less than
0.0026 .sec (10 percent to 90 -percent amplitude). The input and
output impedance is 200 ohms with
a stabilized power supply that prevents fluctuations of gain due to
line voltage changes.

organically capable of sustained operation from +210°C to

-90°C with
operating

no appreciable decomposition. This wide range of

efficiency continually opens new

EXTRUDED TEFLON

-

especially where constant stability under

exceptional temperature conditions
EXTRUDED TEFLON

is

applications for

required for long periods.

is

+210°C to -90°C

resistant to most chemicals

.

.

.

is

non -inflammable

..

.

has no known solvent.

Because of low electrical losses, EXTRUDED TEFLON is

adaptable for high frequency use. It has very high volume
and surface resistivity. EXTRUDED TEFLON

is

available in thin

wall and specified hook-up wire sizes, with shield or jacket,
also as coaxial cable.

NOW AVAILABLE

in 10

colors-black, brown, red, orange,

yellow, green, blue, violet, gray, white. Samples available.

STATIC DETECTOR
works with electrometer
KEITHLEY INSTRUMENTS, 3868 Carnegie Ave., Cleveland 15, Ohio.

Model 2005 static detector clips onto
a v -t electrometer. The new elec-

51;14°)Zeittati- MFG.
199 Washington St.

Boston 8, Mass.

CO.

Plant-Clinton, Mass.

Engineered Wire and Cable for the Electronic and Aircraft Industries
316

Want more information?

Use

post card on last page.

trometer accessory consists primarily of two concentric, telescoping
tubes and a center aluminum rod.
When clipped over the high terminal of the electrometer, the tubes
act as a shield for the rod, limiting
May, 1953
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sensitivity to a narrow cone along
their axis. Uses for the electrometer and static detector include
virtually every application where
electrostatic charges are undesirable and an instrument of extreme
sensitivity is needed.

Mechanical)

Right...

Are Better For Your Product
Precision hydraulic equipment aligns and compresses

ENGRAVED DIALS
in varied types and sizes
ACKERMAN ENGRAVERS, 75

cells into "stacks". Special

Warren

St., New York 7, N. Y., is now developing a series of standard dials
totalling 126 different types and
sizes. Advantages to users of
standard dials are: (1) saving of
designing time; (2) saving of from
15 to 60 percent in cost; and (3)
less delivery time. Dials are manufactured to close tolerances. Center
hole is a i -in. diameter and runs
true to outside diameter within
±0.001 indicator reading. The hole
may be easilÿ machined to required
size. Dials are supplied in many

increment degrees and diameters,
and are available in black or white
metal or plastic. Specifications and
prices are available from the manu-

facturer.

steel studs keep stacks tight

and true.

for easy
assembly in your product. Terminals-for bolting or soldering-are
precisely positioned for your connections. Tinned terminals speed
Dimensions are exact, mountings accurately aligned,

soldering. Color code eliminates wiring errors. Protective finishes,
plating of exposed metal parts, guard electrical quality, prolong
service life. Shock and vibration

tests-to military specifications-

prove the mechanical durability of Vickers Selenium Rectifiers.

more reasons why VICKERS
makes a better rectifier:
255 tests and inspections guard quality
from start to finish

Automatic electro forming "pre stresses" cells
Precision -matched cells prevent over-

loading-overheating
Write for Bulletin 3000. Vickers engineering service is available without obligation.

WIRE -WOUND TRIMPOT
simplifies circuit design
Magnolia Ave., Riverside, Calif. DeBOURNS LABORATORIES, 6135

ELECTRONICS- May, 1953

ICKERS ELECTRIC DIVISION
I

ICKERS

Inc.

SPERRY CORPORATION
SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI
STREET
1801 LOCUST
A

UNIT

OF

THE

Want more information?

Use

post card on last page.
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size,

Resin Impregnated Sub -miniature

Metallized Paper Capacitors.
High insulation resistance
Excellent capacity retrace
Rectangular
Saves space

-

Variety of sizes and values
issipation factor less than 1%
25° C 1000 cycles. Operation
nge -40° C to 100 C. Capacince temperature coefficient plus
7%n

per

°

PRODUCTS

w

signed for precise circuit trimming
in miniaturized equipment, the
Trimpot simplifies circuit design.
Accurate adjustments are made by
turning the exposed slotted shaft
with a screwdriver. Electrical settings are securely maintained during severe shock, vibration and acceleration. The Trimpot can be
mounted individually or in stacked
assemblies with two No. 2-56 screws
through the eyelets in the body.
Forty of the instruments occupy a
space smaller than a standard pack
of cigarettes. Resolution as low
as 0.25 percent is obtained over the
25 -turn adjustment range. Superior electrical characteristics are
achieved through the use of precious metal contacts and precision
wire -wound resistors. Trimpots are
available in standard resistances of

,,

17 Eliminate Splicing

1/

Stop leaks and Shorts

Y

Increase Insulation

y/ Make Better Connections
Reduce Assembly Work

Quality Blocks
at Low Cost
1/Assured Supply Source
MADE IN VARIED STYLES ANO
SIZES UP TO 26 TERMINALS.
WRITE FOR

ILLUSTRATED

BULLETIN.

KU[KA

250 to 10,000 ohms.

or phone, TODAY

t4x
i`

MEIt?<

(continued)

ELECTRIC MFG. CO. INC.
MOUNT VERNON. N, Y.
ITORY:

L

2082 Lincoln Ave.,
ena, Calif. SYcamore 8-1185
ces

in WASHINGTON, D.

DETROIT
...,

Hundreds of

C.
OPP-_

ELECTRONICALLY REGULATED

standard

JONES

LABORATORY
POWER SUPPLIES

TERMINAL PANELS
Complete equipment for

SPECIALS

for maintenance use

pages of Jones
Catalog No. 17 illustrate
standard and special
panels we are constantly
producing. Latest special equipment enables
us promptly to produce
Several

Send your
specifications
for prompt

--quotation_

practically any panel required. Send print or
description for prices,
without obligation. Hundreds of standard terminal strips also listed.
Send for Catalog with
engineering
drawings
data.
JONES MEANS
Proven QUALITY

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION
CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS

SUISIDIARE OF UNITED-CAEI

FASTENER CORP.

Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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RADIO TESTER
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.,

Syracuse,

N. Y. A new frequency and modu-

lation meter for use in the maintenance of two-way radio systems has
been announced. Its purpose is to
help maintain transmitters and receivers in two-way radio systems on
their assigned frequencies, as required by the FCC. The type
ST -13-A meter measures modulation swing and carrier frequency
of f-m transmitters, and features
both high and low r -f output for
receiver alignment. It is available
with either one or two crystals, for
servicing single or two -frequency
systems in the low, medium and
high bands. The unit may be had
with or without a crystal oven, and
with crystal tolerances ranging
from 0.0005 to 0.0025 percent. The
oven, available in two ratings (38

BENCH MODEL 50

STABLE

DEPENDABLE
MODERATELY
PRICED

ALSO
AVAILABLE
STANDARD
RACK

MOUNTING
MODEL 50-R
PANEL SIZE

10'T"

19"
DEPTH 1414"
A

INPUT: 105-125 VAC, 50-60c
OUTPUT #1: 0-500 VDC at
500 ma regulated
OUTPUT #2: 0-50 VDC,
0-200 VDC Bias Output.
OUTPUT #3: 6.3 VAC at
5A unregulated
OUTPUT #4: 6.3 VAC at
5A unregulated
RIPPLE OUTPUT: Less than
8 millivolts rms
For complete

information write for Bulletin

E

LAMBDA ELECTRONICS

CORPOP

A

CORONA

Want more information?

T
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NEW YORK
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and 75 C), is powered from any
external 6-v power supply.

high gain
LOW COST

TINY SLIDE SWITCH

Andrew Omnidirectional

has smooth snap action

Antenna for

STACKPOLE CARBON Co., St. Marys,

Pa. An inexpensive, miniature
dpdt slide switch rated 0.5 ampere
at 125 v combines improved snap
action with new small size for
radios, tv receivers, instruments
and similar equipment. It measures
1i in. long x i; in. wide x iI in.
deep. The switch is available either
with (type SS-50) or without (type
SS -150) Underwriter's approval.
Separate indenting for each pole
assures exceptionally positive yet
smooth snap action. A special fiber surface laminated Bakelite base
greatly reduces arc tracking and increases the safety factor.

It

Communications
No, this new High Gain Communications Antenna isn't cheap, but it does offer the most
economical solution to your coverage problem.
Whether you want maximum coverage for a
specific transmitter power, minimum power or
shortest tower for a specific coverage, or freedom from dead spots, the ANDREW Type 3000

Antenna is the least expensive solution. Why?
Because talk -back is the limiting factor in
mobile communications. Gain in the central
station antenna costs less than increased power
in every mobile unit.
ANDREW Type 3000 High Gain Cornmunications Antenna offers better than 6 db,
gain in the 148-174 MCS band. This means
that the power delivered to the receiver on
both talk -out and talk -back is increased four
times. The horizontal radiation pattern is
circular.
Write for the ANDREW High Gain Antenna bulletin today!

¡
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COATED RESISTORS
designed for radio and tv
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FREQUENCY, YEGACYCIES

P. R. MALLORY & Co., INC., 3029
E. Washington St., Indianapolis,

Ind., has announced a new line of
enamel -coated power resistors designed specifically for the requirements of radio and tv applications.
Unaffected by moisture, these resistors feature small size and low
wattage. The core provides optimum electrical characteristics,
ELECTRONICS

-
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CORPORATION
363 EAST 75TH STREET, CHICAGO

19

ANTENNA SPECIALISTS
TRANSMISSION LINES FOR AM -FM -TV -MICROWAVE

DIRECTIONAL

ANTENNA TUNING UNITS

TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT

Want more information?

Use

post card on last page.
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Our Engineering Department will assist you in the
design and application of
high quality fine pitch gears,
worms, etc., without obligation. We invite you to submit
your prints for quotation.

great physical strength and low
coefficient of expansion. Wire of
low temperature coefficient is used

for the resistance element to assure
stable resistance values over the
entire operating range.

REFLECTIONS...
MEMBER Or

Gears are the motivating force in such units as highly sensitive instruments, fishing reels, timers, tuning devices, or gear
reducers. The smooth operation and often the success of these
units depends on the quality of gears used.
Quality -made gears reflect the ability and experience of their
maker. In turn, they also reflect the reliability of
the unit in which they are installed.

D -C POWER SUPPLY

has variable output
ELECTRO PRODUCTS

LABORATORIES,

INC., 4501 N. Ravenswood Ave.,
Chicago 40, Ill. Model C-12 filtered
d -c power supply provides adjustable d -c voltage (0 to 16), from an
a -c source, for all current loads

1021 PARMELE STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

et

GERMANIUMEt
DIODE
Accurate

from 1 to 8 amperes continuous output, and operates with intermittent
loads up to 12 amperes. Completely
variable output makes it possible to
test all equipment under practically
any voltage input condition. A
special filtered circuit reduces a -c
hum or ripple to less than 3 percent
at 8 amperes. Selenium rectifiers
permit overloads far beyond the
rated capacitance, in addition to
providing cooler operation. The
unit is equipped with fuse and
terminal connecting clips.

LAB MEASUREMENTS

Rapid

-

INSPECTION TESTING

ek

regulated reverse voltages
-10, -50, -100, 0-150 volts at 5 ma
Forward current to 500 ma at 1.0 volt
Controls interlocked for routine tests
Reversed or shorted diode indication
Test fixture allows quick connections
Provision for accessory diode heater
Pre-set

MODEL
DT -100

TELETRONICS LABORATORYINC.
WESTBURY, L. I., N. Y.
MANUFACTURERS OF ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS AND PRODUCTION TEST EQUIPMENT
320
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RESONANCE METER
is dry battery operated
PREMIER MFG. CO., 409 S. W. 13th
Ave., Portland 5, Oregon. A new

resonance meter comes in a convenient carrying case that includes
May, 1953
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a basic resonance grid dip meter,

impedance and inductance measuring units, r -f detector probe, and
self-contained power. The resonance
meter is dry battery operated and
completely versatile for use in the
field, laboratory or shop. Power
drain is minimized to an hourly
operating cost of less than 1i cents.
The impedance measuring accessory
covers a range of 50 to 500 ohms
and is a tuned circuit resistance
substitution device that relies upon
the r-f detector probe as its detector. The inductance measuring
accessory is a variable capacitor
calibrated in capacitance and inductance for rapid determination
of unknown inductance values in a
0.01 to 100-p.henry range.

TWIN TETRODE
designed for uhf and vhf
AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP., 230
Duffy Ave., Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.,
has announced the 5894-A uhf and
vhf twin tetrode. It is a smaller
mechanically and electrically improved version of the AX -9903/5844 tube. The new tube is de-

signed for wide band operation as
an r-f amplifier, modulator, frequency doubler or a tripler. Improved h-f performance is made
possible because the cathode and
grid structure is supported at the
top as well as the bottom of the
tube. Being thus held in exact vertical alignment with the plates, the
two sections of the tube are in
closer electrical balance. A new
type of construction enables the
tube to withstand greater shock and
vibration. The anode seal strength
has been increased by replacing the
ELECTRON ICS

-
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Impedance
Inductance
Capacitance
Resistance
Dissipation
Factor (D)
Storage
Coefficient (Q)
Plot Impedance
Functions

The type 310A Z -Angle Meter measures impedance directly in polar coordinates
as an impedance magnitude in ohms and phase angle in degrees: Z&.
Impedance Range: .5 to 100,000 ohms, covered by a single dial and a four

position ronge switch.
Accuracy: ± 1
Frequency Range: 30 cycles to 20 kc. for impedances below 5000 ohms, measurements can be made up to 40 kc. For frequencies from 100 kc. to 2 mc., write for
specifications for the type 311A -RF Z -Angle Meter.
Phase Angle Range: 0° to 90° Direct reading on panel meter. Meter is also
Calibrated in D and Q.
Phase Angle Accuracy: Within 2° of meter indication.
Internal Oscillator: 60 cycles and 400 cycles. Terminals are provided for an external,
variable frequency signal generator for measurements at other frequencies.
In the field, the laboratory, the production test floor or the class room, the
extreme accuracy and the simplicity of operation has proved the type 310A Z -Angle
Meter to be a superb and reliable instrument.

Write now for more detailed information.

---

ENGINEERING

UPtown 8-1141
Chicago, Ill.
PRospect 1-6171
Cleveland, Ohio
Waltham, Mass.
WAltham 5-6900
Boonton 8-3097
Boonton, N. J.
Dayton, Ohio

- -

REPRESENTATIVES

Arnprior 400
Arnprior, Ont., Can.
H011ywood 9-6305
Hollywood, Cal.
Dixon 9918
Dallas, Texas

Caldwell 6-4545
Roseland, New Jersey
Ogontz 8805

-

Wyncote, Pa.
Michigan -8721
Sligo
Silver Spring, Md.

7-550

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP.
533 Main Street

-

Acton, Massachusetts

Want more information?

Use post cord on

Tel. ACton 3-7711

last page.
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top section of the tube with a powdered glass seal.
Cross-sectional view

showing the four vertical
tubes that form the radiating structure. These tubes
are actually slots and are
further subdivided into
resonant sections. They
are fed by a single
vertical inner conductor.

THE NEW
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ANTENNA

for
Television

1

-

-

-

Model WA -25 -XX

- -

POWER GAIN
25
INPUT IMPEDANCE
50 ohms
POWER HANDLING CAPACITY
kw.
(limited only by Transmission Line Capacity)
HORIZONTAL RADIATION PATTERN
Circular within
db
VERTICAL BEAMWIDTH
VSWR
less thon 1.1

-

1

-16

7

8

9

IDEGXEI.sI

To meet the entire range of broadcast
requirements from small isolated communities
to large metropolitan areas, the Gabriel
Laboratories has designed a high-gain
UHF television antenna for the Workshop
which combines simplicity, ruggedness, and

POWER GAIN
INPUT IMPEDANCE
50 ohms
POWER HANDLING CAPACITY
16 kw.
(limited only by Transmission Line Capacity)
HORIZONTAL RADIATION PATTERN
Circular within db
VERTICAL BEAMWIDTH
4.2°
VSWR
less than 1.1

-

6

Radiation pattern of Model WA -25 -XX with null
fill-in and beam tilt of 0.65'.

Model WA -14 -XX

-

1

:::g:

ANCLE Or ELEVATION

ELECTRICAL DATA
-14

COSl:CAN1' CUAVE

-

-2.1°

Performance Data on
WA -25 -XX Null Fill -In and
Beam Tilt
No Beam Tilt or Null Fill -In
Power Gain 27.2
With Null Fill -In
Power Gain 24.3
Null Fill -In and Beam Tilt
Power Gain at Beam Peak 21.5
17.5
Power Gain on Horizon

'reliability.
With 25 and 14 power gain models in
production, plus another with smaller gain,
in development, this new antenna can be
supplied to fit the special conditions of any
broadcast area. Its radiation pattern is the
closest approach to a cosecant curve of any
antenna now available. Null fill-in, if desired,
is built in electrically
not just a compromise with ground reflections. Beam tilt
is also available to provide
maximum
coverage and field strength.
Simple mechanical design results in a
relatively low-cost antenna which has no
insulators except for gas seal, no de-icing
problems, and no field repair problems.
The plastic weatherizing windows which
protect the radiating structure are dyed
"international orange" so that the antenna
never requires painting. Galvanized, welded
steel construction assures excellent rigidity,
corrosion resistance, and long life.

DIVISION
THE GABRIEL

COMPANY

ENDICOTT STREET, NORWOOD, MASS.
DESIGNERS
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SYNCHRO NULL
can detect 10 my
Rogers St.,
Cambridge 42, Mass. Model U-101
Synchro Null, designed for accurate
zeroing of synchros of all types, was
developed to meet the demands for
a unit adaptable to 26-v 400 -cps
synchros, as well as 110-v 60-cps
and 110-v 400 -cps synchros of all
ULTRASONIC CORP., 61

ASSOCIATES

MANUFACTURERS OF

builds high pressure
ROTRON MFG. Co., Schoonmaker
Lane, Woodstock, N. Y., has introduced a small, lightweight, direct driven, brushless, axial -flow blower
(turbine) that will build pressures
hitherto only obtainable with bulky
or noisy equipment. It is expressly
designed to be conveniently built into electronic and instrument cabinets, whenever high air pressures
are required in combination with
relatively low volumes. Units are
available for 1, 2 and 3 -phase operation, 50, 60 and 400 cps and variable
frequency. They meet applicable
government specifications for use
in military equipment. Overall diameter is 7t in. and length varies
with number of stages (static pressure) and type of power supply.

-

WORKSHOP

AND

AXIAL -FLOW BLOWER

ANTENNAS

May, 1953
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(continued)

standard types and sizes. A simple
switching operation automatically
selects proper test -circuit connections for each type of synchro, as
well as the proper sequence of test
circuits for the zeroing operation.
This procedure eliminates the possibility of making improper connections, thereby eliminating costly
errors in test results and assuring
safety of personnel and equipment.
High sensitivity in the null -indicating circuit permits the tuning eye
to give the ultimate in zeroing accuracy. Ten millivolts, corresponding to about 0.6 minute of angular
error, can be clearly and instantly
detected.

ANRLOG COMPUTATION
1

w-tY%

L' PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS

The type RVP3-5121 solves the following
mathematical equation:

-

a

1180j,

-180° L

O

-1-180'

SPECIFICATIONS
Total resistance: 2500:1=5%
Conformity to function: -±-0.25% Ein
Function Angle: ±180°

Mechanical Rotation:360°

Dissipation: 2 watts at 25°C.
Life: 1,000,000 cycles
Diameter: 3"

o.§

SHUNT

pW

HYBRID JUNCTION
gives isolation of

-50

GENERAL PRECISION
63 Bedford Road,

db

SHAFT ROTATION- B

LABORATORY,

Pleasantville,

N. Y., has available a precision X band hybrid junction, using a new

type of construction assuring isolation of -50 db or better, as well as
low vswr over a broad frequency
range. The unit is precision machined rather than brazed wave guide fabrication, permitting the
holding of close mechanical tolerances with correspondingly improved performance factors. Stub
and septum matching is employed
to provide a nominal vswr of 1.05
at the design center, and 1.185 at
the 10 -percent band extremes, using
any arm as input terminal. In
addition to its function as a magic
tee, it can be used as a highly accurate power divider in the configuration of a shunt or series tee,
by blocking the appropriate arms.
The component is suitable both as a
laboratory standard and for sysELECTRONICS

-
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Your analog computations in control processes, computers, servomechanisms, and telemetering may likewise be solved by Technology Instrument
Corporation precision potentiometers, with ease, economy and extreme accuracy. Precision non-linear potentiometers may be designed to meet your
requirements from either implicit functions or empirical data. Submit your
problem today for our analysis and recommendations.
A complete line of standard sizes is available, ranging from 7" to 1/2"
in diameter. Greatly expanded facilities plus mass production techniques will
meet your volume needs yet maintain precision tolerances in both linear and
non-linear potentiometers. Write for catalog for complete information.

- ---

Engineering Representatives
Arnprior, Ont.. Can.

Cleveland, Ohio
PRospect 1.6171
Chicago, Ill.
UPtown 8-1141
Rochester N. Y.
Monroe 3143
Canaan, Conn.
Canaan 649
Dayton, Ohio
Michigan 8721
Baltimore, Md.
Plaza 7694
-

-- --

Arnprior 400

New York, N. Y.
MUrray Hill 8-5858
Cambridge, Mass.
ELiot 4-1751
Hollywood, Cal.
H011ywood 9-6305
Dallas, Texas
Dixon 9918
Binghamton, N.Y.-Binghamton 3-1511

Ï[CHNOOGY INSTRUMENT CORP.
533 Main Street, Acton, Massachusetts. Phone Acton 3-7711
Want more information?

Use past card on

last page
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tems use where high isolation
important.

For HIGH -POWER
HIGH -PRECISION

I VIBRATION
L

TESTING

,

A -C MAGNET ASSEMBLY

limited Precision vibration
small components
Wa
taldassemblies.
by
to
a u etos now
shaker tableasvauable fairly
greatlyeextended
The new been
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massive
outputs of ower test range
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`
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does job in a few seconds

_

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444

sofl

b

Madison

Ave., New York 22, N. Y., is now
offering an a -c magnet assembly
designed to permit the removal of

residual permanent magnetism
from the sound recording heads of
magnetic tape recorders. Extended
pole pieces of the demagnetizer fit
the contours of all standard recording heads. The unit is furnished
complete with cord and plug for
connection to 110-115 v a -c outlet.
Demagnetization can be done in a
few seconds.

General Characteristics
FREQUENCY RANGE -15 to 500 cycles
per second.

POWER OUTPUT
sistance load.

-

500 watts into

-

a

re-

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
0.1, 0.4, 1.0,
4, 10, 40, 125 and 500 ohms at output
transformer taps.
METERING
Output watts, current and
voltage on control panel.
Less than 5% at
full
DISTORTION
power output above 30 cycles.
HUM
Less than 0.5% of maximum output voltage.
STABILITY
±2% power output for line
voltage changes of ±10%.
volts, 30 amperes
POWER INPUT
at 60 cycles.
wide, 36" high, 391/2" deep.
SIZE
WEIGHT
850 pounds.

-

-115

-24"

-

500 WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIER

For complete information write to:

PICKARD et BURNS
INCORPORATED
240 HIGHLAND AVENUE
NEEDHAM 94, MASS.

IPickard and Burns is a research, consulting, design and
development organization specializing in radio and micro Iwave communications, radar and electronics. We shall be
pleased to discuss your related problems in complete confidence and without obligation.
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RECEIVER
for high frequency
S -S

LABORATORIES, INC., Box
233, Robbins Lane, Hicksville, N. Y.
Model 155 triple -diversity singleCROSBY

sideband receiver provides the optimum in reception of all forms of
modulation used in h-f (3 to 30 mc)
communication. This includes reception of reduced carrier singlesideband transmission, and doublesideband transmission by exalted carrier reception. It is available
with either Hammarlund type
SP600JX or Collins type 51J communication receivers in triple -di May,

1953-
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everything under Controls - at

MILO

versity, dual -diversity or single
receiver arrangements.

ìì.

,Ì

'

Lf,''eä,

All Electronic Devices have controls, or are themselves controls.
Whichever their nature, MILO has the necessary components.
The proven ones the leading brands.
Controls may be Automatic, Continuously Variable, Set-and -Lock,
or simply On-and -Off. They include Crystals, Overload Protectors, Potentiometers, Regulator Vacuum Tubes, Relays, Rheostats, Switches, Transformers, Trimmers, Variable Capacitors,
among others. The best controls, naturally, will be the ones with
the best components (compatible with cost).
Whether you control current, voltage, frequency, amplitude,
phase, direction or cycling, MILO has the parts you need.
With fixed Capacitors and Resistors to modify them; Transformers, Diodes, Tubes and Transistors to amplify, convert or
regulate; Sockets and Shields, Wire and Lugs, Insulating Tubing and Bushings, Terminal Strips and Connectors; Screwdrivers, Nut -drivers, Soldering Guns and Irons and Solder; Chassis on which to assemble them; Meters to monitor, Pilots and
Dials to indicate; Panels, Knobs and associated hardware; Racks
in which to stack them. All the standard parts and nearly all
the special purpose ones, In Stock!
And Test Instruments with which to check the others.
CALL MILO AND GET EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROLS

-

UHF ANTENNA
with uniform gain
CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORP.,

South Plainfield, N. J., has added
to its antenna line the U-4 uhf
antenna. Some of the features linclude : broad -band coverage with
uniform gains over the entire uhf

spectrum, uniform gain with low
vertical radiation, uniform gain
with low standing -wave ratio and
300 -ohm internal impedance. These
may be stacked, measuring 12x
12X5 in.

-

Check list

-D to M of Leading Brands in Stock
Grayhill
Greenlee
Guardian Electric

Dialco
Drake
Dumont

Hallicrafters
Ham marlund
Hardwick Hindle
Hickok

(Federal)
Galvanic Products
General Cement
General Control
General Electric
F T R

for tv servicing

tate the alignment and servicing
of tv sets having the new i -f
frequencies. The crystal was intended for use with most f-m
and tv oscillators, accommodates
standard sockets and circuits, and
gives excellent performance with
ELECTRONICS

-
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Kraeuter
Lectrohm

Litlelfuse
Mallory
James Millen
Minnesota Mining
Mueller
Multicore

Hytron (CBS)
I C A (Insuline)
I

R

C

Industrial Instruments

JAN -APPROVED COMPONENTS
FREE

INDUSTRIAL TUBE BOOKLET

Chief Engineers, Purchasing Agents, Purchasing
Executives! Write now if you haven't received our

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC.,

84 Withers St., Brooklyn 11, N. Y.,
has released the new model C4.5,
a 4.5 -me crystal designed to facili-

Jay Specialties
E. F. Johnson
Kester
Kings Electronics

Gudeman Company
Halldorson

Eby
Eitel -McCullough
Elmenco
Erie Resistor
Esico

NEW CRYSTAL

J -B -T

Industrial

Electronic Tube Booklet # EB. Use company
letterhead and state your title. Address Dept. E-5.

the

ONE

source for ALL your electronic needs

RADIO & ELECTRONICS CORP.
MILD
ELECTRONICS FOR INDUSTRY
200 GREENWICH STREET, NEW YORK 7, N. Y. Phone BEekman 3-2980
Teletype NY1-1839 Wire MILO-WUX-N.Y. Cable MILOLECTRO-N.Y.
Want more information? Use post card

on

last page.
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the model 360 tv/f-m sweep generator.

Pre55uresr

For ACCURACY

TEST WITH

,irnerq

... for

Tenney Test Chambers are precision -engineered for maxiefficiency and can be designed to simulate the complete range
of temperature, atmospheric or pressure conditions found anywhere
on earth-or above it to altitudes of 120,000 ft. plus! They attain
sub -zero temperatures quickly, maintain them efficiently and provide
full instrumentation for accurate evaluation
of complete test data.
mum

TINY SERVO MOTOR
for 60 to 400 cycle range
G-M LABORATORIES INC., 4300

TENNEYZPHERE

ALTITUDE

N.

Knox Ave., Chicago 41, Ill., has
announced a new miniature precision servo motor approximately
1 in. in diameter and slightly over
1 in. in length. These motors are
available for frequencies varying
from 60 to 400 cycles, and in 2, 4
or 8 -pole construction. Stall torque
ranges from 0.25 to 0.35 oz in. The
extreme precision required in the
motors involves tolerances as small

CHAMBERS

Designed to withstand atmospheric pressure
and to simulate global conditions of pressures, temperatures and humidities. Altitudes
from sea level to approx. 80,000 ft. Temperature range from plus 200°F to minus 100°F.
Also simulates desired (20% to 95%) relative humidity.
TENNEY SERVO UNIT

Portable air conditioning unit which may
easily be attached to various types of laboratory enclosures-impact machines; tension
machines; torsion testers; cold boxes and
similar equipment. Through its use, articles
undergoing testing, aging or weathering can
be subjected to wide variations of humidity,
heat and cold. Photo shows servo attached to
companion chamber.

as ±0.0001.

TENNEY TEMPERATURE

AND HUMIDITY CHAMBER

Designed for positive control of temperature,
humidity and air circulation. Permits the accurate checking of physical quality, fragility, tension and other factors. Also built to incorporate
extreme low temperatures, to -100°F.

TENNEY SUB -ARCTIC
INDUSTRIAL CABINETS

VHF METER
has 20 to 640 -mc range

Designed for low -temperature testing of metals,
radios, instruments, plastics, liquids, chemicals
and pharmaceuticals. Temperature ranges of
-40°F, -60°F, -95°F and -150°F are standard
for each size.

GERTSCH

For further information on these and other
Tenney test equipment, write to Tenney
Engineering, Inc., Dept. A, 26 Avenue B,
Newark 5, New Jersey.

enne

®

rv_
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54713

Engineers and Manufacturers of Automatic
Environmental Test Equipment
Want more information?

Use

post card on

list page.
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INC.,

11846

Mississippi Ave., Los Angeles 25,
Calif., has issued its new model
FM -3 direct -reading vhf meter.
Accuracy is ±0.001 percent; stability, ±0.001 percent; resettability,
±0.0005 percent; and range, 20 to
640 mc, though under certain conditions it may be used to 1,000 mc.
The instrument is a harmonic device and uses the multiple oscillator
method of frequency measurement.
Weight with batteries is 32 lb. The
meter is 11 in. wide, 9i in. deep and
14 in. high. It may be used with
May,
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batteries for portable use and has
provision for attaching an external
power supply for fixed station use.

What's your relay or
timer question?
What type to use
for a specific job?

Multiple -use
control lines?

Circuits?

Time delay?

Coils?

THERMISTOR
has varied
VICTORY

applications
ENGINEERING

CORP.,

Springfield Road, Union, N. J. Type
71A2 thermistor is sealed in a glass
rod and has a temperature coefficient of -7.0 percent C at 0 deg C.
Its resistance at 0 deg C is 60 megohms and drops to 3 megohms at
50C. This thermistor lends itself
to several other applications, among
them being to make the period of
electronic R -C timing circuits independent of changes in ambient tem-

Terms?

Auxiliary
equipment?
Sequence

Magnetic
structures?

perature.

...just

look

it

operation?

-'

Contacts?

up in the

640 -page

RELAY ENGINEERING HANDBOOK!

OSCILLATOR
has 30 pushbutton switches
THE KROHN-RITE INSTRUMENT Co.,
580 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge,

Mass., announces a new model 440-A
pushbutton oscillator designed for
applications requiring very low distortion or extremely good frequency
stability and resetability. It provides both sine waves and square
waves at any frequency between
0.01 cps and 100 kc. For fine control
of frequency, three banks of ten
pushbutton switches are provided.
An additional vernier control varies
the frequency continuously by an
amount equal to the increment between adjacent buttons of the third
switch bank. The instrument is
ELECTRONICS
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Noti
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Pr'n$p0

Ptp

coPy

Here is relay -timer experience!
Over 18,000 copies are now in use
helping engineers, designers and others
solve relay -timer problems. Replete with
more than 1100 diagrams, illustrations
and data tables, this pocket-size book
is the ideal reference manual
for everyone concerned with relay
or timer selection,
application or service.

'rhtr

STRUTHERS-DUNN
AIUIMIlS/tlIN,

INC

STRUTHERS-DUNN, INC., '50 N. 13th ST., PHILADELPHIA

7, PA.

BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHARLOTTE
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS
MONTREAL
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK
PITTSBURGH
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE
SYRACUSE
TORONTO
Want more information?

Use

post card on lost page.
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ideally suited for bridge measurements, tuned -filter alignment, rapid
spot -frequency checks and distortion measurement.

A greatly improved instrument to succeed the very

popular Type 514-D Cathode -Ray Oscilloscope

...

Type 514 -AD

THE

New Vertical Amplifier

undistorted
deflection
6 cm

New Precision 5" CRT
improved geometry and
edge focus

New Direct -Coupled
Unblanking
New Variable Duty Cycle

Calibrator
New Sweep Amplifier

New Improved Sweep

Magnifier
With its many important new characteristics the Type 514 -AD comes
even closer to providing everything you need in a general-purpose
laboratory oscilloscope. Excellent transient response, 10 me bandwidth, 6 cm undistorted vertical deflection, and wide time base
range increase the depth of investigation possible with this versatile
new instrument. High quality design and construction assure long,
trouble -free service.
Condensed Specifications

-2

µsec/cm to 0.01 sec/cm,
continuously variable, accurate

0.3 v/cm to 100 v/cm
ac, 0.03 v/cm to 100 v/cm
Signal Delay -0.25 µsec
to 50 v square wave,
Calibrator
accurate within 3%, duty cycle
variable 2% to 98%

-0

Prices

514-AD-$950

within 5%
Single, triggered, or recurrent sweeps
5x sweep magnifier
3

All dc voltages electronically regulated

Type 514-A (without delay network) $900

f.o.b. Portland, Oregon

WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

P. O. Box 831 A, Portland 7, Oregon Cable: TEKTRONIX
Want more information?

Use

e

kv Accelerating Potential, flat -faced crt

TEKTRONIX, Inc.
328

Type 6145 sharp cutoff pentode
amplifier is designed particularly
for use in electronic computers. It
is suitable for applications where
long life under cutoff conditions, low
supply voltage and high plate current at zero bias are required. It
also provides the advantages of
T-9 lock -in construction including :
compactness, suitable shielding and
secure socketing. The design of the
tube also provides unusually low
interelectrode capacitances.

0.1

me
cycles to 10 me

Sensitivity-dc,

Type

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,
1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

Time Base Range

Vertical Amplifier
Risetime-0.04 µsec
Bandwidth-dc to 10
ac

PENTODE AMPLIFIER
for use in computers

post card on last page.
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SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
with varied circuit uses
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Co., Schenec-

tady 5, N. Y., has announced a new
May, 1953
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line of miniature selenium rectifiers
ranging from el to ii in. in diam-

eter. Designed as nonexpendable
components for industrial and gov-

ernment equipment, the miniature
stacks operate small relays, solenoids and precipitators. Circuit applications include : electronic, blocking, computer, signal, magnetic amplifier, communication and control.
The assemblies have an ambient
temperature range of -55C to
ß100C. At an ambient temperature of 35C, the single-stack rating
ranges from 0.5 ma d -c at 26 IT rms
to 25 ma d -c at 5,200 v rms. Higher
ratings result from combining the
stacks. The rectifiers are mounted
without spacer washers, as there
is no center mounting hole. Two
totally enclosed types of castings
are available: Textolite tubes for
normal industrial operating conditions; and hermetically -sealed,
metal -clad casings to meet government specifications.

Cole Plug -In Meters
You can change or replace meters in five
seconds in your production line or control
panel. Eliminate down time and dismantling.
Simply pull out one meter and push in the
other. No special tools are required.
Only -COLE -I Plug -In Meters give you this
time- and money -saving convenience, plus the
following
1. Availability in all ranges. You specify it;
we can supply it.
2. i-COLE -1 engineering consultation service. Our years of custom -building can aid
in your meter problems.
3. Two sizes to choose from : 3 -inch and
4-inch. The 3 -inch is available in 'round
or rectangular cases. The 4 -inch is available in a rectangular case.
IN PRODUCTION LINE TEST STATIONS
Change
meters to accommodate changes in specifications without fuss or delay. Give your production line a new flexibility. "Go and No -Go"
dials fairly shout to the inexperienced operator.
They eliminate guesswork and errors.
1

:

-

IN LABORATORY AND FIELD TEST UNITS

VERTICAL AMPLIFIER
consists of two triodes

-

ment in most cases requires a substantial shutdown period and the services of an electrician
and an assistant. With Plug -In Meters, replacement time can be reduced to five seconds. And
anyone can make the change.
To take advantage of this new convenience
in metering, you need only install -COLE -I
Receptacles in your present panel or control
system. Then you can plug in ammeters or voltmeters in any ranges required.
For 24 years -COLE -I has manufactured a
complete line of highest quality custom-made
testing devices. Besides their efficiency and
convenience l -COLE -I Plug -In Meters incorporate all of the high accuracy and rugged
construction of the finest meters.
-COLE -1 takes pride in its proved ability to
deliver special -order high -quality instruments,
whether of the plug-in type or not, with a
speed that will surprise you. Years of custom
manufacture have geared our plant to meet customer specifications on short notice. All work,
including dia! marking, is done under one roof.
I

I

I

Meters are the parts most frequently damaged
in these installations. With Plug -In Meters,
replacement takes practically zero time.
IN CONTROL PANELS-Even the very finest
meters may go wrong occasionally. Replace-

Fill in and mail the
coupon for quick information
on

I

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.,

Emporium, Pa., is now producing
type 12BH7 miniature, high-perveance, double -triode, vertical deflection amplifier. The unit consists of
two completely independent medium -mu triodes in a T -6h envelope.
One section may be used as the sawtooth generator while the other section serves as the vertical deflection
amplifier. Both sections are designed to withstand the high pulse
voltages normally encountered in
vertical amplifier service. For certain applications where the plate supply voltage must be kept low,
parallel connection of the two sec ELECTRONICS

-
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-COLEI

want more information on

-COLE -J

nd
1320

Yes,

it Possible!

Make

I

Plug -In Meters.

0"299"46/

SO. GRAND AVENUE

LOS ANGELES 15, CALIF.

-COLE -1 Plug -In Meters.

NAME

TITLE.

COMPANY
STREET ADDRESS, OR BOX NUMBER__

CITY

ZONE

STATE

'PATENT PENDING

A-15

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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tions may be used. The tube is designed to operate from either 6.3
or 12.6 v.

AUDIO TESTING
for designing, production checking,
research or "proof of performance"
FCC tests for broadcasters.
xrtentous+nwawraenfwenawicemsimnufooAarerrleuheu

A low -distortion source of audio frequencies between 30 and 30,000 cycles.

Self-contained power supply. Calibration accuracy ± 3 % of scale reading.
Stability 1% or better. Frequency
output flat within 1 db, 30 to 15,000

UNITIZED RECTIFIER
AUDIO

cycles.

OSCILLATOR

$138

MODEL 200

P.r.4 >;etn37lR;íif4S+tlA3AAZIYt7ti r#MMJ4tliài3laPL*fº+: L'Ydtt'dr..r

For fundamentals from 30 to 15,000
cycles measuring harmonics to 45,000
cycles; as a volt and db meter from 30
to 45,000 cycles. Min. input for noise
and distortion measurements .3 volts.
Calibration: distortion measurements
±5 db; voltage measurements ±5% of
full scale at 1000 cycles.

DISTORTION
METER

$168

MODEL 400

.ikdZeYf.4kA7'ttelk744eJwh.itbtfgrïá 5!yiL+Htïc'.tb'f>LLiLMäM tRifflif$i7?ARt

Combines RF detector and bridging
transformer unit for use with any distortion meter. RF operating range: 400
kc to 30 mc. Single ended input impedance: 10,000 ohms. Bridging impedance: 6000 ohms with 1 db insertion
loss. Frequency is flat from 20 to 50,000

Speeds accurate analysis of audio circuits by providing a test signal for
examining transient and frequency response ... at a fraction of the cost of
a square wave generator. Designed to
be driven by an audio oscillator.

Bulletin

EL -53

of laboratory accuracy
gives complete details

Barker & Williamson,, Inc.
237 Fairfield Avenue
330.

Want more information?

Kearny, N. J.,
offers a modern rectifier design incorporating a packaged h-v d -c
source in its Unitized Rectifier.
It features: lower installed cost; a
unit ready to connect to a -c line
and d -c load; components immersed
in Askarel or oil that provide increased cooling and insulation;
special winding and insulation arrangements to withstand impulse
surges; vacuum filling that removes
all moisture; independent bushings
for plate and filament a -c source;
and output voltages available to 50
kv d -c. Companion filter chokes are
obtainable in suitable ranges.
MAGNATRAN INC.,

SINE WAVE
CLIPPER

$10

The instruments

source

DETECTOR

$85

MODEL 250

h -v d -c

UNEAR

cycles.
MODEL 404

contains

Upper Darby, Pa.

Use post card on

last page..

LOCKNUT
has seating -type design
CORP., 2153

KLINCHER LOCKNUT

Hillside Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.,
has available a seating -type locknut
May, 1953
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SPECIFIED PERFORMANCE

Specify JELLIFF RESISTANCE WIRE
COMPLETE CONTROL OF MANUFACTURE

.

A WIDE RANGE OF EXPERIENCE

.

A WIDE RANGE OF ALLOYS

.

make JELLIFF the ideal source of

REASONS WHY

Resistance Wire to assure your Product's

Performance According to Specs.
Precision

Precision

JELLIFF

resistors-rheostats-

relays-thermocouples-ohmmeters
-bridges-high-temperature furnaces can all benefit from the

COIL BOBBINS

MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION
SOUTHPORT, CONN.

PLUS -PERFORMANCE of

JELLIFF RESISTANCE WIRE

improve your coils...
Detailed Enquiries Welcomed. Address Dept. 17.

Quality Controlled
Greater Insulation
Better Heat Dissipation
Higher Moisture Resistance

Precision Quality

15 to 20% Stronger

STAINLESS SET SCREWS
18-8 and

type 316 ...

Stainless Steel Set Screws of all
types, in all standard sizes, lengths,
and points, in stock, ready for immediate shipment to you. What do
you need? Socket Set? Slotted or
Square Head Set? We have them.
We can fill rush orders for themand for Socket Head Cap Screws,
Flat Head Socket Caps, and many
other stainless fasteners. Specials
made promptly.

M A N

ELECTRONICS
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U

F

A C T U

for
free sample and request new Arbor List
of over 1500 sizes.
Send specifications

ref
.4(

Find out how many of your needs we can satisfy.
Write, on your letterhead, for our new, 96 -page catalog No.

'SW

R

E

S

5

1

N.,

,

53(
PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO.

1

SCREW PRODUCTS COMPANY, iNC.
33 GREENE STREET NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
May, 1953

PRECISION Coil Bobbins are finished
to your exact specifications. Only the
finest dielectric materials are used.
Cores furnished in an infinite variety
of sizes and shapes-kraft, fish paper,
acetate, or combinations. Flanges cut
to specifications-plain or fitted with
leads, slots or holes; embossed or
recessed.

IN STOCK

'59r

Lighter Weight
More Winding Space

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

2041 W. Charleston St.
Chicago 47, III.
Plant No. 2, 79 Chapel St., Hartford, Conn.
Also Mfrs. of Precision Paper Tubes
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MOST WANTED FOR APPLICATIONS LIKE
W

Precision

PRECISION

Audio Amplifier

aini DEPENDABILITY

THESEE"

1.

This precision audio

amplifier, designed and built by
Summit Electronics, Inc., of Summit, N. J.,
is intended for highly accurate laboratory
measurements or for high-fidelity home music
systems. The unit combines high signal-to-noise
and low distortion factors with high power output (distortion less than 1 % at full rated 30
watts output). Uses negative feed-back on all
stages. With high impedance output, response
is flat ± 0.2 db over entire 30 cy to 15 kc
range. CHICAGO Sealed -In -Steel Power,
Output and Input transformers are
specified throughout for the
precise and dependable
performance required
of the instrument.

that is re -usable many times over
and made in stainless steel and
other alloys. It can meet stringent
applications on thermocouples, rectifiers, chassis bolt connections and
terminal posts, as it takes in stride
temperatures up to 1,600 F without
thread seizure. The grooved washer
at the bottom of the nut is pressed
over the threaded section from the
main body of the nut. The nut
spins freely on the bolt down to the
work. After the proper torque has
been applied the washer compresses,
causing the threaded section inside
the washer to move in and lock radially on the bolt. When the threaded
section inside the washer picks up
all of the load it can carry, it
elongates a few thousandths of an
inch permitting the bulk of the load
to move up into the main body of
of the nut. This move evenly distributes the load on the nut and
bolt.

5 -TYPE

Specify

Used in these equipments. Steel base cov-

CHICAGO for

er fitted with phenolic
terminal board. Convenient numbered
solder lug terminals. Flange mounted unit.

PRECISION
STABILITY
RUGGEDNESS

Video Distribution

Amplifier

e 't

<te

xF

The vDA-2 Stabilized Distribution Amplifier is a product of General
Communications, Fort Atkinson,
Wisc. This rack -mounted video

amplifier is designed to accept a
video or pulse -type signal at its
input and to supply the signal,
unchanged in level or other
characteristics, to a maximum of

four separate channels. The VDA-2 is
conservatively designed for maximum stability and continuous operation in TV broadcast
service. To achieve absolute dependability, the filament transformer used is by CHICAGO. Where precision and ruggedness are required, you'll find
CHICAGO-the world's toughest
transformers.

Free "New Equipment" Catalog
You'll wont the full details on CHICAGO'S New Equipment Line, covering the complete range of "Sealed -in -Steel" transformers for every
modern circuit requirement. Write for your Free copy of Catalog
CT -153 today, or get it from your electronic parts distributor.

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER

Export Sales Div.:
Scheel International, Inc.

4237 N. Lincoln Ave.
Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.
CABLE ADDRESS:
HARSHEEL

DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3501 ADDISON STREET, CHICAGO 18, ILL.
332
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D -C GENERATOR
is

small and lightweight

SunThe
Ohio.
7,
Dayton
Place,
rise
generator illustrated is similar to
the Moto -Mite, a permanent magnet
motor. Design has been refined
specifically for generator applications to provide units of high -voltage output per unit of speed. The
generator is especially useful as a
rate device in servo systems, since
it represents an extremely small,
lightweight package with sufficiently high output to provide good
sensitivity. A specific unit can provide 0.7 v per 100 rpm with a starting torque of 0.15 oz -in., or can produce 1.7 v per 100 rpm with a start GLOBE INDUSTRIES, INC., 125

May, 1953
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for lacings that stay put!

GUDELACE
BRAIDED NYLON LACING TAPE
Style

18

(Medium),

1

500 yd. spools,
black or natural.

Revolutionary Type of Lacing

A New and

Saves time, saves money, greatly
reduces the number of rejects

Won't "bite through insulation

GAmmA mICRO

Won't cut wiremen's fingers or cause
dermatitis

I

mAf1IPULATORS

Ties easier, ties tighter and cuts down
on slipping of knots

t

most widely used :n
Transistor work and other
electronic applications

Let GUDELACE answer your lacing problems.

For literature write to

G AmllIA

Instrument Co., Inc.

Write for FREE
samples (!n(I prices.

GUDEBROD BROS. SILK CO., INC.
Electronics Division, Dept A

378-380 Gr. Neck Rd.
Great Neck L. I., N. Y.
"A Brinkman -2 Affiliate'

Main Office: 12 South 12th Street, Philadelphia 7, Po.

Pnv.rt

Pending.

225 West 34th Street, New York

1,

N.Y.

economTUBE
for max5 WVACUUM

fiów

BOMBARDER
INDUCTIONUNIT

PL -4D2 1

OR
HEATING

-POWER

Simple... Easy to Operate... Economical

ODE

Standardization of Unit Makes This New Low
Price Possible.
Maximum economies can be obtained only by use of
correct frequency and power combinations when applying the techniques of induction heating to manufacturing
processes.

significant that only Scientific Electric in the present
market, can offer you a selection of frequencies de
pending on power required, in wide power range.
2.3yz-5-6.7yz10-12yz15-18.25-40.60 KW (all units
above 60 KW are considered custom built). This means
that electronic heating equipment produced by Scientific
Electric is tailored to your needs ... fitted perfectly to
the task entrusted to it, enabling you to keep your
initial investment in equipment to a minimum while
affording you all the proven advantages of electronic
heating.
Write now for complete information or send samples of
work to be processed. Specify time cycle for your
particular job. We will quote on proper size unit for
your requirements.
It is

FUURAÌÑGTO

120 Mc.

HIGH OVERLOAD CAPABILITIES.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY

$1535.

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH FREQUENCY AND HIGH VOLTAGE

EQUIPMENT SINCE 1921

For data, Write:
PENTA LABORATORIES INC.
216 No -th Milpas Street
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

ELECTRONICS

-

May, 1953

105-119 MONROE
Want more information?

ST

Use post card on

last page.

GARFIELD,

'N. J.
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TURBO
miniaturization wire

J

stands temperatures

from -55°c to
+

1

0 5

°

. .

c

//.

ing torque of 0.5 oz -in. All outputs
are based on high-impedance loads
(approximately 1,000 ohms per volt
minimum) and must be correspondingly reduced if appreciable current
is required. Most units can be
loaded to 50 ma or higher, depending on the winding.

AND MEETS OR

BEATS ALL OTHER

REQUIREMENTS

OF

JAN -C-76 AND MIL -W-5086
DOSIMETER CHARGER
has 11 -battery power supply
THE VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO.,
5806 Hough Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Model 561 dosimeter charger is de-

ACTUAL SIZE
of o 22 GAUGE (7/30)
VINYL INS. - 0.0075"
NYLON INS. - 0.0025"
MAX. O.D. - 0.058"

PROVE TO YOURSELF that wire does not need bulky insulation to
stand extreme temperatures, or give you insulating values above 1000
megohms per 1000 ft.

Turbo Miniaturization Wire. Test it on any
electronic application where the continuous operating voltage does
not exceed 600 volts R.M.S. See how its thin extruded vinyl primary
insulation and thinner extruded nylon jacket resist boiling water, oils,
fuels, hydraulic fluids, fungus, abrasion, etc.
SEND FOR A SAMPLE of

signed to charge all makes of direct reading pocket dosimeters to any
voltage of 110 to 225 v. The charger
features a single off -on -charge knob
and a spring loaded charger socket
to prevent damage to the dosimeter
due to excessive pressure by the
operator. Waterproof, the entire
unit is 4 x 5 x 6 in. and weighs 3
lb. Power supply comprises ten
224-v and one 1;4-v batteries.

TURBO MINIATURIZATION WIRE COMES IN AWG
in standard or
SIZES FROM 30 TO 12 GAUGE

...

...

in solid colors, or candy -striped
flexible wiring
colors with 1, 2 or 3 tracer combinations, to fit your
circuit coding needs.

information
about TURBO insulation. Ask for it when requesting your samples of TURBO Miniaturization Wire. Write Dept. E-5.
BULLETIN A-4662 gives you more

Y)

o
INSULATING MATERIAL

tkTURBO

THE WILLIAM
North
334

THE BRAND ONLY BRAND MAKES

BRAND AND CO., INC.

and Valley Streets, Willimantic, Connecticut
Want more information?

Use post card on

-

last page.

Phone

3-1661

HERMETIC TERMINAL
for operation at 500 y
LUNDEY ASSOCIATES, 694

Main St.,.

Waltham 54, Mass., announces a
May, 1953
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AEROCOM MEANS TROUBLE -FREE SERVICE!
From Ground To Air or Point to Point

S19OA

REGULATED
OUTPUT

The model 12GLX-M, 1KW Beacon Transmitter illus-

trated, operates on

AMPLIFIER

a

single frequency in the range

200-415 Kcs. Oscillator coil can be supplied crystal -

controlled or self-excited. Tone oscillator provides

Holds output level constant
despite 40 db input level
variations

30% high level modulation

for identification when

keyed with Aerocom's model AK -3B automatic keyer.
The unit can also be voice modulated. Power supply

Adjustable noise threshold

...

75 db gain

50/60 cycles, single phase. Overall dimensions in

Low distortion

CM, 56W x 62D x 177H. Net

any stable voltage in the range 200-240 volts,

weight 286 kilos.

25/50/250/600 Ohms input
600 Ohm output

$295.00 FOB Washington.

D. C.

SCHUTTIG and CO.

INCORPORATED
9th and Kearny St.. N.E.
Washington 17, D. C.

CLOTHES CLIP
Sturdily

constructed for maximum
Finished in semi -gloss black
enamel. Ribbed, firm -gripping
clamping pads made of hard neoprene. Mounting plate enables clip
to be attached to hard surface,
such as a switch case. Hard drawn
steel spring wire insures optimum
spring action.
life.

WITH
HOOK

l

MOUNTING
FOR

CORDSETS

USE

ON

.
.
This
model utilizes a steel
mounting hook which
can be hooked directly
on a cordset molded for
this purpose.
.

DATA SHEETS
ON REQUEST.

3090 DOUGLAS

ROAD

NOW IN PRODUCTION

WE ALSO PRODUCE

Three types of limiters-each made
in strict accordance with customer's
and "MIL" specifications. All limiters are manufactured under con-

Electrical and electronic assemblies,
special relays, solenoids, hermetically sealed assemblies, rectifiers,
terminal and junction boxes and
boards, automatic controls. All work
performed in complete compliance
with customer's standards.

trolled laboratory conditüons; over
50 intermediate iinspections.

- PROMPT

OUR CONTRACT SERVICE OFFERS REASONABLE PRICES

DELIVERY

-A

FAULTLESS PRODUCT.

FOR A QUOTATION send us your prints, specifications and delivery
requirements. Our reply will be prompt.
Manufactirers of Wassco GLO-MELT Resistance Soldering Equipment

27 SIXTH

AVENUE, BROOKLYN 17,

ELECTRONICS-May,

1953

NEW YORK

WASSERLEIN MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
126 W. Cass St.
Joliet, Illinois
Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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'DIA M O ND H' RELAYS
E HART M
tz

ffi3

more
pack
p
performance
into less space

t

SERIES -P

26.5 v

ee
e

.,

Rating for rating, "Diamond H" Series R hermetically sealed,
miniature aircraft type 4PDT relays are smallest (1.6 cubic
inches ), lightest (3.76 ounces ), have widest temperature range
(-65° to +200°C.), greatest operating shock resistance (to
50 "G" and higher) and excel all others in their field in ability
to break high currents and high voltages.

Ideal for high frequency switching, their inter -electrode capacitance is less than 5 micro-microfarads contacts to case, less
than 2%2 mmf between contacts, even with plug-in type relay
and socket. Vibration range is from 0 to 500 cycles per second
and upward at 15 "G" without chatter. Coil resistances up to
50,000 ohms are' available, with contact loading through 10 A.
resistive for 100,000 cycles (30 A. resistive for 100 cycles) at
30 V., D.C., or 115 V., A.C. SENSITIVITY approaches 100 milli watts at 30 "G" operational shock resistance. They meet all
and far surpass
requirements of USAF Spec. MIL -R-5757
many. Various standard mounting arrangements available.

...

"Diamond H" engineers are prepared to work with you to
develop variations for guided missiles, jet aircraft, fire control,
radar, communications, geophysical and computer apparaany application where peak performance is vital under
tus
critical conditions.

...

Illustrated Bulletin R-150 gives detailed performance data
under varying conditions. Write for a copy today.

THE HART MANUFACTURING COMPANY
202 Bartholomew Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut
THE HART MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 202

Bartholomew Ave., Hartford, Conn.

Please send me Bulletin R-150 with detailed performance data on Series R Relays

TITLE.

NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS

STATE

CITY
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new group of miniature, hermetic
terminals. The series 199 terminals
utilize the superior properties of
Teflon and silicone rubber for improved performance and simplified
construction. The new design avoids
the need of expensive secondary
operations such as specially extruded holes for mounting. The
terminals are mounted in drilled or
punched holes with a minimum
center distance of 15/64 in., still
providing ample wiring space after
assembly. They are designed for
operation at a conservative rating
of 500 v, with a test voltage of 1,500
v rms. Current rating is 8 amperes.
For oil-filled units the inner insulator is of neoprene instead of silicone. These terminals are available
in three electrode styles: hollow
electrode with eyelet for minimum
internal clearance, solid electrode
with single turret and solid electrode with double turret.

WWV RECEIVER
has high sensitivity
5864 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. For
general laboratory use, model
WWVR makes it possible to refer
instruments to standard WWV
SPECIFIC PRODUCTS,

transmissions at any time without
special setup. It features three plugin front ends that permit instantaneous switching to optimum frequency for reception of standard
r -f transmissions ; a highly selective
audio system that can be switched
in for noise -free presentation of
standard audio frequencies; three
individual inputs for tuned antennas, one common input for
broad -band antenna use (either
balanced 300 -ohm or unbalanced 72 ohm input may be used) ; four
tuned circuits at signal frequency;
and sensitivity better than 1 p.v
on all frequencies. Completely self May, 1953
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Xcelite Stubby
Combination

XCELITE TIP

Screwdriver

Never "angle in" a screwdriver
where space is too short
-USE "STUBBY"!
Ever have a job where the screwdriver handle is just a little too long,
and no "stubby" handy? So you drive or pull the screw at an angle.
Who hasn't? But did you ever look at your screwdriver tip afterwards?
Chances are, you'd get a shock to see how it's bent or chipped.
Why not save your longer screwdrivers (and we hope they're all
XCELITE!) by getting an XCELITE Stubby Combination. Only 31/ "
overall, it's 2 screwdrivers in one, Phillips and Regular, for just $1.70
list.
ASK YOUR SUPPLIER. And while you're at it, check into XCELITE
-magnetic
regular and hollow shaft nut drivers, electronic pliers and
Beryllium -Copper Focalizer Adjuster screwdrivers!

C

A

N
S

o,
L

XCELITE, INCORPORATED

TYPES

C.p.city
Voltage

100 up

300 up

200 up

Power Fector.

01

01`/,

0.5
Ice n,egrnl

I. R

Op.

Mae.

Temp.

Temp.

027i

..

So.k.ge.

Cod..

-100

.

PP./

5

in /on/

C

125 C

1º5'C

027,

1.0%,

-100
ppn/'C

+500
ppm/°G

10 inVml

1_º

in'/nf

E

R

P

the most exacting
requirements.

C
I

Representative users

T

looking for a design engineer.

00

Someone who would like to make Indianafolis his

R

permanent home-who would like to work for a young,
forward looking company that is already the leader
in its field. If you are that man, address full information

Makers of the Regency VHF Booster, UHF Converter
and other electronic devices.

of

standard and

special Unicon capacitors are;
Mass, Institute of Tech,
General Electric Co.

Airborne Instrument Labs.

P
R

Jet Propulsion Labs.

B

Boeing Airplane Co,

L

Northrop Aircraft, Inc,

o

A. Morris, Chief Engineer,

I.D.E.A., Inc., 7900 Pendleton Pike, Indianapolis 26.

leading electronic
laboratories and manufacturers specifying

A

ic9K41,4ta:

Unicon capacitors

have found a wide
acceptance among

C

A

R.

D

01 up

U

about yourself to:

Synthetic

001 up

o

is

Teflon
001 up

Y

I.D.E.A., Inc.,

Poly-

'Wren.

....

Bulk et lowed
voltage giren

(Formerly Park Metalware Co., Inc.)
Dept. C
Orchard Park, N. Y.

IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE

Property

E

Ms

Los Alamos Scientific Labs.,
Freed Transformer Corp,

Capacitors made to your specitioatioes.

Write for catalog EE

Ina
united condenser corp.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

337 EAST
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UNICON
I39th STREET NEW YORK $4, N. Y.
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original!

a HEPPNER

contained, the receiver is mounted
on a standard 51 -in. relay rack
panel.

D -C POWER SUPPLIES

maintain constant current
ASSOCIATED SPECIALTIES Co., 1751

Main St., Orefield, Pa., has available
new d -c power supplies that will
maintain the current in a load constant as the load impedance changes
or the line voltage varies. One
model may be set at from 0.2 to
55 ma d -c; another covers 0.2 to
100 ma. Separate models are available for 1 percent and 0.1 -percent
accuracy. The unit is well suited
for calibration of current indicating
instruments, operation of nonlinear
devices and current bucking circuits.

centering devices
For use with Electrostatic TV tubes of all sizes.
Distortion-free beam

is

assured by uniformity

of field. Will not de -focus beam.

NOISE SUPPRESSOR
attenuates rumble

The two models differ only in mounting.
Model BCC606 mounts easily on the deflection yoke. Model BCC603 mounts directly
on the tube, adjacent to the deflection yoke
and is held securely in place by phosphor

bronze tension springs. Beam centering
done by rotating individual magnets.

HERMON HOSMER SCOTT, INC., 385

is

MODEL BC603

Each unit is tested in both open and closed
position before shipment.

HEPPNER

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Round Lake, Illinois
Phone: 6-2161

(50

Miles Northwest of Chicago)

SPECIALISTS IN ELECTROMAGNETIC DEVICES
338
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Use

Representatives:

John J. Kopple
60 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

James C. Muggleworth
506

Richey Ave., W. Collingswood, N. J.

Ralph Haffey
R. R. 1, U. S. 27, Coldwater
Ft. Wayne 3, Indiana

Rd.,

Irv. M. Cochrane Co.
408 So.

Alvarado St., Los Angeles, California

post card on last page.

Putnam Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass.
The improved 111-B Dynaural
noise suppressor features redesigned dynamic noise suppression
circuits, providing improved operation with l -p records and extended
bass-response loudspeaker systems.
The effectiveness of l-f rumble suppression has also been increased
very substantially. The unit is designed to be used with the company's type 214-A remote control
May, 1953
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drawn
cases

hot tin dipped

holes

.

.

.

...

smooth, one-piece construction using

cold rolled steel

...

as special

P.

.

.

.

draw depths up to

21"

inside fit covers for easy hermetic sealing

in all sizes

elME

fabricated terminal and vent

.

.

.

available as stock sizes and

fabrications.

METAL PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
PHILLIPSBURG, N. J.

O. BOX 71A

HOLD
THEM

TIGHT

with

u

It's Engineered for

BIRTCHER CLAMP

TOP PERFORMANCE
... in Production NOW!

There is a Birtcher Clamp ... or one can
be designed ... for every tube you use or
intend to use.
Regardless of the type tube or plug-in
component your operation requires...
and regardless of the vibration and
impact to which it will be subjected...
a Birtcher Tube Clamp will hold it
securely and rigidly in place.

This new DX 90° Deflection Yoke has
everything a television receiver manufacturer wants
a sharp full -screen focus,
a minimum of pincushioning, the ultimate
in compactness and a price that's downright attractive. Because this yoke has been
brilliantly designed for mass production on
DX's specialized equipment, it warrants
immediate consideration in your 27" receiver plans. Write us today.

...

Catalog and samples sent by return mail.

4371 Valley Blvd.
DEFLECTION YOKES

I. F. TRANSFORMERS
SPEAKERS

... TOROID

...

COILS

R. F. COILS

...

Los

...CRYSTALS
DISCRIMINATORS

Angeles 32, Calif.

Please send catalog and
samples by return mail.

... TV TUNERS ... ION TRAPS ... TRANSFORMERS
COMPONENTS

E-5-3

Company

Attention

of

Address
GENERAL OFFICES: 2300 W. ARMITAGE AVE., CHICAGO 47, ILL.

ELECTRONICS

-
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amplifier, but it also may be used
readily with many amplifiers of
other manufacture.

THIS
MIDGET
IS REALLY

11'1°"".114111.111111,

AGeANTI
X -BAND TEST SET
switches waveguides
CENTURY METALCRAFT CORP., 14806

Oxnard St., Van Nuys, Calif., has
developed the model 109 X -band test
set that is capable of meeting all
engineering requirements for a
complete radar test facility and also
has sufficient versatility to perform
a variety of test functions on other
equipment operating in a frequency
range from 8,500 to 10,000 mc. The
instrument combines the functions
of a signal generator, spectrum
analyzer, power monitor and wave meter in a single package, by a
unique combination of waveguide
switching and sharing of functions.
In spite of its multiplicity of uses.
the unit is small enough and light
enough to be used as a field test instrument, and is also valuable in a
laboratory.

THE
TYPE 416C2

HIGH -GAIN PLUG-IN

AMPLIFIER
A GIANT! The ERA Type 416C2 High -Gain Plug -In
Amplifier, with case dimensions of only 3" x 21/4" x 1V/g", provides a maximum voltage
gain of 9000. Frequency response is substantially flat from 2 to 1000 cps.
Output of the ERA 416C2 Amplifier is relatively independent of power supply voltage
fluctuation-in fact, the 416C2 reduces power supply surges by a factor of 5 and ripple
by a factor of 25 in output. All elements of the unit are potted in a steel case, thus

THIS MIDGET IS REALLY

i

reducing microphonics.
This unique plug-in Amplifier is particularly well adapted
to applications involving low-level, low -frequency inputs
such as those obtained from thermocouples, strain -gauges,
crystal and magnetic detecting devices, etc. An important
application is its use in wide -range integrating circuits in
which integration is achieved by a stabilizing negative feedback circuit. Because of its single -stage characteristics,
the amplifier will accept an extraordinary amount of negative feedback without instability.
For more information,
send for descriptive bulletin...

1

Division of

5t0Meie Jelteie jiarteedII 71rß

Zieued

1902 West Minnehaha Avenue, Dept. E-11, St. Paul W4, Minnesota
DIGITAL COMPUTERS... DATA -HANDLING SYSTEMS... MAGNETIC STORAGE SYSTEMS...
INSTRUMENTS ... ANALOG MAGNETIC RECORDING SYSTEMS
COMPUTING SERVICE

...

340
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WIRE MARKERS
have split -sleeve design
Sagamore
Hill Drive, Port Washington, N. Y.
Permatag wire and cable markers

ACTIONCRAFT PRODUCTS, 8
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RECORD DATA AT ITS SOURCE
Portable
MAGNETIC TAPE
DATA RECORDER

TRANSFORMERS
Fill Your Need to

a

Designed for Aircraft,

Mobile, and Other
Field Uses; 6, 12, or
24 v. DC Power Sup-

ply, Remote Control.

il" x

SMALL SIZE

111/2" x 201/2"

WEIGHT

only 55 lbs.

RECORDS UNDER SEVERE VIBRATION, ANY POSITION
For

INDUSTRIAL

SAMPLE
SHORT
and
LONG RUNS

Let us
quote on your
Specifications,

Delivery

and
ELECTRON IC
EQUIPMENT

Up to 13 data channels, plus timing signal.
Data channel frequency response DC to 5 kc.
Linearity 2% (with suitable playback equipment).
Playback equipment available-single or multi-channel-for laboratory use,

-

-

60

Also special analysis equipment.

cps power.

Write for detailed information

as

Promised!

ro otligation

THE

AVIES

DESIGNED TO COMMERCIAL AND

¿//ABORA TOR/ES

MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
(MIL -T-27 and AN -E-19)

EPCO Products Inc.
2500 Atlantic Ave.
Brooklyn 7, New York

INCORPORA TED
Riverdale 2, Maryland

4705 Queensbury Road

Telephone: Appleton 7-1133

M. S. C.
(Mass Spectrometer Checked)

RARE GASES
HELIUM NEON
ARGON KRYPTON XENON
Rare Gases are mass spectrome-er checked to ossure you gases of
LINDE

kiown purity and uniformly high
quality, Available in commercial -size
cylinders and glass bulbs.
the world's largest producer of
gases derived from the atmosphere,
can meet your individual needs of purLINDE,

ity,.,volume.,.mixture,,.containers,..
LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
A DIVISION OF UNION CARBIDE
AND CARBON CORPORATION

30 East 42nd Street ri

New York 17, N Y.

Altitude Range to 120,000 feet.
Temperature Range from 300'F. to
-140°F.
Micrometer Temperature Adjustments
hold ±-2'F.
Compact Design .. Requires less Floor
Space

Humidity Cycle available
Providing extreme flexibility in temperature and
vacuum ranges, M & M Altitude Simulation
Chambers give you precise control and easier,
simpler operation that will reduce test costs considerably. Custom -quality built in every detail,
M & M Chambers are designed to meet Government altitude simulation test standards. Available with many optional features to speed testing, such as Program Heating, Cooling, and
Humidity Cycles, Automatic Hecorder for controlling and integrating temperature, humidity
and altitude. Write for details on Altitude SIMULATION Chambers as well as M & M Cold
Temperature Test equipment.

Canada:
Dominion Oxygen Company, limited, Toronto
In

"Linde" is e registered trode-mork
of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
The term

MURPHY

st

MILLER, Inc.
Chicago 5, Illinois

ELECTRONICS
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MICRO-SEC/0ND TIMING

WHEN YOU
AFFORD
IN MEASURING:

VELOCITY
ACCELERATION
DETONATION

8 MEGACYCLE

TIME

COUNTER-

DOPPLER
FREQUENCIES
PULSE
CHARACTERISTIC

(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

DEPENDABLE

CHRONOGRAPH

1`11DES

consist of a split sleeve that can be
applied to a wire or cable by opening
the split with the fingers or an
applicator tool. After the marker
has been applied to the wire or
cable, it snaps on and grips tightly.
For severe working conditions the
split sleeve can be welded into a
solid sleeve by application of a special sealing liquid. They are made
of Vinylite plastic with a clear overlay to protect the lettering. The
markers are resistant to abrasion,
water, oil, gasoline and alcohol and
most acids, and are vermin proof
and fungus proof as well. They are
made in sizes from 0.040 -in. diameter up to 3 -in. diameter. Flat
markers and apparatus name plates
are available in any size, shape or
thickness, punched with any number of holes of any shape.

D

D

EoN 000
$io s,00o '
S

1ÇS
p

_

G

~r_

GREATER ACCU ACY
The use of an 8 mega ycle cryst t time bjose pro ides th
measurement avoua e in direct rendi g instru ents.

COMPLETE DE

highest resolution rof time

NDABIL

To assure the high st degree o
counter is used at he 8 megacy
decade counters a
he lower fre

,

a straigh .rward 3 -stage binary
permitting the conservative use of

Digital registrati

used

means of 6 Potter de.cosies. Fr
3 -stage binary coyl Ìer which in

time from
mi
..nd to
second by
part} of a microsecond are read from a
1

ort

cates in

step of

1

'8 microsecond.

PROVED PERFORMAN
servile in preäin grounds and reearch centers give conclusive evidence that the simplified circu ty inherent in the Potter Counter -Chronographs provides the maximum reliobilit for critical timing applications.
Ten years of

WIDE APPLIATION
There is a Potter ounter-Chronograph made for your specific applistion..,. Highspeed digital recorders are available for permanent recording of measurements at
3 ùp to 150 per second.

-"WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND ENGINEERING DATA%
Dept. 5-C.

=!/iU
109

342

R -F

INDUCTOR

reduces bandwidth variations

DIRECT READ NG

POTTER

INSTRUMENT

peehraeees04-eee.,s

COMPANY, INC.
Want more information?

115 CUTTER MILL ROAD
GREAT NECK, N. Y.

Use post card on

last page.

C. G. S. LABORATORIES, INC., 391

Ludlow St., Stamford, Conn. The
65BA1 Increductor controllable inductor is suitable for wide -range
frequency shift or inductance variation between approximately 1 and
2.5 -mc starting frequency, at zero
control current. This type is especially suitable for frequency sweep
in single inductor oscillator circuits.
At least a 7 -to -1 variation of frequency is obtainable. The upper

frequency limit with maximum
control current is approximately 30
mc. The unit has a maximum inductance of 30 µh at zero control
current, which can be reduced to
at least 1/50th of this value by the
application of 40 ma control current. Its rising Q characteristic
May, 1953
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"INDUSTRIAL"
for

U. G. CONNECTORS

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Our Coaxial Cable
Connectors Meet

All

Government Specifications

*

-NEW ITEMSTUNER STRIPS. SOCKETS and
BRACKETS for UHF
Our extensive design and production facilities
are available for developing your special requirements and applications. Representatives in principal cities throughout It. S. A. Coil nr write for samples
and information. ORegon 7-1881.

DELIVERED

PROMPTLY

'
INC.

INDUSTRIES,

ALLIED

1023 S. 21st STREET
LOUISVILLE 10, KY.

INDUSTRIAL HARDWARE Mfg. Co., Inc.
109 PRINCE STREET

ORDERS

Manufacturers of
Highest Quality Connectors

Precision engineered electronic components
and connecting devices for all your needs.
LAMINATED TUBE SOCKETS
TERMINAL STRIPS

WIRED ASSEMBLIES
BAKELITE STAMPINGS
TERMINAL BOARD ASSEMBLIES

ALL

Phone Arlington 4640

NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

ELECTRON
TUBE

TECHNICIANS
We now

To qualify for one
of these openings
you should be
experienced in
experimental work
for research and
development in
vacuum tubes,
which includes the
fields of mechanics,
electronics,
chemistry and
high-vacuum
techniques.

have
several openings

for
technicians
to work in the

fabrication
and
processing of
advanced type
electron tube

research
models.

ADDRESS RESUME OF TRAINING
AND EXPERIENCE TO

HUGHES
RESEARCH AND

DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

Technical
Personnel
Department

ELECTRONICS

-

I

CULVER CITY,
LOS ANGELES COUNTY,

1

CALIFORNIA

I

May, 1953

World-wide recognition for
this outstanding line of
electric soldering irons

43,1

-

PLUG OR SCREW TIPS

40 to 700 Watts

r/s° to 13/a° Tip Ole.

- specified

Follow the leaders and
you'll specify HEXACON!
They'll efficiently solve
your soldering problems
tool Write for literature.

by the big names

for the TOUGH

JOBS!

* MINNEAPOLIS HONEYWELL
* RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA

* STROMBERG-CARLSON
* WESTERN ELECTRIC
* WESTINGHOUSE

These irons feature better balance for reduced
operator fatigue. Efficiency is stepped up, and
quality of work is improved. The ideal
iron for inaccessible
and intricate jobs.

* EMERSON
* KAISER
* BENDIX
*

Here's the famous

HEXACON HATCHET TYPE

SPERRY,

etc.

HEXACON ELECTRIC CO.
W. CLAY AVE., ROSELLE PARK, NEW JERSEY

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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THE HIGH -PRECISION

LINEAR POTENTIOMETER

(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

versus frequency obtained in tuned
circuits tends to reduce bandwidth
variations.

af.v:.R SvfPl.r

D -C POWER
is

SUPPLY

precisely controlled

ASSOCIATED ENGINEERING CORP. OF
BOSTON, 38 Euston Road, Brighton

35, Mass., has developed a precisely
controlled d -c power supply as a

MICROPOTA

precision ten -turn potentiomete
BORG MICROPOT TEN -TURN POTENTIOMETER:Built to fit the specifications of control
system engineers and designers . . . con-

structed with Micro accuracy for precise
voltage adjustments ... featuring an assembly scientifically designed, machined, assembled and automatically machine tested for
linearity of -±0.1% and 0.05%, zero -

based. MICROPOTS ARE AVAILABLE IN
1.15 to 3 OHM and 30 to 250,000 OHM
RANGES FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT.

BORG MICRODIAL: Two concentrically
mounted dials: one for counting increments
of each turn and the other for counting turns
. . . delivered completely assembled with

dials synchronized. Outstanding features
include smooth, uniform action ... no backlash between incremental dial and potentiometer contact . . . less wear, only one
.
moving part aside from the two dials
contact position indicated to an indexed
accuracy of part in 1,000.

BORG

MICRODIAL

746-A
A precision ten -turn indicating dial assembly. Has
screw locking device on

operatine knob.

P -M

MOTOR
for 6 to 110 v d -c
THE PIONEER ELECTRIC AND RESEARCH CORP., Forest Park, Ill. An

..

SORG

MICRODIAL

746-B

1

MICROPOT-MICRODIAL CATALOG
SENT

PROMPTLY

ON

REQUEST

Some as 746-A but has

knurled locking screw
mounted externally to
operating knob.

BORG EQUIPMENT DIVISION

THE GEORGE W. BORG CORPORATION
Janesville Wisconsin
i

344

source of power for precision electronic equipment and circuits used
in computers, calibrating systems,
tv broadcast stations, electron
microscopes and in specialized laboratory installations. Over the
entire video spectrum-from d -c
up to the very high radio frequencies-the internal impedance is less
than 0.01 ohm. An output voltage
of 300 v and a load change of 500
ma will cause a drop in output
voltage of less than 5 mv.

Want more information? Use post card on last pave.

adaptation of molded PM -1023-M
permanent magnet motor by mounting a gear reducer head is featured
in a new assembly design recently
developed and built for use in a
military equipment application. The
use of an r -f filter is optional. This
same assembly can be equipped with
a slipclutch mechanism. The p -m
motor features a magnetic structure cast into an aluminum housing
May, 1953
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A.

GENERATOR

E. C.

Miniature and Sub -Miniature

insulated

SLIP RING ASSEMBLIES

by BIGGEST

BRUSH BLOCK ASSEMBLIES

COMMUTATORS

Moldings

and other

ever made

Electro-Mechanical Components
PRECISION MADE
TO YOUR OWN SPECIFICATIONS

Precision molded products with exacting tolerances in
All
precious and non -precious solid metals of all alloys.
types of Thermo -Plastic and Thermo -Setting materials.
Slip Ring Assemblies fabricated or one-piece precision
molded to your specifications in Nylon, Kel-F, Mineral filled
Rings and leads
Mellamine, Phenolic, and other materials.
spot welded or brazed together for positive electrical circuit.

NOW IT CAN
Our Swiss methods and techniques are geared

to

BE TOLD!

meet exacting requirements. We invite your inquiries.

COLLECTRON CORPORATION
MUrray Hill 2-8473

216 East

45th Street

New York 17, N. Y.

The Atomic Energy Commission chose MYKROY above all

other materials as insulator for
its generator. The 4 -ft. diameter
of the rings was only one of
many reasons.
tee

SAVERS
S

PACE
MODERN

MONEY
M D

CIRCUITRY

SAVERS

:;

FOR

IN -RES -CO

FOR

ECONOMICS-

PRODUCTION

TYPE IR

can

CHECK THESE
FEATURES
be machined

or molded to closest

tolerances

WIRE WOUND

lightweight-with

RESISTORS

the

mechanical

strength of cast-iron

...4

high dielectric and flashover properties

won't warp; keeps its shape
The practical, low cost solution for
circuit designers striving for the subminiature. Type IR units offer precision resistance values capable of re
taming stability through long periods
Di continuous or intermittent service
Type IR resistors are available at
orices based on mass production
methods of manufacture Wound to a
tolerance of ± I %, they are permanently accurate Conservative ratings
allow ample safety margin in all
:lasses of service Special Bakelite
forms eliminate shrinking, swelling
and temperature effects. IN -RES -CO
moisture and fungus proof coating offers absolute protection against climatic extremes Specify IR Type resistors for all applications where precision performance and limited space
are important determining factors

low -loss factor at sub -zero or 1000° F.
bonds with most metals

-

INSTRUMENT

HANDBOOK

UNION

ELECTRON ICS

-

May, 1953

-

Contains

complete dota and recom

mended applications
for resistors for every
purpose.

NEW JERSEY

APPLICATION -DESIGNED RESISTORS

today for MYKROY Brochure
#203. Made exclusively by

WRITE FOR NEW RESISTOR

RESISTORS CO.
COMMERCE
AVENUE

Surely, MYKROY, the perfect
glass bonded mica, can solve
your insulating problems. Supplied in sheets and rods . . .
machined or molded to specifications. We'll be glad to quote
on your requirements. Write

FOR

ELECTRONICS AND

INSTRUMENTATION

Want more information? Use post card on last page.

CLIFTON BOULEVARD,
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
MYKROY, INC., WHEELING, ILL.
101
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MINIATURE

HIGH -RELIABILITY WIRE -WOUND

(continued)

NEW PRODUCTS

that is totally enclosed. Built to
high standards to conform to military specifications, it is available
for operating voltages of 6 to 110
v d -c.

POTENTIOMETERS
Precision-briilt. to niilitajy requirements

íN238

(N236R

MATCHED DIODES
for low -noise circuits
MICROWAVE

THE WATERS TYPE RT SERIES of miniature, wirewound potentiometers will satisfy your most stringent requirements. Anodized -aluminum bodies with sealed, line -reamed
shaft bushings and sealed terminal plates enable these units
immersion, salt spray,
to meet severe environmental tests
range.
and
wide
temperature
shock,
vibration,
fungus,
CHECK THESE SPECIFICATIONS:
Size
'/8" diameter, 3/g" depth.
3 watts at 80 degrees C.
Power dissipation

-

...

...

Operating temperature

..

ASSOCIATES,

INC.,

22

Cummington St., Boston 15, Mass.,
has available matched pairs of silicon diodes with one unit of reversed
polarity. This product, the 1N23BMR, has been developed to meet
the requirement for low -noise circuits. The general use of matched
crystals of the same polarity in a
balanced mixer greatly reduces the
noise contribution of the local oscillator. The use of matched pair
with one unit of reversed polarity
greatly simplifies both the mechanical and electrical design requirements of the mixer and i -f input
circuit.

.

-55 degrees C to +80 degrees C.

Weight ... 5/16 ounce.
Temperature coefficient .. .
0.002% per degree C, above 100 ohms.
Rotational life ... more than 1,000,000 revolutions.

All mechanical contacts of precious metal.
All non -wiping contacts soldered as well as mechanically
secured.
10 ohms to 50,000 ohms, linear taper.
Resistances

...

WRITE TODAY FOR FULL TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND PRICES

WATERS MANUFACTURING, inc.
Waltham 54 Massachusetts
APPLICATION
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ENGINEERING OFFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

RECORDER AMPLIFIER
is small and lightweight
GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORP., Akron
16, Ohio, has developed the model
R3 recorder amplifier, a lightweight, portable unit designed
May, 1953
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NOTEthis

2, HELIX
BONDING

added Feature* of

for ignoring
Momentary Outages

A thermosetting adhesive that
cures at room temperature and
Deeds no pressure.
High electrical insulating properties.
Gives a bonding strength
3000 psi between metal parts.

Essential for More and More Installations

of

No.
of a series, spot -lighting
features to look for in adequate
Automatic Transfer Switches.
1

Non-porous-gives high pres-

metal

sure seals between
glass, plastics, etc.

Transfer Switches

TIME DELAY

R-313

AGENT

A S V AN

and

We

mean a "T me Delay" feature, factory set for tripping at any pout
1
and 3 seconds which permits the transfer switch to ignore
normal source outages caused by transient conditions. This results in
smooth handling of the connected load and reduced wear on the starting
mechanisms incorporated in automatically started standby units or plants.

between

Unaffected by acids, alkalies,
fuel and lubricating oils.
by

Reduces manufacturing costs
eliminating bolts, screws, rivets.
Write for Literature to Dept.

We'll be glad to send details of this Time Delay feature; also the story of
ASCO Service to Industry on this particular phase of Electromagnetic
Controls which is given in a new booklet, "Automatic Transfer Switches",

51

now on the press.

better product for better production

A

C1iRL N.

We also manufacture a complete line of "Solenoid Operated
Valves" for automatic and remote control of liquids and gases.
To thousands of satisfied users, "ASCO" and "Solenoid Valves"
are synonymous.

NM

COMPANY
2255 Barry Avenue
W.

4

Los

S53.1a

ASC-iN

Angeles 64, Calif.

-

-A LI

Aulomulî Swish Co.
385-L

LAKESIDE AVENUE

ORANGE, NEW JERSEY

CARRIER
TELEPHONE

CHANNEL
1

DB

TERMINALS

Pilot Regulated CARRIER
(for use in conjunction with the CFD-B Terminals
on long haul circuits.)
and

REPEATERS

ts

F

o

COMPLETELY

AUTOMATIC

ELECTRIC
METERS

PILOT

REGULATION OVER A 20 db
RANGE. Built-in "SLOPE CONTROL" includes an extra 10 db
equalization for non -conforming
telephone pairs.
RYCOM'S CFD-B is assembled
from Western Electric component

parts, and is mounted COMPLETE
with ringing, terminating and
power supply equipment in ONE
STANDARD AAR 8-FOOT RACK.
Standard commercial performance
is guaranteed.
Basic line equalization of 15 db by manual controls.
The range of operation
is through a maximum of 30 db
over an operating range of 3 to
32.3 kilocycles.
Two-way pilot regulated repeaters are available
for circuits having more than the
allowable 30 db loss.
1000/20Cycle Voice Frequency Ringers are
available for one-, two-, three-,
or four -channel ringing. A FULL
LINE OF ACCESSORIES is offered,
including:
Voice Frequency Repeater Balancing
Nets,
Cable Matching Transformers,
Universal Way Station Filters, and
Mounted Sub cycle Ringing Power Supplies.
RYCOM'S CFD-B provides FOUR DUPLEX VOICE
CHANNELS AND RINGERS at a LOWER COST to
you than most three -channel carriers now on
the market/ And WE CAN MAKE IMMEDIATE

7

l
O

ALL WAYS

20
aIl
gonna
u.c.u¢aonwrrue;

'

l

DEPENDABLE
ACCURATE

_.

EASY TO READ

/IIIIIIIIIII
ii

CATALOG OR

INFORMATION ON REQUEST

DELIVERY!

RAILWAY-- COMMUNICATIONS

INCOR
FLEMING 2121

ELECTRONICS

POR

fA,TOWN

-

MISSOURI

May, 1953

A

TED

FLEMING 2122

B- E E D E
FOUNDED BY

ELECTRICPAENACOOKUMIE HT CO., INC.

WALTER E. BEEDE

Want more information? Use post card os last page.
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NEW

liee4417/1*
ATTENUATIO
to 3O0Ó mc!

PRODUCTS

(continued)

especially to plot the solutions to
small problems where use of a large
recorder would be impractical. It
can also be used with other electronic equipment. The R3 works
with standard direct -inking or hotwire recording galvanometers. Accuracy is limited only by the nonlinearities of the galvanometers.
Typical units are guaranteed to be
within 2 to 5 percent. The R3
records two channels of information within a frequency range
essentially flat from d -c to 100
cycles. The amplifier unit supplies
its own power and has its own voltage regulator. Amplifier channels
have an input impedance of 2.5
megohms on the 0.01 to 0.1 volt-

per -millimeter range and greater
than 10 megohms on all other
ranges.

RHEOSTAT KITS
with assembly instructions
Co., Chicago, Ill.
Two new rheostat coupling kits are
now available. Each kit consists of
a steel U frame, mica washer,
coupling, Allen wrench and assembly instructions. The large
frame is designed for use with
model G, K or L rheostats. The
small frame is designed for use with
model H or J rheostats.

OHMITE MFG.

COAXIAL LINE TERMINATIO
50 ohms

SINGLE

VSWR

Inquiries are invited

±

-4Ut
ATTENUATOR
50 ohms

PAD

1.2 to 3000 mc.

One watt c.w. power dissipation

concerning single pads
and turrets having
other characteristics

TRANSITRON ELECTRONIC CORP., 407

STODDART AIRCRAFT RADIO CO.
6644-A SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hillside 9294
341

GOLD BONDED DIODES
feature long life

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

Main St., Melrose, Mass., announces
its new line of gold bonded germanium diodes that feature back resistance greater than a megohm at
100 v inverse, as well as high
forward conductance. Designed for
extreme ruggedness and reliability,
May, 1953
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ed

vr'ghts

WIRE
FORMS

&Meta/ Stampings

Reduce Labor Costs

-

with

Speed Production

CRATEX
The World's Finest
RUBBERIZED ABRASIVES

High-speed, quality production with
custom-made precision. Wire formed
to any shape for every need.

,.uhioned

°mince°

IMMEDIATE CAPACITY FOR
DEFENSE SUB -CONTRACTS
STRAIGHTENING & CUTTING

Perfect straight lengths to 12 ft.
.0015 to .125 diameter
WIRE FORMS

'

I

.0015 to .125 diameter

SMALL METAL STAMPINGS

.0025 to .035 thickness
.062 to 3 inches wide
Specializing in Production of Parts for
Electronic, Cathode Ray Tubes &Transistors

Write for illustrated folder.

There are over 160 standard sizes and shapes
of Cratex Rubberized Abrasives available to
meet your needs in

Send Blueprints or Samples
for Estimate.

j'\\

ART WIRE and STAMPING

COMPANY

_

BOYDEN PLACE
NEWARK 2, N. J.

1

Manufactured

Wheels, Points, Blocks, Sticks, Cones

-are

insulated plate can
readily be fastened or released
by hand.

Manufacturers of
Electronic Components

JAMES IPPOLITO

&

401 CONCORD AVENUE,

BRONX 54, N. Y.

ready for instant use. For over 30 years,
Cratex has served industry with unparalleled
results
an unduplicated reputation for
lowering "unit costs" in burring, smoothing
and polishing operations. Investigate Cratex
Rubberized Abrasives
"The World's Finest For Industrial Use"
send today for
Descriptive Catalog which gives full details,
applications and prices.

-

...
...

i

FREE

Use post card on

TECHNICAL

SERVICE

problems. Merely check the coupon for
"Application Analysis Form." This Cratex
service will be helpful.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

CRATEX MANUFACTURING CO.
Natoma St., San Francisco 5, Calif.

81

Without any obligation please send
Descriptive Catalog.
Application Analysis Form.

us-

FIRM

CO., INC.

Want more information?

CRATEX

Get the assistance of our abrasive engineers
on your burring, smoothing and polishing

INDIVIDUAL
STREET

CITY

May, 1953

ideal for manual or machine applica-

tion-require no special equipment-always

350 F. The

-

"grit types" from

CRATEX Rubberized Abrasives

These retainers are used to secure Vacuum Tubes and to resist
side motion of Vacuum Tubes
used in radio equipment which
is subject to shock and vibrations. These retainers meet the
requirement of all JAN specifications. The insulated portion is
made of a melamine base Fibre
Glass Phenol which provides 300
volts insulation to ground and
withstands a temperature of

ELECTRONICS

four

METALS, PLASTICS, GLASS
and scores of other materials.

-pA/ortF
VACUUM-TUBE
RETAINERS

T9, T12, ST12, T122DI, ST14, S14, ST16,
T51/2, T61/2,MT-IC, ST19, T14, ST128CT-9.

in

coarse to extra fine, Cratex saves production
and labor costs by doing one or more operations at one time-such as Cleaning, Blending, Lapping, Finishing, and Trimming-on
hard or soft

O!

Available for envelope types T7, T8, MT8,

BURRING, SMOOTHING
and POLISHING operations

last page.

ZONE

STATE
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QUALITY

QUANTITY

QUICKLY

NEW

(continued)

PRODUCTS

they are mechanically interchangeable with clip -in types. Long life
under adverse conditions is insured
by careful quality control of processing, inert humidity-protective
filling, and basic stability of the
gold bonded junction. These diodes
are also available in standard
grades.

Type BNC UG-2 74/U

Literature

The Right Connection
Dage RF connectors are designed
right, engineered right, built right
and available now. Each part is care-

-

-

... right now!
-

Check your specifications be sure
you're right-ask for Dage radio
frequency connectors.

fully made Dage connectors are
precision assembled to assure a sure
connection.
Dage design engineers are experienced in meeting difficult connector requirements-involving, for example, "extra" precision machine
work, high temperature and low loss
insulation, silver soldered assemblies; silver plated bodies and contacts, water proofing, pressurizing.
Dage complete manufacturing facilities enable skilled craftsmen to
produce quickly, expertly all types of
coaxial connectors.

Type BNC VG -88/U

Type N UG-188/U

...

any standard or special RF connector
Dage is versatile
can be quickly produced at Dage. Write for Catalog 101.

ALWAYS SPECIFY

Type BNC UG-290/U

RADIO FREQUENCY CONNECTORS
DAGE ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC., 67 NORTH SECOND STREET, BEECH GROVE, IND.

350

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

Oscillograph Recording Systems.
Sanborn Co., Cambridge 39, Mass.
A recent single -page bulletin describes the new "150" series
oscillograph recording systems
(4-, 2- and 1 -channel). The versatile recorders discussed feature an
a -c/d -c preamplifier, a carrier preamplifier, a servo monitor preamplifier, a log -audio preamplifier, a
d -c converter and a coupling preamplifier.
High -Fidelity Recording. Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co., 900 Fauquier St., St. Paul 6, Minn., has
announced a new 4-color, 16 -page,
illustrated booklet entitled "A new
Horizon in High Fidelity Recording." The booklet tells the story
of Scotch brand high -output magnetic tape No. 120. Included are
the major advantages of the tapemore than double the output of
conventional magnetic tape, no increase in distortion, dry lubrication and higher-signal-to-noise
ratio. It explains the significance
of these advantages in terms of
the requirements of the recording
and broadcast engineer, as well as
the high fidelity enthusiast. Bias
requirements and frequency response characteristics are discussed and illustrated in a series
of six graphs.

Bimetal Thermostats. Stevens Mfg.
Co., Inc., 69 South Walnut St.,
Mansfield, Ohio, announces an
illustrated bulletin on type C bimetal strip thermostats. Hermetically sealed and standard
types are described along with
suggested applications. Printed
in two colors and punched for in May, 1953

-
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You Get TOPS
In Transformer Performance
when built by NOTHELFER
PREC15%0
FOR

QuuCaay..

ProcIucIs

The consistent quality standard of
Runzel wire, cord and cable offers
manufacturers complete assurance of
performance. Runzel products undergo such thorough inspections in the

process of their manufacture that
flaws are reduced to an absolute
minimum.
Your wire needs in hook-up, lead-in,
shielded wire speaker cords and all

types of insulated wire are available
from this cent rally located source.
We maintain a complete engineering
service Your wiring problems are
solicited. For their scientific solution,
the Runzel Laboratory provides research assistance.

The large transformer in the
picture is 300 KVA, 3 phase,
550V/42V, 60 cycle. The
small one is .01 KVA, 1 phase,
440V/6V.

Over 28 years' experience in
the manufacture of specials
at cost that compare favorably with standard types.
Built-in quality proved by
years of actual use.
From 10 VA to 300 KVA
Dry -Type only. Both open

and encased. 1, 2 and 3
phase. 15 to 400 cycles.

NOTHELFER

çN

WINDING LABORATORIES

9

New concept in photography

BE SAFE WITH

ax
A-27
LOW -LOSS LACQUER & CEMENT
Q -Max is widely accepted as the'
standard for R -F circuit components
because it is chemically engineered for
this sole purpose.
Q -Max provides a clear, practically
loss -free covering, penetrates deeply,
seals out moisture, imparts rigidity and
promotes electrical stability.
Q -Max is easy to apply, dries quickly
and adheres to practically all materials.
It is useful over a wide temperature

range and serves as a mild flux on
sinned surfaces.
Q-Max is an ideal impregnant for
"high" Q coils. Coil "Q" remains nearly
constant from wet application to dry
finish. In 1, 5 and 55 gallon containers.

,C

/
/¡j^/'1
i:FM'tr7
Yrl%iVa7ftf
MARLBORO,

NEW

JERSEY

(MONMOUTH COUNTY)
TIDhon: f Reehold 8-1880
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ALBEMARLE AVE., TRENTON 3, N. J.

Ate.

LD)
r

For Electronic Research

Motorized For Sequence and Remote Control Photos
Set the Robot -Star just once, and
you're all set for as many as 24
(or 48) exposures, made singly or

rapid-fire sequence, as fast as
automatically moves film and resets shutter after each exposure. Surpasses human efficiency because
of its built-in clock -work motor.
Remote control release and other
accessories bring new camera
applications never before thought
possible in science and industry
as well as for personal use.
Takes any standard film-color,
too. Gets 50% more pictures,
with 55 exposures instead of 36
per loading. Choice of Schneider
lenses, wide angle to telephoto.
For new camera thrills- get
Robot-Star-from $217.50.
in

8 per second! Robot -Star

Now
equipped
to take
35mm

standard
cartridges.

Gets the

action every

time because

Write for authoritative treatise E"New Techniques in Photography for Industry
and Science"-Sent without charge.

it's
Iribrert.iy,t!

INTERCONTINENTAL MARKETING CORP.
251

Fourth Avenue

Want more information?

New York 10, N. Y.

Use post card on

last page.
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NOW

1É
TRONS Microwave

(continued)

sertion in standard 3 -ring binders,
the bulletin describes the operating principle and illustrates it
with schematic diagrams. Ratings, typical performance curve,
dimensions, construction and various terminal arrangements are
shown in diagrams, tabular data
and photographs.

SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Provides
More Operating Frequencies
You Need

Electron Tube Notes. Lewis and

-NEW L -BAND

R. F. HEAD
Tuning range 900 to 2400
megacycles
Dual attenuated input

Stabilized coaxial tuning

lÉ

TRON'S new 20L1 (L -band) R. F. Head is engineered
for immediate operation, without conversion or adaptation,
in the Vectron SA10 or SA20 Spectrum Analyzer Chassis. It
provides spectrum analysis in the important microwave frequencies from 900 to 2400 megacycles which include a considerable region allocated to aeronautical radio, navigation, radar,
TV remote pick-up, radiosonde and government services.
Specific Band Coverage

Vectron's Spectrum Analyzer SA20,
with the 20L1 R. F. Head and other heads, such as S -band and X -band,
provides a wide choice of operating frequencies in a single, compact
unit . . . eliminates the unnecessary bulk and expense of equipment
which covers large areas in unused bands.

Interchangeable

R. F. Heads can be placed in immediate operation without conversion or adaptation of the Head or Analyzer. Individual Heads and SA20 Analyzers are available for early delivery.

For Microwave Radar and Communications Equipment
The Vectron SA20 Spectrum Analyzer presents visually the frequency distribution spectrum of the power output of pulsed or CW microwave
oscillators and can be used as a sensitive RF detector for checks and
measurements in the design, production and maintenance of microwave
radar and communications equipment and components.

FEATURES
Large, clear 5" oscilloscope pattern
Standard bezel to accept camera, hood or

filter

Minimum number of controls . . . maximum operating convenience
Double conversion assures I. F. alignment

stability

Built in regulated supply for Klystron
oscillators
Easy access for maintenance or adlustment

SPECIFICATIONS
Overall Gain -130 decibels.
Sensitivity-Approx. -60dbm for
pulse width.

1

usec.

- Choice of
recommended for CW and 0.2 to
pulse
widths, or
bandwidth to
Sweep Frequency to
standard - available to
and with long
IF

Bandwidth

50 kc,

2 usec.
5 usec.

20 kc.

10
2 cps

30 cps

persistence tube.

Power Requirements-

105 to 125 volts.

60 cycles.

Vectron's development program includes additional
R. F. Heads to cover microwave frequencies newly
opened for military and civilian use. For information
on these additional R. F. Heads and for complete engineering and operating data, send for Bulletin SA20.
Write today and be sure to specify the operating frequencies you need.
{'ECTRON also offers custom design and production facilities for development and
contract manufacture of servo -mechanisms, communication networks and filters,
gyro -mechanisms, electronic systems, electro -mechanical equipment and instrumentation. Write us today and specify your requirements.

É

1

TROLA, inc.
aC'/ton{c alud efectu- 9/y

G

en-J-

404 MAIN STREET, WALTHAM 54, MASS.
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Kaufman, Ltd., 50 El Rancho Ave.,
Los Gatos Ave., Calif. A summary
of data -sheet rating interpretations
and a series of notes concerning
means of improving electron-tube
service life are included in a new
leaflet, form 153, covering Los
Gatos electron tubes. The publication also includes a field -engineering location map.

Aircraft Test Instrument. Collins

Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. A
2 -page bulletin deals with the
479T-2 signal generator, a portable
test instrument designed for ramp
testing of aircraft navigation, localizer and glide slope receivers.
The unit described and illustrated
in the bulletin provides singly or
in combination all the modulated
r-f signals required for preflight
functional checks of the receiving
equipment and associated instruments. Technical specifications
are given.
House Organ. The Helipot Corp.,
916 Meridan Ave., South Pasadena,
Calif. The first issue of "The
Helinews" inaugurates a periodical
to be devoted to bringing the reader
current developments in precision
potentiometers, concise information
on potentiometer usage and applications, and news of the company's
facilities for giving prompt service
to users of their products.

Wiring and Assembly Procedures.
American Phenolic Corp., 1830 S.
54th Ave., Chicago 50, Ill. Manual
C3 is a new and greatly expanded
version of "OK Methods." The
book is an instruction and service
manual for the wiring and assembly
of electrical connectors and components. It represents a composite
of better methods used in many
aviation, radio and electronic plants,
tested by company engineers and
verified in the company's own cable
May, 1953
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At 600 M.P.H.
He Bets

MOLDED

42geruk RESISTORS

On the

Wiring System

TYPE 65X

(Actual Size)

The resistors

that give you

.

.

For Dependable
Electronic Wiring
Leading Manufacturers Choose
UNILECTRIC Wiring Systems

Inherent low noise level
Good stability in all climates
HIGH VALUE RANGE

STANDARD RANGE

10 TO 10,000,000

1,000 OHMS TO 9 MEGOHMS

MEGOHMS

This unusual range of high value
resistors has been developed to
meet the needs of scientific and
industrial control, measuring and
laboratory devices
and of high
voltage applications.

These resistors are used extensively
in commercial equipment, including radio, telephone, telegraph,
sound pictures, television, etc.
They are also used in a variety of
U. S. Navy equipment.

-

...

for over ten years
Year after year
UNILECTRIC has produced millions
of wiring systems for over 150 leading
manufacturers of electric and electronic
products. If you still fabricate your own
electronic wiring it will pay you to in.
vestigate UNILECTRIC.

SEND FOR BULLETIN 4906
R'esì

It gives details of Standard and High Value Resistors, including construction, characteristics, dimensions, etc. Also described are S.S. White 80X
Resistors, designed for extremely high voltage
equipment. Copy with Price List sent on request.

Van
I

7

Dept. R,
NEW

Standard of Quality at

UNILECTRIC

ENESYSTßEAL DIVISION

INENTAL Eu1fE'6.CO-

There is Only ONE

r4 r

°

10

East 40th St.

YORK 16, N. Y.

This intricate wiring harness for a
jet auto pilot must

meet
rigid

the

most

specifications. A pilot's

WESTERN DISTRICT OFFICE: Times Building, Long Beach, Calif.

life and perhaps
major

battle

pend on

INSULATING

SEALING
DIPPING
POTTING
IMPREGNATING

WAXES

it.

a

de-

FUNGUSPROOFING
MOISTUREPROOFING
HEAT CONDUCTING

B1w_A

COMPOUNDS

The same

quality protect

your product wiring and your product's reputation
for dependability.

Developed and produced for manufacturers of electronic components
and other electrical units.
Specifications and samples available on request.
Information relative to your problem or application will enable us
to make suggestions and recommendations.

BIWAX CORPORATION

3445

HOWARD

STREET

ILLINOIS

SKOKIE,

To

Specify GM

SERVO MOTORS
RELIABLE PERFORMANCE

work.

manship .
the
same standards of

PRECISION
ENGINEERED

RUGGED CONSTRUCTION

assure

utmost

dependability plus
cost saving engineering assistance,
low- co st. production, and "on schedule deliv-

ery", investigate
UNILECTRICtoday.

UNILECTRIC

QUALITY
Protects Your
Products

ROCKET CONTROLS
GUNFIRE CONTROLS
In the operation of
INDUSTRIAL CONTROLS
AIRCRAFT CONTROLS
GUIDED MISSILES

G -M Servo Motors can be supplied to meet rigid
military specifications with regard to humidity,

Investigate

temperature range, vibration and altitude. Available in 2, 4 or 8 pole construction and for frequen-

07/4/475/1FM

:

cia

from 60 to 400 cycles.
Write today for complete information.

Another product of 0-M
ELECTRON ICS

-
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LABORATORIES INC.

UNILECTRIC Today!

ACTUAL
SIZE

NORTH KNOX AVENUE

4336
CHICAGO 41, ILLINOIS

Want more information?
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MUM' ggysTE,ys
Manufactured by
UNITED MANUFACTURING & SERVICE CO.
409 South 6th Sheet
Milwaukee. Wlsconvn
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UX

40-560

M-500
OR

1000

UX

VC

40-560

AT
AT 10-50

200

10-50

VC

200

VC 100

View shows rear
center section of
Continental Type

315-316 Power
Amplifier Trans-

Capacitor Problems
Solved
Ad No. R in o Series

mitter.

PRODUCTS

(continued>

assembly division. The procedures
recommended herein conform to
government specifications wherever
such regulations apply.

Galvanometers. Trans -Sonies, Inc.,.
Bedford Airport, Bedford, Mass.,.
has issued a technical bulletin that.
is intended to provide helpful information on the selection and
proper use of galvanometers. The
section dealing with circuits and
calculation of damping resistance
is common to the application of any
galvanometer. The table listing
specific galvanometers which can be
used with Trans -Sonies pickups.
without amplification of pickup output also applies to other transducers.
of similar sensitivity.

Product Catalog. Viking Electric,.
1061 Ingraham St., Los Angeles 17,.
Calif., has just published a looseleaf catalog giving engineering

UNEXCELLED
PERFORMANCE:;
TEN JENNINGS VACUUM CAPACITORS

of various types are used in this power

TYPE UX

40-560

amplifier stage of the Continental Type

MMFD.

315-316, 5 and 10 KW Broadcast Trans-

mitter.
Jennings Vacuum Capacitors for applications
Use

involving: Automatic tuning
over wide frequency ranges
Permanent and trouble -free
service
High ratio of capacitance change
Dust,
moisture, and high altitude
High voltages and currents
Small physical size
Resistance to shock
Accuracy of
reset
High frequency

Your circuits may be simplified and

improved by using fixed or variable
Jennings Vacuum Capacitors.

your inquiries regarding specific applications.
LITERATURE MAILED ON REQUEST

JENNINGS RADIO MANUFACTURING

P.O. BOX 1278
354

Cans and Covers. Heldor Mfg.
Corp., 225 Belleville Ave., Bloomfield, N. J., has published a new,
comprehensive catalog incorporating full technical descriptions and
dimensional drawings of its complete line of MIL-T-27 and standard
cans and covers. The 12 -page catalog also features data on hermetic
seal bushing assemblies. A special
section is devoted to brackets, channels and end bells. Attention is
focused on the company's complete
assembly sealing service.
-

Paper-Backed

Electrical Tapes..
Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co.,.
900 Fauquier St., St. Paul, Minn.,
has announced an 8-page booklet
describing in picture -story style
applications of seven Scotch brand
paper -backed electrical tapes in
electric motor, coil and transformer
construction. The booklet shows
how purified crepe and flat-paper
tapes can be used to insulate motor
field coils, to anchor lead wires and
to insulate coil windings from the
core. It also shows how purified
paper tapes with thermosetting adhesives can be used where higher
temperatures are incurred. Physical and electrical properties of all

-

We invi.te

Low loss

specifications and templates of its,
miniature connectors, terminal
boards, thermocouple connectors.
and printed circuit hardware.
Copies are available for the asking.

CORPORATION

970 McLAUGHLIN AVE.

SAN JOSE 8, CALIFORNIA

Want more information? Use post curd on last page.
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FOR PORTABLE

"Years of serviceand over a million

AND

operations a year"
D. W.

Onan

& Sons

Inc.

AIRBORNE

Applications

AGASTAT
light ... versatile

TIME DELAY RELAYS
by Onan to prevent starting of their
standby plant on momentary power failure, to prevent
stopping of the plant until power has returned for a
given time, and on some lugging presses that operate
over a million times a year. Onan reports several years
of service with a minimum of attention.
AGASTATS are solenoid actuated and pneumatically timed.
They are light, compact, dustprcof and can be furnished to operate mounted in any position. There is an
AGASTAT model that is right for your needs.
AGASTATS are used

Write for Bulletin

international
instruments
INSURE

A'G'A

Dept. A2-54

CONSISTENTLY

Division of Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America
1027 Newark Avenue, Elizabeth 3, New Jersey

HIGH PERFORMANCE
MINIATURE
AND SUB -MINIATURE METERS

SCOPE DOLLY
Model

1" and T'/z" Panel Meters,

lie

VU

Meters, Illuminated Meters, Multitetters

1

AIRCRAFT, GUIDED MISSILES,
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, ATOMIC
DEVELOPMENTS, COMMUNICATIONS
AND INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTATION
FOR

Convenient Height and Viewing Angle
Adjustable to Hold Portable Scopes
Ball Bearing Swivel Rubber Tired Casters

Lightweight Aluminum Construction

.41

Recommended by Laboratories Wherever Used

$35.00

CONSTRUCTION
F.O.B. Louisville, Ky.

light in weight, yet durable enough
to withstand shotk and vibration

Formerly manufactured by UNIQUE DEVICES

better than larger sized models.

Now manufactured and sold by

ACCURACY AND SENSITIVITY
within ±3% of full deflection at
any point on the scale.

TECHNICAL SERVICE CORPORATION

3116 Michigan Drive

Louisville 5, Kentucky

VERSATILITY

i

. .
adaptable to any requirement
watertight and commercial models
built to conform to applicable
Government specifications.

i

ENGRAVES
Used and endorsed by tool and die.
electronic. machine, plastics.
radio. electrical and instrument

mnmmfacterers.
A real monen saver.

/'

ROUTS

V

PROFILES

Specify the Green Engraver

V and

Whatever you need, look to international instruments specializing in miniature and sub -miniature instruments. Engineering data sheets for itpndard
, special
models sent on request
scales, ranges and other modifications
can be provided to meet your requirements. Consult our engineering department giving details. Just write to:

MODELS

for precision engraving on

metal, plastics, wood, glass, hard rubber etc.... engraves
panels, name plates, scales, dials, molds, lenses, instruby simple
meat% instruction platen directional signs
tracing from master. Routing, profiling and three dieser Clonal modeling indicate its versatility.

...

international
instruments

Electric etching attachment available.

Special attachments and

engineering service available

for produ.tilon work.

INCORPORATED

FREE: Brochureyours upon request.

P.

363 PUTNAM AVENUE

ELECTRONICS

-May,
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CAMBRIDGE
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THERMISTORS
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(continued)

the tapes, together with the electrolytic corrosion factors of each,
are listed.

Railroad's System -Wide Telephone.
Automatic Electric Sales Corp.,
1033 W. Van Buren St., Chicago 7,
Ill. Application of a railroad -owned

tiny
beads

solve

ANALYSIS CELLS

problems

in MeasureVECO Analysis Cells utilize
ment and ConVECO THERMISTORS. Anatrol of thermal,
lyzing and reference elements
electronic and
are Sealed in Glass-Unaffected
physical energy!
by corrosive gasses or liquids.
VECO Thermistors
Available with any type of
1
are
made in the forms of
reference gas sealed in, if
Beads,
Rods, Discs, and
desired
new high-presWashers
Stocked in a
sure seal withstands 1,000
wide
range
of
specific
resistpsi
flow pipes easily
ance values
or can be proconnected
.
duced in quantity to your
VECO Analysis Cells
exacting specifications.

-

...

...

..

provide new efficiency
for instrumentation
gas. analysis
combustion study
for
chemical research,
hospital and college laboratories,
food storage protection
cells

Distinguished from other sensing
elements by extreme variations of
electrical resistance with relatively
minute thermal changes-approved

-

-

designed and
manufactured
to your specific requirements.

and accepted by Government

Agencies.

Victory's staff of engineers and physicists are ready to recommend the proper
VECO Thermistor for vacuum manometry oscillator stabilization temper-

ature measurement flow measurement
temperature compensation
surge
protection
radar power measurement
volume limiting
gas analysis
temperature control time delay voltage regulation, as well as for any other new or unusual
measurement or control application. Write
today!

NEW APPLICATION! Veco Thermistor, 51A101, is used in the
new Westinghouse electric range as the vital sensing device in the
"Electronic Eye" thermostat that controls cooldng temperatures.

A request on business
stationery will bring the

Victory
ENGINEERING CORPORATION

VECO DATA BOOK
Thermistors
Analysis Cells
Combustion Analyzers
Varistors

Springfield Road, Union, New Jersey
Telephone: UNionville 2-7150

356

long-distance telephone network in
the administration and operation of
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad
is presented in an illustrated 12 page case history published by the
manufacturer of P -A-X business
telephone systems. Specific use,
advantages and economies provided
by this direct telephone communication are discussed in detail, and
general specifications of telephone
equipment are listed and illustrated.
R -F Fittings. General R -F Fittings
Co., 702 Beacon St., Boston 15,
Mass. A 4 -page folder illustrates
a line of 20 r -f components that are

produced to industrial and armed
services specifications. Also listed
and illustrated are the company's
standard r-f fittings as they are
shown in the armed services index.

Rocket Tube. Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., 1740 Broadway, New
York 19, N. Y. A single-page mailing piece describes and illustrates
the type 2C37 rocket tubes that supplies 450 mw at 3,300 mc. Because
of their high power throughout the
uhf spectrum, the rocket tubes discussed are especially recommended
for service as pulsed oscillators, c -w
oscillators, r -f amplifiers and frequency multipliers.
X -Ray Spectrometry. North American Philips Co., Inc., 750 South
Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. A
4 -page

folder contains a technical
article from a trade publication.
Illustrated with drawings and
photos, data are presented that explain the use of x-ray diffraction
and x-ray spectrometry in handling
difficult laboratory and production
line tasks. Information is also presented on the basic principles of
operation for both types of instruments. A diagram shows the arrangement and geometry underlying the basic design.

Sheet Metal Products. The Middletown Mfg. Co., 27 Stack St., Middletown, Conn., has available catalog
53 describing a greatly expanded
May, 7953
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THEY DON'T FAIL!
ACCURACY-ADAPTABILITY-DEPENDABILITY

FOR

TRANSISTOR PRODUCTS

USE

TINNED WIRE LEAD

great

many adfor a
multitude of applications. Excellent for low level
use, they
also
have unusually
high conductivity

..y

TRANSITOR
PRODUCTS
point
contact
transitors
may be used for power
amplifiers, oscillators,
and switches. Five
"feeler" types are
available in quantity.
You are invited to
submit
your own
specifications.
ics,

PLASTIC
TINNED COPPER

ONE OPERATION

Designed to perform many of the
functions of vacuum tubes as well
as opening frontiers
for new apparatus in
the field of electron-

Actual Size

vantages

in

Germanium Transistors

Gold Bonded Germanium Diodes

These extremely
small plastic -encased germanium
diodes offer a

TV
TUBE SALVAGE

PIK»

at high levels.
Noise characteristics are excellent, and high frequency rectification characteristics are vastly superior
to conventional types. Requests for information and samples of diodes functioning
as frequency multipliers, second detectors,
mixers and DC restorers are cordially in-

(

I

Actual Size

Laboratory samples of our junction
and photo types are now available.

vited.

TRANSISTOR PRODUCTS' TRANSISTOR TEST SET
This device is designed to test the signal behavior of all tran
sistors, and can be used most advantageously by circuit engineers and transistor manufacturers. Comparable to a vacuum
tube bridge in that field, it is not, however, a null instrument. Its
design insures continued usefulness as new transistors are developed.

Write to
TRANSISTOR
PRODUCTS
now for

additional
information

TRANSISTOR PRODUCTS is an operating unit of the Clevite Corp.

er

-

TRANSISTOR PRODUCTS,

-/
j:

Snow and Union Sts.

F

CLASSORB

(Brighton Sta.)

combination neck cutting
and
COIL WINDING TUBES

AND H

INSULATION

inc.

Boston 35, Mass.

Am"

made with

GLASS

SQUARE

CLOTH-QUINTEQH

ROUND

RECTANGULAR

neck splicing machine
Salvage larger size (24" to 33" and up) cathode
ray picture tubes with the new machine designed
specifically for this purpose. Rejects can be
easily, rapidly returned to the assembly line
with this new versatile machine since all operations are performed handling the bulb once.

Features of Model
Single head

... All

standard

2185 include:
TV

tube sizes and shapes

NECK CUTTING

ACCURATE PAPER TUBE CO.
802 N. Peoria Street

Chicago 22, III.

Cuts by the hot -chill method producing a clean, square
cut. Cut-off mechanism adjustable up and down.

NECK SPLICING
Upper Centering Chuck automatically lines up the
bulb. Lower Centering Chuck moves up and down.

GUN SEALING
Special gun mount pin is available for this purpose.

AUDIOTONE CONTINUITY
and LEAKAGE TESTER
WIDE RANGE

Model 2185 is but one of the many machines
designed by Kahle through the past 40 years for
the electronic industry. Where custom machinery
will solve a production problem, call in Kahle or
write now for help with specialized problems.

-

-0 to

100 Megohms
SAFE
Ma.
TESTS BY SOUND SHELF Frequency changes with resistance
NO VIBRATOR
NO TUBES
LIFE BATTERY

Current under

1.

KAHLE-for "built - in know-how"

SELF CONTAINED
USES
CONTINUITY TESTER
LEAKAGE INDICATOR 11 micro -amp.)
PRECISION CONTACT INDICATOR
TONE SOURCE
AUDIBLE ALARM
VOLTAGE & POLARITY INDICATOR,

-

-

---

(Fahle

ENGINEERING COMPANY

AC/DC

PESCHEL ELECTRONICS, INC
13

ELECTRONICS

GARDEN STREET. NEW ROCHELLE.

-
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1313 SEVENTH STREET
NORTH BERGEN, N. J.

N. Y., NEW ROCHELLE 6-3342
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C
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t
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line of standard, in -stock metal

C<e>>

PROVEN DEPENDABLE QUALITY

o»iponents

GRID AND
PLATE

CONNECTORS
High quality grid and plate

of both the insulated
ceramic (meeting JAN 1-10
specifications) and the non -insulated
spring clip types for use on tubes
having contacts of Ya", 3/s", and
connectors

diameters. All lugs are
designed to provide strong
mechanical connection. Write
9/16"

for drawings.

TURRET

Insulation Handbook. Johns -Manville, Box 60, New York 16, N. Y.
Booklet EL -40A contains 32 pages

covering the properties and advantages of Quinterra (the pyrolysis resistant dielectric) and Quinorgo
(a high -temperature insulation for
use alone or in composites) in full
detail with test data. Its clear
construction drawings, plus case
studies of leading apparatus manufacturers, show how to apply these
insulations for maximum benefit.
Also described are Quinterrabord
and Quinorgobord, two new base
materials for fabrication into electrical insulation.

services for sealing, bolts, studs,
rivets, AN fittings, access doors,
hatch covers, flanges and electric
terminals.

Designed for National's

7 -pin and 9 -pin miniature tube

Silicone Rubber. General Electric
Co., Chemical Div., Pittsfield, Mass.
The properties and processing of
silicone rubber as an insulating
material for wire and cable are set
forth in bulletin CDS -13. A reprint
of an article written by a company
engineer, it includes a full description of the processing of silicone
rubber and a wealth of property
data illustrated with charts and
tables. A section on applications
deals in detail with the use of the
heat and flame -resistant material
for Navy and ignition cable.

sockets. Permit compact sub-

assembly wiring at base of
socket. Cadmium -plated brass
center support has a standard

length of two inches. Silver-plated
brass terminal studs. Available
with holes through which leads
can be drawn or with solid studs.
Center supports of varying
lengths and other types of
terminals can be supplied to
manufacturers in quantity.
Write for drawings.

Write for drawings
NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc.
M A L D

35a

cabinets, chassis, panels and cases
for the electronic and radio industries. New products included in the
catalog are large size deluxe relay
racks, open -type table relay racks,
open -type channel relay racks, aluminum chassis rounded corner cabinets, standard speaker cabinets
and all-purpose Multi -Mounts.

Sealing For Air, Gases & Liquids.
Franklin C. Wolfe Co., Inc., 3644
Eastham Dr., Culver City, Calif.,
has completed, for general distribution, a new brochure briefly describing its standard products and

SOCKET
ASSEMBLIES

KEEP YOUR GUARD

(continued)

UP-JOIN

Want more information?

i H,

MASSACHUSETTS

THE NATIONAL GUARD

Use post card on

last page.

Solder Bulletin. Anchor Metal Co.,
244 Boerum St., Brooklyn 6, N. Y.
Bulletin 52-A covers the company's
regular solder products, which include Shurflo rosin core solder,
solid wire solder, bar solders, ribbon and preforms. Solders described are available in all standard
May, 1953
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ELECTRONIC SHIELDING

OPHAR
- WAXES

i
I

I

improved
and
recently
developed
The
DOUBLE
SHIELDED SCREEN
LINDGREN
ROOMS-designed, engineered and constructed
to incorporate True Insulated double shielding
-FOR MAXIMUM shielding efficiency and
the highest possible attenuation. (An insulated
double shielded type screen room has a higher
attenuation than a cell type.) TWO close mesh
copper screens are each physically separated
and electrically insulated from each other.
Each screen is independently grounded. No
soldered connections. A true laboratory screen
room made in sections-easily assembled. Can
be supplied in Special Sizes. Built to be a
permanent investment.
QUICK FACTS by return mail, with construction diagrams and engineering test reports.
Write us today.
ERIK A. LINDGREN

& ASSOCIATES

Established

1939

4515-17 N. Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago 40, Illinois
Phone Sunnyside 4-0710

'

-COMPOUNDS

i
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Zophar Waxes, resins and compounds to impregnate,
dip, seal, embed, or pot electronic and electrical equipment or components of all types; radio, television, etc.

I

I

I
I

I

Cold flows from 100°F. to 285°F.
Special waxes non -cracking at

I

I

I
II

Compounds meeting Government specifications plain
or fungus resistant.

1

Let

I
IOPHAR MILLS
SS

S

107

us

help you with your engineering problems.

ZOPHAR MILLS,

for the

ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES

HYDRAULIC

uality

PNEUMATIC
TELESCOPIC

J

For Radar, Microwave or Television
height by Oil, Water
Steel or Aluminum

Pg

or Air

Constructed

Special Masts any
Height Required
200 feet

MOLYBDENUM
TUNGSTEN

to

-

Standard Masts 40,
60, 80 or 100 foot

Raised to desired

TANTALUM

WE

FORMED PIECES

Fluid Control Valves
and Latches for proper sequence in Raising and Lowering
(Pat. Pending)
Most Versatile Mast
on the Market

INVITE COMPARISON
Mobile units for Trucks, Trailers and
Station Wagons. Cannot be equaled
for Signal Probing. Excellent for UHF
Survey Work. Pinpoints strongest
signal height. WRITE FOR DETAILS

Your Special
Metals Rolled
to Thin Sizes &
Close Tolerances
YOUR INQUIRIES

INC.

112-130 26th Street,
Brooklyn 32, N. Y.

YEARS

sales Engineering Representatives Throughout
The United States

etdig

-76°F.

WILL

Used extensively by government and commercial agencies

RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

H. CROSS CO.

THOMAS MOLD & DIE COMPANY

N. Y.
WOrth 2-2044 and COrflandt 7-0470

BOX 126

15 BEEKMAN ST., N. Y. 38,
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NEW PRODUCTS

alloys for radio, electrical, elec-

Type 2113,

12 -Channel

tronic, radar and similar application.

PICTURE SIGNAL

Psychoacoustic Equipment. Grason-Stadler Co., 106-A Hampshire

GENERATOR
for Production Testing and Closed -Loop T.V.

St., Cambridge 39, Mass. A single page bulletin covers a line of psychoacoustic instruments that include measuring, stimulating and
timing equipment. Fifteen instruments are designated by name,
model number and a short description in tabular form.

Rectangular Picture Tubes. Hytron Radio & Electronics Co., Dan-

The Type 2113, 12 Channel Picture Signal Generator has been
specifically designed for production line testing of TV receivers.
Used in conjunction with the equipment listed below, the manufacturer can produce his own "Indian Head" test pattern and is no
longer dependent on local transmissions. This signal generator has
also received wide acceptance for dealer demonstrations of TV
receivers in areas where transmitting facilities are not yet available.

SPECIFICATIONS
AND ACCURACY: Picture and sound
signals on all 12 standard TV channels. Picture
carrier accuracy 0.01%; sound carrier better than
OUTPUT SIGNALS

PICTURE CARRIER MODULATION:

R. F.

0 to

±4.5

RC

of "standard" on all channels.

PICTURE CARRIER OUTPUT:

At least 50,000 microvolts

into a 75 ohm terminated coaxial cable.
R. F. OUTPUT

IMPEDANCE: Output is into a 75 ohm

coaxial cable. Two probes are supplied for use with
75 ohm cable to match 75 or 300 ohm receiver
antenna input circuits.
VIDEO INPUT IMPEDANCE: 75 ohms

VIDEO INPUT:

Minimum

1

single ended.

Volt Peak to Peek, black

Continuously variable

87%.

D.C. RESTORER: A D.C. restorer Is provided to main-

tain constant average picture brightness when using
program material for video modulation.
SOUND

CARRIER DEVIATION:

Continuously variable

0 to 40 RC.
SOUND MODULATION: Modulation from 400 cps Internal oscillator or external signal such as music.
Input either high Impedance, unbalanced, or 600
ohms balanced. Either input can be selected by
front panel switch.

negative polarity.

These
TYPE

TYPE

r-

other TIC Instruments complete the "package"

PICTURE SIGNAL GENERATOR: A single channel TV transmitter
for use where a high percentage of picture modulation is required
for checking inter -carrier buzz.
1311 VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER: A 5 channel amplifier recommended where multiple 75 ohm, unity gain outlets are desired.

2120

TYPE

2200 SYNC. SIGNAL GENERATOR: Provides all necessary RTMA sync.
blanking and drive signals plus linearity blanking, in either polarity,
for monoscope or studio camera operation.

TYPE

2300 MONOSCOPE: A "must" for checking linearity, resolution and
smear in TV receivers and video distribution facilities. Recommended for use with Type 2200 Sync -Generator.

1

Manufacturers of a Complete Line of TV Test Equipment

lT1C TQ1-fnstrumQnt Co.lnc.
50 PATERSON AVENUE

360
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N. J.

vers, Mass. Bulletin E-201 contains
four pages of engineering data on
the type 21YP4, a 21 -in. rectangular
picture tube of all -glass construction, and with a face plate of spherical shape. Other features of the
tube described are : low -voltage
electrostatic focus, single iontrap
gun design, external coating and
filter -glass face plate. Included in
the data sheets are mechanical and
electrical data, terminal connections
and dimensional diagrams. Bulletin
E-202, also containing four pages
of engineering data, gives the same
kind of information on the 21ZP4A
that features magnetic focusing.

Railroad Radio. Westinghouse
Electric Corp., Box 2099, Pittsburgh 3.0, Pa. The new heavy-duty
railroad radio equipment (type
FE) is described in the 8 -page
booklet B -5787-A. The booklet describes features of the equipment
that enable it to readily fulfill the
five basic needs of railroad radio
communication: (1) end to end;
(2) train to train; (3) wayside to
train; (4) dispatcher to any wayside or train; and (5) bridging
wire -line breaks in an emergency.
The electrical and mechanical description of the equipment includes
ratings, dimensions, weights and
power requirements.

Photoelectric Recorder Applications. General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y., has announced a
two-color bulletin on photoelectric
recorder applications. The fully
illustrated 12 -page publication,
GEA -5536, describes applications
of the recorder with seismology,
psychology, textile, metals, fatigue
and research testing equipment, as
May, 1953
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WEST - CAP
miniature CAPACITORS
to meet exacting
requirements

Use

'c4,0

PRECIOUS

METAL ALLOYS AND
Hermetically
sealed in metal case

COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES

Check these important features:
Positive hermetic sealing
Small physical size
Tab or ext. foil construction
Grounded or insulated sections
Designed and built to meet most
exacting requirements for:
I. Mechanical
3. Temperature
2. Electrical

4. Humidity

Send for complete catalog and
specifications
SAN FERNANDO
ELECIRiC MFG. CO.
Box 952
12900 Foothill Blvd., San Fernando, Calif.
Phone EMpire 1-8681

Offices: WASHINGTON, D.C.,
CHICAGO, DETROIT, N. Y.

Paliney *# 7, Ney -Oro G, Ney -Oro #28, and Ney #90 Alloy are precious
metal alloys developed in the laboratories of the J. M. Ney Company for the fabrication of contacts, brushes, wipers, slip rings, commutator segments, and similar
components used in precision control and instrumentation. Each alloy has specific
qualities which mean greater accuracy and prolonged instrument life, as well as
resistance to most corrosive industrial atmospheres.
Parts fabricated from Ney's Precious Metal Alloys are now components of instruments used in navigation, recording, computing, and many other devices. Consult
the Ney Engineering Department for assistance with your problems.
Reg. Trade Mark J. M. Ney Co

COMPANY 179 Elm Street, Hartford 1, Conn.
Specialists in Precious Metal Metallurgy Since 1812

THE J. M. NEY

GEARED FOR FAST DELIVERY

Simpler..`: faster,

ELECTRIC INSTRUMENT & CONTROL HEADQUARTERS

LOGARITHMIC
CONVERSION
with

Electro -Tech maintains one of the largest and most complete stocks in the country of electrical meters, instru-

a

ments and industrial control equipment-representing
over 250 top lines.

-/ab
r
LOGATEN
Ka

Yes, our warehouse Is bulging with standard

(Improved Models)

A

KAY-LAB Logatens are non-linear
attenuating networks whose output is
the logarithm of the input voltage.
New models afford larger dynamic
range, higher accuracy, and greater
stability. These units are suitable for
dynamic compression plotting logarithmic decay curves and many other
applications. High accuracy units are

M

8

FOR SPEED
Wire-Code RDL
Teletype-NY 1-290
7-4209

L
Aray/_ab

ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTS
KALBFELL LABORATORIES, INC.
1090 MORENA BLVD. P.O. BOX 1578
SAN DIEGO 10, CALIFORNIA
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Toggle Switches

Tachometers

Shunts (Electrical)

Transformers

Thermometers
Thermostats
Rectifiers
Rheostats
Timers

Meggers
Solenoid Valves

Relays

also available for incorporation in
logarithmic computer systems.

ELEC SION

Solenoids

Switchboard Meters
Micro Switches
Photo Electric Equipment

ce:rmea;1

Phone

- BArclay

stocks of

Counters
Panel Meters

Pyrometers

Multimeters

Oscilloscopes
and Laboratory Standard Instruments

In addition, we manufacture and stock Special

Test Equip-

ment
Electric Heating Units
Current Transformers
Pyrometers
Rectifiers.
Thermocouples

Our laboratory is available for repair work, rescaling, recalibration
and special calibration of your electrical and industrial instruments.
Often months are saved by resealing and calibrating stock instruments to your specifications.

CONSULT US ABOUT YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Industries
Buying Gulden
Our
GENERAL

CATALOG

E-17

FREE

55 LISPENARD ST., NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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an aid in the quick detection of
pipeline corrosion, and in development and machinability testing,
medical research, light-intensity
study and paper -machine-speed
measuring. A listing of the recorder's typical rating is included.

Shielding Rooms. Shielding, Inc.,
Riverside Park, N. J. An 8 -page
folder describes and illustrates the
Multi -Cell shielding rooms for r -f
interference suppression. Included
are typical applications, designs
available, construction details, attenuation characteristics, information on the measurement of shielding effectiveness and detail features
and advantages of the double shield, multiple -cell type of construction.

Preset Counters. Berkeley Scientific Division of Beckman Instruments Inc., 2200 Wright Ave.,

Leading Manufacturers Rely on
RPC for Quality and Quantity in Precision Resistors!
Within a few years RPC has attained a position of leadership in the
manufacture of precision wire wound resistors. This is no accident.
It is the result of STRINGENT control of quality-use of the finest available materials-test equipment and standards that are matched only by
a few outstanding laboratories.
RPC Precision Resistors meet Government specifications. They are
acceptable for all types of equipment-test instruments, electronic computers and scientific equipment. Requirements of JAN -R-93, MIL-R-93A
are fully met. Advcmced methods of production have made possible
large or small orders at reasonable cost with prompt delivery. Write
for catalog and helpful information about RPC's resistors.

ENGINEERING DATA
Government
Specification
RPC

Type

JAN -R93

1

Dimensions (Inch)

MIL-R93A

¡

Min

15/32
15/32

17/32
8

0.1
0.1

.160 Meg
.235

.650 Meg
1.0

.25
.25

.5
.5

5/8
5/8

17/32
5/8

0.1
0.1

.225
.330

1.0
1.5

.33
.33

.5
.5

.475
.700

2.0
3.0

.5
.5

1

5.0
10.0

.5

1
2

APB*
AGB*

RB10

AFC*

RB11
RB11

RB16
RB16

RB12
RB12

RB17
RB17

1
1

17/32
5/8

0.1
0.1

RB13
RB14

RB18
RB19

1-9/32
2-1/16

11/16
13/16

0.1
0.1

NOTE-Can

be

Suffix

JAN
or

Diameter

R615
RB15

AJS
ALP

Max. With Low
T. C. Alloy
.0015 Dia.
.001 Dia.

Length

131310

GC
AFF
AGF

Watts

Resistance (Ohms)

5/

furnished with 1-1/2' long

20 gauge

"W" after type denotes wire leads.

1.25
2.5

MIL

Comm'1

1

1

tinned wire leads instead of lug terminals.

Resistors described above only part of many types available.

RESISTANCE PRODUCTS CO.

HARRISBURG, PENNA.

714 RACE ST.

Precision Wire Wound
High Frequency
362
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High Voltage

High Megohm

Hermetically Sealed
Use post card on
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Richmond, Calif. A single -sheet
loose-leaf bulletin illustrates and
describes the series 5420 preset
counters that consist of an input
circuit, an electronic gate, cascaded
presettable decimal counting units
and output circuitry. A table of
specifications gives model number;
capacitance; input frequency, sensitivity and impedance; output information; power requirements; front
panel and overall dimensions ; and
prices.

Relays. Sterling Engineering Co.,
Laconia, N. H. Catalog No. 53 is
a 24-page two-color brochure that
presents in line drawing and general specifications a line of electrical relays and associated electronic components. Included are
ordering information, an illustrated
description of various types, general specifications and typical operating data.

Microwave Instruments. Douglas
Microwave Co., Inc., 338 E. 95th
St., New York 28, N. Y., presents
its complete line of precision microwave test equipment and component
parts in a 4 -page folder. The instruments herein described embody
the latest design improvements
and, where possible, are designed
for broadband applications. All
conducting surfaces of the units
covered are silver plated and rhodium flashed to insure permanent
May, 1953
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ELECTRONICS SALES AND
APPLICATION ENGINEERS
High -Frequency Heating, Microwave Communication,
V.H.F. Communication, Power -Line Carrier and
Military Communication and Radar Equipment
The expanding Electronics Division of Westinghouse has a number of desirable sales and application engineering positions open for men well qualified
in one or more of the above fields. These openings require technical graduates
with good personalities and business sense, men who like to meet people and
work with them on a broad range of equipment application problems rather
than specializing in a narrow field of design. Previous technical sales experience is desirable but not necessary.
Permanent positions are available at Headquarters (Baltimore) as well as in
various sales offices throughout the country. The latter positions generally
require training at Headquarters for a period depending on previous experi-

gt,

Resistance values
to 13,000 ohms/inch

...higher

ence.
All these positions offer top pay, commensurate with ability and experience,
with excellent opportunity for advancement on merit. They carry the usual
generous employe benefits offered by Westinghouse-low-cost group life and
hospitalization insurance, an excellent retirement plan, graduate study opportunities and paid vacations. Re-location allowances will be made by the
Company.

in

special units

Send resume of qualifications to:

Manager, Industrial Relations, Dept.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation

CK

109 West Lombard St.

Baltimore 1, Md.

e

,Jhere

id

A[wavs One eLafer in every

BODNAR INDUSTRIES,

2iefl

Inc.

leads in the field of

TRANSILLUMINATED PLASTIC LIGHTING PLATES

1/z" Diam. for strokes up to 3"
3/4" Diam. for strokes over 3"

Performance
BECAUSE OF Quality
Uniformity
Design & Layout "Know -How Service"
Quantity Production Promptly

Dual element construction

NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME...a rugged

NEW YORK -19 Railroad Ave., New Rochelle (Home Office)
TEXAS
-Jefferson Tower Building, Dallas
CALIFORNIA -11056 Cumpston St., N. Hollywood
-313 Montreal Trust Bldg., 67 Yonge St., Toronto
CANADA
DEMONSTRATION

PANEL MIL -P-7788

(AN -P-89)

Sent on

Letterhead

Request

Potentiometer that will give long,
noise -free performance when subjected to vibration, dither and other
environmental conditions.

J

WIRE FORMING
SPECIALISTS

i

Precision Parts to meet your

Production and Engineering needs
From .002" dia. to .129" dia. Radic
tube parts-Stampings-Drawings
Modern facilities, high -production
equipment.

Absolute precision linearity
with clear, sharp signal, because

the Humphrey unit is exclusive
in internal design. It is fully
tested and has been qualified
for use in many military applications. Humphrey design service is available to meet your
speéial requirements.
Also available are Humphrey Rate
and Free Gyros and Accelerometers.

Special Potentiometers Custom-built.
WRITE OUR NEAREST OFFICE, DEPT.

ES

Metal Crystal Holder Parts
Send sketch or print for quotation.
PIX MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.

SCIENTIFIC CO.
1430 Grande Vista Ave., los Angeles 23, Calif.
25 Stillman Street, San Francisco 7, California
1915 1st Avenue, South, Seattle 4, Washington

24-A Bedford St., Newark 3, N. J.
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high conductivity. Detailed specifications concerning the catalog
items listed are available.
Audio Equipment. Audio & Video
Products Corp., 730 Fifth Ave.,
New York 19, N. Y., has released
a new 4 -page illustrated catalog
with detailed specifications and
prices on, the complete line of
Ampex recording equipment and
audio accessories handled by the
company. Included is the new
playback that allows up to 8 hours
continuous play with automatic
reversal. The catalog also announces
pre-recorded music-on -tape for use
with these machines.

Electronic Controls in Business.
Worner Electronic Devices, Rankin,
Ill. In a new booklet the use of
electronic controls in business is
described in easy -to-understand language. It illustrates and simplifies
understanding of electric -eye supervision of automatic production
operations, packaging, sorting, inspecting, rejection, lighting, safety
and property protection. Ask for
"How to Use Fotoelectric Systems
in Your Business."

Unusual

Applications

Dewpoint Measuring Equipment.
General Electric Co., Schenectady
5, N. Y. A new 8 -page two-color
bulletin on dewpoint measuring
equipment for continuous accurate
indication and recording of dewpoint temperature in a gas stream
has been announced. The booklet
(GEC-588A) contains photographs
and diagrams of the dewpoint indicator and recorder; gives applications, descriptions and operation
principles; and provides a chart
showing the relation between dew point and moisture content of gases.

demand

GTC
Transformers
Parmak Electric Fencers are
guaranteed to perform exactly
as represented. This emphasizes the need for "GTC"

Transformers which will
meet the most rigid requirements.
If your application is unusual or standard, we suggest you consider "GTC"

- proven

transformers
where maximum performance is essential.
1Ve

The illustrated,
a typical "GTC"
product, ís used
in the Parmak
Electric Ferner...

welcome your inquiries.

GENERAL TRANSFORMER COMPANY
serving industry since 1928

18240 Harwood Avenue, Homewood, Illinois
(Suburb of Chicago)
364
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Components.
Deflection -Circuit
Radio Corp. of America, Harrison,
N. J. Form No. CTV-1016 is a
16 -page booklet that supplies technical information on deflectioncircuit components for the type
6198 Vidicon-the new small camera tube for industrial tv applications. Used in the recommended
circuits shown in the booklet, these
components feature characteristics
that provide good sweep linearity,
high deflection sensitivity, efficient
coupling between circuits, proper
focusing and accurate alignment of
the electron beam.
May, 1953
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High Sensitivity

..

Logarithmic

AC VOLTMETER

The

50 MICRO VOLTS TO 500 VOLTS
MODEL 47 VOLTMETER

Inside

Story Is

SELF-CONTAINED
ALL AC OPERATED UNIT
An extremely sensitive amplifier type instrument that
serves simultaneously as e
voltmeter and high gain

Always

"Quality"

amplifier.
Accuracy ±2% from 15
cycles to 30 kc.

Input impedance

meg-

1

ohm plus 15 auf. shunt

capacity.

Amplifier

Gain

When the carton

23000

is

PHALG... the inside story
Also MODEL 45
WIDE BAND
VOLTMETER
.0005 to 500 Volts!
5 Cycles
1600 kc
Output indicator

marked

always

is

quality!
The most graphic endorsement

A few of the many uses:
Gain and frequency measurements for all
for microphones of all
types of audio equipment.

types.
Low level phonograph pickups.
Acceleration and other vibration measuring

Densitometric measurements in photography
and film production.
Light flux measurements in conjunction with
photo cells.

pickups.
Sound level measurements.

of this claim

is

the steadily increasing

number of PHALO cartons and spools
being shipped daily!

Write for Complete Information

90 MA

Instrument Electronics Corp.

STREET

PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y.

Phalon Hook-up Wire

Phalotube 300 Ohm
Television
Transmission Line

2uaiiist

COIL

No matter how you figure: If you need
:ustom-made coils tailored to your own
special requirements, Dario is your answer.
Furthermore, if you require these coils specially treated, Deno is your answer. If you
insist on coils that will be perfect in performance and free
from any possible defection,
Deno, long experienced in the
up
manufacture of a wide variety
of coils, is your answer.
Also, Transformers Made to Order

COIL Pe4jectioss

2epeoida4iiiie
vemaidae

COIL

+ COIL

It all ADDS
Form Wound

Paper Section
Acetate Bobbin
Molded Coils
Bakelite Bobbin
Cotton Interweave
Coils for High
Temperature
Applications

to

Phalocorn Shielded
Communication Cable

DINO COILS

THE

DUO ELECTRIC

Pholocord Cord Sets

Phalo-X

CO.

Custom -Made Cables

MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN.

ELECTRONICALLY REGULATED

D.C. CONSTANT CURRENT
POWER SUPPLIES

Ask for the new 46 -page
illustroted PHALO CATALOG

RACK MOUNTING MODELS

OUTPUT CURRENT

105-125 V, 60c Input
OUTPUT CURRENT MAY BE SET AT
ANY VALUE BETWEEN 0.2 AND 50
M.A. D.C. INCLUSIVE.
LOAD VOLTAGE VARIES BETWEEN
0-150V. MODEL 1A -R IS CONSTANT
WITHIN 1%, MODEL 1B -R WITHIN
0.1%.

IS

HELD

CONSTANT AS LOAD VARIES

PHALO PLASTICS CORPORATION
OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE

CORNER OF COMMERCIAL

Write Dept. 102 for Literoture

Thermoplostic Insulated W,re

ST

(oblii

WORCESTER
Cord Sets

and

MASS.
Tubing

AS
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OTHER DEPARTMENTS

featured for this issue:
Edited by WILLIAM G. ARNOLD

DuMont Completes Expansion Plans
plant for the
manufacture of cathode-ray instruments for industrial and defense
use is planned in March by Allen
B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc. The
Instrument Division plant, located
in Clifton, N. J., adjoins DuMont's
cathode-ray tube manufacturing
plant and the company's main
OPENING of a new

offices.

In the new plant, the division will
be provided with 75,750 sq ft of
production and office space equipped
with many modern facilities for
production and development of
cathode-ray instruments. The plant
has a total area of 118,000 sq ft.
The remaining 43,000 sq ft will
allow for future expansion. Meanwhile it will be used for storage and
shipping by several of the company's divisions.
The move of the division to its
new quarters will make possible a

R1í1)

major expansion of the Television
Transmitter Division of the company, which has shared its facilities
with the Instrument Division. The
resulting space will allow transmitter production facilities to be
doubled and it will permit the
division to increase and speed up its
production of both uhf and vhf
television transmitters and associated equipment and take care of
the increased demand for high power amplifiers for tv stations.
Present production of new Du Mont television transmitter equipment is at a record level, according
to Stanley F. Patten, vice-president.
Shipments of transmitters in 1952
increased 200 percent over 1951.
New sales of equipment rose accordingly. With the increased facilities, the division expects to expand
its production at the same rate
during 1953.

DC AST ENGINEERS KEEP

Page
Electrons At Work

196

Production Techniques

256

New Products

302

New Books

397

Backtalk

413

Bendix Names Hyland
To Top Engineering Post

ITP ON AUDIO

Lawrence A. Hyland
ELECTION of

Lawrence A. Hyland,

who discovered the principle of
radar detection of aircraft, as vicepresident in charge of engineering
of Bendix Aviation Corp. was announced by Malcolm P. Ferguson,

New audio laboratory excites interest of broadcasters attending RCA Victor's
15th technical television training course. Milton Hutt explains latest professional
tape recording equipment to group of visiting engineers including (left to right)
R. Morris Pierce. WDOL, Cleveland, Ohio; Jack C. Greenfield, Naval Photographic
Center, Anacostia, D. C.; George Levin, Signal Corps Pictorial Center, Long island,
N. Y.: Harold J. Kratzert, WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y.; George Hooper, WIBG,
Philadelphia, Pa.: and Welton M. Roy and John Carroll. both of WHBQ, Memphis,
Tenn.
366

president.
Mr. Hyland, who has been in
charge of B.endix research with
headquarters in Detroit, will have
over-all supervision of the company's $50-million -a-year engineering program carried forward by an
engineering department of approximately 6,000. He founded the Radio
Research Co., which became affiliated with Bendix in 1935. In 1937
he became general manager of radio
operations for Bendix, and has been
a vice-president since 1949.
In 1950 Mr. Hyland received the
May,
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SEALED
HERMASEAL KTIO SPL. GERMANIUM

HERMASEAL HA3T TRANSISTOR

ACTUAL

are

ENCLOSURE

BASE

SIZE

IN PRODUCTION

at Hermaseal
Let Hermaseal help you with your

transistor mounting and protection
problems. Our pioneering in the development and mass production of
bases and sealed containers for solid
state devices has reached the point
where we are now able to supply them
in quantity to additional customers.
We have solved many of the problems
connected with mounting and heat and
humidity protection of germanium
diodes, point -contact transistors, and

junction transistors for a wide variety
of applications.
Hermaseal production and development include smaller, closer tolerance
hermetic seals with vastly improved
performance characteristics. In addition we are working with new glasses
and metal alloys.

Our development and production experience are at your service. Send
specifications and sketches of your
transistor applications to Hermaseal.

THE HERMASEAL COMPANY, INC.
1101

LAFAYETTE ST.

ELKHART 10, INDIANA

Phone 2-3774
ELECTRONICS
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Navy's highest civilian honor,
the Distinguished Public Service
Award, for his "great service to
science and to the welfare of the
U. S. through his early contribution
to the development of radar." During experiments for the Naval Research Laboratory in 1931, he observed and proved that radio waves
can be used to locate aircraft in
flight.
The new Bendix engineering
chief is credited with more than 40
inventions, including the radio shielded spark plug which, by
clearing up interference, made possible modern aircraft communications. He also developed the Navy
radio wing loop direction finder.

Graham Appointed Head
Of ASA Electronics
Virgil M. Graham,
director of technical relations,
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., as
chairman of the communications
and electronic division of the electrical standards board of the American Standards Association was recently announced. Because of this
position, Mr. Graham becomes also
vice-chairman of the electrical
standards board, the group responsible for the administration of the
standardization work of the ASA
in the electrical and electronics
APPOINTMENT of

fields.

In his position as chairman of the
communications and electronics division, Mr. Graham will assist in

Sprague Appoints
Technical Assistant

Magnavox Names Sanders
Chief TV Engineer
JOHN A. RANKIN,

has been appointed
to the newly created post of technical assistant to the president at
Sprague Electric Co., it was announced by Julian K. Sprague,
president. Mr. Podolsky was formerly manager of field engineering.
Among his responsibilities in this
new post will be that of consultant
LEON PODOLSKY

director of en-

gineering of the Magnavox Company, announces the appointment of
Robert W. Sanders as chief television engineer. Mr. Sanders was
formerly general manager of the
television division of the D. J.
Roesch Company, manufacturer of
Douglas Remote Control Television.
Prior to that, he was chief television
engineer of the Hoffman Radio

Frank R. Norton, formerly chief
engineer of radar and television for
Magnavox, is now chief radar
engineer.
Virgil M. Graham

the standardization work of ASA
in the fields of television, radio and
allied industries. He also serves as
technical advisor on electron tubes
to the U.S. National Committee of
the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC).
Mr. Graham is active in promoting increased standardization in
the electron tube industry throughout the world. In 1952 he was a
member of the United States delegation to the annual meeting of the
IEC in Scheveningen, Holland.
Mr. Graham is associate director
of the engineering department of
the RTMA and chairman of the
Joint Electron Tube Engineering

38

field engineering problems,
supervision of the Sprague carrier current development program, and
representation of the company in
national trade association and international standards work.
Carroll G. Killen succeeds Mr.
Podolsky as manager of field engineering. In this position, Mr.
Killen's duties include the training,
supervision and direction of all
company field engineers.
on

Corp.

Robert W. Sanders

Leon Podolsky

Council.

Emerson Expansion
Plans Move Ahead
GROUND breaking ceremonies marking the start of construction of a
new building, expanding the Jersey
City manufacturing plant of Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp.
were attended by the mayor of the
city and Benjamin Abrams, president of the company.
The new 3 -story structure will
add 100,000 sq ft to the 470,000 sq
ft of the present three buildings
comprising Emerson's Jersey City
manufacturing plant. Construction
May, 1953
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iREO/i781
A NALOG

COMPUTER

Typical Computer Installation

new chassis design-each chassis formed in a U -shape
effecting an unusually compact ar-angement of components and providing the facilities -or extremely efficient
cooling.

Compatibility with other makes of analog computing equipment which allows the precision components of this system to he used with other manufacturers' systems.

new high gain, low drift, contact stabilized d -c amplifier with outstanding accuracy, frequency response and

new high quality patch board assembly, using an 1800
position pre -patch panel made of metal to avoid leakages between terminals and to improve overall computer accuracy.

(optional) for seLcting and setting an

All computing resistors and capacitors contained in an
oven to maintain them at a constant temperature to in-

A

A

output power characteristics.
A

new system

attenuator to a value within approximately ± .005% by
depressing the keys of an adding machine type keyboard.

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

,rcedisraea

A

sure reliable and accurate performance.
Centralized operation of the entire computer from a control console providing maximum ease of operation and
flexibility in the use of the system plus minimizing the
cost of expansion.

Long Branch, New Jersey
Send for complete data
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vnerancfrr//
the New BERKELEY
MICROSECOND

TIME INTERVAL METER
e

if(Jde/ 37.1()

P.cleel%Qn:

Model 5120 provides direct reading of
between
any
two events, in increments of one
time
elapsed
maximum
of 1 second. Accuracy is ± 1
to
a
microsecond,
microsecond, ± crystal stability (3 parts in 106) It consists of
a power supply, a 1 megacycle crystal oscillator, an electronic
gate with start -stop channels for external control, and six cascaded BERKELEY decimal counting units. The first event
"pulse" opens gate, passing 1 megacycle time base signal to
counting units. Second event "pulse" closes gate; elapsed time
is displayed in microseconds. Input pulses may be either polarity; attenuators permit selection of optimum amplitude. Standard modifications are available to supply marker pulses from
slowly changing wave forms to actuate start -stop channels, to
extend range and accuracy by factor of 10, to extend total range
to 1,000,000 seconds, or to permit use as an electronic counter.
.

Qe

: Simplicity of operation and ease of reading
make the Model 5120 ideal for both production line and laboratory
use for relay and switch timing, accurate measurements of viscosity,
elasticity, low frequencies, rates of motion, timing of photographic
components, duration of light flashes, and many other applications.

RANGE: 3 microseconds to 1 second
ACCURACY:
crystal
1 microsecond,

±

±

POWER REQUIREMENTS: 117 v.

(±

stability

parts in 108).
10%), 50-60 cycles, 175 watts.
(3

INPUT SIGNALS:
START-STOP CHANNELS: Min. signal 5 v. peak; min. rate

SPECIFICATIONS

of change 20 v., either polarity.
PHOTO CHANNEL: 50 mv. peak sensitivity,
1, 10 and 100 attenuation range.

COUNTER INPUT:

1

v. peak

direct coupled.

sensitivity.

SOCKET: Ground; 6.3 v. a.c., 2 a.; 250 v., 20 ma;
-I- 100 v., 10 ma; -105 v., 5 ma. external reset.
DIMENSIONS, NET WT.: 203Ya" wide x 19" high x 15" deep; 110 lbs.
ACCESSORY

PRICE (F.O.B. RICHMOND): Model 5120, $995.

M-10

For complete information, please request Bulletin 105

Bwihelee Scieelipc,
division of BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS INC.
2200 WRIGHT AVENUE

RICHMOND, CALIFORNIA
OF INFORMATION"

"DIRECT READING DIGITAL PRESENTATION
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of the new building is expected to be
completed September 1st.
Mr. Abrams advised that the
company's program for expanded
manufacturing and administrative
facilities will permit an increase of
employment of 2,000 additional
factory and office personnel, bringing Emerson's employment to a
total of 5,000 in the near future.
The increase in manufacturing
space and manpower is being made
to expedite the manufacturing program for defense electronic equip-

ment for the government.
The company has also acquired
the building at 524 West 23rd St.,
New York City. When redesign
work is completed this 140,000-sqft building will contain all administrative divisions, as well as the
engineering division and research
and development laboratories, now
located in the Port of New York
Authority Building in New York
City. The space at the Port building
will be utilized to expand manufacturing facilities for government
electronic defense equipment.

Auto -Lite Builds
Electronics Plant
ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE
Company's
new $2 million plant in Toledo for
which ground was broken in March
will produce an electronic product
for the armed forces, according to
reports. The plant will employ up to
1,000 persons and will contain
225,000 sq ft of floor area.

Maedel Elected President
Of RCA Institutes
of George F. Maedel as
president of RCA Institutes, Inc.,
was announced by Brig. General
David Sarnoff, chairman of the
board of RCA. Mr. Maedel, vicepresident and general superintendent of RCA's technical school since
1948, succeeds Major General
George L. Van Deusen, (USA, Ret.)
who retired on March 1. General
Van Deusen, Commandant of the
Eastern Signal Corps Training
Center during World War II, served
as head of the Institutes since
October, 1944.
Mr. Maedel joined RCA Institutes
in 1933 as the first instructor of
ELECTION
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BREW

BIRNBACH5tecemetee

DELAY LINES
Flexible type
delay from

.1

to 2 usec.

Here at Brew, complete design
and manufacturing facilities
.
plus real cooperation
. gives
you the flexible delay lines you
want .
delivered on schedule.

..

SPECIFICATIONS: To military
specifications. Delay .1 to 2 usec.
Tol. ± .05 usec. Z 1200 ohms
±15%. Hermetically sealed, non nutrient construction. Available
in cans.

COMPONENT
-

speed operations, by speciCut production costs
your reliable Source of Supply
fying BIRNBACH
for all requirements in Radio, Television, and Electronic Components, Accessories, Wire and Cables.

COMPLETE

WAREHOUSE STOCKS

FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

Govt. Spec. Hookup

Wire
JAN -C-76 SRIR-SRHV
Plastic
WL -Extruded Nylon
Jacket

Aircraft Wire-Nylon

Jacket
Send today for
. or send us
your requirements.

data

..

105° C. UL Approved
JAN -C-76 WL -Glass
Braid

Multiconductor Rubber
Covered Cables,
shielded, unshielded
Tinned and Bare Wire

e

Magnet Wire
Heavy Formvar Wire
Vinyl Extruded and
Radio Grade Tubing
Shielded Wires
Insulated Hardware
Plugs, Jacks,
Sockets
Test Leads, Switches

Insulators, Steatite

and Ceramic
Terminal Strips

k

-``,

Quality Products
for the Electronics Industries since 1923

BREW
RICHARD D. BREW
and Company, Inc.
106 Concord Ave., Belmont 78, Mass.

BIRNBACH

AIPAIMMK

BIRNBAcH

RADIO CO.

I.

145 HUDSON ST REET
NEW

YORK

I3,

N.

WRITE FOR
CATALOG 53-E

Y.

A NEW RACK -MOUNTING

5"BASIC SCOPE

A new

5" rack mounted basic oscilloscope

of high quality parts and design.
input with blanking post.
Potted power transformer.
2,200 volt anode supply for short,
medium and long persistence screens.
Astigmatism control on panel.
1/4" lucite safety glass and grating.
Flanged bezel for scope cameras.
Mu metal C. R. tube shield.
Standard 8%/4"x19" rack panel in black
or grey engraved crackle.
Push -Pull

All high quality parts and workmanship ore
used in this excellent indicating unit. Balanced input signal connections are at rear
of C. R. tube with low capacity leads. Furnished with 5UP1, 5UP7 or 5UP11 as requested. Available for immediate delivery.

If it is important for your transmitting
and receiving equipment to stay "on
the beam"-always, regardless of atmospheric extremes and rough handling-be sure to specify Standard

Piezo Crystals. They're built to take
it. Send for our completely illustrated
catalog or submit your problems to
our engineers for recommendations.

Manufactured by

TINKER & RASOR
San Gabriel, California

P.O. Box 281

ELECTRON ICS

-
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JOHNSON :variable inductors

the mathematics department. He
was transferred to the radio-frequency department in 1936 and
four years later was appointed
chief instructor. In 1944, Mr.
Maedel became assistant superintendent and in 1947 was appointed
superintendent. During the following year, he was elected vice-president and general superintendent.

Du Mont Promotes
Three Engineers
T. CAVANAGH, Kenneth A.
Hoagland and Eric Pohle were recently advanced by Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories, Inc.
ROBERT

.

To meet the needs of RF power equipment manufacturers, JOHNSON builds a most
diverse line of variable inductors. These range
from 3 to 50 amperes current capacity, inductance to 300 microhenries in standard types.
Characteristics of all models are: high frequency
insulation grade L4 or better, low contact resistance, rigid construction. Two typical examples of JOHNSON variable inductors are:

224-2-1
Variable inductor for high power
applications. Winding is 1/2"
copper tubing rated to 50 amperes current.

Inductance con-

tinuously variable to 16.5 micro.
henries. Spring loaded silver
plated roller contact permits
adjustment with full power applied. Insulators are glass bonded mica; cast aluminum end
frames are slotted to minimize
Eddy current losses. Overall dimensions: length 21/8", width 9", height 9". Available in eight standard models,
maximum inductances 10 thru 110 microhenries. Variations from standard units
such as special inductances, dual inductors for push-pull applications can be readily
furnished in production quantities.

229-201
watt
#14 tinned cop-

10 microhenry rotary inductor For 100

applications. Winding

is

per wire with variable pitch for efficient
extended frequency range. Beryllium copper tension springs maintain rolling contact. Overall size: length 41/2", width 21/2",
height 3". Other inductors in the same
series utilizing #12 and #16 tinned copper
windings, maximum inductance 37 to 300
microhenries.

addition to these illustrated types, the JOHNSON line includes many other
variable and fixed inductors for low, medium and high power applications. Fixed
variable coupling
inductors are available with single or multiple windings, fixed or
windings and with electrostatic shields.
In

For further information on all types of JOHNSON inductors, write for
catalog 973-yours on request.

E. F.

JOHNSON COMPANY

CAPACITORS, INDUCTORS, SOCKETS, INSULATORS, PLUGS, JACKS, DIALS, AND PILOT LIGHTS

226
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SECOND AVENUE SOUTHWEST

WASECA, MINNESOTA
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Robert T. Cavanagh

Mr. Cavanagh was appointed to
the position of assistant director
of research. The promotion follows
a leave of absence of 18 months
from the Research Division, during
which time he served as chief engineer of the Receiver Division. He
joined Du Mont as a research engi-

neer in 1947.
Mr. Hoagland has been named
chief engineer of the Cathode -Ray
Tube Division of DuMont. He was
formerly assistant engineering
manager of the Tube Division and
succeeds Alfred Y. Bentley, recently
named chief engineer of DuMont's
Television Receiver Division. Mr.
Hoagland, with DuMont for 12
years, is credited with developing
the DuMont bent gun used in
cathode-ray tubes and the DuMont
selfocus picture tube. For the past
eight years, he has been directing
DuMont's design and development
engineers in producing many of the
DuMont developments in the tube
field.

Eric Pohle has been named as May,

1953-
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WANTED

ELECTRIC
I'ROOYCTIMETERS

Television AntennasVHF andlor

"CS" and "Y"

UHF-

ELECTRIC PRODUCTIMETERS

all electric
counting requirements

The answer to

or Related Electronic
Products for

Manufacture
and Distribution

by

a

Large,

Nationally Known
Electronics

Manufacturer

with Complete
National

...

..

.
Two Sizes
Two Companion Counters
Totally Enclosed
Hi -Speed
Long Life
Accurate

...

...

Speeds of 1000 counts per minute. Both
counters give maximum readability. Design fits all mounting conditions . . .
panel mounting or base mounting. Hardened steel working parts for long life
and dependability.
New type case for compactness,

Write for
..New

Electrics
Bulletin

...

rigidity, and protection against dust and
moisture conditions. Operate accurately
over wide current fluctuations.

DURANT MANUFACTURING CO.
1912 N. Buffum St.
Milwaukee 1, Wis.

112 Orange St.
Providence 3, R. I.
Representatives in Principal Cities

pRODVCTI M ETE RS
l ea4.401 etieizethett9i
SINCE 1879

Distribution Facilities.
UNIFORMITY

ATTRACTIVE ROYALTY
CAN BE ARRANGED

DEPENDABILITY

SERVICE

ECONOMY

in SPECIAL FASTENERS
weed WESTFIELD METAL PRODUCTS

all Q

.

WHAT
HAVE YOU
TO OFFER?

* MATERIAL S-Steel,
stainless steel,
aluminum.

bronze

brass,

and

* CAPACITY-From
3/16"
including 1-1/16"
hexagon to and
hexagon
across flats, from
1/16" thick to and including

3/" thick.

* THREADincluding
SIZES-From #2
/e"

up

diameters,
to and
any pitches desired.

SEAi

WRITE
AT ONCE

MI-EN/SHED
AND
PECIAL IL LEDNUTSNDARD
HERA
SQVA

EDNVTS SPECIAL

SCRE

PRDDVC

ADDRESS:

SACHINE

BOX 1247
MAGNOLIA PARK STATION
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

PLAT
TREATING-, N:

Write to Dept. A
for NEW
ILLUSTRATIVE

WESTFIELD METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
WESTFIELD,

FOLDER
ELECTRONICS
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EMC
EMC

1 1P
11A

CYCLOHM 3700
CYCLOHM

2500

EMC
and CYCLOHM
FRACTIONAL
HORSEPOWER
MOTORS

4

Kenneth A. Hoagland

sistant engineering manager of the
CrCLOHM 2900

EMC

100
a

\

i7

EMC

Cathode -Ray Tube Division of Du Mont. Mr. Pohle, who has been with
DuMont since 1941, was head of the
division's product engineering section. In his new post he will supervise and direct product engineering
operations of the model shops.

RCA Buys Continental
Can Plant in Ohio

700

THE RCA Victor Division of RCA

used extensively by the electronics industry
A list of our customers in the
Electronics Industry includes many

Universal and Direct Current

leading manufacturers-Philco, RCA,
Federal Tel. & Tel, Collins Radio,
Magnecord, Hazeltine Labs, Presto Tape
Recording Co., and many more.
Yes, EMC and CYCLOHM

fractional

1/1000 to 1/2 h.p.

Shaded Pole 1/2000 to 1/15 h.p.

Induction types 1/1400 to 1/4 h.p.

h. p.

motors are used by leading companies for
hundreds of applications. If you have an

application for fractional h. p. motors,
check with us on your requirements.
Write today for our catalog or
better yet, ask to see a Howard
representative.
HOWARD INDUSTRIES, INC.
DIVISIONS:

ANC ELECTRIC

RACINE, WIS_

MOTOR CORP.

CYCLOHM MOTOR CORP.
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announced the acquisition of the
Cambridge, Ohio plant of the
Continental Can Co. for the manufacture of fabricated parts for
phonographs and for the assembly
of record changers. The plant facilities formerly were used for the
manufacture of plastic materials.
The work of equipping the plant
for its new activities will begin immediately. It is expected that it
will be in production by July 1,
according to Henry G. Baker, vicepresident in charge of the RCA
Victor Home Instrument Department, which will operate the plant.
Between 300 and 400 men and
women are expected to be employed
there. The new plant provides about
135,000 sq ft of floor space on a
12 -acre tract of land.

Schulz Advances at
Armour Research
THE PROMOTION of Elmer H. Schulz
to act as the director of research

at Armour Research Foundation of
May, 1953
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Illinois Institute of Technology was
announced by Haldon A. Leedy,
director.
Dr. Schulz, who is 39, will direct
the research and development activities of more than 850 scientists
and engineers at the foundation.
His former post was manager of the
physics and electrical engineering
division. In 1951 he was president
of the National Electronics Conference and in 1948 was chairman
of the Chicago section of the IRE.
Currently, he is vice-president of
the Chicago Radio Engineers Club.

Ruggedly Designed
for Dependable,
Heavy -Duty Operation
TECH LABS

SOLENOID

GE Plans West Coast

OPERATED

Tube Warehouse
Tube Department announced plans for a new
electronic tube warehouse in Los
Angeles to meet what was termed
a major expansion of the far west
electronics market.
The 25,000-sq-ft building will be
built to GE specifications and occupied by GE under a long-term
lease.
GENERAL ELECTRIC'S

When operating conditions demand a solenoid
switch that will stand up
under the most rugged

Motorola Appoints
Angus MacDonald

requirements, always

choose Tech Laboratories
Solenoid Switches. These
multi -pole units are built
to "take it" and are designed and produced to

vice-president in
charge of the communications and
electronics division of Motorola,
Inc., has announced the appointment of Angus A. MacDonald to the
position of assistant chief engineer
DANIEL E. NOBLE,

meet your individual
requirements.

According to your specifications you can get:
Remote push-button operation,
with or without manual reset.
Single or dual direction operation.
Single, or up to 8 decks.
Single pole to 4 poles per deck.
Two contacts up to several hundred contacts per deck.
Shorting or non -shorting.
Ceramic or phenolic insulation.
Load capacities up to 10 Amp. -120 Volts AC (depending on number of contacts).
Long, trouble -free service life.

Angus A. MacDonald

in charge of two-way radio development.
In this position, Mr. MacDonald
ELECTRONICS

-
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Information on these and our additional line of
motor operated switches is yours for the asking
Write today for complete catalog.
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Manufacturers of Precision Electrical Resistance Instruments
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miniature
damped control motor
type 17 ID....

pf 1102_8
SER, No 4.00
¡gJ4r, NEWyaQk

, *S
1

r
i

...for

U. S. Wire & Cable

Moves Into New Plant
THE U. S. WIRE & CABLE CORP.

has

moved into a new, modern plant in
Union, N. J., A. J. Sequeria, president of the firm announced recently.
The firm was formerly located in
Newark, N. J. The plant with

servo and

instrument applications
SERVOMECHANISMS, Inc. Type 171D2-8 is
a balanced 2 -phase, 26 -volt, 5500 -RPM,

FEATURES OF

400 -cycle damped induction motor
employing a drag cup and an axially

DAMPED
CONSTRUCTION

adjustable magnet to achieve velocity
damping. This design provides for variable and smooth linear velocity damping
and lower operating temperature. The
desired degree of viscous damping is
achieved by operating setscrew
adjustment.

DESIGN
INCLUDE
Cogless Damping

Zero Residual Noise
Signal

;.*

Constant Damping

U. S. Wire

Lower Inertia

-damped induction control
motor 1712-8 of 8,000 RPM is also

The non

..
t:'1,
\

Write to Depf..CLO-3
for specific information
on motors.

rS/

&

Cable plant

glass brick exterior will permit the
firm to triple its production. Mr.
Sequeria stated that the firm would
continue its heavy schedule of production for the government and expand its commercial wire output to
better serve the trade.

Lower Cost

available.

Westinghouse Makes
Two Appointments

OTHER INSTRUMENT MOTORS
Hysteresis Synchronous design, Type
I7H1-8 for 26 volts and Type 19H for 115
volts in speeds of 8,000, 12,000, and

24,000 RPM are available for various
applications. Special windings and external shaft configuration can be provided

f°

SERV(1

WESTBURY, L. L, N.

EL

SEGUNDO, CAL.,
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veteran of 31
years service with Westinghouse,
has been appointed assistant manager of application engineering of
the Electronic Tube Division. In his
new position, Mr. Rydberg will
assist in directing application engineering developments and pre VERNE G. RYDBERG, a

ISMS
INC.

Y.

on request.

376

heads a group of design engineers
in the development of mobile twoway radio equipment for use in the
public safety, land transportation,
industrial and related fields. This
equipment is designed to operate in
the 25-50, 152-174 and 450-470
megacycle bands.
Mr. MacDonald has also been appointed to serve on the committee
on land mobile services of RTMA.
Other Motorola engineers appointed
to RTMA committees are Fred
Hilton, manager of Motorola's
transmitter development section to
serve on the RTMA transmitter
subcommittee, and James Clark,
manager of the receiver development section to the receiver subcommittee of the RTMA.

NEW CASSEL, N

Y
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SWEEPMASTER
Sweep Frequency Generators

give you these

outstanding advantages
Frequency Marker with an accuracy independent of Sweep Width. Inserted after
external detection, it eliminates erroneous
interpretation-eliminates possibility of undesirable transient distortion or limiting actions. The Marker is adjustable in amplitude and, after adjustment, remains independent oir other controls.

Envelope is the same as

..

.

that indicated

for

by

the Internal Monitor.

precise

A simple switching operation to permit
examination of either Envelope of the Swept

circuitry

Frequency Signal.

Durable, compact, lightweight Output and
Detector Probes, either of which con be detached easily and replaced by cables having
standard connectors.

An ottenuator whose performance is free
of Frequency, assuring you that the Output

There are many reasons
why Industry specifies
ADVANCE RELAYS: They

SPECIFICATIONS
RF

MODEL
SM

IU

volt RMS

150 KC to 14 MC
150 KC to 20 MC

500 KC to 75 MC
FLATNESS: Less thon

0.1 volt RMS

150 KC to 20 MC

1

500 KC to 50 MC
500 KC to 75 MC

are

1

0.2 volt RMS

MC

KC to 14

and Civilian requirements-many types have
AN approval-many are
hermetically sealed-all

FREQUENCY
MARKER

i

500 KC to 50 MC

100

I

SM II
SM

1

CONTINUOUS
ADJUSTMENT

TERMINATION

FREQUENCY

meet or surpass Military

SWEEPWIDTH

OUTPUT

50 ohm *

CENTER

100 KC to 14 MC

I

I

I

DB

'

If you have relay problems
involving contact loads,

MANUFACTURERS ENGINEERING & EQUIPMENT CORP.
Hatboro, Pa.
15 Mill Road

AUDIO GEN.
KIT

y29So

T.V.

ALIGN

R.

F.

$39e

differential, timing
features, input sources,
critical environment or any
particular requirements
involving unusual or
accurate circuit behavior,

SIGNAL

$1950
KIT

SCOPE

5435

BUILD
YOUR

TEST EQUIPMENT

GEN. KIT

coil resistances, close

GEN. KIT

AI

e
e
r

ADVANCE can supply
the relay.

>K

risi*

.

yy

A complete line of relays

for radar, radio, electronic
and electrical equipment
applications.
SIGNAL

.VIA. TRACER KIT

52250

Write for new, descriptive
Catalog containing

Heathkits are completely engineered instruments supplied unassembled. Every
kit goes together smoothly and easily.

All drilling, punching,

and painting has
already been done for you. All parts are

furnished and are of highest quality.

'f

Detailed construction manual shows
clearly where each wire and part goes
and tells exactly how to build the kit.
Write for free catalog.

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER KIT

sM!

detailed information about
ADVANCE Relays
and facilities.

BATTERY

ELIMINATOR

Ì

-

KIT

5245°
HEATH COMPANY

$245°

0

lightweight-small-

rugged -compact -and
all are precision -built for
efficient, trouble-free,
long life performance.

variation over maximum sweepwidth range.
FREQUENCY MARKER: Engraved calibration accurate to ±2%.
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and
Economical...
The Simple

paring tube application bulletins.
Mr. Rydberg is presently chairman
of the electronics section of NEMA.
Joseph Schlig, formerly manager
of advertising and sales promotion
of the division, has been appointed
assistant to Harold G. Cheney, division sales manager. His new
functions will include special assignments in the development of
the division's current and future
sales plans, as well as continued
supervision of advertising and sales
promotion.

Freed-Eisemann Makes
New Moves

S14 -C OSCILLOGRAPH
every laboratory

is an essential in

HERBERT C. GUTERMAN now heads
the executive committee of the
board of directors of Freed Electronics and Controls Corp., according to Arthur Freed, president.

6 or 12 elements

laboratory use in industry and
in colleges, for testing and research everywhere, the New 514-C Economy Oscillo For general

graph

is

doing the job.

This versatile high -quality oscillograph is opening

up new and wide fields for oscillography because
is so easy to use and because its cost is so low.
Attachments of many kinds are available for every
possible need.

it

Many types of galvanometers are available for
almost any sensitivity or frequency response
requirement.
Daylight loading and unloading
9 record speeds,

1

/10

6 -inch chart, sensitized

to 40 inches per second
paper or film

Smooth and positive chart drive
Viewing screen
Precision optical components
Fine -line and accurate records
Precision time -coordinate device
Operates from a light socket
WRITE FOR BULLETIN 2D1 -K FOR DETAILS

Write for your free copy of Hathaway Engineering News

Herbert C. Guterman

Mr. Guterman is best known for
his role in the merging of American
Bosch Corp. with its subsidiary,
Arma Corp. He was a director and
the president of Arma at the time,
and after the merger became a
Bosch director and a member of
its executive committee.
Earlier the company changed its

corporate name from Freed Radio
Corp. to Freed Electronics and Controls Corp. Company operations
were said to have widened materially, with major emphasis on
precision instruments and controls.

Short Joins Clevite
INSTRUMENT COMPANY
1315
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50. CLARKSON

STREET
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William P. Short

Clevite-Brush Development Co., according to A. L. W. Williams, president. Mr. Short was vice-president
in charge of operations for
Pleasantville Instrument Corp., a
subsidiary of General Precision
Laboratories, Inc.
Mr. Short has specialized in the
fields of radió, radar and tv. During
World War II he received the
Presidential Certificate of Merit for
work done at MIT Radiation
Laboratory.

Burroughs Adds an
Instrument Division
AN Electronics Instruments Division has been established in Phila-

delphia, Pa., by Burroughs Adding
Machine Company, president John
S. Coleman announced.
"Products of this new division
are in many cases the natural outgrowth or by-product of our longrange development program in
electronic business equipment, conducted in our research laboratories
in Philadelphia since 1949," Mr.
Coleman said. "These products have
now achieved such stature and independent value in themselves as to
warrant the establishment of a
separate division in the company
for their manufacture and sale."
The new division will produce a
line of electronic laboratory apparatus and other special devices.
It will also offer to business a scientific. computation service. In addiELECTRONICS

-
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AUDIO, POWER, PULSE TRANSFORMERS
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FILTER NETWORKS
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MILWAUKEE TRANSFORMER CO.
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tion, it will make its facilities available to the Armed Services for the
fabrication of electronic instruments.
Perry C. Smith, formerly a department manager in the research
activity, has been appointed director of the new division. Mr.

Lawrence T. Lapatka, formerly
manager of the sound department
at RCA Victor, has been appointed
sales manager.

Gobus Heads New Philips
Testing Department
Lapp has pioneered in design
and production of heavy duty
wall and deck insulators for radio applications. To eliminate
losses which occur in ordinary
types of bushings at radio frequency, Lapp designed units to
use air as major insulation,
lengthening the porcelain path
by forming it into a bowl. Now
available as "catalog items" are
a wide variety of types for most
electrical and mechanical requirements. Our experience and
facilities are admirably suited,
too, to design and production
for special applications. Write
for descriptive data and specifications. Lapp Insulator Co.,
Inc., Radio Specialties Division,
101 Sumner St., Le Roy, N. Y.

A NEW nondestructive

partment headed

testing deAlexander

by

been established by
North American Philips Co., Inc. to
Gobus has

Alexander Gobus

handle new research developments
in the industrial x-ray field, it was
announced recently. Mr. Gobus was
vice-president, chief metallurgist
and director of nondestructive testing for Sam Tour & Co., Inc. from
1943 to 1953.

General Instrument
Adds New Plant
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP. is

en-

larging its three plants, has acquired a fourth and is searching for
a fifth in a large-scale expansion
program geared to handle what is
expected to' be the biggest year in
the firm's 30 -year history.
The expansion program was announced by Abraham Blumen 380
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You'll be well repaid by getting the facts on a special
group of Pure Ferric Oxides,

developed

by

Williams

es-

pecially for use in the manufacture of ferrites.

New Improved Model 115 -RA
Improved direct -reading instrument simplifies measurements of wow and flutter
in speed of phonograph turntables, wire
and tape recorders, motion picture projectors and similar recording or reproducing mechanisms. It is the only meter in
existence providing direct, steady indication of meter pointer on scale.

The Furst Model 115 -RA with improved
stability is suitable for both laboratory
and production application and eliminates
complex test set-ups.
A switch on the front panel permits selection of low frequency cut-off and corresponding meter damping for use on
slow speed turntables.

Frequency Response: 1/2 to 120 cycles or 10 to 120 cycles
Sensitivity: 0.2, 0.5, and 2.0% Wow Full Scale
Inquiries invited on our line of Regulated Power Supplies

Williams Ferric Oxides analyze
better than 99% Fe203. They
contain a minimum of im-

FURST ELECTRONICS

purities. They are available in
a broad range of particle sizes

3324 W. Lawrence Ave., Chicago 25, Illinois

and

shapes. Among them,
we're certain you'll find one

that's "just right" for your
requirements. The proper application of Ferric Oxides to
the manufacture of Ferrites is
our specialty.

Tell us your requirements...

we'll gladly send samples for
test. Chances are good that
our Ferric Oxide "Know How"
can save you considerable time
and money. Address Dept. 25,
C. K. Williams & Co., Easton, Pa.

COLORS
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Easton, Pa.

East St. Louis,
Emeryville, Cal.

P.

S . We also produce !RN

Magnetic Iron powders for the
Electronic Core Industry, the
Magnetic Tape Recording Industry and others. Write for complete technical information.
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BENDIX- FRIEL
high -precision thermistors
Whether you use these temperature responsive resistors in standard or special models,
you can be sure of this. They'll match your
needs for resistance values, size, temperature
coefficient, mountings and quality. Made in
our own plant under carefully controlled
conditions, Bendix-Friez Thermistors know
no equal.

PIGMENTS
C. K. WILLIAMS & C
Fr

made right to work right

STANDARD TYPES FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Size (inches)

@

+30°C.

g 0°C.

p

-30°C.

45.0 ohms

86 ohms

194 ohms

.040 x 1.5

12,250 ohms

26,200 ohms

65,340 ohms

.018 x 1.5

35,000 ohms

82,290 ohms

229,600 ohms

.140 x

.75

Used in this typical application

for sensing the temperature of
hydraulic oil.

Write for deuils.

FRIEZ INSTRUMENT

DIVISION of

1454 Taylor Avenue, BALTIMORE 4, MARYLAND
Export Sales: Bendix International Division
72 Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.
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krantz, chairman of the board, who
said that General Instrument and
its F. W. Sickles Division, now employing 5,900 persons, will eventually have 7,700 employees and an
annual payroll of $17.5 million.
The new plant, to be operated by
the F. W. Sickles Division, is
located in Danielson, Conn. at the
site of a former textile mill which
ceased operations last year. Alterations have begun and production is
expected to start by late March.
The firm has leased 65,000 sq ft
in a four-story building, with additional space available when required. Initially, the plant will be
devoted chiefly to assembly work. It
is expected that some 700 persons
should be employed by the end of
the year.
The parent plant at Elizabeth,
N. J., now employing 2,000, will enlarge its staff by 500; the Sickles
branch at Chicopee, Mass., employing 3,400, already has advertised for
300 additional people; the Sickles
branch at Joliet, Ill. employing 500
will enlarge to 800.

Sterling Elects V-P's
And Directors
BOARD of directors of Sterling
Engineering Co., subsidiary of
American Machine & Foundry Co.,
has elected Warren G. Leonard vicepresident, general manager and
director, it was announced by More-

THE

Insurmountable?
Getting over or around a mountain represents
arduous, forbidding.

tremendous problem

a

- big,

that of design, development and production of instruments and
and for even faster
systems for today's high speed aircraft and missiles
ones tomorrow. Accuracy approaching absolute perfection is needed to obtain
such information as true vertical, altitude and vertical velocity, and true air
speed.
The problem is

-

This is where Norden plays its role as a leader. The Norden true air speed
device, already in service, provides a solution to one of these problems with

almost uncanny accuracy. It, with other Norden developments,
instruments and systems of highest preosion.
reputation of

-

provides the

Warren G. Leonard

ordenNAber/munhi

WHITE PLAINS, NEW YORK

MILFORD CONNECTICUT
382
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head Patterson, AMF board chairman and president.
George Colby, general manager
of AMF's electronics division in
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SMALL PARTS can play a BIG PART in

.. .

¿weCf.kc/deÛbtl
Leading manufacturers in the electronics, machinery, appliance and toy fields have been
saving substantially by using precision Multi Swage parts instead of those previously
made by turning, drilling,
stamping or forming.

George E. Colby

Boston, was also elected a director.
Kenneth A. Killam has been
elected vice-president in charge of
engineering of the AMF subsidiary.

HERE ARE ONLY A FEW TYPICAL
TINY PARTS MADE BY BEAD CHAIN'S
Economical, Dependable

LET

MULTI-SWAGE METHOD

of West

Englewood, N. J. has been formed
for the design, development and
manufacture of electronic test
equipment, it was announced by W.
Oliver Summerlin and Eugene It.
Shenk.
Mr. Summerlin was formerly
vice-president for engineering with
Audio and Video Products Corp.
Mr. Shenk was assistant section
head, technical staff at the terminal
facilities laboratory of RCA in New
York City:
In addition to development of its
own line of equipment, the new firm
will make available to others its
facilities for designing and producing specialized electronic equipment, particularly in applications of
the multivibrator.

National Union Radio
Appoints Executives
ANNOUNCEMENT was made by Kenneth C. Meinken, Sr., president of

National Union Radio Corp., of the
appointment of Joseph V. McKee,
Jr. as secretary of the corporation,
Elwood C. Schafer as vice-president
in charge of manufacturing electron tubes and Kenneth C. Meinken,
Jr. as vice-president in charge of
equipment and renewal sales.
Mr. McKee is a director of NaELECTRONICS-May,

1953

HINGE PIN

CHAIN MAKE YOUR

Tiny Parts to your
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at far less cost.

Test Equipment
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PULSE TECHNIQUES, INC.
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TUBE PINS
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stock into precision forms with
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much faster rate
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less cost! Scrap is eliminated!
Deliveries to you are depend-
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...

...
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TERMINAL BLOCK
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ably prompt!
We can supply you with parts

that are beaded, grooved,

ca

shouldered and made with almost any metal. Diameters up
to I/q ", lengths to 1 I/2"

.
PIVOT PINS

SHOULDER PINS

This catalog can save

you a lot of production
time and money!
Write for it

SPRING PINS

SHAFT BEARINGS

FRICTION

C

GET PROOF -POSITIVE

COST COMPARISONS!
Send us a blueprint or sample and quantity
requirements. We will quickly show you the big
economies we can deliver.

BEAD CHAIN MFG. CO.
BRIDGEPORT 5, CONNECTICUT
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Please send me your Catalog of

Multi -Swage

Pnrls

NAME

BEAD CHAIN
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tional Union Radio Corp. and succeeds Jerome V. Deevy, whose
resignation was recently accepted.
Mr. Schafer was formerly manager of the cathode-ray tube division and has been with the headquarters staff at Hatboro for many
years in various capacities, including engineering and plant manager.
As vice-president in charge of
equipment and renewal sales, Kenneth C. Meinken, Jr. is given increased responsibilities beyond
those included in his former position as vice-president in charge of
equipment sales.

Halloran Becomes Partner
In Electro Engineering
THE APPOINTMENT of James J.
Halloran, chief engineer, as a

partner in Electro Engineering
Works is announced by Alex W.
Fry and Wallace W. Wahlgren,
partners of the company. Mr.
Halloran became associated with
Electro Engineering Works in 1945
as a transformer design engineer
and has been with the company

When Transformer Engineers of
Pasadena, Calif., contracted to
build a 34) 400 cps transformer
for the guided missile program,
Thomas & Skinner engineers
were consulted for assistance.
After thorough analysis, the
new T & S EI 1/z"-34) OrthoSil
4 mil lamination was recommended. With this new, thin
orthographic iron -silicon lamination, Transformer Engineers
were able to cut both weight
and size 25%, in addition to substantially reducing the unit cost.
This success with 34) applications is typical of Thomas &
Skinner's new OrthoSil lamina-

tions. The 30 series of OrthoSil
laminations also include 3/s" and
5/8"-and will soon include the
EI /8"-34).

Transformers such as power
and 3¢, chokes, saturable reactors, and filters are but a few of
the many electrical components

for which OrthoSil oriented
laminations are recommended.
Write today-ask for new
T & S Electrical Laminations
Bulletin No. L-752.

Specialists in Magnetic Materials; Permanent Magnets, and Laminated Cores

THOMAS & SKINNER Steel Products Company, Inc.
1122 EAST 23RD STREET, INDIANAPOLIS 7, INDIANA
384
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James J.

Halloran

since that time.
Before joining the company, he
was with Westinghouse Corp. in
transformer sales and in the trans-

former engineering department.

Kimble Glass Plans
TV Bulb Plant
subsidiary of
Owens-Illinois, will develop a
modern television bulb manufacturKIMBLE GLASS CO.,
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ing plant at Sayreville, N. J.
The manufacture of tv bulbs will
start after the work of remodeling
and equipping the Sayreville plant
of the Kaylo division of OwensIllinois is completed in September.
As additional furnaces and equipment are added the output will approximate 150,000 tv bulbs per
month.
Shortly some tv bulbs shipped
from other Kimble plants will be
completed at Sayreville.
and
When fully converted
equipped the new plant will handle
every phase of television bulb

Come to the

RADIO SHOW
this Royal Year

manufacturing from the production
of glass to the forming and assembling of the bulb.

Hucke Joins Bendix
HucxE has been appointed staff assistant to the general manager of the Bendix Radio
Division of Bendix Aviation Corp.,
it was announced by E. K. Foster,
vice-president and general manager.
HERBERT M.

Planned, in its unique way, to be a brilliant part of the pattern of

Britain's " Royal Year ", the 1953 Radio Show will be the finest yet.
On display will be the newest developments in Radio, Television,

Telecommunications and Electronics.

During the period of the

Radio Show, the Society of British Aircraft Constructors-to whose
work the British Radio Industry makes so vital a contribution -will
be staging their annual Flying Display at Farnborough.

Make your

arrangements now for your visit to both of these important events.

BRITISH NATIONAL

RADIO SHOW

Herbert M. Hucke

Mr. Hucke will work with longrange planning and the coordination of administrative activities at
the Bendix plant in Towson, Md.
Prior to his present appointment

LONDON

lb

Sept. 1-12

he was employed by RCA as administrator of facilities planning in the

Engineering Products Department

at the Victor Division.
In 1925, Mr. Hucke joined RCA
as a radio engineer and was promoted through the positions of shop
foreman and sales engineer prior
to joining United Air Lines as an
ELECTRON ICS
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aviation radio engineer in 1931.
He served as chief communications
engineer for United before leaving
to become a staff radio engineer for
the Air Safety Board of the U. S.
in 1939.
Mr. Hucke's second tour of duty
with RCA was begun in 1940 when
he was named manager of commercial and military aviation radio
sales for the Engineering Products
Department of the RCA Victor
Division. He remained with the
department through successive promotions as manager of communications and specialty sales in 1947,
manager of product coordination
two years later, and administrator
of facilities planning in 1952.

The Secret
is in the CORE!

Giannini Constructs
New Western Plant

Hidden in the heart of your product is the
little component that means the big difference
between robust, responsive performance and
mere adequacy . . . between long life expectancy and premature failure. Give your
product the core it needs to deliver its full
performance potential. Specify a Moldite
core specifically designed and precision -made
for your equipment.
MAGNETIC IRON CORES
MOLDED COIL FORMS
SLEEVE CORES

FULL PERFORMANCE

FILTER CORES

THREADED CORES
CUP CORES

FOR YOUR EQUIPMENT

POTENTIAL

WITH CORES BY

NATIONAL
Samples promptly

COMPANY
1410 CHESTNUT AVE., HILLSIDE 5, N.

SEND FOR CATALOG 110

2150 W. North Ave.

East Orange, N. J.

Chicago 22, III.
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Jerry Gotten Co.

New Giannini plant

tions. Completion of the new plant
is expected in six months.
According to Gabriel M. Giannini,
president of the company, the
modern building has been specifically designed to insure the correct

lighting, temperature, humidity,
dust and sound control necessary in
precision instrument manufacture.

submitted upon request
for ddsign, pre -production,
and test puposes

Robert T. Murray
614 Central Ave.

G. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC. began
the construction of a new f unctional scientific instrument -assembly building in Pasadena. Land and
improvements will cost in excess
of $400,000. The new building will
cover an area of 24,000 sq ft and
will have reinforced concrete walls.
It will accommodate over 200 employees engaged in assembly opera -

Martin P. Andrews
Mott Road
Fayetteville, N.Y.
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Air Associates Name
Sereno and Terry
J. E. ASHMAN, president of Air Associates Inc., announced the appointment of C. A. Sereno as chief
engineer of the corporation and
C. B. Terry as general manager of
May, 1953
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NEW HERMES

It is quite possible that you are
doing an effective presentation of
your products and abilities in this
excellent issue, but are missing
such presentation before one of
the fastest growing fields in the
country's history the field of
atomic energy.

13-19 University Place, N.Y. 3, N.Y.
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For Parts that must be

the company's electronic equipment

TIGHT

LION FASTENERS

division.
Mr. Sereno, formerly chief engineer of the company's aircraft
products division, will now head up
the overall engineering activities of
the corporation.
Mr. Terry, formerly chief engineer of the company's electronic
equipment division, replaces C. K.
Krause who has resigned.

American Laboratories
Plans Expansion
president of American Electronic Laboratories of
Philadelphia, announced the purchase of 48 acres of land near
Colmar, Pa. to be used for expan-

LEON RIEBMAN,

LOCKS TIGHT WITH A QUARTER TURN
Always at correct tension
Lion Fasteners are right for buttoning parts that must be removed
repeatedly for inspection, maintenance, or other reasons.

Vibration and shock can't loosen a Lion Fastener. Even an
inexperienced service man can't replace it wrong. A quarter turn
opens it. Another quarter turn locks it. The tension is designed
into it.
Lion Fastener Spring Assembly is quickly spot welded or riveted
in place. The stud cannot be lost. It is grommeted tight to the sheet.
They will button sheets .040 plus or .020 minus over or under standard
rating. The misalignment is as much as .156. The one-piece forged
stud is tested to 1425 lbs. Write today for demonstration kit and

sion purposes.
Two buildings, for research and
production, are now under construction. One of them will be used
for antenna experimentation while
the other will be used as an adjunct
to other high -frequency experiments now being conducted. The
company specializes in the production of electronic instruments for
medical research.

Cinch Makes New
Appointments
president of Cinch
Manufacturing Corp., announced
that responsibilities within the corn LESTER W. TARR,

application data.
COWLING
DUCTWORK

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS: INSPECTION PLATES
ELECTRICAL PANELS

CABINETS

Ash

free

DEMONSTRATION KIT contains
sample Lion Fasteners to help you visualize their
adaptability to your product. Write on your company
letterhead. No obligation.

LION ri
FASTENERS, INC.

500 MAIN ST., HONEOYE FALLS, N. Y.
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E. J. Pool

pany have been assigned as follows :
vice-president and general manager,
E. J. Pool ; sales manager, Stewart
May, 1953
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Pfannstiehl; chief engineer for all
plants, A. C. Corner; production
manager and planning, Chas. Peterson ; factory manager Chicago, Jack
Little; assistant factory manager
Chicago, George Hart.

STANDARD
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

Mr. Pool has been associated with
the company for 23 years. He was
previously vice-president in charge
of sales.

TYPE TF 867
15 he Unmodulated Carrier

GE Changes a Name

It

Ii

A CHANGE in the name of GE's Re-

ceiver Department has been announced by W. R. G. Baker, vicepresident and general manager of
the Electronics Division. Henceforth the department will be known
as the Radio and Television Depart-

I

I I

tiI'

AM WITHOUT FM

I

II

II

IIlIIIIiI
24 kc Carrier modulated at 1000 cps

ment. The new name was decided
upon as being "more descriptive of
the nature of the work performed".

100%

Marconi Appoints
Works Managers

MODULATION

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
Co. LTD. has created a new post of

general works manager of all works
and model shops of the company. It
will be filled by Robert Telford who
was formerly assistant to the
general manager.
Mr. Telford joined Marconi in
1937. When a new factory was
opened at Hackbridge in 1941 for
making airborne radio and portable
radio for the resistance movement,
he was made manager. From 1946
and for the next four years Mr.
Telford was managing director of
a Marconi subsidiary in Brazil.

New Company Born
DELTRON INC.

of Glenside, Pa. was

recently formed to manufacture
precision electronic test equipment.
The line features a phasemeter of
unique design. An impedance bridge
and other items will be added in the
near future.

National Elects
Johnson to Board
JOHN S. JOHNSON,

assistant to the

president of the U.S. Rubber Co.,
was recently elected a member of
the board of directors of the NaELECTRONICS-May, 1953

-

320 kc Carrier modulated at 400 cps
audio source on lower trace shows fidelity

Excellent amplitude modulation
is an outstanding feature

-

a.m.

accompanied by unmeasurable
f.m. Other features include :
15 kc (or less) to
Wide range

-

30 me on 15 ft. high -discrimina-

tion

full -vision

Accuracy

-

scale.

Crystal

0.01% with built-in

-4

volts down to 0.4 microvolts.
internal 400 and 1,000 cps, external 50-10,000 cps within
Flexible Modulation
a db. Also incorporated : automatic level control, negative feed-back, modulation
1

me harmonic source.

-

High Output

monitoring by dual -rectification and variable impedance termination with
animated diagram.
A signal generator also ideal as a video oscillator for wide -band television systems.

MARCONI

INSTRUMENTS

Specialists in Communication Test Equipment

23-25

BEAVER STREET

NEW YORK

4

CANADA: CANADIAN MARCONI CO., MARCONI BUILDING, 2442 TRENTON AVENUE, MONTREAL
ENGLAND: Head Office: MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LIMITED ST. ALBANS HERTS.
Managing Agents in Export: MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH COMPANY LIMITED
LONDON W.C.2
MARCONI HOUSE, STRAND
C.48

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.
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One of EDIN'S High

Stability

AND

(continued)

PEOPLE

tional Co., Malden, Mass.

Amplifiers Will Meet YOUR
Most Critical Recording
Requirements
Edin Model 8105 Direct -Coupled

Amplifier

Four stage amplifier for study of steady

... `

state and varying phenomena. Amplifies signals from .25 my to 100 volts.
Linear response from DC to 2500 cps.
with extended range to 10,000 cps.
Low drift, low impedance output. Designed especially to drive Edin recording galvanometers.

Edin Model 8122 Condenser -Coupled

:

Amplifier

Dual use: high gain condenser -coupled
amplifier, voltage gain of 10,000; or
low gain direct -coupled amplifier, voltage gain of 250 by a flick of the
switch. Records voltage, current characteristics; venous, arterial manometer
pressure, vibration studies, electrocardiograms, etc.

---..-F

Edin Model 8110 Universal Carrier

Amplifier

Used with an Edin Oscillograph Recorder, system measures resistive, in-

ductive or capacitive changes. Bridge
and galvanometer combination indicates degree of bridge unbalance plus
phase direction. Measures strains, pres-

sure, temperature, displacements,
acceleration or force with a transducer
bridge circuit.
o

Combine any of these Edin amplifiers
with Edin Recording Galvanometers for
a 2, 4, 6 or 8 Channel System, in an Edin
Expandable Consolette .. .
EFFICIENT-COMPACT-VERSATILE
THE EDIN COMPANY
207 Moin St., Worcester 8, Moss., Dept.

State

Position

COMPANY.,
390

-

207 Main St.
13 E.

40th St.

A. SCHOKE, president of
Nuclear Instrument & Chemical
Corp., has announced that future
advertising and sales promotion
will identify the company as "Nuclear -Chicago". This step is being
taken because of the large number
of firms having names similar to
the corporate title, which has, in
some instances, caused confusion
among users of the company's
products.
JAMES

of Edward
C.
Hughes, Jr., as assistant to L. W.
Teegarden, executive vice-president
of RCA, was announced today by
Mr. Teegarden.
Mr. Hughes joined RCA in 1930
as a member of the staff of the
Tube Advertising and Sales Promotion Department, shortly after
his graduation from Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. In 1937, he
APPOINTMENT

Street

Export Dept.

Nuclear Company
Changes Its Name

Hughes Appointed
Assistant to RCA V -P

Nome

City

He joined U.S. Rubber in 1931 as
of the central sales
organization. During World War II
he headed the Tire Division of the
War Production Board and in 1950
was appointed assistant to the
president of the company.
a member

B

Gentlemen:
Send complete information on D the
Recording Instrunew Edin Consolette
Companion Amplifiers.
ments
No

John S. Johnson

Worcester, Mass.
New York 16, N. Y.

Want more Information? Use post card on lost pape.
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ELECTRON ICS

ATTENTION

for RADIO, TELEVISION TUBES,

ELECTRONIC GLASS WORKING EQUIPMENT

ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES
SERVICEMEN

TUBES
LATHES for TELEVISION
GLASS
We make Transformers, Spot and Wire Butt Welders, Wire Cutting Machines and 500 other items,
indispensable in your production. Eisler Engineers are constantly developing New Equipment. It
you prefer your own designs, let us build them for you. Write to Charles Eisler who has served
The Industry over 32 years.
Machines for small Radio Tubes of all kinds:
INCANDESCENT

LAMPS,

JAN (;

High Temperature Hydrogen Electric Furnaces
Hydrogen atmosphere heating chamber, hydrogen drying tower, water cooled unloading chamber, heat control with air cooled transformer with 11 position tap switch.
Automatic temperature control (optional) standard furnaces from 1" bore 1800° C. to
8" bore 1100° C. Molybdenum wound heating units, loading and unloading chambers
equipped with safety doors. Supplied with hydrogen flow gauges. Made to order in
many sizes.
HIGH TEMPERATURE FURNACES MADE BY EISLER

ELMENCO

i

capacitor kits
All capacitors contained in these handy
ARCO kits are ELMENCO, a name
known world-wide for quality and dependability of performance, the finest
products in their field.

.Xt.
atin,

s

SILVERED

MICA
SPECIAL KIT
LIST PRICE

$32500

64,4,

EWsr

fneis«Nng

All units are of letters "C", "D" or
"E" characteristics as specified and
letter .....(5'¼ ) tolerance and are

Ce.

JAN color coded.

EISLER ENGINEERING CO., Inc.

Ne ark

SJ.

33íÑ

THESE KITS CONTAIN FIVE
EACH OF THE FOLLOWING

ELMENCO MOLDED MICA
CAPACITORS:
47

JAN

capacity values

For broadcast studio master control and monitor switching of

audio and video circuits
.

.

.

computers

.

.

.

.

.

.

intercoms

.

.

.

telegraph

12

capacity values CM30 case
dim. 13/16 x 13/16 x
9/32", from 1100 to 3300 mmf.
size, max.

500VDCW.
7

with low crosstalk level. Any group of setups

JAN
1

superior switch,
write

5

horizontal

to

any

of

of
ten

JAMES CUNNINGHAM, SON & CO., Inc.

DEPT. E-5

ROCHESTER

8,

Advertising men agree to do a complete advertising
lob you need the double idled of both Display Advertising and Direct Mail.
Display Advertising keeps your name before the
public and builds prestige.
Direct Mail supplements your Display Advertising.
It pin-points your message right to the executive you
want to reach-the person who buys or influences the

purchases.
Ask for more detail information today. You'll be
surprised at the low overall cost and the tested eb
fectivness of those hand-picked selections.

$444

Mc DRAW -HILL
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West 42nd Street

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

New York 36; New York

Want more information?

JAN -C-5 SPECIFICATIONS

NEW YORK

-

ud,

case

max. dim.

300VDCW.
PER

plane
vertical.

DOUBLE BARREL ADVERTISING

_see
Rf(14-

CM35

13/16 x 13/16 x
11/32", from 6800 to 10,000 mmf.

size,

ten cir-

any

in

max. dim. 13/16 e 13/16 x
3600 to 6200 mmf.

/32", from-

JAN capacity values

Model 10X10
cuits

1

500VDCW.

Provision for spot or remote control.

Connects

capacity values CM35 case

size,

may be held intact while setting up others.

For details of
hthis truly

max.

JAN

many other applications.

Extreme flexibility. Fast and quiet switching

crossbar

CM20 case

dim. 25/32 x 7/16 x
7/32", from 5 to 1000 mmf.
500VDCW.

size,

Use post card on

last page.

-,

îy/ller,cs

REGULAR
FOIL MICA
SPECIAL KIT
LIST PRICE

$14000
are of the letter "B" characteristic and letter "K'' (10%) tolerance and are JAN color coded.

All units

Send for our Free illustrated catalog showing complete line of kits
and items.

ARCO ELECTRONICS INC.
103 LAFAYETTE ST., N. Y. 13, N. Y.

3911
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WESGO/ALUMINA
CERAMIC
INSULATORS
...

High purity
free of all impurities such as
Iron, Titania, Alkali group elements.
Our
Engineering
Department

will gladly
answer all

inquiries
relative
to your

particular

Made to various formulations with Alumina
content from 94% to a pure sintered Alumina
with 99.85% minimum A1203.

Available in porosities ranging from 20%
to an impervious, vacuum tight body.
Formed to dimensional tolerances of plus or
minus 1/2 %, minimum of plus or minus .001".

Completely homogeneous structure.

problems.

(continued)

was made assistant to Mr. Teegarden as manager of tube sales to
distributors and has been associated
with him since that time. His most
recent assignment was assistant to
Mr. Teegarden when the latter was
vice-president in charge of technical products of the RCA Victor
Division.

Schick Joins Ebert
ELLIOT SCHICK has joined the engineering staff of Ebert Electronics
Co., manufacturers of mercury
plunger relays. Before joining
Ebert, Mr. Schick was chief industrial engineer of Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp. He has also
served as time study engineer of
Driver -Harris and as engineer for
the Corning Glass Co.

WESTERN GOLD &

PLATINUM WORKS

Managan Advances
At Victoreen

Ceramic Division
589 BRYANT ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

NOD

swan

`V

STANDARD

MEASUREMENTS

THE VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO.

CALIF.

has announced the appointment of
William W. Managan as chief
engineer of its Instrument Division.
Mr. Managan, who has been serving as senior physicist specializing
in Geiger tube and ionization
chamber development, joined Victoreen in 1947 following three years
in radar design with Naval Research Laboratory in Washington.
His chief work has been in connection with x-ray calibration

GENERATOR

see.

CORPO

oN

standards.

Aircraft Transformer
Names Skobel, Cavenaugh
CORP. of
Long Branch, N. J. announced the
appointment of Max Skobel as
director of engineering and research. In this capacity Mr. Skobel
will coordinate the expanding re-

AIRCRAFT TRANSFORMER

STANDARD SIGNAL GENERATOR
MODEL

84-300-1000

OUTPUT VOLTAGE:

Megacycles

Continuously variable from 0.1 to

Output impedance, 50 ohms.
MODULATION: Sine Wave: 0-30%, 400, 1000 or 2500 cycles.
to 50
Pulse: Frequency, 60 to 100,000 cycles. Width,
microseconds. Delay, 0 to 50 microseconds. Sync. output,
up to 50 volts, either polarity.
POWER SUPPLY: 117 volts, 60 cycles. (Also available for
117 volts, 50 cycles; 220 volts, 60 cycles; 220 volts, 50
100,000 microvolts.

jaftemtAi

stwee".
MANUFACTURERS OF

Standard Signal Generators
Pulse Generators
FM Signal Generators

Square Ware Generators
Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
UHF Radio Noise & Field

Strength Meters
L- C -R Bridges
Megohm Meters
Megacycle Meters

\Intermodulation Meters
FM Test Equipment
TV

I

392

1

cycles.)
DIMENSIONS: 12" high x 26" wide x 10" deep, overall.
WEIGHT: Approximately 135 pounds, including external line

voltage regulator.

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION
BOONTON
Want more information?

Use

NEW JERSEY

post card on last page.

engineering activities of
the company in the field of
high-temperature transformers and
miniaturization.
Mr. Skobel was formerly chief of
the transformer group in the Signal
Corps Engineering Laboratories.
He was also head of the inductive
components section of the Armed
Service Electro Standards Agency.
Up to the time of this promotion he
was chief engineer of the Aircraft
search and

May, 1953
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(continued)

Transformer Corp.
David E. Cavenaugh was promoted from assistant to chief engineer of the company. He was
formerly with Bell Telephone

Laboratories.

OTHER NEWS

Sangamo and Southern
Illinois Cooperate
for immediate industrial use and for national defense
is a current research project in
which the Southern Illinois University physics department and
SIGNIFICANT

the capacitor division of Sangamo
Electric Co. are cooperating.
Dr. O. B. Young, Southern's
physics department chairman, is
directing the project, which is a
study of the electrical properties of
oil -impregnated paper which may
be used as dielectric material in
capacitors.
For more than two years Southern's physics department and the
Sangamo Electric Co. have been cooperating in a continuous research
program involving electrical properties of various materials used or
having possible use in the manufacture of capacitors. Last summer's project dealt with the electrical properties of untreated paper.

FASTENINGS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
manufacturers count on Anti -Corrosive for fast, dependable service on all
types of precision stainless steel fastenings. They know that our IN STOCK
inventory of more than 8,000 items
and sizes is the largest, most complete,
in the industry. In addition, our production capacity is geared to produce
large or small quantities of stainless
fastenings, from large hex head bolts to
tiny #0-80 machine screw nuts, faster
and more economically!
Write for Catalog 53F today.

Rutgers Offers Course
In Ceramic Dielectrics
THE school of ceramics of Rutgers
University is now offering a course
in ceramic dielectrics. The course
is being given by Richard C.
Phoenix, instructor in ceramics.

The wide interest in the fifteen
symposia on ceramic dielectrics and
ceramic dielectric research under
way at Rutgers led to the initiation
of this course.

German Research
Association Founded
Ultrasonic Research Association has been established in
West-Berlin to promote ultrasonic
basic research and development
work in West -Germany. President
BERLIN

ELECTRONICS

-
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ANTI -CORROSIVE METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC.
Castleton-on-Hudson
New York
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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ooetea'
PRECISION
RF STEP

ATTENUATOR
J. J.

Gruetzmacher

uf the new organization is J. J.

Gruetzmacher.
The activities of the new scientific body will be chiefly devoted to
the investigation of basic problems
of ultrasonic energy generation and
to questions of applied ultrasonic
engineering comprising in some
cases also practical development,
design and production of ultrasonic
equipment for industrial and other
commercial purposes.

Model AT -120 0 to 1000 MC
Small, rugged ladder attenuator
achieves attenuation accuracy
and low vswr from dc to uhf.
Suitable for all signal and sweep
generators in this frequency
range.

design assures maxiin mounting,
drive, and types of input and
output connections.
Care

in

mum

flexibility

Easily adaptable for inclusion in
different types of test equipment and in laboratory and pro-

duction test applications.

THE

No. 39024 LOCK TYPE HIGH
VOLTAGE INSULATED SHAFT
EXTENSION

Now the Millen DESIGNED FOR APPLICATION
No. 10061 shaft locks and the No. 39023
insulated high voltage potentiometer extension
mountings are available as a single integrated
unit-the No. 39024. The proper shaft length
is independent of the panel thickness. The
standard shaft has provision for screw driver
adjustment. Special shaft arrangements are
available for industrial applications. Extension
shaft and insulated coupling are molded as a
single unit to provide accuracy of alignment
and ease of installation.

JAMES MILLEN
MFG. CO., INC.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

VEDA Asks Lower Freight
Rates on Picture Tubes
defective and burned -out
cathode-ray tubes being returned
to the manufacturer for salvage
purposes are entitled to a lower
freight rate than new tubes was
the contention of Glenn Catlin,.
counsel for National Electronic
Distributors Association, in an
appearance before the railroads'
Classification Committee.
Mr. Catlin pointed out that there
is a substantial difference in value
between the two, that this difference affects the carriers' potential
claim liability and that it should
have a corresponding affect upon
the freight rates. Both new and
defective tubes presently are rated
at one and a half times first class.
"If not prevented by high freight
rates," he said "it seems likely that
as the more than 22 million tv sets
now in operation get older, there
will be a marked increase in the
THAT

SPECIFICATIONS
MAXIMUM STEPS
Ten (eleven contact positions)

ATTENUATION RANGE
Up to 120 db total
Attenuation per step optional

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
50 or 75 ohms nominal

INPUT IMPEDANCE
100 or 150 ohms nominal
50 or 75 ohms optional

INPUT AND OUTPUT VSWR
1.1 to 1000 mc at 50 ohms
ACCURACY
.3 db per 20 db step from its dc
value up to 1000 mc.

'PAT. PENDING

TELEVISION
CORPORATION
1001 FIRST AVENUE
ASBURY PARK, N. .1.

Want more information?
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a rogge

Open type for

surface mounting

á UttlÁ

S ace Save

REPHONE TYPE
TY
TYPE
MIDGET TELEPHONE
G, OR
LAYS SER IES ($O)
TIN

Octal base type
with snap.on
dust cover

10UN

`'gOR

SURFACE
SEALED
HERME 7ICALLY This vibration and
-proof Midget
IN CONTAINER`s Typeshock
Relay is the answer

VACUUM

CAPACITORS
RS

to numerous applications

Sealed with
header for

where unfailing operation

solder
connections

built to meet rigid Army

is necessary. In fact, it is

and Navy specifications.
This "rugged little space
saver" is a compact,
multiple contact relay
which has been developed
over years of specialized
engineering in the field by
Signal Engineering and
Mfg. Co., manufacturers
of a comprehensive line
of relays and signals of
various designs and sizes.

Unit with
modified AN
type

connector

Write for Bulletin MTR-6
Engineering Representatives in Principal Cities.

guSNINGS

temat high

performance
pea'SILICONE

perature

opera

tHIC,GO
NtF.
s MFD, claetNìFF
?7ttV.D.C.

RELRYS

CaS301EC5ofK,

ENGINEERING
ISO WEST 14

Get It

ST

MFG CO

&

SILICA,

...

FREE

BATHT
itor, oil BNE TYPE ca
aper_

ed

Use It!

metically impregna
herat twice sealed and tested
ra
ted
voltage
meet all speCOcations,
to

Most Complete
Electronic
BUYING GUIDE

HEADQUARTERS FOR RCA

Fg£/1953 HUDSON CATALOG..
your

helping

SEALED

for Everything in

hand

Electronic Equipment. Over

196 pages of
the atest in Radio, TV and Industrial Electronics.
High Fidelity and PA Sound Equipment PLUS
JAN type Electronic Components with latest JAN
HUDSON
Croñ-Refere-ce Guide. If it's NEW

PARTS

TUBES

TEST

BATTERIES

EQUIPMENT

...

,

.

48 West 48th St.

-

fications.
FOR
WRIINFORMATION

Y.
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CHICAGO

.

HUDSON
8

Send for FREE Catalog to Dept. M-5
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oil

capacitor,
TYPE
LAB.
mpregnated, hermetically
all specimeet
sealed to

...

...

New York 36, N.

1131113-

FURTHEUS

...

Leading authorized distributor in
KEEP IT HANDY
the East. Serd for your copy
It's Quick, Convenient ... Time
for ordering
and Money Saving! ONE Complete Dependable
ONE Order
Sour -ce
has it FIRST!

m

NEW YORK II NY

RADIO

Circle 6-4060

TELEVISION CORP.

212 Fulton St.
New York 7, N.

Want more information?
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CONDENSER
CORPORATION
3255 WEST ARMITAGE AVE.

CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS
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EEPCO-DESIGNED MOTORS
Manufacturing X -Ray equipment calls for
precision and dependability in every part.
That's why, when the nation's three leading
manufacturers of X -Ray machines chose the
motor that moves the delicate negative holders,
they selected motors designed and built by
EEPCO.

These tiny motors of 1 /500 h.p. (intermittent
service) provide the reliable, steady source of
power t hat revolves the negative changing

mechanism. After a photo is made, the exposed
negative with its lens and shutter, are automatically moved aside and a new unit moved
into the ready position. handling this task
demands an even, slow application of power to
avoid damage to the delicate mechanism. This
is typical of the many unusual applications to
which EEPCO-designed motors have been put.
If your particular problem calls for special
design, or merely for standard motors that can
handle the toughest service, you'll find that
EEPCO is the source on which to depend. Out
of the many unusual requirements filled by
EEPCO engineers has come experience unsurpassed in industry and always at your disposal.
Equally important, the EEPCO plant is wellequipped and staffed to t urn out motors for
you on a mass -production, low-cost basis

Write today for complete details
and catalog information

when necessary.

ELECTRO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.
6 0 9

W. LAKE

F=M DC MOTORS & GENERATORS
DC

MOTORS d GENERATORS

A BETTER TOOL

for

STREET, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS
CAPACITOR TYPE MOTORS

UNIVERSAL

SHADED POLE MOTORS (2-4-6 Pole)

P -M

MOTORS

AC GENERATORS

replacement of burned -out cathoderay tubes with a corresponding increase in the movement of old tubes
from dealers to distributors and
from distributors to tube manufac-

turers.
Other appearances before the
Committee in support of the reduction were made by Ben Young,
assistant traffic manager, Zenith
Radio Corp.; Jerry Warner, traffic
department, Motorola Radio; Otto
Skwarek, traffic manager of the
Rauland Corp. All are in Chicago.
The Committee took the request
under advisement.

Glinski Conducts Course
On Computers at McGill
THE growing demand for the appli-

cation and use of digital and
analogue electronic computers in
Canada has stimulated the thinking
of Canadian Universities in featuring special courses in the study of

this important field.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER or RESEARCH SCIENTIST

MODEL

A-2

TIME DELAY
GENERATOR
A precision instrument for the
generation of accurate and variable
-ime intervals from .8 to 100,000 vis.

Low jitter

High resolution
High duty factor
Direct reading
Fast rise time

Also available: Model A-4-.00001 o 10 seconds.
Write for complete data:
Our bulletins E -A-2 and E -A-4

ELECTRONICS CO.
3907

S.

ROBERTSON BLVD., CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA

George Glinski

George Glinski, president and
director of development of Computing Devices of Canada is now
giving his second year extension
course on analogue computers at
McGill University. The acceptance
of this course at McGill led Ottawa's
Carleton College to take up the
challenge and their first extension
course in digital computers has just
been successfully finished under his
guidance.

L

396
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NEW BOOKS
Numerical Methods
In Engineering
BY

MARIO

G.

SALVADOR!,

' bin7'

Standard pus'' U
AlTEN UAT

Columbia

Universary and MELVIN L. BARON,
Columbia University. Prentice -Hall,
Inc., New York, 1952, 258 pages, $6.65.

the first edition of
Sokolnikoff's "Higher Mathematics
for Engineers and Physicists" in
1934 started a trend which has resulted in publication to date of some
25-30 mathematical texts of a certain genre. The common basis of
these books lies in their author's
effort to provide the better undergraduate student, the graduate student, or the professional worker in
the various domains of technology
and applied science with a grasp of
that content of mathematical analysis beyond the elementary calculus
which is more or less essential to
ready understanding and facile use
of modern day theory. Among these
texts one may remark, as especially
suited to the needs of the communications, electronics, or servomechanisms specialist, are those by L.
Pipes, S. Schelkunoff and A. Bron well and-especially-that very inclusive text by A. Angot, "Complements de Mathematiques a l'Usage
des Ingenieurs de l'Electrotechnique et des Telecomthunications",
Editions de la Revue d'Optique,
Paris edition 2, 1952, 688 pages.
Salvadori's book, which evolved
from a set of mimeographed lecture
notes prepared for use in the fifth
of an integrated sequence of five
courses inaugurated some twelve
years ago in the School of Engineering at Columbia University,
whereat the author is an Associate
Professor of Civil Engineering, is
written for much the same reader:
in fact, "it is addressed to students
of engineering, physics, chemistry,
[applied] mathematics, and to any
individual desiring to become acquainted with numerical methods in
order to apply them in his professional work." However, it complements, rather than parallels, the
above -mentioned texts: for its content comprises an area little covered
in the latter-namely, "those elePUBLICATION of

mentary numerical procedures
which are needed most often in the
ELECTRONICS

-
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mea5Uremt
true
This outstanding "Standard" V.H.F. Attenuator now in
its second year of production remains the first and only
accurate instrument of its kind and continues to
meet a heavy demand from leading organisations and
authorities the world over.

Four models now available
75 ohms

50ohms

Type 74600-A

Type 746C0 -E

Type 14600-B

Type /4600-F

Characteristic Impedance
0-9 db in

I

0-90 db in

db steps
10

db steps

All types will handle inputs up

Accuracy of

D.C.

0.3 db.

10.06 db at the

The insertion loss

:

setting.
0-90db Models

-

0.25watts.

adjustment

0-9 db Models

exceed

to

error will not exceed ±0.05 db for any

The insertion loss error for the 90 db setting will not
For other settings this limit falls linearly to a value of
10

db setting.

High frequency performance
0-9 db Models : At 50 Mc/s the insertion loss error for the 9 db setting will
not exceed ±0.15 db. For other settings this limit falls linearly to a value of
±0.05 db for the I db setting.
0-90db Models: At50 Mc/s the insertion loss error will not exceed ±0.1db
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solution of technical problems".
The broad aspects, major detail,
and general allocation of content in
the five chapters of the book are indicated by the following epitomization : I. The Practical Solution of
Transcendental.
Algebraic and
Equations (pp. 1-44) : encompassing discussion of Descartes' rule of
signs, Friedman's method for solving algebraic equations, Newton's
method applied both to algebraic
and to transcendental equations,
and Gauss', Cholesky's, the relaxation, and the Gauss-Seidel iteration
methods for solving sets of linear
algebraic equations; II. Finite
Differences and Their Applications
(pp. 45-90) : Taylor expansions,.
backward, forward and central
differences, the Gregory -Newton interpolation formulas, the trapezoidal and parabolic rules for numerical integration, and Richardson's
extrapolations; III. The Numerical
Integration of Initial Value Problems (pp. 91-132) : principally, advance of several particularly useful
methods for solving such first and
second -order differential equations;
IV. The Numerical Integration of
Ordinary Boundary -Value Problems
(pp. 133-166) : step-by-step integration, use of central differences,
relaxation and certain associated
special techniques; and V. The
Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equntions (pp: 167-252) :
solution of the Laplace, Poisson and
biharmonic equations by relaxation,
iteration and other finite -difference
procedures, utilizing rectangular,
skew and polar coordinates.
Presentation is concise, discussion is tersely phrased, and content
is unified by the basic theme of
finite -difference
the
technique ;
mode of approach is through emphasis on specific illustration rather
than abstract proof ; on the whole,
the theory advanced appears to be
free from gross error; each of the
various procedures discussed is
elucidated by one or more simpleyet sufficiently general-illustrative
problems chosen from among diverse fields of engineering; self practice and self -test of mastery of
content are afforded by inclusion of
some four hundred well-chosen and
diversified problems, half of which
have appended answers. The excellent binding, neat typography,
-

-

-

-
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remarkably effective display of numerical data, well -executed line
drawings, and a comprehensive
index contribute to ease of use and
ready grasp of content.
Some who peruse this text will
wish that it contained a more complete set of references, suggestive
of preferred supplementary reading. In this thought, and complementive of certain of the context,
the reviewer would remark: the
considerable value of the extensions
of Lin's method recently effected by
Luke and Ufford (Journal of Mathematics and Physics, volume 30,
1951, pp. 94-101) and, especially,
A. C. Aitken (Proceedings of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh, volume
63A, 1951, pp. 174-191) ; the unique
material on the solution of partial
differential equations by relaxation
and iteration methods encompassed
in the book by L. E. Grinter (editor), "Numerical Methods of Analysis in Engineering", Macmillan
Company, New York, 1949, see
especially Chapter 10; the comprehensive discussions of finite -difference solution of ordinary differential equations contained in W. E.
Milne's and in L. M. Milne -Thom son's books on finite differences;
and P. S. Dwyer's recent book devoted largely to methods of solution
of sets of linear algebraic equations.
The reviewer is of the opinion
that within the limitations of content and purpose as projected by
the author, the latter has produced
an admirable text, one which can
be recommended without reservation to the teacher or practicing
engineer who seeks-for classroom
use or self-study-a well -written,
clearly -presented and easily -grasped
account of those numerical procedures which over the past decade have come into considerable
everyday use in all branches of
telecommunications and applied
electronics.-THOMAS J. HIGGINS,
University of Wisconsin

Filter Design Data for
Communication Engineers
J. H.

John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., New York, 1952, 252 pages, $7.50.
BY
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fourteen years have passed
since Darlington published his
classic paper in which he showed
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how to design constant -k and m derived filter configurations which
produce optimum desired attenuation shapes. Yet, at a surprising

rate we are still being supplied
with text books and design data
books which deal with filter
synthesis by the approximate image parameter method. For introductory text books and books dealing in a very general way with the
filter problem, there is some excuse
for continuing to present the image
parameter method, which can be
explained to students in a relatively
short period of time. And, though
the synthesized network calls for
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element values which often are in
error by more than 100 per cent
(compared to optimum element
values), at least these non -optimum
values are obtained in a very
simple manner. However, on an
engineering level these reasons
should not apply. The continued use
of image -parameter methods in a
modern book for practicing engineers apparently means that not
enough years have passed to produce the engineer with the desire,
the knowledge and the time to compile a design data book based on
the modern methods of insertion loss theory.
Dr. Mole mentions Darlington's
method but makes the point that it
requires greater knowledge of
mathematics than is possessed by
the majority of design -development engineers; this point does not
apply, however, to a design data
book such as the present book is
purported to be, for as the author
himself points out, the interest is
not in the mathematical procedures
but in the end result-the design
data.
Although this reviewer cannot
recommend this design book from
the point of view that it does not
supply the purchaser with modern
optimum filter design data, he can
recommend it as supplying, in a
carefully thought out and useful
form, most of the old and also
some new approximate image -parameter design data. The author is
to be specially commended for the
many examples he has included in
each chapter.
Chapter I defines the terms and
symbols used and gives a summary
of his design procedure. From a
May, 1953
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conveniently-used and approximately-correct graph one finds the
cutoff -frequency Q required in the
coils of a low-pass filter to satisfy
a specified rate of cutoff. Then,
knowing the actual coil Q's being
used, the graph plus another graph
give the approximate number_ of
circuit elements required and the
cutoff frequency to be used in the
usual image -parameter element value equations. After finding this
cutoff frequency the curves given
in Chapter 8 are used to choose a
filter and to find the infinite attenuation frequencies so chosen
that reject -band Tchebyscheff behavior is obtained. These curves
also give the frequency at which
the image attenuation first reaches
the required reject band attenuation, i.e., the important point which
defines the edge of the reject band.
Because this is not the actual attenuation the usual procedure is
recommended of designing for a
reject band image attenuation
which is 6 db greater than the required attenuation.
The first two graphs mentioned
are of no use when high -Q elements
are available. In this case the cutoff frequency is apparently then
made to coincide with the desired
accept band edge and the graphs
of Chapter 8 are used directly.
However, for this case appreciable
ripples will be present in the pass band and the recommended method
of dealing with this problem is not
quite clear; apparently it is to add
additional terminating sections if
necessary.
The filter synthesis data which
an engineer would use is contained
in the graphs of Chapters 8 and 9
and the summarizing graphs of
Chapter 1. It is of interest to compare some of the performance data
given here with the performance
which modern insertion -loss theory
makes available. Figure 73 gives
the rate of cutoff obtainable with
a two -section filter.
If a filter requirement calls for
the reject band to start 25 per cent
above the accept band, Fig. 73
says that 33 db of actual attenuation can be produced by a two-section filter producing Tchebyscheff
reject -band behavior. Modern insertion -loss theory would say that,
if the accept band is defined by the
ELECTRON ICS
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point and if 3 -db ripples
are allowed in the pass band, 56 db
of actual attenuation can be pra
duced; with 1 -db passband ripples,
44 db can be produced; with 0.1 -db
ripples, 36 db; with 0.01 -db ripples
31 db; and with no ripples 24 db
of attenuation can be produced.
Figure 73 cannot duplicate this performance for two reasons: first,
simple image -parameter theory does
not trade passband ripple for increased rate of cutoff and, second,
Dr. Mole recommends the use of
one constant -k section in his "best performance" filters instead of
using all m -derived sections.
Chapter 2 gives in conveniently
normalized form the usual equations for the unfortunately unrealizable image impedances and
image attenuation and phase of
low-pass, high-pass, symmetrical
band-pass and band -stop sections.
Good clear curves are given for
these quantities, useful for circuit
analysis by image -parameter methods. Also given in convenient form
are the usual element -value equations of image -parameter theory.
Chapter 3 supplies the above mentioned equations and curves for
the 6-, 5-, 4- and 3 -element dissymmetrical band-pass filters.
Chapter 4 briefly describes the
use of mutual inductance and
Nortons T and P, reactance transformer for impedance transforming over large percentage bandwidths. The problem of the inconvenient element values called for
when one attempts to use constant -It
sections for small percentage bandwidth filters is noted. The suggested
solution of using the wide -band
transformers seems more complicated than that of using the correct
number of 3 -element sections-for
small percentage bandwidths these
give the same attenuation as the
constant -K configuration with quite
practical element values.
Chapter 5 deals with the various
two-terminal losses that are of
interest, namely the return loss
( which is the inverse of our voltage reflection factor magnitude),
the reflection loss, the mismatch
loss, the bridging loss and the
series loss. Charts are given for
the calculation of these losses.
Chapter 6 deals with the problem
3 -db -down

VARIABLE

Use

post card on last page.
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of analysing the filter to find the
actual attenuation it will produce
when resistors instead of image
impedances are used for terminations.
Chapter 7 deals with the design
of the terminating half -sections
which are usually necessary with
image -parameter design when tight
tolerances are set in the magnitude
of the reflection factor at the input
terminals. It also deals with the
problem of connecting filters in
parallel.
Chapter 9 deals with the effects
of dissipation, gives useful information concerning the minimum inductor Q which can be used to produce the first peak attenuation
point in the reject band and gives
the relationship between the accept
band and reject band attenuation
-when the rounding off of the edge
of the accept band due to dissipation is a limiting factor.
Chapter 10 contains new material
concerning the tolerance which
must be held on element values if
the filter performance is not to be
degraded by more than an assigned
amount.
In Chapter 11 are tables of useful functions.
The final chapter contains some
insertion -loss type of information
giving the actual attenuation obtained with 2- and 3 -element constant -k configurations, for the lowpass and band-pass case.
In conclusion it can be said that,
while the book does not present
optimum design data for filters, it
does contain much useful information, which with some additional
trial -and-error type of design, will
-enable an engineer to satisfy
most filter requirements.-MILTON
DISHAL, Federal Telecommunication Labs., Nutley, New Jersey.
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tions, with many changes and improvements as dictated by advances
in the art or by such matters as the
advent of television which, according to some amateurs, represents no
advance.
Readers will recognize proof that
the new edition is up-to-date by
noting descriptions of apparatus
taken from the pages of QST of
only a few months ago. The tube
section, probably the most up-tothe-minute source of tube data in
printed existence, gets larger and
larger.
In' case there are some who do
not already know the general contents of this most useful handbook
there are numerous chapters on
general radio theory and practice,
and many chapters on specific aspects of radio communication with
data and circuits useful to virtually
anyone wishing to communicate by
radio on virtually any portion of
the radio spectrum.
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technology can bring
MODERN
new promise to old lands only if it
can succeed in throwing off a few
nasty growing pains. Among these
there is none so crippling as the inability to talk with the clarity and
precision of science. Adolescence is
pretty much the same in automotive
engineering, electricity, and in this
case telecommunications. As each
technology grows like Topsy, the air
becomes filled with fresh jargon
naming new pieces of apparatus,
the work they do and the noises they
make. The great problem which
must be faced sooner or later is getting everybody concerned to agree
to drop his own pet phrase and settle on a common simple technical
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language.
Standardizing terms is difficult
enough when the bulk of development is carried on within one country. But imagine what happens
when the journals, equipment and
experts of the new technology burst
upon a small nation from several
directions speaking three or four
May, 1953-ELECTRONICS
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different languages. The result is a
terminological jungle that frustrates students, writers and repairmen.

Six for One
In Greece this is precisely what
has happened in the fields of tele-

communications. During the past
forty years Britain, France, Germany and then the United States
have successively influenced the
rapid adolescence of telecommunications, each bringing their own
words for the basic electronic components, and their own phrases for
describing circuit characteristics.
The imaginative Greek mind has
acted as a prism to these source
words so that there are as many as
six separate terms for a single electronic concept. Confusion and lack
of precision penetrate down to the
simple resistor.

To meet the growing derand
from producers of light-we git,

high -frequency Galvonorreie

movements, we have expanidec
our facilities designed to prces_
Wire of 2S Aluminum ... Thit wire
can be supplied in diameters sàsg
ing from approximatel .00 -"tut
through .002 inch
Ancdìzei
with an exceptionally thin_ arch

..

flexible dielectric coating.
Also available wires of aluminum alloys enameled as small ca
.001 inch diameter, to mee- rigic
specifications of rests -once, sise

Conception

For many years a certain radio
officer in the Greek Army had realized the necessity for quickly coming to terms with telecommunications. More than this, he planned to
do something about it. In 1948
Dionysios Bataimis started work on
his own initiative, planning and
writing a dictionary of telecommunication terms. This was to give
concise definitions in Greek for the
basic terminology standardized in
Great Britain and in the United
States. Furthermore, it was to
select, where possible, one Greek
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equivalent for each of the standard
English terms and occasionally suggest a completely new expression.

THAT
CHECKS ITS OWN

Guerilla Action
In 1949 Bataimis had finished the
initial version of the dictionary and
immediately offered his manuscript
to the technical services of the
Greek Army. They welcomed it, but.
at that time they were too occupied
with Communist guerillas to con-
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cern themselves with publishing
books. As months dragged on, B'átaimis, from his position in the
Army, saw daily the cruel effects of.
imprecise terminology and became
impatient. With primary interest in
getting some form of the dictionary
into use immediately, he completed.
mimeographing it himself.
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suggested that the manuscript be
offered to the ECA group to publish, and pushed the project. The
Labor and Manpower Division of
the Marshall Plan group, who were
aiding technical schools, convinced
authorities that here was a case
where a little money would go a
long way to helping Greece build
herself. The funds were finally alThe dictionary, which
located.
Bataimis had now completely reworked, appeared in early 1952.
Organization of Book
The book's 495 pages are divided
into three sections. Introductory
notes include small essays on the
confused points of existing terminology. Indexes, both in Greek
and in English, list the alternatives
and direct the user to the main section of the work, where the definitions themselves are listed. This
principal section is arranged in
chapters concentrating on such
topics as Basic Terms, Electronic
Tubes, Telegraphy, Telephony and
Radio. Standardized English terms
follow in an order which begins
with the most fundamental concepts
in each section. Occasionally the
English terms themselves appear in
several alternatives, in which case
May,
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Example of typical page in section on
radio receivers. For fidelity there is
only one English term listed and only
one Greek term in use. For many other
terms the job is more complicated; the
preferred English term had to be selected first, with its source indicated by
small letters at the right (B.S. is British
Standards Institution). Existing Greek
terms are listed next, after which the
author defines, distinguishes and selects
a single new standard
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Examples of Terms
Reducing the Greek terms for
vacuum tube from three to two is
an example. The British "valve"
was widely used in its Greek form,
valvis, especially by those who understood its electronic function. But
then the increasing volume of equipment and literature from America
contributed the equivalent of
ELECTRON ICS
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San Francisco 10, Calif.

IN ELECTRONICS AND PLASTICS

:

all are noted and the one preferred
by the American or British organizations is indicated.
The principle function of the
book is, of course, to offer short ex-

planations in Greek of telecommunication terms, whether or not
there is any cause for confusion. In
all, 3,250 terms in the two languages appear in the book, for
which 2,250 definitions in Greek are
given.
The difference of 1,000 between
these two figures represents substitute terms, most of which are
Greek, and indicates the second role
of the dictionary, to enumerate
these alternatives and to choose
wherever possible a single standard.

-

...
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r

single term for impedance which he
hopes will find consistent use in
textbooks, literature, and most important, the thinking of electronic
men.
New Words

Quite often the task was not
merely to select one Greek word
from several alternatives in current
use, but to introduce entirely new
terms into the Greek technical language. Some of these are quite
naturally the names for the latest
gadgets which arrive continually
from Europe and America. But,
surprisingly enough, some of the
new words describe the simplest of
circuit components.
As an example, until now there
has been no distinction made between a circuit component and its
particular electrical quality. Thus
an inductor was called an inductance and a resistor, whether carbon or wire -wound, a resistance.
The dictionary mentions that the
distinction has come in other countries only after electronics reached
maturity, and suggests that it is
now time for Greece to follow. Two
new words, corresponding to resistor and inductor for the circuit
components themselves, are offered.
In the Greek language this is simple to arrange by using the masculine form of the root word for the
component itself, while reserving
the feminine ending for what it
accomplishes. From now on, resistance is a womanly quality possessed
by objects which are manly as long
as they possess the slightest trace
of an ohm.

SERVICE
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their own language. In telecommunications the most basic of such
words is, of course, electron. This
left Greece centuries ago meaning
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electrical particle. Greeks recognize
hysteresis as coming from an old
verb meaning "to be behind". Much
more recently klystron, derived
from a precipitous rushing of
water, as through the break in a
dam, returned from America, patented and mispronounced as the
family name of certain velocitymodulated vacuum tubes. Mean -
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"tube", which as solin in Greek appeared falsely to be a cousin to the
solenoid. The American terminology was reinforced by the German
rhöre. Meanwhile the French lampe,
in Greek lichnia, had somehow become more widely used than any of
the others. Bataimis discusses the
origins of these three exising terms
and finally designates valvis for
those electronic tubes which actually function as valves. Others
are classified generally as lichnia.
The dictionary suggests that solin
be discarded from Greek usage, but
of course notes that Americans
seem to be sticking to "tubes".
A far greater feat of standardization came in designating a single
term for "channel", in the sense of
an allotted r -f band. There have
been no less than six Greek expressions in partial use. Certain literature employed the equivalent of
"canal" (canali) others preferred
"conduits". Still, other publicatïons referred to bands in the r -f
spectrum as "roads", "passages",
"tubes" or the naval term meaning
"a charted path through a mine
field" which, come to think of it, can
be only too accurate. Of these the
most common was canali, roughly
"canal", but there was some national prejudice against this word,
which was thought to be not really
Greek but a modification, of the
Roman canalis. Bataimis's researches found, however, that it was
the Greeks after all who had the
original word for it since the Latin
canalis had in fact come, from the
ancient Greek canna or canni. He
suggests that this term, as old as
the Acropolis, become the single
way to describe an r -f channel, and
hopes that all concerned will be satisfied to short out the other five.
Perhaps an even greater contribution to electronic science in
Greece is made by standardizing
terms for the basic electrical constants. The slightest misunderstandings on this level cripple basic
understanding and the precise
transference of knowledge. Thus,
for the concept of impedance the
Greeks used different expressions,
including apparent resistance. But
this phrase, especially when spoken,
often left confusion as to the exact
participation of XL, X, and pure R.
Bataimis designates and defines a
;
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while the television orthicon was
named by combining the Greek
ortho (correct) and eikon (image),
all of which makes an image
orthicon appear to be a camera tube
giving a correct image image.

coil

designing

?

Distribution
Of the 2,000 dictionary copies
published by ECA, approximately
one half are in use by the Greek
armed forces. Others have gone to
schools in the vigorously expanding
technical training programs. The
largest of these schools, the Sivita-

nidios Institute, aided the publication. The remaining copies have
gone to universities, laboratories,
technical associations and broadcast
units not only in Greece but in the
U. S., England, France and Switzerland.
Will the growing group of young
Greek telecommunication workers
follow these suggestions for standardized terms and new expressions?
Only time will tell. Rut so far it appears that such words as sanni and '
resistor are catching on. Of course,
if other expressions emerge as common understandings, subsequent
editions of the dictionary will have
to acknowledge them. The author
recognizes that the battle to clarify
is never won; a technical jargon
constantly grows and picks up bad
habits.
Developing this new dictionary
and improving the existing one are
unspectacular but very real contributions. As the blessings-and
complexities-of electronics spread
to the remoter suburbs of the free
world, this project can well be followed elsewhere.
SPERRY LEA,
American Mission to Greece

When your design specifies coils, get in tòuch
with us. As coil experts, we co-operate with
design engineers to produce prototypes. Use
our 35 years of experience to save time, effort
and money. Coto-Coil Company, 65 Pavilion
Avenue, Providence 5, R. I. New York Office:
10 E. 43rd Street, New York 17.
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National Electronics
Conference, 8th Annual
Proceedings
Available from NEC headquarters,
852 East 83rd St., Chicago 19, Ill., 835
pages, $5.00.

IN THIS printed proceedings of the
1952 Conference, held in Chicago
September 29, 30 and October 1, will
be found the complete text of all
technical papers and luncheon
speeches with but one exception. In
all there are not quite 100 papers
which cut across all aspects of the
May,
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TERMALINE

wide electronics field. The contents
are listed below by general divisions
with the numbers of individual
papers in each.

General (non-technical) papers,
two;
Servomechanism
Theory,
four; High -frequency Electron
Tubes, four; Audio, five; Industrial
Measurements, four; Magnetic Amplifiers and Servo Applications,
four; Television, five; Equipment
and Components Reliability, five;
Waveguides, five; Transistors, five;
Radio Navigation, Radar and UHF
Transmitters, four; Circuits, ten;
Components, Assembly and Measurements, five; Semiconductors,
four; Memory Tubes and Tube Reliability, five; Computers, five;
Antennas, four; Electronic Instrumentation, five ; Engineering Management, four; Coding and Recording Equipment, five; Delay-line
and High -frequency Test Equipment, five.
At the end of the book are appendices giving the list of exhibitors at
the conference and the tables of
contents of the seven previous proceedings volumes.
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Radio Operating Questions
and Answers
J. L. HORNUNG AND ALEXANDER A.
MCKENZIE, McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Inc., New York, 1952, 557 pages, $6.00.
BY

AGAIN it is possible for FCC license
candidates to "know all the answers" when taking commercial
radio operator examinations. This
eleventh edition of "Q and A"
maintains the high standard of
technical accuracy and clarity that
has made previous editions so
justly popular.
The book gives direct and to -thepoint answers to over 1,900 questions taken from the latest FCC
"Study Guide and Reference Material for Commercial Radio Operator Examinations." If pertinent
sections of the material are absorbed by the reader, he is qualified
to pass the written parts of exams
for all classes of radiotelegraph and
radiotelephone operators, plus aircraft radiotelegraph and ship radar
endorsements.
Many of the questions are answered in single -word or single sentence statements. Where an
answer requires elaboration for
ELECTRONICS
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TYPE It

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

SMALLEST

Power measurement et any
frequency
Matched terminations for wave
guides or coaxial lines
e Resistive power pickup loops
RF pads or attenuators

RESISTOR
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Dummy loads

Temperature measurements

e Impedance matching

TYPE R RESISTORS employ noble
metal film deposits on specially

;elected heat resistarrt glass.
FILM THICKNESS offers negligible
skin effect, at microwave frequencies.
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PHYSICAL STRUCTURE is ideally
suited to impedance matching in standard coaxal line and waveguides.
FINISH. Coated with a special silicone
varnish to protect the film.

SPECIFICATIONS
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velues on request.
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Wattage:
et 25°C
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TELEWAVE LABORATORIES, INC.
100

Metropolitan Ave.

Irooklyn

11, New York

complete understanding, however,
extra material-including many excellent drawings-is provided.
The answers reflect a great deal
of careful planning on the part of
the authors. It is difficult to answer
certain types of questions with positive unqualified statements. The
answers provided in this book are
virtually free of uncertainty. The
information provided in each case
is sufficient, but not excessive.
The book is a must for any
aspiring commercial radio operator.
The experienced operator can derive a great amount of benefit by
skimming through its pages for a
quick review.-JF

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS
Bibliography and Abstracts on Electrical Contacts. ASTM, 1916 Race
St., Philadelphia 3, Pa. 1952, 257
pages, $5.50. Over 1,500 references,
hundreds of abstracts, many special
articles, the result of extensive work
by Committee B-4, Electrical Heating,
Resistance and Related Alloys to develop standards for contact materials.
The articles covered go up through
most of 1951 and the digests and listing are a most valuable contribution
to the subject.
Synchros, Self -synchronous Devices
and Electrical Servo -mechanisms. By
Leonard R. Crow, Universal Scientific
Company. The Scientific Book Publishing Company, Vincennes, Ind.,
1953, 222 pages, $4.20. Non -mathematical, elementary text for technical
schools, training courses and individuals. Well illustrated, easy to under-

stand.

Vacuum -Tube Oscillators. By William
A. Edson, Stanford University. John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York; Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London, 1953, 476
pages, $7.50. First text on the subject; presents excellent treatment of
all oscillator types plus chapters on
frequency multiplication and division,
modulation, automatic frequency control, noise, and long-line and multiple resonance effects.
Tungsten-Its Metallurgy, Properties
and Applications. By Colin J. Smith ells. The Chemical Publishing Co.,
Inc., New York, 1953, 400 pages, $8.50.
Comprehensive book on the metallurgy, chemical and physical properties, and industrial applications of
tungsten. Topics discussed are the
primary and secondary raw materials,
their step-by-step treatment for production of metallic tungsten, working
of tungsten for obtaining various
-

FOR RADIO, FM,
QUALITY BUILT COILS

TV AND GOVERNMENT APPLICATIONS
Uniform high quality, fast delivery and low cost have made
Fugle-Miller coils the choice of many leading manufacturers in the radio and electronics industry. All types are
supplied including Universal, Bank Wound, Universal
Progressive and solenoid coils. JAN specifications are our
specialty. Call, wire or write today for prompt quotations.

FUGLE-MILLER
LABORATORIES
MAIN
112

METUCHEN, NEW JERSEY
Telephone: Metuchen 6-2245

STREET,

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

ductile products, metallographic struc-

ture of the pure metal, influence of
manufacturing operations on the
physical properties of tungsten, tungsten alloys and their industrial applications, chemical and spectrographic
methods for the determination of impurities. Should be of considerable
assistance to students or specialists.
May,
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is th 1 ader

Transistors

///I I\\\

to express my appreciation for your series of articles
beginning in the March 1953 issue
of ELECTRONICS, "TRANSISTORS :
Theory and Application", by Abraham Coblenz and Harry L. Qwens
(p 98). You are zero beat on my
natural resonant frequency. Please
keep up the good work.

////I \\\

PANORAMIC IS THE PIONEER In
the transformation of spectrum content into visual spectographie displays . . . known as the "Panoramic
Method" by the entire electronic field.
PANORAMIC LEADS the industry
in producing instruments unexcelled
for every application requiring high
speed spectrum or waveform analysis.
Whatever your problem, a Panoramic
Analyzer solves it quickly, accurately.

PANORAMIC leads again with

Signal -Switcher-SW1
Designed to apply alternately test
and standard signals to Panoramic
Sonic Analyzers. Enables frequency
comparisons to within a fraction of a
cycle. Used with the G-2 Sonic Response Indicator, it facilitates rapid
comparisons of the frequency responses of amplifiers, filters, transmission lines, etc.

SB -12 Type T-100
Designed specifically for applications requiring extreme resolutions or demanding
measurement of levels of signals spaced
very closely in frequency or widely diver.
gent in amplitude.

Panalyzor-Model

Maximum Sweepwidth-100KC
Maximum Resolution-10CPS
Sweep Rates-30 cps, 5 cps,
scan in 10 seconds
1 cps and 1

BACKTALK
DEAR SIRS:
JUST A NOTE

ROY

E. BRANN

South Pasadena, California

fl

Mor(e)on Ads
DEAR SIRS:

I CONCUR in the remarks made by
W9KQX in the March 1953 issue
of ELECTRONICS (p 492). There
is a vast field in advertising in
which much improvement can and
should be made. When a company
comes out with a new set of tubes
it would be wonderful if they would
recommend and display circuitry
that would be of immediate use in
utilizing the product.
In so-called "institutional" advertising perhaps this is not useful,
but in most ads which are directed
to the users-the engineers, hams,
etc.-it would be good to see useful
data, such as circuits.
I have been with commercial
manufacturers of gear, both amateur and commercial, and know that
in most cases the ads are written
and directed by nontechnical people, or if there are engineers behind
the ads, their wishes are overridden by the "art" director who is
more concerned with a pretty ad
than a useful one. I deplore this
attitude on the part of management

that permits the "art" department
or some "advertising counsellor" to

tell the engineer what an ad shall
say.
Inquiries invited on
I also concur with W9KQX that
Special Pano
ramic Spectrum many hams are readers of electronic
Analyzers
magazines, and of ELECTRONICS in
PANORAMIC
EQUIPMENT
particular. I know that it reads well,
ON DISPLAY AT:
and that it is well-read at Sandia
NATIONAL
CONFERENCE
PRODUCTS, INC.
Laboratory where I work-not only
OF AIRBORNE
ELECTRONICS
by engineers, but amateur-enROOM 524
gineers as well. They all like its
Second Avenue, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
direct style and excellent presenta MOunt Vernon 4.3970

w \./.

SILVER GRAPHALLOY

for applications requiring low electrical
noise, low and constant
contact drop, high cur-

rent density and minimum wear.

EXTENSIVELY USED IN

SELSYNS

ROTATING THERMOCOUPLE and
STRAIN -GAGE CIRCUITS
ROTATING JOINTS
GUN -FIRE CONTROLS
DYNAMOTORS etc.
Wide range of grades available for standard
and special applications.
Brush holders and coin silver slip rings available for use with Silver Graphalloy Brushes.
OTHER GRAPHALLOY PRODUCTS:

Oil -free self-lubricating

Bushings and Bearings, Oil free Piston Rings, Seal Rings,
Thrust and Friction Washers,
Pump Vanes.
Write us for Data Sheets and further information.

GRAPHITE METALLIZING CORPORATION
1055 NEPPERHAN AVENUE

10

South

Went more information? Use post card on last page.
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YONKERS, NEW YORK

Please send dosa on Gropholloy BRUSHES end CONTACTS.

POHMIC
RADIO

.

e e

Send dote on BUSHINGS.
NAME

P.

TITLE

COMPANY
STREET

CITY

Want

ZONE

STATE

more information? Use post card on

last page.
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tion of the electronics art.
This letter is just another voice
crying for honesty and forthrightness in advertising-and less useless malarky.
A. DAVID MIDDELTON (W5CA)
Director, ABEL West Gulf Division
Tijeras, New Mexico
mmosamanommmle

For Those Rugged

-

Applications

unique design telephone
rugged but
type lever switch
light construction. For applications
requiring dependable switching. Made
in 2 and 3 position types, both locking and
A

DEAR SIRS:

smaller switch for
single hole mounting.
Available in many popular and less complex
A

circuits.

MODIFICATIONS
Our flexible tools make
modifications to meet

This NEW

requirements
special
economical and practical.

CATALOG
Should Be In Your File!

Write for catalog of standard switches and other components. For
modifications, please furnish complete information-applicable specifications, quantities, etc., for prompt handling of your inquiry.

swxm«twxx
+--

I

N

C .

^---

1336 N. Halsted St., Chicago 22, III.
Canadian Representative: Atlas Radio Corp. Ltd., 560 King St. W.,
Toronto 2B, Canada. Phone Waverly 4761.
The name "Switcheraft" Is a registered trade mark and is the property of
Switeheraft, Inc.

AVAILABLE AT ALL LEADING RADIO PARTS JOBBERS

NEW

UNIVERSAL
COIL WINDER

a

DOUBLE BARREL

ADVERTISING
Advertising men agree-to do a complete
advertising job you need the double effect
of both Display Advertising and Direct

Mail

Alcar's new coil winder is an efficient, compact instrument for winding
precision universal coils. The instrument comes complete with variable
speed motor, wire foot, spool rack
and tension control. It is a self-contained unit in its own storage case
with no extras to buy or loose parts
to change.

Display Advertising keeps your name
before the public and builds prestige,
Direct Mail supplements your Display
Advertising. It pin -points your message
right to the executive you want to reach
...the person who buys or influences the
purchases.
In view of present day difficulties in
maintaining your own mailing lists, our
efficient personalized service is particularly
Important in securing the comprehensive
market coverage you need and want.
Ask for more detailed information to.
day. You'll be surprised at the low over.
cost and the tested effectivmms of
tbae hand-picked selections.

ill

y

,

SEND FOR BULLETIN B-2

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
raie

Mc GRAW-H

ALCAR
2 Godwin Avenue

Fair Lawn, N. J.
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Albuquerque, New Mexico

(Editor's note: We have always been
concious of the possibilities that exist
for improvement in public safety
through the intelligent use of electronics. Mr. Tillman's proposal is
printed below.)

Emergency Device

Facilities available for design and
construction of electronic and ultrasonic instruments and transducers

INSTRUMENTS, INC.

that in this day of advanced art and science in air transportation and communication, it is
a frequent occurrence for aircraft
to crash or seacraft to meet disaster
without a dependable automatic
means of communication of identity
and position, has been a personal
concern to the writer.
There is a constant trickle of
news over our nation, regarding a
plane lost or overdue, but infrequently requiring days to locate,
and occasionally personnel are lost
through loss of time in bringing
required aid or medical attention.
The state of the art on the form
of telemetering, radiosondes and
direction -finding techniques, contains the necessary applied science
to justify investigation and development of proper equipment. I
believe the need and suggested solutions should be publicized to encourage development.
In the
interest of public safety, this might
best be accomplished through some
agency that would assure an open
license to anyone for general use,
if there proved to be a patent application.
I have prepared and enclosed
some general specifications.
JOHN E. TILLMAN
THE FACT

non -locking.
"LEV -R -SWITCH"

Better SOS's

DIRECT

Ill

MAIL LIST SERVICE

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

Want more information? Use post card

on

last page.

of means

to provide aircraft and small sea craft with an automatic disaster
warning device are as follows :
Basically the unit should be a
small radio transmitter with a
suitable antenna and small balloon
packaged in an aluminum sleeve or
May,

1953-
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encapsulated
boxed in a container that would be

ejected from the' craft either by the
jar of impact or,by manual release.
The unit would be thrown clear of
immediate area to prevent damage
by resulting fire.
When ejected into the air, the
balloon would release, holding one
end of the antenna and the transmitter would form an anchor for
the other end. The transmitter
would be sealed and float in water
when necessary. The transmitter
would provide a radio signal of distress, giving craft identity type,
and provide the signal necessary
for homing devices.

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
wound to your requirements

SMALL IN SIZE
Weight -1/3 oz.

TYPE TE
Write for Bulletin 166E
for additional information and specifications.

TYPE TP

SMALL IN PRICE
in quantity

Specifications

itself should

The transmitter
have the following features:
(1) It should be capable of automatic, possibly periodic, transmission for a minimum of 100 or 200

hours.
(2) Carrier frequencies should
be selected by assignment from or
agreement with FCC, CAA, USAF
and USCG, making use of present
monitoring systems to assure positive reception.
(3) Carrier frequency, modulation frequency and periodic transmission should be coded to reveal
craft type and identity.
(4) Test provisions of operation
when installed without ejection
should be provided.
(5) The case must be sealed to
water and air.
The balloon should have sufficient
lifting power to support a small
antenna. It should be able to withstand large changes in altitude, and
it should be capable of being inflated by automatic storage devices
employing suitable gas such as
helium.
The actual location should be determined by past experience in vulnerability of specific parts of craft
to afford best protection while still
available for manual operation and
maintenance checks. A study of
ejection means, such as springs,
CO, bombs and compressed air
would be required-probably for
each type of craft.
The purpose of the above proposal is to stimulate interest of
members of the aviation and elecELECTRONICS-May,

1953

As low as

$5.00 each
three- $7.50 each.

lots. One to

ECHNITROL

TYPE TP

ENGINEERING COMPANY

2751 N. 4th St., Philadelphia 33, Pa.

HEATING UNITS
HEATING ELEMENT
RESISTANCE

HOT WIRE
Do you have an

electrical wiring

problem involving high temperatures? We build just the wire for
such jobs.

problem

Write

us

about your

THERMOCOUPLE WIRE
ASBESTOS LEAD

& FIXTURE WIRE
INSULATED
RESISTANCE WIRE

FIBERGLAS
INSULATED

and let our engineers

make a recommendation.

J

LINE CORD

WIRE

WIRE TO ANY
SPECIFICATIONS

Send your electronic control, commun'cations or appliance wiring specifications for a recommended solution by our engineers.
FOR A TRIAL ORDER OR A CARLOAD consult

THE LEWIS ENGINEERING CO.

-7 L) i i- á?.

NAUGATUCK
Want more information?

Use post card on

CONNECTICUT
last page.
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CUSTOM

:'r

DESIGNED

PROTECTION
SUB -MINIATURE TUBES . . .

for

(continued)

tronics profession who have the
tools for studying the problem mentioned.
JOHN E. TILLMAN
4tbuquerque, New Mexico

NEW STA VER

THE

SUB -MINI -SHIELD
Here is a combination Shield, Clip and
Mount to meet your T3 Sub -Miniature
Tube holding and shielding requirements.
Wrap -around shield (A) assures
close tube to shield contact for
maximum heat dissipation. Firm
clamping action of phosphor
bronze shield mount (B) secures tubes under the most
severe conditions of vibration
and shock. Easy -to -get -at rivet
holes in base of mount facilitate easy riveting of mount to
chassis.

Cathode Impedance
DEAR SIRS:

B

Sub -Mini -Shields are now
available for tube types
T3 -I, T3-2, T3-3, and T3-4;
Diameter .366" to .400".

[ü.1C, (Ri,

gee/ 800-2600Better than .05% from 20°F to 120°F

2. SENSITIVITY
Usable indication with

1

FREQUENCY
mcs M E ERS

Portable Units
... For field and
Laboratory Use!

milliwatt input

Modett

Adjustable for higher levels

FS -C -171.A
FS -C -172 -A
FS -C -173.A
FS -C -174-A

3. INDICATOR
50 Microammeter

4. INPUT
50 Ohm Type

N

Connector

5. EXTERNAL DC -OUTPUT
Pin Jacks

6. EXCURSION OF MICROMETER

Units

consist

nectors

of cavity

One-half inch

at 1400
Division equals 350
at 2000
Division equals 450
at 2600
Division

MCS.
MCS.
MC5.
MCS.

body,

and calibration suitable
and

7. MICROMETER SCALE
at 1000 Mc
1 Division equals 290

800-1200
1200.1600
1600-2250
1700.2600

ceteronChat.rteSpecificati

Prices

1

or

Our Engineering Department welcomes
your special Subminiature Shielding problems!

Lightweight

>>

(or C8Req)2

Manufacturers of the famous:
MINI -SHIELDS & MINI -SPRINGS
Bay Shore, Long Island, N. Y.
Bay Shore 7-3620

SPECIFICATIONS
1. ACCURACY

seen no comments in either
the January or February issue of
ELECTRONICS regarding the article
"Effective Cathode Impedance", by
W. Chater and N. Golden (p 184,
Dec. 1952) I am writing this in case
no criticism has been submitted by
others.
Using the nomenclatupe of the
article, it is proved that for good
bypassing
HAVING

I

R,)12 > > I

where I! stands for "in parallel
with".
This means that if R,, is made
small or zero, Ck must be large or
infinite, which is incorrect. In Fig. 1
2t

µe,

=

(rP-i`RL)-I-(f1+1)Z
where 4 stands for vector sum.
Therefore the ratio
Gain forZ = Z
Gain forZ = 0

rp -r Rt
(rP -i- RL) -F (¡t

+

1) Z

R,.

R. + Z
For values of this ratio approaching unity, Z must be much smaller
than R,; that is, Rk must be bypassed to a value much less than
R,,,. Taking two simple cases, (a)
If Rk << R,, Ck is not required.
(b) If X,k
Rk, Rk can be neg-

«

KC

Mc

1

KC

Mc

1

KC

Mc

1

equals 555

KC

8. EXTERNAL SIZE
61/2 x 93/4 x

7"

9. WEIGHT
Four pounds

(Cavity units are also available for custom housing)
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FIG.

1-Simple amplifier circuit illus

trates bypassing situation discussed in
letter
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OC - AC

CHOPPERS

-

A model for every use.
10
500 cycles

2-Circuit with feedback current

FIG,.

adding to normal tube cathode current

Single pole

60 cycles
Single pole and double pole
Make -before -break contacts

lected. Then

(

1

w Gig

must be much less than R,,, or
(0)C2R,)2 >> 1; not (0)CkReq)2 as
above.

In the second part of the article
it is stated that the feedback ratio
=

e,

Req

and is

eo-ek
tx

servo -mechanism error voltages
and the output of thermocouples
and strain gauges, may be amplified
by means of an AC rather than a
DC amplifier.
They are hermetically sealed,
precision vibrators having special
features which contribute to long
life and low noise level.
ggpY1R

High vacuum impregnated

Fully tested and

guaranteed
These quality standard types are
readily available and cover a wide
range of specifications, set forth in
detail in a new catalog.

+ i2)

ek

=

ee

= iiRLA

(21

Rk

+ CO-ek
= ( RLA
eO
RF

Rk

whence the feedback ratio equals
ek

e,

Rk

- (RF+Rk)(1+'R

WRITE FOR THESE

...

#280A
10.500 cycles
#246C
60 cycles

4RF

should be greater
only slightly if
RF/RLA is much less than unity.
Also, its value depends on A.
It seems likely that the authors
used the circuit shown in Fig. 3
and hence the

exat

CATALOGS

Core and coil securely

RF

ek

.at
DC

Rugged sealed terminals

Substituting

These Choppers convert low level
DC into pulsating DC or AC so that

...._

MIL-T-27 standard steel
cases

anchored to
mounting studs

Rea
RIP -I- Rea

= R,, paralleled by R,,,
therefore less than R,, indicating that less current flows
through Rk than through R,
whereas actually i, and i2 flow in
the same direction through Rk.
In Fig. 2
where

'. C1-4lPP

HERMETICALLY SEALED
Designed to MIL -T-27
specifications

r

ek

TRANSFORMERS

than

Rk,

Req

Quotations submitted promptly
on the above
and all other
types of
transformers
and reactors

but

STEVENS

ARNOLD
INCORPORATED
2 2

ELKINS

SOUTH BOSTON 27, MASS.
5A-5

-

Want more mtormation?
ELECTRONICS

FERRANTI ELECTRIC, INC.

STREET

Use post card on
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30 Rockefeller Plaza

Now York 20, N. Y.

FIG. 3-Circuit in which feedback and

cathode current subtract

Want more information?
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when better SYNCHROS

(continued)

for their tests. Here i, and iº flow
in opposite directions in Rk.
il = (a +

are required

rp

SPECIFY

z =
ek

7e4eit

=

e,

-

ek

ek

R,,,

ek

(i2

- il) Rk
e,-ek

=

RF

Rk/RF
1

Rk

RF

Proved Precision
Accuracy
Meet Government

Rk
Re,

__RFII Ric IIRnn
Rp

Specifications

R

-

RF

Req

The result stated by the authors for
Fig. 2 is not applicable owing to the
reverse direction of i1.

Corrosion Resistance
Fungus Resistance
Available in wide
selection of
TELESYN BROCHURE

=

Substituting

e,

sizes

ek

RF

ek

WRITE FOR NEW

1)

+ RL

ÍQaNe

D. L. CLAY

Birmingham Sound Reproducers,
Staffs, England
Chief Electronic Design

Cheerio
DEAR SIRS:

Division of the Sperry Corporation
31-10 Thomson Avenue
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

7ouToFlO MAJOR POLICE
DEPARTMENTS USE

JAMES x
pM.E.
,p:TU4

low voltage starting

insures long life

your Distributor or write
directly for FREE booklet on
"Improving Vibrator Life Through
Good Maintenance."
See

-Red Ball" design means

JAMES

full, instant, low voltage starting

your insurance of longer
vibrator Ii,e and superior
performance even under maximum
battery drain conditions.
* Write for detailed story.
.

JAMES

^WM/1/44W

VIB'RAPOWR COMPANY
4038 N. Rockwel. St.

Chicago

18,

III.

I LIKE the cheerful tone of your
November issue. It is good to know
that a slacking -off in military contracts is not causing despondency
among manufacturers, but is merely
a spur to them to open up new fields

of application for their products
and to design and produce improved
forms of existing equipment.
The information that Canada's
contribution to the electronic equipment field is growing at a rapid
rate is good news too, for I believe
that a healthy and virile electronics
industry is a sign of better times
ahead. Once the United Nations
have completed their rearmament
programs consideration can and
should be given to lightening the
daily trend and increasing the benefits of leisure, and here the electronics industry can play a very
big part.
Recruitment to the industry must
be kept at a high level, and here

again the prospects are cheerful.
Altogether the world prospects
for this expanding industry are excellent and provided we all put our
backs into it there should be no
trade recession.
Your editorial comments in this
respect have heartened us all.
SAMUEL WARRINER

Glorteester, England
418
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CONTACTS FOR THE FIELD OF ELECTRONICS

r

ELECTRO PLATING
SPECIALISTS IN

Silver, Cadmium & Zinc
Barrel Plating

.

WAVEGUIDE
WAVEGUIDE Assemblies
WAVEGUIDE Components
Low Cost

Dimensions to

Iridite and Cronak

Some items shipped from stock.
Copper, Nickel, Silver
Others, produced to your specifications, on short notice
Write now for additional information.

Processes
To

Government Specifications
Government Certified

ALLIED RESEARCH & ENGINEERING INC.
1041

PLATING CO.

NORTH

LAS

HOLLYWOOD

PALMAS

EISLER MANUFACTURES COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
WELDERS FOR SPOT & WIRE BUTT
RADIO, TV TUBE EQUIPMENT & REPAIR UNITS
INCANDESCENT, FLUORESCENT MFG EQUIPMENT
NEON SIGN MAKERS EQUIPMENT, GLASS LATHES
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, VACUUM PUMPS. Etc.
Wet Glass SLICING & CUTTING MACHINES for Lab Use
TRANSFORMERS, SPECIAL & STANDARD TYPES
EISLER ENGINEERING CO., INC.
751 So. 13th St.
Newark.3, N. 1.

Have you problems in -

..................

Metal to Glass Seals?
WE'LL MAKE IT!

TERMINALS
HEADERS
SPECIAL ITEMS
END SEALS

SUBCONTRACTING

387 Charles St., Providence, R.

NEW RECORDING PAPER

MILITARY and COMMERCIAL.

For the first time there Is available an indelible
recording paper-ALFAX-that Is NOT subject to
humidity, temperature or capillary action problems
usually associated with pen and ink or papers
marked by arcing or heat.
ELECTRICITY IS THE INK
THAT MARKS ALFAX
Alfas paper can be marked by one volt and Le
instantaneous. permanent and stable. Highly
sensitive Alfas is capable of catching transients
and has a tone response capable of fourteen steps
by simply varying the current through the paper.
Alfas is the only paper that is capable of high
speed recording, stable before or after recording.
is non -transferable, has low current consumption
at high speeds, can record at high humidity over
all temperature ranges, is smudge proof and nontoxic.
Alfas opens the whole new field of monitoring and
recording of phenomena which never before have
been done easily and cheaply.
Send for literature and send us your recording
problem. We will be happy to work with you.

Power supplies, controls, test equipment,
sub -assemblies, cable and harness work.
PESCHEL ELECTRONICS, INC.

QUALITY PRODUCTS CO.

I.

13

GARDEN ST.
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
NEw Rochelle 6.3342

ELECTRICAL

CO.I LS

SODERING
BRAZING L WELDING
I. E. ALIEN CO. INC.

form, layer, interleaved,
interwoven types. Made of any material,
any finish, for any application.
Send blue-prints and specifications
for prompt quotation.
Bobbin, spool,

Chirge

31,

III.

6751 BRYN MAWR AVE.
WALKIE-RECORDALL

',tit...m

BATTERY

"RECORDERPLAYBACK

THE FIVE
STAR COMPANY

Continuous, permanent, indexed recording. up to 4
hrs., only 3c hr. Instantaneous, permanent playback.
Picks up sound up to 60 ft. Records conferences, lectures, dictation, 2 -way phone & sales talks while
walking, riding or flying. Records in closed briefcase
with "hidden mike", Write for Detailed Literature.

Dept E-5 NEW YORK

WIDE RANGE

sub -assemblies

TELETRONICS LABORATORY,

For

INC.

Measures maximum modulation deviation
on mobile -system FM transmitters, all frequencies, 25 to 200 MC. Price $240.00.

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.

descriptive litera-

ture write or wire

Westbury 7-1028

MODULATION METER

DFCflDf

RESISTOR

Especially designed for use in development and production
laboratorres where standardized RTMA resistor values are to be
determined easily and quickly.

receivers-test equipment
transmitters-controls

FM

ENGINEERING COMPANY
Westboro, Massachusetts
P. 0. Box 125

3, N. Y.

SUB -CONTRACTING
MILITARY and COMMERCIAL

Westbury, L. I., N. Y.

ALFAX PAPER &

West Main Street
Plantsville, Conn.

MILES REPRODUCER CO., INC.
112 BROADWAY

38, CALIFORNIA

1790 FIRST AV. N.Y.C.
EN e-5222

EVEREADY

NAME IT

Quantity Production
Light-weight "One-piece constructions"
Excellent V.S.W R
Internal finishes, 10 micro -inch
±.0005

For

.

.

Rochester Electronics Co., Inc.
DEPT

Phone NE 2-5555

Box 227

PENFIELD, NEW YORK

Shorted Turn Indicator

certification of Induction

and Dielectric Heating Equipment
In accordance with F.C.C. rulings
NEW ROCHELLE TOOL CORP.
New Rochelle, New York
320 Main St.

S-4

Sensitive.rugged,non-shocking
or unmounted coils; $150. f.o.b.

HikARTRON
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF.

Quotations on request

'Mobile Unit'

BRADENTON, FLORIDA

A PRIVATE TECHNICAL

PLATING SERVICE

PALLADIUM

offering
in
RHODIUM
.
.
intermediate and heavy electrodeposits.
Information regarding electroplated thicknesses
,

flash,

upon request.

DANIEL D. ZIELIK

Brown's Lane

Fairfield, Connecticut

This CONTACTS Section
supplements other advertising in this
issue with these additional announcements of products essential to efficient
and economical production and maintenance. Make a habit of checking this
page, each issue.

USE DECALS
for

We invite inquiries on

NAME PLATES

PLATES
M RKS
NUMEiERS,TRADE
SERIAL
etc.
apply

INSTRUCTION

to
Cheaper-Easier
Durable-Multi-Colored
for
your specifications
Made to gcti or sample

Send

auotatlO0

tr

Dept.

E

NORSID

MFG. CO., INC.
1, N. Y.

21 ATHERTON STREET, YONKERS

WRITE

FOR CATALOG

REX RHEOSTAT CO.
BALDWIN,

L. I.,

N. Y.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
ANNIS ELECTRIC RESEARCH
LABORATORY, INC.

-

-

CONSULTING
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
AND DESIGN OF RADIO AND ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT.
SPECIALIST
Military Radio Direction Finding
Equipment and Directional Antennas.
P. O. Box 581
14011 S. Neil St.
Champaign. III
Tel. 6-1780

CROSBY LABORATORIES, INC.
Murray G. Crash) & Staff
Radio - Electronic
Research Development & Manufacturing
Communications, FM & TV
Robbins Lane. Hicksville. N. Y.
Hicksville 3-3191

EDGERTON, GERMESHAUSEN
& GRIER, INC.
Consulting Engineers
Research. Development and Manufacture
of Electronic and Stroboscopic Equipment
Specialists in High -Speed Photography
160 Brookline Avenue,
Boston 15, Mass.

Eldico of New York, Inc.
Pioneers of Television Interference Elimination from
Transmitters, Induction Heaters. Diathermy and

eta

R. W. HODGSON
PATENT AGENT SPECIALIZING
IN ELECTRONICS
Registered to Practice Before the U. S. &
Foreign Patent Offices
Office -6600 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
All Mall to Box 874. Sherman Oaks, Calif.
GLadstone 9680

ALBERT PREISMAN
Consulting Engineer
Television, Pulse Techniques, Video
Amplifiers, Phasing Networks.
Industrial Appliances
Affiliated with
MANAGEMENT-TRAINING ASSOCIATES
3308 -14th SL, N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.

JOSEPH RACKER COMPANY
Radar Consultants & Editors
140

Technical Manuals
Research and Development
Nassau Street.
New York 38, N. T.
Worth 4-1483

HOGAN LABORATORIES, INC.

W. C. ROBINETTE CO.

John V. L. Hogan. Pres.
Applied Research, Development, Tn04necr4np
Est. 1929. Electronics, Optics, Mechanisms, Facsimile Communication, Digital Computers (Circle).
Electro -sensitive recording media, Instrumentation.
155 Perry Street, New York 14.
CHelsea 2-7855

MOTRON DEADBEAT HIGH GAIN SERVOS
Sneed control of any Prime Mover ry% to .001%
average. Electric Transmissions 1 to 50 HP plus
controls-Zero droop-No load to full load.
802 Fair Oaks Ave.
South Pasadena. Calif.
Py 11594

THE KULJIAN CORPORATION

SKINNER, HARLAN AND IRELAND, INC.

Consultants

Engineers

Constructors

Donald J. S. Merten & Engineering Staff
44-31 Douglesion Pkwy
Douglesion, N. Y.
Bayside 9-8686

Electronic Control
Specialists
Utility
Industrial
Chemical
1200 N. Broad St.,
Phila. 21. Pa.

ERCO RADIO
LABORATORIES, INC.

Research & Manufacturing Engineers

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION

Radio Communications Equipment

Consulting Engineers
Specializing in Magnetic Materials and
Their Application

Indianapolis 7. Indiana

1122 E. 23rd St.

THE TECHNICAL
MATERIEL CORPORATION

Engineering - Design - Development - Production
Pioneers in Frequency Shift Telegraph
Garden City
Long Island
New York

Harry W. Houck
Jerry B. Minter
John M. van Beuren
Specialists in the Design and
Development of Electronic Test Instruments
Boonton, N. J.

Systems Engineering
General Offices and Laboratory
121 Spencer Place, Mamaroneck. N. Y.

HARRIS GALLAY
Consultant

Eugene Mittelmann, E.E., Ph.D.
Consulting Engineer & Physicist

Electronic Design Specialist

MICROWAVE AND

High Frequency Heating-Industrial Electronics
Applied Physics and Mathematics
549 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago 6, DL
State 2-8021

COLOR TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
Flying Spot Scanners, Color Synthesizers. Keyes,
Monitors, Oscilloscopes and Related Apparatus
J. R. Popkin-Clurman, Pre,. a Ch. Baer.
Amityville, L. L, N. Y.
88 Merrick Rd.

NIAGARA ELECTRON LABORATORIES

WHEELER LABORATORIES, INC.

PULSE TECHNIQUES
Plymouth 9-4237

GENERAL

60

Perry St.. Belleville

LABORATORY
INC.

9, N. J.

ASSOCIATES,

Specialists in Glass to Metal Sealing
Manufacturing and development facilities now
available covering special vacuum and gas tube
Development and Fabrication.
We invite your
inquiries.
Norwich, N. Y.
Telephone Norwich 4-3264

HANSON-GORRILL-BRIAN INC.
Products

& Mfg. Development
ELECTRICAL - ELECTRONIC
HYDRAULIC - MECHANICAL
One Continental Hill
Glen Cove, N. Y.
Glen Cove 4-1922

HIGHLAND ENGINEERING CO.
William R. Spittal

& Staff
DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURE
OF TRANSFORMERS. CHOKES. ETC.
FOR THE
FJ.FCTRONIC, INDUSTRIAL & ALLIED FIELDS
Main & Urban, Westbury, L.I., N.Y.
WE -7-2933

420

R. W. HODGSON
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
SPECIALIZING IN ELECTRONICS, NUCLEONICS, INSTRUMENTATION, SERVOMECHANISMS & CYBER.ETICS
Office-6600 Lexington Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
All Mail to Box 874, Sherman Oaks, Calif.
GLadstone 9680

CONSULTATION - DESIGN - CONSTRUCTION
MFG. THE THER.MOCAP RELAY
Specializing in solution of problems of electronic
and electro -physical instrumentation for the research of analytical laboratory. Industrial plant
problems also invited.
Andover, New York Cable Address: NIATRONLAB

MAURICE

I. PARISIER & CO.
Communications Experts

International Engineering Consulting
RADIO BROADCASTING & COMMUNICATIONS
Planning & Installation Supervision
Communication Equipment for Armed Forces
1475 Broadway New York 36, N.Y. LOngacre 4-5434
Offices: Paris -Buenos Aires -Sao Paolo -Bombay

PICKARD AND BURNS, INC.
Consulting Electronic Engineers
Analysis and Evaluation
of Radio Systems
Research. Development and Design
of Special Electronic Equipment
240 Highland Ave.,
Needham 94. Maas.

Communications Consultants

TELECHROME, INC.

Radio and Electronics

Consulting-Research-Development

R -F Circuits-Lines-Antennas
Microwave Components-Test Equipment
Harold A. Wheeler and Engineering Staff
Great Neck, N. Y.
Great Neck 2-7666

WIHTOL LABORATORIES
Consulting

-

Research

-

Development

Electron tubes-Vacuum and gas tube
manufacturing techniques -Glass
techniques -Special purpose tubes
2333 Grey, Evanston, Hl. Un. 4-7896

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, INC.
Research

.

Design

-

Development

Electro -Chemical Generators of Energy
105 Chambers Street
WOrth 2-3534. 35, 36
New York 7, N. Y.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
WANTED

By Company located in North Central Ohio.

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS

Men with 3 to 5 years experience in Communica
tions Equipment Development, with background In
VHF -UHF Receivers and Transmitters. Field In-

stallation
helpful.

and

systems

Engineering

experience

P-7383, Electronics

520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, Ill.

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
WANTED by National Manufacturer of D.C.
Power Supplies of the electronic and
selenium rectifier types. Write stating present lines and territory to
Perkin Engineering Corporation
345 Kansas Street,

El Segundo,

California

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS
& PHYSICISTS
OUR STEADILY EXPANDING LABORATORY OPERATIONS
ASSURE PERMANENT POSITIONS AND UNEXCELLED
OPPORTUNITY FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH IN

REPLIES /lins No.)

: Address to office nearest you
NEW YORK: 330 W. 42nd St. (36)
CHICAGO: .520 N. Michigan Ave. (11)
SAN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St. (4)

POSITIONS WANTED
ELECTRONIC ENGINEER (non -degree) with
13 years experience in communication, radar,
control and instrumentation desires a responsible place with an organization with electronic
problems and planning. Good theoretical and
practical background in maintenance, design,
system planning, sales and instruction. PW7567, Electronics.
ELECTRONIC ENGINEER 31 yrs. M.S. in
Electronics. 5 yrs. Industrial experience,
Special Instrumentation and Analogue computers. Desires senior engineer or project engineer. PW-7429, Electronics.
TECHNICAL WRITER desires writing assignments which can be handled through mails:
Instructional material, tech manuals,
manuscripts. Experience includes tenad copy,
years
technical writing, five years teaching, radio,
television, radar, industrial electronics, medical
electronics. Inquiries invited. PW-7318. Electronics.
BSEE, 32, radar and counter measures WW2.
10 years design, installation, maintenance
radio and microwave communication
and control systems for power utilities and pipelines.
Desire relocate southwest. PW-7492, Electronics.
SELLING OPPORTUNITIES WANTED
MILITARY & Industry Sales manufacturer's
representative selling USAF, Signal Corps,
Navy and Industry (Phila, Washington,
ton, Rome, N. Y.) seeks additional linesDayand
plants. RA -6821, Electronics.
TECHNICAL SALES Representative. Aggressive new organization, headed by man with
25 years of Sales and Production Engineering
experience, offers active selling and technical
help to a t'ew good products used by manufacturers in the Electronic and Metal Working
industries from New Jersey to Washington,
D. C. RA -72764 Electronics.
WORK WANTED
Wanted:
Development or assembly work by small electronic engineering and manufacturing group,
specialists in top quality on complex equipment. WW -7269, Electronics,
ASST. CHIEF ENGINEER
SALARY START TO $8400

Mfg. o` home appliances 1e50 Employees) seeks a
research and development M.E. with good potential,

Contact Ray Edwards
O'SHEA EMPLOYMENT SYSTEM

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
GUIDED MISSILES

TELEVISION
ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION
SOLID STATE PHYSICS

VACUUM TUBES
RADAR
THE EMPLOYMENT DEPT.

ADDRESS

INQUIRIES TO

CAPEHART FARNSWORTH CORP.
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Leader in Rocket Power Offers
Outstanding Opportunities in Guided
Missile Work for

World's

AEROJE

For Guidance, Control, Instrumentation,
Servo Mechanism, specialized skills in
Pulse Techniques, Equipment Layout,
Computers,
Analog
Modulators, CRT Displays,
Data Presentation, Digital Computers, Video Circuit Design, Audio Circuit Design. Also

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS

of

small Electric Motors and Servo Components.
Skilled in Structures. Stress Analysis, Fluid Mechanics,
of Fluids, Design of Rocket and Guided

AERODYNAMICISTS Thermodynamics
Missile Components.

Give experience, education, age references, personal history, salary received, salary
expected. All inquiries considered promptly and kept confidential.

AEROJET ENGINEERING CORPORATION
P. O.

Box 296

Azusa, California

Division of The General Tire and Rubber Company

"America's Largest"

64 E. Jackson, Chicago,

III.

Tel. WAbash 2-1884

BUILD IN WORLD

Don 't

Forget

the

Box Number
EDEN answering the classified ad VV vertisments in this magazine, don't
forget to put the box number on your
envelope. It's our only means of identifying the advertisement you are answering.

ELECTRONICS

-
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RECENT ENGINEERING

ELECTRONICS CENTER
Metropolitan Oakland Area (MOA) hems of the
University of California and close to Stanford
University. offers unmatched research or consultation facilities and personnel source for manufacturers, fabricators and marketers In electronics
field. Besides its ideal location in shadow of two
world-renowned research centers, MOA provides
many additional, exclusive profit advantages to
industry: proximity to users in great electronics
center; geographic hub of multi -billion dollar
West market; sizeable savings in shipping time and
cost; major terminus for rail, truck, air, sea
carriers; all -season production; temperate climate;
acres of level plant sites; phenomenal, continuing
G -R -O -W -T -Ii. For a free FACTBOOK and/or
answers to specific questions, write:

Alameda County
New Industries Committee

Suite 601, 427 - 13th St.

Oakland, Calif.

ARE YOU

GRADS

INTERESTED IN GETTING

AN ADVANCED DEGREE?
you want to combine work and study, and
at the same time gain experience in research

If

techniques, full time employment opportunities
are available in aerodynamic research projicts
utilizing wind tunnel facilities. Any type of
engineering training from an accredited college
acceptable. Submit details of background to
Mr. F. K. Womack:

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Aeronautical Engineering Lab
Rosemount Research Center
ROSEMOUNT, MINNESOTA

421

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

DEPARTMENT

HEAD

MISSILE ELECTRONICS
Prominent well -established aircraft and
missile manufacturer offers an outstanding opportunity to a person qualified to head an expanding electronics
organization. Salary commensurate with
responsibility. Must have at least ten
years experience in airborne electronics,
five of which should be in missile or
radar design and development. Advanced degree preferred. Position reports to chief engineer. Send detailed
resume of background. Recent photograph optional.
P-6690, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

I

I. Ill.

SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR

SENIOR ENGINEERS
Convair in beautiful, sunshiny Son Diego invites you to join an "engineers" engineering
department. Interesting, challenging, essential
long-range projects in commercial aircraft, military aircraft; missiles, engineering research and
electronics development. Positions open in these
specialized fields:

Electrical Design
Mechanical Design
Structural Design
Structures
Weights

Servo -mechanisms

Aerodynamics
Thermodynamics
Operation Analysis
System Analysis

Generous travel allowances to those accepted.
For free brochure, write Mr. H. T. Brooks,
Engineering Dept. 900

CONVAIR

WANTED
electrical
engineer
To supervise the operations and maintenance of Microwave Communications
and Cathodic Protection Systems for large
pipe line company.
Location-Detroit,
Michigan. Salary open. Include resume
of experience and education, snapshot optional. All applications treated as con-

fidential.

IN BEAUTIFUL

SAN DIEGO

520 N.

P-7328, Electronics
Michigan Ave., Chicago

11,

Ill.

3302 PACIFIC HIWAY

SAN DIEGO 12, CALIFORNIA

HOUSTON, TEXAS
Precision equipment manufacturer
needs qualified experienced engineer for audio and sub-audio transformer design and development.
Experience with high permeability
alloys desirable. Knowledge of magnetic circuitry must be sufficient for
development work on magnetic amplifiers. Salary commensurate with
ability.
SOUTHWESTERN
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS CO.
P.O. BOX 13058

422

HOUSTON

May, 1953
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DESIGN
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
key words to your employment opportunities at GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT . . .
pioneer and leader in lighter -than -air craft . . . an established and growing
company building an outstanding technical reputation
DESIGN ENGINEERING opportunities exist in the fields of airships, air-

airframes, power -plant installations, controls,
hydraulics, electronics systems, fuel cells, canopies, and wheels and brakes

planes, and components,

DEVELOPMENT of missiles, jet aircraft, and helicopters, electric and electronics system, servomechanisms, fiber resin laminates, and many other

projects present an urgent need for capable engineers

WELDING ENGINEERS, civil engineers, mechanical engineers with ability
in metals fabrication, and industrial engineers experienced in time study
are needed. Job opportunities also exist for technical editors and illustrators
POSITIONS are open at several levels, and inquiries are also invited from
recent graduates. Salaries are based on education, ability, and experience
PAID VACATIONS, free group life insurance, a good hospitalization plan,
paid sick leave, company -sponsored pension plan, planned recreation, and
free parking are among the facilities at the plant
A FRIENDLY CITY, Akron, Ohio, is located in the center of the midwestern

industrial region
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED in a secure

an

future, write, giving details, or request

application from
C. G. Jones, Salary Personnel Department

GOODYEAR
ELECTRON ICS

-

AIRCRAFT

May, 1953

CORPORATION,

1210

Massillon

Rood,

Akron

15, Ohl*
423

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ENGINEERS
FOR

ATOMIC

WEAPONS INSTALLATION
Mechanical Engineers, Electronics and Electrical
Engineers, Physicists, Aerodynamicists, and Mathematicians. A variety of positions in research and
development open for men with Bachelors or
advanced degrees with or without applicable
experience.

DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERS ...

These

are permanent positions with Sandia
Corporation, a subsidiary of the Western Electric
Company, which operates the Laboratory under
contract with the Atomic Energy Commission. The
Laboratory offers excellent working conditions and
liberal employee benefits, including paid vacations, sickness benefits, group life insurance and
a contributory retirement plan.

Looking for
the right change?
are-and the right job
often mighty hard to find.
But we've got some interesting
openings now at Honeywell that
might represent the right change
for you.
If you're an experienced engineer
it would pay you to look into the
openings we now have in six areas:
Many men
is

Albuquerque, center of a metropolitan area of
150,000, is located in the Rio Grande Valley, one
mile above sea level. Albuquerque lies at the
foot of the Sandia Mountains which rise to
11,000 feet. Cosmopolitan shopping centers, scenic
beauty, historic interest, year 'round sports, and
sunny, mild, dry climate make Albuquerque an
ideal home.
New residents experience little
difficulty in obtaining adequate housing in the
Albuquerque area.

Servomechanisms

Vacuum Tubes

Gyros

Electromechanics

Relays

Control Systems

Duties of the jobs. Take on complex design work requiring analysis
and decision to bring into design
form the requirements for a new
or modified instrument, device or
control system.

Requirements. B.S. or M.S. in Electrical, Mechanical or Aeronautical

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
FOR TECHNICAL WRITERS

Engineering.

Atmosphere.

These are not Civil Service Appointments

A

company that

understands engineering-where one
out of every ten employees is actively
engaged in engineering or research.

Make Application to the
PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT DIVISION

Openings. In Minneapolis, Philadelphia and Freeport, Illinois.
.

.

..

.

.

.

.

..

..

SANDIA BASE
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

..

:;;:'

For details write Mr. Ross Wagner,
Personnel Dept., EL -5-87, Honeywell, Minneapolis 8, Minn. Ask for
our book,"Emphasis on Research."

Höriéÿwéll
[II
.o.

4U
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A QUESTION FOR ALL ENGINEERS

:

Where will,ou be
10,eurs from now?

Will your achievements be recognized? Will you be associated with
distinguished scientists and engineers? Will your work provide a
challenge for your talent and ability ?
Will your position and income be
founded upon your real merit?

At RCA, you'll find plenty of
"future insurance" ... and right now
is the time to investigate RCA
opportunities. Because RCA is now
looking for experienced ELECTRONIC,
COMPUTER, ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL, and COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS . . . PHYSICISTS . . METALLURGISTS . . . PHYSICAL CHEMISTS
.. CERAMISTS GLASS TECHNOLOGISTS. Whichever your specialty,

...

there's a chance of a lifetime for a

career with RCA-world leader in
electronic development, first in radio,
first in recorded music, first in television. RCA growth has remained
steady through war and depression
. you'll find positions open today
in many commercial projects, as
well as military lines.
WHY RCA IS A GOOD PLACE
FOR YOU TO WORK
Facilities for creative engineering are topnotch. Working conditions and associates
stimulate you. Periodic merit reviews help
you advance in grade and income. Your
family can enjoy pleasant country or suburban living. RCA encourages growth of
your professional status and recognition.
Company -paid benefits-including life, accident and hospitalization insurance-increase your feeling of security. You look
forward to retirement through a progressive
program. RCA has a modern tuition refund
plan for advanced study at recognized
universities.

Personal interviews arranged in your city.
Please send a complete resume of your education and experience to:
MR. ROBERT E. McQUISTON, Manager, Specialized Employment Division
Dept. 200-E Radio Corporation of America, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

Positions Open In

RESEARCH-DEVELOPMENTDESIGN-APPLICATION
in any of the following fields:
RADAR-Circuitry-Antenna Design-Servo Systems-Information Display Systems-Gear
Trains-Stable Elements-Intricate Mechanisms
COMPUTERS-Digital and Analog-Systems Planning Storage Technique Circuitry Servo
Mechanisms-Assembly Design-High Speed
Intricate Mechanisms

-

-

-

-

-

Aviation
Microwave
Mobile-Specialized Military Systems

COMMUNICATIONS

MISSILE GUIDANCE-Systems Planning

-

and Design

-Radar and Fire Control-Servo Mechanisms
-Vibration and Shock Problems
AIDS- Loran Shoran- Altimeters-Airborne Radar

NAVIGATIONAL

-

DEVELOPMENT-Receivers-Transmitters and Studio Equipment
COMPONENT PARTS-Transformer-Coil-Relay
TELEVISION

-Capacitor-Switch-Motor-Resistor

ELECTRONIC TUBE DEVELOPMENT-Receiving

-

Transmitting-Cathode-Ray-Phototubes and
Magnetrons

ELECTRONIC

EQUIPMENT

FIELD

ENGINEERS

-

Specialists for domestic and overseas assign-

ment on military electronic communications
and detection gear.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
ELECTRON ICS

-
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ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
We are expanding our permanent staff of
engineers and scientists working in re-

search and development

on such

prob-

lems as:

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION,
MISSILE GUIDANCE,

OPPORTUNITIES
WITH

SYLVANIA
Where Product Development
Is The Key To Continuing Growth
Product development has always played a major role in
Sylvania's operations and is largely responsible for the
company's growth to 40 plants throughout the nation.
Similarly, Sylvania's Electronics Division is continuing its expansion program to accommodate increased
development engineeering and manufacturing activities.
To engineers this means increasing opportunity with
this 51 year old leader in the important field of electronics. At the Electronics plants in Woburn, Newton
and Ipswich, Massachusetts you will enjoy the unique
advantages of small plant operations in suburban areas
minutes from the cultural and social activities of
Boston. And
with Sylvania's assistance, you may
continue your graduate studies at near -by worldfamous universities.

-

Positions

for engineers with the following backgrounds:

available

-

MICROWAVE
with graduate work or experience in microwave theory. Positions will involve applications, measurements,
or design of electronic test equipment for semi -conductor
devices.

i

-

MECHANICAL
with experience in the following fields: 1.
Design of small parts, tools, and jigs and fixtures. 2. Design
of automatic production equipment.

MICROWAVE
APPLICATIONS, DESIGN OF
SPECIAL PURPOSE ELECTRONIC
COMPUTERS, TELEMETERING AND
COMPLEX CONTROL SYSTEMS
While experience is important, general
knowledge and breadth are more important than particular specialties.
If you would like to work in the stimulating atmosphere of an applied research and

development laboratory where ideas are
important, initiative is encouraged and
associates are competent, we would be
pleased to discuss employment with you.
Descriptive material available upon request.

CORNELL AERONAUTICAL

LABORATORY, INC.
BUFFALO 21
NEW YORK

ENGINEERS
SYSTEMS
RADAR

development

Advanced Electronic Circuits
and Systems
Microwave Radar

Microwave Receivers
and Transmitters

-

METALLURGISTS
advanced degree or experience required.
Will work on metallurgical preparations of semi -conducting
devices.

Also Engineering Design and Analysis

relating to fields such as:Analogue and Digital Computers

-

ELECTRONIC
with graduate work or experience in product
or circuit design and development.

Servomechanisms
Communications

Navigation

Send complete resume to:

Fire Control

Koller

Optical

SYLUANIMELECTRIC
Electronics Division

WOBURN, MASS.

460
le
426

and project
engineers with
practical and
research experience in

COMPUTER

-

L.

Responsible
positions open
for top level

SERVO

SOLID STATE PHYSICISTS
Ph.D. or equivalent in experience in physics with a specialty in solid states work preferred.
Will study electrical and optical behavior of semi -conducting
materials.

Mr. Robert

BACKGROUND:

Requirements emphasize advanced analytical and/or
management experience on
highly complex electronic
and electro -mechanical systems.
Kindly send resume and
salary requirements to

WeL AWSON
Corp.
vv. 34
N Ewyol1NY
RK
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IC SYSTEMS

ENGINEERSin:
Experienced

of
and Design
Development
including
Systems
Electronic in
experience
DRIVES
SERVO
MICRO
RADAR
TECHNIQUES

°RECISION

ME

MEASUREMENTS
COMPUTERS
GYROS
SYNCHROS
UHF CIRCUITORY

ENGINEERS

M ECHANICALin..
Experienced

of
Design and Development
including
Systems

Mechanical in
experience

DESIGN
MACHINE
ANALYSIS
STRESS
MECHANISMS
CAM DESIGNGEAR
GEAR AND

e.

TRAIL

caw aim difd

DAYSTROM INSTRUb1ENT
world-famous winter and summer resorts
only three hours from New York or
Philadelphia.

a great new division of an old established

...

company...offers challenging assignments
and splendid facilities in a magnificent
new plant.

Salary in line with ability. Modern
benefits program. Interview and moving
expenses paid.

En¡oy ideal working and living conditions within 30 minutes driving distance of
Contact
PERSONNEL
DEPARTMENT

A DIVISION OF DAYSTROM, INCORPORATED
ARCHBALD, PENNSYLVANIA

Affiliated Companies: American Type Founders, Inc.
ELECTRON ICS

-
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pAY STROM
Instruritent
Daystrom Electric Corporation

Division

Daystrom Furniture Division
427
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ENGINEERS
Unusual Opportunities for Men

with Long-Range Plans
We are one of the leading Electronics firms in
and to none. We are within easy access of all
the Chicago area and require Design and Develshopping centers with convenient city transopment Engineers with from 3 to 5 years' exportation. Close by are many suburbs where
perience. Positions also available at Project
one can live and commute back and forth in
Engineer, Engineer and Junior Engineer levels.
a short time-adjacent to all great centers of
We will consider men with the necessary expelearning.
rience and ability who are ready to take on the
Our company has a long-range program of deresponsibilities of these openings. The men sesign and development in which you may particilected will be given intermediate and advanced
pate
all positions are permanent.
level assignments in our
We suggest you write
well- equipped Television,
Mr. Walter Wecker, PerOur requirements concern experience in all
Radio, and Government
sonnel Division, giving
phases of the development of monochrome and
Equipment Laboratories.
educational qualifications
color TV receivers
color
generating
equipment
We are located in the
and related experience.
UHF systems
radio
receivers
(broadcast
or
northwest section of ChiInterviews will be armilitary)
radar
systems
and
laboratory
test
cago where living and
ranged
equipment
at your conveniworking facilities are sec ence.

Admiral Corporation

38001W.
St.
Chicago 47, Illinolandis
Illinois

_J

UHF
and

ELECTRONIC DESIGNERS

MICROWAVE

of mechanical and electrical
components and chassis in UHF and
microwave systems.
Design

ENGINEERS
This rapidly growing Organization in south central Wisconsin,
approximately 100 miles from Chicago, has several openings for
Junior and Senior Engineers in the
U.H.F. and Microwave fields.

RADIO ENGINEERS
52.

ENGINEERS

UNUSUAL

SALARY OPPORTUNITIES
exist under ideal working conditions in large, well-equipped laboratories. Personnel benefits such
as sickness, accident, and life insurance in addition to a very liberal pension system are offered.
For more information concerning the positions that are open
we invite you to write to Personnel
Director, Department A.

GIBBS

MANUFACTURING

&

RESEARCH CORPORATION
Janesville, Wisconsin
428

Development of radio and rodar com-

ponents and systems.

Design of components for magnetic deflection of Cathode Ray Tubes.

TO MEN WHO WANT THE BEST
Kollsman

provides excellent facilities for the design and development
America's finest aircraft instruments. In our modern radio communications group you'll find a congenial atmosphere in which you
can
do your best work. You'll be encouraged to advance as our progressive organization continues to grow. And you'll receive liberal
benefits
including paid life, hospitalization, surgical, accident and health insurance.
of

KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORP.
80-08 45th Avenue

Elmhurst, Long Island, N. Y.

May, 1953

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ENGINEERS
AND

PHYSICISTS
BS- MS- Ph.D:
Responsible positions in mechanical, electrical or electronic engineering, physics
or engineering physics for advanced development and design of special equipment and instruments. Prefer men with
minimum of two years' experience in experimental research design and development of equipment, instruments, intricate
mechanisms, electronic apparatus, optical
equipment, servomechanisms, control devices and allied subjects. Positions are
of immediate and permanent importance
to our operations. Southwestern location
Excellent
in medium sized community.
employee benefits. Reply by letter giving
age, experience and other qualifications.
All applications carefully considered and

Engineers, physicists, designers, technicians-

Investigate the challenging
new opportunities in the guided missile industry

kept strictly confidential.

Ind. Rel. Manager
Research & Development Dept.

PHILLIPS
PETROLEUM COMPANY
Bartlesville

0

Oklahoma

WANTED
ENGINEER WITH
EXPERIENCE IN

VHF

OR

UHF

BENDIX OFFERS EXCELLENT POSITIONS
IN ITS WELL -ESTABLISHED
GUIDED MISSILE PROGRAM
To men interested in the rapidly growing guided missile industry,
an association with Bendix offers unusual advantages. For here at
Bendix, guided missile work is not a side line, but a well -established
program with over seven years of successful development and research backing up today's operations.
No finer engineering and production facilities are found anywhere
in the industry, and the men responsible for the Bendix guided missile program are recognized leaders in their field. Job opportunities
range from theoretical systems analysis, through product and test
equipment design and development, to field test and flight evaluation.
OPENINGS IN:

Aerodynamics
Electronics

Microwaves
Dynamics

Interesting creative work with the most

Hydraulics
Mechanics
Servo Mechanisms
Structures

resourceful and progressive firm in the

field of television equipment.
This position is permanent.

LET'S DISCUSS
It will offer

every opportunity for unlimited advance-

ment

and for

developing

a

successful

career. The plant is now housed in

a

newly -acquired larger building, only 22

OUR MUTUAL INTERESTS

Write:
Employment Dept. Bendix Products Division
Bendix Aviation Corporation, 401 Bendix Drive
South Bend 20, Indiana

miles from downtown New York City. The
surroundings and atmosphere are stimula-

ting and congenial.

Attractive Salary
Write stating qualifications.
BLONDER -TONGUE LABORATORIES
526-536 NORTH AVENUE
WESTFIELD, NEW JERSEY

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953
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EGIEERS- PHYSICISTS

DESIGNERS

for Permanent Position with
WILLOW RUN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Outstanding opportunities for:

electronic
engineers

RESEARCH ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS
with experience or advanced degrees in the field of

Circuit Design

Electromagnetic Theory

Switching
Digital Computer Logical

Systems Analysis
Servomechanisms
Analog and Digital Computers

Design
Pulse Techniques

Digital Computer Programming
Radar

Wide range of experience including design of wide band
receivers, radar display systems, analogue computers &
CR oscillographs . . . thorough knowledge of RF dr-

Component Development
Aerodynamics
Cathode Ray Tube Displays
Communications

Mechanical Designers and Draftsmen

cuits, wave shaping, pulse
forming, triggers & gates
(microwave techniques unnecessary).

A FEW KEY
35-

with experience in mechanical designs.
Assignments involve the design and layout of electro -mechanical devices at the
development level.

Opening of our own manufacturing facilities creates permanent
positions in research' and development of vital, long-range prod-

E.

ucts.

CONSIDER THESE
ADVANTAGES

TECHNICAL WRITERS
with electronics background. Good salaries and living conditions,
excellent working conditions and fringe benefits, unusual opportunities
for professional development and opportunity to carry on University
graduate work while working full time. Moving expenses paid. U. S.
citizenship required.
Interviews Arranged

W. WHEATLEY, Personnel Supervisor,
WRRC, University of Michigan,

Willow Run Airport, Ypsilanti, Michigan

..Gracious country living, free
from big -city pressures, provides
a relaxing atmosphere in which
you can do your best work
.
yet within easy reach of the cultural advantages of New York
City.
...Association with an established yet growing organization
with few competitors in the field,
where your merit and ability are
given full consideration.
...Unusual company -paid benefits . .
40 -hour week with considerable premium overtime . .
moving expenses paid.
.

Write, giving details of education and experience, to
B.

POSITIONS

g.

.

.

.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THIS OPPORTUNITY NOW!
Address all inquiries to J. H. McCann

ENGINEERS
ability and originality can find new challenge and opportunity in Southern California with a leading west-coast electronic development and manufacturing organization.
Real

Electronic Engineers
Experienced in design -development of electronic
devices. Broad project variety.

Radio Receiver Specialists

Develop standard and display types-V.H.F.U.H.F, areas-a real challenge.

Mechanical Engineers
Solid State Physicists
To work in field of transistors and semi -conductor devices.

with invoice history & requirements to engineering employment mgr.

e1 LABORATORIES,
3761 SO. HILL ST.

430

DANBURY,

CONNECTICUT
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To design electro -mechanical equipment items.

Relocation expense allowed accepted candidates.
Excellent conditions including regular advance review. health and disability insurance. 40 hour week. standard paid holidays and annual vacations. Central location.
Relocation should not disturb urgent military projects.

Send complete resume

SPERRY PRODUCTS, Inc.

Inc.

LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF.
(A Subsidiary of Hoffman Radio Corp.)

RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIPS
candidates in chemistry and M.S.
candidates in chemistry, electrical engineering
(Electronics), chemical engineering, physics and
geology are wanted by the Institute of Science
and Technology, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas.
Ph.D.

These positions provide part-time research
duties with time for academic work toward
advanced degrees. Stipends are up to $2,150
for 12 months. Nonresident fees are waived.

W. W. GRIGORIEFF, Director

INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF AFIKANSAS

May,

1953-
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STAVID

ENGINEERING, INC.
has openings for

GRADUATE

ELECTRONIC and

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS
Experience in Design and Development of Radar
and Sonar necessary.
Broad knowledge of Search and Fire Control
Systems; Servo Mechanisms, Special Weapons,
Microwave, Antennas and Antenna Mounts, etc.
Mechanical Engineer should also have experience in packaging of Electronic Equipment to
Gov't specifications including design of complex cabinets, shock mounts and sway brace

structures.

FIELD ENGINEERS
Qualified to instruct in the operation and supervise installation, maintenance and repair of
Radar, Sonar and allied electronic equipments

An Engineer Anonymous is one of those capable
men with good potential ... confined to routine assignments
that offer little challenge or opportunity to move ahead.

in the Field.
A chance to grow with a young and progressive
company; salary and advancement commen-

surate with ability; liberal vacation, sick leave,
9 paid holidays, group life, sickness and accident insurance plans, and a worthwhile pension
system.

Personnel Office, 200 W. Seventh St.

Plainfield,

NEW

6.4806

Bendix Division!

A NEW
A NEW

N. J. - Tel. Pl.

Electronic Product!

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

In our modern plant at York, Pennsylvania, this new division of Bendix Avia-

tion Corporation is producing a new electronic product, This division has o big
future; and this is your opportunity to
get in on the ground floor, with excellent
possibilities for rapid advancement. We
need the following:

ELECTRONICS ENG.

MECHANICAL ENG.
We hove many openings for men
Do qualified by education or experience in all phases of electronics.

YOU BENEFIT

There are no Engineers Anonymous at Magnavox!

Magnavox is a medium-sized organization with a
closely -knit engineering staff working under conditions most
engineers consider ideal.
New engineering laboratories, top-notch model shop
facilities, a complete drafting department, and a chemical
engineering department which cooperates on all material
these allow the Magnavox engineer to concenproblems
trate on the more creative aspects of his work. And an
ably -staffed test equipment design section handles all test
factory as well as laboratory.
equipment design problems

-

-

With such fine facilities at their command ... with
active encouragement and recognition by management, it is
not surprising that Magnavox engineers have contributed
many "firsts" in radio and television, and are today among
the leaders in the electronics industry.
Consider, too, the unusually generous insurance and
retirement plans which rank with the best in all industry.

You'll be interested in the many advantages offered
by Fort Wayne, Indiana, called "The Happiest City in the
U. S." by Look Magazine, an ideal community for a well integrated family life.
OPPORTUNITIES ARE GROUND FLOOR IN
Radar

DESIGN

With the Bendix York Division, you will
benefit from high wages, paid vacations and
holidays and ideal living conditions In a
beautiful suburban area.

FIELDS OF:

-

--

Commercial and Military
Monochrome and Color
Television
Magnetic Amplifiers
Radio

THE

-

Electrical Engineers

DEVELOPMENT

-

Synchros
Servo Systems
Magnetic Devices

-

Electro -Mechanical Devices
Navigational Aids
Fire Control

-

CIRCUITRY

Mechanical Engineers

-

Physicists

Write, Wire or Phone,
Deportment Y-1

Please forward complete resume

to:

MR. BYRON D. SITES

.Mr en
AVIATION CORPORATION
YORK DIVISION
Newer York 5521

ELECTRONICS

-

May, 1953

York. Noma

THE

MAGNAVOX

COMPANY
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA
431
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We desire personnel of the highest caliber-experienced in the
field of airborne automatic electro -mechanical control equipment.

ENGINEERS

DESIGNERS -LAYOUT MEN

MECHANICAL DESIGN
ELECTRONIC

ELECTRONIC
MECHANICAL

ELECTRONICS

WANTED
SOUTHERN

SERVO

This work deals with the manufacture and development of highly complex equipment of the most advanced type in a new and expanding division of an
established firm with 20 years of successful experience
in the precision instrument field.
We cite a few of the good reasons why you might like
to join our organization .. .
We have a Junior Engineering Training
SALARY Increases are based on merit
Program of one year for inexperienced
and initiative-two weeks VACATION.
engineering graduates. Opportunity to beHOSPITALIZATION BENEFITS, GM's
come acquainted with all phases of
industry.
own INSURANCE PLAN-POSITIONS
ARE PERMANENT due to long range
For the convenience and direct use of
manufacturing and developing proengineers in our Engineering Deptrtmeºt.
we have our own model shop where highgrams-EXPENSES incident to interest skilled mechanics are employed.
views and moving all absorbed by
e Educational opportunities for advanced
company-HOUSING
and
LIVING
degrees available at U. of W., Marquette.
CONDITIONS among the best and finTechnical engineering offered at Milwauest of any along Lake Michigan.
kee Vocational School.
all inquiries answered-write or apply .. ,

ENGINEERS

CALIFORNIA

Attractive opportunities offered to
Engineers experienced in and qualified to design aircraft flush antennas
and radomes.
Complete modern facilities for laboratory testing and evaluation avail-

able.
Salary dependent upon experience
and ability.
Contact Mr. J. C. Buckwalter,
Chief Engineer

...

*

AC SPARK PLUG DIVISION

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
1825 E. KENILWORTH PL.

ai2ht

MILWAUKEE 2, WIS.

Anvi,fatin A

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, Inc.

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

MAJOR AUTOMOBILE
MANUFACTURER
REQUIRES

Engineers 8t Physicists

individual

to

evaluate

present

electronic computing devices and
program for their future use.
Thorough mathematics background and experience in design

Investigate the outstanding record
of achievement and future plans of

melpar, Inc.
The Research Laboratory
of Westinghouse Air Brake Co.
and its subsidiaries
Write to Personnel Director,

MELPAR, INC.
452 Swann Avenue

Alexandria, Virginia
or

10

Potter St., Cambridge, Mass.

testing or programming of computers required. Position is permanent in Detroit. Salary open.
P-7519, Electronics
520 N.

11,

Ill.

PHYSICISTS AND RESEARCH ENGINEERS
The Physics

Department of Southwest

Research

Institute, San Antonio, Texas, has several permanent staff positions for physicists and research engineers with B.S. or advanced degrees, and 2 to 10

years of experience in acoustics, antenna design,
electromechanical transducers, geophysics, nuclear
physics, optical instruments, pulse circuits, or
servomechanisms.
P-7331, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11. Ill.

MECHANICAL DESIGN ENGINEER
immediately for supervisory position with
rapidly expanding firm. Experience in Product
Needed

Units to military specifications or closely related field necessary.
Design of Electronic

Box 638

432

Michigan Ave., Chicago

VARO MFG. CO.
Garland, Texas
May, 1953

-
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MAKE THIS YOUR HOME
FOR IMPORTANT WORK
UNDER IDEAL CONDITIONS

MOTOROLA INC.
NEEDS
ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

TV RECEIVER DESIGN ENGINEERS
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
FIELD ENGINEERS
TEST & INSPECTION ENGINEERS
LAB. TECHNICIANS

engineers for television
Experienced
receiver and circuit design. Experienced
men also needed in U.H.F. and V.H.F.
tuner design.

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS
Experienced mechanical engineers with
a degree in M.E. or equivalent. Must
have at least five years of actual design
experience on electro -mechanical products.

RADIO
ENGINEERS
Experienced in the design of broadcast
and shortwave receivers for export use.

NEEDED TO WORK ON: Radar, G.C.A., Mobile Radio,
Auto Radio, Airborne Communication & Navigation
Equipment, Television, Antennas, Microwave Equipment, Servo Mechanisms, Guided Missiles and Test
Equipment Design.
YOU BENEFIT AT BENDIX RADIO: from high wages,
a modern, air-conditioned plant, paid vacations and
holidays, group insurance and a good chance for
advancement.
Housing immediately available in the beautiful suburban
and country areas that surround the Bendix Radio plant.

ELECTRO-

CHEMISTS
Experienced electro -chemists needed in our
fast growing plated circuit division.
Salaries commensurate with ability and
experience. Excellent opportunities for
advancement. More than the usual employee benefits.
Your reply will be kept in strictest confidence. Include a summary of your education, background and experience when
you write to:

Write, Wire

EP

MR. E. O. COLE, DEPT. J.

-Bendix4 Radio

DIVISION OF BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

BALTIMORE -4, MD. Phone: TOWSON 2200

/

f tedácrxc Cq

W

tme

t

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
CONSUMER PRODUCTS DIVISION

MOTOROLA INC.
4545 W. AUGUSTA BLVD.
CHICAGO 51, ILLINOIS

Age

ELECTRICAL and ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS
Excellent opportunities
in the field of
AUDIO AMPLIFIER DESIGN
SERVO AMPLIFIER DESIGN

COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT
EQUIPMENT

DESIGN

Senior and

Junior Engineers
Write, giving full details to:

Personnel Director, Dept. A,

GIBBS MANUFACTURING AND
RESEARCH CORPORATION

ELECTRONICS-May, 1953

Pleasant Working Conditions
So we're exaggerating a little! If you want to get technical about
it (and you probably do) your life at our company won't be quite
this cushy. We can promise this though-even the sky's not the limit
for future opportunity. You work with a congenial group of engineers.
People will listen to your ideas. The boss's door is always open.
Who you are-You're an Electronic or Mechanical Engineer. You're

experienced in air communication and navigation circuitry and
development. You have worked with low or high frequency circuits,
instrumentation, component utilization or associated problems.
What you do now-Simple! Just contact:

Arthur

E.

Harrison, Vice President, Engineering

wilcOx Electric Company, Inc.
Fourteenth & Chestnut, Kansas City 27, Mo.

433.

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
or ME degree, minimum 3 years' experience in
research and development work involving circuit development, servo -mechanisms, analogue computers or
related equipment.
EE

FIELD REPRESENTATIVES
A few openings for graduate engineers only with
backgrounds similar to above. Continental U.S.A.

invilalion to
Experienced

What You Can Expect at

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

General Precision Laboratory
A young company of young, successful men,

firmly established as designers and manufactura medium-sized
ers of electronic equipment
staff in which you receive individual recognition
a policy of promotion -from -within that
helps qualified men move ahead swiftly . . .
a modern laboratory located in a pleasant
suburban community ideal for family living.

and

...

CIHIHIHIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIII

Expenses will be paid for qualified applicants who come for interviews. Please submit complete resume to: Mr. H. F. WARE

GENERAL PRECISION LABORATORY
INCORPORATED
A Subsidiary of GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

63 BEDFORD ROAD, PLEASANTVILLE, NEW YORK
IHHIHHHIIIHIIIIIIIIIIII

PHYSICISTS
We have several positions of technical
leadership available in our growing
Guided Missile Division. Applicants must
have over four years experience and/or
advanced degrees in either missile guid-

radar, servomechanisms,

systems,

ance

fire control computers, or U. H. F. tech-

niques.
Our plant is located in beautiful suburban
St. Louis, where you can enjoy the comforts of "county" living with easy access
to "big city" shopping, entertaining, medical and educational facilities. Moving
allowance for qualified applicants. Our
Housing Representative will assist you in
relocating.
Address replies to:

Technical Placement Supervisor
Box 516, St. Louis 3, Mo.

IlllllHllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIII11IIIIIIII

CHICAGO MIDWAY LABORATORIES

WDONAIELL

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

o2a7foilt

NEEDS

s1:lOYlf

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
and
PHYSICISTS

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

for work on a long-range research and development program in air armament for the Air Force.
Openings on both senior and junior levels in

COMPUTERS

INFRARED
RADAR
COMPUTERS

INSTRUMENTATION
AIRBORNE ORDNANCE
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Complete modern laboratory and shop facilities are available. This is a new and expanding
program with excellent opportunities for advancement. Advanced study encouraged in nearby
facilities.
We offer salaries equivalent to industry, as well as a one -month paid vacation. Applicants
must be U. S. citizens.
Write or call:
Director of Scientific Personnel

CHICAGO MIDWAY LABORATORIES
6040 South Greenwood Avenue
BUtterfield 8-6611

Chicago 37, Illinois

CHIEF ENGINEER
Established electronics company located in the metropolitan New York area is
expanding its electronic, nucleonic and industrial control departments and requires
the services of a mature engineer and strong administrator to head up design and
development of radio, radar and television transmitters, receivers and test equipment: servos, telemetering, scalers and associated equipment. Must be capable of
planning and directing mechanical, electrical and electronic engineers; must be
familiar with military specifications: able to examine and analyze specifications
and prepare technical proposals. Excellent opportunity. Our staff knows of this ad.
Submit resume to "President",
P-7502, Electronics
330 W. 42 St., New

434

5.50

York

36, N. Y.

FOR

DESIGN

S.

DEVELOPMENT WORK IN

RADAR

DIGITAL
with

TECHNIQUES

young progressive company,
resume of experience and

a

send

education, with salary requirements,
to
Electronic Engineering Company
.I C.LJ.....
142

SOUL,

ALV.e.Do

LOS

.MOIIeS ...

C.Llroe,l.

oU,FteF 2.7131

PROJECT ENGINEERS
Electrical Engineers with a minimum of 3
years research or developmental work in
field of Electronic Control Systems needed
immediately by rapidly expanding firm.
VARO MFG. CO.
Box 638

Garland, Texas

INSTRUMENTATION RESEARCH
Challenging position open for young B.S.
Electrical Engineer or Physicist for design,
supervision of construction and troubleshooting of electronics instruments for use
in rocket research program. 0-3 years of
experience.
Replies held confidential.
Write giving full personal, educational and
experience data to:

ROHM & HAAS COMPANY
Redstone Arsenal Research Division

Huntsville, Alabama
May, 1953-ELECTRONICS
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2.8
3.5

Z'etzetce,
Mom are eWnlam or braes.

aeaertM gears.
Mxperlmeertr'e dream)

Only 06.50

HAYDON TIMING MOTOR
R.P.M., 115 V., 60 Cycle... $1.95

1

TIMING MOTOR
E.

$1 79

Ase

115V 60 cyc
Ingraham Co.

5 RPM

400 CYCLE INVERTERS

Leland Electric Co.
#10800 In: 20-28 V.D.C., 92 A. $000 R.P.M. Out: 115V,
$29.95
1 phase, 1500 V.A. 90 PF

400 C7c.

Amp.

Per

1/8
3/8
1/2

Amp.

84.00
4

3/4
114.:..

Per

100

Amp.

$4.00
3.00

....

Per 100

8

10

3.00
15
4.00
5.
3 AG FUSE HOLDERS (Finger) 250
I

BALL BEARINGS

Mfg. No.
MRC5028-1
MRC7026-1
MRCIO6M2
MRCIO6M1

ID
1/2
5/64
17/64
1 13/64
1 1/8
1
1/8
1 1/16
3/4
5/8
1/2
25/64
3/8
11/32
S/16
5
5
1

Federal LS11
Norma SIIR
Federal AS41
Schatz
Norme 203S

ND5202-C13M
ND 3200
ND

AG FUSES

3

100

116

MRC39R1
MRC38R3

6
6
2
2
2

OD
1/2
15/84

Thick

2

7/16
7/18
1/2
1/8
1/2
3/4
9/16
3/8
15/32
7/8
1/32
55/64

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

9/16
25/64
25/64
5/8
5/8
9/32
9/16
7/16
3/8
11/32
7/32
5/16
13/32

$3.00
3.00
3.00

Price

53.75
3.50
1.75
1.60
1.75
1.50
1.00
.90
1.00
.60
.40
.45
.45

KV(..$5.75

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Full Wave 200 MA 115V
Half Wave 100 MA 115V

et%

$1.79
.91

SOUND POWER HANDSET
BRAND NEW

r,r

51.20

140

UG175/U
83-1AC

83-1F
50.42
.30
.35

83-lAP

83-1BC
83-1F
83-1H
83-111P
83-12

1.12
.22
.70
83-1RTY
.65
83-1SP
.45
83-1SPN
.53
83-1T
1.30
83-2AP
1.95
83-22
2.10
83-2R
1.65
83-22AP
1.25
83-22F
1.90
83-22J
1.50
83-22R
.68
83-22SP
.80
83-22T
1.65
83-168
.14
.14
83-185
CW-123A/U .45
M-358
1.30
M-359
.30
M-359A
.65
PL-258
.75
PL-259
.45
PL-259A
.53

300

180
200
220

380
370
390

580
600
650

.0012

mid

.004
.006
.0065
.0082

.0013
.0015

10 mmf to 820 mmf
.001 mmf to .0016
.002 mid to .0082 mfd
.01 mid

61

56
60
82
68
68
75
82

170
180
208
225
240
250

255
260
270

80

360
370
390
400
410
430

470
488
500

510
525
660
570
680
700

800
900

.001
.0011
.0013
.0015
.0016
.0018
.0022
.0023

mid

.0024
.0025
.0027
.0028
.003
.0033
.0039
.004

mid

.0047
.005
.0051
.0056
.006
.0068
.0082
.01

100
150
300
400
500
1,000
1.000

8.8.
8.8'
8.8.
S.S.
3/8

1/4
B.S.
3/8

2,000
2.500
3,000
4.000
5,000

3/8
3/4
S.S.
1011 5/8
Split Locking Bushing

Shaft
88.
5/16'

Ohms
1000

10K
15K

8D-8arew

"ii"

4,385
5,000

AN CONNECTORS
1953 Electronics

PHONE! WIRE! WRITE!

YOUR NEEDS

GET ON OUR MAILING LIST

-

May, 1953

Shaft
1/2'

Meg.
Meg.
B.S.
Meg.
B.S.
S.S.
Locking
Bushing
.-Sp
It
Driver
t
Itn Switch
PRICE-$2.50 EACH

-R

4

4-4
8

5-.6
2
4
8

10
4 x 3

8-8
1
1

2

3
6
8
1

.02

.1-.1
1-.5

000

8

2.000

3,000

$9.95

7.95
2.25

OIL FILLED A.C. CONDENSERS
V.A.C.
Price MFD
V.A.C.
440
750
$0.69 15
4.4
375
7.50
860

.2

8
6
4

3

2.9
2
1

330
330
330
330
330
220
220

5.95 26
5.45 20
4
4.95
4.45
3
1.75
4.35
20
3.95
2.95 7.5

660
860
860
680
660
680
860

6

IN34 Crystal Diode-79e

IN43A 1WE400A1

2% second recycling time spring return
Holds ON as
Microswftch contact, l0A
long as power is applied
Fully Caeed

$6.50

®...$1.29: 6HY,

80 MA

KW 400 KC; Input: 220 V 60 cycle Need
minor repairs to water circulating
system. Otherwise in good condition
1

1.45
.85

4.95
2.00

$2.25

w

0...708

Timer -Industrial Timer Corp. 15 min. on 15 min. off
continuous 115 V. A.C. Fully cased ('lugs Into octal
$5.50
socket
BC 221 FREQUENCY METER

RADIO FREQUENCY GENERATOR
RCA

$6.25
2.15
7.55
6.75
2.25

53.75

Dynamotor DM 334
Chokes: 30 Hy. 80MA

Price

Power Tao Switch-OHMITE (#312-5 Taps) oonshort$3.96
Ing 25A 150 V. A.0

Raytheon CPX 24166
Mln. Delay. 115 V., 60 Cycle

ONLY

100.000

Gar

I

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

-C

8
3 x 3

MFD

POTENTIOMETERS
1
1
1

65,000

OIL FILLED CONDENSERS
V.D.C. Price
V.D.C. Price MFD
3,600
$3.95
400
50.85 1
2.55
4,000
400
1.00 3 1 .2
7.95
4,000
500
.85 2
10.95
4,000
500
1.30 3
5,000
1.35
.01
500
1.40
6,000
.45 .01-.03
600
1.50
6.000
.40
.03-.03
600
9.95
8,000
.80 1
800
1.55
7,000
1.63 .02-.02
600
1.60
7,000
600
2.05 .02-.03
1.95
7,000
600
2.95 .1
2.25
7.000
1.75 .1-.1
600
2.25
7,500
1.79 .1
600
4.50
7,500
.60 .3-.3
800
1.85
1,000
.75 .075-.075 8,000
2.95
8,000
1,000
.95 .15-.15
19.95
1,70 .25
20,000
1,000
2.75
1,000
3.25
1,000
1 mfd
1.4$
1,500
6,000
2,000
.65
V.D.C.
1.30
2,000
1.65
2.000
G.E.

$1.25 EACH

TIME DELAY RELAY

9318
9340
9350
9278
9289
UTAH -9262
D161310
WESTERN ELECTRIC -D166173
KS8696 KS9800 1189862, KS13161
GENERAL ELECTRIC-80-G-5
-12A-1318
JEFFERSON ELECTRIC
TR1049
DENION COIL-TR1048
T-1229621-60
352-7251-2A:
also 352-7250-2A:

-750
-2 WATT
25.000
80.000

.25

Ohms

-1/

PRECISION RESISTORS
19,917
6,000
10,000
23.000

MFD

JONES BARRIER STRIPS
2-140Y $0.17 3-141W $0.27 8-141 K W $0.64
.24 9-141
.48
3-14054W .21 4-141
.29
9-141Y
.71
5-141
8-140
.28
.24
10-140W
.59
5-14144W .41 3-142
.43
10-14044 W .59 7-14151W .56 2-150
.44 3-150
3-14154 W .27 8-141

200
500
950

See Our Ad February,

7/16
S.S.
6/8

2,193

3%" dia. x 5%' long
Used between two 078248's as a dampener. Can be
converted to 3600 RPM Motor in 10 minutes. Con$5.50
version sheet supplied. (Converted)
Mounting Brackets -Bakelite for selsyns, and dif350 pair
ferentials shave above

250K S.S.
500K S.S.
1Meg S.S.

B.S.
B.S.

220.4

DIFFERENTIAL Used $4.95
115 V., 60 Cycle
New $9.95
#C78249

250K 5/8

S.S.

Shaft
30K -10K 3/8'1
1/4'
3K-90K

1

.0022 mid to .0082 mid
.01 mid

25K
70K
80K
100K
100K
200K

Ohms

Price Schedule

10 mmf to 700 mfd
.0011 mid to .002 mid

ELECTRONICS

1.25

UO-499/11

TYPE "J" POTENTIOMETERS
200K S.S.
B.S. 1.500 1/48.8. 15K 1/4

TYPE

280

mmf mmf mmf mint mmf mmf mid
22
23
24
25
27
30
40

.90

123.8

13.89 62.54

-1

JOINT
ALUMINUM

SILVER MICAS
100
110
115
120
125
130
135
150
155

2.30

UG-290/U .90
UG-291/U .95
110-306/U 2.65
UG-414/U 1.95

20

1

.01

Price Schedule

50

.65
1.15
1.98
.85
1.10
1.10
1.45

18.37

13 52

11.25

-1

1/s hole x 1/2" 0.D.
Includes
Two 8.32
5
11/0" long
Set Screw Holes

POSTAGE STAMP MICAS
mfd
mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf mmf
.0018
10
40
70 125 240 400 680
.002
47
75 135 250 430 800
20
.0027
22
50
80 150 270 470 820
.0033
23
51
82 160 300 500 910
.0038
90 175 330 510 .001
24
56

10
18

0-203/U

UO-224/11
UG-255/U
UG-260/11
110-261/U
UG-262/13
UC -273/1T
170-274/U

UG-59A/U 1.90
1.75
UG-83/U
1.70
UG-85/U

$18.50 pr

USED $17.60
NEW $26.40

39

11.

13.02

11

301.8 3.500
368.6 59,148
WATT -350
:26
11.1
298.3 4,(100 14.826 33.300
66.6
4,285 15,000 35,888
75
400
.334 13 07
.444 13.15
87
723.1 4,300 15,760 36.000
4,451 15,755 37.000
.502 13.3
97.8
855
.557 15
97.85
970
5,900 15.810 45,000
125
.827 25
1,000 8,500 18.000 47.000
178
1,500
6,850 16.700 60,000
.78 30
180
1.800
6,670 17.000 58.000
1
35
1.01 46
200
2,250
7.000 20,000 59,000
1.53 50
210
2,280
7,300 20,150 59,905
7.500 25,000 68,000
2.04 52
213
2,500
4.35 54
235
2,850
8,000 30.000 79,012
260
8,500 32.700 100,000
5.26 55.1
3,427
270
8,800 32,888 150,000
5.89 61
3,700
10.48 65
273
3,995 10,000 33,000 180.000
12,000
273.1
WATT-450
PRECISION RESISTORS
.2
2.6
32
89.8 2,000 8,000 50,000
125
2,200
8,250 52.525
2.88 35.7
.861
9,000 55,000
250
2,250
1.01
3.39 38
270
2,550 9,700 56,000
1.166
5.21 45.1
420
2.55
12
45.5
3,300 10,000 65.000
425
5,000 12.000 68,000
2.58
15
54.25
800
5,221 15.000 75.000
17.9 56.7
1,000
6,000 25,000 84.000
18
60
1,530
7,000 30,000
28
71.4
45.000
28.5
1,750
WATT -600
PRECISION RESISTORS
590,000
348,000
260.000
149.500
100,000
600,000
270.000
399.000
105,000
150.000
645,000
413.000
296,000
175,000
120.000
650.000
500,000
297,000
128,000
200.000
700,000
310.000
520,000
130,000
240,000
320,000
522,000
250,000
132,000
MEGOHM 1 WATT 1%-$1.50; 5%-600
1

UNIVERSAL

Per Pair

100
110
120

.90
UG-88/U
130-89/U 1.10
.80
130-102/U
130-103/U .68
UG-104/U 1.40
UG-105/U 1.50
U0-106/11 .12
JIG -1078/U2.75
UG-167/U 5.70
UO-146/U 2.00
UG-175/U .14
.14
1.70-176/U
.99
110-185/U
UG-196/U 1.65

Uc

1.10-58A/U

120

HOOD

1.70-87/U $1.50

$135.00
RG 5/U
$140.00 RG 22/U'....
285.00
RG 6/U
180.00 RG 22A/U....
675.00
RG 7/U'
80.00 RG 24/U
475.00
100.00 RG 26/U
RG 8/LT'
50.00
RG 9/13'
250.00 RG 29/U.....
300.00
I1G 9A/U
275.00 RG 34/11*....
900.00
RG 10/13
240.00 RG 35/U
295.00
RG 11/U*....
100.00 R0 41/U'
RG 11A/U'...
150.00 RG 544/U
110.00
RG 12/U
240.00 RG 55/11
325.00
RG 13/13e
216.00 RG 57/U'....
60.00
650.00 RG 58/13*.
RG 17/U
65.00
900.00 RG 58A/Ú'...
RG 18/13
55.00
1250.00 RO 59/U'....
RG 19/U
70.00
1450.00 RG 62/U'....
RG 20/U
100.00
..
77/U'..
RG
KG 21/U'
220.00
Add 251f for orders less than 500 feet.
No minimum order-others 250 minimum.

Sound Powered
Chest Set RCA
With 24 Ft. Cord

60
62

83-11

83-1AP

PL-274
$1.10
1.90
PL -275
.40
SO -239
UO-13/U 1.70
UG-18B/U 1.10
UG-20B/U 1.65
.95
UG-21/U
21B/U 1.00
130-210/U 1.05
UG-21D/U 1.45I
1.35
UG-22/U
UG-22A/U 1.60
1.10-22$/U 1.20
UG-23/U 1.20
UG-2313/U 1.50
UG-23C/U 1.10
U0-24/11 1.30
UG-27/11 1.25
UG-27A/11 2.25
UG-27B/U 2.95',
UG-28A/13. 2.95.
UG-29B/17 1.65
UG-30/U 2.30
UG-57B/U 1.70
UG-58/U
.70

Includes 5 ft. cord. -Uses no batteries or external power source.

-

400
SO -239

700

U0 -625/U 1.00
NEW COAXIAL CABLES
Price per
Price per
1000 ft.
1000 ft.

1.70

Brand New Meters-Guaranteed
21"..$2.50

0-10 ma. D.C. 31/2"..53.95 0-80 Amp. D.C.
0-1 Ma D.C. 31/2" Dedur.. (Scale Reads 0-4

25
33

e

COAXIAL CABLE CONNECTORS

10.48

125
142
PRECISION RESISTORS

5

GEAR ASSORTMENT

100 email

-14

PRECISION RESISTORS
WATT -,300
414.3
6.88 11.74 14.98
79.81 147.5
705
106.8
147.8
8.33 12.32 15 8

2

2J1G1

$295.00

$80.00

$8.50

SELSYNS

}

400 CYCLE BRAND NEW
Minimum Orders $3

All order f.o.b. P14114., PA,

1:ILLL,KCLL
Arch St., Cor. Creskev

Phila. 3, Pa.

Tereohene RittrnitAuse 6-4927
e>

.

...

,ñ

_,

.

..

'"4;
435

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
WRITE FOR OUR
FREE BULLETIN
Receiving
Tube e

OOA....

ISS

íT4

1A3

1X2
2A3
2A5

.71

.72
.72
.79
.99
.79
.74

lAS6GT...

IA7GT...
IB3GT...
IBS

ICSGT
IC6

1C7G....

ID7G....

ID8GT...
IESGP...
1P4

IPSO....
1G4GT..

IGSG....

6AS7G...
.65 6AT6....
.95 6AU5GT.

1.85

3A4

3A5
A8GT

HbG1°..
1H6GT..

3C6
3Dß

3LF4

11116G....

1256....

126G....

....

ILA6....
ILB4....
1LC5 ....
ILC6...;

....
1LN5 ....
INSGT...
ILH4....
IN6G....

1P5GT...
1
SGT...
1114

IRS

51140..
2'

1.59

5U4G....
5W4

6B8G....
6BA6....
6BA7....
6BC5....
6BC7....

.59

5X4G ....

SY3GT...
5Z3
5Z4
6A6
6A7
ßA8

1.60
.85
.65
1.10
.83
1.89
.95
.95
1.60
1.45
1.59
1.26
.55
.70

.

.87 61326...
1.40 6BK7. . .
.82 6BL7GT.
.

6BN6....

1.05

6BQ6GT.

.95

6ÁB4....

6C4
6C5
6C6

.83
.98
1.19
.85

6AB7 ....
6AC5GT
6AC7 ....
6AC7W ..

.

6C8G.
6CB6

3.25

6AD6G...
6AD7G...
6AE6G...
6A

6BG6G .
6BH6.

.47
.71

5Y4G....

.

F6G...

.

. .

.

6CD6G...

.98
1.29
.89
.89
.79

6AG5....

. .

6L6

....

6L6GA...
6L7

61.7G....
6N7

6N7GT
6P5GT

6S

.91

.96
.79
2.21
.88
.83
1.10
.83

6D6

6D8G....
6E5
6F5GT...

67

6T7G.
6T8
6U5

.73
.79

6V6GT.
6W4GT. .
6W6GT.
6X4
..

. .

.

6X5GT..
6Y6G

6SA7..
6SA7GT..
6SB7Y..

.

6SC7....
6SD7GT

.

.

6SF5

6SFSGT..
6SF7

6SG7....
6SH7....
6SH7GT

7AH7.

.89
.89
.76
.79
.75
.76
.78

.

.

.

.

.

1.44
1.08
.79
.79
.79

.

7B4
7135

7B6

787

.75
.71
.69
.85
.72
.72
.81
.73

6827

6SJ7GT..

6SJ7Y...

6SK7....

6SK7GT.
6SL7GT..
6SN7GT
.

83-1AP
83-1F
83-1H
83-1HP
83-1J

. .

.79

7B8
1.06
99 7C4
.71 7C5
.67 7C6
1.05 7C7
.93 7E5
.94 7E6
.83 7E7
.80 7F7
.75 7F8
.75 7G7
.75 7H7

.

83-lAC

.

6ZYSG...
7A4
7A5
7A6
7A7
7A8
7A D 7 .

5

83 -IR

.78

.45
.79
.79
.79
.79
.58
.83

.99
1.35
.89
.79
1.10
1.10
.97

727

7K7
7L7

7N7

l2A

12A6

12AW

6

I2AX7..
12BA6
12BA7
128136.
12BE6

.

12C8
12 F 5 GT
12H 6
.
.

.79

.69
.55
.70
.67
.69
.79
.79
.85

.

12J5GT
12K8
1207GT

I2SA7GT
12SF5

12SFSGT.
12SF7
12SG7
12SJ7

I25J7GT

12SK7. .
12SL7GT.
12SN7GT
12S07GT
12S R7.
12SR7GT
12X3
1223

7[t7

7S7
7V7

83-1RTY

$

83-1SP
83-1SPN

83-1T
83-2AP
83-22AP

.40 83-22F
83-222

83-22R
83-22SP
83-22T
83-168
83-185
83-765
2.10 183-776

5

UG18/II
IIG18$//II
110-19/O
II0-20B/U

II0-25/U
U(3-27/II
U0-27A/II

1.26
1.05
1.80
1.80
.85
1.50
1.00
1.05
1.30

110-21/íT
110-21A/U

U0-21B/II
1210-210//U
II0-22/U

II0-28A/II
II0-29/0

1.85
1.75

II0-34/0

9.75
12.50
17.50

Type

IIG67B/U

QUOTATIONS UPON185
PL -259A
54C-277
PL -274
MC -320
PL-284
PL -258
PL -259
PL -293

PrIce.Per

R6-5/Ú

1

--7/U
C0

R0
-8/U
R0-9A/U

240.00
100.00
240.00

110-10/1.1

RG -11/U
110-12/U

2

5-5
1

2

2-2

600
600
600
600
600
600

8-8
4-4-4

:3

4
10

50
1

2
2

3.5-.5
4
6

8
1

5

6001R'd

4
4

8

Price

400
400
600
600
600

5
6

i

VDC

3

R'd
R'd

600
600
600
600
1000
1000
1000 R'd
1000
1000
1000
1000
1200

85.0

0

100.00
250.00
275.00

110-9/U

MFD

54 -Ft.

5140.00

.55
1.65
.55
.69
1.65
.95
1.65
1.65
1.75
1.85

35L6GT
35W4

35Y4
35Z4GT
35Z5GT.
36
37
38

39/44....
41

42

43.
45

2.80

U0
-203/U

IIG206/U
00-224/II
1:10-236/U
UG245/II

1.80
1.15

3.85
2.25
2.35
2.7b

UG-246/U

UG254/II
UG255/U

80-239
80-264

93-C
93-M

TM -201

49120

49121A

.12

.24
.85

.95
2.85
2.85
MX -387/U .85
UGr114/U 1.95

1.95

ES-885896-5
ES-889172-1

RG58A/U

110-29/U

50.00
300.00
900.00
97.00
110.00

110-35/U

R0-54A/U....
110-55/U

4
.1-.5

.25
.3
1

3

12

.03

1

1-1
.5
1

3 s

.2

2

.2
1

2

5

4000
5000
5000
5000
5000

.01-.03 6KV

51.85
.69

2.50
2.95

.95
1.50
1.30
1.95
3.75
8.95

2.75

3.85
15.80
2.40

11G58/15

110-59/0
11G-62

RG-77/0

60.00
70.00
80.00
75.00
100.00

ADD 25% TO PRICES SHOWN FOR QUANTITIES UNDER 500 FT.

FILLED CONDENSERS
OILVDC
MFD VDC
Price
Price
1200
1500
1500
1500
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2500
2500
2500
3000
3000
4000
4000

6000
7000
7000
7500
7500

1

.1

.1-.1
.1

.5

075-.075

1

.1
1

.045
.05
.25
1

V

59.95
1.79
5.95
2.85
7.95
6.50
29.50
8.95
45.00
4.70
4.95
19.95
54.00
85.00

MFD
.001

.025
.2
.25
7.5
1-3
12.75
15
5

2.9
7
8

VDC
50KV
50KV
50KV
50KV

Price

330VAC
440VAC
660VAC
660VAC
660VAC

4.50
3.10
3.50
4.25
4.50

824.50
42.50
85.00
95.00
1.95
220VAC
1.95
330VAC
330VAC
4.10

OILMITES

1.25

1.65

811V

10KV
12KV
15KV

16KV
20KV
20KV
25KV

3.40

2.95
6.95
2.50
4.88
18.50
29.50

R'd

1611

1

MFD

VDC

.02
.05

600
600
600

.25

600
600
600

.1

5

1.0

2C2J

.4ó
.39
.49
4.95

2.20

2C26A

.55 2C33
1.89 2C34

2039

1.89

2C39A
2C40
2C42
2C43
2C44
2C46

.65

.97
1.59

7 ranimlttin

and Special
Purpose
Tubes

OA2
OB2

0133

0C3

OD3

.81
.99

2.126

9.60
1B23
1B24 West 12.95
1B24SYLV 18.95

0A-18

9278

2 247.2

g3Ì80

9340
9341
9350

AN/APN9

75

1.55
1.85
4.10
2.85
8.75
8.95
24.75
22.95
27.00
36.50
39.50
27.00
13.70
17.50
36.50

2E22
2E24
2E26
2J21
2222

2227
2231
2232
2233
2234
11324A... 39.50 2J37
3.73 2238
1626
14.95 2J39
IB27

1B22

12.N

lÌ

21321

2.65
2.50

11321A

.49
22.00
29.00

23.75
17.75
1.20
21.50

2C53

.95
1.15
1.25
1.10
1.19
1.10
.95

0A3
OA4G....

. .

UTAH
(352-7250)

AN/APN-9 (352.7251)
AN/APN-9 (901756-501)
AN/APN-9 (901756.502)

Westinghouse-132AW2
Westinghouse-139DW2F
Westinghouse-166AW2F
Westinghouse-176AW2F
Westinghouse-I87AW2F
Raytheon-UX-7350
Raytheon-UX-10066
W.E.-D-161310
W.E.-D-163247
W.E.-D-163325
W.E.-D-164861

G.E.-800I3

G.E.-800152
Philco-352-7071
Philco-352-7149
Philco-352-7150
Philco-352-7178
Philco-352-7190
Philco-352-7224

SPRAGUE PULSE NETWORKS

7.5 E3 -I.200-67P, 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit I Mlcrosee.
200 PPS 67 ohms Imped., 3 sections
84.30
7.5 E3 -3-200-67P, 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit 3 Mlereses.
200 PPS, 67 ohms Imped., 3 sections
$6.75
7.5 E4 -16.60.67P. 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit 4 sections,
16 microsec, 60 PPS, 67 ohms lumped
88.28
10.64.85.750.50P, IO KV. "E" circuit. .85 mlerosec. 750 PPS. 50 ohms (mood., 4 sections -9E8.25
10

KV.

"E"

circuit. 2.2 micr0-

375 PPS, 50 ohms imped., 4 seetiens S26.3
E4 -91.400-50P, IS KV. "E" Clrceit .91 mlerosec. 400 PPS. 50 ohms Imped., 4 sections... 837.50
see.

110-34/11

.1
3

210

2C26

..75
79

G.E.-680627
G.E.-686828
G.E.-680929GI

UG291
UG-306/U
U0
-349/U

110-18/U
110-19/U
110-20/U
110-21/U
1.0-22/11

1-1-1

1.25

I7 Z 6 GT .
FM -1000.

G.E.-K2464
G.E.-K2468
G.E.-K2469

1.10
1.45

Type Price Per M Ft.
RG57/U
5325.00

MFD

2

2B22

1.11

G.E.-K274413

Type Price Per M Ft.
110-26/U
$475.00

R0
-24/U

1S21

2A4G
2AP1
2AP5

1.19

82
83

10 -E4 -2.2.375-50P,

650.00
900.00
1250.00
1450.00
220.00
150.00
285.00
675.00

RG22A/U

81

UTAH

130-261/U $1.10

D-163950
D-188132

1P24

1Z2

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
In Stock -Immediate Delivery

UG-274/U 2.30
1.95 110-275/U 5.50
.85 UG276/13 2.75

00-201/11

IP23

.68
.80
1.95

UG-498/U 1.80
UG-536/0 1.85
170-250/U0/U
.85 UG-825/U 1.85
REQUEST ON ANY CONNECTORS NOT LISTED HERE
PL-325
'

110-17/1.1

7.95

2.50
3.25
.85

12(1-197/0

1P21

1.09
.89
.69

.12

UG191/AP .80 UG-262/13
MX -195/U .75 00-273/U

UG-108/II .15
U0-107B/U2.75
UG-60A/U 1.75 110-108/U 2.60
UG-61A/U 2.10 II0-109/U 2.80
110-83/13
1.75 CW-123A/13 .45
U0-85/0 1.80 UG-146/U 1.95
U0-86/II 2.25 CW-159/U .60
U0 -87/U 1.40 00-166/U 32.50
II0-88/U
.90 00-187/U 3.75
00-89/U 1.10 UG-171/U 2.25
UG-90/U
1.15 U0 -173/U
.35
UP -98A71.85 00-175/U
.12
U0
-102/U .80 UG-178/U .12
IIG103/U .88 IIG-177/U .24

.

IH2O

.89 45Z5GT..
.97 46
.74 47
.74 50
.89 50A5
1.10 50B5

Type Price Per -A4 Ft.
110-13/U
$216.00

32

.65
.90
.95
1.85
1.95

5.95

78
79
80

.59
.72
.75
.67
.55
.72
.69
.55
.64
.69
.69
.59
.71
.79
.79
.79
.89

1.40

UG-104/U $1.40 UG-185/U

COAXIAL CABLE

1.85
1.95
2.50
2.50
3.25

8.70

.90
UG-59A/11 2.15

UG-29A/U
U0-29B/U
2.30
UG-30/U

1.20

170-23/U

U0-58A/U

1.35
1.25
2.25
2.95
.95

110-22B/131.20 0G -36/U
-37//U
U0-22C//U 1.20 U0
M-358
M-359
M -359A
M-380

UG58/13

77

1

.

IBM

.69
.69
.79
.89
.59
1.41

1I7Z3....

.

.69

1Ì.0Ö
12.50
32.50
4.95
47.50
9.80
32.50
.88
35.00
4.10
1.27
9.50
3.75
1.22
8.95
8.95

.85

75
76

.69

.

2.75

iB3á

1.24
1.29
.79

71A

34

FULL LINE OF JAN APPROVED COAXIAL CONNECTORS
IN STOCK UHF-N-PULSE-BN-BNC

110-7/AP 86.30 UG23B/U 51.50
.95 UG23C/U 1.10
IIG12/U
II0-15/U 1.25 110-24/U 1.30

.

33

'

.65
.45
.50
1.30
1.95
1.40

70L7GT.

56
57
58
59

89Y
I 17N7GT.
117P7GT.

3585

.65
.69
.931
.89
.68
.79
.89
.89

.

.45
84
.69
.87
.69

35/51.

I

.

83V
85/6Z4..

135A5

.73
.71

.

.89
.89
.99
1.16
.89
1.16
.69
.79
.79
.69
1.95

.

.

11329

.92

.95 1B36
.99 1B38
.32 IB40
.69 111341
.69 1B42

SS

L55B

.69

.63

53

.70

32L7GT

.85

. .

12SH7.

. 89

31
32

.65.66

S0C5

.99 S0L6GT..
50Y6GT..

I

.97114A4
.79 I4A7
.94 14B6
1.11 14B8
1.11 14C5

70o7

.42
.30
1.10
.12
.22
.73

10

.59 I2AV7

.93

1.09
.89
.89
.89
.89
.89
.89

14E7
.39I 14F7
.65 14117
.64 1427
.64 14N7
1.16 14R7
.77 14S7
1.32 14W7 . . . .
.79 14X7
.55 19
.99 19T8.....
.71 22
.86 24A
.54 25A6
.99 25L6GT..
1.20 25Z5
.99 26
.69 27
.95 28D7
.99 30
30 Spec..

1.09 12A 6GT
.98 12A7
.98 12A8GT
.65 I2AH7GT
1.49 12AL5. . .
.89 12AT6.
.67 12AT7. .
.64 12AU6. .
.88 12AU7..
.59 12AV6

. . .

6V6
6V6G. ..

.72

6S7G

.63
.99
1.05

6U7G....

.96

6S4

COAXIAL CONNECTORS

7....

6557.....
6ST7....

.99
.66
.66
.59
.64
.55
.95
.99
.79
1.28
.99
.65
.79
.86
1.06
1.87
1.49
1.39
.99
.85
.99
.89

I4C7
14E6

1.11

.

6K7G....
61,5G....
6L6G

.99 6SN7WGT 2.10 7W7
.65 7Y4
.87 6SQQ7....
.65 7Z4
1.05 6S07GT

61107

6ßD6....
6BE6....
613E5...
6BF6....

.82
.79

6K7

.55
1.25

.65
1.20
.88
1.10

6BD5GT.

1.91

6F6G
6F7
6F8G

1.21
.65

1.95
.75

688

.77
.83
.77
.79

ST4

.93
.93
.93
.82
.74
.83
.75
.69
.99
.69
.79

1LE3

6B7

SA4ZZ44

1.01
.81

ILD5 ....

665

.91

SGT...

.69
.75
.79
.74
.69
.61
.87
.99

1

6AU6....
6AV6.
6B4G....

1.50
.57
1.15
.57

387

.69
.69

IG4GT..

1LA4

212A....

.1 34

1Fß

11.4

2X2

.69
.69
.69
.71
.71
.69
.69

1DSGP...

....

2E5

6Fß

.84
1.85 6G6G....
2.95 6H6
.99 6H6GT ..
.59 6J5
2.65 625G....
.72 6JSGT...
.79 626
.79 627
.99 6J 7GT ...
2.25 628G....
4.25 6K5GT ..
.63 6K6GT..

.93
1.28 6AL5W . .
.79 6A 5....
6A
.71 6A 5....
.94 6AS5....
.50 6AS6....

2A77

.59

1.45
1.29
1.95

6AH6....
6AJ5
6AK5....
WE-6AK5
6AK5W ..
6AK6....
6AL5....

.7
.7
.73
.77
.65

IT5GT...
l U4
IUS
IV

81.50
.67
.59
.63

O1A

6AG7....

.7
.69

1S4

LECTRONIC TUBE

GUARANTEED
BRAND NEW

II

TYPE
0M-6002
0M-6005
0M-610
0M-625
0M-650
0M-601

15
15

-A -1-400-50P,

15

KV.

400 PPS, 50 ohms Imped

"A"

Circuit,

I

mIcreees.
832.88

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
INPUT -115 V.

50/60 CYCLES
51.20
V. W 1A. -Herrn. Sealed
V.et. (5 8A. and 5 V. ® 8A Insul,
V.-Encl.
3.85
750
Case
UTC 6.3 V. e .6A -Harm. Sealed
1.45
6.3 V. e 1A. -Open frame
.89
GE
4.25
6.3 V. e 20A. -Eno!. Case
GE
2A 6.3V. e 1.211; 6.3V. ®0.6A; SV.
1.60
Open Frame
Raytheon 6.3V.CT. ® 3A.; 6.3V. W .5A Insu!
1780 V. RMS-Herm Sealed
2.30
INPUT-208/230 V., 50/60 CYCLES
GE 2.5 V.CT. (510A., Insul.-5KV End. Casa 2.10
GE SV. CT. 431 7.5A; Insu!. -1.5 KV Open
Frame
3.45
GE 5 V. CT. ® 7.5A; Insu!.-TKV Open
Frame
5.25
GE 5V.CT. e 7.5A., Insu!. -10 KV End
Frame
6.25
GE INPUT 190.5V., 50/60 CYCLES; Sec 4.3V. to 25.98V. by G taps Open Frame 7.95
GE
INPUT 220V 60 CYCLES; Sec.-5V.CT.,
4.60
® 7.5A., insul.-5KV-Open Frame
UTC
GE

5
5

CM TEST EQUIPMENT

Price
5

.45
.48
.51
.55

3CM Pickup Horn Antenna AT-48/UP
59.98
10CM Signal Generator
-138A
5185.00
10CM Freq. Meter CWCOABM
$97.50
"K" Band RF Head-RT-99/APS-32; Ind
3J31 Magnetron, 2K33A Klystron,

-I

etc

.60
.85

5650.00

SPARE PARTS

ARMY AND NAVY RADIO,
RADAR & SONAR EQUIPMENT
AN'APS-s
AN/ARC-5 1' CB
AN/APS-3 AN/APN-9 8F
CJ
AN1APS-4 AN ARC -1 SL
0CL
WEA
AN/APS-15 AN/ARC-3 SO
FOR

LECTRONIC

RESEARCH

715- 19 ARCH

ST.

Telephones
436

LABORATORIES
PHILA. 6, PA.

-

MARKET

7

-

6771 - 2 - 3

etc.

etc.

etc.

etc.

QUOTATIONS UPON REQUEST

A...r.w

May, 1953

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

SPECIALS

STANDARD BRANDS
ONLY

10FP4.... 22.50 C100A... 2.30
.88 C100E... 2.30
49.50,4API0... 4.40I18T1
10Y
.39 100R
2.90
65.00 4B22/
39.50
EL -5B. 8.95 12DP7. .. 14.50 100TH... 9.95
12GP7... 18.50 WE -101F. 3.62
5.75
67.50 4B24
WE
-102F.
12HP7...
14.75
2.85
148.50 4B25/
34.50

2240
2248
2249
2250
2J54

2J56

2261
2266

2K23....

1.18

4A1

45.25
EL-6CF 8.95
165.00 4C35
27.00
37.5014E27

.80

-

1314

.85

15E

21.50

1.95

150.00 15R
120.00 FG -17/

4236

2K25.... 28.50

13-4

21(26....105.00 4238

2K28.... 29.504252

.65

5557...

275.00

4.95

36.00 REL-21.. 1.95
1.15
5.95 23D4
1.85'
2K33A...280.00 5AP4.... 4.75I 24G
4.95
2K39....135.00 EL -05B.. 3.95 HK -24
3.82
RK
-25...
5.50
2K41.... 145.00 5BP1 . . .. 5.50 FG -27A.. 8.25
2K45....129.50 SBP4....
47.75 FG32/
2105... .135.00 5C22
5558... 6.75
3A P1.... 8.95 5CP1.... 4.50
3AP4. ... 10.25 15CP7.. .. 9.50 FG33.... 17.50
.49
19.50 RK34....
5D21
3B22/
4.95
1.95 35T
EL-1C. 2.60 5FP7
4.75 5HP1.... 5.50 35T Ion
31123
5.95
5.20 5HP4.... 5.75
gauge..
3B24
18.50 35TG.... 4.95
3B24W... 7.50 5229
.45
4.505JP1
26.50 REL36...
3B2S
3.75
T40
3.75
5JP2
26.50
3626
4.20 SJP4
26.50 Fa -41...122.50
7.75, 5LP1.... 21.75 RK -47... 4.92
3528
.79
19.75 EF-b0....
BP1 . , ,
5.75 5LP5
331127
89.5015MP1.... 10.50 VT-52... .35
3C2
5.60
.85 53A
3C23..... 9.65 6-8B
6.75 RK59.... 2.44
3C24..... 1.85 C6A
6.95 6ANS.... 3.30 VT -62 Br. 1.15
3C27
16AR6.... 3.25 RK -63... 22.50
3C31/
27.50 FG -67..: 14.80
EL-CIB 3.95'6C21
.48
52.50 V'1'-67...
3C37
32.5016C24
12.95 6F4
5.95 RK -69:.. 2.25
3C45
1.32
9.95 72
3CP1. . .. 2.25 C6J
1.32
6.85 73
3D21
2.98 624
3.50
1.19 RK -75
3DP1.... 4.851 7-7-11...
5.80
3DP1A... 6.75 ?BPI.... 8.65 75T.
VR
-75.
..
1.15
3E29
13.75 96P7,
6.50
-78
.64
3EPL
4.75
14.95 VR
FG -81A.. 3.95
3FP7. ... 2.90 76P12...
3FP7A... 6.95 7BP14... 14.95 VR -90... 1.19
14.80
14.95
91
3.95
7CP1....
3CP1....
3.95 9GP7.... 11.75 FG -95/
3HP7..
5560... 25.00
115.00 9LP7.... 4.501
3231
4-125A..: 29.50 110BP4... 17.95 VT -98(ßr.)19.50

2K29....

4X150A
5AP1

27.50
21(33.. .265.00
.

.

1

...
.

.

.

FG -104/
5561. . 24.60
FG -105.. 19.50
VR -105.. 1.10
WE -113A. 1.32
HY-114B,.
.75,
WE -117A. .95
F -123A... 7.75
WE -124A. 3.80
F -127A... 22.50
VT-127A.. 3.60
AB -I50.... 12.50
VR -150...95
FG -166.. 48.50
FG -172. . 29.50
FG -178.. 14.50'
FG -190. . 12.15
HF -200.. 16.50
L-2005... 65.00
203A
7.40
.

33

203B

476.50

204A.

CE -206... 3.15
.95
211
WE -211D. 12.50
WE -211E. 12.50
42.50
212E
WE -215A.
.24
8.95
217C
1.95
221A
227A/5C27 4.60
WE -231D. 2.25
232CH. .240.00
RX-233A. 4.95
FG -235A/
5552... 94.50
WE -245A. 2.35
WE -249B. 3.50
WE -249C. 3.50

Shaft

60

9%16'

60

1/8'

550
00
500

Ì%2'

5/8''

SOO

650

1/2'

2500

3S

3/8
SS
SS

4K
SK

DUAL

1/2'
SS

1/2'
SS

5K
20K
30K
40K
50K
50K

SS

1K

3/8'

"J"

1 S1/8'

SS

100 SS

1K

250 SS

TRIPLE

3/8'
1/2'
SS

1/2'
SS
3/4'
3/8'
SS
1/4'
7/16'
SS
SS
SS

POTS-$3.95 ea.

1K/25K

it'

201C/150K/15K

$ 3.75

AN-74CX
AT-38A/APT (70 to 400 MC)
AT-49/APR-4 (300 to 3300MC)
AN -65A (P/OSCR-521)
AN-66A(P/OSCR-521)
AIA 3CM oomeal scan
ASB Yagi-5 adamant 450 to 560MC

13.70
13.70
1.50
1.75
125.00

9.00

ASB Yagi-Double stacked 6 element
ASA Yagi-Double stacked 370 to 430MC

14.70

29.40

TACHOMETER GENERATOR
100

434A

1.75
1.95
2.95

Conversion Unit-CRV-59AAE-Complete with Lens
and Iconoscope: Transmitter-CRV-52ACB complete: Dynamotor-28VDC 25 Amp. Excellent for
Instruction or Demonstration Purposes.

All prices net

F.

2

ELECTRONICS

5DG

833A.
A
836
837

1614
1616

39.5095

838

4.10
1.45
3.75
.49
. .,,
5.75
6.75
29.50
67.00
19.50
4.95
2.50

1619
1620
1622
1624
.,,.,..
1626
1629
1630
1631
1632
I

.35

1.28
1.48

1.25

3.95
1.15
1.601
1.85
1.75
1.75

X
2J1F1

2J1G1
211 H1

7G

5G
5N

A

5SF

1636
1638
1642
1644
1645
1655

1665

1904
1960
2050
2051
5611
5651

2.25
.45

2.90
4.10
4.80
8.55
8.55
6.95
.65
.45

UX-6653
7193
8011

.87

2.60
2.75
4.90
55.00

8012
8013
8013A
8014A
8016
8020
8025
8025A
9001
9002
9003

1.05
1.25
6.95
.69
4.75
3.30
1.50
.35
.79
1.50
.45
.57 9005
1.955
.69 9006
.35
.57 189048
3.79
2.25 189049
3.79
.89 199698
2.69
2.00
Crystal
1.07
Diodes
.39
6.25
2.25 1N21 .... 1.19
1.90 IN2lA... 1.69
3.00
.390 1N2IB...
1.25
IN22
1.95
.305 1N23
2.75
1N23A . .
3.45
1.38 1N2313
1.79
.75 IN27
7.90
3.10 1N31
IN34
.66
.90
1N34A
.60
1.50
.95 IN38
6.10
1.95 IN39
8.50
1.90 1N40
9.85
1.80 IN41
18.00
14.80 1N42
1.45
.70 1N43
.94
1.70 IN45
1.05
1.10 1N52
3.05
115.00 1N55
.55
2.75 1N60
.90

2JDSE1
C-44968-6

C-78248
C-78249
C-78254
C-78410

C-69405-2
C-69406
C-69406-1
C-77610

C-78411
C-78414
C-78415
C-78670
C-79331

C-56701
C-56776-1

2J1M1
2J5A2

B

M

5SG
6CT

2J5D1

N
2J5HA1
2JD5A2
SYNCHRO BLOWN FUSE INDICATORS
SYNCHRO CAPACITORS
SYNCHRO OVERLOAD INDICATORS

LOW INERTIA SERVO MOTORS
FPE-25-II-75V

KOLLSMAN-45 Volt

60 cy.
60 cycle 4

.11

Amp 4 Watts.

watts

new

-

$34.50

1500 RPM

$22.50

PIONEER -10047-2-A 26 volt 400 cycle with 40:1
reduction gear
$14.50
PIONEER -C1( 13 115 volt 400 cycle -Includes
$47.50
damping signal generator (autosyn)

RELAYS

Sigma type 4AH-2000 2 4 ma DC coil-SPDT contacts -hermetically sealed 5 pin plug-in hase $3.30
Stevens Arnold type 171 Milliseo relay-900 ohm coil
SPST NO contacts
$5.50
Cutler Hammer and Square D type B -7A contactor
24 VDC coil-SPST NO 200 Amp contacts $4.75
Price Bros. type 161-M-220 VAC contactor-SPST
NO double bk 30A contacts
$3.25
G.E. CR5181-IA6-115 V 69 cy. AC contactor-4PST
30 Amp contacts plus two auxiliary SPDT contacts
$14.50
RBM-115 V 60 cy. AC coil-DPDT 3 amp Contacts
$3.20
Sigma type 5F -Coil 3500 ohms -pulls in @ 2.5MA
out @ .5 MA -copper slug for slight time delay.
$3.95
Contacta--SPDT 2 Amp
Sigma type 5RLP-Dual coil 60 ohms each, pulls in
@
I2MA out @ 1OMA. Contacts-SPDT3
Amp
72
Leach type 1521 -Coil 115 VAC 60 cy-Contacts
SPST NO Double Break
15
Amp.-Mycalex
$3.25

nsull.

Model IC2H-110V 60 cy. motor. Interval
timer -two SPST 15A contacts (on I hr. oft I hr.)

Cramer

can be adjusted.
$2.95
Weston Model 813 -MR -5 -Instrument type -Coil 1000
ohm 350 micro amp -contacts SPOT 35 ma..516.50

Westinghouse-Aipersll-Prl-115V 60 cy.-T. KVA
=See 4t1 -240V @ 1.56A.: Seo 32-240V ®111.76
G.E.-HI Voltage-Prl-115V 60 cy.-Sec. 6250 V @
80 MA.-12.5KV Insulation
$18.50
Bendic Buck Boost-Input -100V to 130V in 5V

Output 115V 25 Amp
$16.85
Constant Volt. Transformer -Sols 30807 -Input 95125 VAC 60 cy. Output 115 VAC 250 VA
549.10
steps, 60 cy.

O. B. our ware-

111.0111
1953

1201

I

7DG

p

"LECTRONIC PHILADELPHIA"

-May,

1.25

I

6DG

Each

to change with-

gnweoween

.69

E-1148...

1.45

3.85 843
1.70 845
1.451, 845W
10.75 1849

5F

Diehl

out notice.
CABLE ADDRESS

.49
.49

11.25 1203
9.95 1291
11.95 1294
12.95 1299
2.95 1602
7.95 11613

715B
715C
717A

Terms 20% cash with order, balance C. O. D.

rated.

956
957
958A
959
991
1003

3.60
10.50
3.95 CK-1005.
2.95 CK-1006.

715A

24.50

446
446A
446B

.39
.55

5654
5670
5687
5691
5692
5693

GENERATORS AND INVERTERS
Eclipse -Pioneer type 716-3A (Navy Model NEA-3A)
Output -AC I15V I0.4A 800 to 1400cy. l6: DC 30
538.50
Volts 80 Amps. Brand new
Eclipse -Pioneer type 1236 -AA. Output -30 VNts DC
Brand New-OrigInal Packing
515.50
15 Amps.
PE -109 Inverter -13.5 VDC to 115 VAC 400 cy 175
VA Ich (new)
$79.50
PE -218 Inverters 28 VDC to 115 VAC 400 ay 1500
VA. (New)
540.50
Pioneer Type 800-IB Inverter-28VDC to 120V800.88
cy 7 amp AC (used)
$22.65
G. 16E. Inverter-28 VDC to 120 VAC 800 oy 750 VA
639.50

ATR Inverter 6VDC to

110

VAC 60 sy 75W $22.95

PU-7/AP Inverter-28 VDC to 115 VAC 400 cy 2500
VA (New)
$85.00
Eclipse -Pioneer type 12121 -IA Inverter -Voltage end
frequency regulated-24VDC 18 Amp Input -AC
output 115V 3d, 400 cy 250 VA 0.7 PF-(New)

$225.00

Eclipse -Pioneer type 12116 Inverter -28 VDC to 115
VAC 400 cy
ea. $79.50
50 VA
Eclipse -Pioneer type 12117 Inverter-28 VDC to 26
VAC 400 cy I d, 6 VA
ea. $53.50
Leland 10563 Inverter -28 VDC to 115 VAC 400 cy.
ea. $75.00
3m115 VA

le

VARIABLE TRANSFORMERS

Amertran-Type RH -Input 115V
-75.120V 6 Amp
Amertran-29144-Input IISV 60
103 -126V 2.17

Amp

Powerstat-Superior

1226

cy.-Output 0-270V

9

-Input

Output

400 cycles.

cy

-

$6.95 ea.
I

di.

Output

$8.25 ea.
115/230 VAC 50/80
$37.00 ea.

Amp 2.4 KVA

TRANSFORMER

RPM

$27.50 ea.

AIRBORNE TV EQUIPT.-mfd. by RCA

house, Phila., Penna., subject

1.65
2.65
2.95
10.95

808

3.50
1.65
1.95
1.35
1.85
5.00

955

24.50

807

-

2.5 meg S8
5 meg SS

ANTENNAS

unless

4.50

4.75'ß4t

4.701708A

185.00 709A
410R
GL -415/
710A
5550... 39.50 713A
16.95 714AY
417A

5D

5CT

Shaft

Meg

VDC output per

4.95

806

706F... 45.00
706GY.. . 45.00
707A
7.95
7075
14.90

..95
95

2.95
8.60
4.50

1DG

SB

"JJJ"

-M-2.0

82.00

AY -101D

1SF

2500 SS
10K SS
1 meg SS

Elinco type PM -I
Brand New

659....

WL -654/

8.75,

371A
371B
388A
393A
394A
WE -399A.

1HG

SS

100K/100K/100K Si'

62.50

9.95

905
918
919
923
927
931A
954

1.75
.45

4.25 WL -670A. 8.70 809
6.45 WL -672.. 22.00 810
6.25 WL -681/
811
4.15
5550... 39.50,813
316A
.89 700A
24.50 814
327A
4.25 700B
24.50 815
WE -331A. 9.75 700C
24.50 816
24.50 826
WE -343A.185.00 700D
6.95 828
WE -346A. 2.75 701A
WE -350A. 6.95 703A
5.95 829
4.95 704A
.95 829A
350B
WE -356B. 5.45 705A
2.25 829B
4.75 706AY.. . 45.00 830B
361A
6.95 706BY... 45.00 832
368A

1G

POTS -$2.95 ea.

330 SS
500 SS

50 SS

5

1/4'

5551...

25.00
2.45
1.40

WE -309A.
WE -310A.
WE -313C.

1F

$1.25 ea.

50K
50K
100K
150K
250K
250K
250K
500K
500K
500K
1 Meg
2.5 Meg

SS

WL -652/

5.75

8.75

304TL...
307A

1CT

Relis.

1/4'
3/8'
1/2'

5K
10K
10K
10K
15K
15K

SS
SS

100
200

Shaft

ResKts.

7.90

902P1

65.00

3.50 730A
I2.50 731A
.49 788Y
39.50 800
22.50 SOIA
39.50 803
805

BULLETIN

SYNCHROS

DIEHL

"J" POTENTIOMETERS

304TH...

726C

2.20

2.60

ARMY ORDNANCE-NAVY ORDNANCE -COMMERCIAL

ARMA
GENERAL ELECTRIC
CONTROL INSTRUMENT BENDIX
KETAY
FORD INSTRUMENT

Rests.

WE -286A.
WE -294A.

4500 886

19.50. 726B

....

DELIVERY FROM STOCK

TYPE

FREE

WL -533..
FG -271/
5551... 62.50 559
WE -274A. 5.50 561
274B..... 2.85 KU610
WE -275A. 6.95 HY615
KU -623
WE -283A. 4.25 KU -628
W E -285A. 5.57 KU -634..

6.25, 851
8.95 852
19.50 860
1.47 861
45.00
450TH... 42.50 718AY...
864
450TL... 42.50 718BY... 45.00 865
451
5.75 720DY... 95.00 866A
47IA
3.95 6662R/
2.65 721A
503AX... 1.25 722A
2.25
2ß26...
1.25 723A
9.95 872A
I7.50 506AX..
2505
1.47 723A/B. . 18.50 874
250TH... 22.50 507AX
17.501 724A
3.221 876
250TL... 22.50 527
17.20 724ß
3.22 878
WE -252A. 5.65 530
8.95884
WE-254A. 5.90 531
7.50, 725A
14.50' 885
3.75 726A
WE -257A. 3.77 532A

IMMEDIATE

HENSCHEL

I

WRITE FOR OUR

II

ECTRONIC
715-

19

ARCH

CERAMIC -CASED TYPE
.09 MFD 1500 VDC GI
.02 MFD 3000 VDC GI
.004 MFD 6000 VDC GI

ea. $9.25

.00015 MFD 20000 VDC G3

ea. 24.50

RESEARCH

ea. 9.25
ea. 18.10

LABORATORIES
PHILA. 6, PA.

ST.

Telephones

G

MICA CONDENSERS

-

MARKET

7 - 6771 - 2 - 3
437

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

i

Elec.

120DC to

Co.

Pb., Complete with
Magnetic Controller, 2 Field Rheos and
full set spare parts including spare
armatures for _
New
$295.00
and eEftmort1Crateo

'

12oÁÓ 50Kesfe

ii
III
WI

$149.50

GENERATOR, TYPE CGU-2
Unit of U. S. Navy TCK-7 Transmitter
D.C..0.
Generator: H1800V 3 D.C.
1 500V
D.C., O.36A, 115V. D.Ct., 1.5A, 12 V.
D.C., 2A. 3480 R.P.M. Self excited.
Brand

5169.50

ALLISCHALM ERS 230DC to 115ÁC,
60 cy., 1 Ph.. 1.25 K\":\
$225.00

INVERTERS

!

Style

III

PU/13.

Output:

26V

0 OOOC.

.001d

.025

5,000
8,000
50,000

1

50,000
500

.01
.02

.025/.025

Elcor. 74DC to

IOAC, 60

I

2.4 Amps. New

ci.,

$67.50

1

Ph. at
$39.50

DYNAMOTORS

Input: 105 to
l'011C Output:
ut: either 26DC at 20 amps.
or 13DC at 40 amps. Radio filtered and
complete with line switch. New...889.50
Type PE94CM. For SCR -522. Brand
new in overseas cases. Has wide band
input and output filters
$19.50
Navy type CA10-211444.

_
=

AMPLIDYNES

a
=

G.E. 5ÁM21117. Input:
27VD C. Output:
D
66VDC. 150 Watts 4600 RPM Tyne
MG -27-B. New
$34.50
Edison 5AM31NJ 8 A. Input:
27V DC, 44
D
Amps. 8300RPM. Output: 80VDC at 8.8
Amps. 530 Watts. New
$12.50
G E SAM31N19A 530 W
Watts.
t 7500 RPM.
Input: 27VDC . Output:
p t. 60VDC. Weight
341 lbs
$29.50
1

SMALL D.C. MOTORS

58Á50L12Á. Armature 27VDC at
8.3 Amps. Field 80VDC at 2.3A RPM
4000 H.P. 0.5 New
$27.50
Oster E 7 5 27 5DC. 1/20BP, 3800RPM
Shunt Wound. New
$6.50
D
Co.For
Co
ELBG. 24VDC, 40 1
G.E.

=

umoretype

gearrratí o.

type B-4 Intervalometer.
G.E. 5BBY47AB12, ;¢ H.P. Perm. $6.75
Mag.
-1 amp.
250V. 1725 RPM. New..$22.50
New

i-

$6.75

A

.00ó0s

C

.0002

10000

.00035

2S0Ó

.0004
,0004
,00056

2500
3000

.60
.75

5000

3.50

3000
2500
5000
5000
4500
3000
2500

.75
1.75
3.50

9.50 B
45.00 A
59.50
.95 A
2.95 A
6.95 A
67.50 A
19.50 A
26.50 C
72.50 A
12.50 A

.135
.25

20,000

.25

.0007

00075

.00075
.001sí..

.001

.005
.006

7,50049

50,000
15,0005

1

12.50

2.

.,

$9.50

SOUND POWERED
CHEST SETS
U. S. Instrument Co. No.
A-260 Combination headset and chest microphone
c oDhone.
Brand new,including8 20
ft . of rubber covered cable
$17.50 each

MISCELLANEOUS

=

_

Pole,

Cathode Ray Shields for 3" tube...122.755
Shook Mounts Lord ß20
Shock Mounts U 8 Rubber #5150C $.30
Commando
Jacks (Cook ffieo
Co )
$1.00
Switchboard
r Lamp Receptacles & Jewels
Dial Drive
vs Assembly for Bdiz,
28-Y

$2.75

Instruction Manual for SCR 193A. B.
yM22Ñ
Solenoid
D Cannon 24 V.D.C. New..$1.45
Attenuators Tech -Lab 500/500 type 700
2.00
$

I1

MULTI -CONDUCTOR CABLE

0-215.
Cfor
tor No.

Stock 3E22 15. Bulk 9 conduc20 A.W.G.
Stranded tinned
ast e insulated, color coded
plastic
tinned copper braided sheld. Flamenol
jacketed. Made by G.E.Available 1000.
1500 2000 ft. reels.Price
$ 15 ft.

copper

i
:

TERMS: Rated Concerns Net
30, FOB Bronxville,New

All
Guaranteed.
York.

I

Merchandise

Prices Subject to Change

117
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fis

:

MODEL SQ. Portable radar set. 10CM.
Operates on 90-130 volt. 60 cy., 1 Ph.
' A",
B", and "PPI" presentati on.
Complete with tech manual and full set
equipment

Receiver

including Radar Transmitter Range and

4000
to
gauss and in-

,

dicate polarity.

Probe has gap
of 11/4". Beaub 'I in
built
tifully
f
hardwood case

,:

,;
-

FLUXMETER

G. E. Step -Down. BKVA.

$29.50

r

Charges 54 cell battery
1 to 10 ampere rate

Input 115V., 60 cy. 1 Phase.
The model 8RC89F16 Copper Oxide battery charger consists of a transformer, a
íd rectifytíf
copperr oxide
secondary reactor,a co
ing element, a ventilating fan, control
equipment necesli
circuits and auxiliary
sary for proper operations. Transformer
Eight
voltage.
lt
rí
supply
1
d for various
tapped
ta
secondary taps for adjusting changing
bin
Metered.
etere
rate. Built into metalcabinet.
fan
and
fuses.
with
spare
Complete
New in original packing cases. Shipping
b
weightDapprox. 305 lbs.
$149.50
Price
.

PANORAMIC ADAPTER
MODEL AN/APA-10
Provides 4 Types of Presentation:

(1) Panoramic (2) Aural
(3) Osclllographic (4) Oscilloscopic
for use with receiving equipDesigned
mentgn AN/ASR-7. AN/ARR-5, AN/
APR-4. SCR -587 or any receiver with
I.F. of 455 kc. 5.2mo or 30mc.
With 21 tubes including 3" scope tube.
Converted for operation on 115 V. 60
cycle source.
Price
Gov't Cost $1800.00.

$245.00

Page Tech Manual $2.75

As-

Antenna Reflector As
senrblles (RF503
Waveguide ReSO -1 (GAGE) Antenna
)
sonance Chamber Assemblies (RF515)
SO -1 11F Coupling Waveguide to Transmitter (Z304)
SO -1 11F System and duplexing cavity
(RF301 with V309)
(66AGE)

REPAIR PARTS FOR BC -348
RECEIVERS (H, K, L, R, Only)

Also BC 224 Models F. K., Coils for ant.,
r.f., del., ose., IF., c.w. ose., :dal filters.

gang cond., front panels, dial assemblies, vol. conta., etc. Write for complete
list and free diagram.
4

H IGH

POT TRANSFORMER

=

Westinghouse. Pri: 115, 60 cy. Sec:
15,000V C.T., @.060A, C.T. ungrounded.
Excellent for high -Dotting tests. Size OA
12H x 834W x 934D. Weight 67 lbs.
Fully enclosed steel case. Price.. $29.50

RS -9383 Supplies ß500V peak from 807
tube
3.95
KS-181310-SOko to 4MC
$3 95
High Reactance Trans. G. E. Type Y3502A-60 cy. Voltage 1120-135, lad.
H.V. winding 135 hy. Output: Peak
22.8KV. Cat. 831808501

$39.50

RAYTHEON
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

1 Ph.
Output: 115V. 60 Watts. "3í of 1% Reg.
Lx4%" W.
Wt. 201bs. 61/2" Hz8
Overload protected. Sturdily constructed.
$16.75
Tropicalized. PRICE -NEW

Adj. input taps 95-130V., 60 cy.

s=
ttl.',

I

1_

-

i.

L/'

0

400 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS
Auto,
115.
5

.9458-5203

Weight
22
g

KS9580 800

Plate.

KVA.
lhe.

480/545/200/
G E. Cat.
C t

t: .
.50

NAVY TYPE CBM-50AFO

A repeater unit for video signals and

trigger pulses designed to work in conjunction with standard Navy radar
equipments wherein provision Ls made for
operation of remote P.P.I. sets. This
adapter provides four video and trigger
pulse lines for operating one or more
remote P.P.L installations. The equipment contains its own D.C., power supply 115 Volts, 60 cycles A.C. from ships'
Dower supply line is required for operation. Dimensions are 3135 x 21 z 15 in.

CONSTANT OUTPUT
AMPLIFIER
Constant Output Amplifier BC -730-C is
a speech amplifier for operation between
600 ohm lines. It raises any level as
low as -35db up to zero db and compresses 10db peaks into ldb. A peak of
10db causes no appreciable change of
output.
Frequency response uniform

.

BRONXVILLE 8, N. Y.
PHONE: BRONXVILLE 2-0044

cy.

Pri:

5195

115V

Sec:

1350-0-1350 s t .057A Eleostat ehld
$2.95
Wt 2.3 lbs
Plate & Ell. K59555 Pri: 115V Sec:
f
930-0-930 and three 6.3V windings
S3

Fil. KS9553. Pri: 115V. See: 8.2V1.25A
/ 8.35V1.5A E1 ecstat Shld. Wt. 0.5 lbs.

A:.

$2.95

Ii=

- #= 1
bV2A/5V2

F11. PH: 0/80/115V. Boo:
V
1200V DC @ 1.5MA. See
8
DC @ 13OMA. Fil Seca: 6.#4449A/

Plate &

(Ins. 1500V)
$4.95rf:
Thordarson T46889 300 cy.
105/120. Sec: 2800-0-2800.
0 2800 71;IV Ins.

0.95V.8
Plate.

1.5KVA.

$29.50

Miso,types: G.E. #68G665%. ß6606863.

#SOG200
52.00

#8 8G866Z,

#880867
#800199

RADAR REPEATER'ADAPTERS

INC.

j
_

$27.50

3/ 3/
7249010

ELECTRONICRAFT
.

=

each. phase
21 112.22

Fil. IN: 0/75/80/85/lOS/115/125 Ó
5 VA5VA5V3 A/bVBA/8 SVO bA No.

within 1db from 100 to 4000 cycles. With
SCR -522 EQUIPMENT
inputs of -35db to -60db the gain is
Complete BC -624C receivers and BC- bet. 35db and 38db. Relay rack panel
825AM Transmitters including mounting with dust cover. Milliameter and db
racks, plugs, connectors, dynamotor. meter on front panel. 115V AC operated.
Brand new equipment with Instruction Includes 5 tubes. New, limited quantity.
manuals.
$59.50

ST

Pris

-

Shipping wt: 150 lbs. New.

0G184

G. E. BATTERY CHARGER

5125.110

in.

10

price

for
lab and school
use. New. An

semblies (RF503)

z

Navy grey finish.
and mou25.00
nting

1310V @ 0.67A test 6000V
Plate Trans. Pri: 115V.. 60 cy , 1 Ph.
Sec: 1470V C.T. @ 1.2A tested at
5500V. RMS. Raytheon. Size 123d. z 10

Size

value at

SO -1

Pri: 23Ú/4d0.

Size: 20' z i1'

80 cy.

225 lbs.

Plate Trans. Raytheon
440/220. 60 cy. 3 phase. Sec:

exceptional

2, type 1C
$I 5
Mod. 2, type 3C
$5 65

27 MILBURN

Sec: 115/125,
g 34", Weight

integral junction boz
brackets

Ideal

sembhes (11F502)
SO -1 (66AGE) Antenna Reflector

=

60 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS 1

1234 x 9 x 6

in.

M

$Supplies

13.,

operation
cover.

I

Tetrad IRA Frequency Standards

on under side

.

.6-.6-.6 mfd Mark 12, Mod.
1,

for

_

5050

Duplex Tees #2Z3005-17
Auxiliary Rectifier CABM-20237 (SO -2
Radar)
SO -1 (66AGE) Antenna R.F. Nozzle As -

'

=

PULSE TRANSFORMERS

Horns 134" z 3" waveguide, standard contact, flange input, circularly
polarized horn output

a

SYNCHRO CAPACITORS

80

holders

RFS 03.

of

:F-^

hinged

AN/APA-l0

etc

.

'

500

mfd Mark

in

Crystals

Instructions

field

10-10-10

Oscillator

98.35KC

CRP-43AAK-3,

cover.

500

Bearing Control Units CRP-23AEK
Synchro Amnliftera-Bend ix
90° Waveguide Bends 10CM Bronze
Signal Monitors C RP -60 AA N
Repeater Amplifiers CBM 50ÁF0
Oscillator Tube Cavities for SO -1.

of complete

Amplifier CRP-50AAT-1, Motor Dynamo -Amplifier (Amplidyne) CO -21ÁÁY
and Antenna Assembly CRP-66ABJ-1.
MODEL ASG-1 Radar unit consisting of
transmitter and converter assembly CPR43ABC. Antenna Assembly CRP-ACZ,
Mounting Base CPR-10ABE, etc.
Share Parts available for Model SQ and
SG -1 Radar.

with

2500

.12

Marker

Train Indicator CRP-55ABC-3, Control

Used to calibrate f
strength of
magnets from

1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.95

Modulator Units for S0-11 (CUZ-50AGD)
Pulse Timer units for SD - 5
Transmitter -Receiver units SO -13
Spare Parts for SG -1
Spare Parts for SQ

RADAR SETS

of operating snare parts.
MODEL SG -1. Consists

3.50

MISC. RADAR EQUIPMENT

6,000

Standard Brands

at from

Ford Inst. Co. S ynch ro Differential Generator. Mod 3 TyDe SSDG. 90/90V
400 ay Ord. Dr. 173020. New...522.50
Armor. Synch ro Differential Qenerator
Type 6D0. New
$60.00
Hobart Mf0 Ce.
e. Synchro Differential
Synchro Type %1B 115V. 60 cy, New.

_

5.75

.00003

z.95 B
A

400 CY, BLOWERS

Westinghouse.
Type
F L. ]]5V, 400 cy.
9
Yp
6,700 RPM. Airflow 17C.F.M.
7C F
New.

SYNCHROS

=

Pries

DCWV
2000
3000

MFD.

$Price

3,000
7,500
50,000
15,000

.1

DC.25

$295.00

PU/11
Output:
and 26
VDC @ 3.8 'Amps. New
Leland Eleo. Co. PE206A. Input: 28DC
at 38 Amps. Output: SOV 800 cy I Ph
485VÁ. New
$22.60
G E. 18169172.
Input: 28DC. Output:
115. 400 cy., 1 Ph., 1.5KVA. New $32.50
G.E. 5ASI315511A. Model 218J. Input:
28DC. Output: 115, 400 cy., 1 Ph.,
1.5 KVA. Regulated. New
589.50
Holtzer-Cabot M.G. 184. Input: 440. 3
Ph., 60 cy., Output: 70V, 148 cy. S Ph.,
0.14OKVA. New

1-J7

A

10CM
li

le

1.6560

Volts

.2

M.G.-215H. Navy type
Input 115/230. 60 cy., 1 Ph.
115, 480 cy., 1 Ph.. 1.2Kw and
at 4 amps. New
Onan MG.0.75. Navy type
Input: 115/230, 60 cy., 1 Ph,
115, 480 cy., 1 Ph., 5.3 amps.

A

TS -18 APN Test Set
TS-47/AYI[ Test Osc. 40-500MC.
TS -127/U Freq. Meter 375-725MC.
TS -487/U Peak to Peak VTVM
BC -221 Freq. Meter
BC -422-B Radio Modulator (Tweeter)
Pulse
B222A
3gnalGe
GB enerator
APR -1 Receiving Sets
APR -1 and APR -4 Tuning Units
APR -5A Receivers 1000--6000MC

.50x
$225.00n

new including spare armature.

Onan

HIGH
VOLT
OIL
CAP$

'

1

New
MOTOR

TEST EQUIPMENT

MICA CAPACITORS

MOTOR GENERATORS
2.5 KVA Diehl
120ÁC, 60 cy.,

-

.

REACTORS
KS9889 Retard. 4HY ® 100MA 91.00
nl BC409
C40 $3 75
#2C2270/R2 For Keyer Unit
Multi -Choke 3 by @ .275A 70 ohms, 17
hy. @ .125A 200 ohms, 17 by. @ .125A

.

$6 95
6%xx3aV
=_
HIGH QUALITY
CRYSTAL UNITS
=
Electric
ln
Western
type CR-1A/AR
holders. 34" pinspacing. Idealfor net

200 ohms 7t4

-

frequency operation.

Available In quan-

59l0-6350-6370-6470-6510-66106670-6890- 7270 -7350-7380 -7300-7481)7580-9720. All fundamentals in KC. Good
multipliers
to higher
frequencies.
g
q
D
$ I 25 each
h
tities,

RADAR ANTENNAS

Type SO -1 (10CM) assembly with reflector, waveguide nozzle, drive motor,

80-3 (3 CM.) Surface Search type
with reflector, drive motor, etc., but less
plumbing. New Ln original cases
Type SO
0 -13.
3
(10CM.) Complete assembly with 24" dish, dipole, drive motor,

-.

gearing, etc.

=_

Tpe

1

K.W. MODULATION

TRANSFORMER

I1.C.A. Broadcast Type. Primary 15,000
arms. Secondary 5,030 ohms 0.80 KVA
odio. Designed for 833 class B modu-

.ation to two 833's in final amplifier.
-Ize 11% z 9%z 13. Weight
143 lbs.
g
line 900777-502. Prlre, new
$97.50

IN21B XTAL DIODE

11

=

i
...--

Sylvania 1N21B. Individually boxed and

packed In leaded

9.3.00

foil

111111í1mí11íi111.1111.1111113híí1í11í.11n.í
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ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

EXCHANGE
TYPE

PRICE

082
OAS
OB2

0C3

OD3
CI
11321A

1B22
1B23

1B24

1026.
3B27

IB32
IB38

1B42

IB51.
1

B56

1B60
1N21

1N21A.....
1N21B

1N22......
1N23

1N234.

1N23ß
1N34A
1N43
2B22

2826

2C34
2C40
2C43
2C44
2D21
2E22.
2E30

$1.40
1.10
1.35
1.25
1.25
3.95
2.75
3.95
9.95
17.95
2.95
13.50
4.10
33.00
19.95
9.95
49.95
69.95
1.35
1.75
4.25
1.75
2.00
2.75
4.25
.96
2.50
1.95
3.75
.35
10.00

15.00

......

.90
1.75
2.75
2.75

TYPE
2321A
2.122
2.126
2.127

2J31
2J32
2.336
2.138
2.139
2.140

2./42
2J49
2.150

2J62
21125

2K28
21129

2K41

21145......
2V 3G

3BP1
3B24

3624W.....
EL3C.
3022
3C24
3C31

3DPIA

3DP182....

3E29.......
3GP1.......
4421
4B26
4C27.
4C28

PRICE

17.95
17.95
27.75
29.95
29.95
69.95
105.00
17.95
12.50
35.00
200.00
109.00
195.00
45.00
29.50
37.50
37.50
150.00
149.50
2.10
7.50
5.50
7.50
5.95
120.00
1.95
3.95
10.95
12.00
15.50
5.50

2.75
6.95
25.00
35.00

PRICE

TYPE
4E27

17. 50

4.125

199.00

4.127

199 .00
199 00

4J26
4331.

199.00
199.00
199.00
199.00
4J38
89.00
4339
199.00
4.141
199.00
3.95
C5B
5BPI
6.95
501'4
6.95
5CP1
6.95
5D21.
21.00
53 PI
27.50
5J P2
19.50
5J P4
27.50
WE6AK5...
2.50
C6A..
12.50
C63
10.95
7BP7
7.95
7D P4
10.00
12AP4
55.00
15E.
1.95
1511
.95
NE16
.66
FG17
8.95
K Y2IA....
8.75
4.132

4J33
4.137

FG33

35T
45

12.95

Special..

RR 39
11E50

VT52

4.95
.35
2.95
1.75
.25

TYPE

ßK.73

100TH
FG95
FG105
203A
211

217C
242C
244A
249C
250TH
250TL
274A

2040

304TH
304TL
307A
310A
311A

312A
323A
327A
326A
350A

350B
357A

368Á6
371B.
385A
3R8Á

394A.
M X408U...
417A
434A
446A.

446B.

PRICE

TYPE
450TH
as0TL
4684

PRICE

1.95
9.95
24.95
19.00
8.95
.95
18.00
10.00
12.95
4.95

45.00
45.00
9.95
2.75

471A
527
W 1.530

15.00
22.50
3.50
17.50
25.00
7.50
6.95
3.95
13.95

W L531.....
W L533.....

700A/D....
701 A

22.50

7034

19.95

705A
707A

3.00

17.95
17.95

707B
714AY
715A
715B
715C
717A

3.00
10.00
10.00
4.95
5.95
6.95

718AY/EY.

3.95
15.00
3.95
6.95
6.95
5.95
20.00
6.95
2.95
4.95
2.95

719A
721A

722A.

723Á/B....
724A
724B
725A
726A

7200
726C.

728AY
730A
801A
802
803
805

7.95
.75

37.95
19.95
1.95
5.40

7.95
12.00
25.00
1.95
48.50
29.50
3.95
3.95
24.95
4.95
6.95
9.95
24.00
56.00
69.00
27.00
24.00
1.00

4.25
7.95
5.95

TYPE

PRICE

TYPE

27.50
1.69
3.50
11.00
3.95
9.95
3.95
3.50
1.45
12.95
13.95
15.95
2.50
7.95
9.95
49.95
7.95
4.95
2.95
6.95

806
807
808
810

81IÁ.
813
814
815
816
829
829A

829B

8308
832
832A

833A
834
836
837
838
845
849

866A

872A.
872A.
878
884

F1148

88911

914
931A
954

1.25
1.95
1.38
2.95

1280
1611
1613
1616
1619
1622

89

2.75

1624

2.00
.45

1625

1.85

1851

5126
2050

SO

00

1.85
1.80
S350 00

2051

5316

5.59

8012
8013

3.95

8019
8020
PD8365 ...

4.25
2.95
5.95
1.75

80134.

3.50

89.00
1.75
.95
1.75
1.75
1.90
.35

9001
9002

1.95
1.95
1.75
199.50
75.00
5.00
.35

885

.55
.69
.29
.69
.65
.35

991

52.50
29.50
1.79
57.50

861

PRICE

955
956
957
958A.

9003
9004
9005
9006

Minimum Order
$25.00

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
TS148/UP
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Field

type

X

Band

Spectrum

Analyzer,

Band

8430-

9580 Megacycles.

Will check Frequency and Operation of various X Band
equipment such as Radar Magnetrons, Klystrons, TR Boxes.
It will also measure pulse width, c -w spectrum width and
Q or resonant cavities. Will also check frequency of signal
generators in the X band. Can also be used as frequency
modulated Signal Generator etc. Available new complete
with all accessories, in carrying case.
Also available of new production TS239A Synchroscope.

TS147C/UP SIGNAL GENERATOR

Other test equipment, used checked out, surplus.
TSKI/SE K Band Spectrum Analyzer
TS3A/AP Frequency and power meter S Band
RF4A/AP Phantom Target S Band
TS10/APN Altimeter Test Set
TS12/AP VSWR Test Set for X Band

T35/AP X Band Signal Generator
TS36/AP X Band Power Meter

TSI3/AP X Band Signal Generator

TS102A/AP Range Calibrator

TS14/AP Signal Generator
TS15/AP Flux Meter
TSI6/AP Altimeter Test Set
TS19/APQ 5 Calibrator
TS33/AP X Band Power and Frequency Meter
TS/34AP Western El Synchroscope
TS34A/AP Western EI. Synchroscope

MINIMUM

ORDER

25 Dollars

Wide Band S Band Signal Generator
2700/3400MC using 2K41 or PD 8365
Klystron, Internal Cavity Attenuator,
Precision individually calibrated Frequency measuring Cavity. CW or Pulse
Modulated, externally or internally.

-

May, 1953

TS100 Scope
TS108 Power Load
TS110/AP S Band Echo Box
TS125/AP X Band Power Meter
TS126/AP Synchroscope
TS147 X Band Signal Generator
TS251 Range Calibrator APN9
TS270 S Band Echo Box

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

APA10 Oscilloscope and panoramic receiver
APA38 Panoramic Receiver
APS 3 and APS 4 Radar
APR5A Microwave Receiver
APT2 Radar Jamming Transmitter
APT5 Radar Jamming Transmitter

YOU CAN REACH US ON TWX NY1-3235

SPECIAL

ELECTRONICS

TS47/APR 40-400 MC Signal Generator
TS69/AP Frequency Meter 400-1000 MC

TS174/AP Signal Generator
TS175 Signal Generator
TS226 Power Meter
TS239A Synchroscope

Large quantities of quartz crystals mounted and
unmounted.
Crystal Holders: FT243, FT17IB others.
Quartz Crystal Comparators.
North American Philips Fluoroscopes Type 80.
Large quantity of Polystyrene beaded coaxial
Cable.

Cables:
TELSERSUP

NICS, INC.
1.35 LIBERTY STREET NEW

»o.r wo..r1 .e202

YORK 6.

N. Y.
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A. C.
SYNCH RONOUS
MOTORS

INVERTERS

110 Vt. 60 Cycle
HAY DON TYPE
HAYDON TYPE
HAYDON TYPE
HAYDON TYPE
HAYDON TYPE

1600, 1/240 RPM
1600, 1/60 RPM
1600, 4/5
RPM
1600, 1
RPM

1600,

1

1/5 RPM

TELECHRON TYPE B3, 2

RPM

TELECHRON TYPE BC, 60
RPM
HOLTZER CABOT, TYPE RBC 2505, 2 RPM,
60 oz. 1 In. torque.

SERVO MOTORS
PIONEER TYPE CK1, 2 4 400 CYCLE
PIONEER TYPE 10047-2-A, 2 0, 400 CYCLE,

with 40:1 reduction gear.

WINCHARGER CORP. PU 16/AP, MO750,
input 24 vts. 60 amps. outputs 115 vts.,
400 cycle, 6.5 amp., 1 phase.
HOLTZER CABOT, TYPE 149F, input 24 vts.
at 36 amps., output 26 vts. at 250 V.A.
and 115 vts. at 500 V.A., both 400 cycle,
1 phase.
PIONEER TYPE 12117, input 12 vts., output
26 vts. at 6 V.A., 400 cycle.
PIONEER TYPE 12117, input 24 vts., output
26 vts. at 6 V.A., 400 cycle.
WINCHARGER CORP., PU/7, MG2500 Input 24 vts. at 160 amp., output 115 vts.
at 21.6 amp., 400 cycle, 1 phase.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, TYPE 5D21NJ3A, input 24 vts. at 35 amps., output 115 vts.
at 485 V.A., 400 cycle, 1 phase.
LELAND, PE 218, input 24 vts. at 90 amps.
output 115 vts. at 1.5 K.V.A., 400 cycle,
1 phase.
LELAND, TYPE D.A. Input 28 vts., at 12
amp. output 115 rts. at 115 V.A., 400
cycle, 3 phase.

D. C. MOTORS

TACHOMETER GENERATOR
& INDICATOR
GENERAL ELECTRIC, GEN. TYPE AN5531-1,
Pad mounting 3 phase variable frequency

output.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, GEN. TYPE AN5531-2,
Screw mounting 3 phase variable fre-

quency output.
8DJ13AAA,
GENERAL ELECTRIC, IND.
works in conjunction with above generators, range O to 3500 RPM.

D. C.

ALNICO FIELD MOTOR

DIEHL TYPE F'D6-23, 27 rts. 10,000 RPM.

BODINE NFHG-12, 27 VTS., governor controlled, constant speed 3600 RPM, 1/30
H.P.
DELCO TYP 5068750, 27 VTS., 160 RPM,
built in brake.
DUMORE, TYPE EIY2PB, 24 VTS., S AMP.,
.05 H.P., 200 RPM.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, TYPE 5BA10AJ18D,
27 VTS., 110 RPM, 1 oz. 1 ft. torque.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, TYPE 5BA10AJ37C,
27 VTS., 250 RPM, 8 oz., 1 in. torque.
BARBER COLMAN ACTUATOR TYPE AYLC
5091, 27 VTS., .7 amp., 1 RPM, 500 In.
lbs, torque.
WHITE ROGER ACTUATOR TYPE 6905, 12
VT., 1.3 amp., 11/2 RPM, 75 in. lbs.
torque.

AMPLIDYNE AND MOTOR

ENGINE HOUR METER
JOHN W. HOBBS, MODEL MI -277 records
time up to 1000 hours, and repeats,
operates from 20 to 30 volts.

D. C. SELSYNS

VOLTAGE REGULATOR
LELAND ELEC. CO. TYPE B, CARBON PILE.
Input 21 to 30 volts D.C. regulated output 18.25 vts. at 5 amp.
WESTERN ELEC. TYPE BC937B, input 110
to 120 volts 400 cycle. Output variation
0 to 7.2 ohms at 5 to 2.75 amps.
WESTERN ELEC, TRANSTAT, input 115 vts.,
400 cycle output adjustable from 92 to
115 vts., rating .5 K.V.A.
AMERICAN TRANS. CO., Transtat input
115 vts., 400 cycle output 75 to 120 vts.
or 0 to 45 volts, rating .72 K.V.A.

AMPLIDYNE, GEN, ELEC. SAM31NJ18A Input 27 vts., at 44 amp. output 60 vts. at
8.8 amp., 530 watts.
MOTOR, GEN. ELEC. 5BA50U22, armature
60 vts. at 8.3 amp., field 27 vts. at 2.9
amp. r/2 H.P., 4000 RPM.

PIONEER AUTOSYNS
400 CYCLE
AY1, AY5, AY14G, AY14D, AY20,
AY27D, AY38D, AYS4D.

TYPE

PIONEER AUTOSYN POSITION.

INDICATORS & TRANSMITTERS.
TYPE 5907-17, single, Ind. dial graduated
0 to 360', 26 vts., 400 cycle.
TYPE 6007-39, dual Ind., dial graduated
0 to 360', 26 vts., 400 cycle.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
8TJ9-PAB TRANSMITTER 24 VTS.
8TJ11- INDICATOR, dial 0 to 360, 24
vts.

RECTIFIER POWER SUPPLY
HAMMETT ELECTRIC MFG. CO. MODEL
SPS-130. Input voltage 208 or 230 volts,
60 cycle, 3 phase, 21 amps. Output 28
volts at 130 amps. continuous duty, 8
point tap switch, voltmeter ammeter,
thermo reset all on front panel.

SYNCH ROS
F SPECIAL REPEATER 115 vt. 400 cycle.
2J1F1 GENERATOR, 115 vt. 400 cycle.

MISCELLANEOUS

1

2J1F3 GENERATOR, 115 vt. 400 cycle.
2J1G1 CONTROL TRANSFORMER 57.5 vt.
400 cycle.
2JIH1 DIFFERENTIAL GEN. 57.5/57.5 vt.
400 cycle.
5G GENERATOR, 115 vt. 60 cycle.
5DG DIFFERENTIAL GEN. 90/90 vts. 60
cycle.
SHCT CONTROL TRAN. 90/55 vts. 60 cycle.
5CT CONTROL TRAN. 90/55 vts. 60 cycle.
55DG DIFFERENTIAL GEN. 90/90 vts. 400
cycle.

TYPE 4550-2-A, Transmitter, 2:1 gear ratio
26 vts., 400 cycle.

ALL PRICES
F. O. 8.
GREAT NECK
N. Y.

363

PIONEER MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY Saturable reactor type, designed to
supply variable voltage to a servo motor
such as CK1, CK2, CK5 or 10047.

A5 CONTROL UNIT, part No.
644836.
SPERRY A5 AZIMUTH FOLLOW-UP AMPLIFIER, part No. 656030.
SPERRY A5 DIRECTIONAL GYRO, part No.
656029, 115 vt. 400 cycle, 3 phase.
SPERRY AS PILOT DIRECTION INDICATOR,
part No. 645262 contains AY 20.
ALLEN CALCULATOR, TYPE Cl, TURN &
BANK IND., part No. 21500, 28 vts. D. C.
TYPE Cl, AUTO -PILOT FORMATION STICK,
part No. G1080A3.
PIONEER GYRO FLUX GATE AMPLIFIER,
type 12076-1-A, 115 vt. 400 cycle.
SPERRY

GREAT NECK

ROAD, GREAT NECK, N. Y.

Telephone GReat Neck 4-1147

Write for Catalog NE100
440

U. S. Export License-2140

Western Union address:
WUX Great Neck, N. Y

May, 1953
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
DRAFTING MACHINE
Will save many hours
of labor on plans,
schematic
drawings,

lIVIIVII:DI1111: tiNIPIVII:N'l'
SYNCHROS

DC MOTORS

AC MOTORS

SERVO MOTORS

ACTUATORS

GEAR MOTORS

etc. Each arm 18 inches

long with full ball
bearing
construction.
Designed by Bruning for the Navy and modified by Servo -Tek to be equal to their standard machine, with chucks to hold standard
vertical and horizontal scales. Supplied with
one 18 inch duraluminum Bruning scale.

INVERTERS

GENERATORS

SA -375

$39.50

Additional

Guaranteed to Meet
Original Manufacturers' Specifications

12" aluminum

for above

scale

$4.85

SA -376

AIRCRAFT GENERATORS
SENSITIVE ELECTRONIC RECORDER
Brown Instrument Co. "Elec
tronik Recorder." 12" circular chart revolves at one
revolution per 10 minutes.
Center zero, 200 microvolts
d -c for full scale. Operates
from 110 volts 60 cycles.
Contains d -c chopper and
a -c amplifier which drives a
servo motor, plus recording
mechanism. 5-0-5 scale for direct reading. Complete
with charts. Only 3 available. Makes excellent recording galvometer. SA -261
$195.

$29.50 any type

U.S. NAVY SYNCHROS

SA -378

quantities of Navy Ordnance Synchros guaranteed to meet original
manufacturers' specifications. The following
are a few of the most
popular types: IF, 1DG,
5G, 5 CT, 5 DG,
5D, 5HCT, 5 SF, 55G, 6G, 6CT, 6DG, 7DG. Our
G -E, Bendix,
includes
Army
Ordnance,
stock also
Henschel, & Diehl types. Write for quotations.
5F,

Manuf.
Windcharger.
Input 28 volts d -c.
Output 115 volts 400
cycles single phase
2500 va. Voltage & frequency regulated. New

HIGH PRECISION AUTOSYN
Type

AY -201-3-B

Transmitter or Control Transformer, for controlled servo
circuits. Same as AY -200-3
and AY -202-3 except for
shaft detail. 26 volts 400
cycles single phase. Maximum error 15 minutes. Shipped with individual
calibration curve. Eclipse -Pioneer specification sheet
available on request. Weight 5 oz. maximum
SA -365

$27.50

HP. VARIABLE SPEED
DRIVE MOTOR

-

original boxes. Special
price. SA -164 .. $99.50
Other inverters in stock include:
PIONEER 12128-1-B, 12117-5, 12130-3, 12123, and
12116; WESTINGHOUSE KF; LELAND 10563, 10339,
10486, 10285, PE -218; HOLTZER CABOT MG -218,
MG -149H, MG -149F, MG -153F, MG -153, MG-149;
G -E 5AS121LJ2, 5D21N13A,
PE -218, 5AS131NJ3;
WINDCSHARGER PU16/AP.

1

Louis -Allis "Adjusto-Spede" Squirrel cage

l -82-F RADIO COMPASS
ta -c

INDICATOR

motor,

electro-magnetic clutch and pilot governor. Speed
range 0 to 1050 rpm. 208 volt 3 phase 60 cycles.
Control excitation 0 to 10 volts d -c. Only small
quantity available. SA -133
$125

Fairchild Instrument. 5 inch 0
to 360 degree dial. 26 volts 400 cycles single phase. May
be operated on 10 to 15 volts
60 cycles. Kolisman design.
SA -284

HIGH CURRENT D -C
POWER SUPPLY

--amp. volts

Eclipse 310d -c

15

@ 50

- amp.- volts

SA -377

15

Eclipse 703.3
d -c @

25
28.5 volts
Eclipse 1235-3A & IA
SA -329
d -c @ 15 amp.
28 volts d -c @
Army Type P-1
SA -412
200 amp.
NAVY NEA3 115
Eclipse 716.3A
SA -306
volts a -c @ 10.4 amps. and 30 volts d -c
@ 60 amp.

-

-

-

-

-

1.8 KVA 400 CYCLE MG SET

PU7/AP AIRCRAFT INVERTER
Pioneer

27A

We have in stock large

$6.50 ea.

Louis -Allis Type LA. Input 115 volts d -c. Output 115 volts single phase 400 cycles. Unit
consists of 4 hp. d -c motor, 1.8 kva generator, and d -c excitor for generator. Motor
speed 3450 rpm. Only 1 available
$295.

SYNCHRO TRANSMITTER
(Type V111) 50 volts 50 cycles.
Torque grad. .22 in.oz per degree. May be
used on 60 cycles. Special price.
SA -221
$19.50
C-78411

TORQUE UNIT -PIONEER

NO. 12602-1-A
Consists of a CK-5 Motor and AY -43 Autosyn.
The motor is coupled to the output shaft
through a 125:1 gear reduction and the Autosyn through a 30:1 reduction. Similar to
Pioneer Type 12606 except has base mounting. Leads brought out with lugs to attach to
terminal strip. Other Pioneer Torque Units in
stock. SA -89
$89.50

MOTORIZED MODULATING
TEMPERATURE

Hammett Electric Model SPS-100B. Input 220 volts
3 phase 50-60 cycles. Output 12/24 volts d -c at
130/65 amps. continuous. The output voltage and
current are both metered separately. Fan cooled.
$195.
Only 4 available- ......

400

Input 115 volts, 400 cycles
single phase. Output 75 to 120
volts at 6.0 amp. Completely
enclosed with AN connector
for input and output. Locking
device for permanent setting.
SA -368

250 RPM. MOTOR
NO. 5071895

CONTROL

CYCLE TRANSTAT

$12.95

DELCO

27.5 volts d -c. Reversible two lead permanent magnet motor, 45 in. -ox stall torque. 8 in. -oz operating
torque. 13/8" diam. x 31/4" long. 1/4" shaft extends
3/8". Also in stock similar PM motors with output
speeds of 120, 145, 190 rpm. Weighs 7 oz.
SA -342
$29.50

ELECTRIC PNEUMATIC RAM

White

- Rodgers
Type
6203X. 24 volts d -c of
.4
amp.
Adjustable

temperature

PRESSURE

Standard Type FQ. 6 in. push-pull cylinder. Operates with any air pressure up to 350 pounds.
Cont:o9 valve is electrically operated with 24 volts
d -c. Ideal for remote or automatic control.
SA -370

range of

340 to 550 degrees F with a differential of
30 degrees. 30 seconds for 90 degree rotation.
1/4" ouptut shaft extends 1/2". 103/4" x 23/4"
x 31/2". SA -393
$59.50

$12.50

WARNING SWITCH
Exhibit Supply Co.

-

Range
80-160 psi. Pressure activates
normally open Micro Switch.
21/4" x 11/4" x 43/4".
SA -373
$3.75

WRITE FOR LISTING
Prices F.O.B. Hawthorne

Telephone: HAwthorne 7-3100

1086 COFFEE ROAD

HAWTHORNE, NEW JERSEY

PRODUCTS CO.
INCORPORATED

Cable Address: SERVOTEK

ELECTRON ICS

-
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Sup 70A RadioElectronic
TV POWER TRANSFORMER
117 volts -60 cycle. Secondaries: 6.3

Primary:

HEAVY DUTY SWITCH

SPECIAL PURPOSE AND
TRANSMITTING TUBES

volts
volts @

e

amps.: 6.3 volts
1.2 amps.: 5
amps. High voltage is 720 V.C.T. @ 225 M.A.
Tapped at 3.7.0 V.C.T. @ 40 M.A. If taps are not
used full 265 M.A. available on the higher voltage.
12.3

@

3

Double half shell
centers 3" x 33,4".

horizontal

Stock

mounting.

Mtg.

$5.00

Price

No. A6240

Each

H&H 4 P. D.
Volt. 10 Amp.
Ball Handle.
Stock

INPUT TRANSFORMER

Stock

$ 95

Each

POWER TRANSFORMERS
1400

Volt C.T.:

350 Mil. Plate Transformer.
Pri200-220-240 Volt 50/60 Cycle.
Ceramic
Standoff Terminals. 5" x 6" x 534" High. Weight
20 Pounds.

mary

$' .75

Leif;

No. A6224

Switch. 5 AMP. @ 250
Volt. Single 3/4" hole mount.

No. 6203A

RCA 900886.501. Navy CRV-30529. Primary No. I:
600 Ohms C.T. tapped at 200 Ohms. Primary No.
2: 25 Ohms. Secondary: 250.000 Ohms C.T. Hermetically sealed. 21/4" dia. x 314" high.

:cc

D. T. Toggle
@ 125

S

ock

@@

No. íA5990

Each

P10.00

Tubes listed below are "Jan" types in original boxes and are new. Some in limited
quantities. All are standard brands such as
RCA, G.E., Nat. Union, Western Electric,
Machlet, Etc.
Price
Price
Type
Each
Type
Each
OB3/VR90 $ .85 814
S 2.75
OC3/VR150
.85 826
.85

1644
1623
2C22/7193
2J36

204A

3B7/1Y91

3D6'1499
3B24
3E29/829B
3BP1

316A

SATURABLE REACTOR

..+

Primary 115 VAC
at 100 Amp.

high.

60

Cycle.

Stock

Stock
No. A6223

Each

$2.00

No. 6183

Each

Each

eP5.00

5FP7

705A

7188Y
7248
801

807

ONAN GAS -DRIVEN GENERATOR
14 V-2500 WATT D.C. $225.00

POWER TRANSFORMER

Price

Secondary 1.25 VAC

Price

No. 5783A

Horizontal Double Half Shell Type. Pri.: 117
Volt-60 Cycle. Sec.: 265-0-265 V.A.C. & 40 Ma.
Sec.: 6.3 V.A.C. @ 1.65 Amps. Mtg. Centers 21/4"
x 2". H.V. Center Tap is grounded to core.
Stock

368AS
3718
450TL

HIGH CURRENT FILAMENT
TRANSFORMER

RCA Type 900888-501. Navy CRV-30531. Ratings:
1.75 Henry @ 0 D.C. A.C. Coil 2.25 Ohms @ .75
amps. D.C. coil .25 Ohm @ 2 amps. 3" diam. x 4"

i

iIues

2.00
7.50

836
837

.25

851

75.00
75.00
.50
.50
5.00
12.95
5.95
1.25
5.00
.75
45.00
5.00
2.00
40.00
3.00
.45
1.75

860
864
955
956

r

3.00
1.00
45.00
4.50
.35
.25
.35
.35
14.95
1.00
.75
.25
.35
.35
5.00
95.00
1.25
4.00
1.50
1.25
.30

10Y
14GP7
000901616
1619
1625
1626

1834'534A
GL-8004R
8020
8025
9001
9003

9006

TYPE "J" POTENTIOMETERS
500 Ohm -2 Watt Type
Pot. 3e" Long Shaft. I/a"
1

long Bushing. Complete with Knoh.

BUTTERFLY CONDENSERS
FIG.

Stock

Price

Na. A6123

2

$1.25

100 ohm Type

49¢

Eac
1

with 3a" bushing and locking nut.

Screw -driver slot.

HIGH FIDELITY TRANSFORMER
P. P. 10.000 ohm to 250 ohm Line. Frequency Response 30 to 20.000 C.P.S. plus or minus I DD.

Stock

Price

No. 6270A

Each

$.49

D.C. GENERATORS

Grey Rectangular Case 3" x 21/4" x Pe" high. Bottom Solder Lug Terminals. 4 Std Mtg. Bolts.
Stock
Price
No. 5792A
Each

9-62 mint(' per section. 6-34 mmfd sections in
series. Douhle ceramic end plates and bearings. 1.4" diam. shaft, 5/16" long. 065 Plate
spacing end plates I-a/e" square.

$3.50

FIG'

Nos 50 6-A

SENSITIVE RELAYS

4-22 mmfd per section.

Price

I

Each

a

904/

3-12 mould sections in

Single ceramic end plate I -3é" square,
diam. x Sá" long shaft.
Stock
FIG. 2
No. 5077-A
Each
series.

High voltage continuous duty fully enclosed
D.C. Generator. Delivers 440 volts at 200 M.A.
Motor driven by 3450 RPM motor (not furnished).
Made to Navy Specs. for Collins
Radio by Fractional Motors Co. Navy No.
211220-C. Collins No. 231-0002.00. Brand New.
ock

No í0147A

Each

$ 5.00

Sn"

60¢

BRADLEY INSTRUMENT RECTIFIER
::

BRADLEY #CX2E4E-69 Copper Oxide Rectifier,
3

color coded insulated wire leads.

Sock
No. í6184A

MIDGET TYPE RELAYS
Automatic Electric Type R-45. 6500 ohm Culls.
Normally open contacts except as noted.
Stock No.
102192
102249
102264
1

Contacts
S.P.S.T.

2.P.5.T.
3.P.S.T.

Price Each
51.25
1.50
2.00

2.0

4.5
6.0

Norm. open -1 Norm. closed.

Same topa and style as above. but has
Intermittent duty. Will operate on

24 V.A.C. coll.
6 V.D.C. Continuous duty. Contacts. S.P.S.T.-N.O. and S.P.D.T.

ck
No. 81Ó2248A

Each

$1.25

.01

50 ¢

Ea ch

SIGNAL CORPS & NAVY TRANSFORMERS
Over 200.000 transformers, chokes etc. For Signal
Corps and Navy Equipment. Send us your require.
ments, or ask for our catalog listing by Signal
Corps Numbers. DON'T DELAY!

AUDIO PASS FILTERS

THORDARSON

MFD.-600 VOLT

Band pass
800 to

MICA CONDENSERS

-

Large quantities available in both CM -35 and
CM -40 case sizes.
TOLERANCE

PRICE PER
1000

5%
10%
20%

$150.00
125.00
100.00

1200

cycles Input 10000
n h m s
O u t
25000 Ohms
Level 10DB

put

Stock No. T48500

Price to: $5.50

ea.
1

6.3 VOLT FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

TERMS:

Primary 115 Volt 60 Cycle 1600 Insulation Three 6.4 Volt

Open Accounts to rated or Acceptable

Secondaries
6.3 Volts @ 4.9 Amps.
6.3 Volts @ 4.5 Amps.
6.3 Volts @ 1.1 Amps.

Horizontal Half Shell Mounting. 21/4" x
2 13/16" Mounting Centers.
2 13/16" x

Stock No.

33/8" Core Size.
Lug Terminals

5254A

1/2" above Chassis.

-All

Soder

Terminals Marked.

Radia Surplus Corp.
442

fi

reference accounts. Others Pre- payment of 25% deposit with order, balance C.O.D. Price F.O.B. Chicago and
subject to change without notice. Merchandise subject to prior sale.

ORDER

'

TODAY!I

732 South.Sherman Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

Phone: HArrison 7-5923
May, 1953

-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
TACHOMETER INDICATOR

ALNICO FIELD MOTORS
(Approx. size overall . . .
3%" x 114" diameter)
DELCO TYPE #5069600:
27.6 volts DC; 250 RPM

INVERTERS

$19.95

10563 LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 116 VAC; 400 cycle; 3 -phase;
115 VA; 75 PF. Input: 28.5 VDC; 12

PM Motor, Delco Type #5069371; 27.5 volt;
DC Alnico Field; 10,000 r.p.m.; dimensions
1" x 1" x 2" long; shaft extension 14", diam-

eter 0.126"

SINGLE

amp.

$12.50

$69.50 ea.

PIONEER GYRO FLUX GATE AMPLIFIER

Type 12076-1-A, complete with tubes

$27.50 ea.
AC CONTROL MOTOR
Diehl Mfg. Co., FPE-25-7, 20 Volts, 2 ph
1600 RPM. 85 amps
$15.00
A. C. SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR Type RBC
2606; Volts 115; Cycles 60; RPM 60; Mfg.
HOLTZER CABOT ELECT. Approx. size:
2%" x 2%" x 2%"
$15.00 ea.
400 CYCLE MOTORS
PIONEER: TYPE CH5 2 Phase; 400 cycles
$35.00 ea.
EASTERN AIR DEVICES TYPE .149A: 115
V; 0.1A; 7000 r.p.m. Single phase 400
cycle
$17.50 ea.
AIRESEARCH: 115V: 400 CPS; Single
phase 6500 RPM; 1.4 amp; Torque 4.6 in.
oz.; HP .03
$10.00 ea.
EASTERN AIR DEVICES TYPE JMBB:
200 VAC; 1 amp; 3 phase: 400 cycles,
6000 RPM
$12.50 ea.
EASTERN AIR DEVICES, TYPE J31B:
116 V. 400-1200 Cycle. Single Phase
e
AC Induction,
V 3
Phase, 400 Cycle, 2 H.P.; 11,000200RPM;
8
amps
$79.50
AIRESEARCH: AC Induction, 200 V; ea.3
Phase. 400 Cycle, .12 H.P., 6600 RPM; 1.6
amps
Electric Motor: PNT-1400-A1-IA $25.00
Serial
No. 207, 208 V., 400 cycles, 3 phase Kearfott
Co., Inc.
$17.50 ea.
SERVO MOTOR 10047-2-A; 2 Phase;
400 Cycle, with 40-1 Reduction Gear
'

12.50AIRESEARCH:

$17.50 ea.
TELECHRONSYNCHRONOUS TIMING MOTORS: 110
VAC; 6 cycle; 2 RPM and 4
RPM; approx. 21/4" square
overall
$2.95
In lots of 10 or more ea.
$2.50 ea,
SMALL DC MOTORS
DELCO #5068750: constant speed; 27 VDC;
160 RPM; built-in reduction gears and
governor
$17.50 ea.
J. OSTER: series reversible motor;
H.P.; 10,000 RPM; 271,E VDC; 2 1/60th
SPERRY #806069; approx. size 1%" xamps;
3%"
ea.
(Approx. size....4" longx 1%"$
dial.)
General Electric T
27
DC; .5 amps. 8 oz. Inches torque; 250
RPM,
shunt wound; 4 leads; reversible.$15.00
General Electric. Mod. 5BA10FJ33; 12 ea,
oz.
Inches torque, 12 V DC, 56 RPM, 1.02 amp.
General Electric-TypeB$S2C;
volts. DC;. .5 amps, 8 oz. inches torque;
146 RPM; shunt wound; 4 leads; reversible
$1 00 od.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
amp; 12O M; d.
6BA10AJ64. 160 r.m.p.;
torque; 27V DC
$19.95 ea.
WESTINGHOUSE OVER CURRENT RELAY: Type
MN, adjustable from .04-.16
amp. (1210991). External
reset push button. Enclosed
in glass case
hand calibrated. NEW LOW PRICE.

str

PE 218 LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 115 VAC; Single Phase; PF 90
380/500 cycle 1600 VA. Input: 25-28 VDC;
92 amps; 8000 RPM; Exc. Volte 27.5.
BRAND NEW
$39.95 ea.
MG 153 HOLTZER-CABOT
Input: 24 V, DC. 52 amps; Output: 116
volts -400 cycles, 3 -phase, 750 VA. and 26
Volt -400 cycle, 260 VA. Voltage and frequency regulated
$95.00 ea.
PIONEER 12130-3-B
Output: 125.6 VAC; 1.16 amps, 400 cycle
single phase, 141 VA. Input: 20-30 VDC,
==18-12 "amps. Voltage and 'frequency. -regulated $89.50 ea.
12116-2-Af PIONEER -Output: 116 VAC; 400 cyc; single phase;
45 amp. Input: 24 VDC 5 amp
$79.50 ea.
10285 LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 115 Volts AC, 760 V.A., 3 phase,
400 cycle, .90 PF, and 26 volts, 60 amps,
single phase, 400 cycle, .40 PF. Input:
27.5 VDC, 60 amps. cont. duty. 6000 RPM.
Voltage and Frequency regulated...$195.00
10486 LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 116 VAC; 400 Cycle; 3 -phase; 176
VA; .80 PF. Input: 27.5 DC; 12.6 amp; Cont.
Duty
$90.00 ea.
PIONEER 10042-1-A
DC INPUT 14 Volts; OUTPUT 110 Volts; 400
Cycle 1 -Phase; 50 Watt
$90.00
12133-1A PIONEER
Output: 116 VAC; 3 -phase; 400 cycle; 250
VA; 0.7 PF. Input: 24 VDC; 18 amp. Voltage and freq. regulated
$125.00
94-32270-A LELAND ELECTRIC
Output: 116 Volts; 190 VA; Single Phase
400 Cycle; .90 PF. and 26 Volts; 60 VA
400 Cycle; .40 PF. Input: 27.5 Volts DC
18 amps; cont. duty, voltage and freq
regulated
$95.00
-

_

115 VOLT GENERATORS
Brand new Eclipse

generators: 116 VAC;
9.4 amp; 1000 watts;

single phase;

at
is

25

self-excited

BLOWER

$10.95

Eastern Air Devices,
Type J31B; 116 volt;
400-1200 cycle; single
phase; variable frequency; continuous
duty; L & R #2
blower; approx. 22 Cu.
ft./min.
$15.00
BLOWER ASSEMBLY

11'

FL
Ne

Volt, 400 Cycle, Westinghouse Type
17CFM, complete with capacitor.
$12.50 ea.

SENSITIVE ALTIMETERS
Pioneer Sensitive altimeters,
0-35,000 ft. range
. calibrated in 100's of feet. Barometric setting adjustment. No
hook-up required...1613.95ea.

BOX -316-X EAST

ELECTRONICS

-

PASADENA STATION

May, 1953

$29.95

REVERSIBLE MOTOR
U.S.N. No. 451-1314 .
Rotational Speed 2.3 RPM.
A lightweight unit suitable for all types of rota-

.0a.

...

800

cycles, 2400-4200 rpm.
DC output is 30 volts
amp. Unit has spline drive shaft and

tion application. Excellent
for rotating light beams,
antennas or anywhere a
low RPM high torque
motor is needed. Output
torque approx. 100 lbs.
Consists of high speed series reversible
motor. Requires 24 VDC or 24-40 VAC G 1
amp. Overall size 6"L x 4"W x 414" dp.
Shipping wt. 6 lba USED, GOOD $11.95

TRANSFORMERS

SOLA. TRANSFORMER, #30663;
210-270 Volts; 240 Sec.; 3 -Phase

1

KVA:

$175.00

FILAMENT, Gen. Elec. #7455321: Primary
110/125 Volts. Secondary 11 Volts 65 Amps,
976 KVA. Shipping wt. approx. 60 pounds.
$24.95
FILAMENT, AMERTRAN #29048: Primary
116 Volts, 50/60 cycle. Secondary 6 volts,
190 amp. Shipping weight approx. 76 lbs.
$86.50
VARIABLE. AMERTRAN #29144: 260 VA,
103-126 commutator range, fixed windings,
116 volts, max. 2.17 amps
$19.95

Immediate Delivery
ALL EQUIPMENT

All prices net

FULLY GUARANTEED

FOB Pasadena,

Calif.

PASADENA 8, CALIFORNIA

Sensitive Type, Rothman
Mark V; Range 0-3500 RPM
in 3+y revolutions of the
indicating pointer.$9.95 ea.
Tachometer Indicator and Generator
Both $33.50
(above)
TACHOMETER GENERATOR (M %RK V)
$25.50 ea.
G. E. GENERATORS
General Electric Type SASH31JJ3; 400 cycles out at 116
volts; 7.2 amps; 8,000 rpm.;
size 6" long x 6" dia.
$99.50 ea.

SINE -COSINE GENERATORS
(Resolvers)
Diehl Type FJE43-9 (Single Phase Rotor).
Two stator windings 90° apart, provides
two outputs equal to the sine and cosine of
the angular rotor displacement. Input voltage 115 volts, 400 -cycle_... ........$30.00 ea.
Diehl Type FPE-43-1 same as FJE-43-9
except it supplies maximum stator voltage
of 220 volts with 115 volts applied to
rotor
$25.00 ea.
Arma Resolver Type 218014; equal in size
to size 5 synchro; 55-60 cycle; single phase
primary, 2 phase secondary
$79.50
GEN ERATORS
Eclipse-Pioneer; 716-3A (Navy Model NEA3A) OUTPUT: 115 VAC; 10.4 amps; 800

cycle; single phase; 28.6 VDC; 60 amps
2400 rpm; spline drive; self exciting; wt.
60#.
BRAND NEW in original box....$39.95 ea.
-

SYNCHRONOUS
SELSYNS
110 volt, 60 cycle,
brass cased, approx.
4" dia. x 6" long.
Mfg. by Diehl and
Bendix.
Onn.+iti.. Available
REPEATERS

520.00 ea.
TRANSMITTERS
$20.00 ea.
SYNCHROS
IF Special Repeater (116V-400 Cycle)
15.00 ea.
2JIF 3 Generator (115-400 cyc.)... 10.00 ea.
5CT Control Transformer; 90-50 Volt; 60
Cyc.
$50.00 ea.
5F Motor (115/90 volt -60 cyc.) $60.00 ea.
5G Generator (116/90 volt -60 cyc.)
$50.00 ea.
5/DG Differential Generator (90/PO volts
-400 eye.)
sso.o0 ea.
TRANSMITTER, BENDIX C-78248; 116
Volt, 60 Cycle
$25.00
Differential -C-78249; 116 Volt; 60 Cycle ea.
00
REPEATER, BENDIX C-78410; 115 Volt,,
60 Cycle
$37.50 ea.
REPEATER, AC synchronous 116 V., 60
cycle, C-78863
$15.00 ea.
REPEATER, DIEHL MFG. No. FJE 22-2;
115 Volt; 400 Cycle; Secondary 90 Volt....
7G

Synchro Generator

voltt27.50
60
cycle)
$75.00
641 Synchro Generator (115/90 volt;
60
cycle)
.00
6DG Synchro Differential Generator (90/90
volt; 60 cycle)
2JF51 Selsyn Control Transformer: iÓ6-65
Volta; 60 Cycle
;60.00
2JD5J2 Selsyn Motor: 116-90 Volts; 60 cycle
5JD5111A1 Selsyn Generator: 116-106 Vol .00
s;
60 cycle
$50.00
2.11E1 GENERATOR: 116-67.5 Volt; 400
cycle
$12.50 ea.
2J1H1 DIFFERENTIAL GENERATsTOR:
57.5
-67.5 Volt; 400
CONTROLycle
RANSFORMER1: 50 6a
57.5 Volt; 400
ea.
PIONEER AUTOSYNS
AY -1
26 Volt -400 Cycle
$8.95
AY -6
26 Volt-400 Cycle
$7.95
AY27D
$12.50
AY6-26 Volt-400 cyc
$4.95 ea.
AY30D-26 Volt-400 cyc
$25.00 ea.
(116/90

cycle$7.50
c2J1G1

AY14D
AY34

AY20-26 Volt -400 eye

$10.00
$20.00
$12.50 ea.

PIONEER TORQUE UNITS
TYPE 12604-3-A: Contain CK5 Motor coupled to output shaft through 126:1 gear reduction train. Output shaft coupled to autosyn. follow-up (AY43). Ratio of output
shaft to follow-up Autosyn is 15:1.$70.00 ea.
TYPE 12602-1-A: Same as 12606-1-A except It has a 30:1 ratio between output shaft
and follow-up Autosyn
$70.00 ea.
TYPE 12802-1-A: Same as 12606-1A except It has base mounting type cover for
motor and gear train
$70.00 ea.
MICROPOSIT ION ER
Barber Colman AYLZ 2133-I Polarized D.C.
Relay: Double Coil Differential sensitive,
Alnico P. M. Polarized field. 24V contacts;
.5 amps; 28 V. Used for remote positioning,
synchronizing, control, etc
$12.50 ea.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO.
SAWTOOTH POTENTIOMETER
Continuous rotation,
res.

2

100

IN STOCK

ohm,

take-off brushes set at
provide

180 deg.
to
tooth output.

May

saw used

be

APN-3*
APN-4*

with mill iam meter circuit as
0-360 deg. direction indicator.
Brand new, original racking

$5.75

W E 15038

No. 352.7295.2
$4.95
Counter Trans.. TIII, T112, T117. Pt. No.
352-7251-2
52.50
Counter Trans., 7113, 7114, T115, 7116,
TI18, 7119, 7120, Pt. No. 352-7250-2... $2.50
I. F. Trans: T107-7110 Pt. +r 352.15545
51.80
Resistor: R150, R157. R162 84.000 OHMS
.50
Resistor: R130, 220.000 ohms
.50
Resistor: R159 120,000 ohms
.50
Resistor: R152, R164, 17,000 ohms
.35
Resistor: R142. 4300 ohms
.35

each

each

each
each
each
each
each
each
each

*

Comb. Transformers- 1.15V/50-60 eps Input
55.95
CTJ5-2-600VCT/.2A, 5V/6A
2.85
CT -15A 550VCT .085A 6.3V/.6A, 6.3V/1.8A...
CT -164 4200V.002A/12KV Test, 5 VCT/3A/12KV
12.95
Test, 6.3V/0.6A/5400V Test
(n,
4.SA
MA,
26V
5
CT -341 1050 10 MA, -625V @

APS-4

SN
SO

APN-9*

APS-6*
APS-10*
APS-15*

APS-2

SE

TBK

APS-3*

SG

BG

APN-1

SPARES FOR APN-9
Power Trans., Pt.

POWER TRANSFORMERS

2x2.5V,/3A, 6.3V
.340A
CR 825 360VCT

SQ

TAI

CT -626
CT -071

(iff)

Major Components and/or Spare Parts

CT -720
CT -43A
CT7-501
CT -444

D.C. RELAYS*
CR2792B116A3

SPST-50 Amp Contacts.

Operates
Coil Res. 200
22.30 VDC.
Ohms. Completely enclosed in transparent plastic case, which may be

APN-4 COILS
352-1585
352.1269

from

352.1549

49

S1.00

352-1550........

.49

EE -89

$1.00

removed for

GE#CR27916116W3

REPEATER

Extends range of EE -8 field phone up to 20 miles of
dry or wet wire operation. Extremely rugged, portable
and lightweight. Uses hybrid coils and V. T. Amplifier, with extreme long -life characteristics.
Brand New, Complete With Tube
& Tech. Manual, only

12.75 each

HELMHOLTZ PHASE -SHIFTER
unit of SCR -268......

...

additional terminal brought

Same as above, except

out from contact arm

$1.74

GE#CR2791-F100D3

Differential:
coil,

Dual

DPST,

1500 ohms

Operating
20 Amp.
Ma.

Norm. open.
per coil -25
Contacts:

'---

Current.

$2.25
GE#CR2791 F100G3

Stator consists of 4 loops oriented at 90 degrees to
each other. Total stator inductance is 40 M H. rotor:
Designed for
18M H. total phase shift 0-360 deg.
range

BIRTHER TUBE CLAMPS
926C-19
926C-15

0

F3

tion. Rated at

5

Amps...

$1.25

2 Amps.
2yt Amps.

2.20

&Amps.
0 Amps.
6 Amps.
10 Amps
12 Amps.
20 Amps.
24 Amps.
30 Amps.
36 Amps.

3.75

3.60

1

.. .. ..

6.50

10.60

.. .. ..

13.00

0.75

4.9S

7.95

12.95

SAO

9.00

14.00

----

20.00

40.00

6.75

12.00

8.50

16.00

25.50

50.00

24.00

36.00

90.00

16.00

31.00

18.50

36.00

25.50

45.00

39.50

SPOT, Dual Contacts will handle 20
Amps. Coil: 18-28VDC 125 Ohms

Type

D M416
D M33A

PE101C

B D AR 93
23350

ZA0515
B -19 pens
D-104

Input

Volts
20
14
28

13/26

Amps.
1.25
6.2
7

126.6

28
27

3.25
1.75

12

9.4

12/24

4/2

12

O 6-3A

28

*THESE RELAYS AVAILABLE
IN MFRS. QUANTITIES
W. E. PRECISION RESISTORS

5053

PE73CM
CW21AAX

28
28
13
26

PE94

26

Output

Volts
200
330
540
400
400

375
285

500
275
500
440

10

1.4
19

12.6
6.3

300

150
14.5
250
1000
400
800
9

10

$1.25

DCR

2.65 ohms
3.83 ohms

D -164886A

PEU

Cap. Mfd

GE#CR2791 B106C3

D-164886AA

300
150
14.5

Al

Radio
es

.060
.170

.zs0

.135
135
.150
.075
.050
.110
.050

00
.200
.060
.010
.5
.060
.350
.135
.020
1.12
.200
.101

13,500/

O -167026

Set

O -162025AT

% TOL.
10,000 ohms

0

270

ohms

40,600/1500

D-1642850

API -1
MARK

S*POOL-WOUND,

ohms
1155 ohms

21

BC 375
SCR 522

.5

INVERTERS
PE -218 -He Input: 25 28 ode, 92 Amp. 061150121, 115 r. 350
$44.50
$00 cy 1500 volt-amperes. New
PE -206 Input: 28 rde, 38 Amps. Output: 80 r 800-cy. 500
522.50
It -amps. Ohm: 13'x565 105'. Bow
LELAND No. 10536: IN: 28 VDC 12A. OUT, 115V. 115VA.
570.00
400 CY 3 PHASE. EXC. CONÓ

D-162707CY
D-171862
D-171863
D-164286'

D-164284
D-1722410

NON-INDUCTIVE
VALUES SHOWN
S

ohms
ohms
ohms

2500
279
591

10,000/
15,000/

62,000 ohms

100,000/

ohms
40b/600/700/
750 ohms
EA.
50,000

8S ¢

24 VOLT TRANSFORMERS

SCR 522

APN-1

WATT

1400/135/

RC 36
RU 19
BC 456
SCR 615

D 166860FL

1

For operating surplus gear, toy trains, gadgets, etc. Operates from I15V, 60 c
plies 24 VAC at 1.2 Amp., herm. Q
A Great Buy at Only
sealed and cased

RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS

115V. 60 Cy. Sec: 28V/3.IA. 26V/8.4A
7.3V/14A
Pri. 210/215/220/225/230/235/240V, 60 Cy.,
Sec: I /10/7.5/5VCT @ 35A

Pri:

1

Pri: 115V
Pri: 115V
Pri: I15V

60 Cy.

60 Cy.
60 CY.

Sec: 20 V @ IOA
Sec: 8.IV @ 1.5A
Sec: 18.5V @ 5A

3.85
8.95
6.49
6.49
3.49

$1.10
2.95
.79
14.95

8.95
5.49
8.95
3.75
4.19
18.95
1.79
2.19
24.50

....

I

$12.95
Phase
$19.50
3.95
1.39

4.25

WVDC

8

450

30

300

40

450
400

50
60
80

300

150
450

8 8

30-20
20-20
80-80
90-10
80-10
150-50-25

25
150
300

350
450
150

80-10-10-10
40-40-20-20
30-15-15-15
80-10-10-10

$2.79
4.69
120.00
7.95

UPRIGHT
OIL CAP.
MFD

Each
220VAC/600VDC

6.2

300
150
300
350

15ÓN25

40/50
80/50

250/1000

8-8-10
10-10/10
10-10/20
10-15/20
15-15/10
80-40/150
120-60/20
30-30-15/30
40-40-20/20
60-40-20/50
60-40-20/200
80-40-30/20
80-40-30/100

10/50/100
10/50/100
20/20/10/20

400/300
450/50
10/6
450/25
150/25
450/25
350/25

51.29
3.49

15

Price
50.16
.18
.38
.36

330VAC/1000VDC
15

3.79

1000VDC
.5
S-.5

.21
.29
.24
.16
.23
.21
.21
.49
.49
.21
.28
.28
.32

1

.21
.28
.65
.30
.26

.1-.1

40/10/0

8/8/8

Price

62V/3.5A

PRONG

$1.35

1

Rating

300/1501/.05A, 300/150V/.05A
120-0-120V/ 350 MA
17 600V/144 MA

TWIST

98.00

DYNAMOTORS

PT -699
PT -302
PT -108
PT -671

CAPACITORS

33.00

13.25

8.1V/1.5A
4V/16A, 2.5V/1.75A
6V/.25A
F1-1924 5.25V/21A, 2x7.75V/6.5A
FT -824 2x26V/2.5A, 16V/1A, 7.2V/7A, 6.4V/10A,
6.4V/2A
FT -463 6.3VCT/1A, 5VCT/3A, 5VCT/3A
FT -55-2 7.2V/21.5A, 6.5V/6.85Á 5V/6A, 5V/3A,
FT -986 16V @L 4.5A or 12V (M 4.5A
FT -38A 6.3/2.5A, 2x2.5V/7A
FT -A27 2.5V 2.5A, 7V/7A, TAP 2.5V/2.5A, 16
KV TEST
6.3V/3A/750V Test
FT -608
4.5AV/.5A, 7V/7A
FT -873
2x5V A 5A, 29KV Test
FT -899

GE#CR27916106J3

27.00

4.95
2.25
2.75
4.25
3.45
4.95
4.95

Filament Transformers-115V50-60 cps Input
Each
Rating
Item

FT -674
FT -157
FT -101

ELECTROLYTIC

3PDT, 5 Amp contacts. Coil rated
22.30VDC. 150 Ohms DCR. Contacts are designed for fast operation, and enclosed by clear plastic
cover

3.95
9.95

.

Contacts designed for fast opera-

118rß

PRICE: 18e EACH OR $16.50/100
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS -Full -Wave Bridge Types
54/42
Current
15/14
31/20
130/100
Volts
(Continuous)
Volts
Volts
Volts
1 Amp.
12.10
$3.60
07.50
51.25

6.3VCT/3.6,
6.3VCT/3A
2.5/12, 30/.100
1500V
.160A
33,'.200, 5V/30,
110V
.200A
2.5/10
5VCT/3A
.050 A
580VCT
5V/3A
.026 A
350VCT
5V/3A,6.3V 6A
.086 A
585VCT
30 MA 6.3V/1.3A, 5V/3A.
390VCT
100 MA 6.3V/1.2Á 5V/3A.
800VCT
86 MA 5V/3A, 6.3V/6A
585VCT
75 MA 5V/2A 10VCT/2A,
525VCT
50V/200 MA
MA, 6.3V/1.8A
250
550-0-550V
600-0-600V/.08A, 2.5VCT/6A, 6.3VCT/1A
650VCT/200 MA, 6.3V 8A, 6.3V/5A
230-0-230V/.085A, 5V/3A, 6V/2.5A

Item

All Ceramic Insulation, DPDT,
Coil-I2VDC, 160 Ohms DCR.

926C-24
926K-2

16.95

3A

Plate Trans. -115V, 60 cps

Saine as above, except has extra IA
contact. Rated 5 Amp. .. $2.35

$3.95 each

GE#CR2791 D101
9266-16
9266-15

$1.59

adjustments..

CT -367
CT -403
CT -931
CT -456
CT -160
CT -931
CT -442

L

.23
.26
.18
.23
.45

450/350
400/50
150/25
.45
300/50
.39
350/15
.28
300/25
.28
150/10
.39
150/25
.36
150/25
.36
475/100/100
.23
350/100/50
.23
450/100/50
.27
350/300/300/25.35

4-1.5
1.5

1500 WVDC

1

1.5
2

2000 WVDC

1

.5
.15

1

2500 WVDC
4000 WVDC

.69
1.19
1.49
2.19
1.39

1.59
1.59
1.79
1.79

2.98

6.95
4800 WVDC
4.79
6000 WVDC
3.69

15-.15
1.5

3.89
10.98

7000 WVDC
3.79

9.95

1

8000 WVDC

.075-.075
3.79
10K VDC
1
8.95
15K VDC
.0016
.015

.25

16K VDC
20K VDC

25K VDC

1
5

TRANSFORMER SPECIAL

7.95
9.50

17.50
85.00
65.00

#188

For amplifiers, transmitters. exciters.

receivers, etc. ratings: Primary 115V,
50-60 cycles. Secondary delivery 750
VCT at 250 MA. Filaments: 5V @
3A, 6.3V @ 2A and 6.3V a 8A. Elec-

trostatic shield bet Primary &
ondary.
A Great Buy At Only

sec-

$5.75 each

ALL MERCHANDISE IN NEW CONDITION AND FULLY GUARANTEED, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED OTHERWISE.
ALL PRICES F.O.B. NEW YORK CITY. SEND M.O. OR CHECK. ONLY SHIPPING SENT C.O.D.
WITHOUT NOTICE.
RATED CONCERNS SEND P.O. ALL MDSE. SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE, AND PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
PARCELS IN EXCESS OF 20 POUNDS WILL BE SHIPPED VIA CHEAPEST TRUCK OR RAILEX.

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
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Liberty St., New York 7, N. Y.

Dept

E-5

Chas. Rosen

Phone: Dlgby 9-4124
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ELECTRON ICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

BAND -RG

S

48/U

UTAH X -1511-I: Dual Truusfurmrr, 2 Wdgs. per section
1
Ratio per sec. 13 MH inductance 30 ohms

W.G. 10 CM.

1

$7.50
CR
UTAH X -150T -I: Two sections. 3 Wdgs. per section,
$7.50
1:1.1 Ratio, 3 51Ií, 6 ohms DCR perWdg
50
68G711: Ratio, 4:1. 6.7 Ohms, Pri: 0.23 Ohms sec
TR(049: Ratio: 2:1. Pri. 220 MH, 50 Ohms, sec. 0.75H,

POWER SPLITTER for use with
Type 726 or any 10 CM Shepherd
Klystron. Energy is fed from

Klystron Antenna thru dual
pick-up system to 2 Type "N"
connectors as shown.EACH

$6.75
DCR 100 Ohms
K-901695.501: Ratio 1:1, Pri. Imp. 40 Ohm, Sec Imp.
40 Ohms.
Passes pulse 0.6 user with 0.05 user.

$22.50

rise

DIRECTIONAL COUPLER, Broadband, 20 db. Coupling. Type "N" Takeoff. Complete with all Hardware.
$37.50
Navy # CABY-47AAN-2
LHTR LIGHTHOUSE ASSEMBLY. Part of RT39
APG 5 & APG 15. Receiver and Trans. Cavities
w/assoe. Tr. Cavity and Type N CPLG. To Recur.
Uses 2C40, 2C43, IB27. Tunable APX 2400-2700
$49.50
MCA. Silver Plated
BEACON LIGHTHOUSE cavity 10 cm. Mfg. Bernard

ers

KLYSTRON

CAVITIES

for

Type

Price

Type

2J21......

S8.75

2J22......
2127......
2131......
2132......
2J37
2138

7.50
19.95
24.50
28.50
12.50
16.50

2139
2149

50:900

or

$4.00

WANTED

4.50

$22.50
10 CM TUNABLE
HOMEDELL-TO-TYPE "N" Male Adapters, W.E.
$2.75
#0167234
Band2
MC
I. F. AMP STRIP: 30 MC 120 d.h. gain,
Less
width, uses 6AC7's-with video detector.
$24.50
tubes
POLYROD ANTENNA, AS31/APN-7 113 Lucite Ball.

"N"

AT49A/APR: Broadband Conical, 300-

"E"

or

$12.50
PLANE BENDS, 90 Deg. less flanges
$7.50

"H"

COAXIALX

M

40

"N"

Feed

FILTER, F3/APR-2, LO -PASS, BELOW

$4.50

RIGHT ANGLE BEND, with flexible coax output nick up loop
$8.00
SHORT RIGHT ANGLE BEND, with pressurizing ein
-

pie

RIGID COAX to flex coax connector
RT. ANGLE BEND 15' L. OA
FLEXIBLE SECTION. 15 L. Male to female
7/e' RIGID COAX. BULKHEAD FEED-THRU

X BAND

-RG 52/U

$3.00
$3.50
$3.50
54.25
$14.00

W.G. 3 CM.

(723A) OSCILLATORS, WAVEGUIDE ASSEMBLY.
30 MC. Preamp Mixer and TR/ATR Tubes. Designed
as front end assy. For receiver section of X -Band
Radar Transmitter -Receiver. Ideal for schools, labs,
and experimental gear. Brand New, complete with
$99.50
tubes

-RG 53/U

$49.50
APS-34 Rotating joint
Right Angle Bend E or H Plane, specify combination
$12.00
of couplings desired
$12.00
45° Bend E or H Plane, choke to cover
$4.00
Mitered Elbow, cover to cover
$4.00
$5.00

"S"

Curve Choke to cover
Adapter, round to square cover
Feedback to Parabola Horn with
dow

90° Twist

Test Sets

Microwave
Electron Tubes

Telephone Eqpt.
Comm. Eqpt.

$4. 'tO

pressurized

Etc.

Etc.

15 KV. "A" CKT. 1 microsec. 400
$37.50
PPS. 50 ohms imp
E"
G.E. #3E (3-84-810) (8-2-24-405) 50P4T; 3KV
t'KT Dual Unit: Unit 1, 3 sections, 0.84 Microsec.
2.24
.410 PPS. 50 ohms imp: Unit 2, 8 sections,
$6.50
microsec. 405 PPS. 50 ohms imp
"E" Circuit, 1 microsec.
7 -5E3 -I -200.67P. 7.5 KV
$7.50
200 PPS. 67 ohms impedance 3 sections
7.5E3-3.200-6FT. 7.5 KV. "E" Circuit, 3 mierosee. 200
$12.50
PPS. 6 ohms imp. 3 sections
Imp..$27.50
ohms
#755: IOKV. 2.2usec., 375 PPS. 50
#754: IOKV. 0.35usec., 750 PPS. 50 ohms imp..527.50
KS8865 Charging Choke: 115-150H @ .02A, 32-40H @
$37.50
.080A, 30,700V Corona, 21KV Test

Etc.

3X2500A3
3X2500F3
4632
4C35
4X150A

5022
AX4-125A;'6155
AX4-250A/6156
HF -60
H F-100

111H
ZB120
H F-125
HF-130
H F-140
HF -150
HF -175
H F-200

HF201A

$5.00

win-

$27.50
$10.00

228A

504R

232C

508

233

575A

237A
241B
242G
249B
249C

673

251A
255B
266B
270A
279A
284D

833a

HF300

814
838
845
845
849
84SA

308B

84aH

5559
2021

851

HF250
250TL
250TH

315A W
332A
342A
343A

204A
207
211
211C

343AA

45oTL
450TH

2110
211H
212E
212F
220C
222A

893AR

FG17/17
H F-3000

75OTL

311CH

2034
203H

892R
893A

'

ZB -3200

805
807
810
813
575
832A

5604
5619
5658
5666
5667
5771
8002

AX -9903/5894
AX -9904/5923
AX -9904R/5924
AX -9905/5895
AX -9906/6077
AX -9906R/6078
AX -9907/6075
AX -9907R/6076
A X-9908/6079
AX -9909i6083

857E
858
859
806A

866AX
869B
872A
ßR0

AGR-9950/5669
AGR-9951/5870

889A

892

891

891R

VACUUM

GEIGER

120NB
150N

100C

100CB
100N
100NB

VC6/20
VC6 '32
VC12/32
VC12'20
VC25/20
VC25/32

153C
200C

120C

120CR
120N

24nc

VC50/20
VC50'32

VC100 '20

VC100/32
VC100A/20
VC100A/32

SPECIAL TYPES
6008/5911

230N

EC

5

EFP-60

240N

MICROWAVE ANTENNA
EQUIPMENT
AT49A/APR-Broadband

TME

85A1/0E3
ß5A2
6047

;rXTORS VARISTORS

0167332
0167613
O 166228
O 164699

0166792

Type N Feed.

Conical, 301)(AS SHOWN)

12.50

Relay System Parabolic reflectors approx.
range 2000 to 6000 Mc. Dimensions
$100.00
4%" x 3'. New
$12.00
Dipole for above
TDY "JAM" Radar rotating antenna. 10 cm. 30 deg.
$150.00
beam, 111 V AC drive. New
Parabolic Peel. Radiation pattern approx. 25 deg. in
$35.00
horizontal 13 deg. in vertical planes
Stub
AS 125 APR. 1000-3200 mc
Cone Antenna.
$14.50
supported with type "N" connector
complete
AS14A/AP, 10 CM pick up dipole assy,

e

RADAR

ANTENNAS
AS-125/APR
AS-217/APG-15
AT49/APR
AS-14/AP

AS-12/APS-3
AS-17/APS-2
AS-13/APG-2
A S69/A PT

30' SIGNAL CORPS
RADIO MASTS
Complete set for erection of a full flat top antenna. Of
rugged nlymold construction telescoping into 3 ten foot sections for easy storage and transportation. A
perfect set-up for getting out. Supplied complete: 2
complete masts, hardware, shipping crate. Shinning
wt. approx. 300 lbs. Sig. Corns No. 2 1289-223-A.
$49.50 per set

New

OL}.CYCLE TRANSFORMER
(All Primaries 115V, 400 Cycles)
1.75

KS 9445
KS 9685

6VCT/.00006 KVA
6.3V/9.1Á 6.3VCT/6.5A, 2.5V/3.5A,
2.5V/3.5A
592VCT/118MA, 6.3V/8.1A, SV/2A
4V/2.$A
6.4/7.5A, 6.4V/ALL

70G30G1

600VCT/36MA

2.65

95-G-45

2000V/.002A, 465V/.6A, 44V/10A,
6.3V/1.8A, 5V/9A,
6.3V/23.54

00G198
302433A

M-7474318

D167018

380

$14.95

CONDENSERS

150NB
200CB
200N
200NB

MA,

$3.50
tv/length of coax and "N" connectors
A546A/APG-4 Yawl Antenna, 5 element array..$22.50
24.85
30" Parabolic Reflector Spun Aluminum dish.

AX -9900/5866
AX -9901/5867
AX -9902/5868

502R

75NB3
90NB

75

8008

889RA

7504

@

8002R

498
501R
502

MULLER

$69.50

AS-31/APN-7: 10 cm Polyrod in Lucite
Ball. Type N Fitting Coax Feed.$22.50

VACUUM TUBES
31328

Microsec Pulse

1

D-168184: 0.5 microsec. up to 2000 PPS 1800 ohm
term
ohms
D.170499: 25/.50/.75 microsec. 8 KV 50 $16.50
mp
$7.50
D 165997: 154 microsec.
$2.00
RCA 255686.502, 2.2# sec. 1400 ohms

3300 MC.

W.G. 1.25CM

TR-ATR-Section. Choke to cover
Flexible Section 1^ choke to choke

PULSE NETWORKS
15A-1-400-50:

CHOKE: 1611
OHMS DCR, 9000 VAC TEST

Radar Eqpt.

FG105/AX105

Main
COUPLER.
CROSS -GUIDE
Section 7" long with 90 deg.
2%' radius.
bend
(E -Plane).
Broadbanded coupling figure is 20
db. individually calibrated..$22.50
1' x 54" waveguide in 5' lengths, U0
$7.50
39 flange to UG40 cover
Rotating joints supplied either with or without deck
each $17.50
mounting. With UG40 flanges
$15.00
Shown)
Assembly
(As
Bulkhead Feed-thru
Pressure Gauge Section 15 lb. gauge and press
$10.00
nipple
$2.50
Pressure Gauge, 15 lbs
Waveguide Section 12" long choke to cover 45 deg.
$4.50
twist & 254" radius, 90 deg. bend
Twist 90 deg. 5" choke to cover w/pres nipple. 28.50
Waveguide Section 2% ft. long silver plated.with choke
$5.75
flange
Rotary joint choke to choke with deck mounting..$17.50
$12.00
3 cm. mitered elbow "E" plane
$1.10
UG 39 Flanges
$1.50
UG40A/U Choke Flanges
90 degree elbows. "E" or "H" plane 21,4" radius.$12.50
$8.00
45 degree twist
$375.00
APS-4 Under Belly Assembly, less tubes
BEACON/PREAMP CONSISTS OF 2 KLYSTRON

K BAND

ea.

DELAY LINES

Quote Lowest Prices in First Letter

7/8" RIGID COAX-3/8" 1. C.
ROTARY JOINT, Stub -supported, UG 46/120 45 fit$27.50
tings
10 CM STABILIZER Cavity, tunable, standard 1TG4S/
$45.00
UP 45 fittings
RG 44/U RIGID COAX, stub support, 5 ft. sections.
$12.50
with 11046/12045 connectors
RT. ANGLES for above

62-$85

KS9623 CHARGING

ANY AND ALL

$22.50

feed

3300 MC Tyne

24.50

730 A

G.E. 25E5.1-350-50 P2T. "E" CKT,
@ 350 PPS. 50 ohms 2, 25KV

0A1 ECHO BOX,

Type

34.50
85.00

Write

725-A

$12.50

F

ANTENNA.

34.502J

62
2J 31

10KC-

Ohms

251C

29/SPR.2 FILTERS, type "N" input and output
$12.50
Hi -Pass Over 1000 MC
WAVEGUIDE TO W' RIGID COAX "DOORKNOB"
adapter choke flange. Silver plated broad hand $32.50
AS14A/AP-10 CM Pick up Dipole with "N" Cables

Price
$24.50
59.50

z1s1

QK 60, 61,

$8.95

Ratio =

$39.50
G.E.K.-2745
G.E.K.-2744-A. 11.5 KV High voltage. 3.2 KV Low
voltage (8 200 KW Oper. (270 KW max.) 1 nicrosec.
$39.50
or 1 microsec. @ 600 PPS
W.E. DI69271 Hi Volt input pulse Transformer 527.50
G.E. K2450A. Will receive 13KV, 4 micro -second pulse
on Dn, secondary delivers 14KV. Peak power out 100
$34.50
KW G. E.
Ray UX 7896 -Pulse Output Pri. 5v. sec. 41v...97.50
$7.50
Ray UX 8442 -Pulse inversion-40v + 40v
$5.00
RAY 12)(7361
PHILCO 352.7250, 352-7251, 352-7287
UTAH 9332, 9278, 9341.
RAYTHEON: UX8693, UX5986
$5 ea.
W.E.: D-166310, D-16638, KS 9800. KS9948.
UTAH # 9262, with Cracked Beads, but will operate
at full rated capacity
$5.00

$12.50

707B

20(23

Video.

D-166173:

$47.50
Rice. each
MAGNETRON TO WAVEGUIDE Coupler with 721A
$45.00
Duplexer Cavity, gold plated
RT-39/APG-5 10 cm lighthouse RF head e/o Xmtr.Recvr.-TR cavity. compl. recur. & 30 MC IF strip
w/Tubes.
using OAKS (2040, 2C43 11127 lineup)
721A TR BOX complete with tube and tuning plung-

McNALLY

MAGNETRONS

TRANSFORMERS

PULSE

MICROWAVE COMPONENTS

51.50

1.50
1.50
1.50
2.50
2.15

D171812

51.50
1.50
D172155
1.50
13167176
1.50
D168687
0167208E, D171858 1.50
1.50
308A, 27-B
2.15
0168403

C6

2100V/.027A

2X2.5V/1.75
TRANSTAT IN: 115V, 400 CY.
OUT: 75-120V, 6.0 Amps
M-7467886
352-7102
M-7472426

4.85
5.39
4.79

4.95
17.9$

12.95

2X140V/.014A 120V/.012A, 1200VRMS
4.95
Test, P/O NIX-11/APG-2
1.45
6.3V/2.5A
1450V/1 MA 2.5V/1.75A, 6.4V/3.9A,
5V/2A, 6.5If/.3A P/O ID-39/APG13

_.

4.95

ONLY SHIPPING SENT C.O.D.
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. ALL PRICES F.O.B. NEW YORK CITY. SEND M.O. OR CHECK.
TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.
RATED CONCERNS SEND P. 0. ALL MDSE. SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE. AND PRICES SUBJECT
RAILEX.
TRUCK
OR
VIA
CHEAPEST
SHIPPED
BE
PARCELS IN EXCESS OF 20 POUNDS WILL
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

OUR PREVIOUS ELECTRONICS ADS
FOR LISTINGS OR WRITE FOR CIRCULARS
SEE

TELEPHONE TYPE RELAYS
These relays have been standardized so that
coils and frames of most manufacturers can
be interchanged without affecting adjustments.
A wide variety of applicable combinations are
thus possible from a comparatively small

number of relays.
Listed below are frames and coils from our stock. They may be purchased separately.
However, a complete relay consists of coil and frame. In ordering complete relays specify
which coil with which frame, i.e.: F101 with R117.
Representative completed relays are also listed with voltage and current ratings. Values
are indicative of sensitivity that may be expected from similar combinations.
107 COOK, 3-6VDC, 6 make, 1 break (5As,
1C), 12 ohm. Part of BC654, #R407
$ 3.95
CLARE, 6500 ohm, 8maDC, 3 makes (3As)
11276
4.25
5035A7 AUTOMATIC, 1300 ohm, 8maDC,

1.75

CLARE KI01, 6500# oh3m, SPDT, 2-ma*DC
Fast Action #175

4.25

BENDIX (Cook 102) 8-12 VDC, Copper Slug, Slow Release, SPDT, 200 ohm
Part of SCR 522, #R365
2.49
R5229A1 AUTOMATIC 6VDC, 3PST n.o
13As), 75 ohms, Slow Release, #412
2.50
R5021'AI AUTOMATIC --1300- ohm, 20maDC,.
_
SPST n.c. (1B), #R413
2.95
A18258

-

FRAMES

324 CANAL ST. (Near B'way) N. Y. -WA 5-964

TERMS:-AII Prices F.O.B. Our Plant. Rated
Firms Net 10 Days. All others Remittance with
Order. Orders Under $10 Remittance With Order,
Plus Approximate Shipping Charges (overage will
be returned.)

KOVAR GLASS TO METAL SEALS
HIGH -VOLTAGE FEED THRU

te

iNt

Many types and sizes. Send us your blueprint or
sample for our quote. Our prices are a raction of
original factory cost.
SAMPLE KIT
00
postpaid
96 Seals (8 ea. 12 types)

LAB' KIT
300 Seals (20 types)

5

1

in USA

500

postpaid
in USA

J

H -F TIE POST
Low -loss Melamine Insulation, pictured actual size
(4-40 Thread)
7 50/C
$67.50/

Amperite Thermostatic Delay
Relays are actuated by a heater
. can therefore be used on
AC, DC, or pulsating current.
Being
hermetically sealed,
Amperite
Relays are
not
affected
by altitude, moisture,
II
or other atmospheric conditions. At the present time only
SPST is available
normally
open or normally closed.
NET
h Available
of
2.40
c 2.5, 5, 6.3, 112n t26and 115age nvolts.
Delays in seconds are available
as follows: 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30,
45, 60, 76, 90 and 120 seconds.
Most types from stock. When ordering specify: Voltage -Delay in Seconds -Open or

sags

I'III

-

Closed.

ULTRA SENSITIVE RELAYS
BK35-Nom-

teristics,

Charac-

11,000 Ohms.
0.4 Ma. 4V DC SPDT.

Adjustable contacts and
armature. #11277, IO for
$55.00 100 for $475.00.

5.95 each
WESTERN ELECTRIC MERCURY RELAY
275C: Hermetically sealed; 2 coils: 700 & 3300
ohm. With coils in series, makes at 6.0 ma,

breaks at 5.2; SPDT; High current capacity:
High speed: #11464
$17.50
HAYDON 5901-2: 220V 60 cyc, Adjustable
Reset Timing Relay; SPDT (10 amp); #11466
$7.95

GUARDIAN 110: 220VAC; 2As, 2Bs; #11465
$2.95

446

1.75
2.00
2.00
1.75
3.00

3.25
2.75
2.75
1.50

2.00
1.75
2.50
2.75
2.75
2.25
2.75
2.00
3.25
3.00

DUAL COILS
Stock
No.
K141
K142
K143
K106
K144
K143

Ohms
50/2000
125/1300
200/1000
500/1100
500/1800
1000/200

Price
each
2.25
2.25
2.00
2.00
2.50
2.00

Stock
No.
1(145
K106
K142

KI44
K141

Price
each
2.25
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.25

Ohms
1000/1000
1100/500
1300/125
1800/500
2000/50

= Normally

Open; B

=

Stock
No.
K101
K131
K102
K132
K103
K104
K105
KI33
K134
K107
;K135
K108

411111111>

II
lamina

Ì1jÍ
Stock
No.

I

Volts
Type D.C. MA

Contacts Ohms

'

11438
11439
11440
11441
11442

5018
24
80
3A
300
5025
30
15
2C
2000
5036
36
15
2A, 1C
2450
5094
36
12
2A, 1C
2850
75
5167
2
1C(5amp) 2500
CLARE 15001; 115VAC, 60-400 cyc; DPST (2A);
91(453
CLARE 15006; 115VAC, 60-400 cyc; SPDT (1C);

Price
each
5.95
6.95
6.95

6.95
6.95

6.95

911454

6.95

º11452

9.95

ALLIED & PRICE 5709-27HPXI 24VDC; DPDT;
625 ohm; Octal Plug Base; #11449
6.95
ALLIED PRHX; 24VDC; 2A, IB, (10 amp); 300
ohm; 911450
6.95
ALLIED LKHX54; 24VDC: 2A, 1B, 4C; 425 ohm;
ALLIED BOHRX20; 24VDC; DPDT (5 amp);
) 125 ohm: 11455
6.95
ALLIED BOHRX; 115VAC; DPDT (5 amp); #11451 6.95
ADVANCE A8774 -1Y 6VDC; SPST (1A); 36 ohm;
Solder Lug Terminals; /11443
4.95
SIGMA 949; 115VAC; SPST, a.c

(1B): #11445
SIGMA 71257; 6VDC; SPDT; 47
ohm, #11448
SIGMA 5RJ-5000G; 1.4 ma; 5000
ohm: SPDT; 9R281
SIGMA 4AH; 4 ma pull -in, 2.5 ma
hold; 2000 ohm; SPDT; #11444
STRUTHERS DUNN 181CXC100;
12VDC; 3As: 3Bs; 150 ohm: 78679
STRUTHERS DUNN 181BBX100;
6VDC; 2As; 2Cs; 36 ohm; #11447
4PDT SEALED AN TYPE; 24VDC; 425 ohm;
(4Cs); Standard Makes; #R446

4.95
5.95

6.95

3.95
6.95
6.95

5.95

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.50

12

175

-

250
450
500
600
700
750
800
900

K137

K138
K139
K112K140

1.50
1.50
1.75
1.75

K113

each

1000
1200
1300
1425
1500
1600
2000
2300
3000
4600
6500
40,000

Kill

1.501.50

Prke

Ohms

I

0.75
5.0

SLOW -MAKE
Stock
No.
Ohms
K122
33
K146
12.5/1300
K125
300
K147
500/1600
K148
1300
K146
1300/125
1(147
1500/500
2000
KI26

K115
KI16
KI18

1.75
2.09
1.75
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.50
2.50
2.75
2.75

3:25

Price
each
1.50
2.50
1.75
2.50
2.00
2.50
2.50
2.00

SLOW -RELEASE
Price
Stock
Ohms
each
No.

3.9

1(149
K123
1(124
K150
K151

1.50
1.50
1.50
2.00
2.00
2.25
2.50

75

200
800

1000
1300
2500

K152
K127

A -C COILS

Normally Closed:

CLARE SERPES 5000: Clare SK
Relay enclosed in hermetically
sealed cylindrical can 11/2" di. x
2,1" h. All relays in this series
are provided with a standard
MA octal plug base.

Price Stock
No.
each
1.25 K109
1.25 K136

Ohms

SLOW -ACTION COILS

HERMETICALLY SEALED RELAYS

AMPERITE THERMOSTATIC
DELAY RELAY

KURMAN

Price
each

-

A

M

inal Operating

COILS

(For Cost of Relay Add Price
of Coil to Price of Frame)

(For Cost of Relay Add Price
of Frame to Price of Coil)
Stock
Price Stock
No.
Contacts
each No.
Contacts
F101
lA
1.25 Fill
1B, 2A
F102 2A
1.50 F114 1B, 3A
F103 3A
1.75 F108 IB, 1A, 10
F104 4A
2.00 F107 2B, lA
F105 5A
2.25 F112 2B, 2A, 2C
F108
1A, 1B
1.50 F118 2B, 5A IC
F107 1A, 2B
1.75 F113
5B, 2A
F108 1A, 1B, IC
2.00 F121
5B, 10
. F109
1A, 10
1.75 F122
1C
' F110 1A, 2C
2.25 F123
2C
Fill 2A, IB
1.75 F109
IC, lA
F112 2A, 2B, 2C
3.00 F116
10, 4A
F113 2A, 5B
2.75 F117
1C, 5A
F114 3A, 1B
2.00 F121
1C, 5B
F115 3A, 2C
2.75 F110
2C, lA
F116 4A, 10
2.50 F115 2C, 3A
F117 5A, 10
10, lA, 1B
2.75 F108
F118 5A, 2B, 1C
3.25 F118
10, 5A, 2B
F120 1B
1.25 F112 2C, 2A, 2B
F106 1B, lA
1.50

C

Stock
Voltage
No.
K119
6VAC
K120
24VAC
110VAC
K121
= Double Throw.

Price
each
1.75
1.75
2.50

A.C. SOLENOIDS
GUARDIAN No. 1: 24 VAC,
,ohms 1/2 to 1/2" stroke, 6
r.. -in.

#R

$1.95

804

/

GUARDIAN No. 4: 115 VAC,
133 ohms
to 11/2" stroke,
14 oz. -in. #R 805
$3.95
GUARDIAN No. 4: 115 VAC, Intermittent
Duty,. 49 ohms 1/2" to 11/2" Stroke. 2 lb.in.

$3.95
D. W. DAVIS MINIATURE

Intermittent duty,
1%x1s/sx11", %" stroke, 12
110V AC,

oz -in pull, #11178

$1.95
D. W. DAVIS MINIATURE
24V AC, 1%x1%xl%", 84,"

stroke,

12 oz

-in pull, #R179
$1.79

LEACH 980, 110V AC Intermittent duty.
1%x31/2x21/4" Hinged type, #R180
$2.25
UNIVERSAL 110V AC, 6 -lb. pull, 2x2x21 ",
1" thrust, #R176
$2.95

115 -VOLT AC RELAYS
POTTER BRUMFIELD KL17A; 115VAC;
4PDT (5 amp); #R456
$4.95
GUARDIAN 200; 115VAC; 3PDT (5 amp);
$3.95
#R458
ALLIED BOR6A115; 115VAC; DPDT (5
amp); #12457
$3.95
A, H & H; DPDT (10 amP); #R459
$5.95
RBM 42600; DPST (2As) (20 amp); #R460
$3.25
SIGMA 41FZS7; SPDT, 10,000 ohm; R909
$2.95
EDISON 501, Delay Relay; 115VAC/DC,
SPST (1A); 30 sec. delay; #R461
$2.40
C-H N619, Contactor; 115VAC; 4PST (50
amp) with holding contacts; #R462..$15.00
G.E. CR5181-1A6, Contactor; 116VAC 4PST
(30 amp) with holding contacts; #R463
$12.00
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Headquarters for
MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT

-

the widest assortment, the strongest
depth and the most immediate availability of any source on test e7uipment.
One of the most popular pieces of war -borne equipment still in everyday use
is the X-Band 3 cm Signal Generator, TS -13. We at Weston have modernized
this instrument slightly and are now producing them in larger quantities than
ever before. Attractively priced, this instrument may be obtained in less than
two weeks from receipt of your order. May we send a leaflet of specifications
on it to you? Besides the TS -13 Weston Laboratories, Incorporated makes
available a still; larger inventory on military electronic test equipment.
AN-APA-10
ANAPPL-1
AN -APR-4
AN-TSMr4

AN-UPM-13
AS-23
AT-67
AT-68
AT-39
AT-48
8E-67
BC-221

*

BC -376
BC -438
BC -439
BC -638
BC -639
BC -906D
BC -9188
BC -923A
BC -936A
BC -949 /A
BC -959 -TU
BC -1060A
BC -1066A
BC -120' A
BC -1203
BC -1236/A
BC -1255/A
BC -1277
BC -1287A

1-49
1-56
I -61B
I
I
I

-83A
-86A
-95A

1-96A

I.97A
I.98A
1406A
1.114
1-115
1-117
1-122

1-126
I

-130A

I-1348
1-135

1-137A

-139A
-140A

I
I

I-145

1.147
I

-153A

1-157A
1-167
1-168

I-177
-17E
1-186
I

-196A
I.198A
I

I-488
-Of new manufacture.

I -203A

1-208
1-212

1-222/A
1-223/A

TS-10A/APN-1 TS -69A
TS-76-APM-3
TS-11; AP *
TS-78/U
TS1 L'AP *
TS-87/AP
TS13!AP *
TS14!AP
TS89/AP *
*

1-225
1-233
1-245

TS-15®/AP

TS -90

TS -18
TS -19

TS96,TPS1

IE-36

TS-23/AP
TS-24/APM-3
TS-24/ARR-2
TS-26/TSM-1 *

TS-16/APN

IE-21A
IF-12/C

IS/85

I

IS-189

LAD
LAE-2i
LAF
LM *t
LU -2
LU -3I

LZ

ME -6/U

OA
OAA-2
OAK
OAW
P4
P4E
SG -8/U

TAA-16WL
TS -1

ARR

TS-3A/AP
TS8A/U

TS-27/TSM
TS-32A/TRC-1
TS-33/AP
TS-34/AP

TS-35/AP
TS-35/AP

TS -39 /TSM

1S-45/APM-3
1'S-46/AP
TS-47/APR

/APG-4
1S55/AP
1fS-51

YS-56/AP
TS -59
TS -60/U

IS-61/AP
1S62/AP

TS-63/AP
TS-65A/FM2-1

TS92/AP

TS98'AP

TS-100/AP
TS-101/AP
TS-102/AP *
TS -108, AP!

TS110/AP,
TS-111/CP

TS -117 GP

TS301/U

TS -075/U*

TS-311/FSM-1
TS-323

TS174/U

TS-182/UP
TS-184/AP
TS -189'U

TS-192/CPM.4
TS-194/CPM-4
TS195/CPM-4
TS197/CPM-4
TS198/CPM-4
TS-203/AP
TS-204/AP
TS-205/AP
TS -2C7

*

TS118/AP

TS-125/AP *
TS-127/U
TS-131/AP
TS -138

TS-142APG
TS143/CPM-1
TS-144/TRC-6
TS -146
TS-147/AP *
TS-148,'UP *
TS-153
TS-155

TS159-TPK

TS-164/AR

TS-173/UR

TS170/ARN-5

TS-210/MPM
TS-218/UP
TS220/TSM
TS -226A
TS -2308
T5.232/TPN-2
TS -23911

TS-2'í0/APN
TS-251

TS-257/AWR
TS -263
TS -2688 *
TS -270A

TS281/TRC-7
T'>285/GP
TS -293
TS -297

íS303/AG
TS324/U
TS -328

TS338

TS359A,/U
TS -363/U
TS -375
TS -377/U
TS -389/U
TS -418
TS-419
TS -421/U
TS-433/U

TS -465/U
TS -480/U
TS-505

TS589/U
TS -615/U
TS-616/U
TS -617/U
TS -620/U
TSX-4SE
TSS-4SE

TVN-8SE
TUN-8HU
TTX-10RH

*

BEFORE SELLING YOUR IDLE TEST EQUIPMENT...

...please get our offer

WESTON LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED
HARVARD, MASS.
WESLAB Tel: Boston: WE 5-4500
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I -222-A Signal Generator
Complete crystal controlled signal generator and wavemeter.

Frequency
range: 8-15

MC. 135-230
MC. With 110
V. 60 cps. pow-

er supply and
service manual. Like new

TRANSCEIVER-MODEL 52
5W. 2 -way, 2 -channel radio transnutter-receiv-

er unit. Complete with tubes, battery charger,
microphone. Less crystal and antenna. Operates
from 6 V. battery. New
$89.95

300-600 MC.
MICRO -WAVE

$9750

LAVOIE

APR -4 New.
Complete
APR -5
APS-4 New.
Complete
APS-6 New.
Complete
APT -1

APT-2
APT -3
APT -4
Mark 16
M D4/APS2
MDS/APS3
MD22/UPN2
M D38/APQ13

RC-1841FF
RC -214
RC -224
RC -266

RT34/APS13
T-85/APT-5

Contains

PORTABLE RADAR
12 ein.
t sed
small ships. Has
PP! indicator. Max. range on
20 miles. 1 Kw. output Operates from 110 VAC, 00 cps. P.U.I.
Model SQ.

ATR-13
Transceiver

Dynamotor
powered,

ther

r..V.

ei-

14 or 28
Shock

mounted, remotely controlled,
ceiver. Tunable receiver, rangetrans108160 M.C., 4 -channel crystal controlled
VHF transmitter, built-in provisions
for omni. Weight, complete with plugs,
less cable, 19 Lbs. Less
$245.00
crystal.
GOVERNMENTS, AIRLINES &
INDUSTRIALS!
for FREE Catalogue No. 112
for complete list of Military, Industrial and Aviation Electronics.
Send

n

FREQ. METER
Model is a compact, selfcontained, battery powered, precision (B 1 Mc)
frequency meter which
provides quick, accurate
readings.
Requires a
standard 1.5V "A" and
45V "B" battery. Has
0.5 MIN. time switch.

WE HAVE THE LARGEST

INVEN-

TORY OF SUCH EQUIPMENT IN
THE UNITED STATES.

sturdily

con-

structed HI -"Q" resonator with average "Q" of 3000 worldng directly
Into detector tube. Uses 957, LS6 and 3S4
Tubes. ('e^mlete, new with inst. book, probe.
Less

batterle.

$79.50

%dt guG,i.ut.d
DeMont 224-A Oscilloscope
I-77 Hickok Tube Checker
1-208 FM Signal Generator
RFC Model 644 Multimeter
Hewlett Packard 200-C
1.198
TS27/TSM
13C-638
TS -33
BC -1255
TS34/AP
1E-36
TS-35/AP
l 95
TS36/AP
1-96-A
TS-45A/APM-3
1-122
TS-59/APN
1.130A
TS61/AP
I-139
TS62/AP
1-145
TS 89
1-212

I-222

TS92

TS100/AP
TS -102

TS-3A/AP
TSIOA/APN TSIII/CP
TS12/AP
TS16/APN
TS126
TS19/APQ
TS127/U
TS-23/APN
TSI31
TS24A/ARR-2 TS-148/UP
HEWLETT-PACKARD (205

Complete
Line

,
W§

Item
T-47A/ART-13
Barometric Switch
4 -Pile Ceramic, Venable Cap.
6 -Pie Ceramic, Variable Cap.
564605K7890443
4 Centralab-Type 843-003 Cap
Assembly
Antenna Loading
CU -25
Transmitter
565027

sGadQCtd
HS -23
HS-30
HS -33

Ma

FLUXMETER

WI

Used to calibrate field

strength

of magnets
from 500 to 4000 gauss
and indicate polarity.
Probe has gap of 1%".
Beautifully built In
hardwood case with
hinged cover. InstrucLions for operation on
corder side of cover. Size 123 x 9 x 0 in. Ideal
for lab and school use. New. An
exceptional value at

RECEIVERS-TRANSMITTERS
ARC -1
ARC -3

PE-125AX

MP-10G
BC -640
RM-26
SCR-540

BC -788 -A -AM -C
BC -639

1-146
TS -268/U
Boonton Mod.
78B Sib Gen.
Boonton Type
102F Sig. Gen.
LAD Sig. Gen.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

LAE-2

LAVOIE Freq.

Meter:300-

To meet government and industrial orders we urgently need all
types of new and used Test Equip-

600 Mc.

ment, Radar, Receivers, and Transmitters.
WE
PAY
HIGHEST
PRICES. Tell us what you have.

$89.50
69.50

1

.NR

vibrating reed type, J.B.T. model 30-F. We rd.
flush metal case
@ 914.95
A.C. Voltmeter, 0-150, Weston 476. 334' rd. flush
bakelite case ($15.75 list)
@ $11.50
A.C. Voltmeter, 0-130, Weston 476, 534' rd. flush
bakelite case ($15.75 list)

(a, $10.50

A.C. Voltmeter. 0-150, General Electric AO-22. 334'
rd. flush bakelite case
68 $9.50
R.F. Ammeter, 0-1, Westinghouse NT-33, 234' rd.
flush )3akelite case ($16.50 list)
@ $9.50
D.C. Mlillivoltmeter, 0-10, very low resistance. 4

r

Westinghouse RX-35,
square, flush
bakellte case, Cat. 51159598 (can also be supplied In round case)
@ $11.00
D.C. Mlllllammeter, 0-30. Westinghouse NX-35,
334' rd. flush bakelite case
@ $6.00
A.C. Voltmeter, 0-15. Roller -Smith, 334" rd. flush
bakell case, JAN type M1t35WO15ACVV @ $5.50
A.C. Ammeter, 0-120, Weston 476, 31" rd. flush
bakelite case. 3 Amp mvt., complete with exohms,

ternal current transformer

AU Items are surplus, new,
and are fully guaranteed.

@ $14.50

in original cartons,

MARITIME SWITCHBOARD
INSTRUMENT 8, ACCESSORIES
336 Canal St., WOrth 4-8216, N.Y. 13, N.Y.
448

u

Mailing Address: P. O. BOX 3878-E, N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
Office -Warehouse: 7460 VARNA AVENUE, N. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
POplar 5-1810

STanley 7-6005

Cable Address: ARROWSALES
_

PANEL METERS
420 cycles, 115 volte, Reiber model 4008 @ $21.50
Frequency Meter. Dual Range, 50 and 80 cycle,

TA2J-24
R-89/ARN
11-1/ARR-1

RM -25
SCR-284
SCR -536
MN -26 Complete Installation

Ulna
SPECIAL ITEMS-JUST RECEIVED
Frequency Meter, 400 cycles, 334' round flush Case,
Mach scale. Vibrating reed type, cal. from 380 to

RTA/1B
SCR -522

R-9/APN-4
BC-733-D
R-57/ARN

R-4/ARR-2
ID-6/APN-4

TS311A/UP
TS323/UP

SUPREME TEST EQUIPMENT

06/49;PSALES INC.

TS -I3 -C
fi.s-18
EE-8

T-26

$29.50

TS251

u...WW

c§ s%affleaetQ

HS-38
TS -10-G

`

TSI59
TS-159/TPX
TS170/ARN
TS-173/UR
TS-174/UR
TS175/UR
TS182/UP
TS184A/AP
TS204/AP
TS -218

Model 600 Tube and Set Tester
Model 616 Tube and Battery Tester

AN/ART-13 PARTS

Part f

BUSINESS

EQUIPMENT

PERSONNEL

I

SELLING

FINANCIAL

__

__

OPPORTUNITIES
.,s .,
May Be Sought From, or Offered To, the Readers\\'."'.
of This Publication Through Its Classified Section
The Searchlight Section
May,

/953-
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TOM ALLEN SELLS
TO QUANTITY USERS ONLY
MELAMINE BLOCKS

BENDIX SALE
in

TA -2G Transmitters 12V HF 75.00
RA -2 Receivers 12V HF. ...75.00
MP1OE Power Supply for above
30.00
MR44A Shock Mount for RA -2
4.00
MT56B Shock Mount for TA2
10.00

C

Available at

50e per pound

Boxed

6

.10
.10
.17
.12

A

2 C 26

19

954
250 TH
3 B 29
3 E 29
100 TS
1642
10 Y (VT25)

6.00
6.00
6.00
2.50
.10
.12
.50

It

1B32/532A

PLUGS
PLQ
PLQ
PLQ
PL

169

1

171
172
172

1
1
1

Teletypewriters M8D1 NEW
Bias Meters 1-97A
P 4 Computers
E 78 Signal Generator
Antenna AT5/ARR-1
Tuning Units for BC -610 NEW

6.50
150.00
60.00
.50
12.50

MELAMINE

80%
OUT

WE HAVE SERIES OF

3106
3100
3108
3102
WE HAVE SERIES OF PL,
UG, SO
WE HAVE SERIES OF 3057

1

MILLION

IN STOCK
in over
3000 TYPES!!
.

.

Type LS 465 A for
Wright Engines R2600 and R1820
Pratt and Whitney Engines 1830
individually boxed .04 ea.
2.00
Tuning Units TU 10 New
Telephone A and B line. Station for shipboard use with dial and handset.

New..

.

WIRE,
WRITE, PHONE!!

10.00

ARC -1 SALE

$20.00 ea.

TS16 Test Set, NEW

10 Channel Checked Out $850.00

20 Channel Checked Out 1050.00
50 Channel Checked Out 1250.00

CONTACTOR
A
NEW 7.50

BC 608

-

5.50
A5 pilot director indicator New
Spare parts for SCR 595 with Antenna
3.00
Plugs, etc.
New 5.00
MG 149 Filters
.20
Micro Switch WZ7RTC
New .75
Vibrators for EE 101 A
New 20.00
BC929 Oscilloscopes
Lousy 5.03
Loops LP 21
New 2.50
Loop MN 20 E
Checked 5.00
Motors PE73
New 2.50
DM33
Iron
.75
Antennas AN 104
Copper 2.00
Antennas AN 104
Checked 9.50
PE 218
New 20.00
EE65 Telephone Test Set

New
New
New
New
New

Vibrators VB8
Vibrators 6V. for Auto Radios
MC125 Remote Tuner
MC124 Cable
MC215 Cable

.35
.25
.50
1.50
.60

New 2.50
Used 5.00
Used 5.00

BC 456
BC 455
BC 458

Antenna AS
Antenna AS

61
62

Complete New
Complete New

TS 245/TRT-1
TS 125
BC 966 Complete 1FF

-Plugs

1.00
2.00
100.00
125.00

with Cables, Mounts
35.00

Pilot balloon targets ML 350/AP

.25

WANTED
ARC -1 or Component Parts
ARC -3 or Component Parts
ART -13 or Component Parts
BC348 or Component Parts

AN/TRC-1

or Component Parts

60,000 Used Headsets
on sale 1.00 each
H5 18

-HS

30 -HS 33 -HS 38

Oxygen Gas Masks
Control Boxes BC434
Antennas 37-50 MC 72 inch
Vinyl tubing 5/16" I.D. x
40 ft Igths
Neoprene tubing 5/16" I.D. x
80 ft lgths
RL42 Antenna motors
BC357 Receivers

New
New

.25

3.50
1.50

7/64" Wall
1.00

7/64" Wall
Lousy
Used

2.00
1.50
3.50

Material
Material
Material
Material
Crystals all types
SCR 720
SCR 508
SCR 608
SCR 609

1/40 H.P. 115V. 60

RPM Mfg. Delco Diehl
Good for fans

all
all
all
all

type
type
type
type

Test Sets
PE 104 and 98
DM 40, 41, 42 and 43
SCR 508 and SCR 608
We buy all types of

MOTORS

Get Our Low,
Low Prices

SPARK PLUGS

Recorder for underwater sound equipment
60.00
Transmitter -Aircraft T9/APQ-2, 115v. 400
$20.00
cy. 26 VDC NEW
Radar Transmitter T-26/APT-2, 115V. 400
cy. 200 Watts NEW
$30.00
Corner Radar Reflector NEW
$5.00
R5/ARN-7 Type Certificated
$250.00
TS125 Test Set, complete. NEW. $125.03 ea.
$20.00 ea.
TS10 Test Set, NEW

OFF

WE HAVE ALL TYPES
WITH CORDS AND
CABLES, OR WITH-

WE HAVE OVER

00
00
00
00

$150.00

CONNECTORS
AMPHENOLS

PLUGS
CLAMPS
CANNONS

25,000 Pieces in FT. 241 Holders
New @ $.10 each

Thicknesses
4000 pounds

TUBES
1

CRYSTALS

t/3"-3/16"-1/4"-5/16"

electronic materials.

Cy.

3400

2.50

We pay cash in advance.
What do you have to sell?

We have a quantity inventory on our shelves consisting of
Receivers and Transmitters -Handsets
-Headsets-Microphones etc. etc. All are ready for IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

This is only a partial listing.

Coils-Relays-Condensers-Transfoomers-Radio

159 CARLTON AVE,. BROOKLYN 5,N.Y.
ELECTRONICS
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CONDENSE

SILVER MICA CONDENSERS
7. 24. 26, 33, 60, 80. 75, 05. 100. 120, 160,

200. 270, 300. 330. 390. 400. 450, 600. 760,
1000, 1400, 1460. 1700, dt 2500 'maid

mfd.-1500

1

GE #26F537 -G2

mfd.-600

16
Dual

v

Three term, bal. mtg. channel type.
Dims. 33/4" x 31/,' x 2'. Two 5 mfd.
sections rated 400 V at 72 deg. "C".
1800 V test.
Meets commercial specs.
for 600 V. operation up to 40 dogs. C".
Ideal for filter or power factor application. Repeat sales prove this rugged
high quality condenser to be of outstanding value. Carton of 24. Weight
42 lbs.
Large qua. available..
$.89

$1.75

mfd oil filled cond, hermetically
sealed and packed. Tobe type PT -SC -11
measuring 334"x2%"x2%". Stud mntg.
centers 2'. Plugs into standard four
prong socket.

.25

mfd.-600
'.2' with

l'i

1

8

Mid Volts
.006-.005.01

10 KV

.012
.02

25KV
201011

.025-.025-

50KV
8000

.03
.08
.Ó{

15 KV

2.5KV
]1(17

.1

9ÓÓO0V

.1
.1
.1

8000V
7500V
7600V
10KV
10KV

.1
.1

12 KV

.1-.1

.16+16
.2
.35
.25
.25
.25
.28
.8

.6

.5
.5

.6-.1

.8-.5

7500V
8/100V

10KV
2000V
3000V
6000V
18 KV

20KV
60KV

2000V
10KV
1500V
2000 V
2500V
3000V
4000V
2000V
600V
25KV
400V
500 V

1000V
1500V
2000V

"500V
3000V
6000V
8000V
7000V
10KV
16 KV
20KV

$ 53

v

4.75
22.50
17.90
55.00
3.95
15.95
2.98
15.95
.59
.49
1.39
1.89
1.75
3.50
9.50
12.95
14.95
16.95
3.50
1.95

10.95
17.95
1.35
2.05
1.75
15.95
19.95
85.00
1.45

14.95
1.20
1.85
2.20
2.39
3.15
.90
.69
55.50
.45
.59
1.35

1.95
2.50
3.50

5.25
8.98
12.00

P.U.R.
P.U.R.
P.U.R.

mfd.-400

600 v

8 mfd.

25KV
600V

1

2

BOOV

85.00

.59-.79
TLAD.85

2
2

1000V
85
1000 VTLA 1.29
1.79
1600V
2200V
2.80
3.95
2500V
soonV
14.95
4000V
7.95

2

BOnOV

2
1

2
2

19.95
12.6KV P.U.R.
600V
1.25
3
.59
600V
8
4000V P.U.R.
8-3
160V
.35
3-3-3 400V
1.05
3.75
1000V
1.59
4
1.25
600V
4
1000V
1.95
4
2.65
1500V
4
4.85
2000V
4
7.95
3000V
4
4000V P.U.R.
4
5000V P.U.R.
4-4-4 000V
2.40
1.75
5
330VAC
1.75
5
600V
1.99
5
1000
5
2.98
1500V
1.75
6
330VAC
1.85
6
600V
2.49
6
1000V
3.65
6
1500V
6
2000V
3.95
7
1300V
1.45
1.90
7
800V

BATHTUB CONDS.
Mfd
.01-.01
.02-.02
.04-,04
.05
.05-.05
.08-.08

2

2-2

2.49

1000V

,

1.35
500V
600V 1.49-2.25
3.50
600VAC
3.25
100V
4.65
1500V
7.25
2000V
1.75
600V
2.75
600V
4.51
1000V
6.25
1500
6000V P.U.R.
4.95
1000V
3.25
600V
5.35
1000V
9.25
2000
.69
25V

-8
t0
10
10
10
12

16
15
15
17

WANTED

Condensers of all types in any
quantity. Also other standard
components. Top prices.

3x.1
.2

.25
.26

Volts
600
600
000

600
600
600
600
1000
1200
400
600
1000
600
1000

300
400

Price

Mfd

Volts

.25
.25

5.25
.25
.25
.20

600
1000
400
400
600
1000
800
200
300
400
600
400
600
100

,3

.5

.25
.25
.39
.42
.45
.29
.39
.51
.40
.21

.5

.5

2e.5
1
1
1
1

Se.

1

.19

15

.30

®

Mfd
.000024
.00003
.000047

.41
.48
.15
.37
.47
.52
.59
.25
.30
.45
.59
.60
.91
.40

10athtub,

CHANNEL CONDS.
Mfd
.025

Wvdc

2x..0505

600
500
600
2500
400
600
400
1000
400V
600V
600

2,1
2,1
3z.t
3,1

.25
25
-z.25

600

1000

Price
1.19
.22
.30
.28
.32

Mfd

Wvdc

1.5-.1

400'
500'

.4

1.25

600

000
600

2x.6

.34
.40
.40
.52
.34
.39
.48

1

.5-.1

'

000
400
51111

00

600

1

.0015
.002
.002
0024

Price
.30
.211
.33
.49
.59
.39
.50
.58
.58
.63

.0025
.005
.01
.01
.01

02

-03

.05

Wvdc
400
600
300
600

2000
400
400V
200V

Price

Mid

Wvdc

.09

.15
.19
.14
.15
.07

Price

BPBT-N.O.
SPST.N,O.
BPST-N.O.
SP DT

.49
.59
Serew 1.55
Screw .69
Berme .59
serer .59
Berew
Berew

09

.7S

.39
.96
.69
.65

8.89
2.35
3.55
2.25

6 A

25 KW 3 phase 60 cy. Hill diesel,
G.E. gen. Complete with control
panel & starting batteries. Ready

for immediate operation. Guaranteed. P.U.R.

25 W. POWER RHEOS.

Ohms Shaft
1.3-1.3
IS

1/8S
1/2
1/2

25

1/2
1/2

1/8S
1/2
1/2

5307.5

50-50
75
100
125

150

Price

5.98
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69

1.25
.69
.69
.69
.69
.89
.69

1/2

1/2

175
185

t/2

Ohms

200
225
225
300
350
375
500
2500

Shaft
1/2

Price

.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
.69
2
1.20
5000
1/241/09 1.20
100 ohm Lose of too

1/488
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/40

s 54

MAGNATRON
2J39

-

26c
@

.S9

DIESEL GEN.

.42
5.95
.55
.65
.79
.24
.43
.29
.45
.40
.69

Sc
6c

115 V,

$8.95

TRANSTAT-

1 phase, 100 amps., Kva.
115, Range 0-115 V. Amertran
3r29145. Specially priced.

$3.50

MONMOUTH RADIO LARO1)ATO1i1ES
BOX 159
Long

Branch 6-5192 OAKIIFILST, N. J.

434 PATTERSON ROAD

COMPLETE STOCK

Types in stock: AF, AN, AP, ARC, BN, BNC,
C, CLT, CN, CUF, D, DPB, DPD, E, F, FK,
FM, FT, FW, GK, HN, 10H, IK, JJ, JK, LC,
LF, LK, LN, M, MC, N, NK, P, PJ, PL, PM,
PYE, RF, RFK, RGK, RNK, RTC, RWK, S, SF,
SK, SKL, SO, U, UG, UHF, WK, XL, ZA.

HAROLD H. POWELL CO.
LOcust 7-5285

New TS9 handsets with switch in

handle
$ 7.00 Each
New TS 15 & TS 13 handsets
$10.50 Each
New TS9 receiver & transmitter
elements
$ 1.25 Each
New WECO F1W handsets W/cord
& PL47 plug
$ 7.00 Each
RE8

field telephones reconditioned

& tested

inverter

INPUT 110V.

D.C. OUTPUT 110V, A.C.

Upright desk telephones (For ex-

DAYTON 9, OHIO

CONNECTORS IS
OUR BUSINESS

TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT & PARTS

New ATR

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES

TUBES

All receiving and special purpose types.
Real values that will save you 10 to 70%
Call or write today for special price list.
State type& quantity for additional discount.

.

METROPOLITAN SUPPLY CORP.
1133 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y. - CH 3-1105

X-RAY

$20.00 Each
$35.00 Each

tensions, intercoms, etc.)
$ 2.95 Each
Telephone Ringer boxes with induction coil, bell, capacitor
$ 1.00 Each
New WECO T30Q throat mike
2 for $1.50
Operator head & chest sets reconditioned HS19
$ 4.00 Each
Sound power field telephones like
new tested
$25.00 Each
New SW 141 W/cords & PL68 plug $ 2.00 Each
New

WECO

F1

HAI receivers

Transmitters

&

New RAYTHEON Rectifilters Cat
1044 Inp. 125 A.C. Output 24

$

1.50 Each

V.D.C. 1.0 Amps
$40.00 each
WECO switchboards training with
60 jacks & 26 cords with PL47
$25.00 Each
plugs
Terms: Check with order F.O.B. Brooklyn 5, N. Y.

All types for industrial and experimental
application.
ents.

Tubes, cables and compon-

MEDICAL SALVAGE CO., INC.

217

450

Plump,
Plunger
Button

r.29

Berme
Berew

CHOKES & FIL. TRANS

110e
e

-

Philadelphia 3, Pa.

2500
2500
2500
600

5 to
750 mmid
1000 to 1500 mmld
2000 to 5100 mmfd
6000 to 8000 mmfd
9100to 10000 mmfd

AN/APR-4 LABORATORY RECEIVERS

2104 Market St.

1200
6000

1200
600
1200
600
.01
1200
1.01
15KV
Quoted)
015
2500
5
0125
6000 Qua9e
1.02
000
.271
.02
600
.39
.02
1200
.85
.02
2000
1.25
.03
600
.49
.033
600
.59

Complete with all five Tuning Units, covering the range 38 to
4,000 Mc.; wideband discone and other antennas, wavetraps,
mobile accessories, 100 page technical manual, etc. Versatile,
accurate, compact-the aristocrat of lab receivers In this
range. Write for data sheet and quotations.
We have a large variety of other hard -to-get equipment, Including microwave, aircraft, communications, radar; and laboratory electronics of all kinds. Quality standards maintained.
Get our quotations!
We will buy any Electronic Material at top prices. SCHOOLS
unload your dusty surplus for cash or credit.

WORLD'S MOST

Wvdc

.01

Special Mica Kit -100

SPOT-N.C.
BPBT-N.C.
SPST-N.C.
SPOT -N.O.

5 Hen.
165 ma
125 ma
5-25 Hen. 200 ma
115 v. Prim 6 3 v. Sec.

PRICE SCHEDULE

Price

SPST.N.C.At

MC2711

Plunger
Plunger
0003-REI1
Plunger

M -WZ -R913

150. 185 200 230 240 250 300 350 390 400
470, 500. 510, 600. 650. 700. 750. 1000. 1200. 1250.
1400. 1500, 2000, 2200, 2400, 3000.
37110,
3900, 4000. 4700, 5000, 5100. 6000. 3300,
6500.
7900. 7950. 7960, 8000, 9100 k 10.000 6200.
M51fd.

.19
400V
.17
.1
600V
.20
.25
600V
.18
.5
.19
600V
Quas. of 100, 10% disc.
1000V

.0025
.003
.0035
.004
.0043
.0045
.005
.006
.006

MICA CONDENSERS

fop 'l'erme.

.05
.14 .1

5.10

Mfd

.19

$6.50

50 Hen.

5, 6, 8. 10, 15, 25. 30. 34, 39, 50. 70. 75. 100, 140,

METAL TUBULAR OIL CONDS.
Mfd

100

$1.69

Price

.75
.21
2500
.29
1200
.21
3000
.75
600
.22
1200
.32
3000
.85
5000
1.95
5000
1.95
15KV Quote
1200
.35
5000
2.05
2500
.35
600
.23
1200
.32
2500
.48
4500
1.45
8000
3.95
5000
2.25
1200
.40
2500
.50
5000
2.35

.00005
.00008
.00009
.0001
.0001
.0001
.0001
.00018
.0002
.00025
.00025
.00027
.001
.001
.001
.001
.001

Ki0t

B

Weds
2500
2000
2500

@

Screw
Solder
Roller
Bolder
Roller
SPDT
8erew
MU -SW (15A 125V) Lever DPST-N.O. Bolder

TRANS. MICA CONDS.

Price

Mica Kit-100

MICRO SWITCHES
irculteBerme
Pin

YZ3RDT
YZ-2Y8T
YP3
BZRL2
BZ3RW2T

H. x 2" Dia. Bkt.

41/2"

9c

14c
166

WZR-31
1VZ-2Y8T
WZRQ-41
Pioneer
BPST-30,13.
YZR-31 T -Actuator -LH SPOT -N.0.
YZ7RDTC Plunger
SPOT -N.O.

$ 21

Di,

S.

Ñ'ZR Sir
WZR 31-M

$ 85
10% Disc.
Case com-

v

CI163B1AE504 KK 416 31CT
10%, 500 25% -New.

bokts.

Price

Special

Lots of 100 10% Disc.

.5

o

100
800 mmfd
to 1700 mmid
2500 mmid
1000

New JAN -C-25 Capacitors CP 53 - 54 - 55 - 61 - 63 - 65 - 67 - 69
& CP7O. Quotations upon request.
GUARANTEED-OIL CONDENSER SPECIALS -GUARANTEED
1-1 mfd.-600 v
$1.05
OVER 15,000 SOLD
3 ST. Bathtub. Lots of 100
Same
Tyne but with 2 Terms.
10 mfd.-600 v
$ 98
mon. 8.70

170.

800

E.

23rd St.,

New

York

Murray Hill 4.4267

10,

N.

Y.

EASTERN TELEPHONE COMPANY
323 VANDERBILT AVENUE
BROOKLYN 5, N. Y.
MA 2 - 3753

May,

1953-

ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

WHEN YOU ORDER

DIRECTRON SELENIUM RECTIFIERS

304 -TH Power Triodes. Sealed Elmar Cartons $7.75
fully guaranteed (8.75 on 304 -TL)

CARTER GENEMOTORS
orig. Carter Cartons 6V
inp. 590V. M 150 MA out. $25.00
6V. lop, 600 V. @ 170 MA
out.
$28.00
Complete Dynamotor Supplies
Built to Specs. Write.
In

COMPONENTS...
Full -Wave Bridge Types

F

WHAT

YOU GET

fi IMMEDIATE

From

M'facturer

WELLS
HERES

Buy Direct

revs
(Con-

18/14

36/28

54/42

Volts

130/100
Volts

1 Amp:
2 Amps.

$1.35
2.20

$2.15
3.60

4.25

7.95

$3.70
5.40
6.00
12.95
13.50
20.00
25.50
39.00
45.00

$7.50
10.50
13.00
25.25
33.00
40.00
45.00
79.50
90.00

Umuous)

Volts

235 Amps.
4 Amps.

n

Volts

D FINEST QUALITY OF FAMOUS BRANDS
© GENERALLY LOWER PRICES
O RETURN PRIVILEGE FOR FULL
CREDIT IF NOT SUITED TO YOUR

REQUIREMENTS

Trimm. Model 100 "Featherweight" Headsets &
Band. New. in orig. mfr.'s carton 4.000 ohm....54.95

Amps.
4.75
9.00
6.75
12.75
12 Amps.
8.50
16.25
20 Amps.
13.25
25.50
24 Amps.
16.25
32.50
30 Amps.
20.00
38.50
36 Amps.
25.00
48.50
.....
We can manufacture other Selenium Rectifiers, Selenium Rectifiers Supplies, XFMRS., & Chokes
PRINew Selenium Rectifier Transformers
6

10 Amps.

DELIVERY FROM STOCK
(in any quantity)

Western Electric 3fa' Steel deluxe Comm', Ores
Panels -103¢" x 19". Brand new
$1.00 eaeh

115 V.. 60 cycles in.
4 Amps
SEC: 9, 12, 18, 24, and 36
12 Amps
volts
24 Amps
L
Continuous Ratings
50 Amps
New Selenium Rectifier Chokes
s Amps. -.07 Hy. -.6 ohm
12 Amps. -.01 Hy. -.1 ohm
24 Amps. -.004 Hy. -.025 ohm

Bliley -Type SMCI00-

Crystal Standards

New-100 KC and 1,000 KC MOUNTED BAR $8.50
New 2 piece tube cartons -Holds 100 GT Tvpe
Tubes. Box up your Bulk Tubes
354 ea.

Ceramic 3" Pedestal Insulator W/Steel MTG. Base
204 ea.
Mallory 12 Volt Vibrapack-NEW-300 V @10
MA W/Mallory vibrator. Only
$8.95 each

$8.75
16.75
35.75
S9.75

Western Electric Filter Chokes. Brand New. Hermetically sealed. 8 by M 300 ma. -75 ohms D.C.
resistance 13 KV Test Ins. Only
56.0f

$7.95

$14.95
$29.95

_IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII_

The valuable service Wells provides to
the industry is being used by many of
our greatest manufacturers as a matter
of course.
Our vast stock (the world's largest)
may contain just the components you
need to fill urgent orders
at a substantial savings in time and cost.

FILTER CAPACITORS
Capacity

-

ANTENNAS, Insulators, Mast SecBINDING POSTS
CABLE
BLOWERS

'ADEL CLAMPS

tions

ASSEMBLIES

CHOKES

COILS

CONDENSERS

Oil Filled, Bathtub, Hearing Aid, Transmitting Micas,
Silver Micas, Ceramic, Variable, Trimmer
CRYS-

FILTERS
TALS
FUSES 8 MOUNTINGS
GENERATORS
GROUND RODS
HEADSETS
I.E.
COILS
JACKS
JACK BOXES
KEYS, Telegraph
KNOBS
LAMPS
LORD MOUNTS
LUGS
MOTORS & BRUSHES
PLUGS
RECTIFIERS Selenium, Copper Oxide, Meter, Diode
RESISTORS -All
Types
SELSYNS
SOCKETS
SWITCHES
Aircraft, Micro, Switchettes, Toggle
TIMERS
TUBING -Flexible
TUNING SHAFTS
TRANSFORMERS

All Types

VIBRATORS

D

WALKIE TALKIES

YNAMOTORS
OVER 100,000
NEW DYNAMOTORS

--

-

PE 86
DM 53A
PE 101C
DM 32A
PE 94, etc.
DM 33A r-.D 301
Large quantities of brushes for all

types of dynamotors and motors.

Write

for quotations. Advise
your requirements.

us

Ea.

50 V.

.98

1000 MFD.

12 V.

.50

3000 MFD.

20 V.

2.25

5000 MFD.

50 V.

3.75

us

A complete Signal Corps stock number lis
ing of items in our stock. Write for listing
No. 5G-200. (For government agencies and

contractors only.)
Manufacturers and distributors -write for
new Condenser Catalog C-10 now available.

Write, Wire, Phone Your Requirements
all phones: SEeley

8-4143

F3

WESTERN ELECTRIC HANDSET

SELENIUM POWER SUPPLY

C

to 12VDC/2 Amp. Variable DC supply, uneased
and completely built-inpt. 115v/60 cy
$10.95
0

KW.

POWER TRIODE
16 VOLT FILAMENT
(TAPPED AT 11V.). 220 V. PRI12

PARTIAL

1.00

ÓÁ4G

OD3/VRI50 1.00
.88
1A7GT

.80

IB3GT

.80
8.00
12.50
.60
.90
2.50
17.50
2.25
3.49

1B23
1B27
1L4
1LA6
1N21B

IN2Ir

1N23A
1N23B

ÌÑ44/400B 1.21
2043(GE) 1395

3.95
5.50
1.25
2.50
1.95
6.50
29.95
2332
25.25
2J34
40.00
2339
2348
24.25
27.00
2K25
2K45
110.00
.50
2X2
2X2 -A
1.40
3A4
.59
3AP1
. 9.00
3B28
7.50
3829
9.95
3BP1
5.75
3BP11
9.50
3C23 (GE).. 9.50
3C24/24G... 1.35
3C27
7.50
3C33
9.00
3D6/1299
.50
3E29/82913 8.95
3Q5GT/G'
.99
3S4
.80
2C51

2C52
2D21
2E24
2E30
2J22

4X150A. . ..25.00
22.00
4-125A
4-250A
32.00
5D21 (WE) 14.75
5R4GY
1.25
5IT4G
.55
5V4G
.95
6ÁB7
.98
6AC7
.77
6AF4
1.50
6AG5
.70
6AG7
1.25
6AH6
1.00
6AJ5
1.30
6AKS
.65
6AKS-W . .
.90
6AK6
.98
6AL5
.50
6ANS
2.25
6ASS
.70
6AT6
.60
6AU6
.59
6AV6
.49

SEALED IN PLASTIC

62
o
o

3
3 50

.

59
70
49
1 19
1 20
1 95

80

61.7

6N7 Mtl
6Q7GT

80
80

6S7 Mtl
6S137

79

S7

68H7GT(Syq
6,SI.7GT..
6SN7GT
6V6GT

69

62
60
5

6W4GT...

55

Wherever feasible, most
tubes listed are tested for
your protection on Mutual - Conductance TubeTesters
We of f e r a certified
Tube -Testing service for
Exporters, etc.
Please let us know your
tube problems
6B8

6BE6
6BG6-G.
6BH6

.

.

6BQ6GT....
6BZ7
6C4
6CB6

6CD6-G.
6F6 -M
6F8 -G
6G6-G
6H6

.70
.55
1.35

6W6GT...

1 20

787

60

1.35
.45
.55

1.60

.69
.85
.85
.70

6Y6-G

6X5GT
7A7

7A8
7C5
7C6

7C30
7F7
7GP7
7H7

,

ORIG. MFR'S CAR TON
JAN APPROVED
ONLY $25.00

BRAND NEW 1953
PRODUCTION.

TUBES

6J5GT
6J6
6J7
6K4 (Sylv.)
6K4A
6K6GT
6K7 Mtl
6L5 -G
61,6-G
61,6 GA
6L6 Mtl.

C

4X150A-EIMAC

XFMR.
MARY -COMBINATION -ALL NEW.
WRITE FOR DETAILS
$105.00
L ST NG OF

W.E. Push -to -Talk F3 Hand sets -Brand new
with 4 Cond. Coiled cords. Model F-3-EW-3
$9.75 ea.
W -built-in Switch.
$9.50 ea.
20 or more

iiII11111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111IIII11IIIIIITc

7C30 WITH

1N45/40C 1.39
,55
1N48 (GE)
1N54 (Syl.), .77

IN STOCK!

-

W. Voltage

MFD.

50

.85
.88
.54
.69
.85
.69
.69
.69
85.00
.69
4.95
.72

AND DIODES
IN STOCK

12A6
12AT7
12AU7
12AV6

12AX7

12BA6..
12BD6
1213E6

12BH7
123A7

I2SFS

12SG7
12SH7
12837
12SK7
12SL7

125N7GT..
125Q7GT..

12SR7
14F7
25AV5
2511Q6GT..

25L6GT...

,
.

17.00
53 250TH
75 FG-271/
55.00
5551
62
3.00
49 274A & B
79 275-A (WE) 3.00
7.75
57 304-TH
8.75
75 304 -TL
57 314-A (WE) 5.45
115 311-A (WE) 6.50
75 328-A (WE) 5.00
70 359-A (WE). 4.00
.85
80 371-B
63 373-A (WE) 4.00
69 374-A (WE). 3.50
2.50
(WE).
79 387A
65 403-B (WE). 7.50
70 407-A (WET. 5.00
63 408-A (WE). 2.75
60 464A/2C43 7.95
80
40.00
1 25 700-D
5.00
1 00 707-A
9.95
65 707-B

STANDARD BRANDS
VACUUM CAPACITORS
50 MMF. @

.67
1.50
.49
.49

35T(Elmac) 3.00
35Z5GT

866-A(Hyt.) 1.55
3.95
872-A
.35
955
E16.
.50
50
NE48
.75
1613
1.50
1614
.70
1616
1622(6L6M) 1.95
1625
.35
1626
.18
.70

1631
1632

.7
1.35
1.00
2051
5514 (Hyt.) 4.50
5516 (flyt.) 4.50
5528/C6L 12.00
2050 (RCA)

3.95

5608-A
5634
5637
5638
5646 (Syl)
5654
5663
5686

4.50
3.00
3.00
8.25
1.75
-80

,
.

5838
CK-5886
5800 (Viet.)

715-A
717-A
725-A
803
805
807

.49 811
.65 811-A
.50 812
.55 812-A
50L6GT
1.00
101F(WE)
816
17.00
FG -105
1.00 829-B
117Z6
F -123A
6.50 832-A
.75 537
211 (GE)

861

5751

Stock Up at
Only $9.95 Each
28D7
35B5
35C5

86

CK-5703
C K-5744..

20,000 Volts

25Z6

2.95
3.95
15.00

838

42

SOCS

.

5.00
.88
5.50
3.95
3.25
1.59
2.90
3.50
2.70
3.50
1.25
12.95
8.50
1.45

5803

5814
5844
5910

(Viet

3.00
2.00
2.25
3.50
3.00
3.00
6.50
2.75
2.95
3.00

.75

3.50
.98
1.20
.85
9002
1.45
9003
.. .35
904
.30
9006
AX9903. _17.75
.17.75
3.00
SD -917A.
3.00
SN 980D
5995
8020
9001

.

WRITE ON TYPES NOT LISTED

FOB -NYC -25% Deposit with order-or
full remittance to save COD charges -Rated
All merchandise
Firms (D.&B.) Net 10 days

Terms:
send

guaranteed.

833

W.

CHICAGO

ELECTRONICS

AVE.,

-May,

DEPT.

1953

-

CABLE: BARRYLECT. N. Y.
Phone: REctor 2-2562

136

EL [TROIII[S [ORP.
LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORI(

6.

N.

Y.

SL, CHICAGO 22, ILL.

451

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

COAXIAL CABLES:
Coaxial Cable: 1-100 Ft. 90 per ft.:
ft., 83¢0 per ft.; 500 ft. or
RG -8/U 100-500
more. 80 per ft.
RG-34/Ucoaxiai

Cable:

71

ohm -125 ft. $15.00

ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
MAST BASES-INSULATED:

-(As illustrated

at left) 1'
heavy coil spring, 2" Insulator.
Overall
length:
11-34',
Weight:
2-3 lbs.
Price
$3.95
BASE-Insulated type with
MP.S-33
heavy coil spring and 5" dia. insulator.
Requires 2" hole for mounting. Weightt:
MP -132 BASE

DC SMALL MOTORS
RPM. 40 lb.
Torque Motor Size: 5-34' z
4-1/32' a 3-5/16'. Shaft Size:
21/32" x 5/16'. Also operates
Philco No.
VAC,
15
25
27.5 VDC-6000 RPM. 1 5 oz.
in. Shaft Size: 1-W x 'k".
Motor Size: 2-34" v 1-3Y. No.

1

Motor Size: 5" x 3". G. E. No. 5 BN3811A10..$8.95
VDC-1/35 HP-2200 RPM. Shaft Size: 1-34'
Motor Size: 4-34" a 3-55'. Electrolux 9o.

28.5

8.

1

+.

$5.

78

,1

MAST SECTIONS For ABOVE BASES

Tubular steel. copper coated painted, in 3 ft. sections, scow -in type. MS -53 can be used to make
any length with MS -52-51-50-49 for taper. Any section
504 Eeach
Larger Diameter Section: 31S-54
$1.25
AN -1048 Antenna -100-156 MC. -Steel
3.95
AN -104B Antenna -100-156 MC. -Copper
3.00
AN -117 Whip Steel -6 Ft. Length
1.50
AN -109A Whip Steel -5 Ft. w/Base
1.50

TELEPHONE WIRE -3 Conductor, copper and steel. 525 feet

$4.73

RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS:

BLOWERS

600 W.

-

$8.95

DUAL BLOWER-Same as RN -520 above, except
has blower assembly in each side of motor. Order

No. 1C880

$13.95

COMPACT TYPE -108 CFM. motor built Inside
squirrel case.4-34" Intake: 3-34" x 3" Dis. Complete
size: 4-14" W. x 9-ÿ6" H x 8-34" D. Order No.
2C067
$14.50
FLANGE TYPE-140 CF5I, 3-34' Intake: 2-34" Dis.
Complete size: 8-34' W x 7-44" H x 6-3" D. Order
No. I CRO7
$13.95
FLANGE TWIN -275 CFM, 4-34" Intake: 3-34" x 3'
Dis. Complete size: 11-s/i" W a 9-94' H a 8-1/16'
No. 2C069

$21.95

5

t

Also avauame in

CCL-211014,

Generator

-

;

.j

VDC-1% HP -1750
Direct Drive
Price: $89.50

115

2J1G1 CONTROL TRANSFORMER
WITH CAPS.
57.5 VOLT; 400 CYCLE.

NEW; 55.95 Ea.

-30

HEAVY DUTY

BATTERY CHARGING RESISTOR
PANEL

VDC-6.67 ohms 30 Amps. Max. Switching
High -Low & Off. Charging rate: 6-2 Volt Cells:
High 30 A.: Low 15 A.-12.2 Volt Cells: 25.8 HIigh;
Low 12.7-15.2 Volt Cells; High 23.7; Low 11.6.
Complete with Cable. Panel size: 21" x 22' z 10".
Mfg. by Ward Leonard -NEW
Price: $29.95

ADDRESS DEPT

12

ings -gives
24 V. 4 A

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
See.

$39.50

8

$7.95

10 Amp. heavy Duty
Conrely.
Silver n
eavl ly be reeasily
tacts
stocked and changed
OFF
CENTER
to stilt your needs. Now momentary
but can be changed by user to stay either aide.
Brand New.
Assorted Micro Snitches. Acro Switches, $1
5 for
NP -Switches

Amp.

-

o0

DID YOU

CA

25% Deposit en C.O.D. Orders

-)-

-

Plugs-Shock Mounts-Cord Sets -PE-206
A inverters
APN-9 TRANSFORMERS (Power, Pulse,

I.F.) etc.
MARINE RADIOTELEPHONES -SPARE parts
kits for 75 Watt ET 8012 (TCP-2) telephones mfq by RMCA
Some TEST equipment -Heavy Duty Knife
Switches
MOTORS
GENERATORS
CONVERTORS -for Marine and Special

Purpose

-

-

-

-

WRITE OR WIRE YOUR REQUIREMENTS
ALL INQUIRIES ANSWERED PROMPTLY.

5

uI

452

c

IS AMP.

Met »

h%eaunghouse Elapsed Time Meters

Te

stunt«
$15.50

ALL PRICES F.O.B. N. Y.

1923

HARNESS

(not shown)
Contains: s

lengths:
4 Wire Cable -Over a feet

EST.
1923

New York 7, N. Y.

64 Dey St.
Cable-over

Wire
feet
110V Line Cord

11
4

BLAN

EST.

SECOND WIRE

WIRE -5 WIRE
CABLE PLUS 110V
LINE CORD
Contains tire following

-

le -over

VreCords-over

4

feet

*

CARRIER EQUIPMENT

ALLIED PLATE TRIGGER RELAY

*

Western Electric CF- IA 4 -channel carrier telephone
terminals.
EE -101-A 2 -channel 1000/20 cycle carrier ringers.
CFD-B 4 -channel carrier pilot regulated telephone
terminals complete with four channels 1000/20

WIRT SENSITIVITY CONTROL No. 807

(above 3 types of wire are
colored
heavy duty and
coded)

*

Coil resistance D.C. 3000 ± 1097i
Pull In
Drop Out -2.5 to 1.0
-5.0 to 5.5 MA
MA
Contacts tested with 115V 25 Watt
load
2

sizes

*

3000 ohms and 800 ohm,

silver

plated

IRC CONTROLS
Wire wound
175

ELECTRO CRAFT CO.
Milton Ave.
Dorchester, Mass.
Telephone TAlbot 5-3410

M91TEA11 L

t4s5KITt«c4'''--°,1
0
.

'3LIMA, OHIO?

*4

11

`.

9.1414110o?.

OO
row,'

UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICES!

LORANS-APN-9, APN-4 (A or B Type
LORAN SPARE PARTS-including -instruction manuals -CU -92 Antenna Couplers

!VEX WIS$ cols

$5.95

/f=

New or Reconditioned-Complete

Sa

7

$5.95
$1.50
51.95
$5.95

Volt % Amp.
Volt 1 Amp
24 Volt 6 Amp
6-24 or 30 Volts
24

4.30

Mossman Lever
Switch $2.50

569.511

4

24

3.95

RPM

$15.00

1

VOLT DC OUTPUT:
Input:

A. Wind12 V. 8 A. or

V.

FAIR RADIO SALES
FOR SALE

RPM

60

$2.90
3.90
3.15

One of each

VOLT CT.25A-10,000 V. Ins. OPEN FRAME

6' z 5' x 4-34"

Sec. Two

All Prices Are F.O.B. Lima. Ohio

E

RPM

1

A

iii VIII

TRANSFORMERS -100V. 60 Cycle Pri.
5

115

RPM

3

3.6 RPM
i

115/200 V. Three Phase 400 Cycle

SELSYN

2

SELENIUM RECTIFIER UNITS
TYPE 143 w/Transformer & VR 100 Amp
TYPE 3FS15 w/Trans.. VII, & Blower -200
Amp.

hr. at $5.90

Genuine TELECHRON Motors

VDC, 9.3 Amp.

27

1

REDMOND Powerful 5' Blower or
Ventilator 115 volts AC 60 cycles 18
Laboratory.
For Kitchen
Heat or Cold or Chemlcals...97.50

etc.

type

RPM.

$4.90

cial PRICE
min.. 30 min.,

15

watts.

MOTOR-GENERATOR

AIRCRAFT CONTROL CABLE-3/32"-7 x 7
Strand. Weatherproofed. Galvanized, Preformed.
920 Ib. test. Ideal for Television Guying and
many other uses. Prices: 41/20 per Ft. -1000 Ft.
or mare at 4t Der Ft.

HOUR SWITCH

Pointers moves) hack to zero
after time elapses. Ideal (or
shutting off radios and TV
seta when you go to bed.
Limited supply at this spe-

.l

t

y

DYNAMOTOR and BLOWER: 9 Volts DC input: output 450 volts 60 MA. 4500 RI'M. At 6 Volts DC input: output 260 Volts 65 MA. 3000 RPM
$4.95
Input
Output
Stock No. Price
14 V. DC
600 V. 300 MA.
BD -36
59.95
12 V. DC
220 V. 70 MA.
6.95
12 or 24 V. DC
440 V. 200 MA. &
220 V. 100 MA.
D-104
14.95
14 V. DC
375 V. 150 MA
DM -375
8.95
14.V. DC
330 V. 135 MA.
DM -330
7.95
14 V. DC
500 V 500 MA.
PE -59
14.95
ALSO -PE-73; PE -86; DM -53; i3ivs-33; 5055; DM -416;

Navy

volts to 230 volts
115 volts to 57 volts
115

a`.

$59.50

UPE -101,

volts

230 volts to 115

MARKTIME

$59.50

RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER AM-33/ART
Freq. Range 35 to 105 MC. Band width 3.5 ± 0.5
MC. Used to Increase power output AN/ARQ-8 to
150 Watts. Input 80 or 115 V. AC 400 to 2600 Cycle

DYNAMOTORS

60 cycle BLOWER
approx. 100 CFM
Dis. 214" intake; 2" outlet.
Quiet
running Motor size:
234"x314". NEW
not Gov'(

No. 1C039

Step -UP
or
Step -Down
434 lbs
S2.85

ment

600 W.

Volt
(pictured).

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER

RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER AM-t4/APT
to Increase output Transmitting EquipAN/APT-1. Input 80 or 115 V. AC 400 to
2600 Cycle 600 W
$59.50
RADIO FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER AM-18/APT
140 to 210 MC.; Power Output 110 W. ® .5 Amps.
Used to amplify output Radar Trans. T-28/APT-1;
Power Input SO or 115 V. AC 400 to 2600 cycle
100 W. Used

115

D.

Timer

HAYDON SYNCHRONOUS
TIMING MOTOR
'r' .:.
$2.60
110 v, 60 cycle 30 liPM
$2.35
110 v. 60 cycle 1/10 RPM
$2.85
RPM
;
110 v. 60 cycle
$2.00
110 v. 60 cycle I RPM
$1.65
220 v. 60 cycle 2 RPM

$6.95

27VDC-1/10 11P-3500 RPM. Shaft Size: 44" a W.
Motor Size: 4' a 3-W, Air Assoc. No. EE -763
$6.95
yse x
80 VDC-1/50 HP-3000 RPM. Shaft Size:
x
16

Minutes

$' "jK

441008

5069-267

24

Seconds to

A hand wound electric TIMING SWITCH
Pointer moves back to ZERO and shuts off
RADIO -TV -Electric Mixer -Photographic
Devices -Time Delay etc. Furnished
with Calibration Chart and Pointer
25
Knob. Biggest bargain we ever had.

MOTOR -3.7

9

OOrrder

10

24 VDC REVERSIBLE

4

peaters.

-channel

2

Watts

olun and 2000 ohm

trol -11(,"

Shaft
long
Diameter of Con-

availably in 2 sizes
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
it Flexible Leads
2 Dole Mount
6.5I
-110V-1.2 Amps.
Larne Quantities of the Above Merchandise
Available to Manufacturers -Industrials -Etc.
Send request for Sample on Company

MANUEL KLEIN COMPANY

pilot regulated telephone re-

12 -channel
terminals.
FMC
or 2 channels carrier telephone terminals,
automatic regulation. duplex signaling each
channel. Carrier frequencies above 35 KC. Ideal
for adding channels above type "C".

C42 -A V.

Letterhead

94

cycle ringing.

CFD-B

F. telegraph in from 2- to

1

Complete engineering
offered.

and

installation

services

RAILWAY COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Raytown, Missouri
Telephone: FLeming 2121

Chambers St. New Yo' -it 7. N. Y. Rector 2.6460

May,
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POWER RHEOSTATS

ms

.1
.5
.5
.5

4.89

150

1.98
2.34
4.89
2.34
2.34
3.86
6.93
3.86
6.41
1.86
2.10
3.86
4.63
1.86

10
10
12
12
15

25
50
150
50
50
100
300
100
225
25
50
100
150
25
50
75
25
75
225
50
25
50
100
25
50
25

15

75

3.25

15
20

100
50
50
25

3.60
2.10

1
2
2

2
3
3

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
7

7.5
7.5
8

10

22

25
50

25

ohms

ohms

50

50

60

25
25
50
75

75

75
75
80

2.10

50

100
100

25
50
100
25
50
25
25
25

100
125
150
175
185

200

1.86
1.86
2.10
3.25
2.10
1.86
2.10
3.60
1.86
2.10
1.86
1.86
1.86
3.60
4.63
2.10
1.86
2.10
2.10
3.25
3.60
1.86
3.60
4.63
1.86
4.63

2.10
3.25
1.86
3.25
6.41
2.10
1.86
2.10
3.60
1.86
2.10
1.86

200
200
225
250
250
300
300
300
350
350
350
370
378

100
150
50
25

400

25

1.86

400

75

500

25

500

50
75

3.25
1.86
2.13
3.25

2.10

1.86
1.86

50
50
75

100
25
100
150
25
150

500

0

S
500
500

100
150

3.60
4.63

300 6.93
1.86
750 25
750 150 4.90
2.10
1000 25
2.22
1000 50
1200 225 6.41
1200 300 6.93
2.22
1250 50
1250 ISO 4.90
2.10
1500 25
50
1500
!'2.22
1600

s0

2.22

1800
2000
2000
2250
2500
2500
2500
3000
3000
5000
5000
7500

150
25
50
150
50

5.15
2.10
2.22
5.15

100
ISO

'2.22

25
100
25
SO

50

3.71
5.15
2.22
3.71
2.22
2.34
2.34
4.40

0000 Sñ0
37500

10000

10

4.75

15000 25

2.75

20000 150

6.98

RADIO SHACK'S 30TH ANNIVERSARY
TUBE PRICES ARE WAY, WAY DOWN!
083/VR90

á

0C3/VR105
0D3/VR150
1A3
A5GT

1

1832/532A
11421

11422
11423

1'427
1827
104
114

.59
.59
.95

2.A3
2AP1

2622
5 C33/RX233

:C40

_E22
2J21
2J21A
2.122

2J27
2.150

2J55
2X2

2X2A

/I

3A4
3B7/1291
3824
3C23

m:wich:9

3C24/24G

OUR NEW ADDRESS

2.50
9.95
17.50
2.95
1.00
1.19
1.19
1.65
2.75

1E22
1624
1627

2J34

Specify Type Shaft Required -Ye" SS or Knob Type
(Special Prices to Quantity Users)

3DP1
3EP1

Now Occupies the
Entire 7 -Story
Building Located at

17 WARREN ST.
(opp. City Hall Park)

N. Y. CITY 7, N. Y.
SAME PHONE NUMBERS

WO

rth 4-0865-0866

3JP12
4B22/EL5B
4B25/EL6CF
4.136

4J37
5BP1

5021
5FP7
5JP2

TYPE "J -J1"

TYPE

"JJ"

$2.95

$1.25

ohms
ohms ohms ohms
500-500.1
40001 80Kí
150
600-6001
500t 100K1
2001
6500t 125K 1500-1500
2008

ohms

13014-130K

l

()

(0'

chuff.

s.a vdriver

(t)lt.,1),

800K -800K -800K0

3meg-3meg-lmegt

slotted shaft.

typen.

(t) Knob type

BARGAIN CATALOG
Now Available

MICA CAPACITORS
(of every description)

ELECTRONICS

-

May, 1953

1.50

7C4/1203A
7E5/1201

.55

7E6
10Y

1.30
.85
.89
.52
.69
.55
.79
.79
.75
.65
.48
.35

12A6
12C8
12J5GT
125E7
12SJ7GT
14H7
1417
15R

23D4
30
45

2.50
.69
10.50

53A
71A
100TH
112A
211
227A
274B
304TH
304TL

.49
1.25

4.50
2.95

350A
359A
3718
388A
394A

4.50
3.50
3.95
10.50
6.50
6.50
145.00
145.00
4.69
19.95
1.65
19.50

.75
.74
.74
.59
.63
.97
.79
.79
.75
.89

450TH
4507L

464A
531

532A/1B32
705A
706AB
706AY-GY
707A

13.95
19.50
6.25
1.85
2.95
2.95
4.25
44.50
44.50
8.95
14.50
2.95
2.95
19.50
27.50
9.95

721A
723AB
724A
724B

725A
726A

FG27A
FG90
GL316A
GL434A
GL446A
GL605
ML -531
QK59

.85

801

803
804
805
807
810
811

813
814
815
816
826

8308
832
832A
838
866A
872A
884
902P1
954
957
1616
1619
1624
1625
1629

1655/65C7
1846
2051

8005
8020
9001
9002
9003
9004

9006
CE22
CK501X

CK1089
EL58/41322
ELC5B
ELC6A
ELC6F

3.95
10.50
3.95
1.65
10.95
2.85
8.95
2.79
3.40
1.45
1.39
2.95
7.95
9.50
3.50
1.10
3.65
1.50
5.50
.45
.45
1.95
.75
1.45
1.65
1.25
.97
95.00

0560
0561

QK72
RK25

Order No.

VALUES!

BLOWERS!

$9.95

No. RE -4162.

SOLA CONSTANT

RE -370

WRITE TODAY
FOR FREE
8 -PAGE FLYER
OF OFF -PRICE

TRANSTAT

Pri. 103-126 V; Sec. 115/
1/60 í@ 250 VA. Order

2.10
22.50
75.00
65.00

.95

5.85
2.50
1.35
1.00
1.49
1.00
.75
1.00
1.00
1.00
6.50
6.50
6.50
6.50

DELCO DUAL

REGULATOR

1.95
2.75
.99
.99
.85

RK72/CRP72
RX233A/2C33
VR90
VR105
VR150
VT127A
WL417A
WL653B
ZP653

AMERTRANVOLTAGE

2.95
6.50
4.95
2.50
22.50
2.50
49.95
14.50
65.00
65.00
65.00
65.00
3.69

EL302.5/3B21

2.45
22.50
2.95
3.95
8.50
14.95

Brand New Delco dual
blowers. 2800 rpm, 120
cfm. 115/1/60. Ship wt.
11 lbs.' Order No. RE 5403.

BELOW COST!

'14"

Westinghouse 115V 400 CYCLE BLOWER.
ONLY $5.50.
Order No. RE -4166. Type FL

...

Reg. $56.00

$19.95

RADIO SHACK

TRANSFORMER
For 190.260V in-

CORPORATION

put. Output 115V
AC@1.7a+_1%.
Order No. RE -

167 Washington St., Boston 8, Mass.

4195.

1150K-150Kt

100K-200Kt
2000-2000t 250K-250Kt
90001 150Kt
3001
2000-50K 300K-30Kt
400.1 10K t 165Kt
35014-35014
2200-25Kí
500.1 112Kí 250K
15K t 300Kt 500-35Kt 2meg-2megt
600t
25K-10Kt sw 25K-25KT
650.1 2014 t 400K
:25K t 3meg 2000-20Kt 10K-10K't
7501
hmeBgg-Imegt
1000* 3014 t lmegt 25K-10Kt
5K-5141
14000 5014 t 2meg't 7K-lmegí
150.1 60K 3meg 300K -5Kí 400K-4001
500K-500Kt
25K-400Kt
200'1' 75Kt
meg-500Kí 50K -50Kí
Type JJJ" 54.95
75014 -750K -750Kí
20K -200K-20141
45K-2714-2.514 ash
70014 -700K -700Kí

1.50

6SC7
6SH7GT
6SH7

VOLTAGE
TYPE "J"
POTENTIOMETERS

1.15

657

.62

3D6/1299

.95

6AC7
6AG7
6AJ5
6AJ6
6B6G
6C6
6C8G
6H6

7.50
2.95
.... 2.75
17.50
2.75
7.95
8.50
9.50
14.95
29.95
69.50
84.50
.89
1.65
.85
.62
4.95
9.95
1.95
3.50

3FP7
3GP1

ALEXANDER
MOGULL COMPANY

.99
.99
.85
.78
.62

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICS
ARC -1's, ART -13's, RTA 1B's, BC348's
AND COMPONENT PARTS FOR ABOVE
WRITE OR CALL FOR BULLETIN

MERRICK ELECTRONICS
JAMAICA, N. Y.

166-08 DOUGLAS AVE.
RE 9-5960

453

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
FOR THE BEST

TELEMARINE

IN ELECTRONICS!
PARTIAL LISTING
OF OUTSTANDING
SURPLUS COMMUNICATIONS EQPT.

COMMUNICATIONS CO.

FROM STOCK

3040 W. 21ST STREET

B'KLYN 24, NEW YORK
PHONE: ESPLANADE 2-4300
CABLE: TELEMARINE, N. Y.

MARINE

TCS X'mttr-Receivers for Ship or Shore.
TBS. HF 500W. Transmitter with MG,
Starter, and Spares.
APN-4 Loran Eqpt. R-9A/APN-4 Receivers
and 1D -6A & 6B Indicators, with tubes,
crystal, etc. Reconditioned to like -new.
WRITE FOR PRICES.
GO-9 100/125 W. IF/HF Ship or Aircraft
Transmitter, Al and A2 Emission. All
New with Spares.
150 -AY Mackay IF Ship X'mttrs.
8707 RMCA Ship Radio Compass.

EXTRA!
PE-104 POWER SUPPLIES for Receiver
of SCR -284, NEW, with Spare Vibrator,
Export-Packed. Large Quantity Available. WRITE FOR PRICES.

MISCELLANEOUS

ATD Aircraft Transmitters. GO AV. Al &
A3. 1.6 to 9.05 MC. NEW.
DZ -2 Direction Finders.
GP -7 Aircraft Transmitters.
ZB -3 II.AS Eqpt.
SCR -283 Rcvg. & X'mttng Eqpt. Complete.
RT-3/ARN-1 Altimeter.
RADIOSONDES AN/AMQ-1A to D. New.
PE -75U Gas Engine Generators, NEW.

w/Spares
T-21/GRC-9 Sound Ranging Microphones
for locating Artillery Fire
NAA Underwater Beacon Equipment
BD-57-B Switchboards, telephone
YY-2 Tape Reels
HS -23, 33 Headphones
AN-CRT -1A Sonobuoys

IMMEDIATELY
AVAILABLE

GROUND, SHIP & AIR

COMMUNICATIONS

RECEIVERS
BC-969-T1 Receivers 15 to 150 KC
BC -974-T2 Receivers 100 KC to 20.0 MC
RAH Navy low and Int. Freq. Receivers
RBS Navy low & HF Receivers
BC -224 1.5 to 18.0 MC, similar to BC -848
BC -312, 342 1.5 to 18.0 MC Receivers
BC -1066-A 155-200 MC Receivers

SPECIAL

General Electric GL -7C29 Triode Tubes,
NEW, orginal cartons, Forced air-cooled.
500 Watts plate dissipation. Used in
FM and VHF Transmitters.
GUARANTEED
$72.50 EACH

TEST EQUIPMENT
Price each

TS-143/CP34-1 Synchroscope
TS-48AP Echo Box
BC -1236 Signal Generator, 15-40

$185.00

30.00
&

90-230 MC.
250.00
BC -221 Freq. Meter & Signal Gen-

erator

LM-7 Freq. Meter
w/AC Supply

110.00

&

Sig. Generator

CRY -60028 Frequency Meter, 236 to
256 MC.

I -148-A Test Set

TDQ VHF 100-156 MC 50W. AM X'mttr
for 110 V. 50/60 C. AC.
BC -797 VHF 110-126 MC, 50W. AM Output
for 110 V. 50/60 C. AC.
SCR-284 Ground Portable AM, Trans-Rcvg.

Eqpt. for Field Communications.
VHF, 4 -Channel, 100-156 MC
Trans-Rcvg. Eqpt. for Plane or Ground
Communications.
SCR -511, Walky-Talky, 3-6 MC, Crystal
Controlled Trans-Rcvg. with Plug -In
Units for Freq. Changing.
SCR -522

100.00
100.00

Write

I -222A Signal Generator
Write
LU-3 Radar Test Equipment (Freq
Meter & Test Oscillator) 465-475 &
488.5-498.5 MC.
Write
CRO-3A GE 3" Oscilloscope
60.00
160-B RCA 5" Oscilloscope
80.00
804-B General Radio VHF Signal
Generator 8 to 330 MC
350.00
814-A General Radio Amplifier
45.00
78-E Sig. Generator, Measurements
Corp. (No Calib. chart)
55.00
TN-17/APR-4 Tuning Unit for APR -4 125.00

96-200A, 2KW Wilcox X'mttr. 125-525 KC,
3 Cabinets: RF Unit, 60-A Modulator, 36-A

Rectifier; Al, A2 and A3 Emission.
KW GE FM RF Amplifiers, Type BF -2-A,
88-108 MC with separate Power Supply.
NEW UNITS! Excellent for Increasing
power of FM & Television stations.
Write for Prices and descriptive data.
250 & 500 WATT SOUND SYSTEMS for
Airports,Shipyards, Amusement Parks,
Civilian Defense, Etc. Write for Prices
and Literature.
10

FOR SALE!

39 UNITS BC957A RADAR INDICATOR
UNUSED

[LECTRO'IC
EXPEDITERS
SUPPLYING

-

-

THE NEEDS OF INDUSTRY
GOVERNMENT
FOREIGN
PURCHASING
COMMISSIONS

WITH

COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT, RECEIVING

AND TRANSMITTING
TUBES, ELECTRIC WIRE
AND CABLE

Manufactured for the
U. S. Army Signal Corps
by Western Electric. Units
contain a 5" scope tube in
addition to 33 various elec-

tronics tubes. Dimensions:
171/4"x35"x 101/4" deep.

AIRCRAFT ELECTRONICSIDEAL FOR
RADAR LAB USE!
Available for inspection

WRITE-WIRE-PHONE

INSTRUMENTSHYDRAULICS
PROMPT ATTENTION
GIVEN TO ALL INQUIRIES
Rated-Dun & Bradstreet

COMMERCIAL SURPLUS SALES CO.
4101 Curtis Avenue, Baltimore 26, Maryland
Telephone Curtis 3300

454

Dept. WW, 225 N. Wabash A
Chicago 1, Illinois
ANdover 3-0841
Cable Address: "ELEXPEDITE"
TWXCG1510

May, 1953

-

ELECTRON

;EARCHLIGH

ECTION

COMING
in June, the Annual
BUYERS GUIDE
Issue
the only one of its kind-containing
information that will keep design engineers and purchasing agents coming
back time and time again throughout
the months to come.

RELAYS

It is

And these men will find as complete a
listing of dealers in surplus new and
used electronic components and equipment as exists anywhere. Many of these
dealers are already planning to be
represented with outstanding advertisements.

Our stock of more than a
million relays in over a
thousand different types
is the world's largest.
Don't delay your production for want of large or
small quantities of relays
of any type.
Telephone, wire or write
for quotations.

-

-

Make sure that your advertising appears
in the GUIDE
appears where it will
keep selling for you month after month.
For further information contact your district representative or write the

-

°IY.
CIRC.t A1Of

NEW AND MORE
COMPREHENSIVE

Searchlight Section

1953
RELAY SALES
CATALOG

..

e7,4,

f9Sa

CR,yv

NOW READY

ELECTRONICS
330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Be sure to send

for your copy

Telophon

SEeley 8-4146
833 W. CHICAGO AVE.
DEPT.

ELEC1

May, 1953

4, CHICAGO 22, ILL.

459

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
0A2

002

OC3
OD3
1AE4
151.
1628.

1824
1826

1937
1P23

1Z2

2C22.
2C26
2C26A
2ß34

2C40.

2CSl( W.E.)..
2021
2E25

.
.

.

2J21A
2J26
2227
2131

2/12

2234
2140
2261

2J61A.
2K22
2K23
2K25
211.28

X

2X24

.90
1.00
1.00
1.25
.75
.50
2.00
9.00
2.00
15.00
2.75
3.75
.25
.25
.40
.60
10.00
5.75
1.3S
5.00
6.50
15.00
15.00
22.50
25.00
25.00
35.00
35.00
45.00
45.00
35.00
27.50
27.50
1.50

3B4

.

JAN TUBES

1.75

4 50

19+31

3820W
3627.
3628.

7.50
3.75
5.75
3B29
12.50
3BP1
4.75
3C24/24G.... 1.25
3CPI
1.75
3CPI/S1
1.50
3023
4.50
3DP1
3.75
3E29
14.50
3EP1
4.50
3Q4.........
.50
4624
4.50
51321.
15.00
5.129
11.50
6-4
.50
6-4B
.75
6A1S
1.35
6AKSWE.. ..
1.50
6AK5W
1.50
6A K6
.75
GALS
.60
6AQS
.50
6AQ6
.75
6AR6
2.75
6AMP-Tungar 4.00
6H6
.75
6H6G
.75
6H6WGT....
1.50
626
1.00
.

.

61.6G

1.60

6N7
65C7
6SF5..
6SG7W
6517
6SJ7Y
6SL7

.75
.85
.75
3.75
.75
.85
.75
.75
.75
.85
.75
1.75
95.00
.35
1.00
.60
.60
.75
.75
.75
27.50
6.00
5.00
1.00
75.00
4.50
4.50
7.90
15.00
7.50

6567

6V6GT
6V6GTY
6X5GT
7AG7
7C24
10Y
12AU7

12JSGT
12K8Y
125L7

12567

125R7

21525

25T..........

26A7GT
101L WE.....
201-C
203Z

2274
202A

208C.........
286A.

304TL
307A.
310A
313C.
316A.
327A
371A.
394A
412A WE

4174.........
4466
450TL

7.30
4.50
5.75
2.75
1.25
4.25
.75
3.50
1.25
15.00
3.50

085
836
837
843

2.25
25.00
3.00

1625
1616
1630
1632
1633
2050

959.

1616.....

35.00

471A

700-A/B/C...
702A.
704A
707A.
708A

.75

7.50
4.50
4.50
1.25
35.00
3.75
35.00
.35
3.75
2.50
1.26
7.50
.75
12.00

715-A

717A.
718CY
724A

728ÁY-GY...
801A
802

805..........
807
607W
826

8298

ROSE PRODUCTS

102 WARREN STREET

861
866A.
872A5
874
954
955

5552/FG235A
Size -C
5643
5654
5656
5670
5686
5687
3002
5703
5726
5744

5763
5787
5829
6035
6095
6096

17.50
3.50
1.25
.35
20.00
1.25
3.00
.90
.25
.35
2.50
.85

HY3IZ.
HY114B.
HY615
KC4
KC4-3

1.50
4.50
1.75
50.00

Write
Write

14Y21A

6097....
Write
6099
Write
6100.... .... Write
6101.... .... Write
6113.... .... Write
7050
8005
8020
9001
9003
9006

.35

.35
.85
.70
.70
1.25

AB1SO

CE2
CE2A
CE2B
CE2C
CE2T
CE25

75.00
7.50
2.00
15.00
4.00
3.75
4.00
3.00
1.50
1.75
1.35

CE25C/927...
ELC1A
ELC1B

ELC56

ELC6A

ELC6J
ELC6C

F057..
FG97

GL691

COMPANY

LVR
QK317
QK11TA
RK34
RK47
81(60
RK73
RX212.

Write

6.75
1.25
1.25
1.35
.35
12.50
1.50
3.50
3.50
2.50
1.50
1.25
2.50
8.50
3.25
2.50
3.50
7.50
14.50
17.50
22.50
1.75

2.50
.50
.26
47.50
35.00
1.75
3.50
50.00
65.00
.75
4.50
1.75
1.25
15.00
7.50

....

50828A
VS1

12.50

VT31
V U508
WL481
WL902A
WL670A

50.00
1.50
1.00
3.00
7.50
12.50
28.50
10.00
3.75
4.75
1.25

26120

4X150A
45X674
5AP1
SHPT
5R4GY
5SP7.
7BP7
7HP4
9LP7

Write
7.50
7.50
4.50

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

REctor 2-8078-9

h1AD/a Surplus Buys

SPECIAL VALUES!

CRYSTALS

WRITE FOR PRICES

in FT 241-A Holders- _"
Pin SPC. Marked 54th OR
72nd Harmonic MC Freq.
Listed below by fundamental

Prompt ANSWERS

.

APR4 with tuning
units
APS3 components
BC1306
PE237
BC433G
TS51

MG153
TN16, TN17, TN18,
TN19
BC1033
APS13
ARN7
SCR269F&G
SCR619
TS 100/AP

AS38
BC639 with RA52
Rectifier
TS184/APS13
BC611
SCR714 (BC1I37)
Dynamotor DM28

omitted.
500

RTA1B
CRT3
MPIO
MN26Y

1000
200

370
372
374

LP21LM
TS69
TS92
BC1277
BC1287

381

383
384
385
386
387
388
390

MN26C

TS159/TPX
COMBINATION SIGNAL GENERATOR
AND FREQUENCY METER

391

392
393
394
395
396
397
398
400

Freq. range: 150-200 MC., crystal calibrated. Has separate 30MC signal output,
crystal cal: 3 -stage, AF amplifier. Power
measurements by built-in VTVM circuit 0-1
MA. meter as 2 -range voltmeter. Built-in
400 cps. voltage regulated power supply.

171

MC277

170

172

ART-13-U6U

Crystals
Crystals ea.
476
477
479
480

461

462
463
464
465
466
468
469
470
472
473
474
475

436
437
438
440

10

483
484
485
486
487
488
490

512
513
514
515
516
518
519
520
522
523

491

525

492
493
494
495
496
497
498

526
527
529
530
531

533
534
536
537
538
540

501

502
503
504
505
506
507
508

441

442
443

509
511

481

452
453
454
455
456
457
458
459

4165
4240
4280
4310
4330
4335
4350
4370
4440
4445
4540
4635
4710
4880
4980
4995
5035

U1OU

Write for our new 1953 catalog!

KC

$100
EACH

5127.5

6875
6975
7350
7450
7750
7875
7950
8273.3
8350
8450

5205

5285
5435
5485
5587
5660
5730
5852.5
5875
6073.3
6140
6350
6525
6550
6700 11
6825

$100
I

EACH

for 510.00, Postpaid

PLEASE ENCLOSE FULL

AMOUNT WITH ORDER
QUANTITIES AVAILABLE

WRITE FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Shipments FOB warehouse. 20%
orders.
Minimum order S5.00.
residents, add regular sales tax to
tance. Prices subject to change without
on

Deposit

Illinois
remitnotice.

C
BOX

W

ELECTRONICS

Dept. EL, 1712-14

S.

Michigan Ave.

Chicago 16, Ill.
PHONE: HArrlson 7-9374

460

.

.

TELEPHONES

PASADENA 8, CALIF.

$ 2

5.

9

5

Inter -communication handsets, two
wire system. Included Two 3 volt
batteries, 50 ft. of wire and sim-

wiring instructions. Additional
wire
cent per ft. or $25.00 per
mile. Complete list of telephone
parts. handsets, magneto -common
battery-and
dial
telephones,
switchboards, etc. Write:
Telephone Engineering Co., Dept. 14, Simpson, Pa.
ple

I

ISCELLANEOUS business problems
are daily being solved quickly and
easily by the use of the Searchlight
(classified advertising) Section of this
and other McGraw-Hill publications.

kA

1

When you want additional employees,
want to buy or sell used or surplus new
equipment, want additional products to
manufacture, seek additional capital, or
have other business wants
advertise
them in the Searchlight Section for
quick, profitable results

-

American Machinist
Aviation Week
Business Week
Bus Transportation
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Week
Construction Methods &
Equipment
Electrical Construction &
Maintenance
Electrical Merchandising
Electrical World
Electronics
Eng. & Mining Journal
E. & M. J. Markets
Engineering News -Record
Factory Mgt. & Maint
Fleet Owner
Food Engineering
Nucleonics
Power

& H SALES CO.

356 -ME EAST PASADENA STA.

2

R

.

Coal Age

for 58.00, Po tpaid

243 HOLDERS V2" PIN SPACING

FT

.

166

$1.95
$3.95

FOLLOWING CRYSTALS AVAILABLE IN

TS10 TEST UNIT

.

KC

451

431
433
434
435

402
403
404
405
406

Complete with attenuator, indicators and
350 ft. of coaxial cable. Originally cost
$300.00 .. new condition
ONLY $14.95
Plugs
large quantity available
write
for prices!

...

Crystals

444
445
446
447
448
450

429
430

401

$69.95

RM 29 with the TS -13 handset
$14.95 ea.
2 for $27.50
RL -42 Reversible Motor with antenna reel
and clutch, used
$2.95

407
408
409
411
412
413
414
415
416
418
419
420
422
423
424
425
426
427

375
376
377
379
380

IEI9A

New

KC

ea.

(large quantity
available)
BC376
BC638
RA42

to business problems

frequency with fractions

Product Engineering

Textile World
Welding Engineer
Classified Advertising Division

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
330 W. 42nd St., New York City 36, N. Y.

May, 1953
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ELECTRONICS

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
United States
We have one of the largest stocks of special purpose tubes in the order receives
for immediate shipment. We sell tubes only and consequently each
individual attention from tube specialists. We sell only new tubes, standard brands,
either JAN or commercial specifications depending on stocks on hand.

e(
C

PARE OUR

CHECK
COI

STOCKS
partial list of the
'raft equipment sow

The follow
current elm
n our wore

tion.

tr complete Informa inquiries.

Pion

ARN-5 ILS

RC -1

ons. Complete.
sortes, plus AS and BC -733D.

New i
Consis

27A,

Jg alarm.

Modin

.98
1.04
1.25
1.05
.99

0A2
0A3/VR75
0132..
OB3/VR90
0C3'V8105
0D3/VR150
18 22

1E-17 TEST SET
AN/ARN-7 COMPLETE
SCR -269 COMPLETE
AN/ARC-1 VHF EQUIPMENT

BC -611 & BC -721 HANDIE
TALKIES, Plus SPARE PARTS.

Quantity available.

AN/ART-13 EQUIPMENT
T-47A/ART-13 XMTR
T-47/ART-13 XMTR CU-24 ANT. LOAD
1)Y-11 & 12 Dynam't'r
CU -25 ANT. LOAD
0-16 LFO
MT -283 MOUNT
ATC DYNAM'T'R
MT -2M MOUNT

ATC XMTF

SA -22 ANT. LOAD

AN/APG-13A RADAR
Absolutely complete, brand new

TA2J-24
RTA-1B
BC -1016
APA-6 INDICATOR
APA-11 INDICATOR
APA-17 RADAR
HS -33 HEAD SETS,
NEW
MG -149F & H

2.45 C5B.
3.50 5R4GY

1B29

1632
1B36
1856
ELIC
ID8GT
11.4
IN2IB
1N23A
1N238
1N34A
IN38A

C6A

6.95

34.50
2.49

6A KS

688

7BP5

.89

.5917C4
2.7517E5/1201

24G
3OSaec
1.19 RK34
1.19 45 Spec
.89 F081A
.69 RK72
.59 RK73
.30 RK75
.19 REI.5
456 VT90
.59 VT98.
8.95 1100TH
14.95 HY114B
115 VT127

INS4A
IN58A
1T4

2('21/1642
2C22/7193
2024

2C26A
2C34, RK34
2C40
2C43
2C44

2239

29.95

-

29.95

2J40

39.95
39.95
27.50
.89

2261
2J62
2K25
X2

2.49

31122

3C28

3CP1/S1
3/,6/1299

704A

MAY -DV

250TH
250 FL

39.50

958A

49
3.75
.89

1291

.75
.89
.39

12993.95
1294

.95
9.95
6.95
14.95
22.50
1.25
39.95

1608
1616
1619
1625
1626

2.95

1.95
.75
.400

,40

1629

.95
2.95

2.95 1636
4.95 1642
8.95 2051

801A

1.75 17193.
8011
.75

9.95

812

2.70

1.25
6.95
7.95
6.95

.65.35

.95
1.09

E1148
EF50
CK1005

7

800

5.75

307A

.69

956

1.75
1.75

13.95

35

.35

955

39.50

7068Y-GY

1.09
.49

3.95
3.95
2.95

8012..
8013A
8020
8021
9001

4.95
3.90
1.65
2.50
2.90

6.95 803
18.75 805
16.95 807
8.95 808
5.75 811

217C

3.95
.95
4.49

874

1.49 957

705A

707A
708A
710;8011
713A
714AY
715A
715B
715C
7I7A
718BY
1.75 721A
2.951 722A
89.50 724B
1.49 1725A

1.39 316A
4.95 328A
1.49 329A
.39 331A

3024/240

.89

1.25
5.75
16.95
.89
16.95
7.75
.95

.55

3B7/1291

4.75

703A

1.25

285A
286A
304TH
.59 304TL

213G

701A
702A

.59
.33
3.49

211
211(VT4C)

24.95

2.127

1.00

49

49.50

872A

.39 876
22.50 879
4.50 931A
2.49 954

700A

.69

16.95 VT127A
16.95 F128A
24 95 20511

2221
2222
2226

16.95

HY615

.59
1.39

12A6

1.19
1.19

34.50
.75

860

866A0

532A
533..
559

.75

14.95861

44.00 864
16.95 865
16.75
3.50 869BX

531

1.49
5.75
.79
.85
14.95
.59
.59

49 5
.95
1.95
.39
00
75.50

'

4.75

394A

3.75

2.50 I10Y

3.50

388A

3.49 WL417A
3.75 450TH
1.95 530

13.95 15FP7

1B27

3716

24.50

5030/C5B

2 25

1.502.95

9

9002

3.50 9003
11.95 9004
3,75 9005
3.25 9006
3.45 6 Amp Tungar

812A
813GE
814
815

830B
832A

9.50

I

Bulbs

1.75
1.90
.33

2.95

MARITIME INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
11

NEW YORK 4, N. Y.

STATE STREET

FOXCROFT

Cable Address:

Phone: Dlgby 4-3192

APS-2, 3, & 15
Components
AN/ARC-5 VHF
SCR -274 & ARC -5
Command Equipm't
R-4/ARR-2 Receivers
BC -640 VHF XMTR
SCR -510
SCR -522
MG -153

SPARE PARTS
SCR -522

SCR -720
SO -7

AN/ART-13
AN/ARC-1

AN/ARN-7
SCR -269

BC -611

AM, B & C
Antimeter equipment-complete

SCR -718 A,

To insure the finest of service and
quality of merchandise, we have just
recently put into operation our own
reconditioning and function -testing

plant, complete with all facilities.

WANTED

BC -788
ART -13
BC-348 Q & R
TOP DOLLAR PAID

UNITS

EXPORT INQUIRIES INVITED

unusually large stock of Airline
Radar Sets, etc.
Equipment, Test Equipment, complete
informaWrite for our low prices and
tion. We furnish immediate answers to all
Inquiries. Write today!
We carry an

&
V
2033 West Venice

ELECTRONIC
INDUSTRIES
INC.
Blvd. -Dept. E-23

Los Angeles 6, Calfornia

Phone: REpublic

ELECTRONICS

4342/700A

353A
357A

1.95
.59
3.95
2.95

836
837
841
843
846

3.95
4.25
14.95
1.95
1.49

1495 3506...

MG -153

AN/APN-Y
SCR -729 New

CFI

304
4APIO
4828

2.25'5API

1626

C-87 CONTROL BOX

3FP7

.85

1R4'1294

TBS 4 & 5, NEW, COMPLETE

13E29

-

3-1127

COMPASS
Communications Company

393 GREENWICH STREET
NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
CABLE ADDRESS: COMPRADIO, N. Y.
ALL PHONES: BEEKMAN 3-6509

TCS-Collins mfd. Navy radiotele-

phones for shipboard and mobile use,
complete with all accessories for operation from 12, 24, 110, 230 volts
d.c. and 110 or 220 volts a.c.
TDE-Navy or commercial marine
transmitters, complete 110 & 220
volts d.c. and a.c.

high frequency transmitter, 2-20 mcs; 500 watts output. Supplied complete with m/g and starter
for d.c. or a.c. operation.
TBM-same transmitter but with
speech input equipment to give 350
watts phone.
TBL-Navy all -wave transmitter; 350
watts output: CW and phone. Supplied complete with m/g and starter
for d.c. or o.c. operation.
TAJ-Navy intermediate freq. transmitter, 175-550 kcs; 500 watts output. Supplied complete with m/g and
starter for a.c. or d.c. operation.
TBN-200-3,000 kcs, complete with
220/440 volt, 3 ph. 50-60c power
kw.
supply -conservatively rated at
output.
SCR -284-The famous mobile and
ground equipment station for field use,

TBK-Navy

1

AND

TUBES

WE MAINTAIN
OUR OWN FULLY
EQUIPPED TESTING
LABORATORY TO
TEST AND GUARANTEE
ANYTHING WE SELL

complete with all accessories. Range
3.8-5.8 mcs; 20 watts cw, 5 watts
phone.
SCR -510 -Mobile, portable FM radio
station. Operates from 6, 12, or 24
volt dc supply. Frequency range: 20.0
ta 27.9 mcs.

but with
built-in speaker and range of 27.0-

SCR -610 --Same as SCR -510,

38.9 mcs.
SCR -528 -Mobile FM radio station,
operates from 12 or 24 volt dc. Frequency range: 20.0-27.9 mcs.
SCR -628 -Same as SCR -528, but with
ronge: 27.0 to 38.9 mcs.
10 cm. PORTABLE LINK
MAG
RADAR transmitter receivers, 6 -volt

-

operation.
RADAR BEACONS

3 cm.
10 cm.
for shipboard use
3 cm.
10 cm.

AN/CPN-6
AN/CPN-8
YJ and YG

AN/CPN-6
AN/CPN-8

also

AN/APS 2, -APS-3,

-APS-4,

and

-APS-15

SA, SF, SG, SD, SJ, SK, SN, SQ-both
equipment and spare parts

SPECIAL PU RPOSE and TRANSMITTING TYPES
WRITE

FOR OTHER ITEMS & UNLISTED

PRICES
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JAN TUBES
OB3/VR90 ..
OC3/VR10S..
OD3/VRISO.
1829

1N23A......

1N23B
11426

5.95
.95
.85
2.25
2.25
2.95
7.50
.50
.25
7.25

2C21
2C26
2C40 G.E....
2C46 G.E....25.00
2C51 W.E... 5.25
2D21
2E22........ 1.35
1.75
2E26
2.75
2E30
1.75
2.122
6.75
2.126
13.75
2131...
22.50
2.132
22.50
2133
22.50
2.134
22.50
2148..... .22.50
2149
49.50
2K22
35.00

...

.

2K23
2X2/879
344

27 50

.50
.65
.85
4.75

345

3824
3626

... JAN

304TL

7.25
3.50
5.75
3104
5.50
331A
350*........ 6.50
5.75
354D
19.50
393A
7.25
394A ........ 3.50
417* WL.... 7.50
471*
2.50
507AX
1.25
532A
2.50
559
1.25
701A
5.50
703A
5.00
705A
1.65
707A
7.50
7158
5.00
7158
6.50
715C. .. ..17.50
717A
.95
721*
1.75
7254
6.50
726A
12.50
726C
45.50
605
3.50
807
1.25
810
.
307A
309

.

814.........
8298

614.........

954.........

FG17

.....

28137..
357 EI M....
R1472

100TH
VU111

E1

í0A WE

M.

6.00
.45
1.75
3.50
1.85
5.75
.95
6.75
1.75
7.50

1.00
1.75
.45

8013*

3.95
1.25
1.25
.95
1.35
.29
.29

8011

837......... 11.50
1.25

9001
9002
9003
9004

9006........

CATHODE RAY
3AP1

3P1.......
300P1.......

3DP1A
3GP3

SAPI
58P1

SCP1

5LP1
5NP1
78P7
9GP7
9HP7

5 SO

4.75
3.00
5.75
3.75
3.50
4.75
4.00
20.00
4 00

4.95
9.75

12.75

RECEIVING
TYPES

.50
.65
.65
.65

1.L4

1LC6
5.50 1LN4

845

8664
8724

1.20
.25
3.75
.75
3.95
.35
.35

876
923
933/1

955..
957

.45

1LN5.......
1R4

65

114

356

.50
.50
.50
.65
.65

354.........

.50

SRS

155

387

.65 6ÁC7.......
.55 6407
3.00 6C5
.85 6146
2.25 615.........

958/1
1005

1006........
1007.

HY3269

1613........

.85

9S
121A WE.... 2.95 1616........
F123Á
.20
6.25 1619
F127Á
17.50 1622
2.25
VT166/
1624
1.50
3716...... 1.75
65
211/VT4C... .45 1625
212E
9.75 1629
1.25
250TH...... 20.00 1644
.75

........

Rated firms send P.O. Order.

.65
.95
.40
.50
.40
.50

6J7

.75

Ni
6L6

6L60
6L7

66R7

......

1.25
.95
.65
.65

12507

60

12517

.50

F.O.B. N. Y.

ALLIED ELECTRONIC SALES

74 Cortlandt Street
Phone BArclay

WANTED

.95

8020........

2.25

3C24 E1 M... 1.75
3C31/C1B... 3.25
3C45
14.75
3E29
13.75
54121
15.00
6456 WE.... 2.00
C61
6.25

181/
15E

2051........
5726........
7193........

2.5050

3.50 815

6C2í........16.75

TUBES...

New York 7, N. Y.

7-5839-5840

4PDT RELAY

26.5 vde midget,
RELAY 3PDT 24 vdc11250 ohmO Clare Type K. $2.75
RELAY 4PDT 12 vdc 70 ohm midget
1.75
TIME DELAY relay Cramer
117) 17.50
RACK CONNECTOR 15 pin T1/2-1205
Amphennl
5 BAND CONVERTER Navy CG-46ABW #26-151.956
10
Cm.99.50
ISOLATION XFORMER 35 watts 115v
Prim., s
115v or 135v d 6.7. .45A
SELSYN-I PS 115/90 v 400 tap 25422`,'_x3".2.45
11.99
BLOWER MOTOR 400-1800cyc cycles
EAD J3IC. 7.95
SILVER TRIMMER Erie TS2A 115v
1.5-7, 7.45
.36e
LINK O l.ile xmlrs C25UEM 30-40
MC...$59.50
SUBMINIATURE tulle socket 5 pin, 100
for 10.00
POWER XFRMR 760vet 175
a
Q3,6. 3/y 4.4.25
CHOKE 411 70 n ..695. 211 705 ma
oh.396
o)
VARIABLE 3.15 omit
a
Hammer. HI/ IL_0
" shft.69e
PL -144. 90.12.1, PL -68. AN -3106.10s
BIRTCHER CLAMPS 9263, 92613. 90(1C. -2s, n3-111
FUSES: Sag, age, mdl, frn, mikes, switches, j .25c
pots
SPARES for: 13C1296A, MK11 Hadar.
AN/TPN-2
í7'L .(102 Silver Mica CM30. Ask for bulletin.

WANTED

! !

! !

IN ORDER TO SUPPLY GOVERNMENT AND
INDUSTRIAL REQUIREMENTS. WE ARE
PAYING TOP DOLLAR FOR ALL TYPES OF
RADIO AND ELECTRONIC SURPLUS. WE
SPECIALIZE IN TEST EQUIPMENT AND
COMPLETE RADIOS, SUCH AS:

APA, APN, APQ, APR, APS, APT, ARE,
ARC, ARN, ART, ATC, BC, DY, I, 1E, LM,
MG, PE, PU, SCR, TCS, TN, TS, and many
others.
WE ESPECIALLY NEED: APAIO, APN9,
APR4, APS4, ARCI, ARC3, ART13, ATC,
BC221, BC:142, BC348, BC611, BC72I, DY12,
DY17, I100, LM10 to LM18, MG149F, MG149H,

PU14, RS/ARN7, RSA/ARN7, SCR718C,
TCS, TN16, TN17, TN18, TN19, TN54, TS3,
TS13/AP, TS33, TS35, 1545, TS75, TS76,
TSI02, TS147/UP, TS148/UP, TS173, TS174,
TS175, TS250, TS251, TS323, (1CT, 1F, 1G,
5CT, SDG, 5F, 5G, 6DG, 6G 115V. 60 c.p.s.
Selsyns), and all types of Hewlett Packard,
General Radio Co., Measurements Corp..

Boonton Radio, Ferris, Leeds
and other test equipment.

6,

WRITE FOR OUR
LATEST SURPLUS CATALOG

Kirby

1285

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

and ouantity.
W-6205, Electronics
330 W. 42 St.. New York 36. N. Y.

WANTED
Western Electric gray -finished
EQUIPMENT CABINETS

RADIO & ELECTRONIC SURPLUS

13933-9 BRUSH STREET
Detroit 3, Mich. TO 9-3403

19" panels.
7' 0" and 7' 6".
For

Heights

of 2'

6", 3' 6",

W-5956, Electronics
New York 36, N. Y.

330 W. 42 St.,

New "SEARCHLIGHT" Advertisements
received by May 1st will appear in the
June issue, subject to space limitations.
.4das
dreAdrertìsing
copy to the
Ctaoafled
Division

ELECTRONICS
330 W. 42nd Street. New

462

York 36, N. Y.

W-7333, Electronics
New York 36, N. Y.

330 W. 42 St.,

WANTED
AN/TRC-1 Equipments.
T14 Transmitters.
R19 Receivers.
TS32 Test Oscillators.
Any condition or quantity
W-3858, Electronics
330 W. 42nd St.
New York 36, N. Y.

WANTED
Federal type
101B Voice -frequency Ringers
Signal Corps type TA-3/FT.
W-4814, Electronics
830 W. 42 St., New York 36. N. Y.

ART

-

13

/

13

/

$200.00.

ART

-

$150.00.
BC -348
$75.00.

Will buy "ALL"

type T -47A,
type

T-47,

unmodified,

BC -348

WANTED

AT('. DY -12, DT -17,
-I,
ARC -3, ,í1'N-9, APR -4, APR-5,ARC
BC -3 18, BC -312, BC -3-12, Teletype TB TCS.
and
I Test Equipment; l'SAI', SIG CORPS
Supply Catalogs, Manuals.

ALLTRONICS

Box 19, Boston 1, Mass.

Richmond 2-0916

Military communications equipment
Job lots of oil condensers
Pulse transformers
Meters, Relays, Autosyns
Overbrook, Massachusetts

WANTED

BDI10 Telephone Switchboards, BDI00 Telegraph
Switchboards. BD 90 Power Boards, EEI01 V -F
Ringers, BE72 Cabinets, FMI9 Frames, RA43,
REC30, KS5988, RA87, RA37, RA91 Rectifiers,
BD101 Test Boards,
S136 Switchboards.
CFIA, CF3A, CF2B Carrier Equipments. Type
Any
condition

AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULICS

me"-

WANTED

Special Purpose tubes
Control transformers
Selsyns, Synchros
THE OVERBROOK COMPANY

Cincinnati 23, Ohlo

WHOLESALE ONLY

SYcamore 2-4131
RYan 1-6751

Precision test equipment

LAPIROW BROS.

3.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS and EQUIPMENTS
Send your listings together with condition
and best prices today.

ART -13,

PHOTOCON SALES

electronic components, units, wire, etc.
Your Inquiries Invited
Heffner St.

RECEIVERS-(with Marine "1.5 to
and broadcast bands).

requirements.

417 N. Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena 8, California

HP

to 10 kw

PURCHASING AGENTS, ENGINEERS, EXPORTERS, INDUSTRIAL BUYERS. DEALERS,
AND INDIVIDUALS, Please send us your

WE BUY AND SELL
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

1649

5

MARINE GENERATORS -32 or 110 V DC up

Northrup,

.

409 Avenue L. Brooklyn 30, N. Y. Cloverdale 2.2411

etc.

RADIOTELEPHONES-for shipboard use,
up to 100 watts output-such as TCP.
TCO, TAC, ET -8012 etc
MARINE MOTORS -32 or 110 V DC up to

Please state accurte description, condition, and your lowest price. Explain modifications, if any. We pay freight charges.

íl

EMPIRE ELECTRONICS COMPANY

WANTED
LORANS-including APN-9, APN-4, DAS -3.

modified, $55.00.

APN-9, $200.00.

WE BUY

All kinds of surplus electronic
equipment and components.

ELECTRONICRAFT, Inc.
27 Milburn St.
Bronxville 8, N.Y.
BRonxville 2-0044

IF THERE IS

Anything you want
that other readers of this paper can
supply

ORSomething you

ARC -3 complets, $750.00.

don't want

BC312, $65000

that other readers can
tise it in the

R77 Receivers, '400.00.

BC343, $60.00

Ship via Express C.O.D.. subject to inspection to:

H. FINNEGAN
49 Washington Ave.
Little Ferry, N. J.

use,

adver-

Searchlight Section
May, 1953

-

ELECTRONICS

ARCHLIGHT SECTION

FOR THE BEST BUYS IN ELECTRONIC MATERIALS
TOPS IN QUALITY AT DOWN TO EARTH PRICES
Specialists in Sigma and Other Types of Sensitive Relays
TYPES

SLIP RING ASSEMBLY
Emerson Electric -Part

4R
4AH
4F
2000 $6.25 2000 $8.05 2000 $3.95
3000 6.45 3000 6.95 3000 4.96
5000 6.95 5000 6.95 5000 8.95
8000 6.95 8000 7.45 8000 7.45
10000 6.95 10000 7.45 10000 7.45

5R
5F
5RJ
'41F
'41SF
130 $4.95
130 $3.95
8000 $1.75 8000 $1.25 5000 $8.95
5000 5.95 5000 5.45
10000 1.65 10000 1.15
10000 6.45 10000 5.95
10000 units in stock

9.95

INPUT, 180V/225 ma out
INPUT. 350V/150 ma out
12/24 VOLT INPUT, 350V/225 ma out
12/24 VOLT INPUT, 625V/175 ma out
8 VOLT

9.95

8 VOLT

11.95
12.95

ALSO IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
CAPACITORS... OILS, MICAS, CERAMICS ETC.
AUDIO, POWER,
CHOKES -TRANSFORMERS,
SPECIALS. CONNECTORS... WIRE... COILS

HARDWARE TRANSFORMER LAMINA-

TIONS. MU -METAL, 4750 GRADES. IN FACT
.. YOU NAME IT, WE HAVE IT AT SENSIBLE
YOUR INQUIRIES ARE INVITED.
PRICES .

..

-SELSYN-SYNCHROS
5CT-5SCT-5DG
5F & 5G

B

3

24VAC.6rpm

rpm
1 rpm
Signal Generator 1-138A
BC 342-C and BC 348-C, each
V 60 cy
220 V 60 cy
115

1

-%

H.P.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
#5BA5OLJ2A. 4000 RPM. 60v 8.3a armature and 27v -2.3a field,
Price
reversible.
Wt. 9 lbs.
$12.50
NEW

DC SERVO ACTUATOR

ELECTRONIC SPECIALTY SUPPLY CO.
WA 5-8187 NYC 13, N. Y.

-

58 Walker St.

CLOSE-OUT PRICES ! !

$3.50 each
$165.00
$123.00

Bodine Motor Type KC1-22
VAC 18, 6 rpm torque 32-0, new.$12.50
Bodine motor 115 V 1/75 hp, 1800 rpm type
$16.50
NYC -12. New
115

TRANSFORMERS
Power & Filament, Freed -Style D
500 V CT 120MA
Sec. 6, 3V 5 amp
$2.68 each
5 V 3 amp
$1.25
UG Connectors UG 9/U
$6.50
UG 352/U
$15.00
UG 234/U

N32
N34
N40
541
N42
P21

1.19

2.22
.99
1.95

2.99
6.49

SYLV

18.95
.57

SYLV
SYLV
SYLV

6.95
8.95
15.95

27.50

RCA

Q26 GE JAN

2C40 JAN
2D21 RCA
2E24 RCA
2E30 JAN
21(22 JAN

JAN....

2K25/723A/B
W.E. sld/ctns
21(29
21(34

21(35
21(39

7.95
9.95
4.49
24.95
39.95
12.95
58.95
39.95
.75

SPERRY

...

52.95
5.95
.99
3.25

2K46 SPERRY....205.00
59.95
3022 JAN GE
3K22 SPERRY....289.95

31(23 SPERRY....349.50
39.95
5C22 SYLV
14.95
5D21 JAN WE
1.29
5R4-GY RCA
5.75
C6J
614
61(4

JAN...
12817-M JAN
FG -172 GE JAN...

6SU7-GTY
300-B
350-B
394-A
434-A
715-B
715-C
723

W.E
JAN

JAN....
JAN WE....
JAN WE....
GE

A/B W.E. JAN

726-C WE
804 JAN
807 RCA
864 JAN

29.50

1614 RCA
2050 RCA
5654 G.E

18.95
19.95

5670
5687

1.59

215.00

SPERRY....349.50
SPERRY....119.50

JAN..

6L6 -M RCA

JAN...

JAN....

TUNG-SOL ..

CK-5687
CK-5702
5829

-

Type
D44FZ-454-0417. 1 A.P. 5800
RPM, 27v -40a armature and
27v -2.5a field, reversible. Shaft
extends 2W4" in front and r5"
in back. 24' leads. Size 4',4x
$8.75
Wt. 14 lb. Price NEW ONLY

41/2)(10^.

.

$

(.4

EMERSON ELECTRIC

neat mahogany cabinet. 24 tube circuit
Standard coil tuner. Eye
strain free big big picture. Original
list price ...$399.95, our price...$169.95
For Fast, Intelligent, Friendly Service
"CALL ON ESSCO"

624 JAN
B27 JAN
1336 JAN
B38 JAN
B41 JAN
B42 JAN
B60 JAN
B63 -A JAN
N21 JAN
N21 -A JAN
N2I-B JAN
N23 JAN
N23 -A JAN
N23 -B JAN
N26 WE IAN

-

amp and two 100

10

DC MOTOR SPECIALS

All tubes listed below are available in quantity from stock They are new, in original
cartons, and fully guaranteed!

TELECHRON Synchronous

Timing Motor -Type

ten

235 Sq. In. Projection (Schmidt) System manufactured by world famous
North American Philips. Housed in

AI

S

amp at 28 VDC. Adaptable to higher voltages.
Also has swivel plumbing designed to transfer
oxygen at 15 P.S.I. Size 9x6x10". Wt. 10 lbs.
$8.50
l'rice complete NEW

SPECIAL PURPOSE TUBES

$45.00
$49.00

J

turrets or revolving displays. Full 380' rotation up to 15 RPM.
Rating 12 conductors

COIL IMPEDANCES AVAILABLE -SHOWN IN THIS LISTING
` These 2 types suitable for AC operation also.
$1.25
G. E. Miniature, 10000 ohm/2 ma SPNO
$4.45
KURMAN BK -24, 4500 ohm/ 1 ma
1.65
G. E. Miniature, 10000 ohm/2 ma SPNC
4.95
KURMAN BK -35, 10000 ohm'.5 ma
.85
G. E. Compact Unit, 6000 ohm '7 ma 3 PNO
2.95
PHILTROL TYPE, 4PDT 10 amp cont. dual coils
ALLIED Hermetically Sealed, 300 ohm DPDT
4.95
12,
24
VDC
on
6,
operates
BEST TV BUY YOU HAVE EVER SEEN

BRAND NEW DYNAMOTORS

-"lb

(shown with
and without housing).
Used to transfer voltages between stationary
and moving parts as in
ET35300

5.95
2.50
1.75
1.99
.59
24.95

9.95
4.29
3.95
9.95
4.95
14.95
14.95

216904-43.
WHITE-ROGERS
24 volts DC, 1.3 amp. Torque
150 in. -lbs., 3.5 RPM, reversible.
relays
and
lias limit switches
which make possible intermediate stop positions between exstnt (25 to 360'
arc). li
treme
arc). Alsor hased centeringrm snitch.
Allcontrolled by remote switching. 534x65". Wt. 4'/2 lbs.
$9.50
Price NEW ONLY
WHITE-ROGERS-Stic #6904-6. 24 VDC 1.4
amp. Torque 151) in. -lbs., 6 RPM, reversible. No
limit switches. Continuous rotation in either direction controlled by remote witching. 5x4x6". Wt.
$7.50
Price NEW ONLY
4'Vs lbs.
SYNCHRO - DIFFERENTIAL.
Bendix #C78249. 115V 60 cycle.

-

dampener between two
C78248 Synchron. Easily converted
to 3600 RPM motor (instructions
Lises)

ei

included). Size 3 -00x5-W. Price
$5 50
Brand New in original containers

STEP BY STEP MOTOR

Bendix-Typo CAL 14810 (MAL Mod 0). 70 Volts
input. Max. static torque 19.2 and 18.5 oz. -in.
for one and two pair of coils energized respectively.
Max. dynamic torque 8.47 and 4.9 oz. -in. for motor
driven at 100 and 360 RPM respectively. 3x3x45_0".
DC

Wt.

4

lbs.

$8.50

}'rice NEW

HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMERS
#

1

J

KVA. Input 120
cycle. Output: 12.0. 14..1,

1221.-1.8

volts
16.0.

60

17.0,

17.2,

17.8,

18.0 volts

-' at 100 amps. PrI. leads 28" long.
Sir. leads 17" long. Size 7x7x7".
Wt.
Price Brand
205/2
lbs.
NEW
$23.50

54.95

GENERAL

10.95
.99

ELECTRIC.

-

#79G907. 2 KVA Intermittent duty. Input: 100/110/12n
volts 60 cycle. Output 0.8
(eight -tenths) volt at 2,500
amps.
Can be used for
quick -heat applications, snot
welders. testing, etc.
Rizo
5yí a 6sí2 x 5". Wt. 27 lbs.
Price NEW
$12.50

.29
1.74
1.29
1.99
2.75

3.75
2.49
1.99

2.99

.75
SPERRY.... 118.50 9002 JAN
.37
2K42 SPERRY.... 119.95 9004 JAN
.29
21(43 SPERRY.... 124.95 9006 JAN
2K44 SPERRY.... 114.95
write,
if
requireonly
partial,
listing
is
your
Above
ments a ro not listed. Terms: Net 15 days to rated
Bros. All prices subject to change without notice.

as a

21(41

LEONARD GREENE
Electronic Distributors

NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS:

Boston, Mass.

381 Tremont St.

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT SUPPLY CO.
New York City 21
255 East 78th St.

HA 6-4794

TRataloar-9.3776

GLASS TUBING

B -B

PYREX - NONEX - URANIUM

BULBS & CYLINDERS
WRITE FOR FREE MONTHLY LIST

ELECTRONICS

HOUDE SUPPLY COMPANY

JEFFERSONTOWN, KY.
1L4

1LCO

1LH4
1LN5
1N21
1R4
1115

185

.45 1T 1
.65 2X2
.85 3A4
.65 354

.65
.45
.45
.45

6B8
6C21
65..17

6SL7GT

.45 6SN7GT

.45 6V6GT
.50 328A
.45 394A
.75 717A
17.50 CK1005
.50 1619
.50 1626

All tubes tested and guaranteed.
PAY CASH AND SAVE

ELECTRONICS

-May,

1953

PHONE KEYPORT 7-1286

.50
.45
4.00
2.50
.75
.35
.30
.30

M. R.

#1 Box 86X

Keyport, N. J.

PROMPT DELIVERIES ON ALL ORDERS
ALL MERCHANDISE FULLY GUARANTEED
Terms: Prices FOB St. Louis. Cash or 25%
with orders. Balance COD. Rated Concerns
(D&B) Net 10 days cash. Prices subject to
change without notice.

McNEAL ELECTRIC &
EQUIPMENT CO.
St. Louis 8, Mo.

4736 Olive St.

Portable Instruments
Molded Bakelite case 7" x 41/" x 3"
D.C. MICROAMMETERS
5
1,

T-47A/ART-13 Aircraft Transmitters
DY -12 Dynamotors. BC -639 Receivers
SCR -694-C Portable Trans. & Recvrs.
BC -610-E Transmitters. (SCR -499)
ARROW APPLIANCE COMPANY
Box 19, Boston, 1, Mass
TEL: RICHMOND 2-0916

..10..50 microamperes

THERMOCOUPLE MILLIAMMETERS

5..5..10 milliamperes

THERMOCOUPLE VOLTMETERS
5

to 500 volts

Available in multiple range
combinations
Precision Electrical Instrument Co.
146 Grand Street

New York 13, N. Y.

463
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Spectacular Saving Opportunity
HIGH VOLTAGE
CAPACITORS
Cat. I

Mfd.

QLXP30

60
120

18F269

22F985

PFD40244G..
14F1
14F2
19F210
A7548

SKV

2x.25.

. .

2

.

6KV
6KV
6KV

2x1.0.... 7.5KV....

7520

2x1.25.... 7.5KV....
4.S
7.5KV....

26F360
14F338
10020

26F68
T K120065. .
15020
14F17
14F63
14F18
20020
14F64
37485
26F585
XSW200
20005
14F22

10KV....
10KV
12KV....

0.1
1.0

Inerteen

.

Inerteen....

.

.

0.1
.65
25
11

.25
0.5
1.0
.5
.5
5

75

1.0

Inerteen

.

14F112
14F98
14F127
14F126
14F97

.25
001
2

25

.

.

.

15 K V

.

.

.

.

20 K V

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

25KV

.....

025/.025.
025

.

.

.

10

A6734

.

.

.

20KV....
20KV....
25KV....
20KV....
20KV....
20KV
25KV....
25KV ..
25KV....
25KV....
25KV ..

06

nerteen

.

.

ISKV....

.5

.25

14F24
14F88

.

15KV

.

25
25

.

.

12.5 K V.
15 KV

1

25020
1

Price

4KV
4KV
5KV

0.1

TK60020

DIEHL AC CONTROL MOTORS

WVDC
3KV
3KV

2
7
4
7

.

32.5KV...

50KV....
50KV....
50KV ..
50KV....
50KV....
.

.

$65.00
87.50
14.95
42.50
42.50
52.50
37.50
17.50
27.50
27.50
29.95
79.50
9.95
37.50
9.95
19.95
19.50
49.95
49.95
62.50
27.50
27.50
27.50
17.50
27.50
45.00
72.50
57.50
57.50
57.50

FPE25-3 20/20V 60cy 2ph
FPE-25-i1, 75/75V 60cy 2ph 4W
2pole
FPE-25-27, 75-75V 60cy 2ph 4pole
0.9W

27.50
27.50

HEAVY DUTY
COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS
Hammett Model SPS-130. Input
AC: 200/230V 60 cy 3ph 21A. Output DC: 28 volts cr4 130A, Cont.
Duty. Output voltage variable
by means of power tap switch.
Complete with indicating meters

TRANSTATS

50A

$225.00

RELAYS
Auto Elec. R45H, 6500 Ohm, 2MA, SPST
NO
51.45
Auto Elec. R45, 6500 Ohm, 2MA, SPST,
NC, & SPST, NO Slmul
$1.95
Guardian G39327, 6VAC, SPDT & SPSTNO Simul
$1.95
Struthers -Dunn ABDT8, 6VAC, DPST
30A

$2.95

RBM #59B84712. 6VDC,

SPST-NO.

RBM
break

35608-10, 6VDC,' SPST, double
$1.45
Allied B09D29, 6VDC, 3PDT, 15R.
$3.95
G.M. 012700, 6VDC, SPST-NO. 200MA
$1.95
Struthers -Dunn 8XAX100, 18VAC, SPOT

DPDT
52.95
Clare 335EC, 12-24VDC, DPST-NO &
SPST-NC
51.75
G.E. CR2791-B108C20, 12-24VDC, DPOT,
41.75

G.M.

DELCO 5068571 27VDC, 10000RPM. $18.50
DELCO 5068750, 27VDC, 160RPM
(used) ..
12.50
DELCO 5069230, 27VDC, 345RPM
12.50
12.50

GEu á5BA10AJ37B, 27VDC, 250RPM
8oz/ in torque (used)
12.50
GE 05BA10AJ40, 24VDC 140RPM
16.00
15.00

313020, 18-24VDC DPST-NO
&
SPST-NC
$1.75
Leach 1054ARW, 22-30VDC, DPDT &
SPST-NO, 1SA
52.25
Henry /1010 Min. 24VDC, SPST-NC 51.35
Allied B013D3ff, 24VDC, SPST-NO

double break, 1SA
52.35
Allied ES691526, Min. 24VDC, DPDT, 3A
51.35
Allied 457-11272 24VDC, SPDT, 3A 51.65

G.E. CR2791-G110F2, 24VDC, DPDT, SA

$1.95

G.E. 55836, 24VDC, DPST, 6A, Miniature
$1.95

G.M. /13013, 24VDC, SPDT, double break,
I5A

$1.95

G.E. CR2791-0101F3, 24VDC, DPDT, 10A

52.25

Allied 8014035, 24VDC, SPST-NC, double
break, 15A
52.95
G.E. E55837, 24VDC, SPST-NO, double
break, 2A
51.95

BLOWERS
58.95

FASCO MOD 69C, 115VAC 60cy
50CFM
9.95
REDMOND 24VDC 1.35A 4750RPM
100CFM
12.50
REDMOND 115VAC 60cy 85CFM
12.95
WESTINGHOUSE TYPE FL 115V
400cy 6700RPM 50CFM
8.95

Sperry E1A20248, 24VDC, DPST-NO, 2A
51.75
Leach 1222DED, 24VDC SPDT,
SPDT 8A 51.95
G.E. CR2791-B100F3. 24VDC,
15A
$2.25
G.E. #55251, 24VDC, SPST-NO, 6A, Min
$1.75

HEAVY DUTY
TRANSFORMERS

Maloney Mee, dREL10383, Pri: 115/230V
50/60 cy; Sec: 21300 Volts ® 200MA, Oli
Filled, 1634" W, 16"D, 20- WH exc. of ins.

NETWORKS AND
TRANSFORMERS

PULSE

Sprague f7.5 -E4 -16-60-67-P, 7.5KV. $7.95
Sprague á7.5 -E -3-3-200-67-P, 7.5KV 56.75
Sprague 38 -E5-1-1000-50P, 8KV
522.50
Sprague 510 -E3 -0.5-2000-50P
$29.95
Sprague 315-A -1-400-50P
$37.50
Sprague á15 -E4 -0.91-400-50P
$19.95
Fast 515-E5-1.33-700-50P2T
529.50
W. E. .D-163330 Network Assy
$22.50
Raytheon Pulse Trans. Type WX-5137,
Pri: 4KV, 1 Mu. Sec., Sec: 16KV 16A. $9.75
Raytheon Pulse Inversion Trans, Type
UX-8442- 48V
46v
$6.75

$225.00

G.E. Cat. /79G365 Pri: 203.5V; Sec:
6.5VCT ® 250A, 50/60cy, 2.46KVA Wt:
130 lbs. 9 ('x7
x9- %'
539.50
G.E. Cat. /7479972. Pri: 230/208V, 50/60cy;
Sec: 2450/2320/2210V ® 1.162í1.222/1.29A.
2.85KVA
$49.50
G.E. Cat. 37471997. Pri: 215/430V, 50/60cy;
Sec. SVCT ® 30A, 8KV ins
$22.50
G.E. Cat. 37479971. Pri: 230/208V 50/60cy;
Sec:
1365/1300/1235V
0.539/0.555/
L+
era

0.595A. 0.735K VA
529.50
G.E. Cat. /7479965. Pri: 230V 50/60cy,
3ph; Sec: 16.4/8.2V ® 60A 1KVÁ. 527.50

G.E. Cat. #7475695. Pri: 115V 50/60cy;
Sec: 3530/3720/3910V 1.31KVA, rl.5KV ins.

M/1

$47.50

Et (CIRO Siie4e«
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421
421
421

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Offered

421

EQUIPMENT
(Used or Surplus New)
For Sale

435.468

WANTED
Equipment

462

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Admiral Corporation
Aerojet Engineering Corp.
Allied Electronic Sales
Alltronics
Arrow Sales Inc.
Arrow Appliance Co.

428
421
462
462
448
463

Barry Electronics Corp.
Electronics

451

B -B

Bendix Aviation Corp., Bendix Products
Div.
Bendix Aviation Corp., York Div.
Bendix Radio Div. of Bendix Avia. Corp
Blan
Blonder-Tongue Laboratories Inc.
Brooks Inc., B. D.

Capehart Farnsworth Corp.
C & H Sales Co.
Chase Electronics Supply Co.
Chicago Midway Laboratories
Comet Electronics Sales Co
Commercial Surplus Sales Co.
Communications Equipment Co.

Compass Communications Co.
Connector Corp. of America
Convair
Cornell -Aeronautical Laboratory Inc.

RN AVE., BOSTON 13,MASS. CAPITOL

429
431
433
452
429
458

461
458
422

426
427
432

Eastern Telephone Co.
450
Edlie Electronics Inc.
435
Electro -Craft Co.
452
Electro Sales Co., Inc.
464, 465
Electronic Enginering Co. of California.... 434
Electronic Expediters
454
Electronic Specialty Supply Co
463
Electronicraft Inc.
438, 462
Electronics Inc.
466
Empire Electronics Co.
462
Engineering Associates
450

Fair Radio Sales

Finnegan, H.

452
462

General Motors Corp., A.C. Spark Plug
Div.
General Precision Laboratory Inc.
Gibbs Manufacturing & Research Corp..428,
Goodyear Aircraft Corp.
Greene, Leonard
Greenwich Sales Co.

432
434
433
423
463
448

Harjo Sales Co.

7-3456

463

421
443, 460
456
434
457
454
444, 445

Daystrom Inst. Co.
Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.

EAD, 115V 400cy 11OCFM
14.95
WESTINGHOUSE 115VDC 1 75HP
250CFM ..
20.50
AMERICAN 230V 60cy 1,3HP
2000CFM
49.50

-

421, 434
432

Employment Services

52.25

Auto Elec, R45P, 24VAC, SPST-NC &
SPST-NO
$1.95
Auto Elec, R-30, 20-30VDC,/3PST-NO &

10A

PM MINIATURE MOTORS

ALLIANCE 28VDC 35CFM

EMPLOYMENT
Positions Vacant
Selling Opportunities Offered
Positions Wanted
Selling Opportunities Wanted

SA

$1.95

r1

8A

front panel. Self Cooled.
Schematic available. Brand New
Export Packed
$297.50

10oz/in torque
HOLTZER-CABOT 3B3-RBDO808,

This index is published as a convenience
to the readers. Core is taken to make it
accurate but ELECTRONICS assumes no
responsibility for errors or omissions.

.

on

DELCOI 5069600, 27VDC, 250RPM

MAY, 1953

Amertran type 29144, 250VA, 103-126V
Commutator Range, Fixed Windings
115V, 2.17A max
S8.5á
Amertran type TH -2 4B 0-260V Commutator Range, 2.5A, 570VA
517.50
Amertran type TH -10A, 0-130V Commutator Range, 10A 1.3KV max 529.95
Amertran type TH -11B, 0-260V Commutator Range. 11A, 3KVA max
549.95
Amertran typo TH -22A, 0-130V Commutator Range. 2246A, 3KVA max 552.50
Amertran type Voltage Regulator. 0-130V
Commutator Range, 100A, 11.5 KVA
max. May be reconnected for 230V

72.50

99.50
99.50
67.50
42.00
59.50
45.00
67.50
72.50

SEARCHLIGHT

$22.50

Edison Thermal 18480S, 6V AC -DC, SPSTNC
$1.95
Allied FX-31A, 6VDC, SPDT, 2A
$2.25
Allied PDX-86, 6VDC, 4PDT 15A
54.95

24VDC 5000RPM

INDEX

456
430
430
463

Hoffman Laboratories Inc
Horman Laboratories Inc
Houde Supply Co.

May, 1953

-

ELECTRONICS

SEA ^,HLIGnT SECTION
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Sensational Electronic Specials
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ADVERTISERS
MAY, 1953
SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
(Classified Advertising)
H. E. Hilty, Mgr.

Instrument Associates

440

J. S. H. Sales Co.

455

Klein Co., Manuel
Kollsman Instrument Corp.

452
428

Lapirow Bros.
Lectronic Research Laboratories
Liberty Electronics Inc.
Low Electronics

462
436, 437
439
462

Magnavox Company, The
Maritime International Co.
Maritime Switchboard Co.
Maxson Corp., W. L.
McDonnell Aircraft Corp.
McNeal Electric & Equipment Co.
Medical Salvage Co., Inc
Melpar Inc.
Merrick Electronics
Metropolitan Oakland Area
Metropolitan Supply Corp
Microwave Equipment Supply Co.
Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co.
Mogull Co., Inc., Alexander
Monmouth Radio Laboratories
Motorola Inc.

431
461

448
426
434
463
450
432
453
421

450

463

424
453
450
433

Nibur Sales Corp.

459

O'Del Electronics Corp.
O'Shea Employment System
Overbrook Co.

458

Perkins Engineering Corp.

421

Phillips Petroleum Co.
Photocon Sales
Powell Co., Harold
Precision Electrical Instrument Co.

429
462
450
463

Radio Corporation of America
Radio Development & Sales Co.
Radio & Electronics Surplus
Radio Shack Corp.
Radio Surplus Corp.
Railway Communications, Inc
Reisco Corp.
Relay Sales
Reliance Merchandising Co.
Rohm & Hass Co.
Rose Products Co.
R W Electronics

425
458
462
453
442
452
456
459
435
434
460
460

Sandia Corp.
Servo Tek Products Co., Inc.
Soundtronics Lahs
Southwestern Industrial Electronics Co.
Sperry Products Co.
Spivey Co., James S.
Stavid Engineering Inc.
Sylvania Electric, Electronics Div

424

"TAB"

Tallen Co., Inc.
Telemarine Communications Co.
Telephone Enginering Co.

Universal General Corp.
University of Arkansas
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
Varo Mfg. Co., In c.
V & H Radio & Electronics

Wells Sales Inc.
Western Engineers
Weston Laboratories, Inc
Wilcox Electric Co., Inc.
ELECTRONICS

-

May, 1953

421

462

441
458
422
430

458
431

426
467, 468
449
454
460
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FRACTIONAL HP MOTORS

SELSYNS-SYNCHROS
Immediate Delivery -Fully Guaranteed

574.50
1F Synehro Motor 115/90V 60ey
79.95
1CT Control Trans. 90/55V 60er.
1HCT Control Trans. 90/55V 60cy 84.50
84.50
1HG Generator 115/90V 60ey
82.50
1G Generator 115/90V 60er
1N Synehro Motor 115/90V 6lcy... 69.95
17.50
16F Motor 115/90V 400cy
9.50
2J1F1 Generator 115V 400ey
9.50
211G1 Control Trans. 57.5V 400cy
12.50
57.5V
400cy
Gen.
2J1H1 Differential
23101 Differential Motor 57.5V 400cy 12.50
9.50
231F3 Synehro Motor 115V 400cy.
2 ISHA1 GE Generator 115 í105V 60er 50.00
50.00
0.10532 GE Motor 115/90V 60cy..
50.00
2J5J2 GE Generator 115/90V fifty
SD Differential Motor 115/90V 60ey. 50.00
50.00
SDG Differential Gen 90/90V 60er
50.00
60cy
5F Synehro Motor 115/90V
50.00
115/90V 60ey
5G Gen
50.00
5CT Control Trans. 90/55V 60ey
69.50
6CT Control Trans. 90/55V 60cy
69.50
60cy
6DG Differential Gen. 90/90V
57.50
6G Generator 115/90V 60íy
79.95
7G Generator 115/90V 60er
24.55
079248 Transmitter 115V 60ey
4.95
C78249 Differential 115V 60ey
69.50
2JA39BB2 GE Motor 110/55V fifty
19.55
TYPE M Motor 115V 60ey
19.50
TYPE A Generator 115V 60ey
22.50
C69405-2 Transmitter 115V 60ey
19.50
C44968-6 Repeater 115V 60cy
KS59S0L2 Generator 115,í90V 400ey 15.00
29.50
2J5R1 Generator 115/90V 400ey
32.50
5SG Generator 115/90V 400cy
32.50
55F Motor 115/90V 400cy

EAD 331, 115VAC 400ey 1/SOHP
59.95
5000RPM
EAD J31, 115VAC 400cy 1/100 HP .25A
9.95
7200RPM
27VDC
2.4A
1/30HP
DELCO A7155,
9.95
3600RPM
OSTER #D-4-2 24VDC 1/60 HP 1800
9.95
RPM
ELEC. SPEC. TYPE 1A1, 24VDC 15A
22.50
1/4HP 3800RPM
DELCO A7156, 27.5VDC 1/50HP 3000
8.95
RPM
OSTER 4E-6-1, 115VDC .39A 1/50HP
9.95
1725RPM
ELEC. IND. #201, 115VAC 60ey 0.45A
12.50
1/751-IP 1800RPM
JAY ELEC. #145 230VDC Armature
23.75
30V Fields 1/411P 3450RPM
DIEHL/DELCO C78291 /C78889, 115V
4.95
60cy 3ph 1/40HP 2850RPM
OSTER #ES2-1 SERVO, splitdifferen-

tial fields, stalled torque, 11 oz/In

w/.5A arm, cur. & 70MA one field
9.55
5000RPM
OSTER VRS-1B, 6VDC, 1.8A 5000
8.95
RPM
PACKARD, 6VDC, 1 100H 5000RPM 6.95
REDMOND, 6VDC, 1 50HP 5000RPM 8.95
PIONEER K55603 24-28V19C, 0.6A,

1

1/100HP 5000RPM

ALLIANCE 2207, 27.5VDC 1/100HP
4
d7

4

5.50

8.95
7500RPM
LEAR íC004, 24VDC, 1.5A 8W 7500
6.95
RPM
EICOR ML2310-52, 24VDC 0.32A
5,00
1800RPM
5000
UNIVERSAL #523, 115VDC 12A
5.95
RPM

oesivvetkowsiveAAAAAINAMA

AAAAAAAA

Ç GEAR

REDUCTION MOTORS

DYNAMOTORS & INVERTERS

Barber -Colman aBYLC2190, 24VDC,

DM20 Input 14VDC © 3.3A, Output
230VDC H 100MA
DM33A Input 28VDC ® SA, Out
575VDC g 160MA
DM28 Input 28VDC ® 1.23A, Out
70MA
220VDC
ML3412 EICOR, In 6VDC (01 4.5A,
Out 180VDC H SOMA
SS1705 BENDIX, In 13VDC H 3.6A,
Out 47VAC 400ey 370MA
CA2B BENDIX In 26VDC g 2A,
Out 45VAC 400cy 420MA
MA -1 MORRILL, In 120V fifty, Out
35VAC 2ph
DM35 Input 12.5V H 18.7A, Out 625
(. 225MA
1915140 Input 14VDC (0) 3.4A, Out
172V
172MA
5D48BBA GE In 14VDC $ 39A, Out

$14.95
6-1 sec
Emerson Style 161-0212 24VDC, 160
17.50
oz/ ft torque, 100RPISi
White -Rodgers 6905X-46, 24VDC
.65A, 50 in/lbs torque, 1./2RPM
14.50
Reversible
General Industries, 115 VAC 60cy .65A

g

(

58.50
6.50

9.75
15.00
22.50

19.50
14.75
24.50

9.50

17.50
1000V C) 36OMA
DA LELAND In 13.5VDC (d3 29A,
34.50
Out 115VAC 400ey 1.53A 1ph
SP157 PIONEER In 18VDC (} 3.2A,
7.50
Out 450VDC H 60MA

55200 PIONEER, In 28VDC $ 1.6A,
7.50
Out 235VDC ( 90MA
GN -WL -33, In 12VDC H 0.6A, Out
12.50
2.5VAC 375-870ey O.1A
PE94, In 28VDC H 10.5A, Out 300/
12.50
150/14.5VDC H260/10/10MA
B D -AG -83, In 14VDC 4 6.5A, Out
360V (01 150MA
B D -87, In 14VDC $4 6.4A, Out 330
VDC © 150MA

CARTER MAGMOTOR, In 6VDC,

Dut 250VDC

@f

100MA

17.50

CARTER MAGMOTOR, In 6VDC,
24.50
Out 400VDC 4 150MA
PE103A, In 6 or 12VDC (`, 21/11A
Output 500VDC (0)0.15A filtered
39.95
w/cables
CONTINENTAL, In 28VDC, Output
9.50
330VDC O 135MA
D74836,

In 14VDC, Output 425VDC

6,
Input 28VDC, Output 250VDC
(r) 60MA (used)

12.50

2500 V A

89.50

163MA

PE 8

3.50

BD -69, Input 14VDC, Output 220 (3
12.50
80MA
PU7'AP, Input 28VDC 160MA; Output 115V 21.6A 400ey 8000RPM

PU-16/AP, Input 28VDC

(0)

60A;

Output 115V 400cy 6.5A 8000RPM
89.50
750 V A
PE -118, Input 28VDC 100A; Output
115V 400cy 1ph 1500VA 8000RPM

(used)

PE -218, Input 28VDC 100A; Output
115V 400cy 1ph 1500VA 8000RPM
(used)
SAME AS ABOVE only new
PIE -109, Input 13.5VDC 29A; Output
115V 400cy 1ph 1.53A 8000RPM
MG -149F, Input 28VDC; Output
SOOVA $4 115V 400cy 1ph & 250VA
26v 400ey 1ph

15.00

24.50
59.95
59.95
89.95

lA

100 in/lbs torque, 60 strokes

5.95
80RPM
EMC /44594 w/A5 Red., 28VDC .6A
14.95
2600 & 21RPM
EMC 037771 w/A7 Red., 24VDC
17.95
1/50HP 21RPM
[MC #47665 w/Al2 Red., 115VDC
17.95
1/50HP 21RPM
EMC #45799 w/A6 Red., 115/115V,
17.95
.035/.045A 21RPM
EMC 739835 w/A6 Red., 90VDC
17.95
1/50HP 21RPM
EMC #41931 w/A6 Red., 28VDC
17.95
1/50HP 1800 & 28RPM
EMC #57052 w/Al2 Red., 23VDC
17.95
1/ SOHP 21RPM
EMC #4461 w/Al2 Red., 24VDC
14.50
1/100HP 21RPM
EMC #51854 w,/A6 Red., 24VDC
17.95
1/50HP 25RPM
EMC #41418 w, AS Red., 230VDC
17.95
1/50HP 21RPM
EMC #37717 w/A5 Red., 115VAC 60íy
21.50
1/50HP 21RPM
Bodine NSH-12RH, 115VDC .35A
1/50HP 14 in lbs torque 29RPM 18.50
Haydon 1600-83605 Synchronous
3,95
115VAC 60cy 2.5W 1RPM
Haydon 1600 Synchronous 220VAC
3.95
60cy 3.5W 2RPM
Flyer #1623, 115VAC 25-60cy 30W
7.951
78RPM

NANSAAAAAWAAAAAWO
RESOLVERS & AUTOSYNS
ARMA RESOLVER TYPE 1B400,
$47.50
Ord Dwg 715125-1
ARMA INDUCTION POTENTIOMETER TYPE 18400, Ord Dwg

47.50

715690-1

DIEHL RESOLVER TYPE FPE43-1. 29.50
MAGNESYN PIONEER #PR -515051-2320-1A

PIONEER AUTOSYN
PIONEER AUTOSYN
PIONEER AUTOSYN
PI"rNEER AUTOSYN
PI 'NEER AUTOSYN
PIONEER AUTOSYN
PIONEER AUTOSYN

TYPE AY -1
TYPE AY -5.
TYPE AY -14G
TYPE AY -20.
TYPE AY -27.
TYPE AY -54.
TYPE

AY -5901
PIONEER AUTOSYN TYPE
AY -101D
PIONEER AUTOSYN TYPE
AY -130D
PIONEER AUTOSYN TYPE
AY -201-3B

9.50
9.50
6.50
12.50
14.95
24.95
27.50

....

10.00

27.50
27.50

27.59

ONANSAAAAAAAAWAWA
446
430
430
421

432, 434
461
451

457
447
433

J

J

These listings represent only a small portion of our tremendous Electronic Component in ventories. If your requirements are not listed, write and allow us to quote you accordingly.
Prices subject to change without notice. Terms: Rated firms net 10 days, Non -rated 25%
with order balance COD. Prices FOB Boston. Minimum order $10.
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50 EASTERN AVE., BOSTON 13,MASS. CAPITOL 7-3456
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ELECTRONICS

M1.29 "TA 13''

METER SPECIALS
0-5 MA DC Tuning: Aircraft
0-301 VDC "ATN'nP°.1.981 4 for $7.
0-60 ADC "AN" Type Mtg
Less Shunt ....$3,20e 3 for 9.00
0-15 VAC GE 204 Red800ey 1.20
0-180 VAC/ Wstghs/206 Rod/80
y
3.49
0-150 VAC/25-125/7/306 80/RA36%Wstgh, S.90
0-1 MADC GE 864 and Bklt Cad
5.39
0-1 MADC Wstahs 304' Sot RA36
6.49
0-50 Mleroarnps Weston 301 30S' 50
13.98
0-500 MADC/2H; Rnd Triplett 221T
4.98
VU -20 1-3
0000.$,301 3' B0 L.P. $41.,, 14.98
0-120 MA OF 30S

Rnd Weston 301

I

14.98

* SOLDERING GUNS
'WELLER" GUN 115VAC

*

& IRONS
100 Watt
WEN" GUN 118VAC 260 Watt 9.49; 3 for $8.69
PRIMAX" GUN 115VAC Korodlese Tip 25.50
7.69
PHILIPS "VERSA TOOL" 11OVAC 250W
Includint 4 Tips. Special
10.03
ESICO IRONS 120V AC/DC
65 Watt/3/8 Tip/II 'Los/.38 Lbe
'
1.25
00 Watt N Tip/12'
1.91
g/.88 Lbe
100 Watt/3/8 Tip/12 Lngk 6 Lbe
2.55
130 Wust/IS TI /12'. Lne(75 Lbs
3.17
EBICO. INDUSTRIAL CONST. USE IRONS
similar to Amerieep Beau y types as shown
01A60/60W/1/8 Tip/7' Log/2 6 ns
3,20
ISO/Am. Beauty 8138/100W/3/8 Tip
5.29
58/Am. Beauty 3158'200W/5/8 Tip
6.30
70/A m. Beauty 3178/300W/7/8 Tip

98/Am. Beauty

8.18

WRITE.......

600 WV

X01

$0.24
.37
.40
.50

.002
.004

600 WV

1.10

.006.40
.008

.01

.006

.58

01

.61

.02

.71

1200 WV

.63

.73.66

2500 WV

.54

Fig. D. Screw Term & Mtg.
Each
Mid.

Mfd.

600

.00056

.32

.00138
.003

.39

.44
.66

.00115

.02

.73
1:10
1.20
1.98
2.20

.1138

.04

1200 WV

.01.....
.013

-56

.79

,033

2.05

2500 WV

.59

.0004
.002

.98

.0022
.0024
.0035
.0038
.0043

1..5398

1.091.09

1.19
1.25
1.40
1.75
2.05

.015...........
3000

.62

:3334 ......
'0008

$8.69

.636

50

'002

Each

1200 WV

$0.24

.0001

Mfd.

.61

.000...........

.00047

.66

WV

1.65

.006

Upright Xmt0. Micas
Each
Mid.
Each

FIE. E.

.15.,.,.,...,..

$0.47

3000 VDC
.00005

............

PLIERS KIT

Long Nose & Bide Cutter. 5.89
Plier. 6 Side Cutters
.89
avy
1Ì (8)O Pter.

ioted

A

nec:.

2.26

A1'119)1221
ambon
sable Screw oolDrivter
Blade.. 3 FT Steel Tape Rule.
YVIn

Combo Pliers. W/naeo
51.79
STEP UP TRANSFORMER
Primer, 7.5KW. W/110V tort. Two Seeovdariee
Dive 2207 at 7.5 Amp Each. or One 440V at 7.5A.
Some but 220V Pri. Will Deliver 2X440 at 7.5A
Each. or 8801' at 7.5A
$110.00

Infrared Snooperscope

Image -Converter Tube Hi0eoeitivity eiMplified
design 2' dia. Willemlte sere. -Resolution up
te 850line/in /date, ea.
54.98: 2 for $9.49
SNOOPERSCOPE PWR SUPPLY
1000VDC/35MA, Tieing Doubler Crkt. Transformer. Rentifiere. Socket., Ree)etore, Capaeitore and Diemen, 115V/60er (Over..
56.98
AUDIO AMPLIFIERS READY TO GO
Model 305MP 5 Watt
Amp). ae Pictured Above
Feetnree Mike A Phono
W/Sep Gain
Sept,.
Cntrle. Latest Corneented Tone Cntrl Design
ed
With tube.
514.98
Model h20M0
RadMikio
OR C. Broadens is
ith No. Direct Connection.
/Tubes... 56.98
M
100P0 Phono OSC. Phonograph Broadte Through Your Radio. No Direct Hookup.
TAB" SPECIAL
W/Tube.
54.98
Model 302PA 3 Tube Phone Ampi. Ideal for
Custom Budio Your Phonograph.
Re10 W
IN-F1
Posh Puff Amplifier. 4e
built Musak." Complete with Inbilt Stage for
GE Picp 110VAC
$26.95
Same Amplifier for 110VDC
526.95
Phllmore 20-30000 ey 011.7120 Watt Kit Complete Ready to Build. mold Pre Amp & Tubes.
W/Altee-Pierlees Output
$51.00
TMR16P Pre Amp Kß...519.95
eehm
Hi -F) Radio FM/AM
Jr. Phono.
System.
lucid10
Watt
Complete
All
Built
Com
Diets
Hl -FI Amp. 7 Tube AM/FM Tunerer,, 12' Hi-Fi
Eleotrovoiee Tweeter Woofer 128 Speaker & 3
Speed Webster Changer. Spool.> Prepeid.5199.95

r

.

.4.Q

%odel

ttilTdrie

ELECTRONICS

-- May,

..... .......

12.98

DYNAMOTORS

INPT 6VDC, Output
200V/IOOma. or 12/24V
Output 600 V/50ms P'
Magnt. An Illustrated.. 6.95
Inpt 28VDC/1.4A Oat.

3.69

Put 250
DA3A 28V/10.5A out
150V DC toms. 14.5vdc/5_a mp
.
.
PE94 Plate Sope.. Uses DA3A M.CR622)
PE97 Plate Soep.. Lea. Tubes
,.

*

.

.

6.75

.

TEST EQUIPMENT

8.98
9.98

*

r07,

$13.98
14.49
17.95
Oboe
21.98
Metal
20.95
Rectangular
22.95
Glees
23.98
Metal
23.49
Rectangular
27.98
Round
Rectangular
9.95
R
gtube- 30.98
Your old riot, tube. is worth money. write for
trade -in-allows -me toward...
coded and
dotedtube» with
year guarantee. Ship year
defective picture tubes prepaid only.

Inch
Inch
Inch
Inch
Inch
Inch
Inch
20 Inch
21 Inch
12
12
14
18
18
17
19

AUDIO COMPONENTS

GE RPX0Phono CartPlo55.69
GE RPX050ireripc).
y Cart. 5.69
Piche. Arm
Play
2.39
Xtala
ritIHi-Output
2.39
Pickup
9.98
PM 12'Hi-Fi 6Á207h
13.00
PM 12'
812010
P Tone..
13.00
PM 8' B*pea
1.49
Good Tone....
PM 610
PM ee Ri -Fi Woofer & Separate horn
19.98
Tweeter. 1e watt
2.98
Crystal Mike & Cable.
2.98
mike cartridgeocre (Lapel tree)
C
3.98
Crystal mike Cart. ceramic watpruf
T&

...0

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
79e; 4 for 03.00
.............1.25:
4 for 4.50
985:2 fer 1.79

2X 20MFD/450VDC
3X I5MFD/450VDC
3X 20MF1)/400VDC
SOMFD/450V DC

1953

.

985:

2

for 1.79

79e: 4 for 3.00
26MFD/450VDC
89e; 5 for 4.00
46MFD/450VDC
79e: 3 for 2.00
2 X2OMFD/45_0 & 26V DC
WRIT FOR ADDITIONAL LISTINGS

.78

2.53
.0001
51.08
1500 VDC
.0003
1.19
.89
.0007
1.1$
.06
1.08
.0066
1.35
2000 VDC
,008
1.79
3500 VDC
.005
1.19
.000033
.78
.0015
0e
1.39
5000 VDC
016
1.60
.0001
1.79
.09...... .. .. .. 1.98
.00015
2.29
.08
2,35
.0003
2.75
2500 VDC
.0006
3.59
.0030
.001
1.08
3.89
.000
1.65
.01
4.79
TYPE G HIGH CURRENT MICAS
.0IMFD
10KV
80 AMP
549.50
.0012MFD
20KV
18 AMP
35.00
.001 MFD
30KV
30 AMP
60.00
.0025MFD
28KV
22 AMP
49.00
.0006MFD
20KV
12 AMP
27.00

8'

56.98
9.75
75.00
25.00
for 99.00
for 4.95

IOBP4
IOBP4A

Each

.03.

,002
,004

.03

Rigid

CHECK THESE REDUCED,
LOW PRICES
Each
Mid.

Mid

001

Brand
NEW
Made to

G:

060

for
for
for

ONE YEAR GTD PICTURE TUBES

one7í0oTempCe

E

SELSYNS

231H1 GE Seleyne
2
27173 GE Brand New 115V/400 ey, ea
2
078249 Sy no. D)O.e115 7/8 0 7 12.95. .2
Sync. Repeater 115/80 ey Type 11-4. .2
Beodix Autoeyos AYI & AYO
2
Bendi. AY20 New Urie Crtos
OTHER TYPES IN STOCK

Specs.

4

VULCANIRONS

`

.

...

Gov't

18.00

/230/3áW/16 Tip/7' Lng/3
1.30
/231/40W/ 1f Tip/8' Log/4 Oss
1.90
/230(/Croitemse/86W/5 Tipe/7' Log
2.20
/4.857:85W/5/16 í'íp`12' Lng/.6 Lbe
1.49
K oster Seldercno. .b.`.062 Roll Reg
1.29
With any Iderlog iron. Special.
90e
MFGRS
FOR QUANTITY PRICES

gialliilidekaillgiii

.!.

.

MODEL 206P real mutual coonduetanee tube
teeter. Checks all latest tubes. Industrial. radio
and TV type.. Teste all elements for gas, shorts.
opens and leakage. Meter 404' reads mieromhoe
ales. reject and good -roil chart.
d Ev lieh
d new teat InOtd iv lludee a factory warranty
formation as available. Poet P..id........$80.00
MODEL 102 Pocket rabltirneter features;. AC&
reg. to 00
AC eurcent
DC
MA 1DC current04 roge to 1.2 amp, ohms 2 os.
t 1 eg h
Std. Mfgr. "TAB" GTD display
513.98
Model. SPECIAL Poet Paid..
ter, features
MODEL 106 Vacuum tube volt
include: AC & DC 10 ranges to 10001/, ohms 5
a gee to 1000 megohme, 5 DB range.. AC Range
freq. responee 25 to 100,000 op+:lee. Designed for
far.
field alignment of TV & RadIa s te. Std
Poet Paid 533.49
TAB" GTD display model.MODEL HVP 30.000 volt robe for Model 106.
Display model"TAB" GTE). Poet Paid 88.2$
WRITE FOR TEST EQUIP. PAMPHLET

Tip....

803198/55_0 Wn/1.14

THAT,fr, Sur
s

MICROWAVE

Klystron Mts Assy (723AB)
& Coepling to 2 Type "N"
Co -Az Fitting. Ae Shown
$9.98; 2 for 518.00
1 Microsecond Delay Line
' M11Ian"52.95: fer $10.00
Microwave Lighthouse Assy

-WO RT39 APG5 A 15.
d Tr. Cavities, Tense24-2700
e
MC.
SPECIAL
520.00; 2 for 536.00
X Band Adaptor 13G20 to ÚG40 Choke to Plane
4
for 56.00
Lab
Degn....
.91.691
Flange Sperry
02.
X Band Straight Wave Goode Per/Ft
X Band Plumbing. 46e Bend, Choke to Straight
57.49
Including Flanges.
Flange 32
to
Straight
Plumbing.
Choke.
X Band Straight
Flap 23°lealuding Flanges
AN/ÁP530 Modulator As:,embly. New M( d

.....,

A Magnet. 3C46 &L()83524

Ivolud522542

1-G 1.

00

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
PULSE-XFMR 1000 Pulse Per See. 5 Watt.
07.98
TR1025 P/O LU -3 Test Equipment
7.5 KV Pulse, Pri 4 KV, 50-1000 ohm irnped.
$12.00
Permelloe Core. W Eco D-163247
Pulse Bloekie,y Ose. 3 wedge, 1:1:1 ratio 1 mh
$2.98
dge GE 1701d. H)Vins..
PULSE SHAPING Xfmr Raytheon UX12819.
$5.00
I MU Sec. 2000 CY
$5.00
UTAH 9340 P/O CP-5AJAP815
Pulse Transformers to "JAN" MLT27 Specs
98.76
Pt 1. 2, 3. 4. 5. 0 aeeh

......

TABOG

R-

2X§

....
.........
-

24, 115VDC & 115 230 VAC

TELEVISION ANTENNAS

1011y/78ma

1.2$

10Hy/128me/UTC/Cad/
1.6
50Hy/128ms/Cad//H'Old. .
2:89
2.89
12Hy/300ma/6KVins.,... , 4.95
20Hv/300ma or 1bHy/400ma/
12KVloe Kenyon
13.5Hy/lAmp/17KViae/Ra theon
Dual 2 Hy/300 ma USN ,.91,25; 2 for

.

.......

6H 176ma 250 Ohm
10Hy 100 ma Freed

....$1.49; 2

2.5V/2A 00 79c, 2 for 51.49, 10 for
$6.49
2.5VCT/10A 5KVINS
3.59
2.SVCT/0A/12KV INSUL COD HOLD., 7.98
SVCT/10A/12KV INSUL G.E
8.25
5V/115A COD KENYON HVINB
16.95
7.SVCT/12A COD KENYON 15 KVINS
10.95
1.98
12.6VCT/1.2SA COD HMSLD
24V/1.25Á COD
3.49
$1.98 Two for
2X127/2A or 247 2A (e $3.89 Two for
6.98
4.85
42.57/2A BEL R CT TRANS

CONTACTOR

G. E. CR2811C22AQ. Heavy
Duty ElOotric Starter, Trans-`
mitter -or Motor-. Starter.'
Switch. For Single or 2 or 3
Phase Aori. Rated 1 Phase
017/220V
3007//1101". 734
10 017/800V. Rated 2 or 3 "ì, 4,
Phase 704 11711'0V. 15HP/
220V. 25HP/e00, Control isyyt. 220V/1 PH/60Cy. Contacte
tad 48 Amp Enelneed, 50 Arms
Open. SPECIAL
$19.00; 2 / or 536.00

400 CYCLE XFMRS

WE K59606 12330et/35011a 1140vot/70Ma.
G -E
1917472443P1 7887/200Ma, 2107/
ISMa. 5V/2A
G -E M7472469 6.37/7A, 6.7V/.9A, 0.3V/.3A
WE KS96048.3V/4.65.4 8.3V/.SA
WE K59603 6.3V/3A. 5í'/2A
LANGEVIN 702556 6.3V/.8A
FREED 11686 5V/10A
WE KS9602 5V/4A
FREED 11685 2.5vot/10A CSD
LANGEVIN 702710 5V/6A. 13 KVINS
W ED16453Write'for
Quan6.tityl Price

UP OR

STEP

to 2207 50 Watt
110 to 2207 100 Watt
220 to 110V 200 Watt
110

DOWN XFMR

$4.95

netructiov. meld. mounting
aluminum
clamÓ
1Áttenfna toerelement c ical, allSl.50
Win
nv 1. Study construction. Easy to mount 53.95
Sh Foot interlocking mast ,ectiove, hvy duty;
85c; 2 for 51.49
tnroof. Each............
108 ft $1.49: 1000 ft 512.49
300 Ohm Twines
RG59U TV Cable.... -100 it 55.00; 500 ft $22.

\\

3.98

2.95
2.95
2.25
2.10
1.49
2.98
1.98
2.98
3.49
1.98

$2.95
3.95

4.95

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

BUD Dual 75m5 ea. Sent
1000V Gap. HF 1.10
JOHNSON 70H30
70mmf/3kv Gap. 1.29
98e
Cardwell Neut 2T/12mmf 500 Volt
CARDWELL TX-30041S 53 to 312 rota Can
NEW
$9.98
95
Vernier Driva10
3 9enmfeeh
29e
Midget 3 to 15 mmf, Midliae, each
234 Meter Butterfly Cndsr 30mmf w/RF Tank

te

59e;

Choke

&

SOwr

50.40
SsOwvde
1-1-3-5
.98

Each
1000wrde

Mfd
45

.29

400wvde;g

5

i

4

8

10

2x.1

85

2.98
151400wed4C8
1.29
1.39
.55

.45
.69
.98

.6

1.08
3.39

0

.75

.59
.79

5

.1.2
300wrdc

1.2

1.19
1.69
1.79

1

for 980

.25

.39
,42

b

.52
.65
1.60

"1

2

4
5
6

1

1.49
1.69

1

21e

2..)
20.58
2x1
202
208

4

.2

.89

1.05

3x.25_

3.25
.75
.8 5
,9g

4

1.50

700wrde

800wvde

.69

2.29

;OOOwvtle
2.49
1
4.45
2

2.89
3.10

1.25

33::°225

2500wrdc9.49

2

.59

150o0wváo0
.0018
9.98
7.49
00025
t
95.00
AC RATED
220rae/

600áe

2
4

4

.69
.89

225ra5%29

630de

3.3

4000wvd5 B9
6.98

s000wvac

4.49

19.98
6000wvde

7.49

1
7000wrde
1.69
002
1.96
0076
4.96

8

1.29
.63

.70
.98

1.76
2

.33

2.5

2.8

.95.90

1.00

3
4

2tí

6

1803ae

20or0040

10
30

1.98
6.98
7.98

4.98

BUY

1650
1670
1680

4300
4314
4440
4444

20500
21000
21500
22000

380
389
- 390

1710
1712
1740

4700
4700
-4720

225010

22990
-23050

169200
175000
180000
180600
185000

4050

23325

7

4.35
5

366.6

6.25
6.5

--

10.38

400

410

1800

1770

4750

12
13.52

414.3

14.2
14.25
14.5
15
16

425

1818
1830
1850
1865

17

450
452
460
470
475
470

4855
4900
5000
5100
5710
5235
5270
5300
5500

11.25

415.8
426,9

192

427
430
440

19
19.2
20
22
23
24
25
26
28
30
31.5
37

1094

1895
1896
1897

199.
1900

60
63
68

625

49

49
SO
51.70
55
56.7

620

633
640
641
645
649
650
657
665

74
7S
80
81.4

88
89.8
95

670
.-

673

675
680

681
684
689
697
699
700
711
733
740
750
800
806
820
850
054
899
900
910
917

946
978
1000
1030

1056
1059
1067
1100
1110
1150
1155
1162
1200

1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1922
1924
1926
1960
1900
2000
2045
2090
2095
2141
2142
2145
2150
2160
2180
2187
2195
2200
2250
2300
2400
2450
2463
2485
2490
2500
2525
2600
2625
2635
2700
2750
2850
2860
2870
2900
3000
3100
3163
3259
3290
3300

-

6000

1910

'

6100
6125
6140
6200
6300
6495
6500
6800
6940
6990
7000
7320
7500
7700
7717
7900
7930
7950
8000
8094
8200
8250
8500
8700
8770

'9000
9100
9445
9500
9710
9800
9900
9902
10000
10430
10500
10600
10900
10936
11000
11400
11500
11690
12000
12500
12900
13000
13100
13500
13550
13600
14000
14250
14400
14500
14550
14600
15000
16000

Any Size Above
2.7
1.579
1.
2,76
1.65
1.1
2.8
1.75
1.2
2,865
1.8
1.25
3
1.9
1.3
3.3
2
1.35
3.5
2.11
1.39
3.673
2.2
1.4
3.75
2.25
1.5
3.9
2.5
1.57
Any Size Above, Each

166750
167000

186600

23150

5910

1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1906
1909

480

487
500
510
520
520
540
530
560
575
580
588
600
612

5600
5730
5770

1896

'

190000
198000

23490
23590
24000
24600
25000
25200
25400
25033
26000
26500
26600
27000
27500
28000
28430
29500
29000
29500
29990
31000
31000
31500
32000
33700
35000
36000
37000
39140
39500
39000
39500
40000
41400
42000
43000
45000

201000

47000

47500
4t500
4t660
40000
50000
51000
52000
55000
56000
57065
55333
60000
61430
62000
64000
65000
66600
66650
61500
68000
70000
72000
73500
75000
80000
82000
84000
85000
85750
88000
90000
91000
93000
93300
95000
100000

-

201000
205000
210000
215000
220000
225000
229000
230000
235500
238000
240000
245000
250000
265000
268000
270000
275000
294000
300000
307500
311000
314000
316000
325000
330000
333500
350000
353500
375000
380000
390000
400000
402000
420000
422000
425000
430000
.450000
450000
47000
4720000

478000
500000
510000
520000
521000
525000
543000
550000
560000
570000
575000
600000
620000
650000
654000
660000
680000
690000
700000
750000
761300
800000
813000
820000
850000
860000
900000
910000
930000

950000

Ten for $3.29
10
6.7
11.66
7
4.23
12
7.5
4.25
12.89
7.62
4.5
13
7.74
5
13.85
8
5.1
8.02
5.5
51
0.5
6
9.05
6.5
9.6
6.6
7001 Tan for 56.49

Eanh 4ÌÌ1S;

"TAB"
Ns.

U5W
1710

No. I
23ST
SOOT
VA

23MT

225T
363GTQ

DX

4

Tab "Sun -Flash Lamps

W/See.
Max. Each

Replaces

100
GE FT105
100
GE FT114
AMGLO 5804X 100
200
GE FT 210
500
GE FT 403
200
SYLV. 4330
250
FT 214
200
FT 110
5000
FT 503
200
X400
150
BPRGFA100

$5.98
7.25
10.98
9.98
13.50
9.98
9.98
9.98
49.98
98

1900

Photoflash Capacitors

100MFD 500WVDC

200MFD 450WVDC
Intermittent
15MF13/330V AC/1500V DC
25MFD/33OV AC/1500V DC Intermittent

16MFD/608VAC/2800VDC Intermittent
Intermittent
16MFD/660VAC/3000VDC
32MFD/1.2KVDC/23W Sec

26MFD/33VAC1.5KVOC[Int, 29W. See

$1111

4.39
3.98
6.49
6.93
7.95
7.49
6.98

HIV PHOTOFLASH KIT

V4X4 Flash Lamp
e Holder A 8' Reflector &
C ble. 115V/6OCy rout Power
sformer & 50 Watt Bee
T
Bank.
Multi Section Capacitor Reeti.
All Resistors. Capacitors.
5 re & Sockets. SPECIAL 524.90

In ludes

R tad 200 Watt Seconds. Flash
L

6.98

Shed/

2MFD/330VAC/1000WVDC "CD" RND CAN
3 for $1.001 10 for $3.00, 100 for $25

Dept. 5E 111 Liberty Street, New York 6, N. Y., U. S. A.

370
375

5.025

4

100
101
103.2
105
105.7
107
110
120
121.2
125
130
135
147.5
150
160
165
170
175
179
180
182
182.4
200
209.4
210
216
220
220.4
225
230
235
240
245
245.4
250
260
270

15300
19390

115000
147000
150000
155000
100000
165000

3.83

8

1900
15503
19500
19000
10500
20000
20441

320
325
330
340
350
360

7.9

116667
120000
130000
135000
140000
141000

17000
17500
17977

3500
3509
3600
3700
3730
3760
3900
4000
4030
4700
4220
4200

311.5

3

7.8

Ship Tunee in Stock
110000
3333
16500
115000
3394 16400

1195
1500
1510
1510
1600
1640
1646

2.S

/05va5/
1200áe
1.29
.15
600rae/
10

II

No Mfre Choice -We
271
1225
0.116
275
1250
0.42
280
1260
0.420
0,607
286
1300
289
0.7
1350
1,03
299
1355
1400
1.3
300
1.75
310
1488

1.29
3.98
6.49

15

7500wvde2.98
.05
3.49
.05
10000 wvtle
.03
3.49

12000wrdc

5c0e
1000tle

1.2333
1.5

.1

.02

.79

23orae
630áe

3.90

,25

Over 20/2 Million In Stock
"TAB"-Boeeialiets In l'rerie(on Reºiator'

2

2000wrde98

2.25

2sB

Each
12500wrde

Mfd

b

O

.35

,

1500wrde

.75

3x.253.69
3

.1

2

OIL CAPACITORS

Each

Mfd

10

Ceoialid
onical antenna, sturdy prefab most
Versatile 72. 150 or 300 ohm muteh. 8 eleA 100 ft twines, cross bar & hardware.55.98
Dente
ouble Vee all channel antenna. Hoy duty

8.95
39,95
1.98
fer 2.49
1.49

FILAMENT TRANS.

7

more no
Ueee beet principles of

51,98

®®

FILTER CHOKES
15Hy/40ma AC/DC set.. 3 for .98
12By/89ma/3KVIm...., ..,. 2.25

.1

Delta Beam Adiuetabfe indoor antenna.

ATHAT'S

/I

.034

.

allo

CR Pwr Xmfr up to 20'
Tubes. Hi VOLTS to 20 KV
(w/quadrupler
akt.)
ALL
Tubes.
PL & FIL
dge;
800 VDC/275Ma Full -Wave.
8.4V/10.3A, 6.4V/8A 2.6V/3A Hyperei Core. OR
'mimes. $6.491 Two for . .................$12.49
2500V fer CRT, 6.87/.BA. 2.5V/1.76A COD
Kenyon Hvioe, 4/BC412 Replmat........ $7.90
1000VCT/45MÁ 796VCT/80MA,360VCT/SEMA,
3X157CAN
CSD HVINS
BE USEDRATINGRAYTHEON.
/1A.
A
HIPERSIL CORE
$4.98
9501/CT/100MÁ
57/2.5A. 5V/5A, 45V/1 A.
10V/1.6A WESTERN ELECT
55.49
9007/35191A. 2X2.6V/2A, XCLENT 18007
DBLHR TWO 2X2 FIL WNDGS
53.49
840VC 110MA, & 530VCT/21MÁ. 2XSV/3A.
8.3VCT IA. 6.31/CT/.3A
$4,98
71101/C/250MA, 6V/6A, 12.6V/5.5A
97,95
770VCT/200M11, 5V/8A, 12.6V/5.5A
56.95
770V/2.5MA, 9.5V/3A HVINB HMSLD includes
13y.69
FILTER. PARTS 4-seope..
760VCT/120MA,
6.31/CT/2A.
2.4VCT/10A,
5V/3A; 10V/3:25A.'.
56.98
22.98
7207/85111A. 57/3.5.A. 6.8V/3.6A
700VCT/120MA, 2X6.3V/3A, 6.8V/lA
Price
57.26
$3.981 Two for.......
680VCT/200MA, 5V/3.6A, 6.3V/4Á. 78V/1.A
$4,39; 3 for $12.
2.98
500VCT/6OMA, 6.3V/4A HOLD
44801/4801/CT/800.37(7,T/4A,CT/SOA,
52,69
0.SVT/4A, 6 V IÁ
4201/7 /90MA, 0.3V/1,9A W/INPUTS 8. 12,
&

Km%

RESISTORS

TV

6

WE STOCK LARGE VARIETY OF
COMPONENTS TELL US YOUR NEEDS
E+UIPMENT
SELL US YOUR TU1ES

antennas

Input

2

WRITE ROR IT

Powerful. for fringe
ghost». static, lines.

PRECISION

TRANSFORMERS
All 115 V 60 Cye

100 WATT SEC PHOTOFLASH KIT

See,
Inoludee DX Flee Lamp ,Rated 150 Watt
Ret(eetor & Cable
& 8
Flash Lamp Hold
(6)
Power Transformer & CD Flesh Cepaeitore.
All
Watt
See.
f
100
200 Mfd Each W/Output
Resistors. Capacito s, Rectifier. & Soekete. $29.98
&
Reflector
W/8'
Extra Flash Lamp Holders
$12,9
Cord $3.981 W/Lamp DX

Money Back Guarantee
(Cost of Mdse.Only) S5
Min. Order FOB NYC..
Add Sphr. Charges &
25% Dep. Tubes Gtd.

TAHAT'S

BUY
PH. RECTOR 2-6245

-

via R-Exp. only. Prices
Subject to Change Without Notice.

467

SEARCHLIGHT SECT .IN
FEDERAL RECTIFIER KIT
"FEDERALS" all c pose selenium rectifier kit.
Yes
W/

I

SELENIUM
RECTIFIERS

We specialize in Rectifiers end
Power supplies to your epeoifica-

tine,.

Current
Cont.

Immediate delivery.

36/28

18/14

54/40

130/100

Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
57.50
Amp 51.35
52.15
53.70
5.40
10.50
2.20
3.60
Amp
7.95
12.95
25.25
4.25
4 Amp
13.90
33.00
4.75
9.00
6 Amp
.10.00
20.00
6.75
12.75
10 Amp
45.00
íF.25
25.50
8.50
12 Amp
79.50
13.25
25.50
39.00
20 Amp
45.00
90.00
24 Amp
16.25
32.50
Full Wave Reot A Trans. 116V/80cy inputs.
023.98
op to 14VDC at 12 amps
1
2

up to 28VDC at 12 amps
up to 28VDC at 48 amen
Op

to e20VDC st
C

8

amp,

`

31.98
117.00
12.98

"TAB" fact delivery SPECIALS

RECTIFIER XFMRS
31-32-34-36 Volts/12 Amp 2 Kvins
18 -12 -9 -CT -9-12-18V/4 Amp
18 -12 -9 -CT -9-12-18V/12 Amp
36VCT-24V'-18V/24 Amp
18V/2Á....S1.98:18V/4AMP

18.8-19.2-20.4-21.4 Volts/12 Amp

"HO" RAIL

Vto
arable
11áv/t0

DC

512.29
21.98
8.75
16.75
35.75
3.95

PACK

supply AMpt.

Usable LAB
upp y. filament D.C. platlep, battery ebarsing. modo)
r ailroad, includesvoltage or
speed control end root
renter et reverem9 em. Ideal
for two "HO" 1o0ó e
$10.951 2 for 520
y.

BATTERY CHARGER RECTIFIER

Volta (CT)0-10 00
Your ld inefficient Slphie
uto deRevae
Rect.
with the New Selenium Types. SPECI AL ..011.98

0A2
$0.95 2E31
OA3/VR75.. 3.ß112E32
0A40
1.05 2E36
002
1.37, 2E41

0ß3/V090..
OC3/VR10S,
003/VR350.

ors
02(4

CIA/ELC1A.
018
1/S-1

183
1A4P
1485ß7
SAO..

1.09
1.15
.90
2.83
.60
9.75
.69
12.49
1.10
.79

.79

...

1.49

ELC1B/3031
163[tß 6....
161/f
195 285....

1.49
1.80
3.45
.81
.89
.99
.99

1A7G1

1Á0I
111E4

95

1.49I 683.
1.49 4A4

539.95
120 Iba. Draws 3'11/9.11/12.L
EZC 15 Draws 1594 WW/91111/813,11 Draw. 21$'W/
2'THA37
Di57ds0 e535
ETCwAL oveable

dw

866A KIT AND XFORMER

Tubes.
Oekta, rmf
116v 804yo lappt outpt,
2

1.19
2G21....... 1.40
1.49
2121
0.75
2121A
0.90
2322
7.69
2110........ 69.00
2331
27.00
2131A
79.95
2332
37.00'
2133
27.00
2J34
... 27.00
2136.... . 108.00
2137
12.70
2138
11.75
2139........ 44.00
2142
187.00
2148
24.25
2149
67.25
150
21.25

29.95
4.95
49.95
18.00
1.98
49.95
38.50
175.00
69.75
50.00

1053

1656
1058
1860
1063

1063*

75.00

EL1C

2.70
.89
.79
.09

1CSGT

106

IC7G

1DSGP
1D7G
1DOGT

.991

.....

1027/631P1.
lE6

1E70
1F4

1F1G
3F6

MG

.89
.89
3.89
.99
.99
.69
.79
.89
.89

.t9

1ß4G7

1656

21(28

29.00
259.00
225.00
369.95
130.00
21(41
126.00
21(43
136.00
2K44. .. 130.00
21(45
110.00
21(40
120.00
21(50
459.00
2V3ß....... .98
2W3GT
.98
2X2
.19
22(2A
1.53
384
.99
385
.81
3A8GT
1.59
3B4
2.69
305
.98
367/1291.... .69
3822....... 2.70
3623/01(22., 4.95
3624
5.40
3625
4.50
3626.......
3628....... 7.70
7.90
3C22....... 89.00
3C23
9.90
3631/616... 3.45
14.98
3C33
3C34/111624.. 5.49
3C45.
12.89
3126/1299....
.69.
3D21A
4.98'
3022
13.95
3023
1.90
3E29
14.9;
3131
300.00
1x22
275.00
21033

21(34
21135
21039

iLE3

.89
.79
.89
.72
.79
1.20
.79
.69
.98
1.19
.99
1.29
.79
1.39
.99 3x23.......405.00
.99 ;1(30
300.79

LÑ5

1.29

1G6GT
1H40
11115GT.....
1H6GT
130G

í160T

_

_

IL4

1LÁ4
ILA6
ILB4
1LC5
1LC6

1LD5.....

.....
4

.89 304
.79 305GT.....

1NSGT
1PSGT
1P21
1P42

105GT
1026

1R3/1294
154

1f21
2TSS1'

1Uf

/010,,,,

1V1.
1X2
1X2
IA3

.72
.79
33.00
5.60
.70
69.00
1.29
.79
1.19
.79
9.50
.79
.99
.71
.79
.79
.70
.95
3.98

1.78

2A46

791

29.00

.8S

.90
.79

6AB4
6ÁB5/6105...

1.33

6A07/18á3..

.98
1.06
.95
.80
1.29
.79
1.39
1.49
1.22
1.40
.74
2.98
1.05
.54
1.19
2.99
.58
3.90

6ACSGT....
6AC6G
6AC7

6ÁD76.....
CAGE
61167

6AH5G
6AH6
6AJ5
OAKS

6AKSW
OAKS

6AL5

6Á170T....

.67,

.33:

2C26

.19
2C33/RX233A 3.49
2C34/RK34..
.69
2C36
27 00
2C39
21.00

2C39A

.......
2C43
2C40

2C43/464A

29.50

7.29
17.70
9.49

1.20

2C44
2C50

2C51.......

3.69
5.49
5.98!

2É51
2E22
2E26

1.191

2C52

1.95i
.

2E252E26/lH6b..

4.69

2.16

LIE

6Á570.
SATE

6AU5GT....

GT....

6Á1/6
SAWS

6AX4/611114...

6AX0GT....

6BIG
SBS
6666
687
6B8ß
6BÁ6
60Á7
SOCS

6BC7

66D5ß7....
6606

.79
1.23
1.19
1.05

66E6

65K7GT
65L7GT
65N7GT
65N7WGT,
65ß76T
6507
6557
65T7

61711

6U5/606
6U6GT
SU7G
6V3

6V601'
6W4GT
6WSGT
6W70
6XSGT
6Y6G
6Y70
6Z7G
6ZYSG
7A4/%XL

726.....

6.98
9.25

3 for
5.00
235: 6 for 12.00
2 49:3 for 7.00

1.98:
..2.25o

3
5
4

794;

3

3

ig.'ia
25

39:

1
1

350, 500. 5000 ohm Slotted abaft,

6BG7
681(6
6016
661(7

661707....
6ßN6
60N7

6606ßT....
5007
66Yáp

666........
667
6C60

125L7GT...
.8512áN707...
.5912á07G7...
.59 í25R7

.1912X3
.0912Z7

watt

98:

98; 2

for
for
for
for
for

6.00
9.00
5.00
7.00
2.00

.

604

!!

486.00

5JBG.......

634

6004

.

.60
6.95
1.66
.47
.63

T

.

8DC-15
10V
CV31
128

uÁ6
í2A6
í2A7..

.....

56
57

TU 20
1.10 TZ20
69

T60
NYC9
7ßA7

1.17
0.95

H Y75

'.01
.06

.....

12AT6

12AU6
1.30 12AÚ7
2ÁV7

2.29 í2A V7
60
2AW6
2.39
2AX4GT...

08

.791

72A7GT....
CRP72
CRP73

M074
75
76
77

28X7
2ÁY7

12ÁZ7

Doll,r Pa,d for You, Surplu.
1.03 24A
.79 21G/3C24
.96
.49
.65
4.90
.35
5.25
.57
1.39
.59
.90
.65
1.19
1.45
1.98
2.98
.75
.52

26l*tii7

25ACSGT,,,
25AVSGT...

25806GT...
25C6

251607....

25W4GT....
25Y5
2525..
25Z6ß7`....

26..........
276144*

FG27A
HV27
RK28A

1.10
1.10
1.09
2.98
1.59
1.29
1.19
1.18
.69
.89
.79
.79

99

.79
.69
0.95
10.95
4.89
4.95
.70
.59
2.75
.49

78..........
79.... .. .. ..
60..........
61
FG81A
82..........
82V........
13..........
O

3V

84/6Z4
85
89
V R92

FG95/5560

F698

100TH
1020

1

726

1 70

22.25
17.75

14.4!

2628
2741
2768
3001
7705

3.11

3.15
9.69
11.60
26.96
e,

61(57148X/
5608
61(á73A%/

6029......

toto'

922
919

.!!

3b0Á.......
3606

977/6Eí9...

.91923
2.19 9318
!N

11930
9áS

.99
.99 966

.99
1.9! 9á0A
967/Fß17...
997

9g

710A'901í...

52.00
.6! 45071
460/HF200.. 15.95

.

THAT'S

,1

iu

WL468
GL471A
CKS01X

CK502AX

GL502A....
C K502AX...

CK503AX...
CK50SAX...
CK506AX...
R11507
CK509AX...
CK510AX...
CK512AX...
CK522AX...
CK525AX...
CK526AX...
CK527AX...
CK528eX...
CK529AX...
GL530

CK531DX

531

.

K532DX...
. ..
.
CK533AX...
CKS34AX...
C

WW2

A

1.49
9.98
1.79
2.49
1.45
1.29
1.29
1.49
2.84
1.49
1.79
22.00
1.89
6.98

......

10.09
1.45

7.4{

4.01
4.26
4.65

3M9
1L7í
35.55

SF0

97

45.00

2.00
5.75
á.70

Sl2

11.18

SL7

36.05
71.00
22.26
27.60

2t.7í

SLP7

1.

77.00

l0.á0

.73 SMPl
73 SSPS
.D9 SRP7A

1637

100.00

0l.á0

5.85

3.19 7BP1

á.9á 1644
95
119.bá
5.90 20007
1.00 2050........ 1.47
1.15
2051
5.98
áa.00 9511
3.3!
,90 5517
6,69
40.40 5594

78P7
7EPl

17.99

7JP4

18.78

B.á0

12.78

9GP7
9LP7

....

2.98
16.89
44.78
11.99
14.71
14.76
3.49
89.98

114Á.......

45.00

12377
32DP748.....
695 12ßP3
3.50 12ßP7
6.9! 12HP7

It.4b SNBA

20.50 9615
2.49 Sí37
17.90 5636

5663

14.25 5670.. ...
45.00 CK5672
79.95 CK5676
24.50 CK5678
1.65.5681
.45',5656

609

12.64
6.30
2.35
2.79
6.90
360.00
1.85
,, 5.30

3.8!!9607
3.905691

1.65 5692

3.b!

5693........

í.8f

61(5697

2.43 5694

190 61(5702
61(6703
61(3710
6711
9719

3.685726
2.70 ßL5727

912....
913

J6

1821

108
291

510I1Á

1.29 116716...... 22.08
2.35
1.08 10122
íJ5
11.98 1N29
2.21
3.90 1N25Á
3.08
ál9 íN27
7,85 11(28
t
7.05 1N26
1. S

1Jí

6,75 íN27
3.65 11(29
3.49
3.49 IN3/A
1.2! 11(35
1.19 11(59
10.15 11(S0Á
1.25 IN3!
1,7! 1N41

1.50
.94

MI

08

2.80
1.43

L1í
4.11
í.9t

16.íS

0.q íN42
íN43

2.73

1.69 11644

2,90 5749
1.07 5761
.9f 0753

11645

1.9t

8.46. IN46.
1.70 11(47 .
6.69 íN48.
6,98 íN61.

1.40

...
..

8338
834
836
837
838
843

1.15
3.96
.39
5.95
29.40
19.98
4.90
13.95
.39
1.29

845
849
852
860
861
864
865

5881

6ß02R......
8005

8008
8012
8013
11014A
8020

2.69 1N58Á

L1í

357

.80

íN61

.08
2.10

2 7

11(61
11(60

6.4

11(67

.60
1.19
1.25

286.9

.. 1.50
3.90 868/C81C... 3.49 ß021A
1.29 669
36.95 9001
.99 6728
3.29 9002

I!

3.35

íN60.......

299,

......

Jf
It

1.02

89.50
7.25
6.49

8ß13A......

1.24
09
4.00

2.19 íN62
1.64
4,39

7.65 6x5829
1Ná5
9.65 5640..
12.14 Le
3985 SN2/WE117, 18.50 íN06
5.95 CK5851
8.65
4.75 C1(587á
1.69 íN58

832
832A

9.98

Xtal Diodes

1.2, 11(210

IN63/1(ü... í.4t
íN86

11(348

1.2

.......

4.76 CK705
CK706

Lá
.9

610707

1.21
1.29
1.35

.77

.54

208

Money Back Oman

t

(CootefUdw

Only) S5 Min. On
der P.0.0. N.Y.C.

HAT'S

Add Shpg.CheryryM

6250/c, Dep,TUb0

BUY
Dept. 5E, 111 Liberty Street, New York 6, N. Y., U. S. ASTORE: III LIBERTY STREET
BUY

1ÁP10......

SFP7
.Tb 5HP1
1.70 bNPI.... ...
2.69
1.90 SJW
.13 51P5.......
.33 SJP7A
J9 SLP1

I1ä4
11635
.9t Ií36

34.19

11.18
18.00
12.50
19.95

3JP34

.t!

12.19 5741/
61(6196X.
2.97

813
814
615

1.89 ß66A

WV

2.98

1í.o0

6.39 SLP7
1.90 SCPb

13.96
2.69 816/606Jr...
1.26 826
2.20 828
11.29 CKb7ü
1.7! 829
11.49 C145784
1.49 8298
12.15 5812
ü0B
1.49
3.4! 6014

179

18.50
1.10

L35 SCPIA

1625

1St 7228/387.... 2.45 5647
11.95 5651.
6.60 7238
15.00 5614
1.96 723A/ß
3.95 5656
1.66 724A
385 01(6667
24.98 7216

3.89 011*
45.00 812

.80. 460TH

1.69
5.95
1.19
1.39
1.49
1.79
.99
.79
.75'
.25
24.85
19.95

3CP1

3ßP4
3HP7
lS 30Pá
í.b0 7HP14
85 3ßP7

2.99 SAPS
2.98 SBP3
5.00 á6I4
12.00 SCP1

.05 16731

Nos.

Liot on d Pi

1.06 4488

2.98
28137
F6104
37.98
17.64
30
F6105
VU111
.8131..........
1.45
HY1146.
.75
.72 HY31Z.....
HY115/145
.63 32
.79
.49Fß325058..13.85 117L/M7GT 1.09
1.49 117N7GT... 2.15
.98 3217
1.79 33
.59 317P7GT.... 1.39
.69 13723
1.20 34
.59
.89 11724 GT
1.39
.79 35/53
2.95 3585
.79 117Z6GT.
1.19
1.49 35ßb.......
.79 117Z7GT
1.49

7....

nd

/,

3FP7A116.98
4.10

1591

70SÁ/8021... 1.9E 1626
7078
7.901629
7076
11.501630

;ontr.,cl

9

9.75
14.25
18.00
36P3
5.75
14.89
38Pá
15.00
3DP1
1.75
3EP3/1606P3 1.85
3FP7
.98

2.íb

70{8

J9

3APS

3.49 3JP7

7038....... 6.951619........
7028
3.29 1620
7026
6.1E 1622
7078
4.75 í62a........

3.55 HK314
10.49 355A
U.15 71áA
4.98 ;68A5
7.49 7268
1 b9 371B
1.85 7268.......
1.79 380*
.79 7266.......
1.49 730*
388A
1.20 3938
8.90 000
801*
1.19
4.90 003.........
1.67 394A
15.98 805
.29 FP400
4.59 WE417/5642 18.50 B07
8.95 906
.99 WL417A
12.69 11219).........
.79 01434A
1.01 011
.69 446A
1

2 AP1

1.00
1.69
1.49
1.60
6.25
.18
.39
.36
.65
1.45
3.95
36.95

FM1000.....
2.{9 161(1005
].<9 61(3006

;y 1662.
yy L870Á.. .. 11.1E HY1231Z...
WL673
117.001612
W167ß
19.95 1613........
WL68i
75.001616

.

5340

C'Ror Tubos

L7s 3ÁP1

925

S7.0í1

KÚ617

42

9006

2á0.00
L69
1.05

917Á

03100
íE.00 01130
65.00 E1Ú8

616

......
.

2.26

900006

1.45

.2S

311CT...... 10.50
.

1.60

1.480

1.95 9004

086

WL97D6.... 10.99 CK1027
W1á790.... 12.9E 61(1020
6016.
.19 61(1089
61(3090

1096 71áC
7í7A

311CH

L39 9003

684/6000...

878

973
X... 19 í0 1991

.

3á3A

7.E3
2.98

102G

.77
.83
.92
.63
3.37
1.19
.08

15

616 S47O

311T ..
30.50 71í6Y
313C.
2.98 71í6Y
1.06 316A.......
1.49 7í9A
.85 323*. . . .. .. 24.25 7218
.79. 327A
4 95 7216

SS

$,9S
.98
.69
1.79
1.09
1.62
3.79
9.19
3.79

... .. 21.00
7200
22.90
1ß3A/C j4301Á .98
5.95
2ß3A
2058/VT2... 1.69
CE206
3.15
211/VTIC... 1.25
8.18
CET1b
RX21S
9.95
WE315A ....
.18
2í7C
0.75
227A
4.99
1.20
231.........
242C

.

.78
.93
.99
.69
8.79

1.23

.7319
.7319006ß....
1.251978
.89 19V8
.73 T2011623....

11.20

CK546DX...

HF300
24.30 713A
0.00 NL714
304TH
8.90 714AY
.69 304T L . .
.09 307A/R1075., 4.20 715A

. . .

b9..
1.98
60/16
t9 RÑ61/XFG1

.6914X7
72.05 í6E

.5!

.75 12AT7

1.55'

6.15

.98 58
1.09 R 1(6!

.69 14W7

Fß166......

Lí7 2á07L......
101(291

50Z7G

.67
.73
.80

1187

1507

674.........

'

1.05G

'S9

601601'.

.73 11N7

22
.92 24

1.1 12AH7GT...
159
12ÁK5
12AK5W.. ..
.75 12815

50

45á/V752...

.61 727
.60 48

3.90 CK5390X...
13.90 CKSI9OX...
14.90 61(1420X...
49.00 CK843D X...
29.00 CK544DX...

CV148

.63
.69
.65
.89 24IÁ
.89 2478
.59 250R
.99 250TH

.6S 45Z3
,76 4áZ507....
.63 46

52

J3

1.19 12A6ß1'
6.15 12AC7

1

g!

45..... ....

.63 53
.83 TSS

.83 20
.79 01(2048
.69 0X23

1.39
6.20

.!5 7W7
1.29 7Y4
.65 iZ{

7y

.63 43.

.73 14H7

19.951áR
.53 Fß17
íA5 7Eb 1201.... .53
18

801 7T7
.79 7V7

1.09
3.75

CK538DX,,.

172.98

V7127Á

6S 18213

.E; I2

.95

.6914Fß

.691457

2.70 707
.89 7R7
.89 757
.85
.79'

6136........
6D7ß.......

.49

3.18

720

T125Á

5! 1826

i9

.73 HY40Z
.19 41
.59
.72

-

7.10 61(S36Á%...

69 FG172

.90
.69 TZ40

.99 50%6
1.09 SOY6GT

.831407

x.59 71(7
7L7
3.69 71(7

6C060

36
77
38

T ÓC40

.95

1.19 14F7

.73

.88 7E7
7F7
.56 7F6
57 707/1272...
1.26 7X7

3áY4.......

6.7e
6.45
.59
.69
.79

.69
.59
2.99
.59

.t0

Maehinista or All Purpose Uee
1/I6 to 1/2 by 84th'.. With "Hoot" Drill
Index....... ..
DRILLS, 60 Pes 1 to 80 C.V.W Ioder.... $9.69
7.98
DRILLS, 13 Pea 1/18' to 1/4° C. V. W/Iadex.2.69
DRILLS, 12 Per 1/10' to l2° C.V........ 3.49
1/4' Speed Electric Drill with
Wormgear Chuck & 80 Pee Drills
Indro......$22.00
1/2 Speed Electric Drill with Jacobs Worm
gear Chuck & 20 Pee Drills & Index
539.00

TESTED

69 F323Á

.19
.75
.69 RK39
.69 39/44

L67

1.491407
í.0014E7
.731117

"' ...

1'....

.t9 010I0Á

ü 14C5

..

65

Quality for

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

7.80
.... .. .07 RKl9
.83
49
,t!
.7919Á7/1I67.. .7b 50...... .... L1!
.7711ÁI7/%XD .ü í0A6....... Ll!
.71
.it Úi5
'riority for SPEEDY l'ELIVERY'
6005....... .p
.691468
5066.. . .. 1.49
.89 14A4

80 717

6Cß6

.70121507

.09

EL6C/6C.,. 16.98
664
6COGT

.6312H6

.571251(7

***

1áC5.

89 3á7G
8b OSW179
3

1.29

Watt for 8V13'. or

"TAB"

3261'7...... 135 3SZ3
.012027
1.25 35240T....
.606S 3SZSGT....
REL36/614..
.763 12FSGT....
.69

1.99í2517G7...

Use Y'.a

784
768
766
767
766
69 764
2.151 766
1.45' 7C6
149 767
1.69 7023
1.20 7E5/
1.60

.69 120H?

2.6912K7GT....
í.0512K6
85
.9t 12SÉGT....
.9912SA70T...
.83 í25C7
.0355 125FSGT,..
1.0912SF7GT...
í.39125C7
.9712áN7

2.65
1.39
1.98
.63

66060.....

6K5GT..

2 98
3.25

GUARANTEED

2.25 12C8

.98 1217GT

6SU7GTY
6527

68

6ßF7

.19 357

6112ßE6......
7012ßF6......

.90 7AH7

6BF6

7312606

.73 12113A7

.S9 7ÁG7

68F5

59

65H7
6537

.t3

1.30
3.9S 6x607
ELS8HD.... 16.98 SLOG......,
5C21/C6J ... 6.95 616
5C22
42.05
5C30/CSB
3.95 616GÁ.....
5021
19.50 6L6GAY..
5023/RK6b.. 36.50 617
129
6N4
5121
5121
59.06
564GY ... 1.50 61(707
5646YW.,. 1.75
5T4
2.49 607ßT
5U40
.69 607
5V4G
1.10
.89 651
5W4
6S7ß
5X40
.79 658ßT
5Y3GT
.43 65Á7G7
SY/G
.79 OSA70T7
SSB7Y
5E4
1.49 6SC7
6.75 6SD7GT
66A
.

1.29
.49
1.89

10

7712BÁ6.....,

OSES
6áF7

1.27
.63
1.23 787
1.61 7488
7A07

661/5621...
614
USGT

54

59

51

98.00
194.00
.. 77.00

4347

4.45
.63
1.10

.98
.60

4E27/257.... 14.50 6660
4322
148.50 ene
4147/720CY.300.00

w/knob

20 ohm 50W M dell
80 ohm 50W w/knob
100 ohm 80W Model K
200 ohm 25W Model D
250 ohm 25W
300 Ohm 2251V Model P

3.59

8AQ5's. Excellent Free Resoonee, Plat 30 to
16.000 CYYrIve. Secondary 000 Ob m.
TAB Speelal 54.49
2 fer $7.99
Wit UTC Varimatch
55.49
UTC Varimatoh 800 Ohm to VC's
XFMR HMT-SLD UTC Super Electric 3 01.98
Wdg.
800 Ohm
& 400 Tpped 250 .k
Can be Usedt Mike to Orid Line to Line O Line
to Grid....494:10 for... 54.49; 100 for
525.00

ru BE5

.!0

1.08
2.07

.N

.......

4342/70.

15 ohm 35W

298

1

SPECIAL Post Paid
533.49
MODEL 106 VTVM In kit form
$22.98
SPECIAL Poet Paid
MODEL HVP 3015V volt probe for Model 108
Display model "TAB" CTD. P.P........96.25

4823
16.98 6F4
4027
498 6Fá
4632
0.50 6F6
4C25/HK60.. 598 6F6GT
4C33
59.00 6F7
4635
27.25 6F7ß
4C36.
15.98 6F8ß
4131
4134

2V/20AH WiUard PLUS 2V. Vibrator
2V/20AH Batt. W/Vib & Acid
6V/6AH Wilid N 8/BB214U
6V/6AH Batt. W/Aeld
6V/4OAH Willard
6V/40AH Batt. W/paid
Arid is Shipped in Bottles. R'Exp only

for $2

5

RHEOSTATS

55.49

include: AC & DC 10 range to Ì000V, ohms 5
to 1000 meeobme, 6 DB ran gee. AC Range
Designed
fenge,
req. reeponee 25 to 100.000 cycles.
t f TV & Radio sets. Sod
for field ligqn
T11ß CTD display model.
fgr.

4.350*
40.001 6D/G
4_400A
57,50'
4-1000A..... 108.60 6"
6E7

4.98 5AX4GT....
4.98 5AZ4
...
3.90 C5B/5C30...

2A515
2022
2C21/1612
2C22/7193

468

,g5'.

1.19 4152
360.00
.69 4J56
498.00
.69 4 X -150A ... . 46.00
.691 1X-SOOF ... . 85.00

2A6
2A6
2A7
2AC15

2E30

3S4
3V4
4-125A

4941

STORAGE BATTERIES
36 Volt WILLARD Mini-BRAND NEW b oz
Deeixned Portable Equip. Models 984; 4 for 53
(4) 36V BATTERIES 1V/Acid.......
3.35

*

*

6A8GT.....

VS

L

9r

Write for Quantity Prises
Prices

1

687

6A

i

ened
temperedocí..L....$1.25
set
above..
9-D ereWrit*

IT

.. .. ...

6AU6

7.$A

RELAY SPECIAL
CIRCUIT
SPST
Mini Sise 115VAC
DIODE
FUSES
3A CTS
9841 3 for 52.75
PROBE TUBE
SPDT Mini Sire 115VAC
PUSH TO RESET
Unexcelled for No -Loss
3A CT8...$1.39, 3 for 53.75
'
Amps 3-5-7-10-15-20 Ea. 27e
VHF testing.
UltraSPDT 24VDC/5A CTS
4
00 for3941
18.
bmioiatureeenet tive
ALLIED... - -984: 6 for 55 Circuit Breaker Foess
W/22Mfounting5.8 Clips
New. /date
en lope.
SPNO
115VAC/15A
CTS
for ....51.00. 20 for ....55.98; 100 for....$25.
254:S for 51.
S'Donn....52.88, 2 for 05.00 3Fuse
e 3AG Sise.
Operates up to 24 Volts.
DPDT & SPNO 12VDC/10A Please State
A rope (current) desired.
CTS
TEST EQUIPMENT
$2.98; 4 for 610.
Meen Bkrs, Amps: 0.22. 3,
Clare 0E5010. Octal Bane. 18-28V 2A Heinmann
MODEL 102 Pocket multimeter features; AC A DPDT
7. 9. 12. 15. 20. 30, 35. 40. 80. 180
Nitrogen Std........ 51.491 4 for 55.00
DC 10 rege to 3000V. AC current 3 rm. to 600 Contacte
Each 51.59: 10 for $15.98
DPNC
SPNO
&
Clare, Telephone Type. 115VAC Se. D & CH Toggle Sty
MA. DC current 4 nuts to 1.2 amp, ohms 2 re. Octal Bane.
Brkrs, Amps: 6.
SPECIAL
03.951 2 for 57
rate & durable
Compact
to 1. m Bohm.
10. 15. 20. 25 984
10 for 58.98
otrueti on. Std. Mfgr. 1'7ÁB GTD disnlav
AUDIO
COMPONENTS
$13.98
Model. SPECIAL Poet Paid
Chrome
Vanadium
Drills
Electric Push -Pull Pentode Outpui 29 Drills Chrome Vanadium Speed
ter. features W
MODEL 106 Vacuum tube volt
Speed
Steel.
Top
Transformer 197A. Rated
SPECIAL

117ßT
SANS
í821/171A.. 2.íS 2152........349.50
P1:1..
6ÁQ5
1822
2.20 2.155
85.00 6805W
1023....... 9.90 2306
149.00 6806
81
1624
9.40 2.161
49.95 6AQ7GT.... 1.29
1026....... 2.45 2362
... 49.46 6AR5
.79
1827
12.75 21(22....... 39.45 SARS
296
1032/532A.. 3.90 21(23
39.45 SASS
.79
1B35
9.15
28.49 SASS
2.43
1837....... 16.98 21(25.......
21620/723A. 24.90 6655W...
3.29
1838
1040
1841
1B42
1046

10A/H,

'GR" 200CÚ/OXI30V/3KW/
Reconditioned, Tested &
Gtd
515.98
General Radio 100ß/0.230V/
2KW/9A
$30.00
G
I
Radio 508/0-270V/ $ 7KW/26A
$110.
Bruche. 200CÚ & 118/ITOU a

Screw Drivers, Assorted
12' & smaller, including
Philips type.
Kammer
Drbof, unbreakable p Iarlia
Ambert
Hardhandles.

PARTS CABINET
Steel 84H'H/18'W/9'L/65 Ike
60 Dra/ $
040.00
Dra we 3 W/254'II/6'L
135 Ike...
100 Draws as above.
$65.00
27
Draw Hvy Steel 37'B/30N'W/14N'L/

SVCT,

"GR" VARIAC

SCREW DRIVER SET

t

BL,y

TN

I.40 1ÁSß
I.04 SAO

2E42
2E43

A BZ

2,T

make 24 different rectifier. Si WAVE/
Bridge. 8 plates rated I11V/12AMP
each. All Hardware & lí48 619.59

CT

May, 1953

-

Old.
only.
jest

a R-EX
P.itea

to
ensiles
CHINBe
Without Nelli..
Ph REetor2-6246

ELECTRONICS

Kit

3'2.90

5'

Scope

(INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
357
Accurate Paper Tube Co
232
Ace Engineering & Machine Co., Inc
83
Acheson Colloids Co
404
Acme Electric Corporation
377
Advance Electric & Relay Co
295
Advertising Council, Inc
Aeronautical Communications
335
Equipment, Inc.
A'G'A Div. of Elastic Stop Nut
355
Corporation of America
284
ireraft Trade Shows, Inc
246
,irpax Products Company
414
Alear Instruments, Inc
74, 75
Alden Products Company
419
Alfax Paper & Engineering Co
399
Allegany Instrument Co.. Inc
44
Allen-Bradley Co.
419
Allen Co., Inc., L. B
117
116,
Allied Control Company, Inc
343
Allied Industries, Inc.
419
Allied Research & Engineering, Inc
331
Inc
Co.,
Products
Screw
Allmetal
300
American Encaustic Tilling Co
61
American Lava Corporation
American Phenolic Corporation ....202, 203
292
American Television & Radio Co
275
American Time Products, Inc
264
Amperite Co., Inc
211
Ampex Electric Corp
271
Anaconda Wire & Cable Company
319
Andrew Corporation
Antara Chemicals, Div. of General
23
Dyestuff Corp.
Anti -Corrosive Metal Products Co., Inc 393
391
Inc
Arco Electronics,
115
Armco Steel Corporation
96
Arnold Engineering Co
349
Art Wire & Stamping Co
365
Associated Specialties Co
53
Astron Corporation
301
Atlantic India Rubber Works, Inc
305
Audio Devices, Inc
347
Automatic Switch Co

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc
Barker & Williamson, Inc
Barry Corp., The
Bead Chain Mfg. Co
Beaver Gear Works, Inc
Beede Electrical Instrument Co., Inc
Bell Telephone Laboratories
Bendix Aviation Corporation
Eclipse -Pioneer Div.
Frier Instrument Div
Radio Div.
Red Bank Div
Bentley, Harris Manufacturing Co
Berkeley Scientific, Division of
Beckman Instruments, Inc
Biggs Company, Carl H
Bird & Co.. Inc., R. H
Bird Electronic Corp
Blrnhach Radio Co., Inc
Birtcher Corporation
Biwax Corporation
Bliley Electric Company
Bodnar Industries, Inc
Bomar Laboratories, Inc
Boonton Radio Corp
Borg Corporation, George W
Bourns Laboratories

Bradley Laboratories, Inc
Brand & Co., Inc., William
Brew & Co., Inc., Richard D
Bridgeport Brass Company
Bristol Brass Corporation
Brae' .11ectronics Company
Burl .1- bn Instrument Company
Bnru. & Company

.

Bussm. in Mfg. Co

Cambridge Thermionic Corp
Cannon Electric Company
ELECTRONICS
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309
330
15

383
320
347
233

278
381
112, 113
82

213
370
347
307
411
371
339
353
273
363
101
197
344

210
77

334
371
110
78
254
410
65
103

120
262

Centrelab, A Div. of Globe-Union,
Inc.
Chase Brass & Copper Co
Chester Cable Corp
Chicago Condenser Corp.
Chicago Telephone Supply Corp
Chicago Transformer,
Div. of Essex Wire Corp
Cinch Manufacturing Company
Cinema Engineering Company
Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc
Cleveland Container Co
Cohn Mfg. Co., Inc., Sigmund
Cole

Instrument

11, 12,

12.

23

79

395
104, 105

Co

Collectran Corporation
Commercial Plastics Co
Communication Accessories Co.
Communication Products Company, Inc
Condenser Products Company,
Div. of New Haven Clock & Watch Co.
Consolidated Vacuum Corp
Continental-Diamond Fibre Company
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp.
Corning Glass Works
Corrugated Paper Products, Inc
Cosa Corporation
Coto-Coll Company
Cratex Manufacturing Co
Crescent Company, Inc
Cross Co., H
Crucible Steel Company of America
Cubic Corporation
Cunningham, Son & Co., Inc.. James

425K
K -ir

332
193
33
27
231
405
329
345
404

14495.

w .ed 579 i5.

BUlll'

YOU

I

225
351

259
207
25
217
253
387
86
410
349
274
359
223
290
391

KITS
IN ONE
EVENING but they
last a lifetime...
and you save

50%!
350
Dage Electric Co., Inc
284
Dale Products, Inc
365
Dane Electric Co
Third Cover
Davon Co., The
341
Davies Laboratories, Inc
400
DeJur Amoco Corp
260
Dialight Corporation
89
Driver -Harris Company
Dumont Laboratories, Inc., Allen B...42, 97
118
duPont deNemours & Co., (Inc.), E. I
373
Durant Mfg. Company
339
DX Radio Products Co

Kit $25.93.
Wired $49.95.

221K 8TVM

22 Kits and 24 Instruments
the Industry's most complete

S6 -5K

mrrf1

,

Wired 12995
volt
e

20,000

INSTRUMENTS!

TEST

Over '4 -mil lion EICO Instruments are now in use
the world overt That's the
proof of EICO's leadership in Value to the

Serviceman!
For latest precision engi-

Gee
3231.1
.urea 52495

neering, finest costponents, smart professional
127
Eastern Air Devices, Inc
Eastman Kodak Company, Industrial
243
Optical Sales Div
390
Edin Company, The
272
Edison Incorporated, Thomas A
291
Edo Corporation
419
391,
Inc
Eisler Engineering Co.,
71
Eitel-McCullough, Inc
Electrical Industries Division
109
Amperex Electronic Corp
396
Electro Engineering Products Co
218
Electro Tee Corporation
361
Electro -Tech Equipment Co
369
Electronic Associates, Inc.
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. (RICO) 469
345
Electronic Mechanics, Inc.
Electronic Parts Manufacturing Co Inc..405
293
Electronic Transformer Company
214
Electronic Tube Corporation
Inc
340
Engineering Research Associates,
341
Inc
Epco Products,
237
Erie Resistor Corporation
419
Eveready Plating Co

Fansteel Metallurgical Corp
Federal Telephone & Radio Corporation
Federated Metals Div. American
Smelting & Refining Co
Ferranti Electric, Inc
Ferroxcube Corp. of American
Five Star Company
Ford Instrument Company

226
263

242
417
99
419
418

Kit 554.99

2tiTt

line of MATCHED

qt 500,4

appearance, lifetime per-

formance and rock -botsee and
tom economy

compare

-

the EICO fine

at your jobber's today

before you buy any
higher priced equipment! You'll agree with

/

over 100,000 others that
only EICO Kits and Instrúgive
no other
ments
you the industry's greenest
values at lowest cost.

Kit

360K Sweep Glen.
334.95.. Wired $49.95

-

-

Write NOW f
FREE latest C
E-5

1040K Battery Elim..,c,
Wired $34.95.

Kit $25.95.

laboratory
Precision

at lowest Cost
tube Teder
Kit 254.95.

23K

W;red '249.95.

2

INSTRUMENTS

&

KITS

ELECTRONIC INSTRIIMEN: CO., Inc.
84 Withers Street, Brookiyn 1'l, N. Y.
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
469

Kunvon
SPECIAL

Transformers
Have Many Applications

Fortiphone Limited
Freed Transformer Co., Inc
Frequency Standards
Fugle-Miller Laboratories
Furet Electronics

G & M Equipment Co.,
GM Laboratories, Inc
G -V Controls, Inc.

Inc

67

59
416.
412
381

287
353
313
208.
333
48, 49
72, 73

Gamewell Company
Gamma 'Instrument Co., Inc
General Cable Corp
General Ceramics & Steatite Corp
General Electric Company
Apparatus Dept.
88, 215, 267
Electronic Dept.
39
Tube Dept.
19._
General Radio Company
17
General Transformer Co
364
Graphite Metallizing Corp
413
Green. Instrument. Co.. Inc
355
Gries Reproducer Corp
399
Gudebrod Bros. Silk Co., Ine
333
Guthman & Co., Inc., Edwin I
52

Hammarlund Manufacturing Co., Inc
Hart Manufacturing Co
Hathaway Instrument Co
Haydon Co., A. W
Haydon Manufacturing Co., Inc
296,
Heath Company
Heiland Research Corporation
Heidor Manufacturing Corp
Helipot Corporation, The
Henkel -Clause Co.
Heppner Manufacturing Company
Hermaseal Company, Inc
Hermetic Seal Products Co
Hetherington, Inc.
Hewlett-Packard Company
Heeraeon Electric Co
Hinde & Danch
HI -Q, Div. Aerovox Corp

"Ken -Seal" Moulded Units
There are many transformer applications in which hermetically
sealing can be
achieved more desirably than with metal casings. This is especially
true where weight,
space and cost are important factors. To satisfy this demand Kenyon
has introduced
"Ken -Seal" moulded t, onsformers which meet all government specifications.
The
moulded process was chosen in preference to dipping or encapsulation
because it
produces a finished product of controllable, definite dimensions,
with a uniform
amount of sealing thickness.

An easily mixed casting resin is used, with cast separable moulds for large
production
or small strippable moulds for smaller quantities. This simple
process insures
uniformity and efficient sealing at low cost. "Ken -Seal" moulded units
may be the
answer to some of your transformer problems. Send us your inquiries.
We're in
production now.

1Z4
No matter what your transformer requirements may
be contact Kenyon first. Our engineers will endeavor to
show you
bow you can increase efficiency at low cost by choosing
a
transformer from the complete Kenyon line.

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.
840 Barry Street, New York 59, N. Y.

470

Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

Hopkins Engineering Co
Howard Industries, Inc
Hudson Radio & Television Corp
Hudson Tool & Die Company, Inc
Hughes Aircraft Company
Hughes Research & Development
Laboratories
Hycor Company, Inc

Indiana Steel Products Co
Industrial Condenser Corp.
Industrial Hardware Mfg. Co., Inc
Instrument Components, Inc.
Instrument Electronics Corp.
Instrument Resistors Co
Insulation Manufacturers Corp
Intercontinental Marketing Corp
International Instruments, Inc
International Nickel Company, Ino
International Rectifier Corp.
Ippolito & Co., Inc., James
Irvington Varnish & Insulator Co

212
386 378
898
297
377
236
249
199
312
338
367
281
276.
121

343
252
92

318
274
395
43
85
238, 343
403

68241
343
282
365
345
206'

351
355
58
114

349
91

James Vibrapower Company
418Jelliff Manufacturing Corp., C. 0
331
Jennings Radio Mfg. Co
354
Johnson Company, E. F
372
Jones Div., Howard B. Cinch Mfg. Co....318
Joy Manufacturing Company
87

Kahle Engineering Company
Kalbfell Laboratories, Inc
Karp Metal Products Co., Inc
Kartron
Kay Electric Company
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co
Kenyon Transformer Co., Inc
Kepco Laboratories, Inc
Rester Solder Company
Ketay Manufacturing Corp
May, 1953
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357
101

125
419
68

407
470
90
257
289
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& Esser Co
Keystone Products Company
Kirk & Blum Mfg. Co
ompany, James
Instrument Corporation
Rol
ctric Mfg. Co., Inc
K.1

Kenlffel

30,

31

38
280
32

248
318

For the "Firsts" in

Fluorocarbons
Lab.

les, R. Derveanx

Lab
Lan

y

229
21
318
419
219
380
244
415
228

for Electronics, Inc
electronics Corporation

Laboratories, Inc

Lan
Lan
Lap

'Sessions Co
Autor Company, Inc
t

Len)

ilectric Sales Co

Lew.

-sneering Co
lug & Mfg. Co

Lew'

Products Co., A Div, of
arbide & Carbon Corp
& Associates,. Erik A
suers, Inc
gineering Laboratories

Lint
As

Lind
Lion
Eltte..

MB Manufacturing Co., Inc

Magnatran Incorporated

Magnecord, Inc.
Malayan Tin Bureau
Mallory & Co., Inc., P. R

341
359
388
251

128
406
286
124
128, 195

Manufacturers Engineering &
Equipment Corp.
Marconi Instrument, Ltd
Marion Electrical Instrument Co
Measurements Corporation
Mepco, Inc.

377
389
2

392
56
308

Metal Textile Corp
Metals & Controls Corp.,
General Plate Div
Mica Insulator Company
Micro, A Division of Minneapolis Honeywell Regulator Co
Midland Manufacturing Co., Inc
Mlles Reproducer Co
Millen, Mfg. Co., Inc., James
to & Electronics Corp
Milo

100
235
.268

kee Transformer Co
lure Precision Bearings, Inc
Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co.,
Industrial Div.
Mibchell-Rand Insulation Co., Inc
Moloney Electric Company
Iuirhead & Co., Ltd
Turphy & Miller, Inc
tIycaleY Corporation of America....408,
Miles

Iational Company, Inc.

"rational Moldite Co.
"rational Research Corporation
few Hampshire Ball Bearings, Inc
few Hermes, Inc.
few Rochelle Tool Corp
sew York Transformer Co.. Inc
fey Company, J. M

forden Laboratories Corporation
foreid Mfg. Co., Inc
forth American Aviation, Inc
lfothelfer Winding Laboratories
Nucleonics
Nylok Corporation, The

Ohmite Mfg. Co
Olympic Metal Products Co., Inc
Opad-Green Company

P
E
I
I

I

J

Scientific Co

emic radio Products , Inc
Lab oratories, Inc
Electronics, Inc

106
419
394
325
379
201
119
277
205
3

341
400

358
386
94, 85
216
387
419
234
361
382
419
283
351
239
403

32A, 32B
339
63

363
413
333
357, 419
365
401

tics Corporation
Company
ge Copper Products Corp.,
28, 29
tifacturing Division
824
Burns, Inc
363
itcturing Co., Ino
261
rporation
ICS

-
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STATES

FLUOROCARBON

GASKET

CAMDEN 1,

COMPANY

PRODUCTS DIVISION
NEW JERSEY

Representatives in Principal
Cities Throughout the World

*da Pont Trademark
fM.W. Kellogg Trademark
Want more information?

Use post card on

last page.

471

Polarad Electronics Corp
Polytechnic Research & Development

APPLICATION
ENGINEERED
"PRECISION"
Circuit Tester
20,000

Company, Inc.

Potter Instrument Company, Inc
Precision Apparatus Co., enc
Precision Paper Tube Co
Pyroferric Co., Inc

Quality Products Co

Ohms per Volt

SERIES

Compact, laboratory style, high sensitivity test set

"Application Engineered" for production, test, lab

oratory. school and service -maintenance phases of
modern radio -electronics -communications.
20,000 Ohms per Volt D.C.
1000 Ohms per Volt A.C.
RANGES:

CDRRENT

RANGES:

0.3.12-60-300-1200.6000
A.C. & D.C.

0.120 microamps

0.1.2.12.120.1200 MA. 0.12 Amps D.C.
RESISTANCE RANGES: O.6000.600K Ohms

0-6-60 Megohms.
From -26 to

RECIBEL RANGES:

Complete with batteries
and test leads

+70

DB.

$3995

PLUS superior physical features:

* 4%'

wide angle meter

*

Neavy duty molded bakelite instrument case,

*
*
*

Heavy gauge, anodized aluminum panel
Rotary Range and Function Selection
Recessed 6000 volt safety jacks
Only two pin jacks for all standard ranges

*

sis.

z 71/ x

1.0-1

3"

Leather Carrying Case

Custom designed top -grain cowhide case
with tool and test lead compartment.

See

$050

Co

an

,

;7J^

NONAGE MARDINC

Co., Inc.
aIVD.

IMNURST 10, N.Y.

4511 B'vray, N.V.C., U.S.A. Cab les : M O R H A N EX
la Canasta: Atta Radio Corp. Ltd., Toronto, Ontario
Want more information? Use post card on last page.
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361
80
335

333
227
411
406
222
376

224
371
265
209

359
384
310, 311
394
408
357
301
269

84
Ucinite Co., The
Union Carbide & Carbon Corp.,
341
Linde Air Products Div
337
United Condenser Corp
United Manufacturing & Service
353
Company
471
United States Gasket Company
Second Cover
United Transformer Co

Vacuum Metals Corp., Sub of
National Research Corp
Vectron, Inc.
Veeder-Root, Inc.
Vickers Electric Division
Victoreen Instrument Co
Victory Engineering Corp

93
352

98
317
290
456

Waldes Kohinoor, Inc
Wall Manufacturing Co
Ward Leonard Electric Co
Warren Wire Company
Wasserlein Manufacturing Co., Inc
Waterman Products Co., Inc

8t
270
50,

51
69
335
266
346
Waters Manufacturing, Inc
392
Western Gold & Platinum Works
373
Westfield Metal Products Co., Inc
Westinghouse Electric Corp..76, 122, 245, 363
34
Weston Electrical Instrument Corp
White Dental Mfg. Co., S. 5....314, 315, 353
381
Williams & Co., O H
294
Winchester Electronics, Inc
Workshop Associates Div.,
322
Gabriel Company

47

240
306
395
107
402
285
402
37

123
371
397
220
416
301
401
417
288
848
41
327
45
279
316
414
303
57

Xeelite, Incorporated

447

Zielik, Daniel D
Zophar Mills, Inc

419
359

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

420

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
(Classified Advertising;!
H. E. HILTY, Mgr.

En

glneered instruments on 9isplay at leading
radio parts distributors. Write for latest catalog.

,d1.9

Aviation Corporation
Secon Metals Corporation
Sensitive Research Insarument Corp
Servo Corporation of America
Servomechanisms, Inc.
Shallcross Manufacturing Co
46,
Sierra Electronic Corp
Sigma Instrument, Inc
Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co
Sorensen & Company, Inc
Specialty Battery Company
Speer Carbon Company
Spencer-Hennedy Laboratories, Inc
Sprague Electric Company
9 36,
Starkpole Carbon Co
Standard Piezo Co
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd
Standard Transformer Corp.
Stayer Company, Inc
Sterling Engineering Company, Inc
Sterling Transformer Corp
Stevens-Arnold Incorporated
Stevens Manufacturing Co., Inc
Stoddart Aircraft Radio Co
Stone Paper Tube Company, Inc
Struthers -Dunn, Inc.
Superior Electric Co
Superior Tube Co
Suprenant Mfg. Co
Switchcraft, Inc.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc...7, 274,
Synthane Corporation

396

Terpening Company, L. H
Tinker & Rasor
Tinnerman Products, Inc
Titefiex, Inc.
Thomas Mold & Die Company
Thomas & Skinner Steel Products
Company, Inc.
Tobe Deutschman Corporation
Trad Television Corp
Transformer Metal Products Corp
Transistor Products, Inc
Transradio, Lt&
Tung -Sol Electric, Inc

7

this and other "Precision" Application

¡Precision Apparatus

342
472
331
40

419

San Fernando Electric Mfg. Co
Sanborn Company
Ss'hnttig & Co., Inc
Scientific Electric Div. of "S"
Corrugated Quenched Gap Co
scintilla Magneto Div., Bendix

YSN.TAGE

55

Radio Corporation of
America
221, Buck Cover
Radio Industry Council
385
Radio Materials Corporation
62
Radio Receptor Company, Ind
60
Railway Communications, Inc.
347
Railway Express Agency,
Air Expresss Div
108
Rauland Corporation
102
Raytheon Manufacturing
Company
35 255, 298
R -B-M Division, Essex Wire Corp
204
Reeves Hoffman Corporation
250
Regency
337
'fernier Company, Ltd
407
Representatives of Electronic Products
Manufacturers, Inc., The
398
Republic Foil & Metal Mills, Inc
299
Resistance Products Co
362
Rheostat Co., Rex
419
Roanwell Corporation
335
Rochester Electronics Co., Inc
419
Rome Cable Corporation
70
Runzel Cord & Wire Co
351

Rutherford Electronics

THE

111

Taylor Fibre Co
64
Tech Laboratories, Inc
875
Technical Service Corporation
355
Technitrol Engineering Company
415
Technology Instrument Corp
321, 323
Tektronix, Inc.
328
Tel -Instrument Co., Inc
360
Telechron Dept., General Electric Co
54
Teletronics Laboratory, Inc
320, 419
Telewave Laboratories, Inc
412
Tenney Engineering, Incorporated
826

SEARCHLIGHT ADVERTISERS INDEX
464, 465

This

Index is published as a convenience to the
readers. Every care is taken to make it accurate, but
ELECTRONICS assumes no responsibility for errors
or omissions.
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New

Swit
SWITCHES

AVEN
DAVEN not only supplies switches from its hunreds of standard units, but can also effect quick

changes from standard units to special switches by
using components at hand.
As a result, you are able to select, from thousands
of variations, the right switch for your particular

requirements.

here's a new switch for problems that
defy solution with standard components. If your
prototype is that of an unusual piece of equipment
and requires a switch not yet developed, DAVEN
will engineer it for you.
This is a service which DAVEN is singularly well
qualified to perform by reason of its skilled engineering staff and exceptional facilities. For more
a generation, DAVEN has built up a DevelopgCment Department that is second to none in solving
difficult switch problems.
Furthermore, because only DAVEN has the
patented "knee -action" rotor, units can be produced with a greater number of switch positions
and poles in a smaller space than was ever possible
before.
And

(

.

.

.

/than
THE

VEN

Why not call on DAVEN today to assist with
your development project, especially if you need
switches that must render maximum performance in
minimum space.

co

191 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 4, NEW JERSEY

efieff

Write for your copy of DAVEN's
new, 28 -page brochure on SWITCHES.

a

RCA transistors

sTOW

FTER MORE THAN FOUR YEARS Of in-

tensive development work with
transistors at the David Sarnoff Research
Center-and at the RCA Tube Department RCA now makes transistors a
commercial reality!
Backed by RCA's long experience in
the field of semi -conductive materials
and electron devices, here again is technical evidence of RCA's never-ending
effort to provide industry with a quality
product consistent with the best engineering practice known today.

-

avada4/e!

For technical data or design help, write
RCA, Commercial Ehgineering, Section
42ER. Or just call your nearest RCA.
Field Office:
EAST) Humboldt 5-3900, 415 S. 5th St.,
Harrison, N. J.
(MIDWEST) Whitehall 4.2900, 589 E. Illinois St.,
Chicago, Ill.
(WEST) Madison 9-3671, 420 S. San Pedro St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.
(

Write for new technical bulletin on RCA Transistors. The
booklet includes characteristics, typical operating conditions,
and performance curves. Yours for the asking! Address RCA,
Commercial Engineering, Section 42ER, Harrison, N. J.

RADIO CORPORATION
TUBE DEPARTMENT

of AMERICA
HARRISON, N..1.

